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PREFACE.

THE present work is intended as a sequel and supplement
to my History of Greece. It describes a portion of Hellenic
philosophy: it dwells upon eminent individuals, enquiring,
theorising, reasoning, confuting, &c, as contrasted with those
collective political and social manifestations which form the
matter of history, and which the modern writer gathers from
Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon.

Both Sokrates and Plato, indeed, are interesting characters
in history as well as in philosophy. Under the former aspect,
they were described by me in my former work as copiously
as its general purpose would allow. But it is impossible to do
justice to either of them—above all, to Plato, with his extreme
variety and abundance—except in a book of which philosophy
is the principal subject, and history only the accessory.

The names of Plato and Aristotle tower above all others
in Grecian philosophy. Many compositions from both have
been preserved, though only a small proportion of the total
number left by Aristotle. Such preservation must be
accounted highly fortunate, when we read in Diogenes
Laertius and others, the long list of works on various topics
of philosophy, now irrecoverably lost, and known by little
except their titles. Respecting a few of them, indeed, we
obtain some partial indications from fragmentary extracts
and comments of later critics. But none of these once cele-
brated philosophers, except Plato and Aristotle, can be fairly
appreciated upon evidence furnished by themselves. The
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IV PREFACE.

Platonic dialogues, besides the extraordinary genius which
they display as compositions, bear thus an increased price
(like the Sibylline books) as the- scanty remnants of a lost
philosophical literature, once immense and diversified.

Under these two points of view, I trust that the copious
analysis and commentary bestowed upon them in the present
work will not be considered as unnecessarily lengthened.
I maintain, full and undiminished, the catalogue of Plato's
works, as it was inherited from antiquity and recognised by
all critics before the commencement of the present century.
Vet since several subsequent critics have contested the canon,
and set aside as spurious many of the dialogues contained in
it,—I have devoted a chapter to this question, and to the
vindication of the views on which I have proceeded.

The title of these volumes will sufficiently indicate that
I intend to describe, as far as evidence permits, the condition
of Hellenic philosophy at Athens during the half century
immediately following the death of Sokrates in 399 B.C.
My first two chapters do indeed furnish a brief sketch of
Pre-Sokratic philosophy: but I profess to take my departure
from Sokrates himself, and these chapters are inserted mainly
in order that the theories by which he found himself sur-
rounded may not be altogether unknown. Both here, and in
the sixty-ninth chapter of my History, I have done my best
to throw light on the impressive and eccentric personality
i >f Sokrates: a character original and unique, to whose pe-
culiar mode of working on other minds I scarcely know a
parallel in history. He was the generator, indirectly and
through others, of a new and abundant crop of compositions
—the " Sokratic dialogues:" composed by many different
authors, among whom Plato stands out as unquestionable
coryphaeus, yet amidst other names well deserving respectful
mention as seconds, companions, or opponents.

It is these Sokratic dialogues, and the various companions of
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Sokrates from whom they proceeded, that the present work is
intended to exhibit. They form the dramatic manifestation of
Hellenic philosophy—as contrasted with the formal and sys-
tematising, afterwards prominent in Aristotle.

But the dialogue is a process containing commonly a
large intermixture, often a preponderance, of the negative
vein: which was more abundant and powerful in Sokrates
than in any one. In discussing the Platonic dialogues, I
have brought this negative vein into the foreground. It
reposes upon a view of the function and value of philo-
sophy which is less dwelt upon than it ought to be, and for
which I here briefly prepare the reader.

Philosophy is, or aims at becoming, reasoned truth: an
aggregate of matters believed or disbelieved after conscious
process of examination gone through by the mind, and
capable of being explained to others: the beliefs being
either primary, knowingly assumed as self-evident—or con-
clusions resting upon them,-after comparison of all relevant
reasons favourable and unfavourable. " Philosophia " (in the
words of Cicero), " ex rationum collatione consistit." This is
not the form in which beliefs or disbeliefs exist with ordinary
minds: there has been no conscious examination—there is
no capacity of explaining to others—there is no distinct set-
ting out of primary truths assumed—nor have any pains been
taken to look out for the relevant reasons on both sides, and
weigh them impartially. Yet the beliefs nevertheless exist
as established facts, generated by traditional or other au-
thority. They are sincere and often earnest, governing men's
declarations and conduct. They represent a cause in which
sentence has been pronounced, or a rule made absolute,
without having previously heard the pleadings.*

a Napoleon, qni de temps en temps,
au milieu de sa fortune et de sa puis-
sance, songeait a Robespierre et a
sa triste fin—interrogeait un jour son
arcni - chanoelier Gambace'res sur le

neuf Thermidor. " C'est un proces
juge et non plaide'," repondait Camba-
ceres, avec la finesse d'un jurisconsulte
courtisan.—(Hippolyte Camot —Notice
sur Barere, p. 109; Paris, 1842.)
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Now it is the purpose of the philosopher, first to bring
this omission of the pleadings into conscious notice—next to
discover, evolve, and bring under hearing- the matters omitted,
as far as they suggest themselves to his individual reason. He
claims for himself, and he ought to claim for all others alike,
the right of calling for proof where others believe without
proof—of rejecting the received doctrines, if upon examination
the proof given appears to his mind unsound or insufficient
—and of enforcing instead of them any others which impress
themselves upon his mind as true. But the truth which he
tenders for acceptance must of necessity be reasoned truth:
supported by proofs, defended by adequate replies against
preconsidered objections from others. Only hereby does it
properly belong to the history of philosophy: hardly even
hereby has any such novelty a chance of being fairly
weighed and appreciated.

AYhen we thus advert to the vocation of philosophy, we
see that (to use the phrase of an acute modern author6)

h Professor Ferrier, in his instruc-
tive volume, ' The Institutes of Meta-
physic,' has some valuable remarks
on the scope and purpose of Philo-
sophy. I transcribe some of them, in
abridgment.

(Suctions 1-8;—"A system of phi-
losophy is bound by two main re-
quisitions : it ought to be true—and
it ought to be reasoned. Philo-
sophy, in its ideal perfection, is a body
of reasoned truth. Of these obliga-
tions, the latter is the more stringent.
It is more proper that philosophy
should be reasoned, than that it should
be true: because, while truth may
perhaps be unattainable by man, to
reason is certainly his province and
within his power. . . . A system is of
the highest value only when it em-
braces both these requisitions—that
is, when it is both true, and reasoned.
But a system which is reasoned with-
out being true, is always of higher
value than a system which U true
without being reasoned. The latter
kind of system is of no value: because

philosophy is the attainment of truth
by the way of reason. That is its de-
finition. A system therefore which
reaches the truth but not by the way
of reason, is not philosophy at all,
and has therefore no scientific worth.
Again, an unreasoned philosophy, even
though true, carries no guarantee of
its truth. It may be true, but it can-
not be certain. On the other hand,
a system, which is reasoned without
being true, has always some value.
It creates reason by exercising it. It
is employing the proper means to reach
truth, though it may fail to reach
it." (Sections 38-41)—"The student
will find that the system here sub-
mitted to his attention is of a very
polemical character. Why ? Because
philosophy exists only to correct the
inadvertencies of man's ordinary think-
ing. She has no other mission to fulfil.
If man naturally thinks aright, he
need not be taught to think aright.
If he is already in possession of the
truth, he does not require to be put
in possession of it. The occupation of
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it is by necessity polemical: the assertion of independent
reason by individual reasoners, who dissent from the unrea-
soning belief which reigns authoritative in the social atmo-
sphere around them, and who recognise no correction or
refutation except from the counter-reason of others. We
see besides, that these dissenters from the public will
also be, probably, more or less dissenters from each other.
The process of philosophy may be differently performed by
two enquirers equally free and sincere, even of the same age
and country: and it is sure to be differently performed, if
they belong to ages and countries widely apart. It is essen-
tially relative to the individual reasoning mind, and to the
medium by which the reasoner is surrounded. Philosophy
herself has every thing to gain by such dissent; for it is
only thereby that the weak and defective points of each
point of view are likely to be exposed. If unanimity is not
attained, at least each of the dissentients will better under-
stand what he rejects as well as what he adopts.

The number of individual intellects, independent, inqui-
sitive, and acute, is always rare everywhere; but was com-
paratively less rare in these ages of Greece. The first topic,
on which such intellects broke loose from the common con-
sciousness of the world around them, and struck out new points
ox view for themselves, was in reference to the Kosmos or

philosophy is gone : her office is super-
fluous. Therefore philosophy assumes
aud must assume that man does not
naturally think aright, but must be
tauglit to do so : that truth does not
come to him spontaneously, but must
be brought to him by his own ex-
ertions. If man does not naturally
think aright, he must think, we shall
not say wrongly (for that implies mal-
ice prepense) but inadvertently : the
native occupant of his mind must be,
we shall not say falsehood (for that
too implies malice prepense) but error.
The original dowry then of universal
man is inadvertency and error. This
assumption is the ground and only

justification of the existence of philo-
sophy. The circumstance that philo-
sophy exists only to put right the
oversights of common thinking—ren-
ders her polemical not by choice, but by
necessity. She is controversial as the
very tenure and condition of her exist-
ence : for how can she correct the slips
of common opinion, the oversights of
natural thinking, except by contro-
verting them ?"

Professor Fcrrier deserves high com-
mendation for the care taken in this
volume to set out clearly Proposition
and Counter-Proposition: the thesis
which he impugns, as well as that
which he sustains.
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the Universe. The received belief, of a multitude of unseen
divine persons bringing about by volitions all the different
phenomena of nature, became unsatisfactory to men like
Thales, Anaximander, Parrnenides, Pythagoras, Anaxagoras.
Each of these volunteers, following his own independent
inspirations, struck out a new hypothesis, and endeavoured
to commend it to others with more or less of sustaining
reason. There appears to have been little of negation or
refutation in their procedure. None of them tried to dis-
prove the received point of view, or to throw its supporters
upon their defence. Each of them unfolded his own hypo-
thesis, or his own version of affirmative reasoned truth, for
the adoption of those Avith whom it might find favour.

The dialectic age had not yet arrived. When it did
arrive, with Sokrates as its principal champion, the topics
of philosophy were altered, and its process revolutionised.
We have often heard repeated the Ciceronian dictum—that
(Sokrates brought philosophy down from the heavens to the
earth: from the distant, abstruse, and complicated phenomena
of the Kosmos—in respect to which he adhered to the vulgar
point of view, and even disapproved any enquiries tending
to rationalise it—to the familiar business of man, and the
common generalities of ethics and politics. But what has
been less observed about Sokrates, though not less true, is,
that along with this change of topics he introduced a com-
plete revolution in method. He placed the negative in the
front of his procedure; giving to it a point, an emphasis,
a substantive value, which no one had done before. His
peculiar gift was that of cross-examination, or the application
of his Elenchus to discriminate pretended from real know-
ledge. He found men full of confident beliefs on these
ethical and political topics—affirming with words which they
had never troubled themselves to define—and persuaded that
they required no farther teaching: yet at the same time
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unable to give clear or consistent answers to his questions,
and shown by this convincing test to be destitute of real
knowledge. Declaring this false persuasion of knowledge, or
confident unreasoned belief, to be universal, he undertook
as the mission of his life to expose i t : and he proclaimed
that until the mind was disabused thereof and made pain-
fully conscious of ignorance, no affirmative reasoned truth
could be presented with any chance of success.

Such are the peculiar features of the Sokratic dialogue,
exemplified in the compositions here reviewed. I do not
mean that Sokrates always talked so; but that such was the
marked peculiarity which distinguished his talking from
that of others. It is philosophy, or reasoned truth, ap-
proached in the most polemical manner; operative at first
only to discredit the natural, unreasoned intellectual growths
of the ordinary mind, and to generate a painful consciousness
of ignorance. I say this here, and I shall often say it again
throughout these volumes. It is absolutely indispensable to
the understanding of the Platonic dialogues; one half of
which must appear unmeaning, unless construed with refer-
ence to this separate function and value of negative dialectic.
Whether readers may themselves agree in such estimation
of negative dialectic, is another question: but they must
keep it in mind as the governing sentiment of Plato during
much of his life, and of Sokrates throughout the whole of
life: as being moreover one main cause of that antipathy
which Sokrates inspired to many respectable orthodox con-
temporaries. I have thought it right to take constant
account of this orthodox sentiment among the ordinary
public, as the perpetual drag-chain, even when its force is
not absolutely repressive, upon free speculation.

Proceeding upon this general view, I have interpreted the
numerous negative dialogues in Plato as being really nega-
tive and nothing beyond. I have not presumed, still less
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tried to divine, an ulterior affirmative beyond what the text
reveals—neither arcana ccelestia, like Proklus and Ficinus,0

nor any other arcanum of terrestrial character. While giving
such an analysis of each dialogue as my space permitted and
as will enable the reader to comprehend its general scope
and peculiarities—I have studied each as it stands written,
and have rarely ascribed to Plato any purpose exceeding
what he himself intimates. Where I find difficulties forcibly
dwelt upon without any solution, I imagine, not that he had
a good solution kept back in his closet, but that he had failed
in finding one: that he thought it useful, as a portion of
the total process necessary for finding and authenticating
reasoned truth, both to work out these unsolved difficulties
for himself, and to force them impressively upon the attention
of others.d

Moreover, I deal with each dialogue as a separate compo-
sition. Each represents the intellectual scope and impulse
of a peculiar moment, which may or may not be in harmony
with the rest. Plato would have protested not less earnestly

c F . A. Wolf, Vorrede, Plato, Sym-
pos. p. vi.

" Ficinus suchte, wie er sich in der
Zueignungsschrift seiner Version aus-
driickt, im Platon allenthalben arcana
coelestia: und da er sie in seinem
Kopfe mitbrachte, so konnte es ihm
niclit sauer werden, etwas zu finden,
was freilieh jedern andern verborgen
bleiben muss."

d A striking, passage from Bentham
illustrates very well both the Sokratic
and the Platonic point of view. (Prin-
ciples of Morals and Legislation, vol.
ii. ch. xvi. p. 57, ed. 1823.)

" Gross ignorance descries no diffi-
culties. Imperfect knowledge rinds
them out and struggles with them. It
must be perfect knowledge that over-
comes them."

Of the three different mental con-
ditions here described, the first is that
against which Sokrates made war, i. e.
real ignorance, and fa lie persuasion of j
knowledge, which therefore descries

no difficulties.
The second, or imperfect knowledge

struggling with difficulties, is repre-
sented by the Platonic negative dia-
logues.

The third—or perfect knowledge
victorious over difficulties—will be
found in the following pages marked
by the character rb Sivaadcu \6yov
fii86vai nal Se'xecCai. You do not pos-
sess " perfect knowledge," until you
are able to answer, with unfaltering
promptitude and consistency, all the
questions of a Sokratic cross-examiner
—and to administer effectively the like
cross-examination yourself, for the pur-
pose of testing others. ''Okas 8e <rr\-
lizlov rod eiS6ros rb Sivatricu 8i5c(<nc£ii/
ia-Tiv. (Aristotel. Metaphys. A. 981,
b. 8.)

Perfect knowledge, corresponding to
this definition, will not be found mani-
fested in Plato. Instead of it, we note
in his latter years the lawgiver's as-
sumed infallibility.
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than Cicero,8 against those who sought to foreclose debate,
in the grave and arduous struggles for searching out reasoned
truth—and to bind down the free inspirations of his intellect
in one dialogue, by appealing to sentence already pronounced
in another preceding. Of two inconsistent trains of reason-
ing, both cannot indeed be true—but both are often useful
to be known and studied: and the philosopher, who pro-
fesses to master the theory of his subject, ought not to be a
stranger to either. All minds athirst for reasoned truth will
be greatly aided in forming their opinions by the number of
points which Plato suggests, though they find little which
he himself settles for them finally.

There have been various critics, who, on perceiving incon-
sistencies in Plato, either force them into harmony by a
subtle exegesis, or discard one of them as spurious. I have
not followed either course. I recognise such inconsistencies,
when found, as facts—and even as very interesting facts—in
his philosophical character. To the marked contradiction in
the spirit of the Leges, as compared with the earlier Platonic
compositions, I have called special attention. Plato has been
called by Plutarch a mixture of Sokrates with Lykurgus.
The two elements are in reality opposite, predominant at
different times: Plato begins his career with the confessed
ignorance and philosophical negative of Sokrates: he closes
it with the peremptory, dictatorial, affirmative of Lykurgus.

To Xenophon, who belongs only in part to my present
work, and whose character presents an interesting contrast
with Plato, I have devoted a separate chapter. To the
other less celebrated Sokratic Companions also, I have

<• Cicero, Tusc. Disp. v. 11, 33.
The collocutor remarks, that what

Cicero says is inconsistent with what
he f Cicero) had written in the fourth
book De Fiaibus. To which Cicero
replies:—

Tu quidem tabellis obsignatis agis ' sumus liberi."

mecum, et teatificaris, quid dixerim
aliquando aut scripserim. Cum aliis
isto modo, qui legibus impositis dis-
putant. Nos in diem vivimus : quod-
cunque nostros animos probabilitate
percussit, id dicimua : itaque soli
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endeavoured to do justice, as far as the scanty means of
knowledge permit: to them, especially, because they have
generally been misconceived and unduly depreciated.

The present volumes, however, contain only one half of the
speculative activity of Hellas during the fourth century B.C.
The second half, in which Aristotle is the hero, remains
still wanting. If my health and energies continue, I hope
one day to be able to supply this want: and thus to com-
plete from my own point of view, the history, speculative
as well as active, of the Hellenic race, down to the date
which I prescribed to myself in the Preface of my History
near twenty years ago.

The philosophy of the fourth century B.C. is peculiarly
valuable and interesting, not merely from its intrinsic specu-
lative worth—from the originality and grandeur of its two
principal heroes—from its coincidence with the full display
of dramatic, rhetorical, artistic genius—but also from a fourth
reason not unimportant—because it is purely Hellenic; pre-
ceding the development of Alexandria, and the amalgamation
of Oriental veins of thought with the inspirations of the
Academy or the Lyceum. The Orontesf and the Jordan
had not yet begun to flow westward, and to impart their own
colour to the waters of Attica and Latium. Not merely
the real world, but also the ideal world, present to the minds
of Plato and Aristotle, were purely Hellenic. Even during
the century immediately following, this had ceased to be
fully true in respect to the philosophers of Athens: and it
became less and less true with each succeeding century.
New foreign centres of rhetoric and literature—Asiatic and
Alexandrian Hellenism—were fostered into importance by
regal encouragement. Plato and Aristotle are thus the
special representatives of genuine Hellenic philosophy. The
remarkable intellectual ascendancy acquired by them in their

' Juvenal iii. G2 :—
" Jampridem Syrus iu Tiberim defluxit Orcmtes," &c.
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own day, and maintained over succeeding centuries, was one
main reason why the Hellenic vein was enabled so long to
maintain itself, though in impoverished condition, against
adverse influences from the East, ever increasing in force.
Plato and Aristotle outlasted all their Pagan successors—
successors at once less purely Hellenic and less highly gifted.
And when Saint Jerome, near 750 years after the decease of
Plato, commemorated with triumph the victory of unlet-
tered Christians over the accomplishments and genius of
Paganism—he illustrated the magnitude of the victory, by
singling out Plato and Aristotle as the representatives of
vanquished philosophy.8

s The passage is a remarkable one,
as marking both the effect produced
on a Latin scholar by Hebrew studies,
and the neglect into which even the
greatest writers of classical antiquity
had then fallen (about 400 A. D.).

Hieronyrnus— Comment, in Epist.
ad Galatas, iii. 5, p. 486-4S7, ed. Venet.
1769 :—

" Sed omnem sermonis elegantiam,
et Latini sermonis venustatem, stridor
lectionis Hebraicse sordidavit. Nostis
enini et ipsee " (i. e. Paula and Eusto-
chium, to whom his letter is ad-
dressed) " quod plus quam quindecim
anni sunt, ex quo in manus meas nun-
quam Tullius, nunquam Maro, nun-
quam Gentilium literarurn quilibet
Auctor ascendit: et si quid forte inde,

I dum loqm'mur, obrepit, quasi antiqui
per nebulam somnii recordamur. Quod
autem profecerim ex lingua? illius in-
fatigabili studio, aliorum judicio dere-
linquo: ego quid in meci amiserim,
scio Si quis eloquentiam quserit
vel declamationibus delectatur, habet
in utraque lingua Demosthenem et
Tullium, Polemonem et Quintilianum.
Ecclesia Christi non de Acadcmia ot
Lyceo, sed de vili plebecula congre-
gata est Quotusquisque nunc
Aristotelem legit? Quanti Platonis
vel libros novere vel nomen ? Vix in

j angulis otiosi eos senes recolunt. Rus-
; ticanos vero et piscatores nostros totus
orbis loquitur, universus mundus
sonat."

EEEATUM.
IN Vol. i. Ch. vii. p, 283, note d, the following sentence appears:—

" It is not impossible that there may have been two distinct forms of indict-
ment (against Sokrates), since there were three different accusers—Meletus,
Anytus, and Lykon."

This sentence ought to be omitted. The conjecture (I find) has no founda-
tion : for the citation immediately preceding out of the Platonic Apology, though
it is cast into the form of an indictment, is not a real indictment tendered at the
archontic office as foundation for criminal procedure, but a summary extracted
by Sokrates himself from the words of unofficial writers and speakers who had
censured him. He chooses to put the summary into the phraseology common
in the administration of criminal justice at Athens.
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other, but without assignable
inter-dependence 278

Order of the Dialogues, chosen for
bringing them under separate
review. Apology will come
first; Timaius, Kritias, Leges,
Epinomis, last . . 279

Kriton and Euthyphron come im-
mediately after Apology. The
intermediate dialogues present
no convincing grounds for any
determinate order ib.

CHAPTEE VII.

APOLOGY OF SOKBATES.

The Apology is the real defence
delivered by Sokrates before the
Dikasts, reported by Plato, with-
out intentional transformation.. 281

Even if it be Plato's own composi-
tion, it comes naturally first in
the review of his dialogues

General character of the Apo-
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logy — Sentiments entertained
towards Sokrates at Athens - - 283

Declaration from the Delphian
oracle respecting the wisdom of
Sokrates, interpreted by him as
a mission to cross-examine the
citizens generally—The oracle is
proved to be true 2S4

False persuasion of wisdom is uni-
versal—the God alone is wise .. 285

Emphatic assertion by Sokrates of
the cross-examining mission im-
posed upon him by the God .. 286

He had devoted his life to the exe-
cution of this mission, and he
intended to persevere in spite of
obloquy or danger 287

He disclaims the function of a
teacher—he cannot teach, for he
is not wiser than others. He
differs from others by being con-
scious of his own ignorance .. 288

He does not knowwherecompetent
teachers can be found. He is
perpetually seeking for them,
but in vain ib.

Impression made by the Platonic
Apology on Zeno the Stoic .. 289

Extent of efficacious influence
claimed by Sokrates for himself

F.ige
—exemplified by Plato through-
out the Dialogues of Search—
Xenophon and Plato enlarge i t . . 290

Assumption by modern critics,
that Sokrates is a positive
teacher, employing indirect
methods for the inculcation of
theories of his own 291

Incorrectness of such assumption
— the Sokratic Elenchus does
not furnish a solution, but works
upon the mind of the respond-
ent, stimulating him to seek for
a solution of his own 292

Value and importance of this
process—stimulating active in-
dividual minds to theorise each
for itself 293

View taken by Sokrates about
death. Other men profess to
know what it is, and think it a
great misfortune : he does not
know ib.

Keliance of Sokrates on his own
individual reason, whetheragree-
ing or disagreeing with others .. 295

Formidable efficacy of established
public beliefs, generated without
any ostensible author .. .. ib.

CHAPTER VIII.

KRITON.

General purpose of the Kfiton . . 297
Subject of the dialogue — inter-

locutors ib.
Answer of Sokrates to the appeal

made by Kriton 298
He declares that the judgment of

the general public is not worthy
of trust: he appeals to the judg-
ment of the one Expert, who is
wise on the matter in debate .. 298

Principles laid down by Sokrates
for determining the question
with Kriton. Is the proceeding
recommended just or unjust ?
Never in any case to act unjustly 299

Sokrates admits that few will agree
with him, and that most persons
hold the opposite opinion : but
he affirms that the point is car-
dinal ib.

Pleading supposed to be addressed

by the Laws of Athens to So-
krates, demanding from him
implicit obedience 300

Purpose of Plato in this pleading
—to present the dispositions of
Sokrates in a light different from
that which the Apology had pre-
sented—unqualified submission
instead of defiance 301

Harangue of Sokrates, delivered in
the name of the Laws, would
have been applauded by all the
democratical patriots of Athens 302

The harangue insists upon topics
common to Sokrates with other
citizens, overlooking the spe-
cialties of his character .. .. 303

Still Sokrates is represented as
adopting the resolution to obey,
from his own conviction; by a
reason which weighs with him
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Page
but which would not weigh with
others 304

The harangue is not a corollary
from this Sokratic reason, but
represents feelings common
among Athenian citizens . . . . ib.

Emphatic declaration of the au-
thority of individual reason and
conscience, for the individual
himself ib.

The Kriton is rhetorical, not dia-
lectical. Difference between
Rhetoric and Dialectic . . . . 305

The Kriton makes powerful appeal

Page
to the emotions, but overlooks
the ratiocinative difficulties, or
supposes them to be solved . . 30G

Incompetence of the general public
or ISiirai—appeal to the profes-
sional Expert 307

Procedure of Sokrates after this
comparison has been declared—
he does not name who the trust-
worthy Expert is 308

Sokrates acts as the Expert him-
self: he finds authority in his
own reason and conscience . . ib.

CHAPTEE IX.

EuTHYPHKON.

Situation supposed in the dialogue
—interlocutors 310

Indictment by Meletus against So-
krates—Antipathy of the Athe-
nians towards those who spread
heretical opinions ib.

Euthyphron recounts that he is
prosecuting an indictment for
murder against his own father—
Displeasure of his friends at the
proceeding 311

Euthyphron expresses full confi-
dence that this step of his is
both required and warranted by
piety or holiness. Sokrates asks
him—what is Holiness? .. . . 312

Euthyphron alludes to the punish-
ment of Uranus by his son Kronus,
and of Kronus by his son Zeus 313

Sokrates intimates his own hesita-
tion in believing these stories of
discord among the Gods. Eu-
thyphron declares his full belief
in them, as well as in many si-
milar narratives, not in so much
circulation 313

Bearing of this dialogue on the re-
lative positions of Sokrates and
the Athenian public 314

Dramatic moral set forth by Ari-
stophanes against Sokrates and
the freethinkers, is here retorted
by Plato against the orthodox
champion 315

Sequel of the dialogue — Euthy-
phron gives a particular example
as the reply to a general question 317

Such mistake frequent in dialectic
discussion 317

First general answer given by Eu-
thyphron—that which is pleas-
ing to the Gods is Holy. Com-
ments of Sokrates thereon .. 318

To be loved by the Gods is not the
essence of the Holy'—-they love
it because it is holy. In what
then does its essence consist?
Perplexity of Euthyphron .. 319

Sokrates suggests a new answer.
The Holy is one branch or va-
riety of the Just. It is that
branch which concerns ministra-
tion by men to the Gods .. . . 320

Ministration to the Gods ? How ?
To what purpose ? ib.

Holiness—rectitude in sacrifice and
prayer — right traffic between
men and the Gods 321

This will not stand—the Gods gain
nothing—they receive from men
marks of honour and -gratitude
—they are pleased therewith
—the Holy therefore must
be that which is pleasing to the
Gods 322

This is the same explanation which
was before declared insufficient.
A fresh explanation is required
from Euthyphron. He breaks
off the dialogue ib.

Sokratic spirit of the dialogue—
confessed ignorance applying
the Elenchus to false persuasion
of knowledge '&•
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The questions always difficult,
often impossible to answer.
Sokrates is unable to answer
them, though he exposes the
bad answers of others

Objections of Theopompus to the
Platonic procedure

Objective view of Ethics, distin-
guished by Sokrates from the
subjective

Subjective unanimity coincident
with objective dissent

Cross - examination brought to
bear upon this mental condi-
tion by Sokrates—position of
Sokrates and Plato in regard
to it

The Holy—it has an essential cha-
racteristic— what is this ?—not
the fact that it is loved by the
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322

324

ib.

Gods—this is true, but-is not its
constituent essence

Views of the Xenophontic Sokrates
respecting the Holy—different
from those of the Platonic So-
krates—he disallows any common
absolute general type of the H oly
—he recognises an indefinite
variety of types, discordant and
relativ

l'age

327

325

326

The Holy a branch of the Just—
not tenable as a definition, but
useful as bringing to view the
subordination of logical terms

The Euthyphron represents Plato's
way of replying to the charge of
impiety, preferred by Meletus
against Sokrates — comparison
with Xenophon's way of reply-
ing

329

ib.

CHAPTEK X.

ALKIBIADES I. AND II.

Situation supposed in the dialogue.
Persons — Sokrates and Alki-
biades 331

Exorbitant hopes and political am-
bition of Alkibiades 332

Questions put by Sokrates, in re-
ference to Alkibiades in his
intended function as adviser of
the Athenians. What does he
intend to advise them upon ?
"What has he learnt, and what
does he know ib.

Alkibiades intends to advise the
Athenians on questions of war
and peace. Questions of So-
krates thereupon. We must
fight those whom it is better to
fight—to what standard does
better refer ? To just and un-
just 333

How, or from whom, has Alkibiades
learnt to discern or distinguish
Just and Unjust ? He never
learnt it from any one; he
always knew it, even as a boy .. 334

Answer amended. Alkibiades
learnt it from the multitude, as
he learnt to speak Greek. —The
multitude cannot teach just and
unjust, for they are at variance
among themselves about it. Al-

kibiades is going to advise the
Athenians about what he does
not know himself

Answer farther amended. The
Athenians do not generally de-
bate about just or unjust— which
they consider plain to every one
—but about expedient and inex-
pedient, which are not coinci-
dent with just and unjust. But
neither does Alkibiades know
the expedient. He asks So-
krates to explain. Sokrates de-
clines : he can do nothing but
question

Comment on the preceding.—
Sokratic method—the respond-
ent makes the discoveries for
himself

Alkibiades is brought to admit
that whatever is just, is good,
honourable, expedient: and that
whoever acts honourably, both
does well, and procures for him-
self happiness thereby. Equi-
vocal reasoning of Sokrates ..

Humiliation of Alkibiades. Other
Athenian statesmen are equally
ignorant. But the real op-
ponents, against whom Alki-
biades is to measure himself, are,

335

335

337

if,.
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Page
the kings of Sparta and Persia.
Eulogistic description of those
kings. To match them, Alki-
biades must make himself as
good as possible 338

But good—for what end, and under
what circumstances ? Abundant
illustrative examples 339

Alkibiades, puzzled and humi-
liated, confesses his ignorance.
Encouragement given by So-
krates. It is an advantage to
make such discovery in youth . . 340

Platonic Dialectic—its actual effect
—its anticipated effect—applic-
able to the season of }routh .. ib.

Know Thyself—Delphian maxim
—its urgent importance—What
is myself? My mind is myself ib.

I cannot know myself, except by
looking into another mind. Self-
knowledge is temperance. Tem-
perance and Justice are the con-
ditions both of happiness and of
freedom 342

Alkibiades feels himself unworthy
to be free, and declares that lie
will never quit Sokrates . . . . ib.

Second Alkibiades—situation sup-
posed 343

Danger of mistake in praying to
the Gods for gifts which may
prove mischievous. Most men
are unwise. Unwise is the
generic word : madmen, a par-
ticular variety under it . . . . ib.

Relation between a generic term,
and the specific terms compre-
hended under it, was not then
familiar 344

Frequent cases, in which men
pray for supposed benefits, and
find that when obtained, they
are misfortunes. Every one
fancies that he knows what is
beneficial; mischiefs of ignor-
ance ib.

Mistake in predications about ig-
norance generally. We must
discriminate. Ignorance of
what ? Ignorance of good, is
always mischievous : ignorance
of other things, not always . • 345

Wise public counsellors are few.
Upon what ground do we call
these few wise ? Not because
they possess merely special arts
or accomplishments, but because

Page
they know, besides, upon what
occasions, and under what limits
each of these accomplishments
ought to be used 345

Special accomplishments, without
the knowledge of the good or
profitable, are oftener hurtful
than beneficial . . . . . . . . 34G

It is unsafe for Alkibiades to pro-
ceed with his sacrifice, until he
has learnt what is the proper
language to address to the Gods.
He renounces his sacrifice, and
throws himself upon the counsel
of Sokrates 347

Different critical opinions respect-
ing these two dialogues . . . . 348

Grounds for disallowing them—
less strong against the Second
than against the First .. . . ib.

The supposed grounds for disal-
lowance are in reality only marks
of inferiority 349

The two dialogues may probably
be among Plato's earlier compo-
sitions 350

Analogy with various dialogues in
the Xenophontic Memorabilia—
Purpose of Sokrates to humble
presumptuous young men. . .. 351

Fitness of the name and character
of Alkibiades for idealising this
feature in Sokrates 352

Plato's manner of replying to the
accusers of Sokrates. Magical
influence ascribed to the conver-
sation of Sokrates 354

The purpose proclaimed by So-
krates in the Apology is followed
out in Alkibiades I. Warfare
against the false persuasion of
knowledge 355

Difficulties multiplied for the pur-
pose of bringing Alkibiades to a
conviction of his own ignorance 356

Sokrates furnishes no means of
solving these difficulties. He
exhorts to Justice and Virtue —
but these are acknowledged
Incognita 357

Prolixity of Alkibiades I.—Ex-
treme multiplication of illustra-
tive examples—How explained ib.

Alkibiades II. leaves its problem
avowedly undetermined .. . • 358

Sokrates commends the practice of
praying to the Gods for favours
undefined—his views about the
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semi - regular, semi - irregular
agency of the Gods—he prays to
them for premonitory warnings 359

Comparison of Alkibiades II. with
the Xenophontic Memorabilia,
especially the conversation of
Sokrates with Euthydemus. So-
krates not always consistent with
himself 360

Remarkable doctrine of Alkibiades
II.—that knowledge is not al-
ways Good. The knowledge of

Page
Good itself is indispensable;
without that, the knowledge of
other things is more hurtful than
beneficial 360

Knowledge of Good—appears pos-
tulated and divined, in many of
the Platonic dialogues, under
different titles 362

The Good—the Profitable—what
is it ?—How are we to know it ?
Plato leaves this undetermined ib.

CHAPTER XI.

HIPFIAS MAJOR — HIPPIAS MINOR.

Hippias Major—situation supposed
—character of the dialogue.
Sarcasm and mockery against

^ Hippias 364
Real debate between the historical

Sokrates and Hippiasjjin the
Xenophontic Memorabilia—sub-
ject of that debate 365

Opening of the Hippias Minor—
Hippias describes the successful
circuit which he had made
through Greece, and the renown
as "well as the gain acquired by
his lectures 366

Hippias had met with no success
at Sparta. Why the Spartans
did not admit his instructions—
their law forbids ib.

Question, What is law ? The law-
makers always aim at the Profit-
able, but sometimes fail to attain
it. When they fail, they fail to
attain law. The lawful is the
Profitable . the Unprofitable is
also unlawful 367

Comparison of the argument of
the Platonic Sokrates with that
of the Xenophontic Sokrates .. 368

The Just or Good is the beneficial
or profitable. This is the only
explanation which Plato ever
gives—and to this he does not
always adhere 369

Lectures of Hippias at Sparta—not
upon geometry, or astronomy,
&c, but upon the question—
What pursuits are beautiful,
fine, and honourable for youth ? 370

Question put by Sokrates, in the

name of a friend in the back-
ground, who has just been
puzzling him with it—What is
the Beautiful?

Hippias thinks the question easy
to answer

Justice, Wisdom, Beauty must
each be something. What is
Beauty, or the Beautiful ? ..

Hippias does not understand the
question. He answers by indi-
cating one particularly beautiful
object

Cross-questioning by Sokrates—
Other things also are beautiful;
but each thing is beautiful only
by comparison, or under some
particular circumstances—it is
sometimes beautiful, sometimes
not beautiful

Second answer of Hippias—Gold,
is that by the presence of which
all things become beautiful—
scrutiny applied to the answer.
Complaint by Hippias about
vulgar analogies

Third answer of Hippias—ques-
tions upon it —proof given that
it fails of universal application

Farther answers, suggested by
Sokrates himself—1. The Suit-
able or Becoming — objections
thereunto—it is rejected . . ..

2. The useful or profitable—ob-
jections— it will not hold .. . .

3. The Beautiful is a variety of
the Pleasurable—that which is
received through the eye and
t h e e a r

371

ib.

ib.
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ib.
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Objections to this last—What pro-

perty is there common to both
sight and hearing, which confers
upon the pleasures of these two
senses the exclusive privilege of
being beautiful ? 376

Answer—There is, belonging to
each and to both in common,
the property of being innocuous
and profitable pleasures—upon
this ground they are called
beautiful 378

This will not hold—the Profitable
is the cause of Good, and is
therefore different from Good—
to say that the beautiful is the
Profitable, is to say that it is
different from Good—but this
has been already declared inad-
missible ib.

Remarks upon the Dialogue—the
explanations ascribed to Hippias
are special conspicuous ex-
amples : those ascribed to So-
krates are attempts to assign
some general concept .. . . ib.

Analogy between the explanations
here ascribed to Sokrates, and
those given by the Xenophontic
Sokrates in the Memorabilia . . 380

Concluding thrust exchanged be-
tween Hippias and Sokrates . . 382

Rhetoric against Dialectic . . . . 384
Men who dealt with real life, con-

trasted with the speculative and
analytical philosophers . . . . ib.

Concrete Aggregates—abstract or
logical Aggregates. Distinct
aptitudes required by Aristotle
for the Dialectician 385

Antitheses of Absolute and Rela-
tive, here brought into debate
by Plato, in regard to the Idea
of Beauty 386

Hippias Minor — characters and
situation supposed 387

Hippias has just delivered a lec-
ture, in which he extols Achilles
as better than Odysseus — the
veracious and straightforward
hero better than the mendacious
and crafty 388

This is contested by Sokrates. The
veracious man and the menda-
cious man are one and the same
—the only man who can answer
truly if he chooses, is he who
can also answer falsely if he

chooses, i. e. the knowing man
—the ignorant man cannot make
sure of doing either the one or
the other

Analogy of special arts—it is only
the arithmetician who can speak
falsely on a question of arith-
metic when he chooses

View of Sokrates respecting
Achilles in the Iliad. He thinks
that Achilles speaks falsehood
cleverly. llippias maintains
that if Achilles ever speaks
falsehood, it is with an innocent
purpose, whereas Odysseus does
the like with fraudulent purpose

Issue here taken — Sokrates con-
tends that those who hurt, or
cheat, or lie wilfully, are better
than those who do the like
unwillingly—he entreats 13 ippias
to enlighten him and answer his
questions

Questions of Sokrates—multiplied
analogies of the special arts. The
unskilful artist, who runs,
wrestles, or sings badly, whether
he will or not, is worse than the
skilful, who can sing well when
he chooses, but can also sing
badly when he chooses

It is better to have the mind of a
bowman who misses his mark
only by design, than that of one
who misses even when he in-
tends to hit

Dissent and repugnance of Hippias
Conclusion — That none but the

good man can do evil wilfully :
the bad man does evil un-
willingly. Hippias cannot resist
the reasoning, but will not
accept the conclusion—Sokrates
confesses his perplexity . .

Remarks on the dialogue. If the
parts had been inverted, the
dialogue would have been cited
by critics as a specimen of the
sophistry and corruption of the
Sophists

Polemical purpose of the dialogue
—Hippias humiliated by So-
krates

Philosophical purpose of the dia-
logue'—theory of the Dialogues
of Search generally, and of
Knowledge as understood by
Plato
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The Hippias is an exemplification

of this theory—Sokrates sets
forth a case of confusion, and
avows his inability to clear it up.
Confusion — shown up in the
Lesser Hippias — Error in the
Greater 396

The thesis maintained here by
Sokrates, is also affirmed by the
historical Sokrates in the
Xenophontic Memorabilia . . 398

Aristotle combats the thesis. Ar-
guments against it 399

Mistake of Sokrates and Plato in
dwelling too exclusively on the
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intellectual conditions of human
conduct 400

They rely too much on the analogy
of the special arts—they take no
note of the tacit assumptions
underlying the epithets of praise
and blame 401

Value of a Dialogue of Search,
that it shall be suggestive, and
that it shall bring before us dif-
ferent aspects of the question
under review 402

Antithesis between Rhetoric and
Dialectic ib.

CHAPTEE XII.

HII'PARCTTOS—MINOS.

Hipparchus—Question—-What is
the definition of Lover of Gain ?
He is one who thinks it right to
gain from things worth nothing.
Sokrates cross-examines upon
this explanation. No man ex-
pects to gain from things which
he knows to be worth nothing:
in this sense, no man is a lover
of gain 403

Gain is good. Every man loves
good: therefore all men are
lovers of gain 404

Apparent contradiction. Sokrates
accuses the companion of trying
to deceive him—accusation is
retorted upon Sokrates .. .. 405

Precept inscribed formerly by
Hipparchus the Peisistratid—
never deceive a friend. Eulogy
of Hipparchus by Sokrates .. ib.

Fnkrates allows the companion to
retract some of his answers. The
companion affirms that some
gain is good, other gain is evil 406

Questions by Sokrates—bad gain
is gain, as much as good gain.
What is the common property,
in virtue of which both are
called (Jain ? Every acquisi-
tion, made with no outlay, or
with a smaller outlay, is gain.
Objections—the acquisition may
be evil — embarrassment con-
fessed 407

It is essential to gain, that the

acquisition made shall be greater
not merely in quantity, but also
in value, than the outlay. The
valuable is the profitable—the
profitable is the good. Conclu-
sion comes back, That Gain is
Good .. 407

Recapitulation. The debate has
shown that all gain is good, and
that there is no evil gain—all
men are lovers of gain—no man
ought to be reproached for
being so—the companion is com-
pelled to admit this, though he
declares that he is not per-
suaded 408

Minos. Question put by Sokrates
to the companion, What is Law,
or The Law? All law is the
same, qimtnuis law: what is the
common constituent attribute ? ib.

Answer—Law is, 1. The conse-
crated and binding customs. 2.
The decree of the city. 3. So-
cial or civic opinion 409

Cross-examination by Sokrates
just and lawfully-behaving men
are so through law: unjust and
lawless men are so through the
absence of law. Law is highly
honourable and useful: lawless-
ness is ruinous. Accordingly
bad decrees of the city—or bad
social opinion—cannot be law .. ib

Suggestion by Sokrates—Law is
the good opinion of the city
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but good opinion is true opinion,
or the finding out of reality.
Law therefore wishes (tends) to
be the finding out of reality,
though it does not always suc-
ceed in doing so 410

Objection taken by the Companion
—That there is great discordance
of laws in different places—he
specifies several cases of such
discordance at some length.
Sokrates reproves his prolixity,
and requests him to confine
himself to question or answer .. ib.

Farther questions by Sokrates—
Things heavy and light, just and
unjust, honourable and dis-
honourable, &c, are so, and are
accounted so everywhere. Real
things are always accounted
real. "Whoever fails in attaining
the real, fails in attaining the
lawful 411

There are laws of health and of
cure, composed by the few phy-
sicians wise upon those subjects,
and unanimously declared by
them. So also there are laws of
farming, gardening, cookery,
declared by the few wise in
those respective pursuits. In
like manner, the laws of a city
are the judgments declared by
the few wise men who know
how to rule ib.

That which is right is the regal
law, the only true and real law
—that which is not right, is not
law, but only seems to be law in
the eyes of the ignorant .. .. 412

Minos, King of Krete — his laws
were divine and excellent, and
have remained unchanged from
time immemorial ib.

Question about the character of
Minos —Homer and Hesiod de-
clare him to have been admir-
able, the Attic tragedians defame
him as a tyrant, because he was
the enemy of Athens 413

That Minos was really admirable
— and that he has found out
truth and reality respecting the
administration of the city—we
may be sure from the fact that
his laws have remained so long
unaltered *•

The question is made more deter-

minate--What is it that the
good lawgiver prescribes and
measures out for the health of
the mind, as the physician mea-
sures out food and exercise for
the body ? Sokrates cannot tell.
Close

The Hipparchus and Minos are
analogous to each other, and
both of them inferior works of
Plato, perhaps unfinished

Hipparchus — double meaning of
(piAoKepdfys and icepdos

State of mind of the agent, as to
knowledge, frequent inquiry in
Plato. No tenable definition
found

Admitting that there is bad gain,
as well as good gain, what is the
meaning of the word gain ?
None is found

Purpose of Plato in the dialogue—
to lay bare the confusion, and
to force the mind of the re-
spondent into efforts for clearing
it up

Historical narrative and comments
given in the dialogue respecting
Hipparchus—afford no ground
for declaring the dialogue to be
spurious

Minos. Question—What is the
characteristic property con-
noted by the word No,uos or
law ?

This question was discussed by the
historical Sokrates, Memorabilia
of Xenophon

Definitions of law—suggested and
refuted. Law includes, as a
portion of its meaning, justice,
goodness, usefulness, &c. Bad
decrees are not laws

Sokrates affirms that law is every-
where the same—it is the de-
clared judgment and command
of the Wise man upon the sub-
ject to which it refers — it is
truth and reality, found out and
certified by him

Reasoning of Sokrates in the Minos
is unsound, but Platonic. The
Good, True, and Real, coalesce
in the mind of Plato—lie ac-
knowledges nothing to be Law,
except what he thinks ought to
be Law

Plato worships the Ideal of his own
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mind—the work of systematic
constructive theory by the Wise
Man 422

Different applications of this gene-
ral Platonic view, in the Minos,
Politikus, Kratylus, &c. Xatural
Rectitude of Law, Government,
Names. &c ib.
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Eulogy on Minos, as having esta-

blished laws on this divine type
or natural rectitude 423

The Minos was arranged by Ari-
stophanes at first in a Trilogy
along with the Leges . . • • 424

Explanations of the word Law—
confusion in its meaning . . •. it>.

CHAPTEE XIII.

Theages—has been declared spu-
rious by some modern critics—•
grounds for such opinion not
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PLATO.

PRE-SOKRATIC PHILOSOPHY.

CHAPTER I.

SPECULATIVE PHILOSOPHY IN GREECE, BEFORE AND IN
THE TIME OF SOKRATES.

THE life of Plato extends from 427-347 B.C. He was born
in the fourth year of the Peloponnesian war, and he Change in

died at the age of 80, about the time when Olynthus S 5
was taken by the Macedonian Philip. The last SgTetfe
years of his life thus witnessed a melancholy breach of PIat0-
in the integrity of the Hellenic world, and even exhibited
data from which a far-sighted Hellenic politician might have
anticipated something like the coming subjugation, realised
afterwards by the victory of Philip at Chseroneia. But during
the first half of Plato's life, no such anticipations seemed even
within the limits of possibility. The forces of Hellas, though
discordant among themselves, were superabundant as to
defensive efficacy, and were disposed rather to aggression
against foreign enemies, especially against a country then so
little formidable as Macedonia. It was under this contempla-
tion of Hellas self-acting and self-sufficing—-an aggregate of
cities, each a political unit, yet held together by strong ties of
race, language, religion, and common feelings of various kinds
—that the mind of Plato was both formed and matured.

In appreciating, as far as our scanty evidence allows, the
circumstances which determined his intellectual and specu-
lative character, I shall be compelled to touch briefly upon
the various philosophical theories which were propounded
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PEB-SOKEATIC PHILOSOPHY. CHAP. I.

anterior to Sokrates—as well as to repeat some matters
already brought to view in the sixteenth, sixty-seventh, and
sixty-eighth chapters of my History of Greece.

To us, as to Herodotus in his day, the philosophical specu-
Eany Greek lation °f the Greeks begins with the theology and
fed wifh'the cosmology of Homer and Hesiod. The series of
tbeSkpe'r divine persons and attributes, and generations, pre-
Mnthearfliter sented by these poets, and especially the Theogony of
SSseToT Hesiod, supplied at one time full satisfaction to the
phenomena. curiosftv of the Greeks respecting the past history and
present agencies of the world around them. In the emphatic
censure bestowed by Herakleitus on the poets and philo-
sophers who preceded him, as having much knowledge but no
sense—he includes Hesiod, as well as Pythagoras, Xeno-
phanes, and Hekateus : upon Homer and Arckilochus he is
still more severe, declaring that they ought to be banished
from the public festivals and scourged.* The sentiment of
curiosity as it then existed was only secondary and derivative,
arising out of some of the strong primary or personal senti-
ments—fear or hope, antipathy or sympathy,—impression
of present weakness,—unsatisfied appetites and longings,—
wonder and awe under the presence of the terror striking
phenomena of nature, &c. Under this state of the mind,
when problems suggested themselves for solution, the answers
afforded by Polytheism gave more satisfaction than could
have been afforded by any other hypothesis. Among the
indefinite multitude of invisible, personal, quasi-human,
agents, with different attributes and dispositions, some one
could be found to account for every perplexing phenomenon.
The question asked was, not, What are the antecedent condi-
tions or causes of rain, thunder, or earthquakes, but, Who
rains and thunders? Who produces earthquakes?11 The
Hesiodic Greek was satisfied when informed that it was Zeus
or Poseidon. To be told of physical agencies would have
appeared to him not merely unsatisfactory, but absurd, ridi-

8 Diogen. Laert. ix. 1. noKv/iaBritri 'EKaraiov T6V 6' "Oja\pov %&>aaKiv tiiov
v6ov ov diSdfTicei' (ov <pvei, ap . Proc lum tTvat bairiCeffdcu 4K T5>V a'vcvviiiv )
in Platon. Timse. p. 31 F., p. 72, ed. 'ApXiXoxov dfwiws. '
Schneider), 'Ha-ioSov yhp hv eSiBacr/ce b Aristophanes, Nubes, 367, 'AAA&
Kal Tlv8ay6pT]v, avrls re zevcupavfa Kal rls Set; Herodot. vii. 129.
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culous, and impious. It was the task of a poet like Hesiod to
clothe this general polytheistic sentiment in suitable details:
to describe the various Gods, Goddesses, Demigods, and other
quasi-human agents, with their characteristic attributes, with
illustrative adventures, and with sufficient relations of sym-
pathy and subordination among each other, to connect them
in men's imaginations as members of the same brotherhood.
Okeanus, Gfea, Uranus, Helios, Selene,—Zeus, Poseidon,
Hades—Apollo and Artemis, Dionysus and Aphrodite—these
and many other divine personal agents, were invoked as the
producing and sustaining forces in nature, the past history of
which was contained in their filiations or contests. Anterior to
all of them, the primordial matter or person, was Chaos.

Hesiod represents the point of view ancient and popular
(to use Aristotle's expressionc) among the Greeks,
v , x . . Belief in such

from whence all their philosophical speculation took agency con-
1 X 1 tinued among

its departure : and which continued throughout their tbe general
1 ° public, even

history, to underlie all the philosophical speculations, ^ t h

as the faith of the ordinary public who neither fre-
quented the schools nor conversed with philosophers.
While Aristophanes, speaking in the name of this popular
faith, denounces and derides Sokrates as a searcher, alike
foolish and irreligious, after astronomical and physical causes
—Sokrates himself not only denies the truth of the allegation,
but adopts as his own the sentiment which dictated it; pro-
claiming Anaxagoras and others to be culpable for prying
into mysteries which the Gods intentionally kept hidden.4

The repugnance felt by a numerous public, against scientific
explanation—as eliminating the divine agents and substitut-
ing in their place irrational causes,6—was a permanent fact
of which philosophers were always obliged to take account,c Aristotel. Metaphys. i. 7, p. 989,
a. 10. $?j(rl 8e Kal 'Hffiodos T\V yyv

p] y
apxaiav Kal
elvai T^ ]ty

Again, in the beginning of the
second book of the Meteorologica,
Aristotle contrasts the ancient and
primitive theology with the " human
wisdom " which grew up subsequently :

Ol apxatoi Kal Siarpi^oures xepi Tas
dtoXoyias — oi <ro(pwT€poi T^V avQpa-
irivrfv aorpiav (Meteor, ii. i. p. 353, a.).

d Xenophon, Memor. iv. 7, 5; i.
11-15. Plato, Apolog. p. 26 E.

e Plutarch, Perikles, c. 23. Ov yap
Tjveixwro robs <pV(TlKoiis Kal fiereaj-
po\4rrx&s T6T€ KaXovjxivovs, &s els
alrias a\6yovs Kal Svvdfieis aTrpovoJ}-
TOUS StaTpifiovTas rb 8eiov.

B 2
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Thales, the
first Greek
who pro-
pounded the
hypothesis
of physical
agency in
place of per-
sonal. Water,
the primor-
dial sub-
stance, or

and which modified the tone of their speculations without
being powerful enough to repress them.

Even in the sixth century B.C., when the habit of compos-
ing in prose was first introduced, Pherekydes and
Akusilaus still continued in their prose the theogony,
or mythical cosmogony, of Hesiod and the other
old poets : while Epimenides and the Orphic poets
put forth different theogonies, blended with mystical
dogmas. I t was, however, in the same century, and

<wi- in the first half of it, that Thales, of Miletus
(620-560 B.C.), set the example of a new vein of thought.
Instead of the Homeric Okeanus, father of all things, Thales
assumed the material substance, Water, as the primordial
matter and the universal substratum of everything in nature.
By various transmutations, all other substances were gene-
rated from water; all of them, when destroyed, returned into
water. Like the old poets, Thales conceived the surface of the
earth to be flat and round; but he did not, like them, regard
it as stretching down to the depths of Tartarus: he supposed it
to be flat and shallow, floating on the immensity of the watery
expanse or Ocean/ This is the main feature of the Thaletian
hypothesis, about which, however, its author seems to have left
no writing. Aristotle says little about Thales, and that little
in a tone of so much doubt,g that we can hardly confide in the
opinions and discoveries ascribed to him by others.11

1 Aristotel. Metaphys. A. 3, p. 983,
b. 21. De Ccelo, ii. 13, p. 294, a. 29.
0a\7)s, 6 TTjs TOIOTTTJS apxyybs <piAo-
votpias, &c., Seneca, Natural. Quaest.
vi. 6.

Pherekydes, Epimenides, &c, were
contemporary with the earliest Ionic
philosophers (Brandis, Handbuoh der
Phil. s. 23).

According to Plutarch (Aquae et
Ignis Comparatio, p. 955, init.), most
persons believed that Hesiod, by the
word Chaos, meant Water. Zeno the
Stoic adopted this interpretation (Schol.
Apollon. Khod. i. 498). On the other
hand, Bacchylides the poet, and after
him Zenodotus, called Air by the
name Chaos ^Schol. Hesiod. Theogon.
p. 392, Gaisf.). Hermann considers
that the Hesiodic Chaos means empty

space (see the note of Brandis, Handb.
Phil. p. 71).

* See two passages in Aristotle De
Anima, i. 2, and i. 5.

h Cicero says (De Natura Deorum,
i. ]0), "Thales — aquam dixit esse
initium rerum, Deum autem earn
mentem, quae ex aqua cuncta fingeret."
That the latter half of this Ciceronian
statement, respecting the doctrine of
Thales, is at least unfounded, and
probably erroneous, is recognised by
Preller, Brandis, and Zeller. Preller,
Histor. Philos. Grsec. ex Fontium
Locis Contexta, sect. 15 ; Brandis,
Handbueh der Gr.-B. Philos. sect. 31,
p. 118; Zeller, Die Philos. derGriechen',
vol. i. p. 151, ed. 2.

It is stated by Herodotus that Thales
foretold the year of the memorable solar



CHAP. I. ANAXIMANDER.

The next of the Ionic philosophers, and the first who pub-
lished his opinions in writing, was Anaximander, of Anaxlman

Miletus, the countryman and younger contempo- dora'a" •
rary of Thales (570-520 B.C.). He too searched for S J 3 "
an 'Apxv, a primordial Something or principle, self- StaTof
existent and comprehending in its own nature a outo'nTby8

generative, motive, or transmutative force. Not L™™"™/
thinking that water, or any other known and definite coTtrarfi-
substance fulfilled these conditions, he adopted as the S d ? * 1

foundation of his hypothesis a substance which he caI ductrmes-
called the Infinite or Indeterminate. Under this name he con-
ceived Body simply, without any positive or determinate pro-
perties, yet including the fundamental contraries, Hot, Cold,
Moist, Dry, &c, in a potential or latent state, including
farther a self-changing and self-develojnng force,1 and being
moreover immortal and indestructible.k By this inherent force,
and by the evolution of one or more of these dormant con-
trary qualities, were generated the various definite substances
of nature—Air, Fire, Water, etc. But every determinate sub-
stance thus generated was, after a certain time, destroyed and
resolved again into the Indeterminate mass. " From thence
all substances proceed, and into this they relapse: each in
its turn thus making atonement to the others, and suffering
the penalty of injustice."1 Anaximander conceived separate

eclipse which happened during the
battle between the Medes and the Ly-
dians (Herod, i. 74). This eclipse
seems to have occurred in B.C. 585,
according to the best recent astrono-
mical enquiries by Professor Airy.

1 See Zeller, Philosophic der Grie-
chen, vol. i. p. 157, seq. ed. 2nd.

Anaximander conceived -rb Sireipoe
as infinite matter; the Pythagoreans
and Plato conceived it as a distinct
nature by itself—as a subject, not as a
predicate (Aristotel. Physic, iii. 4,
p. 203, a. 2;.

About these fundamental contraries,
Aristotle says (Physio, i. 4, init.) :
ol 5' CK TOV €vbs 4vov(ras vas evavn6-

} p p % [ p

0i)<n. Which Simplikius explains,
evavTiSrijTes et<ri, dep/xbv, tyvxpbv, £77-
pbv, vypbv, KU\ at &AAcu, &C.

Compare also Schleiermacher, " Ueber

Anaximandros," in his Vermischte
Schriften, vol. ii. p. 178, seq. Deutinger
(Gesch. der Philos. vol. i. p. 165, Be-
gensb. 1852) maintains that this I'/c-
Kpuns of contraries is at variance with
the hypothesis of Anaximander, and
lias been erroneously ascribed to him.
But the testimony is sufficiently good
to outweigh this suspicion.

k Anaximander spoke of his &ireipov
as aJdavunov ical avdiK^Bpov (Aristotel.
Physic, iii. 4, 7, p. 203, b. 15).

1 Simplikius ad Aristotel. Physic,
fol. 6 a. apud Preller, Histor. Philos.
Graeco-Eom. § 57, e£ Siv 5e y ydvetris

TO7S oixnv, Kai T V (p
'dai, Kara rb xpec

riaiv KOI Bberiv
Kara TT}V TOV

pv ds TavTk
y' StSovaL yap

^ rrjs
d} )^p ^

Simplikius remarks upon the poetical
character of this phraseology, iroirjTi-
tcwTtpois bv6fj.affiv, &c.
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existence (determinate and particular existence, apart from
the indeterminate and universal) as an unjust privilege, not
to be tolerated except for a time, and requiring atonement
even for that. As this process of alternate generation and
destruction was unceasing, so nothing less than an Infinite
could supply material for it. Earth, Water, Air, Fire, hav-
ing been generated, the two former, being cold and heavy,
remained at the bottom, while the two latter ascended. Fire
formed the exterior circle, encompassing the air like bark
round a tree: this peripheral fire was broken up and aggre-
gated into separate masses, composing the sun, moon, and
stars. The sphere of the fixed stars was nearest to the earth:
that of the moon next above it: that of the sun highest of
all. The sun and moon were circular bodies twenty-eight
times larger than the earth : but the visible part of them was
only an opening in the centre, through which"1 the fire or
light behind was seen. All these spheres revolved round the
earth, which was at first semi-fluid or mud, but became dry
and solid through the heat of the sun. It was in shape like
the section of a cylinder, with a depth equal to one-third of
its breadth or horizontal surface, on which men and animals
live. It was in the centre of the Kosmos; it remained sta-
tionary because of its equal distance from all parts of the
outer revolving spheres; there was no cause determining it
to move upward rather than downward or sideways, therefore
it remained still.n Its exhalations nourished the fire in the

•» Origen. Philosophuinen. p. 11, ed. I De Ooelo, ii. 13, p. 295, b. 12.
Miller ; Plutarch ap. Eusebiuru Prsep. | A doctrine somewhat like it is
Evang. i. S, xv. 23-40-47 ; Stobseus I ascribed even to Thales. See Alexan-
Eclog. i. p. 510. Anaximander sup- ! der's Commentary on Aristotel. Meta-
posed that eclipses of the sun and moon phys. i. p. 983, b. 17.
were caused by the occasional closing The reason here assigned by Anaxi-
of these apertures (Euseb. xv. 50-51). J mander why the Earth remained still,
The part of the sun visible to us was, in is the earliest example in Greek philo-
his opinion, not smaller than the earth,
and of the purest fire (Diogen. ii. 1;.

Eudemus, in his history of astro-
nomy, mentioned Anaximander as the
first who had discussed the magnitudes
and distances of the celestial bodies
(Simplikius ad Aristot. De Coelo, ap.
Schol. Brand, p. 497, a. 12 .

n Aristotel. Meteorol. ii. 2, p. 355,
a. 21, which is referred by Alexander
of Aphrodisias to Anaximander ; also

sophy of that fallacy called the prin-
ciple of the Sufficient Reason, so well
analysed and elucidated by Mr. John
Stuart Mill, in his System of Logic,
book v. ch. 3, sect. 5.

The remarks which Aristotle himself
makes upon it are also'very interesting,
when he cites the opinion of Anaxi-
mander. Compare Plato, Phaedon, p.
109, c. 132, witli the citations in
Wyttenbach's note.
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peripheral regions of the Kosmos. Animals were produced
from the primitive muddy fluid of the earth : first, fishes and
other lower animals—next, in process of time man, when cir-
cumstances permitted his development.0 We learn farther
respecting the doctrines of Anaximander, that he proposed
physical explanations of thunder, lightning, and other meteo-
rological phenomena :p memorable as the earliest attempt of
speculation in that department, at a time when such events
inspired the strongest religious awe, and were regarded as the
most especial manifestations of purposes of the G-ods. He
is said also to have been the first who tried to represent the
surface and divisions of the earth on a brazen plate, the
earliest rudiment of a map or chart.q

The third physical philosopher produced by Miletus, seem-
ingly before the time of her terrible disasters suffered Anaximenea

from the Persians after the Ionic revolt between J
500-494 B.C., was Anaximenes, who struck out a ^ t
third hypothesis. He assumed, as the primordial
substance, and as the source of all generation or trans- raiefaotion-
mutation, Air, eternal in duration, infinite in extent. He thus
returned to the principle of the Thaletian theory, selecting
for his beginning a known substance, though not the same
substance as Thales. To explain how generation of new
products was possible (as Anaximander had tried to explain
by his theory of evolution of latent contraries), Anaximenes
adverted to the facts of condensation and rarefaction, which
he connected respectively with cold and heat.r The Infinite

0 Plutarch, Placit. Philos. v. 19.
P Plutarch, Placit. Philos. iii. 3 ;

Seneca, Qusest. Jfat. ii. 18-19.
1 Strabo, i. p. 7. Diogenes Laertius

(ii. 1) states that Anaximander affirmed
the figure of the earth to be spherical;
and Dr. Whewell, in his History of the
Inductive Sciences, follows his state-
ment. But Schleiermacher (Ueber
Anaximandros, vol. ii. p. 204 of his
Sammtliche Werke) and Gruppe (Die
Kosmischen Systeme der Griechen, p.
38) contest this assertion, and prefer
that of Plutarch (ap. Eusebium Prsep.
Evang. i. 8, Plaoit. Philos. iii. 10),
which I have adopted in the text. It
is to be remembered that Diogenes

himself, in another place (ix. 21),
affirms Parmenides to have been the
first who propounded the spherical
figure of the earth. See the facts upon
this subject collected and discussed in
the instructive dissertation of L. Oet-
tinger, Die Vorstellungen der Griechen
und Eomer ueber die Erde als Him-
melskorper, p. 38 ; Freiburg, 1850.

r Origen. Philosophumen. c. 7 ;
Simplikius in Aristot. Physic, f. 32;
Brandis, Gesch. Phil. p. 145.

Cicero, Academic, ii. 37, US.
" Anaximenes infinitum aera, sed ea,
quae ex eo orirentur, definita."

The comic poet Philemon introduced
in one of his dramas, of which a short
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Air, possessing and exercising an inherent generative and
developing power, perpetually in motion, passing from dense
to rare or from rare to dense, became in its utmost rarefac-
tion, Fire and iEther; when passing through successive stages
of increased condensation it became first cloud, next water,
then earth, and, lastly, in its utmost density, stone.8 Sur-
rounding, embracing, and pervading the Kosmos, it also
embodied and carried with it a vital principle, which animals
obtained from it by inspiration, and which they lost as soon as
they ceased to breathe.' Anaximenes included in his treatise
(which was written in a clear Ionic dialect) many speculations
on astronomy and meteorology, differing widely from those
of Anaximander. He conceived the Earth as a broad, flat,
round plate, resting on the air.u Earth, Sun, and Moon were in
his view condensed air, the Sun acquiring heat by the extreme
and incessant velocity with which he moved. The Heaven was
not an entire hollow sphere encompassing the Earth below as
well as above, but a hemisphere covering the Earth above,
and revolving laterally round it like a cap round the head.x

The general principle of cosmogony, involved in the hypo-
thesis of these three Milesians—one primordial substance or
Something endued with motive and transmutative force, so as
to generate all the variety of products, each successive and
transient, which our senses witness—was taken up with more
or less modification by others, especially by Diogenes of
Apollonia, of whom I shall speak presently. But there were
three other men who struck out different veins of thought—
Pythagoras, Xenophanes, and Herakleitus: the two former
seemingly contemporary with Anaximenes (550-490 B.C.) the
latter somewhat later.

Of Pythagoras I have spoken at some length in the thirty-
seventh chapter of my History of Greece. Speculative ori-

fragment is preserved (Frag. 2, Mei- , 947 ; Plutarch, ap. Euseb. P. E. i. 8
neke), the omnipresent and omniscient \ ' Plutarch, Placit. Philosophor' i 3
Air, to deliver the prologue : p. 878. '

" Aiistotel. De Coelo, ii. 13; Plu-
tarch, Placit. PhUosoph. iii. 10, p. 895.

x Origen. Philosophum. p, 12, ed.
'ATJP, OC ae Tts ot'O/jiaa'ete Kal Ata.
tyiit 8', o 9eov 'rn\v epyof, slfjii TTO.VT<LXOV—

' Plutarch, De Priino Frigido, p.
Miller

<TTpi<piTai rb ir,Kioy.
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gmality was only one among many remarkable features in
his character. He was an inquisitive traveller, a pyti,agoras_
religious reformer or innovator, and the founder of career*̂™1

a powerful and active brotherhood, partly ascetic, broSoid!
partly political, which stands without parallel in canXeme
Grecian history. The immortality of the soul, with qSl'Sng
its transmigration (metempsychosis) after death itaiianec°tieS

into other bodies, either of men or of other animals êatTnmity,
—the universal kindred thus recognised between tauiy^u™
men and other animals, and the prohibition which
he founded thereupon against the use of animals for food
or sacrifice—are among his most remarkable doctrines:
said to have been borrowed (together with various cere-
monial observances) from the Egyptians.* After acquiring
much celebrity in his native island of Samos and throughout
Ionia, Pythagoras emigrated (seemingly about 530 B.C.) to
Kroton and Metapontum in Lower Italy, where the Pytha-
gorean brotherhood gradually acquired great political ascend-
ancy : and from whence it even extended itself in like manner
over the neighbouring Greco-Italian cities. At }ength it
excited so much political antipathy among the body of the
citizens/ that its rule was violently put down, and its members
dispersed about 509 B.C. Pythagoras died at Metapontum.

Though thus stripped of power, however, the Pythagoreans
still maintained themselves for several generations Thepytha.
as a social, religious, and philosophical brotherhood. Sn

a
s
s
c°n"

They continued and extended the vein of specula- "uCts£!ii-
tion first opened by the founder himself. So little ticalP°wer-
of proclaimed individuality was there among them, that
Aristotle, in criticising their doctrine, alludes to them usually
under the collective name Pythagoreans. Epicharmus, in
his comedies at Syracuse (470 B.C.) gave occasional utterance
to various doctrines of the sect; but the earliest of them who
is known to have composed a book, was Philolaus,a the con-

Heiodot. ii. 81 ; Isokrates, Busirid. | indicate divergences of doctrine among
the Pythagoreans themselves (Meta-
phys. A. 5, p. 986, a. 22). He probably
speaks of the Pythagoreans of his own

Encom. s. 28.
2 Polybiua, ii. 39; Porphyry, Vit.

Pythag. 54 seq.
a Diogen. Laert. viii. 7-15-78-85. time, when dialectical discussion had
Some passages of Aristotle, however, modified the original orthodoxy of the
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temporary of Sokrates. Most of the opinions ascribed to the
Pythagoreans originated probably among the successors of
Pythagoras; but the basis and principle upon which they
proceed seems undoubtedly his.

The problem of physical philosophy, as then conceived, was
Doctrine of t o &n& s o m e primordial and fundamental nature, by
goreans-' and out of which the sensible universe was built up
Eŝ nreo't6 and produced; something which co-existed always
Things. underlying it, supplying fresh matter and force for
generation of successive products. The hypotheses of Thales,
Anaximander, and Anaximenes, to solve this problem, have
been already noticed: Pythagoras solved it by saying, That
the essence of things consisted in Number. By this he did
not mean simply that all things were numerable, or that
number belonged to them as a predicate. Numbers were not
merely predicates inseparable from subjects, but subjects in
themselves: substances or magnitudes, endowed with active
force, and establishing the fundamental essences or types
according to which things were constituted. About water,"
air, or fire, Pythagoras said nothing.0 He conceived that
sensible phenomena had greater resemblance to numbers than
to any one of these substrata assigned by the Ionic philo-
sophers. Number was (in his doctrine) the self-existent
reality—the fundamental material and in-dwelling force per-
vading the universe. Numbers were not separate from things'1

(like the Platonic Ideas), but fundamenta of things—their
essences or determining principles: they were moreover con-
ceived as having magnitude and active force.6 In the move-

order. Compare Gruppe, Ueber die
Fragmente des Archytas, cap. 5, p. 61-
63. About the gradual development
of the Pythagorean doctrine, see
Brandis, Handbuch der Gr.-E. Philos.
s. 7-1, 75.

b Aristotel. Metaphys. A. 5, p. 985,
b. 27. N. 3, p. 1090, a. 21. "Ev 5J ro7s
apiOfioTs, &6KOVV 8ewp€?y bp.oiwixa.Ta
TtoXhh. TO?S OZGI Kal yiyvofjiivois, paA-
\ov $j iv irvpl Kai yrj KaX SSari, &O.

c Aristotel. Metaph. i. p. 990, a. 18.
Aio irepl jrvphs t) yijs ?) TUV aKKtuv TWV

d Physic, iii. 4, p. 203 a. 6. Ov yhp
Xtopivrbii iroiovcn (the Pythagoreans)
TOT api6jj.6v, &c, Metaphys. M. 6, p.
1080, b. 18 ; Tcts /xovaSas viroXa^d-
vovviv exew ntyedos, M. 8, p. 1083,
b. 17—tKtivoi (the Pythagoreans) rbv
apidfxhy TO. OVTO \4yovffiv T« yovv
BiaipT]/xaTa irpotraTrTovci rots i
ws e | €Ks(fQtv ovrw| pfxSiv,

e To illustrate the Pythagorean prin-
ciple (Number as the fundamental sub-
stance and universal primary agent),
I transcribe a passage from an eminent

TOIOVTUV <Ta>na.To>v oi/5' OTIOVV elpiiKcurtv, \ physical philosopher of the nineteenth
&c. (the Pythagoreans) ; also N. 3. ] century, Oken's Elements of Phy-
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ments of the celestial bodies, in works of human art, in
musical harmony—measure and number are the producing
and directing agencies. According to the Pythagorean Phi-
lolaus, "the Dekad, the full and perfect number, was of
supreme and universal efficacy as the guide and principle of
life, both to the Kosmos and to man. The nature of number
was imperative and lawgiving, affording the only solution of
all that was perplexing or unknown; without number all
would be indeterminate and unknowable."f

The first principle or beginning of Number, was the One or
Monas—which the Pythagoreans conceived as including both
the two fundamental contraries—the Determining and the
Indeterminate.8 All particular numbers, and through them
all things, were compounded from the harmonious junction

sio-Philosophy, translated by Tulk.
Aphorism 57 :—" While numbers in a
mathematical sense are positions and
negations of nothing, in the philo-
sophical sense they are positions and
negations of the Eternal. Every thing
which is real, posited, finite, has be-
come this, out of numbers; or more
strictly speaking, every Eeal is abso-
lutely nothing else than a number.
This must be the sense entertained of
numbers in the Pythagorean doctrine
—namely, that every thing, or the
whole universe, had arisen from num-
bers. This is not to be taken in a
merely quantitative sense, as it has
hitherto been erroneously; but in an
intrinsic sense, as implying that all
thing8 are numbers themselves, or the
acts of the Eternal. The essence in
numbers is nought else than the
Eternal. The Eternal only is or exists,
and nothing else is when a number
exists. There is therefore nothing
real but the Eternal itself; for every
Eeal, or every thing that is, is only a
number and only exists by virtue of a
number."

Ibid., Aphorism 105-107 :—" Arith-
metic is the science of the second idea,
or that of time or motion, or life. It
is therefore the first science. Mathe-
matics not only begin with it, but
creation also, with the becoming of
time and of life. Arithmetic is, ac-
cordingly, the truly absolute or divine
science; and therefore every thing in
it is also directly certain, because |

every thing in it resembles the Divine.
Theology is arithmetic personified."

" A natural thing is nothing but a
self-moving number. An organic or
living thing is a- number moving itself
out of itself or spontaneously: an in-
organic thing, however, is a number
moved by another thing : now as this
other thing is also a real number, so
then is every inorganic thing a num-
ber moved by another number, and so
on ad infinitum. The movements in
nature are only movements of numbers
by numbers : even as arithmetical com-
putation is none other than a move-
ment of numbers by numbers; but
with this difference—that in the latter,
this operates in an ideal manner, in
the former after a real."

! Philolaus, ed. Boeckh, p. 139 seqq.
©eoipetV 5e7 T& tpya Kal TO.V £<rtriav

(ovffiav) TW apiBfiw KaTraif <pv(TLV, arts
4txr\v if TO 5eKa5(* jUcyaAa real iravreK^s
Kal Travroepybs Ka\ 0e/« Kal ovpavlw 0ta>
Kcd avdpaiirivcti apxa Kai Tjyefj-QtW avev
Se ravras wavra &7reipa Kal &Sr]\a Kal
a<pavr\' vofxiKa yap a (pvcris TCD apiOfxco
Kal aye[ioi>iKa Kal 5i5atr/ca\i/ca TW airo-
poufj.4yw TraeTos Kal ayvoov^ivw iravri.
Compare the Fr.p. 58, of the same work.

According to Plato, as well as the
Pythagoreans, number extended to
ten, and not higher: all above ten
were multiples and increments of ten.
(Aristot. Physic, iii. 6, p. 203, b.30).

s See the instructive explanations
of Boeckh, in his work on the Frag-
ments of Philolaus, p. 54 seq.
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and admixture of these two fundamental contraries.'1 All
TheMonaa- numbers being either odd or even, the odd numbers
princip̂ of were considered as analogous to the Determining,
Number— T .-.

geometrical the even numbers to the Indeterminate. In Une or
conception 1 -.

of number- the Monad, the Odd and Even were supposed to be
symbolical ' m l J3

attributes of "both contained, not yet separated: Two was the nrst
the first ten ' J L

numbers, indeterminate even number; Three, the nrst odd
especially of , ,

tbeDekad. a n ( j the first determinate number, because it in-
cluded beginning, middle, and end. The sum of the first four
numbers—One, Two, Three, Four—Ten (1 + 2 + 3 + 4) was
the most perfect number of all.' To these numbers, one, two,
three, four, were understood as corresponding the fundamental
conceptions of Geometry—Point, Line, Plane, Solid. Five re-
presented colour and visible appearance : Six, the phenomenon
of Life: Seven, Health, Light, Intelligence, &c.: Eight, Love
or Friendships Man, Horse, Justice and Injustice, had their
representative numbers: that corresponding to Justice was a
square number, as giving equal for equal.1"

The Pythagoreans conceived the Kosmos, or the universe,
Pythagorean a s o n e single system, generated out of numbers."
Kosmos and D J °

Of this system the central point—the determining
or limiting One—was first in order of time, and in

ments°of "the order of philosophical conception. By the deter-
c
b°Xf mining influence of this central constituted One,

h Philolaus, Fr., p. 62, Boeckh.— ' retischen Philosophie der Griechen, s.
Diogen. L. viii. 85. i 78. Brandis, Handbuch der Gr. Rom.

By apfiovia, Philolaus meant the j Phil., sect. 80, p. 469 seq.
musical octave : and his work included The number Five also signified mar-

Astn
geon

many explanations and comparisons
respecting the intervals of the musical
scale. (Boeckh, p. 65 seq.)

1 Aristotel. De Ccelo, i. 1, p. 268, a.
10. Kaddirep yap (patrtv ol Tlvdayopeioi,
TO iraj/ Kal ra irdvra rots rpiffiv ihpLGTaC

^ yap Kal /xttrov Ka\ apxh
^ ^ bs, ravrap[ x Se

TOP TTJS rpidSos. Alb ivapa Tr\s (pvviuss
l 6 6 4{ l]f p / ) ,

irpbs ras ayicrreias TWV Seaiv xp'i'A'fBa
rif apiBixi? rovrif (i.e. three). I t is
remarkable that Aristotle here adopts

d ti i d t th b

g ar
riage, because it was a junction of the
first masculine number Three with the
first feminine two. Seven signified also
Kaipbs or Right Season. See Aristotel.
Metaphys. A. 5, p. 985, b. 26, M. 4, p.
1078, b. 23, compared with the commen-
tary of Alexander on the former passage.

ra Aristotel. Ethica Magna, i. 1.
" Aristot. Metaph. M. p. 1080, b. 18.

rbv yap S\ov ovpayoy KaTaaK^ud^ovtrtv
it, apie^av. Compare p. 1075, b. 37,
with the Scholia.

The tetraktys (consecrated as the
t t l f th fit fand sanctions, in regard to the number ^ sum total of the first four numbers

Three, the mystic and fanciful attri- j 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10) is called vny^v
butes ascribed by the Pythagoreans. j atvaov <pi<rfa>s pi^iifnar' exoucrai/. Sex-

k Striirnpell—Geschichte der theo- tus Empiric, adv. Mathemat. vii.' 94.
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portions of the surrounding Infinite were successively at-
tracted and brought. into system: numbers, geometrical
figures, solid substances, were generated. But as the Kosmos
thus constituted was composed of numbers, there could be no
continuum: each numerical unit was distinct and separated
from the rest by a portion of vacant space, which was im-
bibed, by a sort of inhalation, from the infinite space or spirit
without.0 The central point was fire, called by the Pytha-
goreans the Hearth of the Universe (like the public hearth
or perpetual fire maintained in the prytaneum of a Grecian
city), or the watch-tower of Zeus. Around it revolved from
West to East, ten divine bodies, with unequal velocities, but
in symmetrical movement or regular dance.p Outermost was
the circle of the fixed stars, called by the Pythagoreans
Olympus, and composed of fire like the centre. Within this
came successively,—with orbits more and more approximating
to the centre,—the five planets, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,
Venus, Mercury: next, the Sun, the Moon, and the Earth.
Lastly, between the Earth and the central fire, an hypo-
thetical body, called the Antichthon or Counter-Earth, was
imagined for the purpose of making up a total repre-
sented by the sacred number Ten, the symbol of perfection
and totality. The Antichthon was analogous to a separated
half of the Earth; simultaneous with the Earth in its revolu-
tions, and corresponding with it on the opposite side of the
central fire.

The inhabited portion of the Earth was supposed to be that
which was turned away from the central fire and towards the
Sun, from which it received light. But the Sun itself was

° Philolaus, ed. Boeckh, p. 91-95.
TO 7T0CLTOJJ CLQLLOffUGlS TO €V £V T(fJ LLGO'CO
TTJS <r<paipas iaria ica\ctT<u—0a>ix6v TC
Kal trvvoxh11 Kal [itTpov </>uo"€cos—ivpSyrov
elvai <pvo~ei TO [izaov.

Aristot. Metaph. N. p. 1091, a. 15.
<pavepa>s yap XtyovGLV ( the Pythago-
reans) &s TOU 4>bs oWTaOeyTos—evGvs
Ta fyyttrra rov aireipov '6TI C'/AKETO Kal
eVepaiyeTO virb TOV irepaTOS.

Aristot. Physic, iv. 6, p. 213, b. 21. ex fontibus context, sect. 114-115.
Eivai b" ((pao-av Kal oi XlvSayopeioi Ktvbv, P Philolaus, p . 94. Boeckh. irepl 8e
Kal eTTtiatevai cdiib TO? ovpavip eV TOV TOVTO Sena aikjxaTa BeTct xvptveiv, &O.
aireipov TrvevnaTos, us &c avomv4ovTi' Aristot. DeCoelo, ii. 13. Metaphys. i. 5.

Kal rb Kfvbv, t $iopi£fi ras (piatis, us
OVTOS TOV K€VOV ^Oipiff^OV TWOS TtJ3V
et/>e£f/y Kal TTJS diopiffews, Kal TOUT' e?pa(
irpwTov 4v TOIS apiQfiots' TO yap b
SlOpi£eW TT\V (plKTlf (XVTtoV. S
(Bclog. Phys. i. 18, p. 381, Heer.)
states the same, referring to the lost
work of Aristotle on the Pythagorean
philosophy.

Compare Preller, Histor. Philos. Gr.
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not self-luminous: it was conceived as a glassy disk, receiving
and concentrating light from the central fire, and reflecting it
upon the Earth, so long as the two were on the same side of
the central fire. The Earth revolved, in an orbit obliquely-
intersecting that of the Sun, and in twenty-four hours, round
the central fire, always turning the same side towards that
fire. The alternation of clay and night was occasioned by the
Earth being during a part of such revolution on the same
side of the central fire with the Sun, and thus receiving light
reflected from him: and during the remaining part of her
revolution on the side opposite to him, so that she received
no light at all, from him. The Earth, with the Antichthon,
made this revolution in one day: the Moon, in one month:q

the Sun, with the planets, Mercury and Venus, in one year:
the planets Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, in longer periods respec-
tively, according to their distances from the centre: lastly,
the outermost circle of the fixed stars (the Olympus, or the
Aplanes), in some unknown period of very long duration/

The revolutions of such grand bodies could not take place,
Music of the in the opinion of the Pythagoreans, without pro-
spheres. ducing a loud and powerful sound; and as their
distances from the central fire were supposed to be arranged
in musical ratios,8 so the result of all these separate sounds was

i The Pythagoreans supposed that
eclipses of the moon took place, some-
times by the interposition of the earth,
sometimes by that of the Antichthon,
to intercept from the moon the light of
the sun (Stobseus, Eclog. Phys. i. 26,
p. 560. Heeren). Stobseus here cites
the history (ia-ropiay) of the Pytha-
gorean philosophy by Aristotle, and
the statement of Philippus of Opus, the
friend of Plato.

r Aristot. de Coelo, ii. 13. Respect-
ing this Pythagorean cosmical system,
the elucidations of Boeckh are clear
and valuable. Untersuchungen iiber
das Kosmische System des Platon,
Berlin, 1852, p. 99-102; completing
those which he had before given in his
edition of the fragments of Philolaus.

Martin (in his £tudes sur le Timee
de Platon, vol. ii. p. 107) and Gruppe
(Die Kosmischen Systeme der Griechen,
ch. iv.) maintain that the original

system proposed by Pythagoras was a
geocentric system, afterwards trans-
formed by Philolaus and other Pytha-
goreans into that which stands in the
text. But I agree with Boeckh (Ueber
das Kosmische System des Platon, p.
89 seqq.), and with Zeller (Gesch. der
Philos. i. p. 308, ed. 2), thai, this point
is not made out. That which Martin
and Gruppe (on the authority of Alex-
ander Polyhistor, Diog. viii. 25, and
others) consider to be a description of
the original Pythagorean system as it
stood before Philolaus, is more pro-
bably a subsequent transformation of
i t ; introduced after the time of Ari-
stotle, in order to suit later astrono-
mical views.

• Playfair observes (in his Disserta-
tion on the Progress of Natural Phi-
losophy, p. 87) respecting Kepler—
" Kepler was perhaps the first person
who conceived that there must be
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full and perfect harmony. To the objection—Why were not
these sounds heard by us ?—they replied, that we had heard
them constantly and without intermission from the hour of
our birth ; hence they had become imperceptible by habit.4

Ten was, in the opinion of the Pythagoreans, the perfection
and consummation of number. The numbers from pytbagorean

One to Ten were all that they recognised as pri- £1?"™*?"
mary, original, generative. Numbers greater than ^^s

£ea

ten were compounds and derivatives from the pairs'
decad. They employed this perfect number not only as a
basis on which to erect a bold astronomical hypothesis, but
also as a sum total for their list of contraries. Many Hellenic
philosophers" recognised pairs of opposing attributes as per-
vading nature, and as the fundamental categories to which
the actual varieties of the sensible world might be reduced.
While others laid down Hot and Cold, Wet and Dry, as
the fundamental contraries, the Pythagoreans adopted a list
of ten pairs. 1. Limit and Unlimited; 2. Odd and Even;
3. One and Many; 4. Eight and Left; 5. Male and Female;
6. Rest and Motion; 7. Straight and Curve; 8. Light and
Darkness; 9. Good and Evil; 10. Square and Oblong." Of

always a law capable of being ex-
pressed by arithmetic or geometry,
•which connects such phenomena as
have a physical dependance on each
other." But this seems to be exactly
the fundamental conception of the
Pythagoreans: or rather a part of
their fundamental conception, for
they also considered their numbers as
active forces bringing such law into
reality. To illustrate the determina-
tion of the Pythagoreans to make up
the number of Ten celestial bodies, I
transcribe another passage from Play-
fair (p. 98). Huygens having dis-
covered one satellite of Saturn, " be-
lieved that there were no more, and that
the number of the planets was now
complete. The planets, primary and
secondary, thus made up twelve—the
double of six, the first of the perfect
numbers."

' Aristot. De Coelo, ii. 9; Pliny,
H.N. ii. 20.

See the Pythagorean system fully
set forth by Zeller, Geschicht. der

Philosoph., vol. i. p. 302-310, ed̂
2nd.

» Aristot. Metaphys. r . 2, p. 1004,
b. 30. T& 5' Svra KO.1 r))v olaiav O/J.0-
Xoyovcrtv e | ivavriwv ff^ebby airavres

Aristot. Metaphys. A. 5, p. 986,
a. 22. He goes on to say that Alk-
mEeon, a semi-Pythagorean and a
younger contemporary of Pythagoras
himself, while agreeing in the general
principle that "human affairs were
generally in pairs," (Sio elvai ret iroAAa
ray avdpuirivuv), laid down pairs of
fundamental contraries at random (jus
ivavriSrriras ras Ti»xovo"as)—black and
white, sweet and bitter, good and evil,
great and little. All that you can ex-
tract from these philosophers is (con-
tinues Aristotle) the general axiom,
that "contraries are the principia of
existing things." Sri Ta.vi.vrm apxat
roiv ovrtav.

This axiom is to be noted as occupy-
ing a great place in the minds of the
Greek philosophers.
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these ten pairs, five belong to arithmetic or to geometry, one
to mechanics, one to physics, and three to anthropology or
ethics. Good and Evil, Regularity and Irregularity, were
recognised as alike primordial and indestructible.y

The arithmetical and geometrical view of nature, to which
such exclusive supremacy is here given by the Pythagoreans,
is one of the most interesting features of Grecian philosophy.
They were the earliest cultivators of mathematical science,2

and are to be recognised as having paved the way for Euclid
and Archimedes, notwithstanding the symbolical and mysti-
cal fancies with which they so largely perverted what are now
regarded as the clearest and most rigorous processes of the
human intellect. The important theorem which forms the
forty-seventh Proposition of Euclid's first book, is affirmed to
have been discovered by Pythagoras himself: but how much
progress was made by him and his followers in the legitimate
province of arithmetic and geometry, as well as in the appli-
cations of these sciences to harmonics," which they seem to
have diligently cultivated, we have not sufficient information
to determine with certainty.

Contemporary with Pythagoras, and like him an emigrant
from Ionia to Italy, was Xenophanes of Kolophon.

Eleatic Phi- * 1 *

losophy— He settled at the Pnoksean colony of Elea, on the
Xenophanes. J '

Gulf of Poseidonia; his life was very long, but his
period of eminence appears to belong (as far as we can make
out amidst conflicting testimony) to the last thirty years of
the sixth century B.C. (530-500 B.c). He was thus contem-
porary with Anaximander and Anaximenes, as well as with
Pythagoras, the last of whom he may have personally known.b

He composed, and recited in person, poems—epic, elegiac,
and iambic—of which a very few fragments remain.

5- Theophrast.^Metaphys. 9. Pro- j yuyov, Kal ivrptxpivris iv minus rhs
bably the recognition of one dominant TOVTOIV apxa-s raw ivraiv apxas <fi)0ri<rav
antithesis—Tb *Ev—r) aopunos Avas— eivai Trdvrwv,
is the form given by Plato to the « Concerning the Pythagorean doc-
Pythagorean doctrine. Eudorus (in ; trines on Harmonics, see Boeckh's
Simplikius ad Aristot. Physic, fol. 39 J Philolaus, p. 60-84, with his copious
seems to blend the two together. and learned comments.

1 Aristot. Metaph. A. 5, p. 985, b. i b Karsten. Xenophanis Fragm., s.
23. oi \lv6ayopeioL T&V /xaOrifiaTav ', 4, p. 9, 10.
atydp.£VOL irpwrot ravra irpo^
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Xenophanes takes his point of departure, not from Thales
or Anaximander, but from the same ancient the- His cmsurea

ogonies which they had forsaken. But he follows cS^ni1^".
a very different road. The most prominent fea- reTgioT3

d

ture in his poems (so far as they remain), is the ntes'
directness and asperity with which he attacks the received
opinions respecting the Gods—and the poets Hesiod and
Homer, the popular exponents of those opinions. Xeno-
phanes not only condemns these poets for having ascribed to
the Gods discreditable exploits, but even calls in question
the existence of the Gods, and ridicules the anthropomorphic
conception which pervaded the Hellenic faith. " If horses or
lions could paint, they would delineate their Gods in form
like themselves. The Ethiopians conceive their Gods as
black, the Thracians conceive theirs as fair and with reddish
hair."c Dissatisfied with much of the customary worship
and festivals, Xenophanes repudiated divination altogether,
and condemned the extravagant respect shown to victors in
Olympic contests,4 not less than the lugubrious ceremonies in
honour of Leukothea. He discountenanced all Theogony, or
assertion of the birth of Gods, as impious, and as inconsistent
with the prominent attribute of immortality ascribed to
them.6 He maintained that there was but one God, identical
with, or a personification of the whole Uranus. " The whole
Kosmos, or the whole God, sees, hears, and thinks." The
divine nature (he said) did not admit of the conception of
separate persons one governing the other, or of want and
imperfection in any way.f

Though Xenophanes thus appears (like Pythagoras) mainly
as a religious dogmatist, yet theogony and cosmo-< HIS doctrine of
gony were so intimately connected in the sixth TrPaSS
century B.C., that he at the same time struck out a Kô mor̂ Ens
new philosophical theory. His negation of theo- —*™«:aiml.

n Non-Ens in-

gony was tantamount to a negation ot cosmogony, admissible.
c Xenophanis Fragm. 5-6-7 p. 41 seq.

ed. Karsten; Clemens Alexandr. Strom,
v. p. 601; vii. p. 711.

d Xenophan. Fragm. 19, p. 63, ed.
Karsten ; Cicero Divinat. i. 3.

c Xenophanis Fragment. 34-35, p.

85, ed. Karsten ; Aristotel. Ehetoric.
ii. 23; Metaphys. i. 5, p. 986, b. 19.

' Xenoph. Frag. 1-2, p. 35.

Plutarch ap. Eusebium, Prjep.Evang.
j . 8; Diogen. Laert. ix. 19.

VOL. I.
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In substituting one God for many, he set aside all distinct
agencies in the universe, to recognise only one agent, single,
all-pervading, indivisible. H e repudiated all genesis of new
reality, all actual existence of parts, succession, change, be-
ginning, end, etc., in reference to the universe as well as in
reference to God. " Wherever I turned my mind (he ex-
claimed) everything resolved itself into One and the same:
all things existing came back always and everywhere into
one similar and permanent nature." s The fundamental tenet
of Xenophanes was partly religious, partly philosophical,
Pantheism, or Pan-kosmism : looking upon the universe as
one real all-comprehensive Ens, which he would not call
either finite or infinite, either in motion or at rest.*1 Non-
Ens he pronounced to be an absurdity—an inadmissible and
unmeaning phrase.

I t was thus from Xenophanes that the doctrine of Pan-
of kosmism first obtained introduction into Greek

philosophy, recognising nothing real except the
universe as an indivisible and unchangeable whole.

tory' Such a creed was altogether at variance with com-
mon perception, which apprehends the universe as a plurality
of substances, distinguishable, divisible, changeable, &c. And
Xenophanes could not represent his One and All, which ex-
cluded all change, to be the substratum out of which pheno-
menal variety was generated—as Water, Air, the Infinite,
had been represented by the Ionic philosophers. The sense
of this contradiction, without knowing how to resolve it,
appears to have occasioned the mournful complaints of irre-
mediable doubt and uncertainty, preserved as fragments from
his poems. " No man (he exclaims) knows clearly about the
Gods or the universe: even if he speak what is perfectly true,

B Timon, fragment of the Silli ap.
Sext. Empiric. Hypot. Pyrrh. i. 33,
sect. 224.

oirnTj yap^etiov l/dor eipvomjiu,
€t? %V TO.VTO T€ TTOLV iiycAueTO, 1TO.V 6e OV

tel

bfwiav.
Aie! here appears to be more con-

veniently construed with 'taraff, not
(as Karsten construes it, p. 118) with

atet

It is fair to presume that these lines
are a reproduction of the sentiments of
Xenophanes, if not a literal transcript
of his words.

h Theophrastus ap. Simplicium in
Aristotel. Physic, f. 6, Karsten. p. 106 •
Aristot. Metaphys. A. 5. nevo<$>A.vr)s
5e irp&Tos TOVTUV hiaas, S yap Tlap/xe-
viSris TOJITOV Acyerai iMadriris,—^ rbv
'6Xov ovpavov airo&Ktyas rh %v tivai
(prfffi rbv Qe6v.
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he himself does not know it to be true: all is matter of
opinion."'

Nevertheless while denying all real variety or division in
the universe, Xenophanes did not deny the variety of human
perceptions and beliefs. But he allowed them as facts be-
longing to man, not to the universe—as subjective or relative,
not as objective or absolute. He even promulgated opinions
of his own respecting many of the physical and cosmological
subjects treated by the Ionic philosophers.

Without attempting to define the figure of the Earth, he
considered it to be of vast extent, and of infinite
depth;k including, in its interior cavities, prodigi- toe
ous reservoirs both of fire and water. He thought 2
that it had at one time been covered with water, in
proof of which he noticed the numerous shells found inland
and on mountain tops, together with the prints of various fish
which he had observed in the quarries of Syracuse, in the
island of Paros, and elsewhere. From these facts he inferred
that the earth had once been covered with water, and even
that it would again be so covered at some future time, to the
destruction of animal and human life.1 He supposed that the
sun, moon, and stars were condensations of vapours exhaled
from the Earth, collected into clouds, and alternately inflamed
and extinguished."1

' Xenophan. Fragm. 14, p. 51, ed.
Karsten.

Kai TO p.€V oZv traces OVTIS avrjp yerGT*
owe Tts carat

elows, a/jjftl Oeoiv re Kal ao"O"a \eyw 7repi

ei yap Kal Ta jLtaAitrra TV\OI rereKecrfJ-dvov

auTos S/AtoS OVK oT5e. Soieos o' £7ri 7rao"t
TeVvKTat.

Compare the extract from the Silli
of Timon in Sextus Empiricus—Pyr-
rhon. Hypot. i. 224; and the same au-
thor, adv. Mathemat. vii. 48-52.

k Aristot. Be Casio, ii. 13.
1 Xenophan. Fragm. p. 178, ed. Kar-

sten; Achilles Tatius, Eiarayayi) in
Arat. Phaenom. p. 128, TO KUTW S' is
&irtipov iKavei.

This inference from the shells and
prints of fishes is very remarkable for

so early a period. Compare Herodotus
(ii. 12), who notices the fact, and draws
the same inference, as to Lower Egypt:
also Plutarch Do Isid. et Osirid. c. 40,
p. 367 ; and Strabo, i. p. 49-50, from
whom we learn that the Lydian his-
torian Xanthus had made the like ob-
servation, and also the like inference,
for himself. Straton of Lampsakus,
Eratosthenes, and Strabo himself, ap-
proved what Xanthus said.

111 Xenophanes Frag. p. 161 seq. ed.
Karsten.

Compare Lucretius, v. 458.
" per rara foramina terras

Partubus erumpens primus se sustulit aether
Igneus et multos secum levis abstulit ignes—
Sic igitur turn se levis ac diffusilis aBther
Corpore concreto circumdatus undique, sep-

sit:
Hunc exordia sunt Bolis lunsque secuta."

c 2
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Parmenides, of Elea, followed up and gave celebrity to the
Xenophanean hypothesis in a poem, of which the

coa™n"sfiie striking exordium is yet preserved. The two veins
of thought, which Xenophanes had recognised and
lamented his inability to reconcile, were proclaimed

p
- E n s Par-
self-existent, , ^ . - J „ • i A j . J - j . -

etemai, un- by Parmenides as a sort of inherent contradiction
extended- [n the human mind—Keason or Cogitation declar-
Non-kns, an

unmeaning m g o n e way, Sense (together with the remembrances
and comparisons of sense) suggesting a faith alto-

gether opposite. Dropping that controversy with the popular
religion which had been raised by Xenophanes, Parmenides
spoke of many different Gods or Goddesses, and insisted on
the universe as one, without regarding it as one God. He
distinguished Truth from matter of Opinion.11 Truth was
knowable only by pure mental contemplation or cogitation,
the object of which was Ens or Being, the Eeal or Absolute:
here the Cogitans and the Cogitatum were identical, one and
the same.0 Parmenides conceived Ens not simply as existent,
but as self-existent, without beginning or end,p as extended,
continuous, indivisible, and unchangeable. The Ens Parme-
nideum comprised the two notions of Extension and Dura-
tion :q it was something Enduring and Extended; Extension
including both space, and matter so far forth as filling space.
Neither the contrary of Ens (Non-Ens), nor anything inter-
mediate between Ens and Non-Ens, could be conceived, or
named, or reasoned about. Ens comprehended all that was
Heal, without beginning or end, without parts or difference,
without motion or change, perfect and uniform like a well
turned sphere/

In this subject Ens, with its few predicates, chiefly nega-n Pannenides Frag. v. 29.
° Parm. Frag. v. 40-53.

TO yo.p GLVT& voetv €<TTLV T € KOX etvat.

'AAXa ai) "rî crS* aft 65oG 8L^J(TLOS tZpye
VOTHLdy

oSboSbv Kara.

CiKOVTJV
teal .y\too-<rav- Kpivai Se koy<a TTO\VST]VLV

Parm. Frag. v. 81.

auTap aKLvrjTOv fieyaKtov ev Treipaat $e<Tfu>JV
icTTiv, avapxov, airavfTTOv, &c.

i Zeller (Geschichte der Griech.
Philos. i. p. 403, ed. 2) maintains, in
my opinion justly, that the Ens Parme-
nideum is conceived by its author as
extended. Striimpell (Geschichte der
theor. Phil, der Griech. s. 41) repre-
sents it as unextended : but this view
aeems not reconcileable with the re-
maining Fragments.

r Parm. Frag. v. 10*2.
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tive, consisted all that Parmenides called Truth. Every-
thing else belonged to the region of Opinion, which He recognises

, a region of

embraced all that was phenomenal, relative, and opinion, Phe-
. nomenal and

transient: all that involved a reference to man s relative,
, . H I . apart from

senses, apprehension, and appreciation, all the in- Ens-
definite diversity of observed facts and inferences. Plurality,
succession, change, motion, generation, destruction, division
of parts, &c, belonged to this category. Parmenides did not
deny that he and other men had perceptions and beliefs cor-
responding to "these terms, but he denied their application to
the Ens or the self-existent. We are conscious of succession,
but the self-existent has no succession: we perceive change
of colour and other sensible qualities, and change of place or
motion, but Ens neither changes nor moves. We talk of
things generated or destroyed—things coming into being or
going out of being—but this phrase can have no application
to the self-existent Ens, which is always and cannot properly
be called either past or future.s Nothing is really generated
or destroyed, but only in appearance to us, or relatively to
our apprehension.* In like manner we perceive plurality of
objects, and divide objects into parts. But Ens is essentially
One, and cannot be divided." Though you may divide a piece
of matter, you cannot divide the extension of which that
matter forms part: you cannot (to use the expression of
Hobbes") pull asunder the first mile from the second, or thes Parmenid. Fr. v. 97.

ejret TO ye fxolp' iTTsSyjaev
OTov CLKIVTJTOV TeAedeLV ™ ndvr' orctyi.' el vat,
"Otr&o. Pporoi K(LT€devTO, TrenoidoTes elyat aiVii07),
yiyvecrdaC TG Kal oAAua^ai, elvat re Kal ov^i,
Kat TOITOV ahAdaaeiv 5ta Te XP°a Ka^v ofj^1-

V. 7 5 —
et ye yeVotr', ova ear'" ovS" et TTOTC jueAAet

etretrflaf
Tais yeVeCTis {lev djreo"j3e'<7"Tal, Kai a7Tia"TOS bAe-

Gpos.

' Aiistotel. De Coelo, iii. 1. Of /iiv
yap avTa>v avtiXov o\ws yii/eiriv Kal
(pdopdv ov0€v yap oure ytyytfrdai <pa<Tiv
ovre <pdeip€(r9ai T&tv 'OVTOIV, a A K a
y.6vov Zonitv i\ii.tv olov ol nepl
MeAttrtroy Kal TlapfieylSTiv, &c.

° Parm. Frag. v. 76.
Oyfie Siaiperdv effrw, ejret 7rac kurlv o/i.otoj/(

ouSe Tt Trj fia^Xov TO icev etpyoe fj.tv £vvi-

ovSe' Tt x£iPOT€Pov' ^av 6e nAeW kaj\v COCTOS'
Tt> £vvexe$ "Ko-v IUTLV eby yap eovTi TTeAa^et.

Aristotel. Metaphys. A. S, p. 986 b. 29,
with the Scholia, and Physic, i. 2, 3.
Simplikius Comm. in Physic. Aristot.
(apud Tennemann Geschichte der Phi-
los. b. i. s. 4, vol. i. p. 170) Trae™ ydf>
<pt}<n (ilapjuej'tSijs) TO ovra, KaBb ovra,
ec eVriV. This chapter, in which
Tennemann gives an account of the
Eleatic philosophy, appears to me one
of the best and most instructive in his
work.

31 " To make parts,—or to part or
divide, Space or Time,—is nothing
else but to consider one and another
within the same : so that if any man
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first hour from the second. The milestone, or the striking of
the clock, serve as marks to assist you in making a mental
division, and in considering or describing one hour and one
mile apart from the next. This, however, is your own act,
relative to yourself: there is no real division of extension
into miles, or of duration into hours. You may consider the
same space or time as one or as many, according to your con-
venience : as one hour or as sixty minutes, as one mile or
eight furlongs. But all this is a process of your own mind
and thoughts; another man may divide the same total in a
way different from you. Your division noway modifies the
reality without you, whatever that may be—the Extended and
Enduring Ens—which remains still a continuous One, undi-
vided and unchanged.

The Ens of Parmenides thus coincided mainly with that
Pannenidean which (since Kant) has been called the Noumenon

—the Thing in itself—the Absolute: or rather
with that which, by a frequent illusion, passes for

menoiogy. ^ ^ j ^ ^ g — n 0 n o t i c e being taken of the cogitant
and believing mind, as if cogitation and belief, cogitata and
credita, would be had without it. By Ens was understood
the remnant in his mind, after leaving out all that abstrac-
tion, as far as it had then been carried, could leave out. It
was the minimum indispensable to the continuance of
thought; you cannot think (Parmenides says) without think-

divide space or time, the diverse con-
ceptions he has are more, by one, than
the parts which he makes. For his
first conception is of that which is to
be divided—then, of some part of it—
and again of some other part of i t :
and so forwards, as long as he goes in
dividing. But it is to be noted, that
here, by division, I do not mean the
severing or pulling asunder of one
space or time from another (for does
any man think that one hemisphere
may be separated from the other hemi-
sphere, or the first hour from the se-
cond ?), but diversity of consideration:
so that division is not made by the ope-
ration of the hands, but of the mind."
—Hobbes, First Grounds of Philosophy,

chap. vii. 5, vol. i. p. 96, ed. Molesworth.
" Expansion and duration have this

farther agreement, that though they
are both considered by us as having
parts, yet their parts are not separable
one from another, not even in thought;
though the parts of bodies from which
we take our measure of the one—and
the parts of motion, from which we
take the measure of the other—may
be interrupted or separated."—Locke,
Essay on the Human Understanding,
book ii. ch. 35, s. 11.

In the Platonic Parmenides, p. 157,
we find the remarkable conception of
what he calls T& e^ai(pvris, &TOW6S TIS
tyvffis—a break in the continuity of
duration, an extra-temporal moment.
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ing of Something, and that Something Extended and Endur-
ing. Though he and others talk of this Something as an
Absolute (i.e. apart from or independent of his own thinking
mind), yet he also uses some juster language (TO yap amb
voelv eaTiv ie ical elvai), showing that it is really relative:
that if the Cogitans implies a Cogitatum, the Cogitatum also
implies no less its correlative Cogitans: and that though we
may divide the two in words, we cannot divide them in fact.
I t is to be remarked that Parmenides distinguishes the
Enduring or Continuous from the Transient or Successive,
Duration from Succession (both of which are included in the
meaning of the word Time), and that he considers Duration
alone as belonging to Ens or the Absolute—to the region of
Truth—setting it in opposition or antithesis to Succession,
which he treats as relative and phenomenal. We have thus
(with the Eleates) the first appearance of Ontology, the
science of Being or Ens, in Grecian philosophy. Ens is
everything, and everything is Ens. In the view of Parme-
nides, Ontology is not merely narrow, but incapable of en-
largement or application; we shall find Plato and others
trying to expand it into numerous imposing generalities.7

Apart from Ontology, Parmenides reckons all as belonging
to human opinions. These were derived from the
observations of sense (which he especially excludes phenomena

logy—rein-

fron Ontology) with the comparisons, inferences, tiveand
hypotheses, &c, founded thereupon: the phenomena
of Nature generally.2 He does not attempt (as Plato and
Aristotle do after him) to make Ontology serve as a principle
or beginning for anything beyond itself,a or as a premiss

i Leibnitz says, Keponse a M.
Foucher, p. 117, ed. Erdmann, " Com-
ment seroit il possible qu'aucune chose
existat, si l'etre meme, ipsum Esse,
n'avoit l'existence ? Mais bien au con-
traire ne pourrait on pas dire avec
beaucoup plus de raison, qu'il n'y a
que lui qui existe ve'ritablenient, les
etres particuliers n'ayant rieh de per-
manent ? Semper generantur, et nun-
quam sunt."

1 Karsten observes that the Parme-
nidean region of opinion comprised not

merely the data of sense, but also the
comparisons, generalisations, and no-
tions, derived from sense.

" Aofacrrbi' et vonirbv voeantur duo
genera inter se diversa, quorum al-
terum complectitur res externas et
fluxas, notionesque quae ex Ms ducuntur
—alterum res seternas et a conspeetu
remotas," &c. (Parm. Fragm. p. 149).

a Marbach (Lehrbuch der Gesch.
Philos. s. 71, not. 3), after pointing out
the rude philosophical expression of
the Parmenidcan verses, has some just
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from which the knowledge of nature is to be deduced. He
treats the two—Ontology and Phenomenology, to employ an
Hegelian word—as radically disparate, and incapable of any
legitimate union. Ens was essentially one and enduring:
Nature was essentially multiform, successive, ever changing
and moving relative to the observer, and different to observers
at different times and places. Parmenides approached the
study of Nature from its own starting-point, the same as had
been adopted by the Ionic philosophers—the data of sense, or
certain agencies selected among them, and vaguely applied
to explain the rest. Here he felt that he relinquished the
full conviction, inseparable from his intellectual consciousness,
with which he announced his few absolute truths respecting
Ens and Non-Ens, and that he entered upon a process of
mingled observation and conjecture, where there was great
room for diversity of views between man and man.

Yet though thus passing from Truth to Opinions, from
full certainty to comparative and irremediable uncertainty,11

remarks upon the double aspect of
philosophy as there proclaimed, and
upon the recognition by Parmenides of
that which he calls the "illegitimate"
vein of enquiry along with the " legi-
timate."

" L< am from me (says Parmenides)
the opinions of mortals, brought to
your ears in the deceitful arrangement
of my words. This is not philosophy
(Marbarh says) : it is Physics. We
recognise in modern tunes two per-
fectly distinct ways of contemplating
Nature : the philosophical and the phy-
sical. Of these two, the second dwells
in plurality, the first in unity: the
first teaches everything as infallible
truth, the second as multiplicity of
different opinions. "We ought not to
ask why Parmenides, while recognising
the fallibility of this second road of
enquiry, nevertheless undertook to
marcli in it,—any more than we can
ask, "Why does not modern philosophy
render physics superfluous ?"

The observation of Marbach ia just
and important, that the line of research
•—which Pannenides treated as illegi-
timate and deceitful, but which he
nevertheless entered upon—is the ana-
logon of modern Physics. Parmenides

(he says) indicated most truly the con-
trast and divergence between Ontology
and Physics ; but he ought to have
gone farther, and shown how they
could be reconciled and brought into
harmony. This (Marbach affirms) was
not even attempted, much less achieved,
by Parmenides; but it was afterwards
attempted by Plato, and achieved by
Aristotle.

Marbach ia right in saying that the
reconciliation was attempted by Plato;
but he is not right (I think) in saying
that it was achieved by Aristotle—nor
by any one since Aristotle. It is the
merit of Parmenides to have brought
out the two points of view as radically
distinct, and to have seen that the
phenomenal world, if explained at all,
must be explained upon general prin-
ciples of its own, raised out of its own
data of facts—not by means of an il-
lusory Absolute and Real. The subse-
quent philosophers, in so far as they
hid and slurred over this distinction,
appear to me to have receded rather
than advanced.

b Parmen. Fr. v. 109.
iv Tip o-ol Trayw TrifTrbv \6yov 17S6 vor/fxa
a^h aXrfGeirjq' Sofas 6' <nro TOuSc /JpoTetas
IJ.dv8a.ve, K6<T^.OV e/Awi/ e7reW airaTTjAbi' dfcovwi/.
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Parmenides does not consider all opinions as equally true or
equally untrue. He annouuces an opinion of his Parmenjlle3

own—what he thinks most probable or least impro-
bable—respecting the structure and constitution of
the Kosmos, and he announces it without the least p
reference to his own doctrines about Ens. He f̂ '™p"y"s'
promises information respecting Earth, Water, Air, î nomicai
and the heavenly bodies, how they work, and co*ctlires-
how they came to be what they are.0 He recognises two
elementary principles or beginnings, one contrary to the
other, but both of them positive—Light, comprehending the
Hot, the Light, and the Rare—Darkness, comprehending the
Cold, the Heavy, and the Dense.4 These two elements, each
endued with active and vital properties, were brought into
junction and commixture by the influence of a Dea Genitalis
analogous to Aphrodite,6 with her first-born son Eros, a per-
sonage borrowed from the Hesiodic Theogony. From hence
sprang the other active forces of nature, personified under

c Parm. Frag. v. 133-141.
d Aristotle (Metaphys. A. 5, p. 987,

a. 1) represents Parmenides as assimi-
lating one of his phenomenal principles
(Heat) to Ens, and the other (Cold) to
Non-Ens. There is nothing in the
fragments of Parmenides to justify this
supposed analogy. Heat as well as
Cold belongs to Non-Ens, not to Ens,
in the Parmenidean doctrine. More-
over Cold or Dense is just as much a
positive principle as Hot or Rare, in
the view of Parmenides: it is the
female to the male (Parm. Fragm.
v. 129 ; comp. Karsten, p. 270). Ari-
stotle conceives Ontology as a sub-
stratum for Phenomenology ; and his
criticisms on Parmenides imply (erro-
neously in my judgment) that Par-
menides did the same. The remarks
which Briicker makes both on Ari-
stotle's criticism and on the Eleatic
doctrine are in the main just, though
the language is not very suitable.

Briieker, Hist. Philosoph. part ii.
lib ii. ch. xi. p. 1153, about Xeno-
phanes :—" Ex iis enim, quae apud
Aristotelem ex ejus mente contra mo-
tum disputantur, patet Xenophanem
motus notionem aliam quam quae in
physicis obtinet, sibi concepisse ; et
ad verum motum, progressum a non-

ente ad ens ejusque existentiam requi-
sivisse. Quo sensu notionis hujus
semel admisso, sequebatur (cum illud
impossible sit, ut ex nihilo fiat ali-
quid) universum esse immobile—adeo-
que et partes ejus non ita moveri, ut
ex statu nihili procederent ad statum
existentise. Quibus admissis, de rerum
tamen mutationibus disserere poterat,
quas non alterationes, generationes, et
extinctiones, rerum naturalium, sed
modiflcationes, esse putabat: hoc no-
mine indignas, eo quod rerum universi
natura semper immutabilis maneret,
soliusque materise ajternum fluentis
particulse varie inter se modiflcarentur.
Hac ratione si Eleaticos priores expli-
cemus de motu disserentes, rationem
facile dabimus, qui de rebus physicis
disserere et phenomena naturalia ex-
plicare, salva ista hypothesi, potuerint.
Quod tamen de iis negat Aristoteles,
conceptum motus metaphysicum ad phy-
sicum tramferens: ut, more suo, Ele-
atico systemate corrupto, eo vehemen-
tius illud premeret."

e Parmenides, ap. Simplik. ad Ari-
stot. Physio, fol. 9 a.
€V fie fxea'w TOUTWI/ AaC[Mav, ij TTaVTa

&c.

Plutarch, Amator, 13.
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various names, and the various concentrio circles or spheres
of the Kosmos. Of those spheres, the outermost was a solid
wall of fire—" flammantia mcenia mundi"—next under this
the iEther, distributed into several circles of fire unequally
bright and pure—then the circle called the Milky Way,
which he regarded as composed of light or fire combined with
denser materials—then the Sun and Moon, which were con-
densations of fire from the Milky Way—lastly, the Earth,
which he placed in the centre of the Kosmos.f He is said
to have been the first who pronounced the earth to be sphe-
rical, and even distributed it into two or five zones.8 He
regarded it as immovable, in consequence of its exact position
in the centre. He considered the stars to be fed by exhala-
tion from the Earth. Midway between the Earth and the
outer naming circle, he supposed that there dwelt a Goddess
—Justice or Necessity—who regulated all the movements of
the Kosmos, and maintained harmony between its different
parts. He represented the human race as having been
brought into existence by the power of the sun,h and he seems
to have gone into some detail respecting animal procreation,
especially in reference to the birth of male and female off-
spring. He supposed that the human mind, as well as the
human body, was compounded of a mixture of the two ele-
mental influences, diffused throughout all Nature: that like
was perceived and known by like: that thought and sensa-
tion were alike dependent upon the body, and upon the
proportions of its elemental composition: that a certain

menides held this opinion about the
figure of the earth, the fact is honour-
able to his acuteness; for LeuMppus,
Anaxagoras, Archelaus, Diogenes the
Apolloniate, andDemokritus, all thought
the earth to be a flat, round surface,
like a dish or a drum: Plato speaks
about it in so confused a manner that
his opinion cannot be made out: and
Aristotle was the first who both affirmed
and proved it to be spherical. The
opinion had been propounded by some
philosophers earlier than Anasagoras
who controverted it. See the disserta-
tion of L. Oettinger, Die Vorstellungen
der Griechen iiber die Erde als Him-
melskorper, Freiburg, 1850, p. 42-46.

h Diogen. Laert. ix. 22.

' See especially the remarkable pas-
sage from StobEeus, Eclog. Phys. i. 23,
p. 482, cited in Karsten, Frag. Parm.
p. 241, and Cicero, De Natur. Deor.
i. 11, s. 28, with the Commentary of
Krische. Forschungen auf dem Gebiete
der alten Philosophic, viii. p. 98, seqq.

It is impossible to make out with
any clearness the Kosmos and its gene-
ration as conceived by Parmenides.
We cannot attain more than a general
approximation to it.

£ Diogen. Laert. ix. 21, viii. 48;
Strabo, ii. p. 93 (on the authority of
Poseidonius). Plutarch (Plaeit. Philos.
iii. 11) and others ascribe to Parmenides
the recognition not of five zones, but
only of two. If it be true that Par-
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limited knowledge was possessed by every object in Nature,
animate or inanimate.*

Before we pass from Parmenides to his pupil and successor
Zeno, who developed the negative and dialectic side of the
Eleatic doctrine, it will be convenient to notice various other
theories of the same century: first among them that of
Herakleitus, who forms as it were the contrast and antithesis
to Xenophanes and Parmenides.

Herakleitus of Ephesus, known throughout antiquity by
the denomination of the Obscure, comes certainly
after Pythagoras and Xenophanes—and apparently -Ms obscure
before Parmenides. Of the two first he made sive

emSa'es

special mention, in one of the sentences, alike brief a™t and
_ in contemptu-

and contemptuous, which have been preserved from °us dogma-
his lost treatise :—" Much learning does not teach
reason : otherwise it would have taught Hesiod and Pythago-
ras, Xenophanes and Hekatseus." In another passage He-
rakleitus spoke of the " extensive knowledge, cleverness, and
wicked arts" of Pythagoras. He declared that Homer as
well as Archilochus deserved to be scourged and expelled
from the public festivals.1* His thoughts were all embodied
in one single treatise, which he is said to have deposited in
the temple of the Ephesian Artemis. It was composed in a
style most perplexing and difficult to understand, full of
metaphor, symbolical illustration, and antithesis: but this
very circumstance imparted to it an air of poetical impres-
siveness and oracular profundity.1 It exercised a powerful

' Parcnen. Frag. v. 145; Theophras-
tus, De Sensu, Karsten, p. 268.

Parmenides (according to Theophras-
tus) thought that the dead body, having
lost its fiery element, had no perception
of light, or heat, or sound; but that it
had perception of darkness, cold, and
silence—Ka\ oAus Sh irav -rh %v £x*iv

TWO. yvuxriv.
k Diogen. L. ix. 1. TIOVXVJXOMT] V6OV

ov 5f5ctcr«:ei' 'HtrioSov yap av eSiSatr/ce
Ka\ TlvBay6pi]v, afiBts Se 'aeiyotpdy^a. /cat
'E(caTa?oj/, &c. 1b. viii. 6. TIvday6pr)s
Mvrjadpxov l(nopiy]v ^(TK'qazv avdpciiruiy
fiihujTa irdvTwv, Ka\ A^d i
ras ras ffvyypatpas
<ro(j>iriv, i r o v O t

1 Diogen. Laert. ix. 1-6. Theo-
phraatua conceived that Herakleitus
nad left the work unfinished, from
eccentricity of temperament {iwb fj.e-
AayXoAias). Of him, as of various
others, it was imagined by some that
his obscurity was intentional (Cicero,
Nat. Deor. i. 26, De Pinib. 2, 5). The
words of Lucretius about Herakleitus
are remarkable (i. 641) :—
"Claras ob obscuram linguani magis inter

inaoes
Quamde graves inter Gracos qui vera re-

quirunt:
Omnia enim stolidi magis admirantur amant-

que
Inversis quas sub verbia latitantia cernunt."

Even Aristotle complains of the diffi-
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influence on the speculative minds of Greece, both in the
Platonic age and subsequently: the Stoics especially both
commented on it largely (though with many dissentient
opinions among the commentators), and borrowed with partial
modifications much of its doctrine.™

The expositors followed by Lucretius and Cicero conceived
Doctrine of Heraldeitus as having proclaimed Fire to be the
-perpetual universal and all-pervading element of nature ;n as
generation Thales had recognised water, and Anaximenes air.
tion-eeve™ This interpretation was countenanced by some strik-
thing flows, . * . . l x l A
nothing ujgf passap-es oi lierakleitus: but when we put
s t a n d s — t r a n - b i n . . . . , ,

Bition of the together all that remains from him, it appears that
elements into o \ •*•*•

each other j^g main doctrine was not physical, but meta-
backwards x J

and forwards, physical or ontological: that the want of adequate
general terms induced him to clothe it in a multitude of
symbolical illustrations, among which fire was only one,
though the most prominent and most significant.0 Xeno-
phanes and the Eleates had recognised, as the only objective
reality, One extended Substance or absolute Ens, perpetual,
infinite, indeterminate, incapable of change or modification.
They denied the objective reality of motion, change, gene-
ration, and destruction—considering all these to be purely
relative and phenomenal. Herakleitus on the contrary
denied everything in the nature of a permanent and per-
petual substratum: he laid down nothing as permanent and
perpetual except the process of change—the alternate se-
quence of generation and destruction, without beginning or
end—generation and destruction being in fact coincident
or identical, two sides of the same process, since the gene-
ration of one particular state was the destruction of its ante-
cedent contrary. All reality consisted in the succession and
culty pof understanding Herakleitus,
and even of determining the proper
punctuation (Rhetoric, iii. 5).

m Cicero, Nat. Deor. iii. 14, 35.
" To some it appeared that Hera-

kleitus hardly distinguished Fire from
Air. Aristotel. De Anima, i. 2 ; Sext.
Empiric, adv. Mathemat. vii. 127-129,
ix. H60.

0 Zeller's account of the philosophy
of Herakleitus, in the second edition

of his Philosophie der Griechen, vol. i.
p. 450-496, is instructive. Marbach
also is useful (Gesch. der Phil. s. 46-49);
and his (Hegelian) exposition of Hera-
kleitus is further developed by Ferdi-
nand Lassalle (Die Philosophie Hera-
kleitos des Dunklen, published 1858).
This last work is very copious and
elaborate, throwing great light upon a
subject essentially obscure and diffi-
cult.
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transition, the coming and going, of these finite and particular
states: what he conceived as the infinite and universal, was
the continuous process of transition from one finite state to
the next—the perpetual work of destruction and generation
combined, which terminated one finite state in order to make
room for a new and contrary state.

This endless process of transition, or ever-repeated act of
generation and destruction in one, was represented Variety of

by Herakleitus under a variety of metaphors and
symbols—fire consuming its own fuel—a stream of
water always flowing—opposite currents meeting
and combating each other—the way from above doctrme-
downwards, and the way from below upwards, one and the
same—war, contest, penal destiny or retributive justice, the
law or decree of Zeus realising each finite condition of
things and then destroying its own reality to make place
for its contrary and successor. Particulars are successively
generated and destroyed, none of them ever arriving at
permanent existence:p the universal process of generation
and destruction alone continues. There is no Esse, but a
perpetual Fieri: a transition from Esse to Non-Esse, from
Non-Esse to Esse, with an intermediate temporary halt be-
tween them: a ceaseless meeting and confluence of the
stream of generation with the opposite stream of destruction:
a rapid and instant succession, or rather coincidence and
coalescence, of contraries. Living and dead, waking and
sleeping, light and dark, come into one or come round into
each other: everything twists round into its contrary: every-
thing both is and is not.11

v Plato, Kratylus, p. 402, and
Thesetet. p. 152, 153.

Plutarch, De Ei apud Delphos, o. 18,
p. 392. Uora/j.^ yap OVK i<mv i/j.$i]vai
Sis rq avTif, KaC 'Hpa.K\enov, oiiSs
OvqTris ovaias Sis atyatrStu Kara ?{IJ/"
&AA' o^irriTt Kal Tt^xeI fitral3oX.ris c/ci'S-
v~i}(n Kak ird\iv ffvvdyei, /xaWov 8 e
o u 5 e iraXiv oi/Se v<rr epov, a A. A'
a ix a ffwiiTTarai K a\ air o \€ i-
i r e i , -npoaziai Ka\ &Trei<ri. "O9ev
oiiS' els T& ilvat i r e p a i c e i T h

J 5

Xiiytiv |in)5' 'iffraaQai T\V yeveviv, a\\'
curb (nr€p/xaTos ael JU6Ta/3aAAoutraj>—
T&S irptliTas tpQfipovffav yzvitreis KCL\
7}\iKias rats 4iriytyvo[t.4vais.

Clemens Alex. Strom, v. 14, p. 711.
K6ffpov T~bv avrby airdvraiy OUT€ TLS
fjewv OUT' avBp&Ttwv £Tro{f\(Tzv' aAA.1 fiv
ael KQU ia-rai irvp aeifaov, a-wTOfxtvov
fxfTpa teal a-jrotrfievi'vij.ei'oi' p4rpa. Com-
pare also Eusebius, Praepar. Evang.
xiv. 3, 8 ; Diogen. L. ix. 8.

i Plato, Sophist, p. 242. Aia<pep6-
\xevov yap oel £v/x<p4psTai.

Plutarch
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The universal law, destiny, or divine working (according
nothing per- to Herakleitus), consists in this incessant process of
manent ex-cept the law" generation and destruction, this alternation of con-
and impiica- traries. To carry out such law fully, each of the
tion of con- . , j
tries—the particular manifestations ought to appear and pass

nsmuta- .transmuta- . . J X ' ^ ' A
tive force, away instantaneously—to have no duration 01 its
Fixity of par- J J .

ticuiars is an own, but to be supplanted by its contrary at once.
illusion for ' ** J J .

tt^most ^ And this happens to a grea t degree, even in cases
i'sats<inists>it w n e r e i t does not appear to h a p p e n : t h e river
ofderSofthNa- a P P e a r s unchanged, though the water which we
ture- touched a short t ime ago has flowed away:* we and
all around us are in rapid movement, though we appear
stationary : the apparent sameness and fixity is thus a delu-
sion. But Heraklei tus does not seem to have thought t h a t
his absolute universal force was omnipotent, or accurately
carried out in respect to all particulars. Some positive and
particular manifestations, when once brought to pass, had a
certain measure of fixity, maintaining themselves for more or
less t ime before they were destroyed. There was a difference
between one particular and another, in this respect of com-
parative durabi l i ty: one was more durable, another less.3

But according to the universal law or destiny, each part icular
ought simply to make its appearance, then to be supplanted
and re-absorbed: so tha t the t ime during which it continued
on the scene was, as it were, an unjust usurpation, obtained
by encroaching on the equal r ight of the nex t comer, and by
suspending the negative agency of the universal. H e n c e
arises an antithesis or hostility between the universal law or

Plutarch, Consolat. ad Apollonium Bdvetv TOCTO TTJP TifitTepay a1a8t]<nv
c. 10, p. 106. noVe yap iv r/fuv atiToTs which words doubtless refer to Hera-
OVK isTiv i> SavaTos; Kal rj (pijalv 'Hpd- bleitus. See Preller, Hist. Phil. Grsec.
KAEITOS, Tavr6 r' ivi £oiv Kal T(SVT]K6S, '' Rom. s. 47.
Kal TO iypjjyophs Kal TO KadevSoy, Kal
vzoy Kal yT]pai6v TaSe yap |U€Ta7re<rdVTa
zKtiyd iarty, KaKziva irakl;
ff6vra ravra.

Pseudo-OrigeDes, Refut. Hser. ix. 10.
'O p p q X l > p

Tr6\i/J.os, elpfivy—K6pos, \lpos, &c.
' Aristot. De Ccelo, iii. 1, p. 298, b.

30; Physic, viii. 3, p. 253, b. 9. *a<ri
Tij/es KivsiffQai TWV oyrav oh rh. /xey TH
5' oil, dXAa wdvra Kal ael, aXXa Xav-

8 Lassalle, Philosophic des Hera-
kleitos, vol. i. pp. 54, 55. " Andrerseits
bieten die sinnliohen Existenzen grar
duelle oder Mass-Unterschiede dar, je
nachdem in ihnen das Moment des
festen Seins oder die Unruhe des
Werdens vorwiegt oder nicht; und
diese Graduation wird also zugleich
den Leitfaden m Classification der
verschiedenen Existenz-formen bil-
den."
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process on one side, and the persistence of particular states
on the other. The universal law or process is generative and
destructive, positive and negative, both in one : but the par-
ticular realities in which it manifests itself are all positive,
each succeeding to its antecedent, and each striving to main-
tain itself against the negativity or destructive interference
of the universal process. Each particular reality represented
rest and fixity: each held ground as long as it could against
the pressure of the constant cosmical force, essentially mov-
ing, destroying, and renovating. Herakleitus condemns such
pretensions of particular states to separate stability, inasmuch
as it keeps back the legitimate action of the universal force,
in the work of destruction and renovation.

The theory of Herakleitus thus recognised no permanent
substratum, or Ens, either material or immaterial
—no category either of substance or quality—
but only a ceaseless principle of movement or

u s tra-Tfi o n s

change, generation and destruction, position and straying" ana
negation, immediately succeeding, or coinciding generating.
with each other.* It is this principle or everlasting force
which he denotes under so many illustrative phrases—"the
common (TO %vvbv), the universal, the all-comprehensive

• Aiistot. De Coelo, iii. 1, p. 298,
b . 30. Oi 5e Tk in€V &\Xa Trdvra yi-
veffBaX Te tpaffi Kal pe'ty, elvai 5e -jrayLws
ouSei/, %v 54 n pivov viro/x4veiv, ej ov

x n t C
tpvK€P' onep eoiKaGiy &Wot Te iroWol
Xe'yeij/ KO! 'HpctaAeiToy S 'E(j>4(rios. See
the explanation given of this passage
by Lassalle, vol. ii. p. 21, 39, 40.
founded on the comment of Simph'kius.
He explains it as an universal law or
ideal force—die reine Idee desWerdens
selbst; p. 24, 25, " eine unsinnliche
Potenz." Yet, in p. 55 of his elaborate
exposition, he does indeed say, about
the theory of Herakleitus, " Hier sind
zmn erstenmale die sinnlichen Be-
stimmtheiten zu bloss verschiedenen
und absolut in einander iibergehenden
Formen eines identischen, ihnen zu
Grande liegenden, Substrate herab-
gesetzt" (p. 55). But this last ex-
pression appears to me to contradict
the whole tenor and peculiarity of
Lassalle's own explanation of the He-

rakleitean theory. He insists almost
in every page (compare ii. p. 156) that
" das Allgemeine" of Herakleitus is
" reines Werden ; reiner, steter, erzeu-
genden, Prozess." This process cannot
with any propriety be called a sub-
stratum, and Herakleitus admitted no
other. In thus rejecting any substratum
lie stood alone. Lassalle has been
careful in shewing that Fire was not
understood by Herakleitus as a sub-
stratum (as water by Thales), but as a
symbol for the universal force or law.
In the theory of Herakleitua no sub-
stratum was recognised—no r6Se TI or
olicria—in the same way as Aristotle
observes about rb &irupov (Physic, iii.
6, a. 22-31) 8><TT€ T& Hireipov oi Sei
\afifidveu' ws T65C TI, olov &i>6pwtroi'
$ olKiav, aAA.' &s rj fifltpa Xi-yerat Kttl
6 oy&j', 61s T& eTvcu ou% ws o v aia
T L s y 4y o v e V, &\A' a el £ V y e-
vtffei leal <pBopa, el Ka\ ireirepa-
Cfkivav, a \ A ' ae\ 'i-r epov KO.1
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(TO irepi,£'xpv)> *ne governing, the divine, the name or reason of
Zeus, fire, the current of opposites, strife or war, destiny,
justice, equitable measure, Time or the Succeeding," &c. The
most emphatic way in which this theory could be presented
was, as embodied in the coincidence or co-affirmation of con-
traries. Many of the dicta cited and preserved out of Hera-
kleitus are of this paradoxical tenor." Other dicta simply
affirm perpetual flow, change, or transition, without express
allusion to contraries: which latter however, though not ex-
pressed, must be understood, since change was conceived as
a change from one contrary to the other." In the Hera-
kleitean idea, contrary forces come simultaneously into action:
destruction and generation always take effect together: there
is no negative without a positive, nor positive without a
negative/

Such was the metaphysical or logical foundation of the
water-in- philosophy of Herakleitus: the idea of an eternal
tennediate . i , , T .

between ure process oi change, manifesting itself in the perpetual
Eartii. destruction and renovation of particular realities,
but having .itself no reality apart from these particulars, and
existing only in them as an immanent principle or con-
dition. This principle, from the want of appropriate abstract

u Aristotle or Pseudo-Aristotle, De
Mundo, c. 5, p. 396, b. 20. Tctird Se
TOUTO i\v Kal rb irapa. rtp V

6 ' i ^y/ pp^
Kal oiiX' oSAa, <rv[X(pep6ptvol' Kai Sia-
(pep6fJL€yovy <rvvq.fiov Kal SiqSov Kal e/c
irdfToji/ tv Kal e£ kvbs izdvTo.. Hera-
chd. Allegor. ap. Schleiermaeher (He-
rakleitos, p . 529), iroTa/xoTs TOU airoTs
ip$aivo/Aev re Kal OVK e/iffaiyo/iey,
el/xev T€ Kal OVK elfiev : Plato, Sophist.
p . 242, D., Sia<p€p6ixevov ael £v/i<t>4peTar.
Aristotle, Metaphys. iii. 8, p. 1012, b. 24,
eoiKe 8' 6 jitey 'Upa/cAeiTou Koyos, X4yu?v
irdvTO. dvai Kal /xk tlvai, Smavra a.\7)Bri
iroiiiv : Aristot. Topic, viii. 5, p. 155, b.,
olov a7a05p Kal KaKov elyai ravrbv,
KaSdirep 'UpdK\eir6s (pvo-tv : also Ari-
stot. Physic, i. 2, p. 185, b. Compare
the various HeraMeitean phrases cited
in Pseudo - Origen Eefut. Hasres.
Fragm. ix. 10 ; also Krische, For-
schungen auf dem Gebiete des alien
Philosophie, vol. i. p. 370-468.

Bernays and Lassalle (vol. i. p. 81)
contend, on reasonable grounds (though

in opposition to Zeller, p. 495), that the
following verses in the Fragments of
Parmenides refer to Herakleitus :

ols TO TriKetv re KaX OVK cleat TCLVTOV vev6'
(UttTTat

Kov ravTov, navTuv 6"e wa.KivTpoTros cart
Ke'Aevtfos.

The commentary of Alexander Aphro-
dis. on the Metaphysica says, " Hera-
clitus ergo cum diceret omnem rem
esse et non esse et opposita simul con-
sistere, contradictioaem veram simul
esse statuebat, et omnia dicebat esse
vera" (Lassalle, p. 83).

One of the metaphors by which
Herakleitus illustrated his theory of
opposite and co-existent forces, was
the pulling and pushing of two sawyers
with the same saw. See BernayB,
Heraclitea, part i. p. 16; Bonn, 1848.

* Aristot, Physic, viii. 3, p. 253, b.
30, els TOvvdvrwv yap ri aAA<^»<nj:
also iii. p. 205, a. 6, irdvra yap iiera-
/9dAA.ei e | ivavriov els ev&VTiov, olov €K
depfiov els ipuxpSv.

y Lassalle, Herakleitus, vol. i. p. 323.
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terms, he expressed in a variety of symbolical and meta-
phorical phrases, among which Fire stood prominent.2 But
though Fire was thus often used to denote the principle or
ideal process itself, the same word was also employed to
denote that one of the elements which formed the most
immediate manifestation of the principle. In this latter
sense, Fire was the first stage of incipient reality : the second
stage was water, the third earth. This progression, fire,
water, earth, was in Herakleitean language " the road down-
wards," which was the same as " the road upwards," from
earth to water and again to fire. The death of fire was its
transition into water : that of water was, its transition partly
into earth, partly into flame. As fire was the type of extreme
mobility, perpetual generation and destruction—so earth was
the type of fixed and stationary existence, resisting movement
or change as much as possibles Water was intermediate
between the two.

Herakleitus conceived the sun and stars, not as solid
bodies, but as meteoric aggregations perpetually SnnandStaI.s
dissipated and perpetually renewed or fed, by ex- ĵ j-^Jjj?
halation upward from the water and earth. The ^Jo

c
na

a8'
sun became extinguished and rekindled in suitable
measure and proportion, under the watch of the
Erinnyes, the satellites of Justice. These celestial ^"KOXJS

lights were contained in troughs, the open side of by flre-

which was turned towards our vision. In case of eclipses the

* See a striking passage cited from
Gregory of Nyssa by Lassalle (vol. i.
p. 287), illustrating this characteristic
of fire: the flame of a lamp appears
to continue the same, but it is only
a succession of flaming particles, each
of which takes fire and is extinguished
in the same instant:—8><mep rb <hrl
TT)S OpvaWiSos irup Tip fitv SoKe'iv ae\
T£> avrb (paiveTat—rb yap <TVVGX*S ^
Tjjs Kivhaeus afii<i.<ma<rTov avrb Kal
7jycafj.4voy irpbs eavrb deiKMtrt—TTJ Se
a\T}dela irdvroTe auro eavrb 5ta5s)^6-
/ievov, ovSeirore T!> avrb ixtvei—r) yap

I
& u.oii Tf i£e<p\oy
A lyvb v £ K nav 6 el <r a /i
0i?, &c.

VOL. I.

a Diogen. Laert. ix. 9 ; Clemens
Alexand. Strom, v. 14, p. 599, vi. 2,
p . 624. Xlvpbs rpoTral irpuTov B&Xaffaa,
8aAdTT7is Se rb fikv ^jxtav yrj, -rb 5'
5j/a<ru irpijcTT p̂. A full explanation of
the curious expression Tvp^ffT-qp is given
by Lassalle (Herakl. vol. ii. p. 87-90).
See Brandis (Handbuch der Gr. Philos.
sect, xliii. p.' 164), and Plutarch (De
Primo Frigido, c. 17, p. 952, P.).

The distinction made by Hera-
kleitus, but not clearly marked out or
preserved, between the ideal fire or
universal process, and the elementary
fire or first stage towards realisation,
is brought out by Lassalle (Herakleitos,
vol. ii. p. 25-29).

D
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trough was for the time reversed, so that the dark side was
turned towards us; and the different phases of the moon
were occasioned by the gradual turning round of the trough
in which her light was contained. Of the phenomena of
thunder and lightning also, Herakleitus offered some explana-
tion, referring them to aggregations and conflagrations of the
clouds, and violent currents of winds.6 Another hypothesis
was often ascribed to Herakleitus, and was really embraced
by several of the Stoics in later times—that there would
come a time when all existing things would be destroyed by
fire {eKirupcocni), and afterwards again brought into reality in
a fresh series of changes. But this hypothesis appears to
have been conceived by him metaphysically rather than
physically. Fire was not intended to designate the physical
process of combustion, but was a symbolical phrase for the
universal process; the perpetual agency of conjoint destruction
and renovation, manifesting itself in the putting forth and
re-absorption of particulars, and having no other reality
except as immanent in these particulars.0 The determinate
Kosmos of the present moment is perpetually destroyed,
passing into fire or the indeterminate: it is perpetually reno-
vated or passes out of fire into water, earth—out of the in-
determinate, into the various determinate modifications. At
the same time, though Herakleitus seems to have mainly
employed these symbols for the purpose of signifying or
typifying a metaphysical conception, yet there was no clear
apprehension, even in his own mind, of this generality, apart
from all symbols: so that the illustration came to count as a
physical fact by itself, and has been so understood by many.d

b Aristot. Meteorol. ii. e. p. 355, a.
Plato, Republ. vi. p. 498, c. 11 ; Plu-
tarch, De Exilio, c. 11, p. 604 A. ;
Plutarch, De Isid. et Osirid. c. 48,
p. 370, E. ; Diogen. L. ix. 10; Plu-
tarch, Placit. PMos. ii. 17-22-24-28,
p. 889-891; Stobfeus, Eclog. Phys. i
p. 594.

About the doctrine of the Stoics,
built in part upon this of Herakleitus,
see Cicero, Natur. Deor. ii. 46 ; Seneca,
Qusest. Natur. ii. 5, vi. 16.

c Aristot. or Pseudo-Aristot. De

Mundo, e/c •KO.VTWV ev teal <•£ ivbs
irdvTa.

d See Lassalle, Herakleitos, vol. ii.
s. 26-27, p. 254-258.

Compare about the obscure and de-
bated meaning of the Herakleitean
iK-rriputns, Schleiennacher, Heraklei-
tos, p. 10H ; Zeller, Gesch. der Philoa.
vol. i. p. 477-479.

The word SiaKSfffiriats stands as the
antithesis (in the language of Hera-
kleitus) to iKirvpoxns. A passage from
Philo Judfflus is cited by Lassalle,
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The line between what he meant as the ideal or metaphysical
process, and the elementary or physical process, is not easy
to draw, in the fragments which now remain.

The like blending of metaphysics and physics—of the
abstract and notional with the concrete and sen- His doctrines
sible—is to be found in the statements remaining K Z
from Herakleitus respecting the human soul and n°anknow-u"
human knowledge. The human soul, according wisdom re-

, . ° ° sided in the
t o h i m , was a n effluence or ou t ly ing por t ion of t h e universal
T T . , r Keason—ta-
ll n i v e r s a l 6 — t h e h r e — t h e p e r p e t u a l m o v e m e n t or dividual

T_P _t* t • A i * Reason is

life oi things. As such, its nature was to be ever worthless.
in movement: but it was imprisoned and obstructed by the
body, which represented the stationary, the fixed, the parti-
cular—that which resisted the universal force of change.
So long as a man lived, his soul or mind, though thus con-
fined, participated more or less in the universal movement:
but when he died, his body ceased to participate in it, and
became therefore vile, " fit only to be cast out like dung."
Every man, individually considered, was irrational:f reason
belonged only to the universal or the whole, with which the
mind of each living man was in conjunction, renewing itself
by perpetual absorption, inspiration or inhalation, vaporous
transition, impressions through the senses and the pores, &c.
During sleep, since all the media of communication, except
only those through respiration, were suspended, the mind
became stupified and destitute of memory. Like coals when
the fire is withdrawn, it lost its heat and tended towards
extinction.8 On waking, it recovered its full communicationillustrating the Herakleitean move-
ment from ideal unity into totality
of sensible particulars, forwards and
backwards—o Se yovoppo^s (\6yos) in
K6<T/J.OU irdvra Kal fis K6<T/IOV avdyav,
{mo Beov Se jUTjSec ol6p.ei>os, '
reiov 56£ris kratpos, n6pov Kal x p y
avvt\v, Kal %v rb irav Kal irdvra a/xoifSfj
tladyav—where icipos and xp'W"™'"?
are used to illustrate the same ideal
antithesis as SiaK<{<r/ui)<ris and tKvi-
puo-ts (Lassalle, vol. i. p. 232).

' Sext. Empiric, adv. Mathem. vii.
130. T) €Tn\zvoi8ei<ra ro?s rjfierepois
<ribfia<riv airb rov Tv(pU%ovTOS fioTpa.

Plutarch, Symposion, p. 644. ye/ciSes
KOTrpiwv eK^A^T^Tepot.

Plutarch, Placit. Philos. i. 23. "Hpd-
K\eiT05 Tjp€fj.iav Kal (TrdtTip e/c TWV 8\o?y
hvrtptv ecrr! yap TOVTO T£IV vtKpObv.

! See Schleiermacher, Herakleitos,
p. 522 ; Sext. Empir. adv. Mathem.
viii. 286.

£ The passage of Sextus Empiricus
(adv. Mathem. vii. 126-134) is curious
and instructive about Herakleitus.

'ApetTKet yap TW <pv<riK<p (Heraklei-
tus) T5 ir£pUx0V yp&s \oyw6v re %v
Kal (ppevripes—TOVTOV Si] rbv Bt?ov
\6yov, Kad' 'HpaK\eirov, Si j

D 2
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with the great source of intelligence without—the universal
all-comprehensive process of life and movement. Still,
though this was the one and only source of intelligence open
to all waking men, the greater number of men could neither
discern it for themselves, nor understand it without difficulty
even when pointed out to them. Though awake, they were
not less unconscious or forgetful of the process going on
around them, than if they had been asleep.h The eyes and
ears of men with barbarous or stupid souls, gave them false
information.1 They went wrong by following their own
individual impression or judgment: they lived as if reason
or intelligence belonged to each man individually. But the
only way to attain truth was, to abjure all separate reason,
and to follow the common or universal reason. Each man's
mind must become identified and familiar with that common
process which directed and transformed the whole : in so far as
he did this, he attained truth: whenever he followed any
private or separate judgment of his own, he fell into

•k The highest pitch of this severance of the indi-
error."
(TTraaavTes voepol ywiptBa, KOX ii> fi€i>
iinyois XrjOaioi, Kara 5e zytpffiv irahiv
<E[i<ppove$. 4v y&p ro?s virvois y-vaavrw
rwv aluByjTiKwt/ ir6pwv xwP^C€Tat TVS
•jrpbs rb inpi4^ov <rvp.<pmas b eV Tjfnj/
VOVSt fXOVrjS T7JS KCIT& b.VIXTTVO^\V TFpOS

ipvazois a(jo^Ofx4vj)s olovel ru>bs plCys,
XWpicr0eiy 5e a7ro/3aA\€i r)v irp6repoif
e?Xe p-vi]\i.QVi.K.y]v Ivva^xiv iv Se eypr/yo-
p6<n iraKtif Sia TCOV al(TBr\TiKuiv ir6pwv
(i)O"irep fiia rivuv Qvpiftoiv irpoictyas Kal
icp irepiexoPTi tru/i/SaAobf Xoymrjv ev-
dv€Tai Siyaiuf. Then follows the
simile about coals brought near to, or
removed away from, tho fire.

The Stoic version of thia Heraklei-
tean doctrine, is to be seen in Marcus
Antoninus, viii. 54. MIJK«'TI pivov
(Tvinrvetv Ttf Trepie'xoVTi hipi,
a\\' rf$7} Kal (TVfj.(ppove?y TQ TT€-
pik%ovTt irdvTa voeptp. O# yhp
$TTOV 7} yoepa Suva/us TTOLI/TTJ K^vrai
Kal Sioire<̂ >oiT7)Ke T$ OTracrai fiov\o^ivif,
tfirep 7} aepci>8r}s T<p auairyeiKTat Suva-

The Stoics, who took up the doc-
trine of Herakleitus with farther ab-
straction and analysis, distinguished
and named separately matters which he

conceived in one and named together
•—the physical inhalation of air—the
metaphysical supposed influx of intelli-
gence— inspiration in its literal and
metaphorical senses. The word rb
Tvepiexov, as he conceives it, seems to
denote, not any distinct or fixed local
region, but the rotatory movement or
circulation of the elements, fire, water,
earth, reverting back into each other.
Lassalle, vol. ii. p. 119-120; which
transition also is denoted by the word
ava8vfiiarns in the Herakleitean sense
—cited from Herakleitus by Aristotle.
De Anima, i. 2.

h Sextus Empiricus (adv. Math. vii.
132) here cites the first words of the
treatise of Herakleitus (compare also
Aristotle, Ehet. iii. 5). \6yov TOSSE
MVTOS d|w€T0! yiyvovTcu Si/flponroi Kal
Trpi(T$(u r) uKovirai Kal aKovaavTts TO
•wpwTov—roils Se aWovs ai>0pw7rous
\av8dvei HKOGU eyepfleVi-es iroiovaiv,
Sxrwep 'iiroaa eKSoj/Tes 4inXav9ai/0VTat.

' Sext. Empiric, ib. vii. 126, a cita-
tion from Herakleitus.

k Sext. Emp. ib. vii. 133 (the words
of Herakleitus) lib 8e? e-Trco-flai Tip
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vidual judgment was seen during sleep, at which time each
man left the common world to retire into a world of his

own.
By this denunciation of the mischief of private judgment,

Herakleitus did not mean to say that a man ought
to think like his neighbours or like the public. In Reasonn,VheSa

-M . 1 i - i . . did not mean

his view the public were wrong, collectively as well the Reason of
* J most men as

as individually. The universal reason to which he «is, but as it
J ought to be.

made appeal, was not the reason of most men as it
actually is, but that which, in his theory, ought to be their
reason:m that which formed the perpetual and governing
process throughout all nature, though most men neither
recognised nor attended to it, but turned away from it in
different directions equally wrong. No man was truly
possessed of reason, unless his individual mind understood
the general scheme of the universe, and moved in full
sympathy with its perpetual movement and alternation or
unity of contraries.11 The universal process contained in
itself a sum-total of particular contraries which were suc-
cessively produced and destroyed: to know the universal was
to know these contraries in one, and to recognise them as£WOV(TLV ol TroKKol OJS ISiav 6X0VTes

tp(>6vq(nv' T] " 8 ' %(TTLV OVK ItAAo Tt
aAA.' e|^77j(7is TOV Tfiirov TTJS
TOV irdvros 5toLKTJO'eats' Sib tca.8'
6, TI hv aiiTov Trjs /urtifiris Koivavi\(rwfi.tv,
a\rj6evo/j.ei', a 5' &v Ihidaajav, i^eu-
5o7*e0a.

1 Plutarch, De Superstit. c. 3, p. 166,
C. See also the passage in Cle-
mens Alexandr. Strom, iv. 22, about
the comparison of sleep to death by
Herakleitus.

m Sextus Empiricus misinterprets
the Herakleitean theory when he re-
presents it (vii. 134) as laying down
—Ta Koivi] (paivSfieva, snara , us &F
Tip Kotvq <paiv6p.eya \6ytf>, ra 5e tear*
iSiav eKaffTiji, xj/euSij. Herakleitus de-
nounces mankind generally as in
error. Origen. Philosophum. i. 4 ;
Diog. Laert. ix. 1.

n The analogy and sympathy be-
tween the individual mind and the
cosmical process—between the know-
ing and the known—was reproduced
in many forms among the ancient phi-

losophers. It appears in the Platonic
Timfeus, c. 20, p. 47 0.

Tb Ktvovfijitvov TI£ Kivovfj.tva) yiyvco-
<TK«r8ai was the doctrine of several
philosophers. Aristot. De Anima, i.
2; Plato, Kratylus, p. 412 A; KHI fxijv
7} *ye eTriffT^jUT] jU77Pii€i ws <j>€po/j.4yoLS
TOIS irpdy/xao'iv €7rofj.4vr]s Trjs ^ X ^ s
Trjs afctas \6yov, real oi/Te aTroAeiTro-
fi(vr)s ovre irpodeovaris. A remarkable
passage from the comment of Phi-
loponus (on the treatise of Aristotle
De Anima) is cited by Lassalle, ii. p.
330, describing the Herakleitean doc-
t r i n e , 5iCt TUVTQ 4K T7/S avadv[Ald(TGWS

auTTjc eXeyev (Herakleitus) TS>V yap
irpay/j-aTuv iv Kivr)ff^i ovTav Se7y Kcd
TO yivuffKov TO: Trpdy/xaTa 4v Kiv^aei
tivai, tva ffv ij.ira.pdd zov (X.VTO?S
i<pdirTiiTai Ka\ 4(pap[i.6£ri avT0?s
—also Simplikius ap. Lassalle, p. 341,
4v [AZTafioAy yh.p (Ture^er T O OVTO,
inrOTLdz/j.el'Os o 'Hpafc\etTO?; Kal TO
yvoxTojx^VQV aitTa TTJ iiratyy] yivaxTKDV,
ffvv€TT€<r6at t/3ov\€TO us ael elvai KUTO.

TO yVLHTTlKUV eV Kivi]ffei.
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transient, but correlative and inseparable, manifestations,
each implying the other—not as having each a separate
reality and each excluding its contrary.0 In so far as a man's
mind maintained its kindred nature and perpetual conjoint
movement with the universal, he acquired true knowledge ;
but the individualising influences arising from the body
usually overpowered this kindred with the universal, and
obstructed the continuity of this movement, so that most
persons became plunged in error and illusion.

The absolute of Herakleitus stands thus at the opposite
Herakleitus pole as compared with that of Parmenides: it is
s'te'poie'tom" absolute movement, change, generation and destruc-
parmemdes. ^ ^ — negation of all substance and stability,"
except as a temporary and unbecoming resistance of each
successive particular to the destroying and renewing current of
the universal. The Eeal, on this theory, was a generalisation,
not of substances, but of facts, events, changes, revolutions,
destructions, generations, &c, determined by a law of justice
or necessity which endured, and which alone endured, for
ever. Herakleitus had many followers, who adopted his
doctrine wholly or partially, and who gave to it develop-
ments which he had not adverted to, perhaps might not have
acknowledged^ It was found an apt theme by those who,

" Of absolute rest, Nature gives us
no evidence. All matter, as far as
we can discern, is ever in movement:
not merely in masses, as in the plane-
tary spheres, but also molecularly, or
throughout its intimate structure.
Thus every alteration of temperature
produces a molecular change through-
out the whole substance heated or
cooled: slow chemical or electrical
forces, actions of light or invisible
radiant forces, are always at play; so
that as a fact, we cannot predicate of
any portion of matter, that it is abso-
lutely at rest."

i Many references to Herakleitus are
found in the recently published books
of the Refutatio Hseresium by Pseudo-
Origen or Hippolytus—especially Book
« . p. 279-283, ed. Miller. To judge

phy. Mr. Grove observes, in his in- by various specimens there given, it
structive Treatise on the Con-elation , would appear that his juxta-positions
of Physical Forces, p. 22. • of contradictory predicates, with the

0 Stobseus, Eclog. Phya. p. 58;
and the passage of Philo Judseus,
cited by Sclileiermaoher, p. 437; as
well as more fully by Lassalle, vol.
ii. p. 265-267. (Quis rerum divinar.
hseres, p. 503, Mangey), ev yap TO
e£ aiiipinv TWV evavrioiv, ov Tfj.t]6^vros
yvwpifj-a Ta ivdvTi<r Ov TOUT' 4O~T\V %
(patrtv "EAATjyes TOV fxiyav teal aoi8i/AOV
trap avTots 'HpaKAeiTOf, KZfpaAaiov
Tris CLVTOV Trpo<XTi)ffa.^vov <pi\oo~o<pias,

& eupeVei icaivfj; iraAcubi' yap
pit oivazdis io~Ttv.
p The great principle of Herakleitus,

which Aristotle states in order to reject
(Physic, viii. 3, p. 253, b. 10, -pao-i rives
KlVGiffQai TOiV OVTiCV OV Ttt jUey TO. 5'
oi>, aAAa irdvra teal ael' a \ \ a XavQaveLV
TOVTO T)\V TJiAeTepav atadriGiv') now stands
averred in modern physical philoso-

M G b i hi i
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taking a religious or poetical view of the universe, dwelt
upon the transitory and contemptible value of particular
existences, and extolled the grandeur or power of the uni-
versal. It suggested many doubts and debates respecting
the foundations of logical evidence, and the distinction of
truth from falsehood ; which debates will come to be noticed
hereafter, when we deal with the dialectical age of Plato and
Aristotle.

After Herakleitus, and seemingly at the same time with
Parmenides, we arrive at Empedokles (about 500- Empedokies
430 B.C.) and his memorable doctrine of the Four -hisdoctrim

the four
elements,Elements. This philosopher, a Sicilian of Agri- f°^

gentum, and a distinguished as well as popular- "Sling
minded citizen, expounded his views in poems, of forces'
which Lucretius" speaks with high admiration, but of which
few fragments are preserved. He agreed with Parmenides,
and dissented from Herakleitus and the Ionic philosophers,
in rejecting all real generation and destruction.3 That which
existed had not been generated and could not be destroyed.
Empedokles explained what that was, which men mistook
for generation and destruction. There existed four distinct
elements—Earth, Water, Air, and Fire—eternal, inex-
haustible, simple, homogeneous, equal, and co-ordinate with
each other. Besides these four substances, there also existed
two moving forces, one contrary to the other—Love or
Friendship, which brought the elements into conjunction—

same subject, would be recognised aa
paradoxes merely in appearance, and
not in reality, if we had his own ex-
planation. Thus he says (p. 282) " the
pure and the corrupt, the drinkable
and the undrinkable, are one and the
same." Which is explained as follows:
" The sea is most pure and most cor-

to each predicate, there remains no
contradiction at all.

r Lucretius, i. 733.
" Carmina quinetiam divini pectoris ejus

Vociferantur, et exponunt prsclara reperta:
Ut vix hmnana videatur stirpe creatus."

» Empedokles, Frag. v. 76-83, ed.
Karsten.

nipt : to fish, it is drinkable and nutri- | $u<Tt! ovSevos etmv
tive; to men, it is undrinkable and
destructive." This explanation appears
to have been given by Herakleitus
himself, 0ciAa<r<ra, §T)O\V, &C.

iThese are only paradoxes in appear-
ance—the relative predicate being
affirmed without mention of its corre-
late. When you supply the correlate

6vriTbivy ovfie Tts ov\ofievov Qavo/roio
aAAa fiovov ju.i£ts Te SiaAAa£i? Te fiiyevTuv
€0Ti, ifrvais 8' en-i TOIS bvofx6.£erai avOpiinroio-i.

*i5<ru here is remarkable, in its
primary sense, as derivative from
ipvofxat, equivalent to yeveffis. Com-
pare Plutarch adv. Koloten, p. 11IX,
1112.
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Enmity or Contest, which separated them. Here were
alternate and conflicting agencies, either bringing together
different portions of the elements to form a new product, or
breaking up the product thus formed and separating the
constituent elements. Sometimes the Many were combined
into One; sometimes the One was decomposed into Many.
Generation was simply this combination of elements already
existing separately—not the calling into existence of any
thing new: destruction was in like manner the dissolution
of some compound, not the termination of any existent
simple substance. The four simple substances or elements,
(which Empedokles sometimes calls by names of the popular
Deities—Zeus, Here, Aidoneus, &c), were the roots or foun-
dations of every thing.'

From the four elements, — acted upon by these two
construction forces, abstractions or mythical personifications,—
mos'from03 Empedokles showed how the Kosmos was con-
mentslnd structed. He supposed both forces to be per-
tJoTand"0" petually operative, but not always with equal
action of love efficacy : sometimes the one was predominant,
The Kosmos sometimes the other, sometimes there was equili-

brium between them. Things accordingly pass
unmade.

through a perpetual and ever-renewed cycle. The
complete preponderance of Love brings all the elements into
close and compact unity, Enmity being for the time elimi-
nated. Presently the action of the latter recommences, and
a period ensues in which Love and Enmity are simultaneously
operative; until at length Enmity becomes the temporary
master, and all union is for the time dissolved. But this
condition of things does not last. Love again becomes active,
so that partial and increasing combination of the elements is
produced, and another period commences—the simultaneous
action of the two forces, which ends in renewed empire of
Love, compact union of the elements, and temporary exclu-
sion of Enmitv."

• Erap. Fr. V. 55. TeWapct u Zeller, Gesch. Philos. vol. i
525-528, ed. 2nd.
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^

This is the Empedoklean cycle of things," divine or pre-
destined, without beginning or end: perpetual sub-
stitution of new for old compounds,—constancy only
in the general principle of combination and disso-
lution. The Kosmos which Empedokles under-
takes to explain, takes its commencement from
the period of complete empire of Love, or com-
pact and undisturbed union of all the elements.
This he conceives and divinises under the name of and°meteoro-
Sphserus—as One sphere, harmonious, uniform, logy'
and universal, having no motion, admitting no parts or
separate existences within it, exhibiting no one of the four
elements distinctly, " instabilis tellus, innabilis unda"—a
sort of chaos/ At the time prescribed by Fate or Necessity,
the action of Enmity recommenced, penetrating gradually
through the interior of Sphserus, " agitating the members of
the God one after another,"z disjoining the parts from each
other, and distending the compact ball into a vast porous

Emp. Frag. v. 91, Karst.

<£uecr#a
TT6.\LV epos n\dov'
or,

ijj jutec yiyvovrat re KaX ov crtftiaiv e/nr

7J 6e TaS' aXX
Krjyei,

Tavrri $' aih> Hatriv aKivrjra Kara KVK\OV.
KOX yap (cat mzpos qv T€ Kal e<T<T£Tal ovSe

TTOT' OUO,
TOUTWP ajLt̂ oTe'pwj' (Love and Discord)

KeivuKTtTal airireTOS axutv.

These are new Empedoklean verses,
derived from the recently published
fragments of Hippolytus (Hser. Eefut.)
and printed by Stein, v. 110, in his
collection of the Fragments of Em-
pedokles, p. 43. Compare another
passage in the same treatise of Hip-
polytus, p. 251.

y Emped. Fr. v. 59.
OIJTW? apfj-ovtrj^ TTVKLVW Kpv$<? ea-njptKTat
trtpalpos KVKAoTe'pijs, fxoviy TT£piyriOe'C yaiuv.

Plutarch, De Facie in Orbe Lunte,
e. 12.

About the divinity ascribed by Em-
pedokles to Sphserus, see Aristot.
Metaphys. B. 4, p. 1000, a. 29.
•ycfcp €/c TO6TOU (^petKOus) T^A
VXT)V i 8eos (i.e. Sphserus). Ei yap
fi.7] ^\v TO ve^Kos Iv rois irpdyfj.acFL, %v

%v ^]v anavTa. &s (priffiv, (Empedokles).
See Preller, Hist. Philos. ex Fontibus
Contexta, sect. 171, 172, ed. 3.

The condition of things which
Empedokles calls Sphserus may be
illustrated (translating his Love and
Enmity into the modern phraseology
of attraction and repulsion) from an
eminent modern work on Physics :—•

" Were there only atoms and attrac-
tion, as now explained, the whole
material of creation would rush into
close contact, and the universe would
be one huge solid mass of stillness
and death. There is heat or caloric,
however, which directly counteracts
attraction, and singularly modifies the
results. It has been described by some
as a most subtile fluid pervading all
things as water does a sponge : others
have accounted it merely a vibration
among the atoms. The truth is, that
we know little more of heat as a cause
of repulsion, than of gravity as a cause
of attraction: but we can study and
classify the phenomena of both most
accurately." (Dr. Arnott, Elements of
Physics, vol. i. p. 26.)

2 Emp. Fr. 60-70, Karst.
yvia fooio
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mass. This mass, under the simultaneous and conflicting
influences of Love and Enmity, became distributed partly
into homogeneous portions where each of the four elements
was accumulated by itself—partly into compounds or indi-
vidual substances, where two or more elements were found
in conjunction. Like had an appetite for Like—Air for Air,
Fire for Fire, and so forth: and a farther extension of this
appetite brought about the mixture of different elements in
harmonious compounds. First, the Air disengaged itself, and
occupied a position surrounding the central mass of Earth
and Water: next, the Fire also broke forth, and placed
itself externally to the air, immediately in contact with the
outermost crystalline sphere, formed of condensed and frozen
air, which formed the wall encompassing the Kosmos. A
remnant of Fire and Air still remained embodied in the
Earth, but the great mass of both so distributed themselves,
that the former occupied most part of one hemisphere, the
latter most part of the other.a The rapid and uniform rota-
tion of the Kosmos, caused by the exterior Fire, compressed
the interior elements, squeezed the water out of the earth
like perspiration from the living body, and thus formed the
sea. The same rotation caused the earth to remain un-
moved, by counterbalancing and resisting its downward pres-
sure or gravity.6 In the course of the rotation, the light
hemisphere of Fire, and the comparatively dark hemisphere
of Air, alternately came above the horizon: hence the inter-
change of day and night. Empedokles (like the Pytha-
goreans) supposed the Sun to be not self-luminous, but to be
a glassy or crystalline body which collected and reflected the
light from the hemisphere of Fire. He regarded the fixed
stars as fastened to the exterior crystalline sphere, and
revolving along with it, but the planets as moving free and
detached from any sphere.0 He supposed the alternations of
winter and summer to arise from a change in the proportions

1 Plutarch ap. Euseb. Prfep. Evang. j De Ccelo, ii. 13, 14; iii. 2, 2. T V yriv
i. 8,10; Plutarch, Placit. Philos. ii. 6, b*h TTJS SIVIJS Ttp^itv, &0. Empedokles
p. 887 ; Aristot. Etlric. Xic. viii. 2. called the sea ISpara TSJJ yr/s. Emp

>> Emped. Fr. 185, Karsten. aiefy Fr. 451, Karsten ; Aristot. Meteor, ii. 3!
a<p'iyyo>v nep\ KVKKOV airavra,. Aristot. ' ' Plutarch, Placit. Phil. ii. 20, p. 890.
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of Air and Fire in the atmospheric regions: winter was caused
by an increase of the Air, both in volume and density, so as
to drive back the exterior Fire to a greater distance from the
Earth, and thus to produce a diminution of heat and light:
summer was restored when the Fire, in its turn increasing, ex-
truded a portion of the Air, approached nearer to the Earth,
and imparted to the latter more heat and light.4 Empedokles
farther supposed (and his contemporaries, Anaxagoras and
Diogenes, held the same opinion) that the Earth was round
and flat at top and bottom, like a drum or tambourine: that
its surface had been originally horizontal, in reference to the
rotation of the Kosmos around it, but that it had afterwards
tilted down to the south and upward towards the north, so as
to lie aslant instead of horizontal. Hence he explained the
fact that the north pole of the heavens now appeared obliquely
elevated above the horizon.e

From astronomy and meteorology Empedoklesf proceeded
to describe the Earth, its tenants, and its furniture ;

Formation of

how men were nrst produced, and how put together, the Earth, of
x i. o Gods, men,

All were produced by the Earth: being thrown animals, and
up under the stimulus of Fire still remaining
within it. In its earliest manifestations, and before the in-
fluence of Discord had been sufficiently neutralized, the
Earth gave birth to plants only, being as yet incompetent
to produce animals.8 After a certain time she gradually
acquired power to produce animals, first imperfectly and
piecemeal, trunks without limbs and limbs without trunks;

i Zeller, Gesch. Phil. i. p. 532-535,
2nd ed. : Karsten—De Emped. Philos.
p. 424-431.

The very imperfect notices which
remain, of the astronomical and me-
teorological doctrines of Empedokles,
are collected and explained by these
two authors.

' Plutarch, Placit. Philos. ii. 8 ;
Schaubach, Anaxag. Pragm. p. 175;
Compare the remarks of Gruppe (Ueber
die Kosmischen Systeme der Griechen,
p. 98) upon the obscure Welt-Gebaude
of Empedokles.

1 Hippokrates—Tlepl apxains l-nrpmrjs
—c. 20, p. 620, v. i. ed. Littre. Kadiirep

fl &K\oi ol irepi rpvoios

yeyparpadv e | apx?)s o, Tt ztrriv tUv-
dpwiroSy Kal (Jirws iyevero "npSyrov, Kal
'6ITUS £vveirdyTi.

This is one of the most ancient allu-
sions to Empedokles, recently printed
by M. Littre, out of one of the MBS. in
the Parisian library.

s Emp. Er. v. 253, Kar. robs fj.lv
irvp a.v€Tr€[J.Tr' edekov irpbs e6fj.oiov itctirQai,
&c.

Aristot., or Pseudo - Aristot. De
Plantis, i. 2. dire ir&Xtv b 'Efj.T^SoKkrjs,
Hrt TCL (pVTa %Xov(fl ytVtGlV 4f K6(f[A.Cp
^Karrw^vcff Kal ov reAeioi Karh T^V

v avTOv' ravrrts 5e trvfj.-
p i , (while it is in course of

being completed) ov yevvarai £woi>.
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next, discordant and monstrous combinations which did not
last, such as creatures half man half ox; lastly, combinations
with parts suited to each other, organizations perfect and
durable, men, horses, &c, which continued and propagated.11

Among these productions were not only plants, birds, fishes, and
men, but also the "long-lived Gods."' All compounds were
formed by intermixture of the four elements, in different pro-
portions, more or less harmonious.* These elements remained
unchanged: no one of them was transformed into another.
But the small particles of each flowed into the pores of the
others, and the combination was more or less intimate,
according as the structure of these pores was more or less
adapted to receive them. So intimate did the mixture of
these fine particles become, when the effluvia of one and the
pores of another were in symmetry, that the constituent
ingredients, like colours compounded together by the painter,™
could not be discerned or handled separately. Empedokles
rarely assigned any specific ratio in which he supposed the
four elements to enter into each distinct compound, except in
the case of flesh and blood, which were formed of all the
four in equal portions; and of bones, which he affirmed to be
composed of one-fourth earth, one-fourth water, and the
other half fire. He insisted merely on the general fact of

» Emp. Frag. v. 132, 150, 233, 240,
ed. Karst.

JTOA^OL /ley aft$i7rpo(T(ijjra (cat ajxfyitTTepv'
kyevovTO,

/3ouyec7J avSpoTrpojpa, &c.
OuAo^ueis fief Trpvyra. TVJTOt \f)ovQS c£av

e'reAAoc, &c.

Lucretius, v. 834; Aristotel. Gen.
Animal, i. 18, p. 722, b. 20 ; Physic, ii.
8, 2, p. 198, b. 32 ; De Ccelo, iii. 2, 5, p.
300, b. 29; with the commentary of
Sirnplikius ap. Schol. Brand, b. 512.

• Emp. Fr. v. 135, Kar.
k Plato, Menon. p. 76 A. ; Aristot.

Gen. et Corr. i. 8, p. 324, b. 30 eeq.
' E 5 { fif/ { aperafih.-fiTuii' rwv

TCTrdpcw <noi~)(z!iGiV riyetro yiyveaQai
T^JU TKV avvBiriav (rcofidrcov <pixriy,
OVTOSS ava^/j.iy/j,4va>v aWriXots Tay
Trp&Twv, ws €% ns \€iii>(Tas atcptfiws Kal

Galen, Comm. in Hippokrat. De
Homin. Nat. t. iii. p. 101. See Kar-
sten, De Emped. Phil. p. 407, and
Emp. Fr. v. 15.1).

Galen says, however (after Aristot.
Gen. et Corr. ii. 7, p. 334, a. 30), that
this mixture, set forth by Empedokles,
is not mixture properly speaking, but
merely close proximity. Hippokrates
(he says) was the first who propounded
the doctrine of real mixture. But
Empedokles seems to have intended
a real mixture, in all cases where the
structure of the pores was in sym-
metry with the inflowing particles.
Oil and water (he said) would not mix
together, because there was no such
symmetry between them—'6\us yap
iroie? (Empedokles) i V p-lty -if avix-
/xfTpia T&V iripuv SiifTrep eXaiov ynev
Kal SSwp ov ulyvvaBcu, TO Se &K\a uypa.
Kal irepl ̂  oauiv Sri Karapte^Tat ras
tSias icpacreis (Theophrastus, De Sensu
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such combinations, as explaining what passed for generation
of new substances—without pointing out any reason to deter-
mine one ratio of combination rather than another, and
without ascribing to each compound a distinct ratio of its
own. This omission in his system is much animadverted on
by Aristotle.

Empedokles farther laid down many doctrines respecting
physiology. He dwelt on the procreation of men ph sMo of

and animals, entered upon many details respecting ^^r*
l e s

gestation and the foetus, and even tried to explain j£°"0~^espi'
what it was that determined the birth of male or Se™S4 °f

female offspring. About respiration, alimentation,
and sensation, he also proposed theories: his explanation of
respiration remains in one of the fragments. He supposed
that man breathed, partly through the nose, mouth, and
lungs, but partly also through the whole surface of the body,
by the pores wherewith it was pierced, and by the internal
vessels connected with those pores. Those internal vessels
were connected with the blood vessels, and the portion of
them near the surface was alternately filled with blood or
emptied of blood, by the flow outwards from the centre or
the ebb inwards towards the centre. Such was the move-
ment which Empedokles considered as constantly belonging
to the blood: alternately a projection outwards from the
centre and a recession backwards towards the centre. When
the blood thus receded, the extremities of the vessels were
left empty, and the air from without entered : when the out-
ward tide of blood returned, the air which had thus entered
was expelled." Empedokles conceived this outward tide of
blood to be occasioned by the effort of the internal fire to
escape and join its analogous element without.0

et Senaili, s. 12, vol. i. p. 651, ed.
Schneider).

" Emp. Fr. v. 275, seqq. Karst.
The comments of Aristotle on this

theory of Empedokles are hardly per-
tinent : they refer to respiration by the
nostrils, which was not what Empe-
dokles had in view (Aristot. De Eespi-
rat. c. 3).

° Karsten, De Emp. Philosoph. p.
480.

E m p . F r . v. 307—TA T <FV firivi^v
iepyfjLtvov uyvyiov irvp—irup 5'e£<y 5ia-
Qp5><TKov, &c.

Empedokles illustrates this influx
and efflux of air in respiration by the
klepsydra, a vessel with one high and
narrow neck, but with a broad bottom
pierced with many small holes. When
the neck was kept closed by the finger
or otherwise, the vessel might be
plunged into water, but no water would
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The doctrine of pores and effluvia, which formed so conspi-
Doctrine of cuous an item in the physics of Empedokles, was
pOTes'*ex-d applied by him to explain sensation. He main-
plrcep«onslf tained the general doctrine (which Parmenides had
n°catfoT™u" advanced before him, and which Plato retained
witheth™™n̂  after him), that sensation was produced by like act-
—ei1keUacting ing upon Like : Herakleitus before him, and Anaxa-
upon e. gO r a g af^er h j m ) jjgifj that it was produced by unlike
acting upon unlike. Empedokles tried (what Parmenides
had not tried) to apply his doctrine to the various senses
separately.5 Man was composed of the same four elements
as the universe around him; and since like always tended
towards like, so by each of the four elements within himself,
he perceived and knew the like element without. Effluvia
from all bodies entered his pores, wherever they found a
suitable channel: hence he perceived and knew earth by
earth, water by water, and so forth.5 Empedokles, assuming
perception and knowledge to be produced by such intercom-
munication of the four elements, believed that not man and
animals only, but plants and other substances besides, per-
ceived and knew in the same way. Everything possessed a
certain measure of knowledge, though less in degree than
man, who was a more compound structure.' Perception and

ascend into it through the holea in the
bottom, because of the resistance of the
air within. As soon as the neck was
freed from pressure, and the air within
allowed to escape, the water would im-
mediately rash up through the holes
in the bottom.

This illustration is interesting. It
shows that Empedokles was distinctly
aware of the pressure of the air as
countervailing the ascending move-
ment of the water, and the removal of
that pressure as allowing such move-
ment.
ovSd T1 h ayyos 8' o -̂jSpos ecrepxerat, aAAa

fj.iv eipyei
ae'pos bynos lcrtu(?e 7r£<ruy eirl Tp^/AaTa irvicva.,

&C.

This dealing with the klepsydra seems
to have been a favourite amusement
with children.

p Theophrastus, De Sensu, s. 2, p.
647, Schneid.

i Emp. Frag. Karst. v. 265, seq.
yvo}6', o n irdvTtav eiaiv a7roppoal, o(T<r'

eyevovTO, &c.

ib. v. 322.
yair] juep yap yatav hiTbtTra.jj.EV, llfiaTl 8' liSwp,
aXOipi &' alOepa STov, arap Trupt nvp atS-qKov,
<TTOpyy Se aropyT]!/, retKos 5e Te vetKe'C Kvypu.

Theophrastus, de Sensu, c. 10, p. 650,
Schneid.

Aristotle says that Empedokles re-
garded each of these six as a tfivxii
(soul, vital principle) by itself. Sextus
Empiricus treats Empedokles as con-
sidering each of the six to be a Kpn~ti-
piov aAijfletas (Aristot. De Anima, i. 2 ;
Sext. Emp. adv. Mathem. vii. 116).

' Emp. Fr. v. 313, Karst. ap. Sext.
Empir. cont. Mathem. viii. 286; also
apud Diogen. L. viii. 77.
wavTa. yip lotfi <J>poW)O"li> exav Kai rullarot

alcrav.

Stein gives (Emp. Fr. v. 221) several
lines immediately preceding this from
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knowledge was more developed in different animals, in pro-
portion as their elementary composition was more mixed and
varied. The blood, as the most compound portion of the
whole body, was the principal seat of intelligence.8

In regard to vision, Empedokles supposed that it was
operated mainly by the fire or light within the eye, Seme of

though aided by the light without. The interior vision-
of the eye was of fire and water, the exterior coat was
a thin layer of earth and air. Colours were brought to the
eye as effluvia from objects, and became apprehended as
sensations by passing into the alternate pores or ducts of fire
and water : white colour was fitted to (or in symmetry with)
the pores of fire, black colour with those of water.' Some
animals had the proportions of fire and water in their eyes better
adjusted, or more conveniently located, than others: in some,
the fire was in excess, or too much on the outside, so as to
obstruct the pores or ducts of water: in others, water was in
excess, and fire in defect. The latter were the animals which
saw better by day than by night, a great force of external
light being required to help out the deficiency of light within:
the former class of animals saw better by night, because, when
there was little light without, the watery ducts were less com-
pletely obstructed—or left more free to receive the influx of
black colour suited to them."

In regard to hearing, Empedokles said that the ear was
like a bell or trumpet set in motion by the air with- senses of

r \ hearing,
out; through which motion, the solid parts were smell>taste-
the treatise of Hippolytus; but they
are sadly corrupt.

Parmenides had held the same opi-
nion before—Kal '6\US irav rb %v exetl/

Tiva ypaa-iv—ap. Theophrast. de Sensu,
s. 4.

Theophrastus, in commenting upon
the doctrine of Empedokles, takes as
one of his grounds of objection—That
Empedokles, in maintaining sensation
and knowledge to be produced by in-
flux of the elements into pores, made
no difference between animated and
inanimate substances (Theophr. De
Sens. s. 12-23). Theophrastus puts
this as if it were an inconsistency or

oversight of Empedokles: but it cannot
be so considered, for Empedokles (as
well as Parmenides) appears to have
accepted the consequence, and to have
denied all such difference, except one
of degree, as to perception and know-

Emp. Frag. 316, Karst. atfia yap
p pp

Comp. Theophrast. de Sensu, s. 11.
I Emp. Frag. v. 301-310, Karst. T6

T' iv p.T!\viyl,iv hpyixevov ayvyiov vvp,
&c. Theophr. De Sensu, s. 7, 8; Ari-
stot. De Sensu, c. 3 ; Aristot. De Gen.
et Corrupt, i. 8.

II Theophrastus De Sensu, s. 7, 8.
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brought into shock against the air flowing in, and caused
the sensation of sound within." Smell was, in his view,
an adjunct of the respiratory process: persons of acute
smell were those who had the strongest breathing: olfactory
effluvia came from many bodies, and especially from such as
were light and thin. Eespecting taste and touch, he gave
no farther explanation than his general doctrine of effluvia
and pores: he seems to have thought that such interpenetra-
tion was intelligible by itself, since here was immediate and
actual contact. Generally, in respect to all the senses, he
laid it down that pleasure ensued when the matter which
flows in was not merely fitted in point of structure to pene-
trate the interior pores or ducts (which was the condition of
all sensation), but also harmonious with them in respect to
elementary mixture/

Empedokles held various opinions in common with the
Empedokles Pythagoreans and the brotherhood of the Orphic
juste abso- mysteries—especially that of the metempsychosis.
lately forbade J r J . f f

the killing of He represented himsell as having passed through
that had life, prior states of existence, as a boy, a girl, a shrub, a
His belief in f i r. i T T , • •

bird, and a nsh. He proclaims it as an obligation
of justice, absolute and universal, not to kill any-
thing that had life: he denounces as an abomination
the sacrificing or eating of an animal, in whom per-
haps might dwell the soul of a deceased friend or
brother.2 His religious faith, however, and his

opinions about Gods, Daemons, and the human soul, stood
apart (mostly in a different poem) from his doctrines on kos-

1 Theophrast. De Sensu, s. 9-21.
Empedokles described the ear under

the metaphor of aapicivov o£ov, " the
fleshy branch."

7 Theophrast. De Sensu, s. 9, 10.
The criticisms of Theophrastus upon

this theory of Empedokles are extremely
interesting, as illustrating the change
in the Grecian physiological point of
view during a century and a half: but
I reserve them until I come to the
Aristotelian age. I may remark, how-
ever, that Theophrastus, disputing the
doctrine of sensory effluvia generally,
disputes the existence of the olfac-

the metem-
psychosis.

during an an-
tecedent life.
Pretensions
to magical
power.

tory effluvia not less than the rest
(s. 20).

• Emp. Frag. v. 380-410, Karsten;
Plutarch, De Esu Carnium, p. 998.

Aristot. Bhetoric. i. 13. 4<TT\ yap,
o fiavTttioi'Ta.i irdvT€s, (p{/o~ei KOIVOV
SiKaiov Kal &$ucoi>, Kav fi7iSefj.la irpbs
aXK^^ovs KOivavia fi, jiojSe <rvv8T]iai
&s 'E/j.irefioK\ris \4yei irepl TOS /ify
KTetveiv rb eixtyvxov TOVTO yap oil,
Ticri juev BiKaiov, rial 5' oil S'iKaiov,
A.\X.a TO fxkv iravTbiv voi^ifjuov, Sia r eupujue-

OOCTOS

AWepos ^c/te'cu! rirarai, 6i<£ T' itrKerov avy^i.

Sext. Empiric, adv. Mathem. ix. 127.
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mology and physiology. In common with many Pythago-
reans, he laid great stress on the existence of Daemons (of
intermediate order and power between Gods and men), some
of whom had been expelled from the Gods in consequence of
their crimes, and were condemned to pass a long period
of exile, as souls embodied in various men or animals. He
laments the misery of the human soul, in himself as well as
in others, condemned to this long period of expiatory degra-
dation, before they could regain the society of the Gods.a

In one of his remaining fragments, he announces himself
almost as a God upon earth, and professes his willingness as
well as ability to impart to a favoured pupil the most won-
derful gifts—powers to excite or abate the winds, to bring
about rain or dry weather, to raise men from the dead.b He
was in fact a man of universal pretensions; not merely an
expositor of nature, but a rhetorician, poet, physician, pro-
phet, and conjuror. Gorgias the rhetor had been personally
present at his magical ceremonies.0

None of the remaining fragments of Empedokles are more
remarkable than a few, in which he deplores the Comp,aint of

impossibility of finding out any great or compre- ^ t j
hensive truth, amidst the distraction and the suffer- g
ings of our short life. Every man took a different truth'
road, confiding only in his own accidental experience or par-
ticular impressions; but no man could obtain or communicate
satisfaction about the whole.d

Anaxagoras of Klazomense, a friend of the Athenian Peri-
kles, and contemporary of Empedokles—was a man of far
simpler and less ambitious character: devoted to physical

out

b

d

a Emp. Frag. v. 5-18, Karst.; com-
pare Herod, ii. 123; Plato, Phsedras,
55, p. 246 C.; Plutarch, De Isid. et
Osirid. c. 26.

Plutarch observes in another place
on the large proportion of religious
mysticism blended with the philosophy
of Empedokles—2o>KpaT?js tyacrfia-ruv
Kal fiiitTificu/Aovias ifnrxia (piKotroty'iuv
O.TV}> HvBay6pou Kal 'E/j.ireSoK\4ovs Aa-

(Plutarch, De Genio Socratis, t. ix. ,
p. ol<s.J

VOL. I.

See Fr. Aug. Ukert, Ueber Daemonen,
Heroen, und Genien, p. 151.

Emp. Fr. v. 390-425, Karst.
Diog. Laert. viii. 59.
Emp. Fr. v. 34.

navpov Se (JWTJS afilov jue'pos a9pycravT€>;
biKV/XOpOL, KO-TTpOlO 8lKY)1/ O.p94vT£$, 6.JT€TTTO.V,

avrb fj.6vov neurOivTes OTQ> Trpoo'eVupcrec eica*
OTOS,

TraVTCxr1 ekavvofievot' TO 5e ovkov iirevxerai
evpetv

auTtus, our' eTrtSepKTa TaS* av$pa<rtv OVT* CTra-
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contemplation and geometry, without any of those mystical
Theory of pretensions common among the Pythagoreans. His
-ta.if.Tg'e- doctrines were set forth in prose, and in the Ionic

n- dialect.6 His theory, like all those of Ins age, was
only mixture all-comprehensive in its purpose, starting from a
andseverance r . . . , ,1

of pre-exist- supposed beginning, and shewing now neaven, eartn,
mftter? 3 ° a nd the inhabitants of earth, had come into those
appearances which were exhibited to sense. He agreed
with Empedokles in departing from the point of view of
Thales and other Ionic theorists, who had supposed one
primordial matter, out of which, by various transformations,
other sensible things were generated—and into which, when
destroyed, they were again resolved. Like Empedokles, and
like Parmenides previously, he declared that generation, un-
derstood in this sense, was a false and impossible notion:
that no existing thing could have been generated, or could be
destroyed, or could undergo real transformation into any
other thing different from what it was/ Existing things
were what they were, possessing their several inherent pro-
perties: there could be no generation except the putting
together of these things in various compounds, nor any de-
struction except the breaking up of such compounds, nor any
transformation except the substitution of one compound for
another.

But Anaxagoras did not accept the Empedoklean four
Hommome- elements as the sum total of first substances. He
ries—small

dfvCTCiektods r e c k° n e c i aU the different sorts of matter as original
of matter, aii and primaeval existences: he supposed them all to
U11X6Q LO£j^-

ther. lie ready made, in portions of all sizes, whereof
there was no greatest and no leasts Part icles of the

e Aristotel. Ethic. Eudem. i. 4, 5; Ta ifioio^pji are the primordial par-
• T i .. !/-. tides themselves: d^oio/iepeia is the

abstract word formed from this concrete
—existence in the form or condition of
6/j.oioiieprj. Each distinct substance has
its own d/ioio/ieprj, little particles like
each other, and each possessing the
characteristics of the substance. But
the state called 6fj.otofj.epeia pervades
all substances (Marbach, Lehrbuch
der Geschiehte der Philosophie, s. 53,
note 3,.

Diogen. Laert. ii. 10.
1 Anaxagor. Fr. 22, p. 135, ed. Schau-

bach.
TO 8e yivetr&at. Kal air6\hvtrdcu OVK

opOws vofj.l^oucrii' ol "EAATji/es. OvSey
yap xpTjjua yiveTai, ouSe air6\\vTai,

' " H 6 iTWV

rai re
x p f / y

Kal ZiaKpivcrai' Kai OUTOJS ayp
cos KaKoitv TO Te yiveffdai fi
Bai Kal TO airoWvaBai SiaKpiveirBai.
Anaxag. Fr. 5, ed. Schaub.
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same sort he called Hoinoeomeries: the aggregates of which
formed bodies of like parts; wherein the parts were like
each other and like the whole. Flesh, bone, blood, fire,11

earth, water, gold, &c, were aggregations of particles mostly
similar, in which each particle was not less flesh, bone, and
blood, than the whole mass.

But while Anaxagoras held that each of these Homoeome-
ries' was a special sort of matter with its own properties, and
each of them unlike every other: he held farther the peculiar
doctrine, that no one of them could have an existence apart
from the rest. Every thing was mixed with every thing:
each included in itself all the others: not one of them could
be obtained pure and unmixed. This was true of any portion
however small. The visible and tangible bodies around us
affected our senses, and received their denominations accord-
ing to that one peculiar matter of which they possessed a
decided preponderance and prominence. But each of them
included in itself all the other matters, real and inseparable,
although latent.k

In the beginning (said Anaxagoras) all things (all sorts of
matter) were together, in one mass or mixture. In- First conai-
finitely numerous and infinite in diversity of magni- J°°u
tude, they were so packed and confounded together "eue
that no one could be distinguished from the rest:

. . , , ther in con

no definite figure, or colour, or other property, could fusion, NOUS
, . . . , , , or Reason,

manifest itself. Nothing was distinguishable except distinct from
h Lucretius, i. 836.

"Uunc et Anaxagorae scrutemur Homceonie-
riam,

Quam Grasci inemorant, nee nostril dicere
lingua

Concedit nobis patrii sermonis egestas."
Lucretius calls this theory Bomceo-

meria, and it appears to me that this
name must have been bestowed upon
it by its author. Zeller and several
others after Schleiermacher conceive
the name to date first from Aristotle
and his physiological classification.
But what other name was so natural $ia rb vXrjBos iv rfj /u'fei T&V airzlpaiw
or likely for Anaxagoras himself to tlXutpivus ixev yap '6Xov Xtvxbv 1) /*4x
choose? $ crdpKa i) O<TTOVV, OVK etvar '6TOV

1 Anaxag. Fr. 8; Schaub. p. 101; irXziatov tKaarov exel> TOVTO SoKtlv elvai
compare p. 113. ertpov 8e ovSfv *GTIV T^V tpvixiy TOV trpdyfxaros—also Aristot.
ofLoiov ovSiv\&XXu. 'AXX' face? nXttaTa De Ocelo, iii. 3 ; Gen. Corr. i. 1.

E 2

evi, Tavra ^vZfiX6ra.Ta ey CKCWTOV 4(TTI
KO.1 "hv.

k Lucretius, i. 875.
"Id quod Anaxagoras sibi sumit, ut omnibus

omnes
Res putet immistas rebus latitare, sed illud
Apparere unum, cujus sint pluria mista,
Et magis in promptu prim&que in sede locata."

Aristotel. Physic, i. 4-3. Aib <pcurl
itav £y iravrl ne/xix8ai, SKJTI irav «K

y' tpaiveffBai 8e
Statyipovra Ka\ irpovayopeifffdai
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aii of them, the infinite mass of Air and Mther (Fire), which
and acted surrounded the mixed mass and kept it together.1

confused Thus all things continued for an infinite time in a
mass, setting rr.1 P I I
the constitu- state of rest and nullity. Ine fundamental con-
ent particles - I I T I IT l

in movement, traries,—wet, dry, hot, cold, light, dark, dense,
rare,—in their intimate contact neutralised each other.™
Upon this inert mass supervened the agency of Nous or mind.
The characteristic virtue of mind was, that it alone was com-
pletely distinct, peculiar, pure in itself, unmixed with any
thing else: thus marked out from all other things which were
indissolubly mingled with each other. Having no communion
of nature with other things, it was noway acted upon by
them, but was its own master or autocratic, and was of very
great force. It was moreover the thinnest and purest of all
things; possessing complete knowledge respecting all other
things. It was like to itself throughout—the greater mani-
festations of mind similar to the less."

But though other things could not act upon mind, mind
Movement of could act upon them. It first originated movement
the mass, on- in the quiescent mass. The movement impressed
NOUS on a was that of rotation, which first began on a small
small scale, . - i n - I - I - I A

but gradually scale, then gradually extended itseli around, be-
extending it- ° J

self. Like coming more efficacious as it extended, and still
particles con- 7

gregate to- continuing to extend itself around more and more.

TT]TOS.

1 Anaxag. Frag. 1; Schaub. p. 65.
'0/j.ov irdvTa XPVfiaTa ^ > aireipa Kal
irhrjOos Kal <TfxiKp6T7]Ta. Kal yap TO
(TfxiKpbv aireipoy ^v. Kal frdvrwv 6fj.ov

riaVTa yap ai\p r e Kal aidyjp
v, ajx<p6repa aVeipa e6vra. TauTa

yap fj.€yi(TTa ivttrrLv £v rols uvfxiraai
Tr\-fj9€t T6 Kal fieyedtt.

The first three words—b/xov Trdvra
XpvfJ-aTa—were the commencement of j
the Anaxagorean treatise, and were
more recollected and cited than any
other words in it. See Fragrn. 16,
17, Schaubach, and p. 60-68. Ari-
stotle calls this primaeval chaos rb

and De Ccelo, iii. 301, a. 12, e | amv!)-
TUJ> yap apx""«i (Anaxagoras) KOO-/J.O-

* Anaxag. Fr. 8, p. 100, Schaub.
T i fikv aXXa. Ttavrhs jxtnpav $X€l' """S
Se iariv &Tteipov Kal avroKparis Kal
p.ijxiKTai ouSecl xPVf^ari, a.\\a fxivos
avrbs ê >' ktavTov i{TTty. Et fj.^] yap
£<p' kaXnov ? \Xd 4/J.4/WCTO

d

™ Anax. Frag. 6, Schaub. p. 97;
Aristotel. Physic, i. 4, p. 187, a, with the
commentary of Shnplikius ap. Scholia,
p. 335; Brandis also, iii. 203, a. 25;

eXirep 4/j.4fiiKT6 reip—Kal eKtihvev hv
avrbv TO (Tv/j.fji.€p.iyij.ipa, &<rre firifievbs
XP'hlJ-aros^ KpuTelv ifioius, as Kal fiivov
Z6vra z<p' eaivTOv. 'ECTTI yap \CTTT6-

rar6v re irdvTwv xP'tf-aTuv Kal Ku6a-
pwraToii, Kal yvdfxriv Trepl iravrbs Tvuaav
IcrxEi, Kal Itrxvei y-iyunov.

^ Compare Plato, Kratylus, c. 65, p.
413, c. vovv avTOKpdropa KO.1 oiSevl
liemyixivov (o \iyti *Ava£ay6pas).
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Through the prodigious velocity of this rotation, a gather— dis-

separation was effected of those things which had aggregates
i i * i i • • ' i i i i i H I T i a r e formed.

been intnerto undistingmshably huddled together.0

Dense was detached from rare, cold from hot, dark from
light, dry from wet.p The Homceomeric particles congre-
gated together, each to its like; so that bodies were formed—
definite and distinguishable aggregates, possessing such a pre-
ponderance of some one ingredient as to bring it into clear
manifestation.1! But while the decomposition of the multi-
farious mass was thus carried far enough to produce distinct
bodies, each of them specialised, knowable, and regular—still
the separation can never be complete, nor can any one thing
be " cut away as with a hatchet" from the rest. Each thing,
great or small, must always contain in itself a proportion or
trace, latent if not manifest, of every thing else.r Nothing
except mind can be thoroughly pure and unmixed.

Nevertheless other things approximate in different degrees
to purity, according as they possess a more or less
decided preponderance of some few ingredients over cept Nos5)

X

the remaining multitude. Thus flesh, bone, and tlreiypureor
. . . 1 . . unmixed;

other similar portions ot the animal organism, were t>ut other
/ T j. k \ l / -ii things may
(according: to Anaxagoras) more nearly pure (with i* compara-
v . i l l I T tive'y pure-

one constituent more thoroughly preponderant, and Fiesh, Bone,
° •* *• l &c. are purer

all other coexistent natures more thoroughly sub- *»n AH- or
ordinate and latent) than the four Empedoklean
elements, Air, Fire, Earth, &c.; which were compounds
wherein many of the numerous ingredients present were
equally effective, so that the manifestations were more con-• Anaxag. Fr. 8, p. 100, Sch. Kal
rr/s TrepixcopTjcios TTJS £vpLirdo'y]s pods
4Kpdrri<Tef, SHITS irep^x^PVC^1 T V "P"
Xi)V- K<*1 irpwTOV airb rov fffJ-lKpov
ijp^aro vtpixup:i\Ga.i, eireiTe itKiiov ve-
piXOipeet, Kal Trepixwp'fl&ei 4TTI irXtiov.
Kal ra. <Tvfxpn(Xy6fxsva Kal airoKpwoiieva
Kal SiaKpiv6ft.€va, •wavra iyvw vovs.
Also Fr. 18, p. 129; Fr. 21, p. 134,
Schau.

P ASaxag. Fr. 8-19, Schaubacli.
i Anaxag. Fr. 8, p. 101, Schaub.

orey Tr\£?tna evi, TavTa ivSriKSTara ev
eKao-Tov eon Kal fy. Pseudo-Origen.

Pliilosophumen. 8. Kwfi<reas re ixtri-
X^w fa TT&VTa v7rb TOV POV Kipovfitpa,
ffvpeXde'ip Te ra 8/xota, &c. Simplikius
ad Aristot. Physio, i. p. 188, a. 13
(p. 337, Schol. Brandis).

» Aristotel. Physic, iii. 4, 5, p. 203,
a. 23, OTIOVP fiSptop eT^ai bfxo'tus fiiy/j-a
T§ -wdpTi, &c. Anaxag. Fr. 16, p. 126,
Schaub.

Anaxag. Fr. 11, p. 119, Schaub. ov
Kex{*'PL<TraL T ^ *v ^ K 6 < T ^ , OL»5e
iiroKEfoirTm ireAeicci, &C Frag.
12, p . 122. ip Traprl irdpra, ou5e xw~
pis (imp that.—Fr. 15, p. 125.
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fused and complicated. In this way the four Empedoklean
elements formed a vast seed-magazine, out of which many
distinct developments might take place, of ingredients all pre-
existing within it. Air and Fire appeared to generate many
new products, while flesh and bone did not.3 Amidst all
these changes, however, the infinite total mass remained the
same, neither increased nor diminished.*

In comparing the theory of Anaxagoras with that of Em-
Theory of pedokles, we perceive that both of them denied not
compared ' onlv the generation of new matter out of nothing
with that of J & "•

Empedokies. (in which denial all the ancient physical philo-
sophers concurred), but also the transformation of one form

' Aristotle, in two places (De Coelo,
iii. 3, p. 302, a. 28, and Gen. et Corr.
i. 1, p. 314, a. 8) appears to state that
Anaxagoras regarded flesh and bone as
simple and elementary : air, fire, and
earth, as compounds from these and
other Homoeomeries. So Zeller (Gesch.
Philos. v. i. p. 670, ed. 2), with Eitter,
and others, understand him. Sehau-
bach (Anax. Fr. p. 81, 82) dissents
from this opinion, but does not give a
clear explanation. Another passage of
Aristotle (Metaphys. i. 3, p. 984, a. 11)
appears to contradict the above two
passages, and to put fire and water, in
the Anaxagorean theory, in the same
general categoiy as flesh and bone :
the explanatory note of Bonitz, who
tries to show that the passage in the
Metaphysica is in harmony with the
other two above named passages, seems
to me not satisfactory.

Lucretius (i. 841, referred to in a
previous note) numbers flesh, bone,
fire, and water, all among the Anaxa-
gorean Homceomeries ; and I cannot
but think that Aristotle, in contrast-
ing Anaxagoras with Empedokies, has
applied to the former language which
could only have been used by the
latter. 'EvavTiws Be (paivovrai \4yovTes
ol trepl 'Ava^ayopav Tols irepl 'EjU7re-
5o/cAe'a. 'O fj.ev yap (Emp.) (pT\<n irvp
Kal uSccp Kal azpa Kal yrjv <rToixe~ci
T€i7txapa Kal airXa e?vai, fj.aX\ov )̂ aapKa
Kal oatovv Kal Tcfc roiavTa TOIV dfioio-
fispwv. Ol 5e (Anaxag.) ravra [isv
airXa Kal (Troi^^a, yijy 5e Kal irvp Kal
de'pa (TvvQera' irawirep/ALav yap elvat
TOVTUV. (Gen. Corr. i. 1.) The last

words (naj/airepji.lav) are fully illus-
trated by a portion of the other passage,
De Ccelo, iii. 3, aepa Si Kal irvp /liy/xa
TOVTUV (the Homceorneries, such as
flesh and blood) Kal rai> #\X»<' <rirep-
[I&TWV iravrwv' elvai yap eK&Tepov av-
tSiV !£ aopdrwy dfioioixepciv irdyTwv
T)Bpoiff^.4vtav' Sib Kal ylyvefrdai irdvTa
4K TOVTUV.

Now it can hardly be said that
Anaxagoras recognised one set of
bodies as simple and elementary, and
that Empedokies recognised another
set of bodies as such. Anaxagoras ex-
pressly denied all simple bodies. In
his theory, all bodies were compound :
Nous alone formed an exception.
Everything existed in everything. But
they were compounds in which par-
ticles of one sort, or of a definite num-
ber of sorts, had. come together into
such positive and marked action, as
practically to nullify the remainder.
The generation of the Hornoeomeric
aggregate was by disengaging these
like particles from the confused mix-
ture in which their agency had before
lain buried {yivzais, €K<pai/(ns ft.6vov

KOI €KKpi(TLS TOV TTplu KpVTTTOfXtVOV.

Simplikius ap. Schaub. Anax. Fr. p.
115). The Homosomeric aggregates or

' bodies were infinite in number : for in-
gredients might be disengaged and re-
combined in countless ways, so that the
result should always be some positive

i and definite manifestations. Considered
! in reference, to the Homoeomeric body,

the constituent particles might in a
I certain sense be called elements.
! ' Anaxag. Fr. 14, p. 125, Schaub.
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of matter into others, which had been affirmed by Thales
and others. Both of them laid down as a basis the exist-
ence of matter in a variety of primordial forms. They
maintained that what others called generation or transforma-
tion, was only a combination or separation of these pre-
existing materials, in great diversity of ratios. Of such
primordial forms of matter Empedokles recognised only four,
the so-called Elements; each simple and radically distinct
from the others, and capable of existing apart from them,
though capable also of being combined with them. Anaxa-
goras recognised primordial forms of matter in indefinite
number, with an infinite or indefinite stock of particles of
each; but no one form of matter (except Nous) capable of
being entirely severed from the remainder. In the constitu-
tion of every individual body in nature, particles of all the
different forms were combined; but some one or a few forms
were preponderant and manifest, all the others overlaid and
latent. Herein consisted the difference between one body
and another. The Homceomeric body was one in which a
confluence of like particles had taken place so numerous and
powerful, as to submerge all the coexistent particles of other
sorts. The majority thus passed for the whole, the various
minorities not being allowed to manifest themselves, yet not
for that reason ceasing to exist: a type of human society as
usually constituted, wherein some one vein of sentiment,
ethical, aesthetical, religious, political, &c, acquires such
omnipotence as to impose silence on dissentients, who are
supposed not to exist because they cannot proclaim them-
selves without ruin.

The hypothesis of multifarious forms of matter, latent yet
still real and recoverable, appears to have been

. Suggested

suggested to Anaxagoras mainly by the phenomena partly by the
0 0 ° j j x phenomenaof

of animal nutrition." The bread and meat on animal nutri-tion.
which we feed nourishes all the different parts of
our body—blood, flesh, bones, ligaments, veins, trachea, hair,
&c. The nutriment must contain in itself different matters

» See a remarkable passage in Plutarch, Placit. Philosoph. i. 3.
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homogeneous with all these tissues and organs; though we
cannot see such matters, our reason tells us that they must be
there. This physiological divination is interesting from its
general approximation towards the results of modern analysis.

Both Empedokles and Anaxagoras begin their constructive
process from a state of stagnation and confusion

mhon°sto both tantamount to Chaos; which is not so much active
anY'Amxt discord, (as Ovid paints it) as rest and nullity arising
fngaSagS?y] from the equilibrium of opposite forces. The chaos
different in x . . * \ •, . „
one from the of Anaxajroras is in tact almost a reproduction 01
other theory. ° , T . »

the Infinite of Anaxirnander.* But Anaxagoras as
well as Empedokles enlarged his hypothesis by introducing
(what had not occurred or did not seem necessary to Anaxi-
mander) a special and separate agency for eliciting positive
movement and development out of the negative and stationary
Chaos. The Nous or Mind is the agency selected for this
purpose by Anaxagoras: Love and Enmity by Empedokles.
Both the one and the other initiate the rotatory cosmical
motion; upon which follows as well the partial disgregation
of the chaotic mass, as the congregation of like particles of it
towards each other.

The Nous of Anaxagoras was understood by later writers as
a God;y but there is nothing in the fragments now

mind; postu- remaining to justify the belief that the author him-
Anaxagoraa self conceived it in that manner—or that he proposed
—how under- . L L

stood by it (according to Aristotle s expressionz) as the cause
later writers L '

terS b" w a s E00^ m the world, assigning other
Anaxagoras agencies as the causes of all evil. I t is not charac-
himself.

terised by him as a person—not so much as the
Love and Enmity of Empedokles. It is not one but multi-
tudinous, and all its separate manifestations are alike, differ-
ing only as greater or less. It is in fact identical with the

* This is a just comparison of Theo- , raw, o's eVri KKT' avrbv 6ehs Sec.
phrastus.^ See the passage from his | Compare Schaubach, Anax. Frag.
pffiK la-Topia, referred to by Sim- ' p. 153.
plikius ad Aristot. Physio, i. p. 187, a.
21 (p. 335, Schol. Brand.).

y Cicero, Academ. iv. 37; Sext. Em-
piric. adv. Mathematicos, ix. 6, ththv

Aristot. Metaphys. A. p. 984, b. 17.
He praises Anaxagoras for this, oiov
vi\§a>v trap' f'mrj Xdyoi/ras TOVS irp6-
Ttpov, &c.
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soul, t he vital principle, or vitality, belonging no t only to all
men and animals, but to all plants also." I t is one substance,
or form of mat te r among the rest, but thinner than all of
them (thinner than even fire or air), and distinguished by the
peculiar characteristic of being absolutely unmixed. I t has
moving power and knowledge, l ike the Air of Diogenes the
Apol loniate : it initiates movement ; and it knows about all
the things which either pass into or pass out of combination.
I t disposes or puts in order all things that were, are, or will
b e ; but it effects this only by acting as a fermenting principle,
to break up the huddled mass, and to initiate rotatory motion,
at first only on a small scale, then gradually increasing. Eo-
tation having once begun, and the mass having been as it
were unpacked and liberated, the component Homoeomeries
are represented as coming together by their own inherent
attraction.11 The Anaxagorean Nous introduces order and
symmetry into Nature , simply by stirring up rotatory motion
in t h e inert mass, so as to release the Homceomeries from
prison. I t originates and maintains the great cosmical fact
of rotatory mot ion ; which variety of motion, from its perfect
regulari ty and sameness, is declared by Plato also to be the
one most consonant to Reason and Intelligence.0 Such rota-
tion being once set on foot, the other phenomena of the
universe are supposed to be determined by its influence, and
by their own tendencies and properties besides : but there is
no farther agency of Nous, which only knows these phenomena
as and when they occur. Anaxagoras tried to explain them
as well as he could ; not by reference to final causes, nor by

a Aristoteles (or Pseudo-Aristot.) De facta est . . . . Materise autem pro
Plantis, i. 1. prise insunt vires: proprio suo pondero

Aristot. De Anima, i. 2, G5-6-13. hsec, quse mentis vi mota et secreta
Aristotle says that the language of j sunt, femntur in eurn locum, quo nunc

Anaxagoras about vovs and tyvxh was | sunt."
not perfectly clear or consistent. But! Compare Alexand. Aphrod. np. Scho-
it seems also from Plato De Legg. xii. i lia ad Aristot. Physic, ii. p. 191, a.

. 967, B, that Anaxagoras made no
distinction between vovs and ^vxh,
Compare Plato, Kratylus, p. 400 A.

b Anaxag. Fr. 8, and Schaubach's
Comm. p. U2-156.

Mens erat id, quod movebat molem

(Schol. p. 348 a Brandis), Marbach,
Lehrbuch der Gesch. Philos. s. 54, note
2, p. 82; Preller, Hist. Phil, ex fontibus
contexta, s. 53, with his comment.

c Plato, Phaedo, c. 107, 108, p. 98 ;
Plato, De Legg. xii. p. 967 B; Aristot.

homceomeriarum : hac ratione, per hunc ; Metaphys. A. 4, p. 985, b. 18, Plato,
motum a mente excitaturn, secretio Timasus, 34 A, 88 E.
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assuming good purposes of Nous which each combination
was intended to answer—but by physical analogies, well or ill
chosen, and especially by the working of the grand cosmical
rotation.*1

This we learn from Plato and Aristotle, who blame Anaxa-
goras for inconsistency in deserting his own hypothesis, and
piato and in invoking explanations from physical agencies, to
wImeOtAnax- the neglect of Nous and its supposed optimising
dfsertin°g

rhiS purposes. But Anaxagoras, as far as we can judge
own theory. ^ ^ r e m a j u m g fragments, seems not to have
committed any such inconsistency. He did not proclaim his
Nous to be a powerful extra-cosmical Architect, like the
Demiurgus of Plato—nor an intra-cosmical, immanent, nn-
deliberating, instinct (such as Aristotle calls Nature), tending
towards the production and renewal of regular forms and
conjunctions, yet operating along with other agencies which
produced concomitants irregular, unpredictable, often even
obstructive and monstrous. Anaxagoras appears to conceive
his Nous as one among numerous other real agents in
Nature, material like the rest, yet differing from the rest
as being powerful, simple, and pure from all mixture,*5 as
being endued with universal cognizance, as being the earliest
to act in point of time, and as furnishing the primary con-
dition to the activity of the rest by setting on foot the
cosmical rotation. The Homceomeries are coeternal with,

* Aristoph. Nub. 380, 828. atfle'pios
Atyus—A7vos jSaffiAeuei, rhv At' e£e-
A?jA.aKws—the sting of which applies
to Anaxagoras and his doctrines—
Anaxagoras 8'tvovs rtvas avo^Tovs ava-
^wypttfpoiv rrj TOV VOV anpa^ia Kal
avoia (Clemens Alexandrin. Strom'at. ii.
p. 364).

To move (in the active sense, i. e. to
cause movement in) and to Mow, are
the two attributes of the Anaxagorean
NoCs (Aristotel. De Anima, i. 2, p.
405, a, 18).

e Anaxagoras, Fr. 8, p. 100, Schaub.
€<TTL yap KeTTTOTarov re iravruv xpiJ^aTwc, &c.

This means, not that vovs was unex-
tended or immatpri.il. but that it was
thinner or more subtle than either fire

or air. Herakleitus regarded ri irepie-
%ov as Xo-yiKbv Kai typfvjjpes. Dio-
genes of Apollonia considered air aa
endued with cognition, and as im-
parting cognition by being inhaled.
Compare Plutarch, L)e Placit. Philos.
iv. 3.

I cannot think, with Brucker (Hist.
Philosop. part ii. b. ii. De Sect! Ionica,
p. 504, ed. 2nd , and with Tennemann,
Ges. Ph. i. 8, p. 312, that Anaxagoras
was " primus qui Dei ideam inter
Grsecos a materialitate quasi purifica-
vit," &c. I agree rather with Zeller
(Gesch. der Philos. i. p. 080-683, ed.
2nd), that the Anaxagorean Nous is
not conceived as having either imma-
teriality or personality.
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if not anterior to, Nous. They have laws and properties
of their own, which they follow, when once liberated, without
waiting for the dictation of Nous. What they do is known by,
but not ordered by, Nous.f It is therefore no inconsistency in
Anaxagoras that he assigns to mind one distinct and peculiar
agency, but nothing more; and that when trying to explain
the variety of phenomena he makes reference to other physical
agencies, as the case seems to require.5

In describing the formation of the Kosmos, Anaxagoras
supposed, that as a consequence of the rotation Astronomy
initiated by mind, the primitive chaos broke up. ™ASX!-03

"The Dense, Wet, Cold, Dark, Heavy, came to- B°ras-
gether into the place where now Earth is: Hot, Dry,
Hare, Light, Bright, departed to the exterior region of the
revolving ^Ether."h In such separation each followed its
spontaneous and inherent tendency. Water was disengaged
from air and clouds, earth from water: earth was still farther
consolidated into stones by cold.1 Earth remained stationary
in the centre, while fire and air were borne round it by the
force and violence of the rotatory movement. The celestial
bodies—Sun, Moon, and Stars—were solid bodies analogous
to the earth, either caught originally in the whirl of the
rotatory movement, or torn from the substance of the earth
and carried away into the outer region of rotation." They
were rendered hot and luminous by the fiery fluid in the
rapid whirl of which they were hurried along. The Sun was
a stone thus made red-hot, larger than Peloponnesus: the
Moon was of earthy matter, nearer to the Earth, deriving its
light from the Sun, and including not merely plains and
mountains but also cities and inhabitants.111 Of the planetary

' SimpliMus, in Physic. Aristot. p. | h Anaxag. Fr. 19, p. 131, Schaub.;
73. KO.1 'Ava£ay6pas 8e TOV VOVV idtras, i compare Fr. 6, p. 97; Diogen. Laert.
w5 (p7]Ctv EijSf}fj.os, Ka\ avTO/j.o.TL^ojv Tci ii. 8.
TToAAa o-uvio-T7i<xiv. ' Anaxag. Fr. 20, p. 133, Sehau.

i Diogen. Laert. ii. 8. vovv—dpxV k See the curious passage in Plutarch,
Kivr)<rea>s. Lysander 12, and Plato, Legg. xii. p.

Briicker, Hist. Philos. ut supra. 907 B ; Diogen. Laert. ii. 12; Plu-
" Scilicet, semel inducto in materiam tarch, Placit. Philos. ii. 13.
a mente motu, sufficere putavit Anax- m Plato, Kratylua, p. 409 A ; Plato,
agoras, juxta leges natures motiisque, Apol. So. c. 14; Xenophon, Memorab.
rerum ortum describere." iv. 7.
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movements, apart from the diurnal rotation of the celestial
sphere, Anaxagoras took no notice." He explained the
periodical changes in the apparent course of the sun and
moon by resistances which they encountered, the former from
accumulated and condensed air, the latter from the cold.0

Like Anaximenes and Demokritus, Anaxagoras conceived the
Earth as flat, round in the surface, and not deep, resting on
and supported by the air beneath it. Originally (he thought)
the earth was horizontal, with the axis of celestial rotation
perpendicular, and the north pole at the zenith, so that this
rotation was then lateral, like that of a dome or roof; it was
moreover equable and unchanging with reference to every
part of the plane of the earth's upper surface, and distributed
light and heat equally to every part. But after a certain
time the Earth tilted over of its own accord to the south,
thus lowering its southern half, raising the northern half, and
causing the celestial rotation to appear oblique.p

Besides these doctrines respecting the great cosmical
bodies, Anaxagoras gave explanations of many

His geology, i . -i • i • i T
meteorology, among the striking phenomena in geology and
physiology. b S * . xi i ,

meteorology—the sea, rivers, earthquakes, hurri-
canes, hail, snow, &cfi He treated also of animals and plants
—their primary origin, and the manner of their propagation.1

He thought that animals were originally produced by the
hot and moist earth; but that being once produced, the breeds
were continued by propagation. The seeds of plants he
supposed to have been originally contained in the air, from
whence they fell down to the warm and moist earth, where
they took root and sprung up." He believed that all plants,

n Schaubach, ad Anax. Fr. p. 165.
Plutarch, Placit. Philosoph. ii.

Diogenes Laert. ii. 9. TO; 5' atrrpa
' 95 V ^ $

23.

Kara twpvcp^v T7]S yrjs rov aei <paiv6-
/j.zi'ov eZVcu TTOAOF, v<TT£pov 5e T^V (y?iv)
tyKKiciv Xafitiv. Plutarch, Placit. Phil.
ii. 8.

i See Schauback, ad Anax. Fr. p.
171-181.

Among the points to which Anax-
aeoras addressed himself waa the an-

nual inundation of the Nile, which he
awribed to the melting of the snows in
^Ethiopia, in the higher regions of the
river's course.—Diodor. i. 38. Hero-
dotus notices this opinion (ii. 22), coll-
ing it plausible, but false, yet without
naming any one as its author. Com-
pare Euripides, Helen. 3.

r Aristotel. De Generat. Animal iii.
G, iv. 1.

» Theophrastus, Hist. Plant, iii. 2 •
Diogen. Laert. ii. 9 ; Aristot. De
Plantis, i. 2.
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as well as all animals, had a certain measure of intelligence
and sentiment, differing not in kind but only in degree from
the intelligence and sentiment of men; whose superiority of
intelligence was determined, to a great extent, by their pos-
session of hands.* He explained sensation by the action of
unlike upon unlike (contrary to Empedokles, who referred it
to the action of like upon likeu), applying this doctrine to
the explanation of the five senses separately. But he pro-
nounced the senses to be sadly obscure and insufficient as
means of knowledge. Apparently, however, he did not
discard their testimony, nor assume any other means of
knowledge independent of it, but supposed a concomitant and
controlling effort of intelligence as indispensable to compare
and judge between the facts of sense when they appeared
contradictory/ On this point, however, it is difficult to make
out his opinions.

* Aiistot. De Plantis, i. 1; Aristot.
Part. Animal, iv. 10.

" Theophrastus, De Sensu, sect. 1—
sect. 27-30.

This difference followed naturally
from the opinions of the two philoso-
phers on the nature of the soul or
mind. Anaxagoras supposed it pecu-
liar in itself, and dissimilar to the
Homceomeries without. Empedokles
conceived it as a compound of the four
elements, analogous to all that was
without: hence man knew each, exte-
rior element by its like •within him-
self —earth by earth, water by water,
&c.

1 Anaxag. Fr. 19, Schaub.; Sextus
Empiric, adv. Mathern. vii. 91-140;
Cicero, Academ. i. 12.

Anaxagoras remarked that the con-
trast between black and white might
be made imperceptible to sense by a
succession of numerous intermediate
colours, very finely graduated. He is
said to have affirmed that snow was
really black, notwithstanding that it
appeared white to our senses: since
water was black, and snow was only
frozen water (Cicero, Academ. iv. 31 ;
Sext. Empir. Pyrrhon. Hypotyp. i. 33;.
"Anaxagoras non modo id ita esse (sc.
albam nivem essej negabat, sed sibi,
quia sciret, aquam nigram esse, unde
ilia concreta esset, albam ipsam esse

ne videri quidem." Whether Anax-
agoras ever affirmed that snow did not
appear to him white, may reasonably
be doubted: his real affirmation pro-
bably was, that snow, though it ap-
peared white, was not really white.
And this affirmation depended upon
the line which he drew between the
fact of sense, the phenomenal, the rela-
tive, on one side—and the substratum,
the real, the absolute, on the other.
Most philosophers recognise a distinc-
tion between the two: but the line
between the two has been drawn in
very different directions. Anaxagoras
assumed as his substratum, real, or ab-
solute, the Homoeomeries—numerous
primordial varieties of matter, each
with its inherent qualities. Among
these varieties he reckoned water, but
he did not reckon snow. He also con-
sidered that water was really aud abso-
lutely black or dark (the Homeric
ix4\av vSwp)—that blackness was among
its primary qualities. Water, when
consolidated into snow, was so disguised
as to produce upon the spectator the
appearance of whiteness; but it did
not really lose, nor could it lose, its
inherent colour. A negro covered with
white paint, and therefore looking white,
is still really black: a wheel painted
with the seven prismatic colours, and
made to revolve rapidly, will look
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Anaxagoras, residing at Athens and intimately connected
w i t n Perikles, incurred not only unpopularity, but
e v e n l e g a l prosecution, by the tenor of his philo-
sophical opinions, especially those on astronomy.

impious. T o G r e e k s w l l 0 believed in Helios and Selene as
not merely living beings but Deities, his declaration that the
Sun was a luminous and fiery stone, and the Moon an earthy
mass, appeared alike absurd and impious. Such was the
judgment of Sokrates, Plato, and Xenophon, as well as of
Aristophanes and the general Athenian public/ Anaxagoras
M'as threatened with indictment for blasphemy, so that
Perikles was compelled to send him away from Athens.

That physical enquiries into the nature of things, and
attempts to substitute scientific theories in place of the
personal agency of the Gods, were repugnant to the religious
feelings of the Greeks, has been already remarked.12 Yet
most of the other contemporary philosophers must have been
open to this reproach, not less than Anaxagoras; and we
learn that the Apolloniate Diogenes left Athens from the
same cause. If others escaped the like prosecution, which
fell upon Anaxagoras, we may probably ascribe this fact to
the state of political party at Athens, and to the intimacy of
the latter with Perikles. The numerous political enemies of
that great man might fairly hope to discredit him in the
public mind—at the very least to vex and embarrass him—
by procuring the trial and condemnation of Anaxagoras.
Against other philosophers, even when propounding doctrines
not less obnoxious respecting the celestial bodies, there was
not the same collateral motive to stimulate the aggressive
hostility of individuals.

Contemporary with Anaxagoras—yet somewhat younger,
Diogenes of as far as we can judge, upon doubtful evidence—
.Apollonia. re- 1 »i
CnSordM°ne philosopher Diogenes, a native of Apollonia
element. m Exete. Of his life we know nothing, except that

white, but it is still really septi-co- Plato, Lysis, c. 32, p. 217 D.
l _ .1 . ' _ xT-» ^ ,~J..» J-A ~V u ~ ,„•! J __ _ 1 — T i l * i T n .loured : i. e. the state of rapid revolu-
tion would be considered as an excep-
tional state, not natural to it. Compare

Plato, Apol. So. c. 14; Xenoph.
Memor. iv. 7.

' Plutarch, Nikias, 23.
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he taught during some time at Athens, which city he was forced
to quit on the same ground as Anaxagoras. Accusations of
impiety were either brought or threatened against him:a

physical philosophy being offensive generally to the received
religious sentiment, which was specially awakened and ap-
pealed to by the political opponents of Pericles.

Diogenes the Apolloniate, the latest in the series of Ionic
philosophers or physiologists, adopted, with modifications and
enlargements, the fundamental tenet of Anaximenes. There
was but one primordial element—and that element was air.
He laid it down as indisputable that all the different objects
in this Kosmos must be at the bottom one and the same
thing: unless this were the fact, they would not act upon
each other, nor mix together, nor do good and harm to each
other, as we see that they do. Plants would not grow out of
the earth, nor would animals live and grow by nutrition, unless
there existed as a basis this universal sameness of nature. No
one thing therefore has a peculiar nature of its own: there is
in all the same nature, but very changeable and diversified.6

Now the fundamental substance, common to all, was air.
Air was infinite, eternal, powerful; it was, besides, Ail. was the

full of intelligence and knowledge. This latter K^fe'ie-
property Diogenes proved by the succession of cli- ment'

* Diogen. Laert. ix. 52. The danger
incurred by Diogenes the Apolloniate
at Athens is well authenticated, on the
evidence of Demetrius the Phalerean,
who had good means of knowing. And
the fact may probably be referred to
some time after the year B.C. 440, when
Athens was at the height of her power
and of her attraction for foreign visitors
—when the visits of philosophers to
the city had been multiplied by the
countenance of Perikles—and when the
political rivals of that great man had
set the fashion of assailing them in
order to injure him. This seems to me
one probable reason for determining the
chronology of the Apolloniate Diogenes:
another is, that his description of the
veins in the human body is so minute
and detailed as to betoken an advanced
period of philosophy between B.C. 440-
410. See the point discussed in Pan-
zerbieter, Fragment. Diogen. Apoll.

c. 12-18 (Leipsie, 1830).
Simplikius fad Aristot. Phys. fol.

6 A) describes Diogenes as having been
irx^Sbv vediTaros in the series of phy-
sical theorists.

b Diogen. Ap. Fragm. ii. c. 29;
Panzerb. Theophrastus De Sensu, s. 39.

el yap ra iv T$5e T $ K6(r/A(p vvv
S6VTO. yrj KCU t/Swp «ai T#AAa, Sera
(paiverai ev rtpde T$ K6CX^ £6VTO., el

TOVTCWP Tt i]V T& £T€p0V TOU CTGOOV
zrzpov kbv rrj IBirj ebvefez, Kat [AT/ rb
avrb ebv fj.€Teirnrre 7roAAa;£a>s Kai i]Te~
poiovTO' ovSafiT] obre /Jeryecrflai aAA^-
\ots T)Zi)varo OVTG ai<pe\7)Vis T<p eTepy
oi/TE £Aa;8rj, &c.

Aristotle approves this fundamental
tenet of Diogenes, the conclusion that
there must be one common Something
out of which all things came—ej ivhs
airavTa (Gen. et Corrupt, i. 6-7, p. 322,
a. 14) inferred from the fact that they
acted upon each other.
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matic and atmospheric phenomena of winter and summer,
night and day, rain, wind, and fine weather. All these
successions were disposed in the best possible manner by
the air: which could not have laid out things in such
regular order and measure, unless it had been endowed with
intelligence. Moreover, air was the source of life, soul, and
intelligence, to men and animals: who inhaled all these by
respiration, and lost all of them as soon as they ceased to
respire.0

Air, life-giving and intelligent, existed everywhere, formed
the essence of everything, comprehended and go-

Air possessed . . , , ,
numerous verned everything. Nothing m nature could be
and diverse J D °

properties; without i t : yet at the same time all things in
w a s e m i - •> K-J

nabiey modl" nature partook of it in a different manner.4 For
it was distinguished by great diversity of properties

and by many gradations of intelligence. It was hotter of
colder—moister or drier—denser or rarer—more or less
active and moveable—exhibiting differences of colour and
taste. All these diversities were found in objects, though
all at the bottom were air. Eeason and intelligence resided
in the warm air. So also to all animals as well as to men,
the common source of vitality, whereby they lived, saw, heard,
and understood, was air; hotter than the atmosphere gener-
ally, though much colder than that near the sun.e Never-
theless, in spite of this common characteristic, the air was
in other respects so indefinitely modifiable, that animals were

c Diogenes Apoll. Fr. iv.-vi. c. 36-42,
Panz.

•—Ou yap ay ovTu 5e'5aa"0at 6l6v re
•tjv avev vui\(Tios, &O~TG irdvTwy /xerpa
i=X€iy, xei/xaii'o's T6 Kal Bepeos Kal VVK-
TOS Kal 7)[i€p7]S Kal veruy Kal ave/xcuv
Kal euSicDz'. Kal r a &AAa et TIS jSouAe-
TEI ivvoeeaBai, evpt&KOt av o'ittn Sia-
Kti[ieva, us avvcrrhv KaWuna. ^Ert 5e
irphs TOIJTOIS KOI TaSe fi4ya\a tr^jueTa'
&v8po>Tvos yap Kal ra aAAa £aia ava-
irveovTa £(i)ei T ^ ae'pt. Kal TOUTO avrois
Kal tyvxh e'er™ Kal v6t\(ns

—Kal fxol 5o/ceet TO T))V vo'Qfni' %xov

clvaL v a.7]p Ka\z6fj.evos virb rwy avdpd-
irwv, &c.

Schleiermacher has an instructive

commentary upon these fragments of
the Apolloniate Diogenes (Vertnischte
Schriften, vol. ii. p. 157-162; Ueber
Diogenes von Apollonia).

d
(Diog. Ap. Fr. vi. Kal e<rn faide

ev a, TI fail fteTe'xei roirov 'air) , perex*'
8e avrov oiiSe %v bixolais rb tTepov Tip
kripcf ; aAAa iroAAol TpoVoi Kal airov
TOS aepos Kal rijs CO^CTKJS elaiv.

Aristotel. De Anima,i. 2, p. 405, a. 21.
Aioyevrjs 5', &mep ical (repot rivss,

aipa (imiXajii T V tpv^Tiy), &c.
^ c

 ;Diog. A p . F r . vi. Kal TrdvTav fwai!/
Sii 7] ̂ vxv TO O.VT6 io-Tiv, a^ip 8epn6-
Ttpos fiiv TOU Qai iv § iafitv, TOS
fj.4froi. irapa T<£ rj\itf> b
repos.
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of all degrees of diversity, in form, habits, and intelligence.
Men were doubtless more alike among themselves: yet no
two of them could be found exactly alike, furnished with the
same dose of aerial heat or vitality. All other things,
animate and inanimate, were generated and perished, begin-
ning from air and ending in air: which alone continued
immortal and indestructible/

The intelligence of men and animals, very unequal in
character and degree, was imbibed by respiration, pi,yS]OiOgyo{
the inspired air passing by means of the veins and MS°fe™?~
along with the blood into all parts of the body. Of veTnS°ta

htehe
the veins Diogenes gave a description remarkable humanbody-
for its minuteness of detail, in an age when philosophers
dwelt almost exclusively in loose general analogies.8 He
conceived the principal seat of intelligence in man to be in
the thoracic cavity, or in the ventricle of the heart, where
a quantity of air was accumulated ready for distribution.11

The warm and dry air concentrated round the brain, and
reached by veins from the organs of sense, was the centre
of sensation. Taste was explained by the soft and porous
nature of the tongue, and by the number of veins communi-
cating with it. The juices of sapid bodies were sucked up by
it as by a sponge : the odorous stream of air penetrated from
without through the nostrils: both were thus brought into
conjunction with the sympathising cerebral air. To this
air also the image impressed upon the eye was transmitted,
thereby causing vision:' while pulsations and vibrations of
the air without, entering through the ears and impinging
upon the same centre, generated the sensation of sound. If
the veins connecting the eye with the brain were inflamed,

1 Diogen. Apoll. Fr. v. ch. 38, Panz. | TJJ apTt)piaKfi KoiXiq T9\S KapSias, TJTI;
" Diogen. Apoll. Fr. vii. ch. 48, Panz. cirri Kal Trceu^aTi/rirj. See Panzerbieter's

The description of the veins given by
Diogenes is preserved in Aristotel.
Hist. Animal, iii. 2 : yet seemingly
only in a defective abstract, for Theo-
phraatus alludes to various opinions of
Diogenes on the veins, which are not

commentary upon these words, which
are not very clear (c. 50), nor easy to
reconcile with the description given by
Diogenes himself of the veins.

' Plutarch, Placit. Philosoph. iv. 18.
Theophrast. De Sensu, s. 39-41-43.

contained in Aristotle. See Philipson, \ KpnutonaTov Si TISOVTJS TTJC y
"tK-l\ a.v8ponrivy\, p. 203. arraXdraTOV yap efoai Kal fiavbv Kal ras

h Plutarch, Placit. Philos. iv. 5. 'Ei/ <p\e/3as a-was twr\K^.v el; avi-hv.

VOL. I. F
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no visual sensation could take place ;k moreover if our minds
or attention were absorbed in other things, we were often
altogether insensible to sensations either of sight or of sound :
which proved that the central air within us was the real seat
of sensation.1 Thought and intelligence, as well as sensation,
was an attribute of the same central air within us, depending
especially upon its purity, dryness, and heat, and impeded or
deadened by moisture or cold. Both children and animals
had less intelligence than men; because they had more mois-
ture in their bodies, so that the veins were choked up, and
the air could not get along them freely to all parts. Plants
had no intelligence; having no apertures or ducts whereby
the air could pervade their internal structure. Our sensations
were pleasurable when there was much air mingled with the
blood, so as to lighten the flow of it, and to carry it easily to
all parts: they were painful when there was little air, and
when the blood was torpid and thick.™

The structure of the Kosmos Diogenes supposed to have
been effected by portions of the infinite air, taking

- upon them new qualities and undergoing various
transformations. Some air, becoming cold, dense,

and heavy, sunk down to the centre, and there remained
stationary as earth and water: while the hotter, rarer, and
lighter air ascended and formed the heavens, assuming'through
the intelligence included in it a rapid rotatory movement

Ktoxpa. Kal Tvipxd.
The expression ascribed to Diogenes

by Theophrastus—o 4VTOS arip, /xinphv
&v \i-6piov TOV 6 e o v—is so printed
by Philipson ; but the word deov seems
not well avouched as to the text, and
Schneider prints Bvfiov. It is not im-
possible that Diogenes may have called
the air God, without departing from
his physical theory: but this requires
proof.

m Theophrastus, De Sensu, s. 43-46;
Plutarch, Placit. Philos. v. 20. That
moisture is the cause of dulness, and
that the dry soul is the best and most
intelligent, is cited among the doc-
trines of Herakleitus, with whom Dio-
genes of Apollonia is often in harmony.
Ail] <\ivxk TO(paiTa.T-n Kal apiorij. See
Schleiermach. Herakleitos, sect. 59-04.

Kosmology
andMeteor

k Plutarch, Placit. Philosoph. iv.16;
Theophrastus, De Sensu, s. 40.

1 Theophrast. De Sensu, s. 42. "On
Se o ivrbs afyp altrQdveTat, /niiephv &v
fi6piov TOV Beov, ariixiiov eivai, 8TI TTOX-
\&KIS irpbs i i U a rbu vovv %-%pvT£s OVB'
6pwfj.ev OUT' aKovofxep. The same opi-
nion—that sensation, like thought, is a
mental process, depending on physical
conditions—is ascribed to Strato (the
disciple and successor of Theophrastus)
by Porphyry, De Abstinentia, iii. 21.
~2,rpaTwvos TOV <pvtriKov X6yos 4(rrlv
airoSeucvvuv, as oiiSe alaSdvetrBai rcma-
pdnav &vev TOV voeiv iirdpxei Ka\ ypd/ji-
fxaTa TroWdtcts eTrnropevo/j.4vovs Trj oipei
KCU Xoyoi irpoo-ir'nrTovTes Ty aKorj Sia-
XavBdvovrnv rj/xas Kal Siacpevyovffiv wpbs
eTepovs ruv vovv <E%ovTas—77 Kal X4-
XeKTai, vovs 6pl} Kal vovs aKoiei, -rSXAa
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round the earth, and shaping itself into sun, moon, and stars,
which were light and porous bodies like pumice stone. The
heat of this celestial matter acted continually upon the earth
and water beneath, so that the earth became comparatively
drier, and the water was more and more drawn up as vapour
to serve for nourishment to the heavenly bodies. The stars
also acted as breathing-holes to the Kosmos, supplying the
heated celestial mass with fresh air from the infinite mass
without." Like Anaxagoras, Diogenes conceived the figure
of the earth as flat and round, like a drum; and the rotation
of the heaven as lateral, with the axis perpendicular to the
surface of the earth, and the north pole always at the zenith.
This he supposed to have been the original arrangement;
but after a certain time, the earth tilted over spontaneously
towards the south—the northern half was elevated and the
southern half depressed—so that the north pole was no longer
at the zenith, and the axis of rotation of the heavens became
apparently oblique.0 He thought moreover that the existing
Kosmos was only of temporary duration; that it would perish
and be succeeded by future analogous systems, generated
from the same common substance of the infinite and inde-
structible air.? Eespecting animal generation—and to some
extent respecting meteorological phenomena*1—Diogenes also
propounded several opinions, which are imperfectly known,
but which appear to have resembled those of Anaxagoras.

n Plutarch ap. Eusebium Prsep.
Evang. i. 8; Aristotel. De Anima, i. 2;
Diogen. Laert . ix. 53. Aioyevrjs KHT(T7]~
poeiSrj TO affTpa, Btairvotas 8e aiira vo-
fxi^ei TOV K6(X}JMV, eTvcu 5e Sidirvpa'
ffvfj.TrepKpepeO'Oat 5e TOIS <pav€po?s &ff-
rpots htpav^ls hiOovs teal Trap' avrh TOUT'
avoivvfjLOvs' TTiTTTOVTa 5e iroWatciS €7r}
TTIS yijs u^ivvvffBai' KaQdirep rbif 4v
Aiybs Tvorafiols irvpuSus KaTeyexSeVra
a a T 4 p a irirpivov. This remarkable
anticipation of modern astronomy—the
recognition of aerolites as a class of non-
luminous earthy bodies revolving round
the sun, but occasionally coming within
the sphere of the earth's attraction, be-
coming luminous in our atmosphere,
falling on the earth, and there being ex-
tinguished—is noticed by Alex, von
Humboldt in his Kosmos, vol. i. p. 98-

104, Eng. trans. He says—" The opi-
nion of Diogenes of Apollonia entirely
accords with that of the present day,"
p. 110. The charm and value of that
interesting book is greatly enhanced by
his frequent reference to the ancient
points of view on astronomical subjects.

° Plutarch, Placit. Philos. ii. 8 ;
Panzerbieter, Diog. Ap. c. 7G-78;
Schaubach ad Anaxagor. Fr. p. 175.

P Plutarch ap. Eusebium, Prcep.
Evang. i. 8.

i Preller, Hist. Philosoph. Grsec-
Rom. ex fontibus contexta, sect. 68.
Preller thinks that Diogenes employed
his chief attention " in animantium
natura ex aeris principio repetenda:"
and that he was less full " in cogni-
tione TWV jueTewpwy." But the frag-
ments scarcely justify this.

F 2
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Nearly contemporary with Anaxagoras and Empedokles, two
pp other enquirers propounded a new physical theory

kritus- very different from those already noticed—usually
Atomic tbe- •> J . /
ory- known under the name of the atomic theory, lins
theory, though originating with the Eleate Leukippus, ob-
tained celebrity chiefly from his pupil Demokritus of Abd&ra,
its expositor and improver. Demokritus (born seemingly in
B.C. 460, and reported to have reached extreme old age) was
nine years younger than Sokrates, thirty-three years older
than Plato, and forty years younger than Anaxagoras. The
age of Leukippus is not known, but he can hardly have been
much younger than Anaxagoras/

Of Leukippus we know nothing : of Demokritus, very little
Long life, —ye^ enough to exhibit a life, like that of Anax-
vdsfand̂ nu- agoras, consecrated to philosophical investigation,
P O S S T and neglectful not merely of politics, but even of
Demokdtus. i n n e r i t e ( i patrimony.3 His attention was chiefly
turned towards the study of Nature, with conceptions less
vague, and a more enlarged observation of facts, than any
of his contemporaries had ever bestowed. He was enabled
to boast that no one had surpassed him in extent of tra-
velling over foreign lands, in intelligent research and con-
verse with enlightened natives, or in following out the
geometrical relations of lines.' He spent several years in
visiting Egypt, Asia Minor, and Persia. His writings were
numerous, and on' many different subjects, including ethics,
as well as physics,* astronomy, and anthropology. None of
them have been preserved. But we read even from critics
like Dionysius of Halikarnassus and Cicero, that they were
composed in an impressive and semi-poetical style, not
unworthy to be mentioned in analogy with Plato; while in

r Diogen. Laert. ix. 41. See the
chronology of Demokritus discussed
in Mullach, Frag. Dem. p. 12-25 ; and
in Zeller, Gesch. Philosoph. vol. i. p.
576-581, 2nd edit. The statement of
Apollodorus as to the date of his birth,
appears more trustworthy than the
earlier date assigned by Thrasyllus
(B.C. 470). Demokritus declared him-

self to be forty years younger than
Anaxagoras.

" Dionys. ix. 36-39.
' Demokrit. Fragm. G, p. 238, ed.

Mullach. Compare ib. p. 4 1 ; Diogen.
Lacrt. ix. 35 ; Strabo, xv. p. 703.

_ Pliny, Hist. Natur. " Democritus—
•vitam inter experimenta consumpsit,"
&c.
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range and diversity of subjects they are hardly inferior to
Aristotle.™

The theory of Leukippus and Demokritus (we have no
means of distinguishing the two) appears to have EelaUon be.
grown out of the Eleatic theory." Parmenides the ^ %e.
Eleate (as I have already stated) in distinguishing Sat'of 8p^d

Ens, the self-existent, real, or absolute, on one side menMes-
•—from the phenomenal and relative on the other—con-
ceived the former in such a way that its connection with
the latter was dissolved. The real and absolute, according
to him, was One, extended, enduring, continuous, unchange-
able, immoveable: the conception of Ens included these
affirmations, and at the same time excluded peremptorily Non-
Ens, or the contrary of Ens. Now the plural, unextended,
transient, discontinuous, changeable, and moving, implied a
mixture of Ens and Non-Ens, or a partial transition from
one to the other. Hence (since Non-Ens was inadmissible)
such plurality, &c, could not belong to the real or absolute
(ultra-phenomenal), and could only be affirmed as pheno-
menal or relative. In the latter sense, Parmenides did affirm
it, and even tried to explain it: he explained the phenomenal
facts from phenomenal assumptions, apart from and inde-
pendent of the absolute. While thus breaking down the
bridge between the phenomenal on one side and the absolute
on the other, he nevertheless recognised each in a sphere of
its own.

u Cicero, Orat. c. 20; Dionys. De
Comp. Verbor. c. 24; Sextus Empir.
adv. Mathem. vii. 265. /\T\JJ.6KPITOS,
6 TTJ Albs rpdvy Trap€iKa(6fieyos, &C.

Diogenes (ix. 45-48) enumerates the
titles of the treatises of Demokritus, as
edited in the days of Tiberius by the
rhetor Thrasyllus: who distributed
them into tetralogies, as he also distri-
buted the dialogues of Plato. It was
probably the charm of style, common
to Demokritus with Plato, which in-
duced the rhetor thus to edit them
both. In regard to scope and spirit of
philosophy, the difference between the
two was so marked, that Plato is said
to have had a positive antipathy to

the works of Demokritus, and a desire
to burn them (Aristoxenus ap. Diog.
Laert. ix. 40). It could hardly be from
congeniality of doctrine that the same
editor attached himself to both. It has
been remarked that Plato never once
names Demokritus, while Aristotle cites
him very frequently, sometimes with
marked praise.

* Simplikius, in Aristotel. Physic,
fo l . 7 A . AevKtTnros . . . . Koti/<t>vi)(Tas

iSr) TT)S (pi\o(TO(ptas, ov T^V avr^jv
iSri Kal 'S.tvoipi&vsi irtpl

% 5 ? ^£ , % , ^
tvavriav. Aristotel. De Gener. et
Corr. i. 8, p. 251, a. 31, Diogen. Laert.
ix. 30.
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This bridge the atomists undertook to re-establish. They
Demokritean admitted that Ens could not really change—that
A S - there could be no real generation, or destruction—
vacua-Eos no transformation of qualities — no transition of
andNon-Ens.

denied the unity and continuity and immobility of Ens:
they affirmed that it was essentially discontinuous, plural,
and moving. They distinguished the extended, which Par-
menides had treated as an Unum continuum, into extension
with body, and extension without body: into plenum and
vacuum, matter and space. They conceived themselves to
have thus found positive meanings both for Ens and Non-
Ens. That which Parmenides called Non-Ens or nothing,
was in their judgment the vacuum; not less self-existent than
that which he called Something. They established their
point by showing, that Ens, thus interpreted, would become
reconcileable to the phenomena of sense: which latter they
assumed as their basis to start from. Assuming motion as a
phenomenal fact, obvious and incontestable, they asserted
that it could not even appear to be a fact, without supposing
vacuum as well as body to be real: and the proof that both
of them were real was, that only in this manner could sense
and reason be reconciled. Farther, they proved the existence
of a vacuum by appeal to direct physical observation, which
showed that bodies were porous, compressible, and capable
of receiving into themselves new matter in the way of nutri-
tion. Instead of the Parmenidean Ens, one and continuous,
we have a Demokritean Ens, essentially many and discon-
tinuous : plena and vacua, spaces full and spaces empty, being
infinitely intermingled.7 There existed atoms innumerable,

y It is chiefly in the eighth chapter
of the treatise De Gener. et Corr. (i. 8)
that Aristotle traces the doctrine of
LeuMppus as having grown out of
that of the Eleates. AeuKnriros 8' exeiJ/

\6yovs, o'hives irpbs T V ata&T)(nv
y{fj.€ya \4yovTts OVK ayaipijcrov-

trtv otire ytvsaiv ofrre tpQopav ovre
nivnaiv Kal rb ITATJSOJ TWV OVTOIV, &C.

Compare also Aristotel. De Coelo, iii.
4, p. 303, a. 6; Metaphys. i. 4. p. 985,

b. 5; Physic, iv. 6. Kiyovai 8e (Demo-
kritus, in proving a vacuum) %v fi.\v
'6TI T) Kivqais i] Kara T6TTOV OVK av eftj,
" 7 * P av BOKO Iri elvau Kivricns ei
MJ) rj Kfv6v rb yap irArjpes aSivarov
elvcu 84%a<rdai, &c.

_ Plutarch adv. Kolot. p. 1108. Oh
ovS' Srap eVruxiiy & Ko\^Tr)r, 4tr<pdA7i
•jepl Ae'lic TOO uvSpbs (Demokritus) ev
$ Siopi^rai, /xij fiakAoy -rb Ser, ?j -rb
Hi)$h cfoac See fih ovofidfav rb aw/ia,
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each one in itself essentially a plenum, admitting no vacant
space within it, and therefore indivisible as well as inde-
structible : but each severed from the rest by surrounding
vacant space. The atom could undergo no change : but by
means of the empty space around, it could freely move.
Each atom was too small to be visible: yet all atoms were
not equally small: there were fundamental differences be-
tween them in figure and magnitude: and they had no other
qualities except figure and magnitude. As no atom could be
divided into two, so no two atoms could merge into one. Yet
though two or more atoms could not so merge together as to
lose their real separate individuality, they might nevertheless
come into such close approximation as to appear one, and to
act on our senses as a phenomenal combination manifesting
itself by new sensible properties/

The bridge, broken down by Parmenides, between the real
and the phenomenal world, was thus in theory re-established.
For the real world, as described by Demokritus, differed entirely

v 5e rb Ktvbv, &
Ka\ vir6(TTa<riv

Kai roirov <
Slau exopToy.

The affirmation of Demokritus—
That Nothing existed, just as much as
Something—appears a paradox which
we must probably understand as im-
plying that he here adopted, for the
sake of argument, the language of the
Eleates, his opponents. They called
the vacuum Nothing, but Demokritus
did not so call it. If (said Demokritus)
you call vacuum Nothing, then I say that
Nothing exists as well as Something.

The direct observations by which
Demokritus showed the existence of a
vacuum were—1. A vessel with ashes
in it will hold as much water as if
it were empty: hence we know that
there are pores in the ashes, into which
the water is received. 2. Wine can be
compressed in skins. 3. The growth
of organised bodies proves that they
have pores, through which new matter
in the form of nourishment is admitted.
(Aristot. Physic, iv. 6, p. 213, b.)

Besides this, Demokritus set forth
motion as an indisputable fact, ascer-
tained by the evidence of sense : and
affirmed that motion was impossible,
except on the assumption that vacuum

existed. Melissus, the disciple of Par-
menides, inverted the reasoning, in
arguing against the reality of motion.
If it be real (he said), then there must
exist a vacuum: but no vacuum does
or can exist: therefore there is no real
motion. (Aristot. Physic, iv. 6.)

Since Demokritus started from these
facts of sense, as the base of his hypo-
thesis of atoms and vacua, so Aristotle
(Gen. et. Con-, i. 2; De Anima, i. 2)
might reasonably say that he took
sensible appearances as truth. But we
find Demokritus also describing reason
as an improvement and enlightenment

j of sense, and complaining how little of
truth was discoverable by man. See
Mullach, Demokritus (p. 414, 415).
Compare Philipson—"TA.rj avOpiinlvri—
Berlin, 1831.

z Aristotel. Gen. et Corr. i. 8, p. 325,
a. 25, -rh irpura peytOn) T& aSiaiperu
crTepea. Diogen. Laert. ix. 44; Plu-
tarch, adv. Koloten. p. 1110 seq.

Zeller, Gesch. der Philos. vol. i. p.
583-588, ed. 2nd; Aristotel. Metaphys.
Z. 13, p. 1039, a. 10, aSivaTov elvai
<p7]<rt Arifi^Kptros €K 5I5O ev fy e | evbs

Tas ovffias Tote?.
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ge™erantedOns

qua mes.

from the sameness and barrenness of the Parmenidean Ens, and
Primordial presented sufficient movement and variety to supply
K s only in a basis of explanatory hypotheses, accommodated to
Sgure!tuposi- m o r e o r less °f *lie varieties in the phenomenal world.
rarfgemint-" In respect of quality, indeed, all the atoms were

alike, not less than all the vacua: such likeness was
(according to Demokritus) the condition of their
being able to act upon each other, or to combine as
phenomenal aggregates.11 But in respect to quantity

or magnitude as well as in respect to figure, they differed very
greatly: moreover, besides all these diversities, the ordination
and position of each atom with regard to the rest were vari-
able in every way. As all objects of sense were atomic com-
pounds, so, from such fundamental differences—partly in the
constituent atoms themselves, partly in the manner of their
arrangement when thrown into combination — arose all the
diverse qualities and manifestations of the compounds. When
atoms passed into new combination, then there was generation
of a new substance : when they passed out of an old combina-
tion there was destruction: when the atoms remained the
same, but were merely arranged anew in order and relative
position, then the phenomenon was simply change. Hence
all qualities and manifestations of such compounds were not
original, but derivative : they had no " nature of their own,"
or law peculiar to them, but followed from the atomic com-
position of the body to which they belonged. They were not
real and absolute, like the magnitude and figure of the con-
stituent atoms, but phenomenal and relative—i. e. they were
powers of acting upon correlative organs of sentient beings,
and nullities in the absence of such organs.6 Such were the

" Aristotel. Geuer. et Oorr. i. 7, p.
328, b. 12. It was the opinion of De-
mokritus, that there could be no action
except where agent and patient were
alike. *u<r! yap rb ainb xal Bfiotoy
eivai. TO Te TVOIOVV KOX rb ita^xov ov
yap eyxwpe?!/ ra erepa KO\ Siatyepovra
iratrx*iv "7r> o.\\i\\(t>v' ahka tcai* eVepa
QVTtl TTO17} TI €19 #AA7jAa, OU% ?) €T6pa,

a.W f ravTov TI iirdpx*h ravTri TOVTO
crvixfiaivtiv aiiToIs. Many contemporary

philosophers affirmed distinctly the
opposite. Tb S/xoiov {nvb TOV bfioiov natr
airaeh, &c. Diogenes the Apolloniate
agreed on this point generally with
Demokritus; see above, p. 63, note b.
The facility with which these philo-
sophers laid down general maxims is
constantly observable.

b Aristot. Gen. et Oorr. i. 2, p. 316,
a. 1; Theophrast. De Sensu, s. 63, 64.
IlepI fiXv ovv flape'os Kal Koi(pov Ka)
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colour, sonorousness, taste, smell, heat, cold, &c. of the bodies
around us: they were relative, implying correlative per-
cipients. Moreover they were not merely relative, but perpe-
tually fluctuating; since the compounds were frequently
changing either in arrangement or in diversity of atoms, and
every such atomic change, even to a small extent, caused it
to work differently upon our organs.0

Among the various properties of bodies, however, there
were two which Demokritus recognised as not combinations
merely relative to the observer, but also as absolute SSjpdtfl
and belonging to the body in itself. These were ueT'n tlT""
weight and hardness—primary qualities (to use the compound-
phraseology of Locke and Eeid), as contrasted with the
secondary qualities of colour, taste, and the like. Weight,
or tendency downward, belonged (according to Demokritus)
to each individual atom separately, in proportion to its
magnitude: the specific gravity of all atoms was supposed
to be equal. In compound bodies one body was heavier
than another, in proportion as its bulk was more filled with
atoms and less with vacant space.d The hardness and soft-
ness of bodies Demokritus explained by the peculiar size and
peculiar junction of their component atoms. Thus, com-
paring lead with iron, the former is heavier and softer, the
latter is lighter and harder. Bulk for bulk, the lead con-
tained a larger proportion of solid, and a smaller proportion
of interstices, than the iron: hence it was heavier. But its
structure was equable throughout; it had a greater multitude
of minute atoms d̂iffused through its bulk, equally close to

ffK\Tjpov Kal fiaKanov 4v TOVTOIS atpo-
pifcr TWV 5e &\\wv alaBriTuv oiSei/bs
tTvai (pvffiv, aWcL irdvTa irddij TTJS
l ? i/

T\\V (pavravlav, &c.
Stobseus, Eclog. Physio, i. c. 17.

yap CTOi^em &Troia, rd Te /Aecrrcfc KaX rb
Ktv&v TO 8' Q aiiTuv o-vyKpi/AaTa Ke-
XP&vftO'i BicLTayfi T€ Kal ftv6[i.tp Kal
TrpoTpoirij, &c.

Demokritus restricted the term *i!o"is
—Nature—to the primordial atoms and
vacua (Simplikius ad Aristot. Physic,
p. 310 A.).

c Axistotel. Gen. et Corr. i. 2, p. 315,
b. 10. "Clixre rais /j.€Ta(5o\ats rod txvy-
K€i[i4vov rb cturb zvdvTiov §OK*1V &W(p
Kal aA/\.y, Kal jueTa/apeTcrflai fiiKpov efj.-
liiyvv[x£vov, K a I '6\u s e T £ p ov <p ai-
v € <r 8 a i eybs fieraK ivy&tVT o s.

d Theophrastus, De Sensu, s. 61.
Bapw [Lev ovv Kal Kovipov rqt fityedet
Siatpei Ar\ix6KplTOSi &c.

Aristotel. De Casio, iv. 2, 7, p. 309,
a. 10 ; Gen. et Corr. i. 8, p. 326, a. 9.
KaiTOi fiapvTepov ye Kara T V virepoxft"
<pi\tn ATIIA6KPITOS eKaffrov T&V aSiai-
perav, &c.
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and coherent with each other on every side, but not more
close and coherent on one side than on another. The
structure of the iron, on the contrary, was unequal and
irregular, including larger spaces of vacuum in one part,
and closer approach of its atoms in other par ts : moreover
these atoms were in themselves larger, hence there was a
greater force of cohesion between them on one particular
side, rendering the whole mass harder and more unyielding
than the lead.6

We thus see that Demokritus, though he supposed single
AIIatoms.s- atoms to be all of the same specific gravity, yet
parate'yfrom recognised a different specific gravity in the various
each ether. c o m p O u n ( j s of atoms or material masses. I t is to
be remembered, that when we speak of contact or combina-
tion of atoms, this is not to be understood literally and
absolutely, but only in a phenomenal and relative sense; as
an approximation, more or less close, but always sufficiently
close to form an atomic combination which our senses appre-
hended as one object. Still every atom was essentially separate
from every other, and surrounded by a margin of vacant
space: no two atoms could merge into one, any more than
one atom could be divided into two.

Pursuant to this theory, Demokritus proclaimed that
AH proper- &H the properties of objects, except weight,
excepft°bjects' hardness, and softness, were not inherent in the
Lanine'slT" objects themselves, but simply phenomenal and
nieifaian™0" relative to the observer — "modifications of our
theatobserver. sensibility." Colour, taste, smell, sweet and bitter,
couw g™e no hot and cold, &c, were of this description. In
the'"reeaigeand respect to all of them, man differed from other

animals, one man from another, and even the same
man from himself at different times and ages. There was
no sameness of impression, no unanimity or constancy of
judgment, because there was no real or objective " nature"
corresponding to the impression. From none of these senses
could we at all learn what the external thing was in itself.

e Theophiafatus, De Sensu, s. G2.
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" Sweet and bitter, hot and cold (he said) are by law or
convention (i. e. these names designate the impressions of
most men on most occasions, taking no account of dissen-
tients) : what really exists is, atoms and vacuum. The
sensible objects which we suppose and believe to exist, do
not exist in truth; there exist only atoms and vacuum.
We know nothing really and truly about an object, either
what it is or what it is not: our opinions depend upon
influences from without, upon the position of our body, upon
the contact and resistances of external objects. There are
two phases of knowledge, the obscure and the genuine. To
the obscure belong all our senses—sight, hearing, smell,
taste, touch. The genuine is distinct from these. When the
obscure phase fails, when we can no longer see, nor hear, nor
smell, nor taste, nor touch—from minuteness and subtlety of
particles—then the genuine phase, or reason and intelligence,
comes into operation."f

True knowledge (in the opinion of Demokritus) was hardly
at all attainable ; but in so far as it could be

, , . 1 , i . , , i ji i Reason aloneattained, we must seek it, not merely through gave true and
. real know-

the obscure and insufficient avenues of sense, but i«ige, but
. , very little of

by reason or intelligence penetrating to the ulti- it was attain-matum of corpuscular structure, farther than sense
could go. His atoms were not pure Abstracta (like Plato's
Ideas and geometrical plane figures, and Aristotle's materia
prima), but concrete bodies, each with its own8 magnitude,
figure, and movement; too small to be seen or felt by us,
yet not too small to be seen or felt by beings endowed
with finer sensitive power. They were abstractions mainly
in so far as all other qualities were supposed absent. Demo-
kritus professed to show how the movements, approximations,
and collisions of these atoms, brought them into such combi-

1 Demokritus, Fr. p. 205, Mullach ;
Sextus Empiric, adv. Mathemat. vii.
p. 135; Diogen. Laert. ix. 72.

« Aristotel. Gen. et Oorr. i. 8, p. 325,
a. 29. "ATcipa TO 7rA.T)6os KO.1 aSpara
Sfa T7/v oyu/cpoV^Ta TWV oyicwv, &c.

Marbach observes justly that the
Demokritean atoms, though not really
objects of sense in consequence of their

smallness (of their disproportion to our
visual power), are yet spoken of as
objects of sense: they are as it were
microscopic objects, and the yvqaii)
•yvd/j.'n, or intelligence, is conceived as
supplying something of a microscopic
power. (Marbach, Lehrbuch der Ge-
schichte der Philosophie, sect. 58, vol. i.
p. 94.)
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nations as to form the existing Kosmos ; and not that system
alone, but also many other cosmical systems, independent of
and different from each other, which he supposed to exist.

How this was done we cannot clearly make out, not having
„ t before us the original treatise of Demokritus, called
torseui!fed t n e Great Diakosmos. It is certain, however, that
ttoT̂ tte™0" n e did n o t invoke any separate agency to set the
Shlrent'5' "" atoms in motion—such as the Love and Discord of
o°™of Ske Empedokles—the Nous or Intelligence of Anaxa-
auymteMT goras. Demokritus supposed that the atoms moved
RoSotymo- by an inherent force of their own : that this motion
p̂i'tai&ct ot was as much without beginning as the atoms them-

the Kosmos. g e^v e g . h t u a t e t e m a l motion was no less natural,

no more required any special cause to account for it, than
eternal rest. " Such is the course of nature—such is and
always has been the fact," was his ultimatum.' He farther
maintained that all the motions of the atoms were neces-
sary—that is, that they followed each other in a deter-
minate order, each depending upon some one or more
antecedents, according to fixed laws, which he could not ex-
plain.1* Fixed laws, known or unknown, he recognised always.

h Aristotel. De Ccelo, iii. 2,3, p. 300,
b . 9. AevKlirirCj} Kal AiJjitOKpiTp, rots
\4yov<TLV ael Ktveiadal ra Trpaira <rw-
yia.Ta, &e. (Physic, viii. 3, 3, p. 253,
b. 12, viii. 9, p. 265, b. 23; Cicero, De
Finib. i. 6, 17.)

' Aristot. Generat. Animal, ii. 6, p.
742, b. 20; Physic, viii. 1, p. 252, b. 32.

Aristotle blames Demokritus for
thus acquiescing in the general course
of nature as an ultimatum, and for
omitting all reference to final causes.
M. Lafaist, in a good dissertation Sur la
Philosophie Atomistique (Paris, 1833,
p. 78), shows that this is exactly the
ultimatum of natural philosophers at
the present day. " Un phe'nomene se
passoit il, si on lui en demandoit la
raison, il (Dernokritus) repondoit, ' La
chose se passe ainsi. parcequ'elle sest
toujours passe'e ainsi.' C'est, en d'autres
termes, la seule reponse que font au-
jourd'hui les naturalistes. Suivant enx,
une pierre, quand elle n'est pas sou-
tenue, tombe en vertu de la loi de la
pesanteur. Qu'est ce que la loi de la
pesanteur ? La generalisation de ce fait

plusieurs fois observe, qu'une pierre
tombe quand elle n'est pas soutenue.
Le phe'nomene dans un cas particulier
arrive ainsi, pareeque toujours il est
arrive ainsi. Le principe qu'implique
l'explication des naturalistes modernes
est celle de De'mokrite, c'est que la
nature demeure constante a elle-meme.
La proposition de Demokrite—' Tel
phenomene a lieu de cette facon,
pareeque toujours il a eu lieu de cette
meme facon'—est la premiere forme
qu' ait revetue le principe de la sta-
bilite des lois naturelles."

k Aristotle (Physic, ii. 4, p. 196, a.
25) says that Demokritus 'lie seems to
mean Demokritus) described the mo-
tion of the atoms to form the cosmical
system, as having taken place curb
TOO al/rofidrov. Upon which Mullach
(Dem. Frag. p. 382) justly remarks—
" Casu (airb TavTojj.&Tov') videntur fieri,
quse naturali quadam necessitate cujus
leges ignoramus, evenire dicuntur.
Sed quamvis Aristoteles naturalem Ab-
deritani philosophi necessitatem vitato
avuyxris vocabulo, quod alii aliter
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Fortune or chance was only a fiction imagined by men to
cover their own want of knowledge and foresight.™ Demo-
kritus seems to have supposed that like atoms had a spon-
taneous tendency towards like; that all, when uncombined,
tended naturally downwards, yet with unequal force, owing
to their different size, and weight proportional to size; that
this unequal force brought them into impact and collision one
with another, out of which was generated a rotatory motion,
gradually extending itself, and comprehending a larger and
larger number of them, up to a certain point, when an
exterior membrane or shell was formed around them." This
rotatory motion was the capital fact which both constituted
the Kosmos, and maintained the severance of its central and
peripheral masses—Earth and Water in the centre—Air,
Fire, and the celestial bodies, near the circumference.
Demokritus, Anaxagoras, and Empedokles, imagined different
preliminary hypotheses to get at the fact of rotation; but all
employed the fact, when arrived at, as a basis from which to

usurpabant, casum et fortunam vocaret long period of time, might have pro-
—ipse tamen Democritus abhorrens ab duced, nay must have produced, exactly
iis omnibus quse destinatam causarum such a combination of things as that
serieni tollerent rerumque naturam per- with which we are surrounded. This
turbarent, nihil juris fortunae et casui , does not call in question the necessity
in singulis rebus concessit." ' of a cause to produce every effect, but,

Zeller has a like remark upon the on the contrary, virtually assumes the
phrase of Aristotle, which is calculated ' truth of that axiom. It only excludes
to mislead as to the doctrine of Demo- from these causes the attribute of in-
kritus (Gesch.Philos. i.p. 600,2nd.ed.). telligence. In the same way, when I

Dugald Stewart, in one of the Dis- ' apply the words blind chance to the
sertations prefixed to the Encyclopaedia throw of a die, I do not mean to deny
Britannica, has the like comment re- j that I am ultimately the cause of the
specting the fundamental principle of ; particular event that is to take place :
the Epicurean (identical quoad hoc but only to intimate that I do not here
with the Demokritean) philosophy. i act as a designing cause, in conse-

" I cannot conclude this note without quence of my ignorance of the various
recurring to an observation ascribed by accidents to which the die is subjected
Laplace to Leibnitz—' that the blind while shaken in the box. If I am not
chance of the Epicureans involves the : mistaken, this Epicurean theory ap-
supposition of an effect taking place proaches very nearly to the scheme
without a cause.' This is a very in- which it is the main object of the
correct statement of the philosophy ' Essay on Probabilities (by Laplace) to
taught by Lucretius, which nowhere inculcate." (Stewart—First Disserta-
gives countenance to such a supposi- tion, part ii. p. 139, note.)
tion. The distinguishing tenet of this j m Demokrit. Frag. p. 167, ed. Mul-
sect was, that the order of the universe : lach; Eusebius, Prap. Evang. xiv. 27.
does not imply the existence of intelli- I dvBpuiroi rixvs tiba>\ov eVAaawro
gent causes, but may be accounted for ! irp6cl>acriv ISIJJS afiovXi-ris.
by the active powers belonging to the : ' " Zeller, Gesch. Phil. i. p. 604 seq.;
atoms of matter: which active powers, j Demokrit. Fragm. p. 207, Mull.; Sext.
beino- exerted through an indefinitely ! Empiricus adv. Ma them. vii. 117.
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deduce the formation of the various cosmical bodies and their
known manifestations.0 In respect to these bodies—Sun,
Moon, Stars, Earth, &c.—Demokritus seems to have held
several opinions like those of Anaxagoras. Both of them
conceived the Sun as a redhot mass, and the Earth as a flat
surface above and below, round horizontally like a drum,
stationary in the centre of the revolving celestial bodies, and
supported by the resistance of air beneath.p

Among the researches of Demokritus there were some
relating to animal generation, and zoology; but we

Kesearchesof ° , , , . . . -, , .
Demokritus cannot find that his opinions on these subjects were
on zoology , 1 . . 1

and animal in peculiar connection with his atomic theory.1'
generation. •*•

Nor do we know how far he carried out that theory
into detail by tracing the various phenomenal manifestations
to their basis in atomic reality, and by showing what particular
magnitude, figure, and arrangement of atoms belonged to each.
It was only in some special cases that he thus connected de-
terminate atoms with compounds of determinate quality: for
example, in regard to the four Empedoklean elements. The
atoms constituting heat or fire he affirmed to be small and glo-
bular, the most mobile, rapid, and penetrating of all: those con-
stituting air, water, and earth, were an assemblage of all varieties
of figures, but differed from each other in magnitude—the
atoms of air being apparently smallest, those of earth largest/

In regard to mind or soul generally, he identified it with
rf'ST-he n e a t o r nre> conceiving it to consist in the same

v e ry small, globular, rapidly moveable atoms, pene-
trating everywhere: which he illustrated by com-
parison with the fine dust seen in sunbeams when

miiy'Vental shining through a doorway. That these were the
tomtagiediQ' constituent atoms of mind, he proved by the fact,
SiTame11' that its first and most essential property was to
T f S move the body, and to be itself moved.8 Mind,

' Aristotle, Gen. et Corr. i. 8, p. 326,
a. 5 ; De Ooelo, iii. 8, p. 306, b. 35;
Theophrastus, De Sensu, s. 64.

' Aristotel. De Anima, i. 2, 2-3, p.
403, b. 28 ; i. 3, p. 406, b. 20 ; Cicero,
Tuseul. Disput. i. 11; Diogcn. Laert.
ix. 44.

0 Demokrit. Fragm. p. 208, Mullach.
A7jjUoVpiTos iv ols 4>7)<rl Sivy airh Tavrhs
anoKpivetrdai TruvToiwv etSewy, &c.

Diog. Laert. ix. 31-44.
p Zeller, Gesoh. Ph. i. p. 612, ed. 2nd.
1 Mullach, Demokr. Fragm. p. 395

seqq.
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soul, the vital principle, fire, heat, &c, were in the opinion
of Demokritus, substantially identical—not confined to man
or even to animals, but diffused in unequal proportions,
throughout plants, the air, and nature generally. Sensation,
thought, knowledge, were all motions of mind or of these
restless mental particles, which Demokritus supposed to be
distributed over every part of the living body, mingling
and alternating with the corporeal particles.* It was the
essential condition of life, that the mental particles should
be maintained in proper number and distribution throughout
the body; but by their subtle nature they were constantly
tending to escape, being squeezed or thrust out at all aper-
tures by the pressure of air on all the external parts. Such
tendency was counteracted by the process of respiration,
whereby mental or vital particles, being abundantly distri-
buted throughout the air, were inhaled along with air, and
formed an inward current which either prevented the escape,
or compensated the loss, of those which were tending out-
wards. When breathing ceased, such inward current being
no longer kept up, the vital particles in the interior were
speedily forced-out, and death ensued."

Though Demokritus conceived these mental particles as
distributed all over the body, yet he recognised

J J D Different

different mental aptitudes attached to different parts mental apti-
of the body. Besides the special organs of sense, tachedto

J r D ' different

he considered intelligence as attached to the brain,
passion to the heart, and appetite to the liver:x the
same tripartite division afterwards adopted by Plato. He
gave an explanation of perception or sensation in its different
varieties, as well as of intelligence or thought. Sensation

of the

* Aristotel. De Eespirat. (c. 4, p.
472, a. 5), Aiyei (Demokritus) ws y
tyvxb Kai TO Sep/xbv Tavrbv, ra irpSrra

f 5Xif £ p
Lucretius, iii. 370.

" IUud in his rebus nequaquam sumere possis,
Democriti quod sancta viri sententia pomt;
Corporis atque animi primordia singula privis
Apposita alternis variare et nectere membra."
n Aristotel. De Respiratione, o. 4,

p. 472, a. 10; De Anima, i. 2, p. 404,
a. 12.

1 Zeller, Geschicht. PMlos. i. p. 618,
ed. 2nd.

Plutarch (Placit. Philos. iv. 4)
ascribes a bipartite division of the
soul to Demokritus: TO koyucbv, in the
thorax : TO &hoyoi>, distributed over all
the body. But in the next section
(iv. 5), he departs from this statement,
affirming that both Demokritus and
Plato supposed rb yytiioviKov of the
soul to be in the head.
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and thought were, in his opinion, al ike mater ia l , and alike
mental . Both were affections of the same peculiar particles,
vital or menta l , within u s : both were changes operated in
these particles by effluvia or images from wi thout ; never the-
less the one change was different from the other.y

I n regard to sensations, Demokri tus said l i t t le about those
of touch, smell, and hea r ing ; but he entered a t some length
into those of sight and taste.2

Proceeding upon his hypothesis of a toms and vacua as the
Explanation onty objective existences, he tr ied to show what
s lnSns ' part icular modifications of atoms, in figure, size,
ttaisperco?" and position, produced upon t he sentient t h e im-
lour3' pressions of different colours. H e recognised four
fundamental or simple colours—white, black, red, and green—
of which all other colours were mixtures and combinations.3

W h i t e colour (he said) was caused by smooth surfaces, which
presented strait pores and a transparent structure, such as the
interior surface of shel ls : where these smooth substances were
britt le or friable, this arose from the constituent atoms being a t
once spherical and loosely connected together , whereby they
presented the clearest passage through their pores, t he least
amount of shadow, and the purest white colour. F r o m sub-
stances thus constituted, t he effluvia flowed out easily, and
passed through the intermediate air without becoming en-
tangled or confused with it. Black colour was caused by
rough, irregular, unequal substances, which had the i r pores
crooked and obstructed, casting much shadow, and sending
forth slowly their effluvia, which became hampered and
entangled with the intervening medium of air. E e d colour

The opinions of Demokritus on
y Plutarch, Placit. Philos. iv. 8.

Demokritus and Leukippus affirm,
ry]V CCI(TQT]<?IV KOX TTIV V6T)<TIV yiyerrdai,
el5a>A&)*' e^wOev irpoaiovTW fxrj^evl yap
iirijiaWeiv nySeTepav XUPIS T o " Trpoa-
iriirroj/TOS el5a>\ov.

Cicero, De Finibus, i. 6, 21, "ima-
gines, quse idola nominant, quorum
incursione Don solum videumus, sed
etiara cogitemus," &<•.

colour are illustrated at length by
Prantl in his Uebersioht der Farben-
lehre der Alten (p. 49 seq.), appended
to his edition of the Aristotelian
or Pseudo-Aristotelian treatise, Tlepi
Xpa>f*a.To>v (Munich, 1849).

Demokritus seems also to have
attempted to show, that the sensation
of cold and shivering was produced by

Theophrastu?, De Sensu, s. 64. the irruption of jagged and acute
Theophrastus, De Sensu, s. 73 atoms. See Plutarch, De Prirno Fri-

seq.; Aristotel. De Sensu. c. iv. p. 442,
b. 10.

gido, p. 947, 948, c. 8.
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arose from the effluvia of spherical atoms, like those of fire,
though of larger size: the connection between red colour and
fire was proved by the fact that heated substances, man as
well as the metals, became red. Green was produced by
atoms of large size and wide vacua, not restricted to any
determinate shape, but arranged in peculiar order and posi-
tion. These four were given by Demokritus as the simple
colours. But he recognised an infinite diversity of compound
colours, arising from mixture of them in different propor-
tions, several of which he explained—gold-colour, purple,
blue, violet, leek-green, nut-brown, &c.b

Besides thus setting forth those varieties of atoms and
atomic motions which produced corresponding va-
rieties of colour, Demokritus also brought to view caused by the

. i l l i » i i outflow of
the intermediate stages whereby they realised the effluvia or

• n i P images from
act of vision. All obiects, compounds of the atoms, objects.

^ L Hearing.

gave out effluvia or images resembling themselves.
These effluvia stamped their impression, first upon the inter-
vening air, next upon the eye beyond: which, being covered
by a fine membrane, and consisting partly of water, partly of
vacuum, was well calculated to admit the image. Such an
image, the like of which any one might plainly see by
looking into another person's eye, was the immediate cause of
vision.0 The air, however, was no way necessary as an inter-
vening medium, but rather obstructive: the image proceeding
from the object would be more clearly impressed upon the
eye through a vacuum: if the air did not exist, vision would
be so distinct, «ven at the farthest distance, that an object
not larger than an ant might be seen in the heavens.4 De-
mokritus believed that the visual image after having been
impressed upon the eye, was distributed or multiplied over
the remaining body.e In like manner, he believed, that in

b Theophrastus, De Sensu, s. 76-78. | Theophrastus notices this^ inter-
'" mediate airoTv-noxTis ey TV aepi as a

doctrine peculiar (iSitus) to Demokritus:
he himself proceeds to combat it (51,

Aristotel. De Anima, ii. 7-9, p.

p xPl %
Kara Tas /xi^i<t — ouSec y&p o/iowv
e<r€<rdat O&Tepov Garepov.

h D S
p p

Theophrast. De Sensu, s. 50
rhv 52).

419, a. 16.
ae'pa rhv fierafi T5JS &J/eo>y nal rov
dpwficvov TvirovaBai, &c. Aristotel. De
Sensu, c. 2, p. 438, a. 6. I " Theophrastus, De Sensu, s. 54,

VOL. I .
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hearing, the condensed air carrying the sound entered with
some violence through the ears, passed through the veins to
the brain, and was from thence dispersed over the body.'
Both sight and hearing were thus not simply acts of the
organ of sense, but concurrent operations of the entire frame:
over all which (as has been already stated) the mental or
vital particles were assumed to be disseminated.

Farther, Demokritus conceived that the diversities of taste
were generated by corresponding diversities of atoms,

Difference of & „J r °

tastes-tow or compounds oi atoms, ot particular ngure, magni-
tude, and position. Acid taste was caused by atoms

rough, angular, twisted, small, and subtle, which forced their
way through all the body, produced large interior vacant
spaces, and thereby generated great heat: for heat was always
proportional to the amount of vacuum within.5 Sweet taste
was produced by spherical atoms of considerable bulk, which
slid gently along and diffused themselves equably over the
body, modifying and softening the atoms of an opposite cha-
racter. Astringent taste was caused by large atoms with
many angles, which got into the vessels, obstructing the
movement of fluids both in the veins and intestines. Salt
taste was produced by large atoms, much entangled with each
other, and irregular. In like manner Demokritus assigned to
other tastes particular varieties of generating atoms: adding,
however, that in every actual substance, atoms of different
figures were intermingled, so that the effect of each on the
whole was only realised in the ratio of the preponderating
figure.11 Lastly, the working of all atoms, in the way of
taste, was greatly modified by the particular system upon

f Theophrastus, De Sensu, 55, 56.
T)]V yap <paiv^]y eivai TrvKvovfx4vov TOV
depos Kal fiera jSi'as elcn6vTos, &c.

Demokritus thought that air entered
into the system not only through the
ears, but also through pores in other
parts of the body, though so gently as
to be imperceptible to our conscious-
ness : the ears afforded a large aperture
and admitted a considerable mass.

t Theophrast. De Sensu, 65-68.
h Theophrast. De Sensu, 67. kir&v-

Twv 8e Til' axoi^arav ovSev o.Ktpaiov
efoai Kal afuyis ruts &\\ois, &\\' iv
eKd(TTij! voWa elvai . . . . h 5' av eny
irXtlffTov, rovro fii\urra ivurx^v
irp6s re T V aXn-e-ricnv Kal T^V Siva/xiv.

_ This essential intermixture, in each
distinct substance, of atom3 of all
different shapes, is very analogous to
the essential intermixture of all sorts
of Homoeomeries in the theory of
Anaxagoras.
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which they were brought to act: effects totally opposite
being sometimes produced by like atoms upon different indi-
viduals.'

As sensation, so also thought or intelligence, was produced
by the working of atoms from without. But in what
manner the different figures and magnitudes of intelligence

. ° —was pro-

atoms were understood to act, in producing diverse duced by in-
1 ° flux of atoms

modifications of thought, —we do not find explained. J™111 with-
It was, however, requisite that there should be a
symmetry, or correspondence of condition between the think-
ing mind within and the inflowing atoms from without, in
order that these latter might work upon a man properly: if
he were too hot, or too cold, his mind went astray.k Though
Demokritus identified the mental or vital particles with the
spherical atoms constituting heat or fire, he nevertheless
seems to have held, that these particles might be in excess
as well as in deficiency, and that they required, as a condi-
tion of sound mind, to be diluted or attempered with others.
The soundest mind, however, did not work by itself or spon-
taneously, but was put in action by atoms or effluvia from
without: this was true of the intellectual mind, not less than
of the sensational mind. There was an objective something
without, corresponding to and generating every different
thought—just as there was an objective something correspond-
ing to every different sensation. But first, the object of sen-
sation was an atomic compound having some appreciable
bulk, while that of thought might be separate atoms or vacua
so minute as to be invisible and intangible. Next, the object
of sensation did not reveal itself as it was in its own nature, but
merely produced changes in the percipient, and different
changes in different percipients (except as to heavy and light,
hard and soft, which were not simply modifications of our
sensibility, but were also primary qualities inherent in the

* Theophrast. De Sensu, 67. els
oTToiav '4£iv av el<r4\0ji, Siaiptpeiv OVK
oAiyov Ka\ Sict TOVTO T6 avrb Tavavna,
KcCl ra.vi.VTia rh airh ivaOos iroitiv More.

l

5e rov tppove'tl' e7rl rotxovrov efy
oVt yiverai (TVfjLfj.4rpo)S e^ouCTjs
fyvxys jiteTa r)]V Kivt}<rw 4av 5e
Bep/x6s TIS % irepiif/vxpos yevi]Tai,

k Theopkrast. De Sensu, 58.

G 2
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sensation

objects themselves'): while the object of thought, though it
worked a change in the thinking subject, yet also revealed
itself as it was, and worked alike upon all.

Hence Demokritus termed sensation, obscure knowledge—
thought, genuine knowledge.™ It was only by thought
(reason, intelligence) that the fundamental realities
°f nature, atoms and vacua, could be apprehended:
e v e n by thought, however, only imperfectly, since
there was always more or less of subjective move-

e. m e n t s a n ( j conditions, which partially clouded the
pure objective apprehension—and since the atoms them-
selves were in perpetual movement, as well as inseparably
mingled one with another. Under such obstructions, Demo-
kritus proclaimed that no clear or certain knowledge was
attainable: that the sensible objects, which men believed
to be absolute realities, were only phenomenal and relative
to us,—while the atoms and vacua, the true existences or
things in themselves, could scarce ever be known as they
were: " that truth was hidden in an abyss, and out of our
reach.

As Demokritus supposed both sensations and thoughts to
be determined by effluvia from without, so he assumed a
similar cause to account for beliefs, comfortable or uncom-
fortable dispositions, fancies, dreams, presentiments, &c. He

1 Theophrastus, De Sensu, 71. vvv
Si (TKATJpoV )J.fV Kal fia\ttKOV Kal flapiOS
Kal Kovtyov iroiei T V ovaiav, Svep
(ctTrep) oi/ x $1 TT o v e 5 o £ € \4y €-
<r 6 a i irpbs T)fj.as. 6epfj.ov Se Kal
ipvxpou Kal TQIV aA\wv ovStv6s.

This is a remarkable point to be
noted in the criticisms of Theophrastus
on the doctrine of Demokritus. Demo-
kritus maintains that hot and cold are
relative to us: hard and soft, heavy
and light, are not only relative to us,
but also absolute, objective, things in
their own nature,—though causing in
us sensations which are like them.
Theophrastus denies this distinction
altogether : and denies it with the best
reason. Not many of his criticisms on
Demokritus are so just and pertinent
as this one.

"° Demokritus Frag. Mullach, p.
205, 206 ; ap. Sext. Empir. adv. Ma-
themat. yii. 135-139, yvJiiiris Svo ilcrlv
I54xi- ri litv yvn<rirj, r) Si <XKor'ir\,
&c.

n Demokritus, ib. "Airep vofii^Tai.
li.iv tTcai Kal Sof<£f€Tai T& aiV0TjT&,
OVK £<IT\ Be Kara a\-f)0etav
T a v T a • a\\&. ra &TO/xa n&vov Kal
Keviv.^ iifiees Se r$ fiev iimi oiiSh
ai-penes ^vvU/xev, y.eTairnrTov St Kurd T€
<rd/j.aTos Sia8iyi)v, Kal ruv iiaiaiivTav,
Kal rav Hvrwrypi^ivTuiv fTcrj
/lev vvv,^ '6TL OTOV sKaa-riv iffriv % oiiK
io-rlv, oil ivvU/j.ev, iroWaxv 5eS^A.«Toi,
&c.

Compare Cicero, Acad. Qu«st. i. 13,
ii. 10; Diog. Laert. ix. 72 ; Aristotel.
Metaphys. iii. 5, p . 1009, b. 10.
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supposed that the air contained many effluences, spectres,
images, cast off from persons and substances in
nature—sometimes even from outlying very distant images* were
objects which lay beyond the bounds of the Kosmos. from objects,
(Jl these images, impregnated with the properties, mined the
bodily and mental, of the objects from whence they thoughts,

u a i xi. • -u- ?eIings-
came, some were benencent, others mischievous: dreams, divi-

nations, &c.

they penetrated into the human body through the
poi-es, and spread their influence all through the system.0

Those thrown off by jealous and vindictive men were espe-
cially hurtful,p as they inflicted suffering corresponding to
the tempers of those with whom they originated. Trains of
thought and feeling were thus excited in men's minds; in
sleep,q dreams, divinations, prophetic warnings and threats,
were communicated: sometimes, pestilence and other mis-
fortunes were thus begun. Demokritus believed that men's
happiness depended much upon the nature and character of
the images which might approach them, expressing an anxious
wish that he might himself meet with such as were propi-
tious.' It was from grand and terrific images of this nature,
that he supposed the idea and belief of the Gods to have
arisen: a supposition countenanced by the numerous tales,
respecting appearances of the Gods both to dreaming and to
waking men, current among the poets and in the familiar talk
of Greece.

Among the lost treasures of Hellenic intellect, there are
few which are more to be regretted than the works universality
of Demokritus. Little is known of them except the kruuŝ ins
titles: but these are instructive as well as multi- etmcalviews-
farious. The number of different subjects which they em-
brace is astonishing. Besides his atomic theory, and its
application to cosmogony and physics, whereby he is chiefly
known, and from whence his title of physicus was derived

0 Demokriti Frag. p. 207, Mullach;
Sext. Empiric, adv. Mathemat. ix. 19 ;
Plutarch, Symposiac. yiii. 10, p. 735 A.

p Plutarch, Symposiac. v. 7, p. 683 A.
1 Aristotel. De Divinat. per Som-

mim, p. 464, a. 5; Plutarch, Symposiac.
viii. 9, p . 733 E . 8TI na\ K6<T/J.WI> itcrbs

rr)S airo^oias iiripptSvTwv, ivravda
iroWdias dpx"l irapeinrlTrTovai Koiftiiv
Kai Tra9ay oil <rwi)<l<0v.

1 Plutarch, De Oraculor. Defectu, p.
419. ainbs €#xeTai 6 I
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—we find mention of works on geometry, arithmetic, astro-
nomy, optics, geography or geology, zoology, botany, medi-
cine; music and poetry, grammar, history, ethics, &c.s In
such universality he is the predecessor, perhaps the model,
of Aristotle. It is not likely that this wide range of subjects
should have been handled in a spirit of empty generality,
without facts or particulars: for we know that his life was
long, his curiosity insatiable, and his personal travel and
observation greater than that of any contemporary. We
know too that he entered more or less upon the field of dia-
lectics, discussing those questions of evidence which became
so rife in the Platonic age. He criticised, and is said to have
combated, the doctrine laid down by Protagoras, " Man is the
measure of all things." It would have been interesting to
know from what point of view he approached i t : but we learn
only the fact that he criticised it adversely.* The numerous
treatises of Demokritus, together with the proportion of them
which relate to ethical and social subjects, rank him with the
philosophers of the Platonic and Aristotelian age. His Sum-
mum Bonum, as far as we can make out, appears to have been
the maintenance of mental serenity and contentment: in
which view he recommended a life of tranquil contemplation,
apart from money-making, or ambition, or the exciting plea-
sures of life."

s See the list of the works of Demo- that order) .as first among all the phi-
kritus in Diogen. Laert. ix. 46, and in ' losophers, in respect of <riMe<m T W
Mullach's edition of the Fragments, p. I bvofia-roiv.
105-107. Mullach mentions hero (note I ' « Plutarch, adv. Koloten, p. 1108.
18) that Dernokritus is cited seventy- Among the Demokritean treatises,
eight times in the extant works of was one entitled Pythagoras, which
Aristotle, and sometimes with honour- contained probably a comment on the
able mention. He is never mentioned life and doctrines of that eminent man,
by Plato. In the fragment of Philo- written in an admiring spirit. (Diog.
demus de Musica, Deniokritus is called | Laert. ix. 38.)
O.VT)P ov <J>vcrioA.oytt>TaTos p.6vov TUV u Seneca, DeTranquill. Animffi,cnp.
dpxa'w, aAAa nal nepl TO laTopovfinva. ] 2. " Hanc stabilem animi sedem Grjuoi
ouStvbs r\frov -KoXvTrpayixuv (Mullach, Ev8v/j.(ai> vocant, de quo Democriti
p. 237). Seneca calls him " Demoeri- volumen egrcgium est." Compare
tus, subtilissimus antiquorum omnium." Cicero De Finib. v. 29; Diogen, Laert.
—Question. Natural, vii 2. And Dio- ix. 45. For eMu/a'a Demokritus used as
nysius of Hal. (De Comp. Verb. p. 187 synonyms eveffrih, aBaufSii), drapa^'iy,
B.) characterises Demokritus, Plato, &c. See Mullach, p. 416.
and Aristotle (he arranges them in ''.
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CHAPTEE II.

GENERAL EEMAEKS ON THE EARLIER PHILOSOPHERS —
GROWTH OF DIALECTIC —ZENO AND GORGIAS.

THE first feeling of any reader accustomed to the astronomy
and physics of the present century, on considering Variet of

the various theories noticed in the preceding chapter, ^OTIM-

is a sort of astonishment that such theories should S^vijjfai
have been ever propounded or accepted as true. ^eSl?- i s

Yet there can be no doubt that they represent the Gr"ekCphiio-
best thoughts of sincere, contemplative, and in- sophy"
genious men, furnished with as much knowledge of fact, and
as good a method, as was then attainable. The record of
what such men have received as scientific truth or probability,
in different ages, is instructive in many ways, but in none
more than in showing how essentially relative and variable
are the conditions of human belief; how unfounded is the
assumption of those modern philosophers, who proclaim
certain first truths or first principles as universal, intuitive,
self-evident; how little any theorist can appreciate a priori
the causes of belief in an age materially different from his
own, or can lay down maxims as to what must be universally
believed or universally disbelieved by all mankind. We shall
have farther illustration of this truth as we proceed: here I
only note variety of belief, even on the most fundamental
points, as being the essential feature of Grecian philosophy
even from its outset, long before the age of those who are
usually denounced as the active sowers of discord, the
Sophists and the professed disputants. Each philosopher
followed his own individual reason, departing from traditional
or established creeds, and incurring from the believing public
more or less of obloquy; but no one among the philosophers
acquired marked supremacy over the rest. There is no
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established philosophical orthodoxy, but a collection of Dis-
senters—a\\r) B' a\\a>v yXuxraa fieficyfievr]—small sects, each
with its own following, each springing from a special individual
as authority, each knowing itself to be only one among many.

I t is a misfortune that we do not possess any complete
These eany work, or even any considerable fragments, from
not°kno™are either of these philosophers, so as to know what
or™writ!ngs, their views were when stated by themselves, and
beSnJT6 upon what reasons they insisted. All that we know
o™ttre

tainfor- is derived from a few detached notices, in very many
Aristotle' cases preserved by Aristotle ; who, not content (like
about t em. p j ^ . ^ wu\h gjmply following out his own vein of
ideas, exhibits in his own writings much of that polymathy
which he transmitted to the Peripatetics generally, and
adverts often to the works of predecessors. Being a critic
as well as a witness, he sometimes blends together incon-
veniently the two functions, and is accused (probably with
reason to a certain extent) of making unfair reports: but if
it were not for him, we should really know nothing of the
Hellenic philosophers before Plato. I t is curious to read the
manner in which Aristotle speaks of these philosophical
predecessors as " the ancients" (ol ap%cuoi), and takes credit
to his own philosophy for having attained a higher and more
commanding point of view."

a Bacon ascribes the extinction of
these early Greek philosophers to Ari-
stotle, "who thought that he could not
assure his own philosophical empire,
except by putting to death all his
brothers, like the Turkish Sultan. This
remark OCOTTS more than once in Bacon
(Nov. Org. Aph. 67; Kedargutio Phi-

Eudemus and Theophrastus followed
his example, in embodying the history
of the earlier theories in distinct works
of their own, now unfortunately lost.

It is much to be regretted that no
scholar has yet employed himself in
collecting and editing the fragments of
the lost scientific histories of Eudemus

losoph. vol. xi. p. 450, ed. Montagu). ! (the Ehodian) and Theophrastus. A
In so far as it is a reproach, I think it new edition of the Commentaries of Sim-
is not deserved. Aristotle's works, in- j plikius is also greatly wanted: those
deed, have been preserved, and those whichexistarebothrareandunreadable.
of his predecessors have not: but Aii- i Zeller remarks, that several of the
stotle, far from seeking to destroy their j statements contained in Proklus's corn-
works, has been the chief medium for ' nientary on Euclid, respecting the
preserving to us the little which wo ! earliest Grecian mathematicians, are
know about them. His attention to ; borrowed from the yea>/j.eTpiiad Urr6puu
the works of his predecessors is some- of the Ehodian Eudemus (Zeller—De
thing very unusual among the theorists i Hermodoro Ephesio et Hermodoro Pla-
of the ancient world. His friends j tonico, p. 12j.
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During the century and a half between Thales and the
beginning of the Peloponnesian war, we have passed Abunaance
in review twelve distinct schemes of philosophy— ?fVe

P|eIIiS"s
Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes, Xenophanes, tiin-Tme-
Pythagoras, Parmenides, Herakleitus, Empedokles, Tthe He?ct

Anaxagoras, the Apolloniate Diogenes, Leukippus, lenIcmind-
and Demokritus. Of most of these philosophers it may fairly
be said that each speculated upon nature in an original vein
of his own. Anaximenes and Diogenes, Xenophanes and
Parmenides, Leukippus and Demokritus, may indeed be
coupled together as kindred pairs—yet by no means in such
manner that the second of the two is a mere disciple and
copyist of the first. Such abundance and variety of specu-
lative genius and invention is one of the most memorable
facts in the history of the Hellenic mind. The prompting of
intelligent curiosity, the thirst for some plausible hypothesis
to explain the Kosmos and its generation, the belief that a
basis or point of departure might ,be found in the Kosmos
itself, apart from those mythical personifications which dwelt
both in the popular mind and in the poetical Theogonies,
the mental effort required to select some known agency and
to connect it by a chain of reasoning with the result—all this
is a new phenomenon in the history of the human mind.

An early Greek philosopher found nothing around him to
stimulate or assist the effort, and much to obstruct
it. He found Nature disguised under a diversified which a Gre-

. . . cian philoso-

and omnipresent Polytheistic agency, eminently pher had to
captivating and impressive to the emotions—at once prevalent

r ° L view of Na-

mysterious and familiar—embodied in the ancient ture, esta-
•> Wished, im-

Theogonies, and penetrating deeply all the abun- d

dant epic and lyric poetry, the only literature of the
time. It is perfectly true (as Aristotle remarks b) that Hesiod
and the other theological poets, who referred everything to•> Aristot. Metaphys. B. 4, p. 1000,
a. 10.

Ol pXv ovv irepl 'HtfioSof, ical ivavTGS
'iaoi 8e6\oyoi, IJ.6VOV i<pp6vTi<rai> TOV
irtBavov TOV irpbs at»Tous, Tjfiaiv 5'

@eoi/s 7&p TTOIOVVTCS Tas

apX"s Ka^ 6>lc 9ewi> yeyovivai, &c. Ari-
stotle mentions them a few lines after-
wards as not worth serious notice.
Trepl i w JJ.V01KUS <ro<t>i(o/i.4i>a>' OVK
6.%iov fiera ffirovS^S (FKOirelv.
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the generation and agency of the Gods, thought only of what
was plausible to themselves, without enquiring whether it
would appear equally plausible to their successors; a re-
proach which bears upon many subsequent philosophers also.
The contemporary public, to whom they addressed them-
selves, knew no other way of conceiving Nature than under
this religious and poetical view, as an aggregate of mani-
festations by divine personal agents, upon whose volition—
sometimes signified beforehand by obscure warnings intel-
ligible to the privileged interpreters, but often inscrutable—
the turn of events depended. Thales and the other Ionic
philosophers were the first who became dissatisfied with this
point of view, and sought for some " causes and beginnings "
more regular, knowable, and predictable. They fixed upon
the common, familiar, widely-extended, material substances,
water, air, fire, &c.; and they could hardly fix upon any
others. Their attempt to find a scientific basis was unsuc-
cessful ; but the memorable fact consisted in their looking for
one.

In the theories of these Ionic philosophers, the physical
ideas of generation, transmutation, local motion, are

ionicphiioso- found in the foreground : generation in the Kosmos
P S with™" to replace generation by the God. Pythagoras and
receSTIt- Empedokles blend with their speculations a good
piato and deal both of ethics and theology, which we shall
Aristotle. - - i ,

find yet more preponderant when we come to the
cosmical theories of Plato. He brings us back to the mythical
Prometheus, armed with the geometrical and arithmetical
combinations of the Pythagoreans: he assumes a chaotic
substratum, modified by the intentional and deliberate construc-
tion of the Demiurgus and his divine sons, who are described
as building up and mixing like a human artisan or chemist.
In the theory of Aristotle we find Nature half personified,
and assumed to be perpetually at work under the influence
of an appetite for good or regularity, which determines her
to aim instinctively and without deliberation (like bees or
spiders) at constant ends, though these regular tendencies
are always accompanied, and often thwarted, by accessories
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irregular, uhdefinable, unpredictable. Both Plato and Ari-
stotle, in their dialectical age, carried abstraction farther than
it had been carried by the Ionic philosophers." Aristotle
imputes to the Ionic philosophers that they neglected three
out of his four causes (the efficient, formal, and final), and
that they attended only to the material. This was a height
of abstraction first attained by Plato and himself; in a way
sometimes useful, sometimes misleading. The earlier philo-
sophers had not learnt to divide substance from its powers or
properties; nor to conceive substance without power as one
thing, and power without substance as another. Their prim-
ordial substance, with its powers and properties, implicated
together as one concrete and without any abstraction, was at
once an efficient, a formal, and a material cause: a final cause
they did not suppose themselves to want, inasmuch as they
always conceived a fixed terminus towards which the agency
was directed, though they did not conceive such fixed tendency
under the symbol of an appetite and its end. Water, Air,
Fire, were in their view not simply inert and receptive
patients, impotent until they were stimulated by the active
force residing in the ever revolving celestial spheres—but
positive agents themselves, productive of important effects.
So also a geologist of the present day, when he speculates
upon the early conditiond of the Kosmos, reasons upon

c Plato (Sophistes, 242-243) observes
respecting these early theorists—what
Aristotle says about Hesiod and the
Theogonies—that they followed out
their own respective veins of thought
without caring whether we, the many
listeners, were able to follow them or
were left behind in the dark. I dare
say that this was true (as indeed it is
true respecting most writers on specu-
lative matters), but I am sure that all
of them would have made the same
complaint if they had heard Plato read
his Timjeus.

d Bacon has some striking remarks
on the contrast in this respect be-
tween the earlier philosophers and
Aristotle.

Bacon, after commending the early
Greek philosophers for having adopted
as their first principle some known

and positive matter, not a mere ab-
straction, goes on to say :—

" Videntur antiqui illi, in expositione
principiorum, rationem non admodum
acutam instituisse, sed hoc solummodo
egisse, ut ex corporibus apparentibus
et manifesto, quod maxime excelleret,
qusererent, et quod tale videbatnr,
principium rerum ponerent: tanquam
per excellentiam, non vere aut realiter.
. . . Quod si principium illud suum
teneant non per excellentiam, sed
realiter, videntur in duriorem tropum
incidere : cum res plane deducatur ad
sequivocum, neque de igne naturali,
aut naturali aere, aut aqua, quod as-
serunt, prsedicari videatur, sed de igne
aliquo phantastico et notionali (et sic
de cseteris) qui nomen ignis retineat,
definitioncm abneget. . . . Principium
statuunt secundum sensum, ah'quid ens
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gaseous, fluid, solid, varieties of matter, as manifesting those
same laws and properties which experience attests, but mani-
festing them under different combinations and circumstances.
The defect of the Ionic philosophers, unavoidable at the
time, was, that possessing nothing beyond a superficial expe-
rience, they either ascribed to these physical agents powers
and properties not real, or exaggerated prodigiously such as
were real; so that the primordial substance chosen, though
bearing a familiar name, became little better than a fiction.
The Pythagoreans did the same in regard to numbers,
ascribing to them properties altogether fanciful and ima-
ginary.

Parmenides and Pythagoras, taking views of the Kosmos

habentem, posuerunt. Neque aliter
cuiquam opinari licebit, qui non ex-
perientiee plane desertor esse velit.
Itaque hi omnes mentem rebus sub-
miserunt. At Plato mundum cogita-
tionibus, Aristoteles verb etiam cogita-
tiones verbis, adjudicaverunt.". . . .
"Omnino materia prima ponenda est
conjuncta cum forma prima, ae etiam
cum principio motus primo, ut inveni-
tur. Nam et motus quoque abstractio
infinitas phantasias peperit, de animis,
vitis, et similibus—ac si iis per ma-
teriam et formam non satisfierit, sed
ex suis propriis penderent ilia prin-
cipiis. Sed hsec tria nullo modo
discerpenda, sed tantummodo dis-
tinguenda: atque asserenda materia
(qualiscunque ea sit) ita ornata et
apparata, et formata, ut omnis virtus,
essentia, actio, atque motus naturalis,
ejus conaecutio et emanatio esse possit.
Neque propterea metuendum, ne res
torpescat, aut varietas ista, quam
cernimus, explicari non possit — ut
postea docebimus."

Playfair also observes, in his Dis-
sertation on the Progress of Natural
Philosophy, prefixed to the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica, p. 31 :—

" Science was not merely stationary,
but often retrograde ; and the reason-
ings of Democritus and Anaxagoras
were in many respects more solid than
those of Plato and Aristotle."

See a good summary of Aristotle's
cosmical views, in Ideler, Comm. in
Aristotel. Meteorologica, i. 2, p. 328-
329.

verum : modum autem ejus dispen-
sandi (liberius se gerentes) phantasti-
cum." (Bacon, Parmenidis, Telesii,
et Democriti Philosophia, vol. xi., p.
115-116, ed. Montagu.)

" Materia ilia spoliata et passiva,
prorsus humanse mentis commentum
quoddam videtur. Materia prima po-
nenda est conjuncta cum principio
motus primo, ut invenitur. Hsec tria
(materia, forma, motus) nullo modo
discerpenda, sed tantummodo distin-
guenda, atque asserenda materia (qua-
liscunque ea sit), ita ornata et ap-
parata et formata, ut omnis virtus,
essentia, actio, atque motus naturalis,
ejus consecutio et emanatio esse possit.
Omnes fere antiqui, Empedocles, An-
axagoras, Anaximenes, Heraclitus,
Democritus, de materia prima. in
cfeteris dissidentes, in hoc convc-
nerunt, quod materiam activam forma
nonnulla, et formam suam dispensan-
tem, atque intra se priacipium motus
habentem, posuerunt." (Bacon, De
Parmenidis, Talesii, et Campanellse,
Philosoph., p. 653-G54, t. v.)

Compare Aphorism I. 50 of the
Novum Organum.

Bacon, Parmenidis, Telesii, et De-
mocriti Philosophia, vol. xi. ed. Mon-
tagu, p. 106-107. " Sed omnes fere
antiqui (anterior to Plato), Empe-
docles, Anaxagoras, Anaximenes, He-
raclitus, Democritus, de materia prima
in cseteris dissidenten, in hoc convene-
runt, quod materiam activam, forma
nonnulla, et formam suam dispen-
santem, atque intra se principia motus
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metaphysical and geometrical rather than physical, supplied
the basis upon which Plato's speculations were
built. Aristotle recognises Bmpedokles and Anaxa- g £ r e

goras as having approached to his own doctrine— JTpiatotnd
force abstracted or considered apart from substance, Aristotle-
yet not absolutely detached from it. This is true about
Empedokles to a certain extent, since his theory admits Love
and Enmity as agents, the four elements as patients: but it
is hardly true about Anaxagoras, in whose theory Nous
imparts nothing more than a momentary shock, exercising
what modern chemists call a catalytic agency in originating
movement among a stationary and stagnant mass of Homce-
omeries, which, as soon as they are liberated from imprison-
ment, follow inherent tendencies of their own, not receiving
any farther impulse or direction from Nous.

In the number of cosmical theories proposed, from Thales
down to Demokritus, as well as in the diversity and
even discordance of the principles on which they derived from
were founded—we note not merely the growth and of constmc-
development of scientific curiosity, but also the «on among

r J the Greeks.

spontaneity and exuberance of constructive imagina-
tion.6 This last is a prominent attribute of the Hellenic
mind, displayed to the greatest advantage in their poetical,
oratorical, historical, artistic, productions, and transferred
from thence to minister to their scientific curiosity. None of
their known contemporaries showed the like aptitudes, not
even the Babylonians and Egyptians, who were diligent in
the observation of the heavens. Now the constructive
imagination is not less indispensable to the formation of
scientific theories than to the compositions of art, although in
the two departments it is subject to different conditions, and

e Karsten observes, in his account
of the philosophy of Parmenides (sect.
23, p. 241) :—

" Primum mundi descriptionem con-
sideremus. Argumentum 'illustre et
magnificum, cujus quanto major erat
veteram in contemplando admiratio,
tanto minor fere in observando dili-
gentia fuit. Quippe universi ornatum

et pidcritudinem admirati, ejus naturam
partiumque ordinem non sensu assequi
studuerunt, sed mente informarunt ad
earn pidcri perfectique speciem quas in
ipsorum animis insidcret: sic ut Ari-
stoteles ait, non sua cogitata suasque
notiones ad mundi naturam, sed hanc
ad ilia accominodantes. Hujusmodi
fuit Parmenidea ratio."
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appeals to different canons and tests in the human mind.
Each of these early Hellenic theories, though all were hypo-
theses and "anticipations of nature," yet as connecting
together various facts upon intelligible principles, was a step
in advance; while the very number and discordance of them
(urged by Sokratesf as an argument for discrediting the
purpose common to all), was on the whole advantageous.
It lessened the mischief arising from the imperfections of
each, increased the chance of exposing such imperfections,
and prevented the consecration of any one among them (with
that inveterate and peremptory orthodoxy which Plato so
much admires5 in the Egyptians) as an infallible dogma and
an exclusive mode of looking at facts. All the theorists
laboured under the common defect of a scanty and inaccurate
experience: all of them were prompted by a vague but
powerful emotion of curiosity to connect together the past
and present of Nature by some threads intelligible and satis-
factory to their own minds ; each of them followed out some
analogy of his own, such as seemed to carry with it a self-
justifying plausibility; and each could find some phenomena
which countenanced his own peculiar view. As far as we can
judge, Leukippus and Demokritus greatly surpassed the
others, partly in the pains which they took to elaborate their
theory, partly in the number of facts which they brought
into consistency with it. The loss of the voluminous writings
of Demokritus is deeply to be regretted.11

In studying the writings of Plato and Aristotle, we must
AII these recollect that they found all these theories pre-
found'fiTdr- existent or contemporaneous. We are not to

imagine that they were the first who turned an
enquiring eye on Nature. So far is this from being
the case that Aristotle is, as it were, oppressed both
by the multitude and by the discordance of his pre-

uve Dialectic. decessors, whom he cites, with a sort of indulgent
consciousness of superiority, as " the ancients " (ol apxaioi).1

! Xenophon, Memor. i. 1-14. Cicero De Orat. i. 11. Orator, c. 20.
s Plato, Legg. ii. G56-657. * Aristot. Gen. ct Corr. i. 314, a.
11 About the style of Demokritus, see 6 ; 323, a. 2 ; Metapbys. A. 10C9
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The dialectic activity, inaugurated by Sokrates and Zeno,
lowered the estimation of these cosmical theories in more ways
than one: first, by the new topics of man and society, which
Sokrates put in the foreground for discussion, and treated as the
only topics worthy of discussion; next, by the great acuteness
which each of them displayed in the employment of the
negative weapons, and in bringing to view the weak part of
an opponent's case. When we look at the number of these
early theories, and the great need which all of them had to
be sifted and scrutinised, we shall recognise the value of
negative procedure under such circumstances, whether the
negationist had or had not any better affirmative theory of
his own. Sokrates, moreover, not only turned the subject-
matter of discussion from physics to ethics, but also brought
into conscious review the method of philosophising: which was
afterwards still farther considered and illustrated by Plato.
General and abstract terms and their meaning, stood out as
the capital problems of philosophical research, and as the
governing agents of the human mind during the process:
in Plato and Aristotle, and the dialectics of their age, we find
the meaning or concept corresponding to these terms invested
with an objective character, and represented as a cause or
beginning; by which, or out of which, real concrete things
were produced. Logical, metaphysical, ethical, entities, whose
existence consists in being named and reasoned about, are
presented to us (by Plato) as the real antecedents and
producers of the sensible Kosmos and its contents, or (by
Aristotle) as coeternal with the Kosmos, but as its under-
lying constituents—the ap%a\, priinordia or ultimata—into
which it was the purpose and duty of the philosopher to
resolve sensible things. The men of words and debate, the
dialecticians or metaphysical speculators of the period since
Zeno and Sokrates, who took little notice of the facts of
Nature, stand contrasted in the language of Aristotle with the
antecedent physical philosophers who meddled less with

Physics and Metaphysics, is too mucha. 25. See the sense of apxalK">s>
Met. N. 1089, a. 2, with the note of
Bonitz.

Adam Smith, in his very instructive
examination of the ancient systems of ' decessors.

inclined to criticise Plato and Ari-
stotle as if they were the earliest
theorizers, and as if they had no pre-
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debate and more with facts. The contrast is taken in his
mind between Plato and Demokritus.k

Both by Stoics and by Epikureans, during the third and
The early second centuries B.C., Demokritus, Empedokles,
were studied Anaxagoras, and Herakleitus were studied along
along with J?
piato and with Plato and Aristotle—by some, even more.
Aristotle, in . i • « • n i j? j.1 r.
the third and Lucretius mentions and criticises all tne lour, tnougn
second cen- . _ . ,

tunes B.C. n e never names Plato or Aristotle. Gicero greatly
admires the style of Demokritus, whose works were arranged
in tetralogies by Thrasyllus, as those of Plato were.1

In considering the early theorists above enumerated, there
is great difficulty in finding any positive cha-

tribute com- racteristic applicable to all of them. But a negative
mon to all l n n i l

the early characteristic niav be round, and has already been
theorists— J

little or no indicated by Aristotle. " The earlier philosophers
(says he) had no part in dialectics : Dialectical force

did not yet exist."m And the period upon which we are
now entering is distinguished mainly by the introduction and
increasing preponderance of this new element—Dialectic—
first made conspicuously manifest in the Eleatic Zeno and
Sokrates: two memorable persons, very different from each
other, but having this property in common.

It is Zeno who stands announced, on the authority of
Aristotle, as the inventor of dialectic: that is, as
the first person, of whose skill, in the art of cross-
examination and refutation, conspicuous illustrative

specimens were preserved. He was among the first who
composed written dialogues on controversial matters of phi-
losophy." Both he, and his contemporary the Samian Me-

Zeno of
Elea—
Melissus.

k Aristotel. Gen. et Corr. i. 316, a.
6 .—5 ib & ^

<pv(Mcois, j
ras TOtaiiTas apxas, at eiri iroKu 5u-
vavrai avveipeiv ol 5" e« TS>V TTOKKSJV
h6ywv adecbpriTOi ruiv vitapx6vTwv oyres,
•jrpbs 6\iya &\tyavres, airotyaivovrai
pqoV ISoi 5' av Tis Kal 4K TOVTWV Snov
8ux.<pepovolii' ol (pvffiKws Kai XoyiKws
(TKOTrovvTes, &c. This remark is
thoroughly Baconian.

Oi iv TOTS \6yois is the phrase hy
which Aristotle characterises the Pla-
tonici.—Metaphys. 9. 1050, b. 36.

1 Epikurus is said to have espe-
cially admired Anaxagoras (Diog. L.
x. 7).

m Aristotel. Metaphys. A. 987, b. 32.
Oi yap vp&rfpov SiaAeKTiKTjr o i uer-
^Xov.~M. 1078, b. 25.

Sia\eKTM7i yap iaxvs ovira T6T' §V,
&c.

" Diogen. Laert. ix. 26-28.
The epithets applied to Zeno by

Timon are remarkable.
ou Se fteya crfle'fo? OVK

ra8vov
TraVTUiV eTTL^TTTOpOS, &C.
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lissus, took up the defence of the Parmenidean doctrine. It
is remarkable that both one and the other were eminent as
political men in their native cities. Zeno is even said to
have perished miserably, in generous but fruitless attempts to
preserve Elea from being enslaved by the despot Nearchus.

We know the reasonings of Zeno and Melissus only through
scanty fragments, and those fragments transmitted
by opponents. But it is plain that both of them, iecuo-here-

• n n , , , . , . , , futedthe
especially Zeno, pressed their adversaries with grave opponents of
T7»» • i • i • i Parmenides,
difficulties, which it was more easy to deride than by showing

J that their as-

to elucidate. Both took their departure from the sumptions
x led to contra-

grOUnd occupied by Parmenides. They agreed with ab
c
Su™?ti

a
e°

d

him in recognising the phenomenal, apparent, or
relative world, the world of sense and experience, as a subject
of knowledge, though of uncertain and imperfect knowledge.
Each of them gave, as Parmenides had done, certain affirma-
tive opinions, or at least probable conjectures, for the purpose
of explaining it.0 But beyond this world of appearances, there
lay the real, absolute, ontological, ultra-phenomenal, or Nou-
menal world, which Parmenides represented as .Ens unum con-
tinuum, and which his opponents contended to be plural and
discontinuous. These opponents deduced absurd and ridiculous
consequences from the theory of the One. Herein both Zeno
and Melissus defended Parmenides. Zeno, the better dialec-
tician of the two, retorted upon the advocates of absolute
plurality and discontinuousness, showing that their doctrine led
to consequences not less absurd and contradictory than the Ens
unum of Parmenides. He advanced many distinct arguments;
some of them antinomies, deducing from the same premisses
both the affirmative and the negative of the same conclusion.5

If things in themselves were many (he said) they must be
both infinitely small and infinitely great. Infinitely small,

° Diog. Laert. ix. 24-29.
Zeller (Gesch. der Phil. i. p. 424,

note 2) doubts the assertion that Zeno
delivered probable opinions and hypo-
theses, as Parmenides had done before
him, respecting phenomenal nature.
But I see no adequate ground for such

doubt.
Simplikius, in Aristotel. Physic, f.

30. if /xeVroi Tip (TvyypdfjLfmTi aurov,
oWa X

'6TL 4
\4JOVTL ffvufiaivsi TO zvavna.
&0.

VOL. I. H
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because the many things must consist in a number of units,
consequences e a c n essentially indivisible: but tha t which is indi-
snmptTUn

S"of visible has no magnitude, or is infinitely smal l—
D°scontinuT if indeed it can be said to have any existence what-
fdedUAb°suni- ever : <• Infinitely great, because each of the many
um' things, if assumed to exist, must have magnitude.

Having magnitude, each th ing has parts which also have
magn i tude : these parts are, by the hypothesis, essentially dis-
continuous, bu t this implies t h a t they are kept apar t from
each other by other intervening par ts—and these intervening
parts must be again kept apart by others. Each body will
thus contain in itself an infinite number of parts, each having
magnitude. I n other words, it will be infinitely great.1

Again—-If things in themselves were many, they would be
both finite and infinite in number. Finite, because they are
as many as they are, neither more nor less : and every number
is a finite number . Infinite, because being essentially separate,
discontinuous, units, each must be kept apar t from the rest by
an intervening uni t ; and this again by something else inter-
vening. Suppose a mult i tude A, B , C, D , &c. A and B would
be continuous unless they were kept apar t by some intervening
unit Z. Bu t A and Z would then be continuous unless they were
kept apart by something e lse—Y: and so on ad infinitum: other-
wise the essential discontinuousness could not be maintained.*

i Aristotel. Metaphys. B. 4, p. 1001,
b. 7. €Ti ei aSiatpeTOV avrb rb ey, Kara,
fiev rb iA\v<£VOS a^ioifia. ovdev av ei?j.

o yap fj.7jre TrpotTrLdefxeuoy nrjSe atpai-
pov/J.€vov irotei fxei^ov fj.rjBh e\arrov, oil
<pt]ffiv eTvui rovro rwf ovnavy ws di}\ov
#TI ovros peyzSovs rov ovros.

Seneca (Epistol. 88) and Alexander
of Aphrodisias (see the passages of
Themistius and Simplikius cited by
Brandis, Handbuch Philos. i. p. 412-
416,i conceive Zeno as having dis-
sented from Pamienides, ami as having
denied the existence, not only of ™
iro\?i.a, but also of rb eV. But Zeno
seems to have adhered to Parnienides ;
and to have denii 'd the existence of rb
%v, only upon the hypothesis opposed
to Parmenides—namely, that TO iroAAa
existed. Zeno argued thus: -Assum-

ing that the Eeal or Absolute is essen-
tially divisible and discontinuous, divi-
sibility must be pushed to infinity, so
that you never arrive at any ultima-
tum, or any real unit (aKpiflws 'if). If
you admit ra TTOXKO., you renounce
rb '4v. The reasoning of Zeno, as far
as we know it, is nearly all di-
rected against the hypothesis of Entia
plura discontinua. Tennemann (Gesch.
Philos. i. 4, p. 205) thinks that the
reasoning of Zeno is directed against
the world of sense: in which I cannot
agree with him.

r Scholia ad Aristotel. Physic, p.
334 a. fd. Brandis.

s See the argument cited by Sim-
plikius in the words of the Zenonian
treatise, in Preller, Hist. Philos. Grcec.
ex font, context, p. 101, sect. 15G.
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By these two arguments,' drawn from the hypothesis which
affirmed perpetual divisibility and denied any Continuum,
Zeno showed that such Mitia multa discontinua would have
contradictory attributes: they would be both infinitely great
and infinitely small—they would be both finite and infinite in
number. This he advanced as a reductio ad absurdum against
the hypothesis.

Again—If existing things be many and discontinuous, each
of these must exist in a place of its own. Nothing
can exist except ia some place. But the place is
itself an existing something: each place must there- ŜeTnof
fore have a place of its own to exist in: the second Bonorous-
place must have a third place to exist in—and so forth ad
infinitum.u We have here a farther reductio ad impossibile of
the original hypothesis: for that hypothesis denies the con-
tinuity of space, and represents space as a multitude of dis-
continuous portions or places.

Another argument of Zeno is to the following effect:
" Does a grain of millet, when dropped upon the floor, make
sound ? No.—Does a bushel of millet make sound under
the same circumstances ? Yes.—Is there not a determinate
proportion between the bushel and the grain ? There is.—
There must therefore be the same proportion between the
sonorousness of the two. If one grain be not sonorous,
neither can ten thousand grains be so."x

To appreciate the contradiction brought out by Zeno, we
must recollect that he is not here reasoning about facts of
sense, phenomenal, and relative—but about things in them-
selves, absolute and ultra-phenomenal realities. He did not

1 Simplikius ad Aristot. Physio, f.
30. Kcd OUTW fiiv rh Karh rb Tr\rj8os
&ireipov (K T?js Sixorofiias
Se Kara rb fiiyeSos •wp6repov V
a.vryfv eirixzipnv"'- Compare Zeller,
Gesch. Philos. i. p. 427.

" Aristotel. Physio, iv. 1, p. 209, a.
22; iv. 3, p. 210, b. 23.

Aristotle here observes that the
Zenonian argument respecting place is
easy to be refuted: and he proceeds to
give the refutation. But his refutation

is altogether unsatisfactory. Those who
despise these Zenonian arguments as
sophisms, ought to look at the way in
which they were answered, at or near
the time.

Eudenvus ap. Simplic. ad Aristot.
Physic, f. 131. &£iov yap irav TQOV OVTWV
trod e?var e( 5e b T6TTOS TUV ttvTwv, irov
hv eft; ;

1 Ariatotel. Physic, vii. 5, p. 250, a.
20, with the Scholia of Simplikius on
the passage, p. 423, ed. Brandis.

H 2
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deny the fact of sense : to appeal to that fact in reply, would
have been to concede his point. The adversaries against whom
he reasoned (Protagoras is mentioned, but he can hardly have
been among them, if we have regard to his memorable dogma,
of which more will be said presently) were those who main-
tained the plurality of absolute substances, each for itself,
with absolute attributes, apart from the fact of sense, and
independent of any sentient subject. One grain of millet
(Zeno argues) has no absolute sonorousness, neither can ten
thousand such grains taken together have any. Upon the
hypothesis of absolute reality as a discontinuous multitude,
you are here driven to a contradiction which Zeno intends as
an argument against the hypothesis. There is no absolute
sonorousness in the ten thousand grains: the sound which
they make is a phenomenal fact, relative to us as sentients of
sound, and having no reality except in correlation with a
hearer.7

Other memorable arguments of Zeno against the same
.. hypothesis were those by which he proved that if

it were admitted, motion would be impossible.
Upon the theory of absolute plurality and discon-

tinuousness, every line or portion of distance was divisible into
an infinite number of parts: before a moving body could get
from the beginning to the end of this line, it must pass in
succession over every one of these parts: but to do this in a
finite time was impossible: therefore motion was impossible.2

A second argument of the same tendency was advanced in
the form of comparison between Achilles and the tortoise—

gumen ts in
regard to
motion.

i It will be seen that Aristotle in
explaining this airopia, takes into con-
sideration the difference of force in the
vibrations of air, and the different im-
pressibility of the ear. The explana-
tion is pertinent and just, if applied to
the fact of sense: but it is no reply to
Zeno, who did not call in question the
fact of sense. Zeno is impugning the
doctrine of absolute substances and
absolute divisibility. To say that ten
thousand grains are sonorous, but that
no one of them separately taken is so,
appears to him a contradiction, similar

to what is involved in saying that a
real^ magnitude is made up of mathe-
matical points. Aristotle does not meet
this difficulty.

1 Aristot. Physic, vi. 9, p. 239 b.,
with the Scholia, p. 4X2 seq. ed.
Brandis; Aristotel. De Lineis Inseca-
bilibus, p. 968, a. 19.

These four arguments against ab-
solute^ motion caused embarrassment
to Aristotle and his contemporaries.
TeTTCtpej 5' ei<rl \6yoi Zijvavos oi
irapexovres ras SvcrxoKias TOIS XVOVGLI/
&c.
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the swiftest and slowest movers. The two run a race, a cer-
tain start being given to the tortoise: Zeno contends that
Achilles can never overtake the tortoise. It is plain indeed,
according to the preceding argument, that motion both for
the one and for the other is an impossibility. Neither one
nor the other can advance from the beginning to the end of
any line, except by passing successively through all the parts
of that line: but those parts are infinite in number, and
cannot therefore be passed through in any finite time. But
suppose such impossibility to be got over: still Achilles will
not overtake the tortoise. For while Achilles advances one
hundred yards, the tortoise has advanced ten: while Achilles
passes over these additional ten yards, the tortoise will have
passed over one more yard: while Achilles is passing over this
remaining one yard, the tortoise will have got over one-tenth
of another yard : and so on ad infinitum, the tortoise will
always be in advance of him by a certain distance, which,
though ever diminishing, will never vanish into nothing.

The third Zenonian argument derived its name from the
flight of an arrow shot from a bow. The arrow while thus
carried forward (says Zeno) is nevertheless at rest.a For the
time from the beginning to the end of its course consists of a
multitude of successive instants. During each of these in-
stants the arrow is in a given place of equal dimension with
itself. But that which is during any instant in a given place,
is at rest. Accordingly during each successive instant of its
flight, the arrow is at rest. Throughout its whole flight, it is
both in motion and at rest. This argument is a deduction
from the doctrine of discontinuous time, as the preceding is a
deduction from that of discontinuous space.

A fourth argumentb was derived from the case of two
equal bodies moved with equal velocity in opposite directions,
and passing each other. If the body A B were at rest, the
other body C D would move along the whole length of C D

* Aiistotel. Physio, vi. p. 239,; b. 8-
30. rpiros 6 vxiv priOeh, in T\ biarbs

ment at some length by SimpliMus,
especially the citation from Eudemus
at the close of it—ap. Scholia ad Ari-

* See the illustration of this argu- [ stotel. p. 414, ed. Brandis.
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in two minutes. But if 0 D be itself moving with equal
velocity in the opposite direction, A B will pass along the
whole length of C D in half that time, or one minute. Hence
Zeno infers that the motion of A B is nothing absolute, or be-
longing to the thing in itself—for if that were so, it would not
be varied according to the movement of C D. It is no more
than a phenomenal fact, relative to us and our comparison.

This argument, so far as I can understand its bearing, is
not deduced (as those preceding are) from the premisses of
opponents: but rests upon premisses of its own, and is in-
tended to prove that motion is only relative.

These Zenonian reasonings are memorable as the earliest
known manifestations of Grecian dialectic, and are

Po
eseeandPre- probably equal in acuteness and ingenuity to any-

Bultofthe , . i . i . i i mi • i • •zenonian thing which it ever produced. Their bearing is not
Dialectic. ° . °
Nothing is always accurately conceived. Most oi them are
knowable ex- ,

cept the reia- argumenta ad hommem: consequences contradictory
and inadmissible, but shown to follow legitimately

from a given hypothesis, and therefore serving to disprove the
hypothesis itself.0 The hypothesis was one relating to the
real, absolute, or ultra-phenomenal, which Parmenides main-
tained to be Mns Unum Continuum, while his opponents
affirmed it to be essentially multiple and discontinuous. Upon

c The scope of the Zenonian dia-
lectic, as I have here described it, is
set forth clearly by Plato, in his Par-
menides, c. 3-6, p. 127, 128. n»s,
Zi TTIVOV, TOVTO Xeyeis ; e i TT o \ A. 6.
E V T I T O o v T a, a>s cipa 5e7 ai/Ta
b"[AOi(i TG elyai Kal av6[*OLa, TOVTO Se
S^ a.h*vva.TOV ',—OVKOVV et bZvvaTov T6.
Te av6ixma. tfxoia tivcu Kal TO. lifxoLa
ay6fj.oia} aSvvaToy S^ Kal iroWa
elvai', el 7«f> TTOWO, eftj, 7ra<7%0i &p
TOL abvuaTa. ?Apa T OVT 6 z (XT iv o
fi o V\OVT ai o~ o v o I \6y o i; OVK
S \ A o T I ir) S Lafidxe <r8ai irapcl
•aavT a T<i Xey6/xeva, &s ov
iroXAa ir!Tiv\ Again, p . 128 D .
' A P T I A ^ C I ovv TOVTO TO ypafx^a wpds
TOVS Tci 7ro\Xi Xeyovras, Kal avrairo-
5/5w(rt r a v r a Kal irAeta), TOUTO fiov\6-
\x.ivov STJAOCC, WS ITI ytKowTtpa traaxot
av av T w u 71 vtrd&eo'ts, y e t

A io-Tiv—t) T) rov %v f T y a i

T I S I K av Q) S € 7 T € £ : o t .

Hero Plato evidently represents
Zeno as merely proving that contra-
dictory conclusions followed, if you
assumed a given hypothesis; which
hypothesis was thereby shown to be
inadmissible. But Plato alludes to
Zeno in another place (Phsedrus, c. 97,
p. 261) under the name of the Eleatic
Palamedes, as " showing his art in
speaking, by making the same things
appear to the hearers like and unlike,
one and many, at rest and in motion."
In this last passage, the impression
produced by Zeno's argumentation is
brought to view, apart from the scope
and purpose with which he employed
it: which scope and purpose are indi-
cated in the passage above cited from
the Parmenides.

So also Isokrates (Encom. Helen,
init.) Z-qvoiya, TOV TUVTO. SvvaTa Kal
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the hypothesis of Parmenides, the Eeal and Absolute, being a
continuous One, was obviously inconsistent with the move-
ment and variety of the phenomenal world: Parmenides
himself recognised the contradiction of the two, and his op-
ponents made it a ground for deriding his doctrine."1 The
counter-hypothesis, of the discontinuous many, appeared at
first sight not to be open to the same objection: it seemed to
be more in harmony with the facts of the phenomenal and
relative world, and to afford an absolute basis for them to
rest upon. Against this delusive appearance the dialectic of
Zeno 'was directed. He retorted upon the opponents, and
showed, that if the hypothesis of the Vnum Continuum led to
absurd consequences, that of the discontinuous many was
pregnant with deductions yet more absurd and contradictory.
He exhibits in detail several of these contradictoiy de-
ductions, with a view to refute the hypothesis from whence
they flow; and to prove that, far from performing what it pro-
mises, it is worse than useless, as entangling us in contra-
dictory conclusions. The result of his reasoning, implied
rather than announced, is—That neither of the two hypotheses
are of any avail to supply a real and absolute basis for the
phenomenal and relative world: That the latter must rest
upon its own evidence, and must be interpreted, in so far as
it can be interpreted at all, by its own analogies.

But the purport of Zeno's reasoning is mistaken, when he
is conceived as one who wishes to delude his „.. , ,

1VJ.1ST-UK6 OX

hearers by proving both sides of a contradictory z
u
ê ?s

si°,|j,c.
proposition. His contradictory conclusions are eli- ^
cited with the express purpose of disproving the pre-
misses from which they are derived. For these
premisses Zeno himself is not to be held responsible, fr^r"^ri-
since he borrows them from his opponents: a circum- ence-

stance which Aristotle forgets, when he censures the Zenonian
arguments as paralogisms, because they assume the Continua,
Space and Time, to be discontinuous or divided into many
distinct parts.6 Now this absolute discontinuousness of matter,

d Plato, Parmenides, p. 128 D. KCITOI S xp6"os E'K T S » / V"V aSiatpirav,
e Aristotel. Physio, vi. 9, p. 239 b. &<nrep oiS' &\Ao /iiytSos oi$4v, &c.

Zfyuv 5e TrupaAoyi(eTa.r ov yap <rvy- Aristotle, in the second and third
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space, and time, was not advanced by Zeno as a doctrine of
his own, but is the very doctrine of his opponents, taken up
by him for the purpose of showing that it led to contradictory
consequences, and thus of indirectly refuting it. The sen-
tence of Aristotle is thus really in Zeno's favour, though ap-
parently adverse to him. In respect to motion, a similar
result followed from the Zenonian reasonings; namely, to
show, That motion, as an attribute of the Eeal and Absolute,
was no less inconsistent with the hypothesis of those who
opposed Parmenides, than with the hypothesis of Parmenides
himself:—-That absolute motion could no more be reconciled
with the doctrine of the discontinuous Many, than with that
of the Continuous One:—That motion therefore was only a
phenomenal fact, relative to our sensations, conceptions, and
comparisons; and having no application to the absolute. In
this phenomenal point of view, neither Zeno nor Parmenides
nor Melissus disputed the fact of motion. They recognised it
as a portion of the world of sensation and experience; which
world they tried to explain, well or ill, by analogies and con-
jectures derived from itself.

Though we have not the advantage of seeing the Zenonian
zenoman dialectics as they were put forth by their author,
pia'micl'ar- yet, if we compare the substance of them as handed

down to us, with those dialectics which form the
latter half of the Platonic dialogue called Parmenides, we
shall find them not inferior in ingenuity, and certainly more
intelligible in their purpose. Zeno furnishes no positive sup-
port to the Parmenidean doctrine, but he makes out a good
negative case against the counter-doctrine.

Zeller and other able modern critics, while admitting the
views of bis- reasoning of Zeno to be good against this counter-
toriansofphi- -, . . , .1 i I i .

iosophy,re- doctrine, complain that he takes it up too exclu-
Lno. sively; that One and Many did not exclude each
other, and that the doctrines of Parmenides and his oppo-

chapters of his Physica, canvasses and j farther maintained that no one before
refutes the doctrine of Parmenides and j him had succeeded in refuting Zeno.
Zeno respecting Ens and Unum. He , See the Scholia of Alexander ad
maintains that Ens and Unum are , Sophistic. Elench. p. 320 b. 6, ed.
equivocal — iroAAaxws \ey6neva. He ' Brandis.
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nents were both true together, but neither of them true to
the exclusion of the other. But when we reflect that the
subject of predication on both sides was the Eeal (Ens per
se), it was not likely that either Parmenides or his opponents
would affirm it to be both absolutely One and Continuous,
and absolutely Many and Discontinuous/ If the opponents
of Parmenides had taken this ground, Zeno need not have
imagined deductions for the purpose of showing that their
hypothesis led to contradictory conclusions; for the contra-
dictions would have stood avowedly registered in the hypo-
thesis itself. If a man affirms both at once, he divests the
predication of its absolute character, as belonging uncon-
ditionally to Ens per se; and he restricts it to the phe-
nomenal, the relative, the conditioned—dependant upon our
sensations and our fluctuating point of view. This was not
intended either by Parmenides or by his opponents.

If, indeed, we judge the question, not from their standing-
point, but from our own, we shall solve the diffi- Absolute ana
culty by adopting the last-mentioned answer. We flfsflTntaow6

shall admit that One and Many are predicates which able'
do not necessarily exclude each other; but we shall refrain
from affirming or denying either of them respecting the Real,
the Absolute, the Unconditioned. Of an object absolutely
one and continuous—or of objects absolutely many and dis-
continuous, apart from the facts of our own sense and con-
sciousness, and independent of any sentient subject—we
neither know nor can affirm anything. Both these predi-
cates (One—Many) are relative and phenomenal, grounded
on the facts and comparisons of our own senses and conscious-
ness, and serving only to describe, to record, and to classify,
those facts. Discrete quantity, or number, or succession of
distinct unities—continuous quantity, or motion and exten-
sion—are two conceptions derived from comparison, abstracted
and generalised from separate particular phenomena of our
consciousness; the continuous, from our movements and the

1 That both of them could not be
true respecting Ens per se, seema to
have been considered indisputable.

See the argument of Sokrates in the
Parmenides of Plato, p. 129 B-E.
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consciousness of persistent energy involved therein—the dis-
continuous, from our movements, intermitted and renewed, as
well as from our impressions of sense. We compare one dis-
crete quantity with another, or one continual quantity with
another, and we thus ascertain many important truths: but
we select our unit, or our standard of motion and extension,
as we please, or according to convenience, subject only to the
necessity of adapting our ulterior calculations consistently to
this unit, when once selected. The same object may thus be
considered sometimes as one, sometimes as many; both being
relative, and depending upon our point of view. Motion,
Space, Time, may be considered either as continuous or as
discontinuous: we may reason upon them either as one or the
other, but we must not confound the two points of view with
each other. When, however, we are called upon to travel
out of the Eelative, and to decide between Parmenides and
his opponents—whether the Absolute be One or Multitu-
dinous—we have only to abstain from affirming either, or
(in other words) to confess our ignorance. We know nothing
of an absolute, continuous, self-existent One, or of an abso-
lute, discontinuous Many.

Some critics understand Zeno to have denied motion as
a fact—opposing sophistical reasoning to certain and

Zeno did not r r . r . °.

deny motion, iarailiar experience. Upon this view is founded the
ac n "fact.

phenomenal well-known anecdote, that Diogenes the Cvnic re-
aud relative. ° •>

futed the argument by getting up and walking.
But I do not so construe the scope of his argument. He did
not deny motion as a fact. It rested with him on the evi-
dence of sense, acknowledged by every one. It was therefore
only a phenomenal fact relative to our consciousness, sen-
sation, movements, and comparisons. As such, but as such
only, did Zeno acknowledge it. What he denied was, motion
as a fact belonging to the Absolute, or as deducible from
the Absolute. He did not deny the Absolute or Thing in
itself, as an existing object, but he struck out variety, divi-
sibility, and motion, from the list of its predicates. He
admitted only the Parmenidean Ens, one, continuous, un-
changed, and immoveable, with none but negative predi-
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cates, and severed from the relative world of experience and
sensation.

Other reasoners, contemporary with Zeno, did not agree
with him, in admitting the Absolute, even as an
object with no predicates, except unity and conti- L S L - 6

• m i i - i . i - i i , did not admit
nuity. They denied it altogether, both as substratum the Absolute,J J ° even as con-

and as predicate. To establish this negation is the ceived >>y
x ° Parmemdes.

purpose of a short treatise ascribed to the rhetor or
Sophist Gorgias, a contemporary of Zeno; but we are in-
formed that all the reasonings, which Gorgias employed, were
advanced, or had already been advanced, by others before
him.g Those reasonings are so imperfectly preserved, that
we can make out little more than the general scope.

Ens, or Entity per se (he contended), did not really exist.
Even granting that it existed, it was unknowable by reason

anyone. And even granting that it both existed, j£f ^ J ^ '
and was known by anyone, still such person could f^t"

 Ens

not communicate his knowledge of it to others.1*
As to the first point, Ens was no more real or existent than

Non-Ens: the word Non-Ens must have an objective mean-
ing, as well as the word Ens: it was Non-Ens, therefore it
was, or existed. Both of them existed alike, or rather neither
of them existed. Moreover, if Ens existed, it must exist
either as One or as Many—either as eternal or as generated
—either in itself, or in some other place. But Melissus,
Zeno, and other previous philosophers, had shown sufficient
cause against each of these alternatives separately taken.
Each of the alternative essential predicates had been sepa-
rately disproved; therefore the subject, Ens, could not exist
under either of them, or could not exist at all.

e See the last words of the Aristo-
telian or Pseudo-Aristotelian treatise,
De Melisso, Xenophane et Gorgia, p.
980.

'A-lra(ral 5e airrcu Kal kripwv apxato-
repcov GI&IV a.ir6piai, aStTTe £v Ty ir^pl
eKtivuv crKe'fiei Kal rairas QeraaTeov

'Airaerai is the reading of Mullach
in Ins edition of this treatise (p. 79j,
in place of airavrts or awavra.

h See the treatise of Aristotle or

Pseudo-Aristotle, De Melisso, Xeno-
phane, et Gorgia, in Aristot. p. 979-
980, Becker, also in Mullach's edition,
p. 62-78. The argument of Gorgias is
also abridged by Sextus Empiric, adv.
Mathemat. vii. p. 384, sect. 65-86.

See also a co]3ious commentary on
the Aristotelian treatise in Foss, De
Gorgia Leontino, p. 115 seq.

The text of the Aristotelian treatise is
so corrupt as to be often unintelligible.
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As to the second point, let us grant that Ens or Entia
exist: they would nevertheless (argued Gorgias)

gitabie and be incogitable and unknowable. To be cogitated is
unknowable. ° m l

no more an attribute of Ens than of Non-Ens. Ihe
fact of cogitation does not require Ens as a condition, or
attest Ens as an absolute or thing in itself. If our cogitation
required or attained Ens as an indispensable object, then
there could be no fictitious cogitata nor any false propositions.
We think of a man flying in the air, or of a chariot race on
the surface of the sea. If our cogitata were realities, these
must be so as well as the rest: if realities alone were the
object of cogitation, then these could not be thought of. As
Non-Ens was thus undeniably the object of cogitation, so Ens
could not be its object: for what was true respecting one of
these contraries, could not be true respecting the other.

As to the third point: Assuming Ens both to exist and to
Ens even if be known by you, you cannot (said Gorgias) declare
knowabH b;l or explain it to anyone else. You profess to have
munSTto learnt what Ens is in itself, by your sight or other
others. perceptions; but you declare to others by means of
wrords, and these words are neither themselves the absolute
Ens, nor do they bring Ens before the hearer. Even though
you yourself know Ens, you cannot, by your words, enable
him to know it. If he is to know Ens, he must know it in
the same way as you. Moreover, neither your words, nor
Ens itself, will convey to the hearer the same knowledge as
to you ; for the same cannot be at once in two distinct sub-
jects ; and even if it wrere, yet since you and the hearer are
not completely alike, so the effect of the same object on both
of you will not appear to be like.'

Such is the reasoning, as far as we can make it out, whereby
Gorgias sought to prove that the absolute Ens was neither

• In this third branch of the argu- | ments against such communicability
ment, showing that Ens, even if known, have some foundation, and servo to
cannot be communicable to others, \ prove that the communicability can-
Gorgias travels beyond the Absolute, ! not be exact or entire, even in the
and directs his reasoning against the case of sensible facts. The sensations,
communicability of the Relative or thoughts, emotions, &c. of one person
Phenomenal also. Both of his argu- ' are not exactly like those of another.
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existent, nor knowable, nor communicable by words from one
person to another.

The arguments both of Zeno and of Gorgias (the latter
presenting the thoughts of others earlier than him- Zeno and

self), dating from a time coinciding with the ^ S t a i
younger half of the life of Sokrates, evince a new U^Q^I™"

spirit and purpose in Grecian philosophy, as com- Phllos°i)hers-
pared with the Ionians, the two first Eleates, and the
Pythagoreans. Zeno and Gorgias exhibit conspicuously the
new element of dialectic: the force of the negative arm
in Grecian philosophy, brought out into the arena against
those who dogmatised or propounded positive theories: the
fertility of Grecian imagination in suggesting doubts and
difficulties, for which the dogmatists, if they aspired to success
and reputation, had to provide answers. Zeno directed his
attack against one scheme of philosophy—the doctrine of the
Absolute Many—leaving by implication the rival doctrine—
the Absolute One of Parmenides—in exclusive possession of
the field, yet not reinforcing it with any new defences against
objectors. Gorgias impugned the philosophy of the Absolute
in either or both of its forms—as One or as Many: not with
a view of leaving any third form as the only survivor, or of
providing any substitute from his own invention, but of show-
ing that Ens, the object of philosophical research, could
neither be found nor known. The negative purpose, disallow-
ing altogether the philosophy of Nature (as then conceived,
not as now conceived), was declared without reserve by Gor-
gias, as we shall presently find that it was by Sokrates also.

It is the opening of the negative vein which imparts from
this time forward a new character to Grecian philo- Hew cliarac.
sophy. The positive and negative forces, emanating p^^fy™
from different aptitudes in the human mind, are now aSX*0*
both of them actively developed, and in strenuous -^Tan™
antithesis to each other. Philosophy is no longer dlsproof-
exclusively confined to dogmatists, each searching in his ima-
gination for the Absolute Ends of Nature, and each propound-
ing what seems to him the only solution of the problem. Such
thinkers still continue their vocation, but under new con-
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ditions of success, and subject to the scrutiny of numerous
dissentient critics. It is no longer sufficient to propound
a theory,k either in obscure, oracular metaphors and half-
intelligible aphorisms, like Herakleitus—or in verse more or
less impressive, like Parmenides or Empedokles. The theory
must be sustained by proofs, guarded against objections, de-
fended against imputations of inconsistency: moreover, it
must be put in comparison with other rival theories, the
defects of which must accordingly be shown up along with it.
Here are new exigencies, to which dogmatic philosophers had
not before been obnoxious. They were now required to be
masters of the art of dialectic attack and defence, not fearing
the combat of question and answer—a combat in which,
assuming tolerable equality between the duellists, the ques-
tioner had the advantage of the sun, or the preferable posi-
tion,1 and the farther advantage of choosing where to aim his
blows. To expose fallacy or inconsistency, was found to be
both an easier process, and a more appreciable display of
ingenuity, than the discovery and establishment of truth in
such manner as to command assent. The weapon of negation,
refutation, cross-examination, was wielded for its own results,
and was found hard to parry by the affirmative philosophers
of the day.

v The repugnance of the Heraklei-
tean philosophers to the scrutiny of
dialectical interrogation is described Zl-l&ftr,Ve>* H ^ ' ^ » « « B , i n , .
by Plato in strong language, it is in-
deed even caricatured. (Thea3tetus,
179-180.))

1 Theokritus, Idyll, xxii. 83; the de-
scription of the pugilistic contest be-
tween Pollux and Amykus:—

pj fy
Avfieu/ces"

j3aAAero 8' aKTCveccriv airav 'A/xu/coto 7rpo-
crtimov.

To toss up for the sun, was a practice
not yet introduced between pugilists.
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APPENDIX.

To illustrate by comparison the form of Grecian philosophy, before Dialectic
was brought to bear upon it, I transcribe from two eminent French scholars
(M. Barthelemy St. Hilaire and Professor Mohl) some account of the mode
in which the Indian philosophy has always been kept on record and com-
municated.

M. Barthelemy St. Hilaire (in his Premier Memoire sur le Sankhya, pp. 5, 7,
8, 9, 11), gives the following observations upon the Sankhya or philosophy of
Kapila, one of the principal systems of Sanskrit philosophy : date (as supposed)
about 700 B.C.

There are two sources from -whence the Sankhya philosophy is known :—•

" 1. Les Soutras on aphorismes de Kapila.
" 2. Le traite deja connu et traduit sous le nom de Sankhya Karika, e'est

a dire Vers Me'moriaux du Sankhya.

" Les Soutras de Kapila sont en tout au nombre de 499, divises en six
lectures, et repartis inegalement entre chacune d'elles. Les Soutras sont
accompagne's. d'un commentaire qui les explique, et qui est d'un hrahmane
nomme le Mendiant. Le commentateur explique avec des developpemens plus
ou moins longs les Soutras de Kapila, qu'il cite un a un.

" Les Soutras sont en general trcs concis : parfois ils ne se composent que de
deux ou trois mots, et jamais ils ne comprennent plus d'une phrase. Cette
forme aphoristique, sous laquelle se presente a nous la philosophie Indienne—•
est celle qu'a prise la science Indienne dans toutes ses branches, depuis la
grammaire jusqu' a la philosophie. Les Soutras de Panini, qui a reduit toutes
les regies de la grammaire en 399G aphorismes, ne sont pas moins concis que
ceux de Kapila. Oe mode Strange d'exposition tient dans l'lnde a la maniere
meme dont la science s'est transmise d'age en age. Un rnaitre n'a ge'neralement
qu'un disciple: il lui suffit, pour la doctrine qu'il communique, d'avoir des
points de repere, et le commentaire oral qu'il ajoute a ces sentences pour les
expliquer, met le disciple en etat de les bien comprendre. Le disciple lui-meme,
une fois qu'il en a penetre le sens veritable, n'a pas besoin d'un symbole plus
developpe, et la concision meme des aphorismes l'aide a les mieux retenir.
C'est une initiation qu'il a regue: et les sentences, dans lesquelles cette initiation se
resume, restent toujours assez claires pour lui.

" Mais il n'en est pas de meme pour les lecteurs etrangers, et il serait difficile
de trouver rien de plus obscur que les Soutras. Les commentaires memes ne
suffisent pas toujours a les rendre parfaitement intelligibles.

" Le seul exemple d'une forme analogue dans l'histoire de 1'esprit humain et
de la science en Occident, nous est fourni par les Aphorismes d'Hippocrate : eux
aussi s'adressaient a des adeptes, et ils re'clamaient, comme les Soutras Indians,
l'explication des maitres pour £tre bien compris par les disciples. Mais cct
exemple unique n'a point tire a consequence dans le monde occidental, tandis
que dans le monde Indien l'aphorisme est reste pendant de longs siecles la
forme speciale de la science: et les de'veloppemens de pensee qui nous sont
habituels, et qui nous paraissent indispensables, ont ete' reserves aux com-
mentaires.
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" La Sankhya Karika eat en vers : En Greoe, la poe'sie a e'te pendant quelquo
temps la langue de la philosophie; Erapedocles, Parnie'nides, ont ecrit leurs
systemes en vers. Ce n'est paa Kapila qui l'a e'crite. Entre Kapila, et l'auteur
de la Karika, Iavara Kriahna, on doit compter quelquea centaines d'anne'es
tout au moina : et le second n'a fait que rediger en vera, pour aider la me'nioire
des elevea, la doctrine que le maitre avoit laissee sous la forme axiomatique.

" On conceit, du reste, sans peine, que l'usage des vers me'moriaux se soit
introduit dana l'lnde pour l'enseignement et la transmission de la science:
c'etait une consequence ne'cesaaire de l'uaage des aphorismes. Lea sciences lea
plua abatraites (mathematics, astronomy, algebra) emploient ausai ce proce'de',
quoiqu'il semble peu fait pour leur auste'rite' et leur pre'cision. Ainai, le
rhythme est, avec les aphorismes, et par le meme motif, la forme a peu pres
generale de la science dans l'lnde."

(Kapila as a peraonage is almost legendary; nothing exact is known about
him. His doctrine passes among the Indians " comme une sorte de revelation
divine."—Pp. 252, 253.)

M. Mohl observes aa follows :—
" Ceci m'amene aux Pouranas. Nous n'avons plus rien du Pourana primitif,

qui parait avoir ete une cosmogonie, suivie dune histoire des Dieux et des
families heroiques. Lea sectes ont finia par a'approprier ce cadre, apres des
transformations dont nous ne savons ni le nombre ni les e'poques : et s'en sont
servies, pour exalter chacun son dieu, et y fondre, avec des del^ria de l'ancienne
tradition, leur mythologie plus moderne. Ce que les Pouranas sont pour le
peuple, les six systemes de philosophie le sont pour lea savants. Nous trouvona
ces systemes dans la forme abstruse que les Hindous aiment a donner a leui'
science : chaque ecole a ses aphorismes, qui, sous forme de vers mnemoniques,
contiennent dans le moina grand nombre de mota possible tous les re'sultats
dune ecole. Mais nous n'avons aucun renseignement sur les commencemensde
l'ecole, sur les discussions que l'elaboration du systeme a dti provoquer, sur les
hommes qui y ont pris part, sur la marche et le de'veloppement des ide'es : nous
avona le aysteme dana sa derniere forme, et rien ne nous permet de remplir
l'espace qui le aepare dea theories plus vagues que Ton trouve dans les derniers
Merits de l'epoque ve'dique, a laquelle pomtant tout pretend se rattacher. A
partir de ces aphorismes, nous avona des commentairea et dea traites d'exposition
et d'interpretation: maia les ide'es premieres, les termes techniques, et le
systeme'entier, sont fixes anterieurement. Tous ces systemes reposent sur une
analyse psychologique tres raffine'e; chacun a sa terminologie precise, et a
laquelle la notre ne repond que fort imparfaitement: il faut done, sous peine de
se tromper et de tromper ses lecteurs, que les traducteurs cre'ent une foule de
termes techniques, ce qui n'est pas la moindre difficulty de ce travail."—Mohl,
' Eapport Annuel Fait a la Societe Asiatique, 1863, pp. 103-105.

When the purpose simply is to imprint affirmations on the memory, and to
associate them with, strong emotions of reverential belief—mnemonic verses and
aphorisms are suitable enough; Empedokles employed verse, Herakleitus and
the Pythagoreans expressed themselves in aphorisms—brief, half-intelligible,
impressive symbols. But if philosophy is ever to be brought out of such twilight
into the condition of " reasoned truth," this cannot be done -without submitting
all the affirmations to cross-examining opponents—to the scrutiny of a negative
Dialectic. It is the theory and application of this Dialectic which we are about
to follow in Sokrates and Plato.
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CHAPTEE III.

LIFE OF PLATO.

OF Plato's biography we can furnish nothing better than a
faint outline. We are not fortunate enough to
possess the work on Plato's life,a composed by his motion about
companion and disciple Xenokrates, like the life
of Plotinus by Porphyry, or that of Proklus by Marinus.
Though Plato lived eighty years, enjoying extensive celebrity
—and though Diogenes Laertius employed peculiar care in
collecting information about him—yet the number of facts
recounted is very small, and of those facts a considerable
proportion is poorly attested.*

• This is cited by Simplikius, Schol.
ad Aristot. De Gcelo, 470, a. 27; 474,
a. 12, ed. Brandis.

b Diogen. Laert. iv. 1. The person
to whom Diogenes addressed his bio-
graphy of Plato was a female : possibly
the wife of the Emperor Septimius
Severus (see Philostr. Vit. Apoll. i. 3),
who greatly loved and valued the
Platonic philosophy (iii. 47). Menage
(in his commentary on the Prooemium)
supposes the person signified to be
Aeria: this also is a mere conjecture,
and in my judgment less probable.
We know that the empress gave posi-
tive encouragement to writers on
philosophy. The article devoted by
Diogenes to Plato is of considerable
length, including both biography and
exposition of doctrine. He makes re-
ference to numerous witnesses—Speu-
sippus, Aristotle, Hermodorus, Ari-
stippus, Diksearchus, Aristoxenus,
Klearchus, Herakleides, Theopompus,
Timon in his Silli or satirical poem,
Pamphila, Hermippus, Neanthes,
Antileon, Favorinus, Athenodorus,
Timotheus, Idomeneus, Alexander iv
SiaSoxats Ka6' 'Hpd.K\€LTOV, Satyrus,
Onetor, Alkimus, Euphorion, Panse-
tius, Myronianus, Polemon, Aristo-
phanes of Byzantium, the Alexandrine

VOL. I.

critic, Antigonus of Karystus, Thra-
syllus, &c.

Of the other biographers of Plato,
Olympiodorus and the Auctor Anony-
mus cite no authorities. Apuleius, in
his survey of the doctrine of Plato (De
Habitudine doctrinaruni Platonis, init.
p. 567, ed. Paris) mentions only Speu-
sippus, as having attested the early
diligence and quick apprehension of
Plato. " Speusippus, domesticis in-
structus documentis, et pueri ejus acre
in percipiendo ingenium, et admi-
randse verecundiae indolem laudat, et
pubescentis primitias labore atque
amore studendi imbutas refert," &c.

Speusippus had composed a funeral
Discourse or Encomium on Plato (Dio-
gen. iii. 1,2; iv. 1-11). Unfortunately
Diogenes refers to it only once in refer-
ence to Plato. We can hardly make
out whether any of the authors, whomhe
cites, hadmade the life of Plato a subject
of attentive study. Hermodorus is cited
by Simplikius as having written a trea-
tise irepl nxaruvos. Aristoxenus, Di-
kaearchus, and Theopompus—perhaps
also Hermippus and Klearchus—had
good means of information.

See K. F. Hermann, Gesohichte und
System der Platonischen Philosophie,
p. 97, not. 45.
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Plato was born at vEgina (in which island his father en-
joyed an estate as klerucn or out-settled citizen) in the month
Hisbirth,Pa- Thargelion (May) of the year B.C. 427.c His family,
eeartygedu™- belonging to the Deme KoUytus, was both ancient
tIon' and noble, in the sense attached to that word at
Athens. He was son of Ariston (or, according to some
admirers, of the God Apollo) and Periktione: his maternal
ancestors had been intimate friends or relatives of the law-
giver Solon, while his father belonged to a Gens tracing its
descent from Kodrus, and even from the God Poseidon. He
was also nearly related to Charmides and to Kritias—this last
the well-known and violent leader among the oligarchy called
the Thirty Tyrants.4 Plato was first called Aristokles, after

c It wag affirmed distinctly by Hor-
modorus (according to the statement of
Diogenes Laertius, iii. 6) that Plato was
twenty-eight years old at the time of
the death of Sokrutes: that is, in May,
399 B.C. (Zeller, Philos. der Griechen,
vol. ii. p. 39, ed. 2nd.) This would
place the birth of Plato in 427 B.C.
Other critics refer his birth to 428 or
429: but I agree with Zeller in think-
ing that the deposition of Hermodorus
is more trustworthy than any other
evidence before us.

Hennodorus was a friend and dis-
ciple of Plato, and is even said to have
made money by publishing Plato's
dialogues without permission (Cicero,
Epist. ad Attic, xiii. 21). Suidas,
'Epix6Swpos. He was also an author:
he published a treatise Ilepl Ma.9riij.dTwi'
(Diog. L. Procem. 2).

See the more recent Dissertation of
Zeller, De Hermodoro Ephesio et Her-
modoro Platonico, Marpurg, 1859, p.
19 seq. He cites two important pas-
sages (out of the commentary of Sim-
plikius on Aristot. Physic.) referring
to the work of Hermodorus & TlKdravos
sVaipos—a work Ilepl Ti\a.Tuvos, on
Plato.

d The statements respecting Plato's
relatives are obscure and perplexing:
unfortunately the domestica documenta,
which were within the knowledge of
his nephew Speusippus, are no longer
accessible to us. It is certain that he
had two brothers, Glaukon and Adei-
mantus: besides which, it would ap-
pear from the Parmemdes (126 B) that

he had a younger half-brother by the
mother's side, named Antiphon, and
son of Pyrilampes (compare Charmides,
p. 158 A, and Plutarch, De Fraterno
Amore, 12, p. 484 E). But the age,
which this would assign to Antiphon,
does not harmonise well with the chro-
nological postulates assumed in the
exordium of the Parmenides. Accord-
ingly, K. P. Hermann and Stallbaum
are led to believe, that besides the
brothers of Plato named Glaukon and
Adeimantus, there must also have been
two uncles of Plato bearing these same
names, and having Antiphon for their
younger brother. (See Stallbaum's
Prolegomena ad Charmidem, pp. 84,85,
and Prolegg. ad Parmenidem, Part iii.
pp. 304-307.) This is not unlikely:
but we cannot certainly determine the
point—more especially as we do not
know what amount of chronological
inaccuracy Plato might hold to be
admissible, in the personnel of his
dialogues.

It is worth mentioning, that in the
discourse of Andokides de Mysteriis,
persons named Plato, Charmides, Anti-
phon, are named among those accused
of concern in the sacrileges of 415 B.o.
—the mutilation of the Hermae and
the mock celebration of the mysteries.
Speusippus is also named as among
the Senators of the year (Andokides
Mys. s. 15-18-35). Whether these per-
sons belonged to the same family as
the philosopher Plato, we cannot say.
He himself was then only twelve years
old.
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his grandfather; but received when he grew up the name of
Plato—on account of the breadth (we are told) either of his
forehead or of his shoulders. Endowed with a robust physical
frame, and exercised in gymnastics, not merely in one of the
palaestrae of Athens (which he describes graphically in the
Charmides) but also under an Argeian trainer, he attained
such force and skill as to contend (if we may credit Dikse-
archus) for the prize of wrestling among boys at the Isthmian
festival.6 His literary training was commenced under a
schoolmaster named Dionysius, and pursued under Drakon,
a celebrated teacher of music in the large sense then attached
to that word. He is said to have displayed both diligence
and remarkable quickness of apprehension, combined too
with the utmost gravity and modesty.' He not only acquired
great familiarity with the poets, but composed poetry of his
own—dithyrambic, lyric, and tragic: and he is even reported
to have prepared a tragic tetralogy, with the view of com-
peting for victory at the Dionysian festival. We are told
that he burned these poems, when he attached himself to the
society of Sokrates. No compositions in verse remain under
his name, except a few epigrams—amatory, affectionate, and
of great poetical beauty. But there is ample proof in his
dialogues that the cast of his mind was essentially poetical.
Many of his philosophical speculations are nearly allied to
poetry, and acquire their hold upon the mind rather through
imagination and sentiment than through reason or evidence.

According to Diogenes8 (who on this point does not cite
his authority), it was about the twentieth year of Early reia-
Plato's age (407 B.C.) that his acquaintance with withSso-PIat°
Sokrates began. It may possibly have begun earlier,
but certainly not later—since at the time of the conversation
(related by Xenophon) between Sokrates and Plato's younger
brother Grlaukon, there was already a friendship established

s. 258.) Probably some of the old
habits of the great Athenian families,
as to ornaments worn on the head or
hair, were preserved with the children
after they had been discontinued with
adults. See Thucydid. i. 6.

' Diog. L. iii. 26. * Ibid. 6.

I 2

( g . L_. iii. 4 ; Epiktetus, i. 8-13,
€i Se KaXbs i\v TW&xaiv KOX laxvp&s, &O.

The statement of Sextus Empiricus
—that Plato in his boyhood had his
ears bored and wore ear-rings—indi-
cates the opulent family to which he
belonged. (S. E. adv. Grammaticos,
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between Sokrates and Plato: and that time can hardly be
later than 406 B.C., or the beginning of 405 B.C.1' From
406 B.C. down to 399 B.C., when Sokrates was tried and
condemned, Plato seems to have remained in friendly re-
lation and society with him: a relation perhaps interrupted
during the severe political struggles between 405 B.C. and
403 B.C., but revived and strengthened after the restoration
of the democracy in the last-mentioned year.

But though Plato may have commenced at the age of
twenty his acquaintance with Sokrates, he cannot have been
exclusively occupied in philosophical pursuits between the
nineteenth and the twenty-fifth year of his age—that is,
between 409-403 B.C. He was carried, partly by his own
dispositions, to other matters besides philosophy: and even if
such dispositions had not existed, the exigencies of the time
pressed upon him imperatively as an Athenian citizen. Even
under ordinary circumstances, a young Athenian of eighteen
years of age, as soon as he was enrolled on the public register
of citizens, was required to take the memorable military oath
in the chapel of Aglaurus, and to serve on active duty, con-
stant or nearly constant, for two years, in various posts
throughout Attica, for the defence of the country.1 But the
six years from 409-403 B.C. were years of an extraordinary
character. They included the most strenuous public efforts,
the severest suffering, and the gravest political revolution,

h Xenophon, ilemorab. iii. 6, 1.
Sokrates was induced by his friend-
ship for Plato aud for Charmides the
cousin of Plato, to admonish the for-
ward youth Glaukon (Plato's younger
brother), who thrust himself forward
obtrusively to speak in the public
assembly before he was twenty years
of age. The two discourses of Sokrates
—one with the presumptuous Glaukon,
the other with the diffident Charmides
—are both reported by Xenophon.

These discourses must have taken
place before the battle of iEgospotami:
for Charmides was killed during the
Anarchy, and Glaukon certainly would
never have attempted such acts of pre-
sumption after the restoration of the
democracy, at a time when the tide of

public feeling had become vehemently
hostile to Kritias, Charmides, and all
the names and families connected with
the oligarchical rule just overthrown.

I presume the conversation of So-
krates with Glaukon to have taken
place in 400 B.C. or 405 B.C.: it was in
405 B.C. that the disastrous battle of
iEgospotami occurred.

' Read the oath sworn by the Ephebi
in Pollux viii. 105. ^sehines tells ns
that he served his two ephebic years
as TTfpiiroAos r?is xdipas, when there
was no remarkable danger or foreign
pressure. See ^Esch. De Fals. Legat.
s.178. See the facts about the Athe-
nian Ephebi brought together in a
Dissertation by W. Dittenberger, p.
y-12.
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that had ever occurred at Athens. Every Athenian citizen was
of necessity put upon constant (almost daily) mili- Plat0.8 youth

tary service; either abroad, or in Attica against the tiZln^nA*
Lacedaemonian garrison established in the perma- soldier'
nent fortified post of Dekeleia, within sight of the Athenian
Acropolis. So habitually were the citizens obliged to be on
guard, that Athens, according to Thucydides,k became a mili-
tary post rather than a city. It is probable that Plato by his
family and its place on the census, belonged to the Athenian
Hippeis or Horsemen, who were in constant employment for
the defence of the territory. But at any rate, either on
horseback, or on foot, or on shipboard, a robust young citizen
like Plato, whose military age commenced in 409, must have
borne his fair share in this hard but indispensable duty. In
the desperate emergency, which preceded the battle of Argi-
nusas (406 B.C.), the Athenians put to sea in thirty days a
fleet of 110 triremes for the relief of Mitylene ; all the men
of military age, freemen, and slaves, embarking.1 We can

k Thucyd. vii. 27, viii. C9. 6a~ti/j.epai
Qe\avv6vT(i>v -rav iiririoiv, &c. Ant i -
phon, who is described in the begin-
ning of the Parmenides, as devoted to
iinriKT], must have been either brother
or uncle of Plato.

1 Xenophon. Hellen. T. 6, 24. Oi'
Be 'ABmvcuoi, TO ytytvriixtva Kal T V
•iroAiopidav eVe! fiKQvaav, tynty'iaavro
fioriBeiv vavalv %KWTOV Kal SC'KU, eVjSi-
pd£oi/Tes TOVS iv fiAmla ovras airavras,
Kal SovAovs Kal iKevBepovs' Kal nAjipii-
(ravres rhs SiKa Kal iKaTov iv rpiaKovra.
71/J.epais, airrjpaV el<ref3ri<rav 5e Kal TCSI/
'nrirecov iroAAoi. I n one of the anec-
dotes given by Diogenes (iii. 24) Plato
aliudes to his own military service.
Aristoxenus (Diog. L. iii. 8) said that
Plato had been engaged thrice in
military expeditions out of Attica:
once to Tanagra, a second time to
Corinth, a third time to Delium, where
he distinguished himself. Aristoxenus
must have had fair means of informa-
tion, yet I do not know what to make
of this statement. All the three places
named are notorious for battles fought
by Athens; nevertheless chronology
utterly forbids the supposition that
Plato could have been present either

at the battle of Tanagra or at the battle
of Delium. At the battle of Delium
Sokrates was present, and is said to
have distinguished himself; hence
there is ground for suspecting some
confusion between his name and that
of Plato. It is however possible that
there may have been, during the
interval between 410-405 B.C., partial
invasions of the frontiers of Boeotia by
Athenian detachments : both Tanagra
and Delium were on the Bceotian
frontier. The great battle of Corinth
took place in 394 B.C. Plato left
Athens immediately after the death
of Sokrates in 399 B.C., and visited
several foreign countries during the
years immediately following; but he
may have been at Athens in 394 B.C.,
and may have sewed in the Athenian
force at Corinth. See Mr. Clinton,
Fast. Hell, ad ann. 395 B.C. I do not
see how Plato could have been en-
gaged in any battle of Delium after
the battle of Corinth, for Athens was
not then at war with the Boeotians.

At the same time I confess that the
account given by or ascribed to Ari-
stoxenus appears to me to have been
founded on little positive information.
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hardly imagine that at such a season Plato can have wished
to decline service: even if he had wished it, the Strategi
would not have permitted him. Assuming that he remained
at home, the garrison-duty at Athens must have been doubled
on account of the number of departures. After the crushing
defeat of the Athenians at iEgospotami, came the terrible
apprehension at Athens, then the long blockade and famine
of the city (wherein many died of hunger); next the tyranny
of the Thirty, who among their other oppressions made war
upon all free speech, and silenced even the voice of Sokrates:
then the gallant combat of Thrasybulus followed by the inter-
Arention of the Lacedemonians—contingencies full of uncer-
tainty and terror, but ending in the restoration of the demo-
cracy. After such restoration, there followed all the anxieties,
perils of reaction, new enactments and provisions, required
for the revived democracy, during the four years between the
expulsion of the Thirty and the death of Sokrates.

From the dangers, fatigues, and sufferings of such an his-
torical decad, no Athenian citizen could escape,

Period of ^ '

political am- whatever might be his feeling towards the existing:
bition. o o o

democracy, or however averse he might be to public
employment by natural temper. But Plato was not thus
averse, during the earlier years of his adult life. We know,
from his own letters, that he then felt strongly the impulse
of political ambition usual with young Athenians of good
family;m though probably not with any such premature
vehemence as his younger brother Glaukon, whose impati-
ence Sokrates is reported to have so judiciously moderated."
Whether Plato ever spoke with success in the public as-
sembly, we do not know: he is said to have been shy by
nature, and his voice was thin and feeble, ill adapted for the
Pnyx.0 However, when the oligarchy of Thirty was esta-
when -we compare it with the military j cable to him as have just been made
duty which Plato must have done ~" ™ '
between 410-405 B.O.

It is curious that Antisthenes also is

upon Plato.
m Plato, Epistol. vii. p. 324-325.
" Xenophon, Memor. iii. 6.

mentioned as having distinguished : » Diogen. Laert. iii. 5. '\irxvi$uvo%
himself at the battle of Tanagra (Diog. Se ^v, &c., iii. 7-21. aiSniiwv KOI I<6-
vi. 1). The same remarks are appli- truios.
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Wished, after the capture and subjugation of Athens, Plato
was not only relieved from the necessity of addressing the
assembled people, but also obtained additional facilities for
rising into political influence, through Kritias (his near rela-
tive) and Charmides, leading men among the new oligarchy.
Plato affirms that he had always disapproved the antecedent
democracy, and that he entered on the new scheme of
government with full hope of seeing justice and wisdom
predominant. He was soon undeceived. The government
of the Thirty proved a sanguinary and rapacious tyranny,5

filling him with disappointment and disgust. He was espe-
cially revolted by their treatment of Sokrates, whom they not
only interdicted from continuing his habitual colloquy with
young men,q but even tried to implicate in nefarious murders,
by ordering him along with others to arrest Leon the Sala-
minian, one of their intended victims: an order which
Sokrates, at the peril of his life, disobeyed.

Thus mortified and disappointed, Plato withdrew from
public functions. What part he took in the struggle
r r b b He becomes
between the oligarchy and its democratical assail- disgusted

& J with politics.

ants under Thrasybulus, we are not informed. But
when the democracy was re-established, his political ambition
revived, and he again sought to acquire some active influence
on public affairs. Now however the circumstances had be-
come highly unfavourable to him. The name of his deceased
relative Kritias was generally abhorred, and he had no
powerful partisans among the popular leaders. With such
disadvantages, with anti-democratical sentiments, and with a
thin voice, we cannot wonder that Plato soon found public
life repulsive ;r though he admits the remarkable moderation

P History of Greece, vol. viii. ch. C5.
i Xenoph. Memor. i. 2, 36; Plato,

Apol. Sokrat. c. 20, p. 32.
' .Elian (V. H. iii. 27) had read a

story to the effect, that Plato, in con-
sequence of poverty, was about to seek
military service abroad, and was buy-
ing arms for the purpose, when he was
induced to stay by the exhortation of

If there be any truth in this story, it
must refer to some time in the interval
between the restoration of the demo-
cracy (403 B.C.) and the death of So-
krates (399 B.C.). The military ser-
vice of Plato, prior to the battle of
iEgospotami (405 B.C.), must have been
obligatory, in defence of his country,
not depending on his own free choice.

Sokrates, who prevailed upon him to It is possible also that Plato may have
devote himself to philosophy at home, been for the time impoverished, like
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displayed by the restored Demos. His repugnance was
aggravated to the highest pitch of grief and indignation
by the trial and condemnation of Sokrates (399 B.C.), four
years after the renewal of the democracy. At that moment
doubtless the Sokratic men or companions were unpopular
in a body. Plato, after having yielded his best sympathy
and aid at the trial of Sokrates, retired along with several
others of them to Megara. He made up his mind that for
a man of his views and opinions, it was not only unprofitable,
but also unsafe, to embark in active public life, either at
Athens or in any other Grecian city. He resolved to devote
himself to philosophical speculation, and to abstain from
practical politics; unless fortune should present to him some
exceptional case, of a city prepared to welcome and obey a
renovator upon exalted principles.3

At Megara Plato passed some time with the Megarian
He retires Eukleides, his fellow-disciple in the society of So-
ft?™ theth™s krates, and the founder of what is termed the
krates-us0" Megaric school of philosophers. He next visited
travels. Kyrene, where he is said to have become acquainted
with the geometrician Theodoras, and to have studied geo-
metry under him. From Kyrene he proceeded to Egypt,
interesting himself much in the antiquities of the country as
well as in the conversation of the priests. In or about
394 B.C.—if we may trust the statement of Aristoxenus about
the military service of Plato at Corinth, he was again at
Athens. He afterwards went to Italy and Sicily, seeking
the society of the Pythagorean philosophers, Arehytas,
Echekrates, Timseus, &c. at Tarentum and Lokri, and visiting
the volcanic manifestations of .ZEtna. It appears that his
first visit to Sicily was made when he was about forty years of
age, which would be 387 B.C. Here he made acquaintance
with the youthful Dion, over whom he acquired great intel-

many other citizens, by the intestine
troubles in Attica, and may have con-
templated military service abroad, like
Xenoplion.

But I am inclined to thiuk that the
story is unfounded, and that it arises

from some confusion between Plato and
Xenophon.

8 The above account of Plato's pro-
ceedings, perfectly natural and interest-
ing, but unfortunately brief, is to be found
in his seventh Epistle, p. 325-326.
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lectual ascendancy. By Dion Plato was prevailed upon to
visit the elder Dionysius at Syracuse:' but that despot
offended by the free spirit of his conversation and admo-
nitions, dismissed him with displeasure, and even caused
him to be sold into slavery at iEgina in his voyage home.
Though really sold, however, Plato was speedily ransomed
by friends. After farther incurring some risk of his life as
an Athenian citizen, in consequence of the hostile feelings
of the iEginetans, he was conveyed away safely to Athens,
about 386 B.O.U

It was at this period, about 386 B.C., that the continuous
and formal public teaching of Plato, constituting as

. ° His perma-
lt does so great an epoch in philosophy, commenced, nent esta-

° r r r J> blishment at

Bat I see no ground for believing, as many authors Athens-386
assume, that he was absent from Athens during the
entire interval between 399-386 B.C. I regard such long
continued absence as extremely improbable. Plato had not
been sentenced to banishment, nor was he under any com-
pulsion to stay away from his native city. He was not born
" of an oak-tree or a rock " (to use an Homeric phrase, strik-
ingly applied by Sokrates in his Apology to the Dikastsx), but
of a noble family at Athens, where he had brothers and other
connections. A temporary retirement, immediately after the
death of Sokrates, might be congenial to his feelings and
interesting in many ways ; but an absence of moderate length
would suffice for such exigencies, and there were surely
reasonable motives to induce him to revisit his friends at
home. I conceive Plato as having visited Kyrene, Egypt,
and Italy during these thirteen years, yet as having also
spent part of this long time at Athens. Had he been con-1 Plato, Epistol. vii. p. 324 A, 327 A.

" Plutarch, Dion, c. 5; Cornelius
Nepos, Dion, ii. 3 ; Diogen. Laert.
iii. 19-20 ; Aristides, Or. xlvi. "Tirhp
TUV TfTTapav, p. 305-306, ed. Din-
dorf.

Cicero (De Finib. v. 29 ; Tusc. Disp.
i. 17), and others, had contracted a lofty
idea of Plato's Travels, more than the
reality seems to warrant. Valerius
Maxim, viii. 7, 3 ; Plin. Hist. Nat.
xxx. 2.

The Sophist Himerius repeats the
same general statements about Plato's
early education, and extensive subse-
quent travels, but without adding any
new particulars (Orat. xiv. 21-25).

If we can trust a passage of Tzetzes,
cited by Mr. Clinton (P. H. ad B.C. 366)
and by Welcker, Trag. Gtr. p. 1236,
Dionysius the elder of Syracuse had
composed (among his various dramas)
a tragi comedy directed against Plato.

* Plato, Apol. So. p. 34 D.
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He com-
mences hia
teaching at
the Acade-
my.

tinuously absent from that city he would have been almost
forgotten, and would scarcely have acquired reputation
enough to set up with success as a teacher.y

The spot selected by Plato for his lectures or teaching was
a garden adjoining the precinct sacred to the Hero
Hekademus or Akade"mus, distant from the gate of
Athens called Dipylon somewhat less than a mile,
on the road to Eleusis, towards the north. In this

precinct there were both walks, shaded by trees, and a
gymnasium for bodily exercise: close adjoining, Plato either
inherited or acquired a small dwelling-house and garden, his
own private property.2 Here, under the name of the
Academy, was founded the earliest of those schools of philo-
sophy, which continued for centuries forward to guide and
stimulate the speculative minds of Greece and Kome.

We have scarce any particulars respecting the growth of
the Academy from this time to the death of Plato, in 347
B.C. We only know generally that his fame as a lecturer

y Stallbaum insists upon it as " cer-
tum et indubium" that Plato was ab-
sent from Athens continuously, without
ever returning to it, for the thirteen
years immediately succeeding the death
iif Sokrates. But I see no good evi-
dence of this, and I think it highly
improbable. See Stallbaum, Proleg.
ad Platon. Politicum, p. 3S, 39. The
statement of Strabo fxvii. 806), that
Plato and Eudoxus passed thirteen
years in Egypt, is not admissible.

Ueborweg examines and criticises
the statements about Plato's travels.
He considers it probable that Plato
passed some part of these thirteen years
at Athens (Ueber die Aechtheit und
Zeitfolge der Platon. Schrift. p. 126,
127). Mr. Fynes Clinton thinks the
same. F. H. B. O. 394 ; Append, c. 21,
p. 3WJ.

z Diogen. Laert. iii. 7, 8; Cicero, De
Finib. v. 1; Zumpt, Ueber den Bestand
der philosopliischen Schulen zu Athen,
p. 8 (Berlin, 1843). The Academy
was consecrated to Athene; there was,
however, a statue of Eros there, to whom
sacrifice was offered, in conjunction with
Athene. Athenseus, xiii. 561 P.

At the time when Aristophanes

assailed Sokrates in the comedy of the
Nubes (423 B.O.), the Academy was
known and familiar as a place for
gymnastic exercise; and Aristophanes
(Nub. 995) singles it out as the proper
scene of action for the honest and mus-
cular youth, who despises rhetoric and
philosophy. Aristophanes did not an-
ticipate, that within a short time
after the representation of his last
comedy, the most illustrious disciple of
Sokrates would select the Academy as
the spot for his residence and philo-
sophical lectures, and would confer
upon the name a permanent intel-
lectual meaning, as designating the
earliest and most memorable of the
Hellenic schools.

In 369 B.C, when the school of Plato
was in existence, the Athenian hoplites,
marching to aid the Lacedaemonians
in Peloponnesus, were ordered by Iphi-
krates to make their evening meal in
the Academy (Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 5,49).

The garden, afterwards established
by Epikurus, was situated between the
gate of Athens and the Academy: so
that a person passed by it, when he
walked forth from Athens to the Aca-
demy (Cicero, Do Finib. i. 1).
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became eminent and widely diffused: that among his numer-
ous pupils were included Speusippus, Xenokrates,
Aristotle, Demosthenes, Hyperides, Lykurgus, &c.: teacher—
that he was admired and consulted by Perdikkas in numerous

J and wealthy,

Macedonia and Dionysius at Syracuse: that he was fe°™ĉ ,es
r~

also visited by listeners and pupils from all parts of
Greece. Among them was Eudoxus of Knidus, who after-
wards became illustrious both in geometry and astronomy.
At the age of twenty-three, and in poor circumstances,
Eudoxus was tempted by the reputation of the Sokratic men,
and enabled by the aid of friends, to visit Athens; where,
however, he was coldly received by Plato. Besides preparing
an octennial period or octaeteris, and a descriptive map of
the Heavens, Eudoxus also devised the astronomical hypo-
thesis of Concentric Spheres—the earliest theory proposed
to show that the apparent irregularity in the motion of the
Sun and the Planets might be explained, and proved to
result from a multiplicity of co-operating spheres or agencies,
each in itself regular.* This theory of Eudoxus is said to

• For an account of Eudoxus him-
self, of his theory of concentric spheres,
and the subsequent extensions of it,
see the instructive volume of the late
lamented Sir George Cornewall Lewis,
—Historical Survey of the Ancient
Astronomy, ch. iii. sect. 3, p. 146 seq.

M. Boeckh also (in his recent pub-
lication, Ueber die vierjahrigen Son-
nenkreise der Alten, vorziiglich den
Eudoxischen, Berlin, 1863; has given
an account of the life and career of
Eudoxus, not with reference to his
theory of concentric spheres, but to his
Calendar and Lunisolar Cycles or
Periods, quadrennial and octennial. I
think Boeckh is right in placing the
voyage of Eudoxus to Egypt at an
earlier period of the life of Eudoxus:
that is about 378 B.C.; and not in 362
B.C., where it is placed by Letronne and
others. Boeckh shows that the letters
of recommendation from Agesilaus to
Nektanebos, which Eudoxus took with
him, do not necessarily coincide in time
with the military expedition of Agesi-
laus to Egypt, but were more probably
of earlier date.(Boeckh, p. 140-148.)

Eudoxus lived 53 years (406-353

B.C., about); being born when Plato
was 21, and dying when Plato was 75.
He was one of the most illustrious men
of the age. He was born in poor cir-
cumstances; but so marked was his
early promise, that some of the medical
school at Knidus assisted him to pro-
secute his studies—to visit Athens and
hear the Sophists, Plato among them
—to visit Egypt, Tarentum (where he
studied geometry with Arehytas), and
Sicily (where he studied T<J iarpma with
Philistion). These facts depend upon
the nivctKes of Kallimachus, which are
good authority. (Diog. L. viii. 86.)

After thus preparing himself by tra-
velling and varied study, Eudoxus took
up the profession of a Sophist, at
Kyzikus and the neighbouring cities
in the Propontis. He obtained great
celebrity, and a large number of
pupils. M. Boeckh says, " Cort lebte
er als Sophist, sagt Sotion: das heisst,
er lehrte, und hielt Vortrage. Dasselbe
bezeugt Philostratos."

I wish to call particular attention to
the way in which M. Boeckh here
describes a Sophist of the fourth cen-

i tury B.C. Nothing can be more cor-
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haye originated in a challenge of Plato, who propounded to
astronomers, in his oral discourse, the problem which they
ought to try to solved

rect. Every man who taught and gave
lectures to audiences more or less nu-
merous, was so called. The Platonic
critics altogether darken the history of
philosophy, by using the word Sophist
with its modern associations (and the
unmeaning abstract Sophistic which
they derive from it), to represent a
supposed school of speculative and
deceptive corruptors.

Eudoxus, having been coldly re-
ceived when young and poor by Plato,
had satisfaction in revisiting Athens
at the height of his reputation, accom-
panied by numerous pupils—and in
showing himself again to Plato. The
two then became friends. MenEech-
mus and Helikon, geometrical pupils
of Eudoxus, received instruction from
Plato also; and Helikon accompanied
Plato on his third voyage to Sicily
(Plato, Epist. xiii. p. 360 D; Plutarch,
Dion, e. 19). Whether Eudoxus ac-
companied him there also, as Boeckh
supposes, is doubtful: I think it im-
probable.

Eudoxus ultimately returned to his
native city of Knidus, where he was
received with every demonstration of
honour; a public vote of esteem and re-
cognition being passed to welcome him.
He is said to have been solicited to give
laws to the city, and to have actually
done so: how far this may be true, we
cannot say. He also visited the neigh-
bouring prince Mausolus of Karia, by
whom he was much honoured.

We know from Aristotle, that Eu-
doxus was not only illustrious as an
astronomer and geometer, b u t ; that
he also proposed a theory of Ethics,
similar in its general formula to that
which was afterwards laid down by
Epikurus. Aristotle dissents from the
theory, but he bears express testimony,
in a manner very unusual with him, to
the distinguished personal merit and
virtue of Eudoxus (Ethic. Nikom. x.
3, p. 1172, b. 16).

b Respecting Eudoxus, see Diog. L.
viii. 86-91. As the life of Eudoxus
probably extended from about 406-353
B.C., his first visit to Athens would be
about 383 B.C., some three years after
Plato commenced his school. Strabo

(xvii. 806), when he visited Heliopolis
in Egypt, was shown by the guides
certain cells or chambers which were
said to have been occupied by Plato
and Eudoxus, and was assured that
the two had passed thirteen, years
together in Egypt. This account de-
serves no credit. Plato and Eudoxus
visited Egypt, but not together, and
neither of them for so long as thirteen
years. Eudoxus stayed there sixteen
months (Diog. L. viii. 87). Simplikius,
Schol. ad Aristot. De Coelo, p. 497,
498, ed. Brandis, 498, a. 45. Kal

ywy EijSo^os d KWStos,
4 S TTJS

p y j p fif
Kal ^wffiytvqs irapa E v 5^ fj.ov T O U T O
A a $ w v, a\pao~0ai KeyeTai TUV TOIOV-
T(av viroBecreiav' Uhdraiyos, Si s tp 7} ff i
2 w a i y 4 v r\ s, irp6fiXT\ixa TOVTO TTOMI-
(rafjLevov TOIS irepl ravra i<nrov5aK6<ri
—rivcav VTTOTe0eiauiv d/xaAwv Kal TtTay-
fxivoiv Kivfjtrzaiv Statratf?? Ta irepl ras
Kivi\fffis TWV iYXav<o[i€vu>v (paivSfieva.
The Scholion of Simplikius, which fol-
lows at great length, is exceedingly
interesting and valuable, in regard to
the astronomical theory of Eudoxus,
with the modifications introduced into
it by Kallippus, Aristotle, and others.
All the share in it which is claimed
for Plato, is, that he described in clear
language the problem to be solved:
and even that share depends simply
upon the statement of the Alexan-
drine Sosigenes (contemporary of Julius
Csesar), not upon the statement of
Eudemus. At least, the language of
Simplikius affirms, that Sosigenes
copied from Eudemus the fact, that
Eudoxus was the first Greek who pro-
posed a systematic astronomical hypo-
thesis to explain the motions of the
p l a n e t s — ( T r a p ' EvSiifxov TOVTO Xafidiv)
not the circumstance, that Plato pro-
pounded the problem afterwards men-
tioned. From whom Sosigenes derived
this last information, is not indicated.
About his time, various fictions had
gained credit in Egypt respecting the
connection of Plato with Eudoxus, as
we may see by the story of Strabo above
cited. If Plato impressed upon others
that which is here ascribed to him, he
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Though Plato demanded no money as fee for admission
of pupils, yet neither did he scruple to receive presents
from rich men such as Dionysius, Dion, and others." In
the jests of Ephippus, Antiphanes, and other poets of the
middle comedy, the pupils of Plato in the Academy are
described as finely and delicately clad, nice in their persons
even to affectation, with elegant caps and canes; which is
the more to be noticed because the preceding comic poets
derided Sokrates and his companions for qualities the very
opposite—as prosing beggars, in mean attire and dirt.d Such
students must have belonged to opulent families; and we
may be sure that they requited their master by some
valuable present, though no fee may have been formally
demanded from them. Some conditions (though we do not
know what) were doubtless required for admission. More-
over the example of Eudoxus shows that in some cases even
ardent and promising pupils were practically repelled. At
any rate, the teaching of Plato formed a marked contrast
with that extreme and indiscriminate publicity which cha-

must have done so in conversation or
oral discourse—for there is nothing in
his written dialogues to that effect.
Moreover, there is nothing in the dia-
logues to make us suppose that Plato
adopted or approved the theory of
Eudoxus. "When Plato speaks of astro-
nomy, either in the Eepublic, or in
Leges, or in Epinomis, it is in a totally
different spirit—not manifesting any
care to save the astronomical pheno-
mena. Both Aiistotle himself (Meta-
phys. A. p. 1073 b.) and Simplikius,
make it clear that Aristotle warmly
espoused and enlarged the theory of
Eudoxus. Theophrastus, successor of
Aristotle, did the same. But we do
not hear that either Speusippus or
Xenokrates (successor of Plato) took
any interest in the theory. This is
one remarkable point of divergence be-
tween Plato and the Platonists on one
side—Aristotle and the Aristotelians
on the other—and much to the honour
of the latter: for the theory of Eu-
doxus, though erroneous, was a great
step towards improved scientific con-
ceptions on astronomy, and a great pro-
vocative to farther observation of astro-
nomical facts.

c Plato, Epistol. xiii. p. 361, 362.
"We learn from this epistle that Plato
received pecuniary remittances not
merely from Dionysius, but also from
other Mends (&AAav eViTriSeiW—361
C); that he employed these not only
for clioregies and other costly functions
of his own, but also to provide dowry
for female relatives, and presents to
friends (363 A).

d See Meineke, Historia Critica Co-
micorum Grsecorum, p. 288, 289—and
the extracts there given from Ephip-
pus and Antiphanes—apud Athenseum,
xi. 509, xii. 544. About the poverty
and dirt which was reproached to
Sokrates and his disciples, see the
fragment of Ameipsias in Meineke,
ibid. p. 203. Also Aristophanes, Aves,
1555 ; Nubes, 827 ; and the Fragm. of
Eupolis in Meineke, p. 552—Mitrw
5' iy£> Kal Sw/cpccTTjp, rby -KTw^bv ctSo-

Meineke thinks, that Aristophanes,
in the Ekklesiazusse, 646, and in the
Plutus, 313, intends to ridicule Plato
under the name of Aristyllus: Plato's
name having been originally Aristokles.
But I see no sufficient ground for this
opinion.
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racterised the conversation of Sokrates, who passed his days
in the market-place or in the public porticoes or palaestrae;
while Plato both dwelt and discoursed in a quiet residence
and garden a little way out of Athens. The title of Athens,
to be considered the training-city of Hellas (as Perikles had
called her fifty years before), was fully sustained by the
Athenian writers and teachers between 390-347; especially
by Plato and Isokrates, the most celebrated and largely
frequented. So many foreign pupils came to Isokrates, that
he affirms most of his pecuniary gains to have been derived
from non-Athenians. Several of his pupils stayed with him
three or four years. The like is doubtless true about the
pupils of Plato.6

It was in the year 367-366 that Plato was induced, by the
earnest entreaties of Dion, to go from Athens to

Visit of Plato o . . . T\- • i

to the Syracuse, on a visit to the younger JJionysius, who
y

Syracuse, 36V
B.C. second the same name.
visit to the
Bame

had "just become despot, succeeding to his father of
J f <?

Dionysius 11., then very young,
J . . i i .,

had manifested some dispositions towards philo-
sophy, and prodigious admiration for Plato: who

was encouraged by Dion to hope that he would have influence
enough to bring about an amendment or thorough reform of
the government at Syracuse. This ill-starred visit, with its
momentous sequel, has been described in my 'History of
Greece.' It not only failed completely, but made matters
worse rather than better: Dionysius became violently
alienated from Dion, and sent him into exile. Though
turning a deaf ear to Plato's recommendations, he never-e Perikles in the Funeral Oration
(Thucyd. ii. 41) calls Athens TTJS ' E \ -
AaSos watSevaiv : the same eulogium
is repeated, with greater abundance of
•words, by Isokrates in his Panegyrical
Oration 'Or. iv. sect. 56, p. 51).

The declaration of Isokrates, that
most of his money was acquired from
foreign (non-Athenian) pupils, and the
interesting fact that many of them not
only stayed with him three or four years
but were even then loth to depart, -will
be found in Orat. xv. De Permutatione,
sect. 93-175. Plutarch (Vit. x. Orat.
838 E) goes so far as to say that Iso-

krates never required any pay from an
Athenian pupil.

Nearly three centuries after Plato's
decease, Cicero sent his son Marcus to
Athens, where the son spent a con-
siderable time, frequenting the lectures
of the Peripatetic philosopher Kratip-
pus. Young Cicero, in an interesting
letter addressed to Tiro (Cicero, Bpist.
Farn. xvi. 23 \ describes in animated
terms both his admiration for the per-
son and abilities, and his delight in the
private society, of Kratippus. Several
of Plato's pupils probably felt as much
or more towards him.
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theless liked his conversation, treated him with great respect,
detained him for some time at Syracuse, and was prevailed
upon, only by the philosopher's earnest entreaties, to send
him home. Yet in spite of such uncomfortable experience
Plato was induced, after a certain interval, again to leave
Athens and pay a second visit to Dionysius, mainly in hopes
of procuring the restoration of Dion. In this hope too he
was disappointed, and was glad to return, after a longer stay
than he wished, to Athens.

It was in 359 B.C. that Dion, aided by friends in Pelo-
ponnesus, and encouraged by warm sympathy and Expeditionof
co-operation from many of Plato's pupils in the SoSys'S-'
Academy/ equipped an armament against Diony- PSISfaSuhe
sius. Notwithstanding the inadequacy of his force Academy-
he had the good fortune to make himself master of Syracuse,
being greatly favoured by the popular discontent of the
Syracusans against the reigning despot: but he did not know
how to deal with the people, nor did he either satisfy their
aspirations towards liberty, or realise his own engagements.
Retaining in his hands a despotic power, similar in the main
to that of Dionysius, he speedily became odious, and success, mis-
was assassinated by the treachery of Kallippus, his Sm o't and

companion in arms as well as fellow-pupil of the Dlon'
Platonic Academy. The state of Syracuse, torn by the joint
evils of anarchy and despotism, and partially recovered by
Dionysius, became more unhappy than ever.

The visits of Plato to Dionysius were much censured, and
his motivesg misrepresented by unfriendly critics; Death of
and these reproaches were still further embittered 8o,3«S.c.

1 Plutarch, Dion, c. 22.
Xenokrates as well as Speusippus

accompanied Plato to Sicily (Diog. L.
iv. 6).

To show the warm interest taken,
not only by Plato himself but also by
the Platonic pupils in the Academy in
the conduct of Dion after he had be-
come master of Syracuse, Plutarch
quotes both from the letter of Plato to
Dion (which now stands fourth among
the Epistolse Platonicae, p. 320) and

also from a letter which he had read,
written by Speusippus to Dion; in
which Speusippus exhorts Dion em-
phatically to bless Sicily with good
laws and government, " in order that he
may glorify the Academy "—Hirass . . .
eiiKAeu 9i]aei -r\v 'AKaSrjfiiav (Plutarch,
De Adulator, et Amic. c. 29, p, 70 A).

s Themistius, Orat. xxiii. (Sophistes)
p. 285 0 ; Aristeides, Orat. xlvi. {'Tnep
TUV Terrdpav) p. 234-235; Apuleius,
De Habit. Philos. Platon. p. 571.
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Scholars of
piato-Ari-

by the entire failure of his hopes. The closing years of
his long life were saddened by the disastrous turn of events
at Syracuse, aggravated by the discreditable abuse of power
and violent death of his intimate friend Dion, which brought
dishonour both upon himself and upon the Academy. Never-
theless he lived to the age of eighty, and died in 348-347
B.C., leaving a competent property, which he bequeathed by a
will still extant.h But his foundation, the Academy, did
not die with him. It passed to his nephew Speusippus, who
succeeded him as teacher, conductor of the school, or Schol-
arch; and was himself succeeded after eight years by Xeno-
krates of Chalkedon : while another pupil of the Academy,
Aristotle, after an absence of some years from Athens,
returned thither and established a school of his own at the
Lykeum, at another extremity of the city.

The latter half of Plato's life in his native city must have
been one of dignity and consideration, though not
of any political activity. He is said to have
addressed the Dikastery as an advocate for the

accused general Chabrias: and we are told that he discharged
the expensive and showy functions of Choregus, with funds
supplied by Dion.1 Out of Athens also his reputation was

of the accusers, said to him, " Are you
come to plead on behalf of another?
Are not you aware that the hemlock of
Sokrates is in store for you also?"
Plato replied; " I affronted dangers
formerly, when I went on military ex-
pedition, for my country, and I am
prepared to affront them now in dis-
charge of my duty to a friend" (iii.
24).

This anecdote is instructive, as it
exhibits the continuance of the anti-
philosophical antipathies at Athens
among a considerable portion of the
citizens, and as it goes to attest the
military service rendered personally by
Plato.

Diogenes fin. 46) gives a long list of
hearers; and Athenaaus (xi. 506-509)
enumerates several from different cities
in Greece : Euphrseus of Oreus (in
Eubcea), who acquired through Plato's
recommendation great influence with
Perdikkas king of Macedonia, and who

h Diogen. Laert. iii. 2-41.
(Epist. 58) says that Plato died on the
anniversary of his birth, in the month
Thargelion.

' Plutarch, Aristeides. c. 1; Diogen.
Laert. iii. 3-24. Diogenes says that
no other Athenian except Plato dared
to speak publicly in defence of Cha-
brias ; but this can hardly be correct,
since Aristotle mentions another criwi'j-
yopos named Lykoleon (Ehetoric, iii.
10, p. 1411, b. 6). We may fairly pre-
sume that the trial of Chabrias alluded
to by Aristotle is the same as that
alluded to by Diogenes, that which
arose out of the wrongful occupation of
Oropus by the Thebans. If Plato ap-
peared at the trial, I doubt whether it
could have occurred in 3G6 B.C., as
Clinton supposes; Plato must have
been absent during that year in Sicily.

The anecdote given by Diogenes, in
relation to Plato's appearance at this
trial, deserves notice. Krobylus, one
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very great. When he went to the Olympic festival of B.C. 360,
he was an object of conspicuous attention and respect: he
was visited by hearers, young men of rank and ambition,
from the most distant Hellenic cities; and his advice was
respectfully invoked both by Perdikkas in Macedonia and by
Dionysius II. at Syracuse. During his last visit to Syracuse,
it is said that some of the students in the Academy, among
whom Aristotle is mentioned, became dissatisfied with his
absence, and tried to set up a new school; but were prevented
by Iphikrates and Chabrias, the powerful friends of Plato at
Athens. This story is connected with alleged ingratitude on
the part of Aristotle towards Plato, and with alleged re-
pugnance on the part of Plato towards Aristotle.k The fact
itself—that during Plato's absence in Sicily his students
sought to provide for themselves instruction and discussion
elsewhere—is neither surprising nor blameable. And as to
Aristotle, there is ground for believing that he passed for an
intimate friend and disciple of Plato, even during the last ten
years of Plato's life. For we read that Aristotle, following
speculations and principles of teaching of his own, on the

ia said to have excluded from the
society of that king every one ignorant
of philosophy and geometry ; Euagon
of Lampsakus, Timaeus of Kyzikus,
Chasron of Pellene, all of whom tried,
and the last with success, to usurp
the sceptre in their respective cities;
Eudemus of Cyprus; Kallippus the
Athenian, fellow-learner with Dion in
the Academy, afterwards his companion
in his expedition to Sicily, ultimately
his murderer; Herakleides and Python
from iEnus in Thrace, Ohion and
Leonides, also Klearchus the despot
from the Pontic Herakleia (Justin,
xvi. 5).

Several of these examples seem to
have heen cited hy the orator Demo-
chares (nephew of Demosthenes) in his
speech at Athens vindicating the law
proposed by Sophokles for the expul-
sion of the philosophers from Athens
(Athense. xi. 508 F), a speech de-
livered about 306 E.G. Plutarch com-
pliments Plato for the active political
liberators and tyrannicides who came
forth from the Academy : he considers

VOL. I.

Plato as the real author and planner
of the expedition of Dion against
Dionysius, and expatiates on the de-
light which Plato must have derived
from it—a supposition very incorrect
(Plutarch, Non Posse Suav. p. 1097 B ;
adv. Koloten, p. X126 B-O).

k Aristokles, ap. Eusebium, Prsep.
Evang. xv. 2; .Mian, V. H. iii. 19;
Aristeides, Or. 46; "tirep r&v Terrdpoiy,
vol. ii. p. 324-325, Dindorf.

The friendship and reciprocity of
service between Plato and Chabrias is
an interesting fact. Compare Stahr,
Aristotelia, vol. i. p. 50 seqq.

Cicero affirms, on the authority of
the Epistles of Demosthenes, that De-
mosthenes describes himself as an assi-
duous hearer as well as reader of Plato
(Cicero,Brutus, 31,121; Orator. 4,15).
I think this fact highly probable, but
the epistles which Cicero read no longer
exist. Among the five Epistles re-
maining, Plato is once mentioned with
respect in the fifth (p. H90), but this
epistle is considered by most critics
spurious.
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subject of rhetoric, found himself at variance with Isokrates
and the Isokratean school. Aristotle attacked Isokrates and
his mode of dealing with the subject: upon which Kephi-
sodorus (oue of the disciples of Isokrates) retaliated by
attacking Plato and the Platonic Ideas, considering Aristotle
as one of Plato's scholars and adherents.1

Such is the sum of our information respecting Plato.
Little known Scanty as it is, we have not even the advantage of
pe™on5ah°s- contemporary authority for any portion of it. We
t017' have no description of Plato from any contemporary
author, friendly or adverse. It will be seen that after the
death of Sokrates we know nothing about Plato as a man and
a citizen, except the little which can be learnt from his few
Epistles, all written when he was very old, and relating almost
entirely to his peculiar relations with Dion and Dionysius.
His dialogues, when we try to interpret them collectively,
and gather from them general results as to the character and
purposes of the author, suggest valuable arguments and per-
plexing doubts, but yield few solutions. In no one of the
dialogues does Plato address us in his own person. In the
Apology alone (which is not a dialogue) is he alluded to
even as present: in the Phsedon he is mentioned as absent
from illness. Each of the dialogues, direct or indirect, is
conducted from beginning to end by the persons whom he
introduces.1" Not one of the dialogues affords any positive
internal evidence showing the date of its composition. In a
few there are allusions to prove that they must have been
composed at a period later than others, or later than some
given event of known date ; but nothing more can be

xiv

1 Numenius, ap. Euseb. Prsep. Ev.
v. 6, 9. oiTjflels (Kephisodorusj Kara

nAaTwya 'ApMTToTeAyv <£uAo(7oc/>e?i', eno-

UKarava, &c. This must have hap-
pened in the latter years of Plato's life,
for Aristotle must have been at least
twenty-five or twenty-six years of age
when he engaged in such polemics.
He was born in 384 B.C.

m On this point Aristotle, in the
dialogues which lie composed, did not

follow Plato's example. Aristotle in-
troduced two or more persons debating
a question, but he appeared in bis own
person to give the solution, or at least
to wind up the debate. He sometimes
also opened the debate by a proosm or
prefatory address in his own person
(Cicero ad Attic, iv. 16, 2, xiii. 19, 4).
Cicero followed the manner of Ari-
stotle, not that of Plato. His dialogues
are rhetorical rather than dramatic.

All the dialogues of Aristotle are lost.
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positively established. Nor is there any good extraneous
testimony to determine the date of any one among them.
For the remark ascribed to Sokrates about the dialogue called
Lysis™ (which remark, if authentic, would prove the dialogue
to have been composed during the life-time of Sokrates)
appears altogether untrustworthy. And the statement of
some critics, that the Phsedrus was Plato's earliest composi-
tion, is clearly nothing more than an inference (doubtful at
best, and, in my judgment, erroneous) from its dithyrambic
style and erotic subject.

11 Diog. L. iii. 3S. Compare the
Prolegomena rrjs H\O.TOIVOS 3>iAo<ro<pias,

c. 24, in the Appendix Plntoniea of
K. F. Hermann's edition, p. 217.

K 2
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CHAPTER IV.

PLATONIC CANON, AS RECOGNISED BY THKASYLLUS.

As we know little about Plato except from his works, the
first question to be decided is, Which are his real works ?
Where are we to find a trustworthy Platonic Canon ?

Down to the close of the last century this question was not
much raised or discussed. The catalogue recognised

canon—An- by the rhetor Thrasyllus (contemporary with the
modem dis- Emperor Tiberius) was generally accepted as in-

cluding none but genuine works of Plato; and was
followed as such by editors and critics, who were indeed not
very numerous.a But the discussions carried on during the
present century have taken a different turn. While editors,
critics, and translators have been greatly multiplied, some of
the most distinguished among them, Schleiermacher at the
head, have either professedly set aside, or in practice dis-
regarded, the Thrasyllean catalogue, as if it carried no
authority and very faint presumption. They have reasoned
upon each dialogue as if its title to be considered genuine
were now to be proved for the first time; either by external

" The following passage from "Wyt-
tenbach, written in 1776, will give an
idea of the state of Platonic criticism
down to the last quarter of the last
century. To provide a new Canon
for Plato seems not to have entered his
thoughts.

Wyttenbach, Bibliotheca Critica, vol.
i. p. 28. Review of Fischer's edition
of Plato's Philebus and Symposion.
" Quaa Ciceroni obtigit interpretum et
editorum felicitas, eii adeo caruit Plato,
ut non solum paucos nactus sit qui
ejus scripta typis ederent — sed qui
ejus orationi nitorem restitueret, eam-
que a corruptelarum labe purgaret, et
sensus obscuros atque abditos ex in-

teriore doctrina patefaceret, omnino
repererit neminem. Et ex ipso hoc
editionum parvo numero—nam sex
omnino sunt—nulla est recentior anno
superioris seculi secundo: ut miran-
dum sit, centum et septuaginta annorum
spatio neminem ex tot viris doctis ex-
titisse, qui ita suam crisin Platoni ad-
diceret, ut intelligentiam ejus verse
eruditionis amantibus aperiret.

" Qui Platonem legant, pauci sunt:
qui eum intelligent, paucissimi; qui
vero, yel ex versionibus, vel ex jejuno
histories philosophicse compendio, de
eo judicent et cum supercilio pronun-
cient, plurimi sunt."
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testimony (mentioned in Aristotle or others), or by internal
evidences of style, handling, and thoughts:b as if, in other
words, the onus probandi lay upon any one who believed the
printed works of Plato to be genuine—not upon an opponent
who disputes the authenticity of any one or more among
them, and rejects it as spurious. Before I proceed to examine
the conclusions, alike numerous and discordant, which these
critics have proclaimed, I shall enquire how far the method
which they have pursued is warrantable. Is there any pre-
sumption at all—and if so, what amount of presumption—in
favour of the catalogue transmitted from antiquity by
Thrasyllus, as a canon containing genuine works of Plato and
no others ?

Upon this question I hold an opinion opposite 'to that of
the Platonic critics since Schleierinacher. The

Canon esta-

presumption appears to me particularly strong, wished by
instead of particularly weak: comparing the Platonic Presumption

*• * . la ^ 3 favour.

writings with those of other eminent writers,
dramatists, orators, historians, of the same age and country.

We have seen that Plato passed the last thirty-eight years
of his life (except his two short visits to Syracuse) Fjxearesi.
as a writer and lecturer at Athens; that he pur- ^o'SS'1

chased and inhabited a fixed residence at the îfndTdby
Academy, near the city. We know, moreover, that Summed
his principal pupils, especially (his nephew) Speu- t0 succes5Ors-
sippus and Xenokrates, were constantly with him in this
residence during his life; that after his death the residence
became permanently appropriated as a philosophical school
for lectures, study, conversation, and friendly meetings of
studious men, in which capacity it served for more than two
centuries ;c that his nephew Speusippus succeeded him thereh To see that this is the general
method of proceeding, we have only to
look at the work of TJeberweg, one of
the most recent and certainly one of
the ablest among the Platonic critics.
Untersuchungen iiber die Echtheit und
Zeitfolge der Platonischen Schriften,
Wien, 1861, p. 130-131.

c The teaching and conversation of
the Platonic school continued fixed in

the spot known as the Academy until
the siege of Athens by Sylla in 87 B.C.
The teacher was then forced to confine
himself to the interior of the city,
where he gave lectures in the gym-
nasium called Ptoleniseum. In that
gymnasium Cicero heard the lectures of
the Scholarch Antiochus, B.C. 79 :
walking out afterwards to visit the
deserted but memorable site of the
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as teacher, and taught there for eight years, being succeeded
after his death first by Xenokrates (for twenty-five years),
afterwards by Polemon, Krantor, Krates, Arkesilaus, and
others in uninterrupted series; that the school always con-
tinued to be frequented, though enjoying greater or less
celebrity according to the reputation of the Scnolarch.

By thus perpetuating the school which his own genius had
importance originated, and by providing for it permanent sup-
a'ion!sf<Tre'- P01't with a fixed domicile, Plato inaugurated a new
iws°raan- epoch in the history of philosophy: this example
school'-3' was followed a few years afterwards by Aristotle,
library. Zeno, an(J Epikurus. Moreover the proceeding was
important in another way also, as it affected the preservation
and authentication of his own manuscripts and compositions.
It provided not only safe and lasting custody, such as no
writer had ever enjoyed before, for Plato's original manu-
scripts, but also a guarantee of some efficacy against any
fraud or error which might seek to introduce other composi-
tions into the list. That Plato himself was not indifferent on
this head we may fairly believe, since we learn from Dionysius
of Halikarnassus, that he was indefatigable in the work of
correction: and his disciples, who took the great trouble of
noting down themselves what he spoke in his lectures, would
not be neglectful as to the simpler duty of preserving his
manuscripts.4 Now Speusippus and Xenokrates (also Ari-
stotle, Hestiaeus, the Opuntian Philippus, and the other

Academy (Cicero, De Fin. v. 1; Zumpt,
Ueber den Bestand der Philosophischen
Schulen zu Athen,p. 14, Berlin, 1843).
The ground of the Academy, when
once deserted, speedily became un-
healthy, and continues to be so now, as
Zumpt mentions that he himself ex-
perienced in 1835.

d Simplikius, Schol. Aristotel. Phy-
sic, f. 32, p. 334, b. 28, Brandis : Adfioi
$' &v TIS Kal irapa Sireuiriirirou Kal irapa
ZefOKpaTOvs, Kal TWV aWtav ot trapey4-
vovro iv rfj Trepl Tayadod rod HXarwi/os
a/cpoa(7ei' irdvTis yap (ruj/zypatyav Kal
SieffaNTavTo TTJU S6£av aurov. In an-
other passage of the same Scholia (p.
362, a. 12) Simplikius mentions Hera-
kleides (of Pontus,, Hestiseus, and even

Aristotle himself, as having taken notes
of the same lectures.

Hermodoras appears to have carried
some of Plato's dialogues to Sicily, and
to have made money by seUing them.
See Cicero ad Atticum, xiii. 21; Suidas
et Zenobius—\6younv "%pix6S<npos tp-
•KopevtTai. See Zeller, Dissert. De
Hermodoro, p. 19. In the above-men-
tioned epistle Cicero compares his own
relations with Atticus to those of Plato
with Hermodoras. Hermodorus had
composed a treatise respecting Plato,
from which some extracts were given
by Derkyllidcs (the contemporary of
Thrasyllus) as well as by Simplikius
(Zeller, p. 20-21).
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Platonic pupils) must have had personal knowledge of all
that Plato had written, whether finished dialogues, unfinished
fragments, or preparatory sketches. They had perfect means
of distinguishing his real compositions from forgeries passed
off in his name: and they had every motive to expose such
forgeries (if any were attempted) wherever they could, in
order to uphold the reputation of their master. If any one
composed a dialogue and circulated it under the name of
Plato, the school was a known place, and its occupants
were at hand to give information to all who enquired about
the authenticity of the composition. The original MSS. of
Plato (either in his own handwriting or in that of his secretary,
if he employed one,6) were doubtless treasured up in the
school as sacred memorials of the great founder, and served
as originals from which copies of unquestionable fidelity
might be made, whenever the Scholarch granted permission.
How long they continued to be so preserved we cannot say :
nor do we know what was the condition of the MSS., or how
long they were calculated to last. But probably many of the
students frequenting the school would come for the express
purpose of reading various works of Plato (either in the
original MSS., or in faithful copies taken from them) with
the exposition of the Scholarch; just as we know that the
Koman M. Crassus (mentioned by Cicero), during his resi-
dence at Athens, studied the Platonic Gorgias with the aid
of the Scholarch Charmadas.f The presidency of Speusippus
and Xenokrates (taken jointly) lasted for thirty-three years;
and even when they were replaced by successors who had
enjoyed no personal intimacy with Plato, the motive to pre-
serve the Platonic MSS. would still be operative, and the
means of verifying what was really Platonic would still be
possessed in the school. The original MSS. would be pre-
served, along with the treatises or dialogues which each

e We read in Cicero (Academic.
Priora, ii. 11) that the handwriting of
the Scholarch Philo, when his manu-
script was brought from Athens to
Alexandria, was recognised at once by
his friends and pupils.

* Cicero, De Oratore, i. 11, 45-47;
" florente turn Academia, quod earn
Charmadas et Olitomachus et iEschines
obtinebant; Platoni, cujus turn Athenis
diligentius legi cum Charmada Gor-
giam,' &c.
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?ng whatsh"

u'ss

successive Scholarch himself composed; thus forming a per-
manent and increasing school-library, probably enriched more
or less by works acquired or purchased from others.

It appears to me that the continuance of this school—
security pro- founded by Plato himself at his own abode, per-
i h manently domiciliated, and including all the MSS.

which he left in it—gives us an amount of assurance
for the authenticity of the so-called Platonic com-
positions, such as does not belong to the works of

other eminent contemporary authors, Aristippus, Antisthenes,
Isokrates, Lysias, Demosthenes, Euripides, Aristophanes.
After the decease of these last-mentioned authors, who can
say what became of their MSS. ? Where was any certain
permanent custody provided for them ? Isokrates had many
pupils during his life, but left no school or fiovaelov after his
death. If any one composed a discourse, and tried to circulate
it as the composition of Isokrates, among the bundles of
judicial orations which were sold by the booksellers6 as his
(according to the testimony of Aristotle)—where was the
person to be found, notorious and accessible, who could say:
" I possess all the MSS. of Isokrates, and I can depose that
this is not among them!" The chances of success for forgery
or mistake were decidedly greater, in regard to the works of
these authors, than they could be for those of Plato.

Again, the existence of this school-library explains more
unfinished easily how it is that unfinished, inferior, and frag-
Imf 'prepira- mentary Platonic compositions have been preserved.

p
atelshpiato's
d e a t l 1 '

there must have existed such compositions I
t° be certain. How is it supposable that any

author, even Plato, could have brought to comple-
tion such masterpieces as Eepublic, Gorgias, Protagoras,
Symposion, &c, without tentative and preparatory sketches,
each of course in itself narrow, defective, perhaps of little
value, but serving as material to be worked up or worked in ?
Most of these would be destroyed, but probably not all. If
(as I believe) it be the fact, that all the Platonic MSS. were

e Dionys. Halic. De Isocrate, p.
576 R. Setrpas iravv iroXKas SiKavmwv

Xoywv 'loroKpaTticw irepttyeptadal <pi](Tiv
tnrb TWV $i[iXioTru\S>v 'Apio'TOTeA.Tjs.
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preserved as their author left them, some would probably be
published (and some indeed are said to have been published)
after his death; and among them would be included more or
fewer of these unfinished performances, and sketches projected
but abandoned. We can hardly suppose that Plato himself would
have published fragments never finished, such as Kleitophon
and Kritias h—the last ending in the middle of a sentence.

The second philosophical school, begun by Aristotle and
perpetuated (after his death in 322 B.C.) at the peripateti0

Lykeum on the eastern side of Athens, was esta- Lykeim-Its
blished on the model of that of Plato. That which Z7°J?Ze-
formed the centre or consecrating point was a Mu- ment'
seum or chapel of the Muses; with statues of those goddesses
of the place, and also a statue of the founder. Attached to this
Museum were a portico, a hall with seats (one seat especially
for the lecturing professor), a garden, and a walk, together
with a residence, all permanently appropriated to the teacher
and the process of instruction.1 Theophrastus, the friend and

b Straton, the Peripatetic Scholarch
who succeeded Theophrastus, B.C. 287,
bequeathed to Lykon by his will both
the succession to his school (Siarpi$iiv)
and all his books, except what he had
written himself 'irX^v o>v aiirol yzypa-
(pafny). What is to be done with these
latter he does not say. Lykon, in his
last will, says ;—Kal dvo fivas av-rif
(Chares, a manumitted slave) SiSa/xi
Kal rafia $ij8Aia ra avtyvoMTptva' Ta
Se aveicSoTa, KaWivip, oirws eVi/teA«s
avra 4tcS$. See Diog. L. V. 62-73.
Here Lykon directs expressly that
Kallinus shall edit with care his
(Lykon's) unpublished works. Pro-
bably Straton may have given similar
directions during his life, so that it
was unnecessary to provide in the will.
Ti aveyi/uo-pdiia is equivalent to TO.
eicSeSofieVa. Publication was consti-
tuted by reading the MSS. aloud.
Boeckh and other critics agree that
both the Kleitophon and the Kritias
were transmitted from antiquity in the
fragmentary state in which we now
read them : that they were composi-
tions never completed. Boeckh affirms
this with assurance respecting the
Kleitophon, though he thinks that it is

not a genuine work of Plato; on which
last point I dissent from him. He
thinks that the Kritias is a real work
of Plato, though uncompleted (Boeckh
in Platonis Minoem. p. 11).

Compare the remarks of M. Littre
respecting the unfinished sketches,
treatises, and notes not intended for
publication, included in the Collectio
Hippocratica (OEuvres d' Hippocrate,
vol. x. p. liv. seq.).

' Respecting the domicile of the
Platonic school, and that of the Ari-
stotelian or Peripatetic school which
followed it, the particulars given by
Diogenes are nearly coincident: we
know more in detail about the Peri-
patetic, from what he cites out of the
will of Theophrastus. See iv. 1-6-19,
v. 51-53.

The nuvaiTiov at the Academy was
established by Plato himself. Speu-
sippus placed in it statues of the
Charites or Graces. Theophrastus
gives careful directions in his will
about repairing and putting in the best
condition, the Peripatetic tiovatiop, with
its altar, its statues of the Goddesses,
and its statue of the founder Aristotle.
The (TToa, e|eSpa, KT}TTOS, irep'nraTos,
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immediate successor of Aristotle, presided over the school for
forty-five years, and his course, during part of that time at
least, was prodigiously frequented by students.

Moreover, the school-library at the Lykeum acquired large
Pen atetic development and importance. I t not only in-
iTb!ary its eluded all the MS. compositions, published or un-
Aet™e'ni

1torom published, of Aristotle and Theophrastus, each of
uuKfre-'5 them a voluminous writer—but also a numerous
damageto a collection (numerous for that day) of other works
Athens, then besides; since both of them were opulent and fond
to Hume. o£ collecting books. The value of the school-
library is shown by what happened after the decease of
Theophrastus, when Straton succeeded him in the school
(B.C. 287). Theophrastus—thinking himself entitled to treat
the library not as belonging to the school but as belonging
to himself—bequeathed it at his death to Neleus, a favourite
scholar, and a native of Skepsis (in the Troad), by whom it
was carried away to Asia, and permanently separated from
the Aristotelian school at Athens. The manuscripts com-
posing it remained in the possession of Neleus and his heirs
for more than a century and a half, long hidden in a damp
cellar, neglected, and sustaining great damage—until about
the year 100 B.C., when they were purchased by a rich
Athenian named Apellikon, and brought back to Athens.
Sylla, after he had captured Athens (87 B.C.), took for him-
self the library of Apellikon, and transported it to Kome,
where it became open to learned men (Tyrannion, Andronikus,
and others), but under deplorable disadvantage—in conse-
quence of the illegible state of the MSS. and the unskilful

attached to both schools, are men-
tioned : the most zealous students
provided for themselves lodgings close
adjoining. Cicero, when he walked
out from Athens to see the deserted
Academy, was particularly affected by
the sight of the exedra, in which Char-
madas had lectured (De Fin. v. 2, 4).

There were periodical meetings,
convivial and conversational, among J Ka-ra <jn.Xo<yo<piav. He at the rsame
the members both of the Academic ! time directs all his books to be given
and Peripatetic schools; and£u/x7roTiKul \ to Hermarchus : they would form the
V6JXOI by Xenokrates and Aristotle to ' school-libra) y.

regulate them (Athenseus, v. 184).
Epikurus (in his interesting testa-

ment given by Diogen. Laert. x. ] 7-21)
bequeaths to two Athenian citizens his
garden and property, in trust for his
principal disciple the Mitylensean
Hermarchus : ical rots o"v/x<pi\o<ro(povmv
avrqj, Kal ois av "Epfiap^os KaraXlirri
S S 6 i 8 l
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conjectures and restitutions which had been applied, in the
new copies made since it passed into the hands of Apellikon.k

If we knew the truth, it might probably appear that the
transfer of the Aristotelian library, from the Peri- inconve.
patetic school at Athens to the distant and obscure Spate"*6

town of Skepsis, was the result of some jealousy on the'iosfotns
the part of Theophrastus; that lie wished to secure llbiary-

to Neleus the honourable and lucrative post of becoming his
successor in the school, and conceived that he was furthering
that object by bequeathing the library to Neleus. If he
entertained any such wish it was disappointed. The suc-
cession devolved upon another pupil of the school, Straton of
Lampsakus. But Straton and Ms successors were forced to
get on as well as they could without their library. The
Peripatetic school at Athens suffered severely by the loss.
Its professors possessed only a few of the manuscripts of
Aristotle, and those too the commonest and best known. If

k The will of Theophrastus, as
given in Diogenes (v. 52), mentions
the bequest of all his books to Neleus.
But it is in Strabo that we read the
fullest account of this displacement of
the Peripatetic school-library, and the
consequences which ensued from it
(xiii. 60S, 609). N?jAeiis, avT]p KOI 'Api-
(TTOTehovs T]Kpoafj.4j/os Kal &eo(ppd(TTOv,
SiaSeScyjUecos 6e T77V rod &eo<ppd<TTQV
[ii&\io8-qKT)v, iv fj ijv Kal T) 'Api(TroT€\ous'
6 yap 'Api(rroT4\7]s TT\V kuvTov &eotppd-
(TTCft 7rape5wK€v7 ujirep Kal TT\V (T^OXTIV
dfl"€A(7T6' TrpaiTos, <b v lafxtv, & v v-
ay ay tii v j3 : /3 A 1 a, Kal S 1 5 a | a s
T 0 it s e y A i y VTTT oi j S a o ' i A e a s

j3 118 A 1 0 0 ri KTJ s <T v v r a£iv.

The Kings of Pergamus, a few years
after the death of Theophrastus, ac-
quired possession of the town and ter-
ritory of Skepsis; so that the heirs of
Neleus became numbered among
their subjects. These kings (from
about the year B.C. 230 downwards)
manifested great eagerness to collect
a library at Pergamus, in competition
with that of the Ptolemies at Alex-
andria. The heirs of Neleus were
afraid that these kings would strip
them of their Aristotelian MSS., either
for nothing or for a small price. They
therefore concealed the MSS. in a

cellar, until they found an opportunity
of selling them to a stranger out of the
country, i,Strabo, I.e.)

This narrative of Strabo is one of
the most interesting pieces of informa-
tion remaining to us about literary
antiquity. He had himself received
instruction from Tyranuion (xii. 548) :
he had gone through a course of Ari-
stotelian philosophy (xvi. 757), and he
had good means of knowing the facts
from the Aristotelian critics, including
his master Tyrannion. Plutarch (Vit.
SylL-e, c. 26) and Athenajus (i. 3)
allude to the same story. Athenteus
says that Ptolemy Philadelphus pur-
chased the MSS. from the heirs of
Neleus, which cannot be correct.

Some critics have understood the
narrative of Strabo, as if he had meant
to affirm, that the works of Aristotle
had never got into circulation until
the time of Apellikon. It is against
this supposition that Stahr contends
(very successfully) in his work " Ari-
stotelia." But Strabo does not affirm
so much as this. He does not say any-
thing to contradict the supposition
that there were copies of various books
of Aristotle in circulation, during the
lives of Aristotle and Theophrastus.
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a student came with a view to read any of the other Ari-
stotelian works, (as Crassus went to read the G-orgias of Plato)
the Scholarch was unable to assist h i m : as far as Aristotle
was concerned, they could only expand and adorn, in the way
of lecture, a few of his familiar doctrines.1 W e hear that the
character of the school was materially altered. Straton
deserted the track of Aristotle, and threw himself into specu-
lations of his own (seemingly able and ingenious), chiefly on
physical topics.m The critical study, arrangement , and ex-
position of Aristotle was postponed until the first century
before the Christian era—the Ciceronian age, immediately
preceding Strabo.

This history of the Aristotelian library illustrates forcibly,
Advantage to by way of contrast, the importance to t h e Platonic
scboo?atf°omc school of having preserved its MSS. from the be-
serv'edits6 ginning, without any similar interruption. W h a t
MSS. Plato left in manuscript we may presume to have
never been removed: those who came to study his works
had the means of doing so : those who wanted to know
whether any composition was written by him, what works he
had written altogether, or what was the correct reading in a
case of obscurity or dispute—-had always the means of in-
forming themselves. Whereas the Per ipate t ic Scholarch,
after the death of Theophrastus, could give no similar infor-
mation as to the works of Aristotle."

W e thus see tha t the circumstances, under which Plato left

1 Strabo, xiii. 609. owe/3i) Se TOLS
€K TWC TrepnraTOJV TOIS fJ.ev TraAat, ro?s
jueTcfc ©e6(ppa(TTOif, OVK %xovfTLV oAws ra
/3i'/3Aia TTA.V bXiyiev, KO &

custody of the original MSS. of the
works of Aristotle, and that he was
applied to by those who wished to
procure correct copies. Eudemus (of
R h d ) h i l d f t i/u.ri$zv *xil" <t>^o<ro<pe?v i Rhodes) having only a defective copy

«£s, aAAa 6 i a e i s A ?; K V 0 i- of the Physica, wrote to request that
fei i ' . Theophrastus would cause to be written

n> The change in the Peripatetic out a certain portion of the fifth book,
school, after the death of Theophrastus, < and send it to him, fxapTvpoivrus
is pointed out by Cicero, Fin. v. 5, 13. I irepl ra>v irp&Twv KOI &eo(ppd<rTov,
Compare Aeadern. Poster, i. 9. " ' " '

» An intuivstiug citation by Simpli-
kius (in his commentary on the Physica
of Aristotle, fol. 210, a. 7, p. 404, b. 11,
Schol. Brandisj shows us that Theo-
phrastus, while he was resident at
Athens as Peripatetic Scholarch, had

^ EV5T)[J.CI> irepi rtvos avrov
TWC St7i/j.apT7]fx4va:v avnypatptaV virep
wv, (prja'iv (sc. Theophrastus) eVeurei-
Aas, KeAeuajv ,ue ypdcpzw nal ai:ooTei\a.l
4K rwy $v(riKa)v, tfroL eyw ov ovviriixi, ^
[uicpov TI •wavTtXuis exei TOV avd/j-effov TOV
'd' & d &
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his compositions, were unusually favourable (speaking by com-
parison with ancient authors generally) in regard to conditions

i f • n i n • favourable,

the chance of preserving them all, and of keeping for preserving
1 D L ° the genuine

them apart from counterfeits. We have now to en- works of piato.
quire what information exists as to their subsequent diffusion.

The earliest event of which notice is preserved, is, the fact
stated by Diogenes, that " Some persons, among Historical
whom is the Grammaticus Aristophanes, distribute theS'preser-
the dialogues of Plato into Trilogies; placing as YatI011'
the first Trilogy—Republic, Timseus, Kritias. 2. Sophistes,
Politicus, Kratylus. 3. Leges, Minos, Epinomis. 4. These-
tetus, Euthyphron, Apology. 5. Kriton, Phaedon, Epistola3.
The other dialogues they place one by one, without any
regular grouping." °

The name of Aristophanes lends special interest to this
arrangement of the Platonic compositions, and

i i n I I ' P I I i Arrangement

enables us to understand something ot the date and of them into
the place to which it belongs. The literary and Aristo- '

1
 t °

 J phanes.

critical students (Grammatici), among whom he stood
eminent, could scarcely be said to exist as a class at the time
when Plato died. Beginning with Aristotle, Herakleides of
Pontus, Theophrastus, Demetrius Phalereus, &c, at Athens,
during the half century immediately succeeding Plato's decease
—these laborious and useful erudites were first called into full
efficiency along with the large collection of books formed by
the Ptolemies at Alexandria during a period beginning rather
before 300 B.C.: which collection served both as model and as
stimulus to the libraries subsequently formed by the kings at
Pergamus and elsewhere. In those libraries alone could ma-
terials be found for their indefatigable application.

0 Diog. L. iii. 61. "Ewoi Se, £>v eori
KOX 'ApHTrotpdvqs 6 ypafj.fj.aTtKbs, els
TptAoyias ekKovcri TOVS SiaXiyovs' Kal
irpuTrjv fxev nQeaciv fys riyurai TloKi-
reia, Ti^afos, KpiTias* SeuTepap, ^o<pt-
(TT^S, rToAtTt/COS, KpdrvXoS.
NSfiOL, MiVais, 'ETni/o/xis. r

i , $p y /
TTT7]V, Kp'lTQ>V, QatStoV, 'E,TTl(TTO\aL' T&.
Se &\\a Ka0' %v Kal araKTas.

The word7pa |̂uaTiK:or, unfortunately,
has no single English word exactly cor-

responding to it.
Thiasyllus, when he afterwards ap-

plied the classification by Tetralogies
to the works of Demokritus fas he did
also to those of Plato) could only in-
clude a certain portion of the works in
his Tetralogies, and was forced to
enumerate the remainder as 'KaivTaK-ra
(Diog. L. ix. 46, 47). It appears that
he included all Plato's works in his
Platonic Tetralogies.
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Of these learned men, who spent their lives in reading,
criticising, arranging, and correcting, the MSS.

pbanet libra- accumulated in a great library, Aristophanes of By-
Aiexandrine zantium was the most distinguished representative,

in the eyes of men like Varro, Cicero, and Plutarch.p

His life was passed at Alexandria, and seems to have been
comprised between 2G0-184 B.C.; as far as can be made
out. During the latter portion of it he became chief libra-
rian—an appointment which he had earned by long previous
studies in the place, as well as by attested experience in the
work of criticism and arrangement. He began his studious
career at Alexandria at an early age : and he received in-
struction, as a boy from Zenodotus, as a young man, from
Kallimachus—both of whom were, in succession, librarians
of the Alexandrine library." We must observe that Diogenes
does not expressly state the distribution of the Platonic works
into trilogies to have been first proposed or originated by
Aristophanes (as he states that the tetralogies were afterwards
proposed by the rhetor Thrasyllus, of which presently): his
language is rather more consistent with the supposition, that
it was first proposed by some one earlier, and adopted or
sanctioned by the eminent authority of Aristophanes. But at
any rate, the distribution Avas proposed either by Aristophanes
himself, or by some one before him and known to him.

This fact is of material importance, because it enables us
piato-s works to infer with confidence, that the Platonic works
andrine ii- were included in the Alexandrine library, certainly
brary, before . . J i , T

the time during the bietime of Aristophanes, and probablyof Aristo-
phanes, before it. I t is there only that Aristophanes could
have known them ; his whole life having been passed in

i> Varro, De Lingua Latina, v. 9, ed.
Miiller. " Non solum ad Aristophanis
Jucernam, sed etiam ad Cleanthis lucu-

Pindari, p. x. xi.) remarks upon the
mistake made by Quintiiian as well as
by others, in supposing that Pindar ar-

bravi." Cicero, De Finibus, v. 19, 50 : ! ranged his own odes. Respecting 1he
Vitravius, Prsef. Lib. vii. Plutarch, ! wide range of erudition embraced by
"Non prwM' suaviter vivi SPP. Epi- , Aristophanes, see F. A. Wolf, Proli gg.
euruui." p. 1095 E. ; in Homer, pp. 218-220, and Schnei-

Aristophanes composed Argumenta ' dewin. De Hypothes. Traged. Grtec.
to many of the Attic tragedies and
comedies: he also arranged m a certain
order the songs of Alkseus and the odes
of Pindar. Boeekh (Prsefat. ad Scholia

Aristophani vindicandie, pp. 26, 27.
q Suidas, vv. 'Apio"rocpai>?jj,

x p
i;.c 256-200.

p p q ,
Compare Clinton, Fast. Hcllen.

6200
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Alexandria. The first formal appointment of a librarian to
the Alexandrine Museum was made by Ptolemy Philadelphus,
at some time after the commencement of his reign in 285 B.C.,
in the person of Zenodotus; whose successors were Kalli-
machus, Eratosthenes, Apollonius, Aristophanes, comprising
in all a period of a century.1

Kallimachus, born at Kyrene, was a teacher of letters at
Alexandria before he was appointed to the service
and superintendence of the Alexandrine library or -predecessor

T T . .. . n of Aristo-

nmseum. His lite seems to have terminated about phanes—ws
. . i i ' published

230 B.C.: he acquired reputation as a poet, by his Tabus of au-
^ c r > J thors whose

hymns, epigrams, elegies, but less celebrity as a works were
JL . - . . . , I , , inthelibrary.

U-rammaticus than Aristophanes: nevertheless the
titles of his works still remaining indicate very great literary
activity. We read as titles of his works :—

1. The Museum (a general description of the Alexandrine
establishment).

2. Tables of the persons who have distinguished themselves
in every branch of instruction, and of the works which
they have composed—in 120 books.

3. Table and specification of the (Didaskalies) recorded
dramatic representations and competitions; with dates
assigned, and from the beginning.

4. Table of the peculiar phrases belonging to Demokritus,
and of his works.

5. Table and specification of the rhetorical authors.8r See Eitsclil, Die Alexandrinischen
Bibliotheken, pp. 16-17, &c. ; Nauck,
De Aristophanis Vita, et Scriptis, cap.
i. (Halle, 1848) p. 68. " Aristophanis et
Aristarchi opera, cum opibus Biblio-
tliecae Alexandrmse digerendis et ad
tabulas revocandis arete conjuncta, in eo
substitisse censenda est, ut scriptores, in
quovis dicendi genere conspicuos, aut
breviori indiee comprehenderent, aut
uberiore enarratione describerent," &c.

When Zenodotua was appointed, the
library had already attained consider-
able magnitude, so that the post and
title of librarian was then conspicuous
and dignified. But Demetrius Pha-
lereus, who preceded Zenodotus, began
his operations when there was no

library at all, and gradually accumu-
lated the number of books which
Zenodotus found. Heyne observes
justly : " Primo loco Demetrius Pha-
iereus prsefuisse dicitur, forte re verius
quam nomine, turn Zenodotus Ephesius,
hie quidem sub Ptolemseo Philadelpho,"
&c. (Heyne, De Genio Sseculi Ptole-
mseorum in Opuscul. i. p. 129).

s See Blomfield's edition of the
Fragm. of Kallimachus, p. 220-221.
Suidas, v. KaA\i/j.axos, enumerates a
large number of titles of poetical, lite-
rary, historical, compositions of Kalli-
machus ; among them are—

? i £
iraiSeia
ypatyav,

/ J , teal wv crvve-
f$i{l\lois K teal pf. IliVa|
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These tables of Kallimachus (of which one by itself. No. 2,
reached to 120 books) must have been an encyclo-

Large and ra- _ ,
pid accumu- psedia, far more comprehensive than any previously
lationofthe r ' , r , , , . n i
Alexandrine compiled, of Greek authors and literature. Such
Library. r '

tables indeed could not have been compiled belore
the existence of the Alexandrine Museum. They described
what Kallimachus had before him in that museum, as we
may see by the general title Movaelov prefixed ; moreover we
may be sure that nowhere else could he have had access to
the multitude of books required. Lastly, the tables also show
how large a compass the Alexandrine Museum and library
had attained at the time when Kallimachus put together his
compilation : that is, either in the reign of Ptolemy II. Phila-
delphus (285-247 B.C.), or in the earlier portion of the reign
of Ptolemy I I I , called Euergetes (247-222 B.C.). Never-
theless, large as the library then was, it continued to increase.
A few years afterwards, Aristophanes published a work com-
menting upon the tables of Kallimachus, with additions and
enlargements: of which work the title alone remains.4

Now, I have already observed, that the works of Plato
were certainly in the Alexandrine library, at the

—in the u- time when Aristophanes either originated or sanc-
time of Kam- tioned the distribution of them into Trilogies. Were

they not also in the library, at the time when Kalli-
machus compiled his tables ? I cannot but conclude that
they were in it at that time also. When we are informed
that the catalogue of enumerated authors filled so many
books, we may be sure that it must have descended, and we
know in fact that it did descend, to names far less important
teal avaypcup}] rwv Kara ^povovs KaX air'

4 ipx yj
TWV Afifj-OKpiTov y\wGG&v Kai crvvTay f
TWP. Tliva£ Kai avaypafpij TOW pf]TOpLKWv.
See also Athenoeus, xv. 669. It appears
fromDionys. Hal. that besides theTables
of Kallimachus, enumerating and re-
viewing the authors whose works were
contained in the Alexandrine library
or museum, there existed also IIep7a-
laivbi rtiTO/ces, describing the contents
of the library at Pergamus (Dion. H. de
Adm. Vi Die. in Demosthene, p. 994 ;

De Dinarcho, pp. 630, 653, 661).
Compare Bernhardy, Grundriss der

Griech. Litteratur, sect. 36, p. 132-133
seq.

' Athenaeus, ix. 408. 'Api.ixToip6.vris
6 ypafj.ixa.Ti.Khs, iv TOTS vpbs TOVS KaX-
\tfidxov irivanas.

We see by another passage, Athensa.
viii. 336, that this work included an
addition or supplement to the Tables
of Kallimachus.

Compare Etymologicon Magn. v.
IIicoJ.
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and distinguished than that of Plato." The name of Plato
himself can hardly have been omitted. Demokritus and his
works, especially the peculiar and technical words (yXSxra-ai)
in them, received special attention from Kallimachus: which
proves that the latter was not disposed to pass over the
philosophers. But Demokritus, though an eminent philo-
sopher, was decidedly less eminent than Plato: moreover he
left behind him no permanent successors, school, or fiovaelov,
at Athens, to preserve his MSS. or foster his celebrity. As
the library was furnished at that time with a set of the works
of Demokritus, so I infer that it could not have been without
a set of the works of Plato. That Kallimachus was acquainted
with Plato's writings (if indeed such a fact requires proof),
we know, not only from his epigram upon the Ambrakiot
Kleombrotus (whom he affirms to have killed himself after
reading the Phsedon), but also from a curious intimation that
he formally impugned Plato's competence to judge or appre-
ciate poets—alluding to the severe criticisms which we read
in the Platonic Eepublic.x

It would indeed be most extraordinary if, among the
hundreds of authors whose works must have been specified
in the Tables of Kallimachus as constituting the treasures of
the Alexandrine Museum/ the name of Plato had not been

•> Thus the Tables of Kallimachus
included a writer named Lysimachus,
a disciple of Theodoras or Tbeo-
phrastus, and his writings (Athense.
vi. 252)—a rhetor and poet named
Dionysius with the epithet of xa^K°vs
(Athense. xv. 669)—and even the
treatises of several authors on cakes
and cookery (Athenje. xiv. 643). The
names of authors absolutely unknown
to us were mentioned by him (Athense.
ii. 70). Compare Dionys. Hal. de Di-
narcho, 630, 653, 661.

* Kallimachus, Epigram. 24.
Proklus in Timseum, p. 28 C. p. 64.

Schneid. /j-drriv oiv <p\T)vatyov<n KaAAi-
fiaxos Kai Aovpis, a s HXCLTOIVOS OVK '6V-
TOS iKavov Kpiveiv iroiTjTds.

Eratosthenes, successor of Kalli-
machus as librarian at Alexandria,
composed a work (now lost) entitled
n\a.Ti>iviKbv, as well as various treatises
on philosophy and philosophers (Era-

VOL. I.

tosthenica, Bernhardy, p. 168,187,197 ;
Suidas, v. 'EpaTo<r8ei/r)s). H e had
passed some time at Athens, had en-
joyed the lessons and conversation of
Zeno the Stoic, but expressed still
warmer admiration of Arkesilaus and
Ariston. He spoke in animated terms
of Athens as the great centre of con-
gregation for philosophers in his day.
He had composed a treatise, Tlepl rSiv
ayadwp : but Strabo describes him as
mixing up other subjects with philo-
sophy (Strabo, i. p. 15).

y About the number of books, or
more properly of rolls (volumina) in
the Alexandrine library, see the en-
quiries of Parthey, Das Alexandri-
nische Museum, p. 76-84. Various
statements are made by ancient
authors, some of them with very large
numbers ; and no certainty is attain-
able. Many rolls would go to form
one book. Parthey considers the

L
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included. Moreover, the distribution of the Platonic com-
positions into Trilogies, pursuant to the analogy of the Didas-
kaliae or dramatic records, may very probably have originated
with Kallimachus ; and may have been simply approved and
continued, perhaps with some modifications, by Aristophanes.
At least this seems more consonant to the language of
Diogenes Laertius, than the supposition that Aristophanes
was the first originator of it.

If we look back to the first commencement of the Alexan-
drine Museum and library, we shall be still farther

tion of the convinced that the works of Plato, complete as well
tended as a as genuine, must have been introduced into it be-
piatonic and fore the davs of Kallimachus. Strabo expressly
Aristotelian J . . . .

Mov«ia at tells us that the first stimulus and example impelling
Athens. r r &

the Ptolemies to found this museum and library,
were furnished by the school of Aristotle and Theophrastus at
Athens.2 I believe this to be perfectly true ; and it is farther
confirmed by the fact that the institution at Alexandria com-
prised the same constituent parts and arrangements, described
by the same titles, as those which are applied to the Aristo-
telian and Platonic schools at Athens.* Though the terms
library, museum, and lecture-room, have now become familiar,
both terms and meaning were at that time alike novel. No-
where, as far as we know, did there exist a known and fixed
domicile, consecrated in perpetuity to these purposes, and to
literary men who took interest therein. A special stimulus
statement made by Epiphanius not
improbable—54,800 rolls in the library
under Ptolemy PbHadelphus (p. 83).

The magnitude of the library at
Alexandria in the time of Eratosthenes,
and the multitude of writings which
he consulted in his valuable geogra-
phical works, was admitted by his oppo-
nent Hipparchus (Strabo, ii. p. 69 .

z Strabo, xiii. 608. & yoVv 'Apitr-roTe'Aijs
T\\V eavrov d

p , Qp ) xj r
X(7re* TV p w T o s, uiv Xir/xev, cvvaya-

" y d > v j6 i $ A t a , K a l 5 1 5 a £ a s r o b s
e v A I y v IT T cp fl atr i \ 4 a s / 3 t# -
\lo6~flK7JS <T V VTa^lV.

» Strabo (xvii. 793-794) describes the

Museum at Alexandria in the following
terms —TUV Se j8a(riAetwj/ fj.4pos eori
Kal rb Moj i r f io i ' , $%ov 7rep£-
n ar o y K a\ € £ € 5 p av, Kal OIKOU
fj.4yav eV $ T& (Tvfffxiriov ricv ^n\6v-
TUV rov Mouffeiov <pi\o\6ywv avBpaiv,
&c. Vitruvius, v. 11.

If we compare this with, the lan-
guage in Diogenes Laertius respecting
the Academic and Peripatetic school
residences at Athens, we shall find the
same phrases employed — p.ovae'ioi',
i^Spa, &c. CD. L. iv. 19, v. 51-54).
Respecting Speusippus, Diogenes tells
US (iv. Xj—XapiTwy T ' ayd\[j.a'r' aveQrj'
Ktv iv rif p.ov<reltp Tip inrb HAdruyos
iv 'AKaSr)/j.ia ISpvdevTi.
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was needed to suggest and enforce the project on Ptolemy
Soter. That stimulus was supplied by the Aristotelian school
at Athens, which the Alexandrine institution was intended
to copy: a M.ov<retov (with igeSpa and 7re/>i7raTo?, a covered
portico with recesses and seats, and a walk adjacent), on a
far larger scale and with more extensive attributions.1" We
must not however imagine that when this new museum was
first begun, the founders entertained any idea of the vast
magnitude to which it ultimately attained.

Ptolemy Soter was himself an author," and himself knew
and respected Aristotle, not only as a philosopher, Favour of

but also as the preceptor of his friend and com- ^ll™Jmrdi

mander Alexander. To Theophrastus also, the ptrsft"080"
philosophical successor of Aristotle, Ptolemy showed Athens-
peculiar honour; inviting him by special message to come
and establish himself at Alexandria, which invitation however
Theophrastus declined.11 Moreover Ptolemy appointed Stra-

sellera; we see that the bookseller read
aloud to his visitors a part of the books
which he had to sell, in order to tempt
them to buy, a feeble foreshadowing
of the advertisements and reviews of
the present day (Diogen. L. vii. 2).
But there existed as yet nothing of
the nature of the Platonic and Aristo-
telian fiovtreTov, whereof the collection
of books, varied, permanent, and in-
tended for the use of inmates and
special visitors, was one important
fraction. In this sense it served as a
model for Demetrius Phalereus and
Ptolemy Soter in regard to Alex-
andria.

Vitruvius Cv. 11) describes the ex-
hedrx as seats placed under a covered
portico—"in quibus philosophi, rhe-
tores, ceterique qui studiis delectantur,
sedentes disputare possint."

c Respecting Ptolemy as an author,
and the fragments of his work on the
exploits of Alexander, see Geier, Alex-
andri M. Historiarum Scriptt. p. 4-26.

i Diog. L. v. 37. Probably this
invitation was sent about 306 B.C., dur-
ing the year in which Theophrastus

in banishment fjom Athens, in

b We see from hence what there was
peculiar in the Platonic and Aristo-
telian literary establishments. They
included something consecrated, per-
manent, and intended more or less for
public use. The collection of books
was not like a private library, destined
only for the proprietor and such friends
as he might allow—nor was it like that
of a bookseller, intended for sale and
profit. I make this remark in regard
to the Excursus of Becker, in his
Charikles, i. 206, 216, a very interest-
ing note on the book-trade and libra-
ries of ancient Athens. Becker dis-
putes the accuracy of Strabo's state-
ment that Aristotle was the first
person at Athens who collected a
library, and who taught the kings of
Egypt to do the like. In the literal
sense of the words Becker is right.
Other persons before Aristotle had
collected books (though I think Becker
makes more of the passages which he
cites than they strictly deserve); one
example is the youthful Euthydemus
in Xenophon. Memorab. iv. 2 ; and
Becker alludes justly to the remark-
able passage in the Anabasis of Xeno-
phon, about books exported to the
Hellenic cities in the Euxine (Anabas.
vii. 5, 14). There clearly existed in
Athens regular professional book-

consequence of the restrictive law pro-
posed by Sophokles against the schools
of the philosophers, which law was
repealed in the ensuing year.

L 2
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ton (afterwards Scholarch in succession to Theophrastus) pre-
ceptor to his youthful son Ptolemy Philadelphus, from whom
Straton subsequently received a large present of money:e

he welcomed at Alexandria the Megaric philosophers, Dio-
dorus Kronus, and Stilpon, and found pleasure in their con-
versation ; he not only befriended, but often confidentially
consulted, the Kyrenaic philosopher Theodoras.1' Kolotes,
the friend of Epikurus, dedicated a work to Ptolemy Soter.
Menander, the eminent comic writer, also received an invita-
tion from him to Egypt.g

These favourable dispositions, on the part of the first
Ptolemy, towards philosophy and the philosophers

Demetrius • " i i • n • . • i

riiaiereus— at Athens, appear to have been mainly instigated
and charac- and guided by the Phalerean Demetrius: an Athe-

nian citizen of good station, who enjoyed for ten
years at Athens (while that city was subject to Kassander)
full political ascendancy, but who was expelled about 307
B.C., by the increased force of the popular party, seconded
by the successful invasion of Demetrius Poliorketes. By
these political events Demetrius Phalereus was driven into
exile: a portion of which exile was spent at Thebes, but a
much larger portion of it at Alexandria, where he acquired
the full confidence of Ptolemy Soter, and retained it until the
death of that prince in 285 B.C. While active in politics,
and possessing rhetorical talent, elegant without being for-
cible—Demetrius Phalereus was yet more active in literature
and philosophy. He employed his influence, during the
time of his political power, to befriend and protect both Xeno-
krates the chief of the Platonic school, and Theophrastus the
chief of the Aristotelian. In his literary and philosophical
views he followed Theophrastus and the Peripatetic sect, and
was himself among their most voluminous writers. The latter
portion of his life was spent at Alexandria, in the service of

' Diog. L. v. 58. Straton became preceptor of the king at Alexandria.
Scholarch at the death of Theophrastus ' Diog. L. ii. 102, 111, 115. Plu-
in 287 B.C. He must have been pre- tarch adv. Koloten,' p. 1107. The
ceptor to Ptolemy Philadelphus before Ptolemy here mentioned by Plutarch
this time, during the youth of the j may indeed be Philadelphus.
lattur; for he could not have been at ! s Meineke, Menand. et Philem.
the same time Scholarch at Athens, and Eeliq. Prtef. p. xxxii.
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Ptolemy Soter ; after whose death, however, he soon incurred
the displeasure of Ptolemy Philadelphus, and died, intention-
ally or accidentally, from the bite of an asp.h

The Alexandrine Museum or library first acquired celebrity
under the reign of Ptolemy (II.) Philadelphus, by Hewascwef

, ., , , -, , . agent in thewhom moreover it was greatly enlarged and its firstesta-
- . . . . __ / ° blishment of

treasures multiplied. Hence that prince is some- ae Alex-
times entitled the founder. But there can be no Library.
doubt that its first initiation and establishment is due to
Ptolemy (I.) Soter.' Demetrius Phalereus was his adviser
and auxiliary, the link of connection between him and the
literary or philosophical world of Greece. We read that
Julius Caesar, when he conceived the scheme (which he did
not live to execute) of establishing a large public library at
Rome, fixed upon the learned Varro to regulate the selection
and arrangement of the books.k None but an eminent

h Diog. L. iv. 14, v. 39, 75, 80;
Strabo, ix. 398; Plutarch, De Exilio,
p. 601; Apophthegmat. p. 189; Cicero,
De Finib. v. 19; Pro Eabirio, 30.

Diogenes says about Demetrius
Phalereus,

x , crxeSiy airavras
p ^ robs Kar' ahrbv Tltpnra.rt)-

TlKobs, tinraiSeVTOs &>v Kal iroAvireipos
trap' bvTiVovv.

' Mr. Clinton says, Fast. Hell. App.
5, p. 380, 381:

"Athenteus distinctly ascribes the
institution of the MovceTof to Phila-
delphus in v. 203, where he is describ-
ing the acts of Philadelphus." This
is a mistake: the passage in Athenseus
does not specify which of the two first
Ptolemies was the founder: it is per-
fectly consistent with the supposition
that Ptolemy Soter founded it. The
same may be said about the passage
cited by Mr. Clinton from Plutarch;
that too does not determine, between the
two Ptolemies, which was the founder.
Perizonius was in error (as Mr. Clinton
points out) in affirming that the pas-
sage in Plutarch determined the
foundation to the first Ptolemy: Mr.
Clinton is in error by affirming that
the passage hi Athenseus determines it
to the second. Mr. Clinton has also
been misled by Vitruvius and Scaliger,
(p. 389), when he affirms that the

library at Alexandria was not formed
until afte.r the library at Pergamus.
Bernhardy (Grundriss der Griechisch.
Litteratur, Part i. p. 359, 367, 369) has
followed Mr. Clinton too implicitly
in recognising Philadelphus as the
founder: nevertheless he too admits (p.
366) that the foundations were laid by
Ptolemy Soter, under the advice and
assistance of Demetrius Phalereus.

The earliest declared king of the
Attalid family at Pergamus acquired
the throne in 241 B.C. The library at
Pergamus could hardly have been
commenced before his time: and it is
his successor, Eumenes I I . (whose
reign began in 197 B.C.), who is men-
tioned as the great collector and
adorner of the library at Pergamus.
See Strabo, xiii. 624; Clinton, Fast.
Hellen. App. 6, p. 401-403. It is plain
that the library at Pergamus could
hardly have been begun before the
close of the reign of Ptolemy Philadel-
phus in Egypt, by which time the
library of Alexandria had already
acquired great extension and renown.

k Sueton. Jul. Cses. c. 44.
Cicero replies in the following terms

to his brother Quintus, who had written
to him, requesting advice and aid in
getting together for his own use a
collection of Greek and Latin books.
" De bibliotheca tua Grseca supplenda,
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literary man could carry such an enterprise into effect, even
at Eome, when there existed the precedent of the Alex-
andrine library: much more when Ptolemy commenced his
operations at Alexandria, and when there were only the two
Movcrela at Athens to serve as precedents. Demetrius, who
combined an organising head and political experience, with
an erudition not inferior to Varro, regard being had to the
stock of learning accessible—was eminently qualified for the
task. It procured for him great importance with Ptolemy,
and compensated him for that loss of political ascendancy at
Athens, which unfavourable fortune had brought about.

AVe learn that the ardour of Demetrius Phalereus was un-
remitting, and that his researches were extendedg

of Demetrius . . .
in beginning everywhere, to obtain for the new museum literary
to collect the J . . . .
library. monuments from all countries within contemporary

libria comrnutandis, Latinis compa-
randis—valde velim ista confici, prse-
sertini cum ad meum quoque usum
spectent. Sed ego, mihi ipsi ista per
quern agam, rion habeo. Neque enim
venalia sunt, quse quidem placeant: et
confici nisi per hominem et peritum
et diligentem non possunt. Chrysdppo
tamen Imperabo, et cum Tyrannioue
loquar." (Cicero, Epist. ad Q. Fratr.
iii. 4, 5.)

Now the circulation of books was
greatly increased, and the book trade
far more developed, at Eome when
this letter was written (about three
centuries after Plato's decease) than it
was at Athens during the time of
Demetrius Phalereus (320-300 B.C.).
Yet we see the difficulty which the
two brothers Cicero had in collecting a
mere private library for use of the
owner simply. Good boolts, in a correct
and satisfactory condition, were not to
be had for money: it was necessary to
get access to the best MSS., and to
have special copies made, neatly and
correctly: and this could not be done,
except under the superintendance of a
laborious literary man like Tyrannion,
by well taught slaves subordinate to
him.

We may understand, from this ana-
logy, the far greater obstacles which the
collectors of the Alexandrine museum
and library must have had to overcome,
when they began their work. No one

could do it, except a practised literary
man such as Demetrius Phalereus:
nor even he, except by finding out the
best MSS., and causing special copies
to he made for the use of the library.
Ecspecting the extent and facility of
book-diffusion in the Eoman world,
information will be found in the late
Sir George Cornewall Lewis's Enquiry
into the Credibility of Early Roman
History, vol. i. p. 196, seqq.; also, in
the fifth chapter of the work of Adolf
Schmidt, Geschichteder Derik-und Glau-
bens-Freiheit im ersten Jahrhunderte
der Kaiser-herrschaft, Berlin, 1847;
lastly, in a valuable review of Adolf
Schmidt's work by Sir George Lewis
himself, in Fraser's Magazine for April,
1862, pp. 432-439. Adolf Schmidt
represents the multiplication and
cheapness of books in that day as
something hardly inferior to what it is
now—citing many authorities for this
opinion. Sir G. Lewis has shown, in
my judgment most satisfactorily, that
these authorities are insufficient, and
that the opinion is incorrect: this
mighthavebeen shown evenmore fully,
if the review had been lengthened. I
perfectly agree with Sir G. Lewis on
the main question: yet I think he
narrows the case on his own side too
much, and that the number of copies
of such authors as Virgil and Horace,
in circulation atone time, cannot have
been so small as he imagines.
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knowledge.1 This is highly probable: such universality of
literary interest was adapted to the mixed and cosmopolitan
character of the Alexandrine population. But Demetrius
was a Greek, born about the time of Plato's death (347 B.C.),
and identified with the political, rhetorical, dramatic, lite-
rary, and philosophical, activity of Athens, in which he had
himself taken a prominent part. To collect the memo-
rials of Greek literature would be his first object, more
especially such as Aristotle and Theophrastus possessed in
their libraries. Without doubt he would procure the works
of Homer and the other distinguished poets, epic, lyric, and
dramatic, as well as the rhetors, orators, &c. He probably
would not leave out the works of the viri Sokratici (Anti-
sthenes, Aristippus, .ZEschines, &c.) and the other philosophers
(Demokritus, Anaxagoras, Parmenides, &c). But there are
two authors, whose compositions he would most certainly take
pains to obtain—Plato and Aristotle. These were the two
commanding names of Grecian philosophy in that day: the
founders of the two schools existing in Athens, upon the model
of which the Alexandrine Museum was to be constituted.

Among all the books which would pass over to Alexandria
as the earliest stock of the new library, I know certainty
nothing upon which we can reckon more certainly works of
than upon the works of Plato."1 For they were Aristotle

under Ptolemy Soter.
Respecting the part taken by De-

metrius Phalereus in the first, getting
up of the Alexandrine Museum, see
Valckenaer, Dissertat. De Aristobulo
Judaico, p. 52-57," Bitsohl, Die Alex-
andrin. Biblioth. p. 17,18; Parthey, Das
Alexandrinische Museum, p. 70, 71 seq.

m Stahr, in the second part of his
work " Aristotelia," combats and re-
futes with much pains the erroneous
supposition, that there was no sufficient
publication of the works of Aristotle,
until after the time when Apellikon
purchased the MSS. from the heirs of
Neleus— i. e. B.C. 100. Stahr shows
evidence to prove, that the works, at
least many of the works, of Aristotle
were known and studied before the
year 100 B.C.: that they were in the
library at Alexandria, and that they
were procured for that library by

1 Josephus, Antiquit. xii. 2, 1. A?j-
lvr)Tpios 6 QaAripeiis, 8s l\v eirl ruv
fiifiXio()r\Kuv TOV &a<ri\€ais, (rirovfidfav,
el SvvaTbv efaj, iravra T « Kara r^v
olKovfxtvqv ffvvdyetv ^ijSAia, KOX ftvvw-
vovp.svos, e?Ti irov fji.6vov a/coiitrete

irpoaipeati,
7] J t s
yap irepl T V (TVA-

1 d

What Joseplius affirms here, I ap-
prehend to be perfectly true; though
he goes on to state much that is
fabulous and apocryphal, respecting
the incidents which preceded and
accompanied the translation of the
Hebrew Scriptures. Josephus is also
mistaken in connecting Demetrius
Phalereus with Ptolemy Philadelphus.
Demetrius Phalereus was disgraced,
and died shortly after that prince's
accession. His time of influence was
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were among acquisitions not only desirable, but also easily acces-
the earliest m , . . „ . . T-V I •,
acquisitions sible. The writ ings of Ans t ippus or D e m o k n t u s —
made by him ° . , , ,

for the u- of Lysias or Isokrates—might require to be pro-
b'ary b i l l

y
cured (or good MSS. thereof, fit to be specially

copied) at different places and from different persons, without
any security that the collection, when purchased, would be
either complete or altogether genuine. But the manuscripts
of Plato and of Aristotle were preserved in their respective
schools at Athens, the Academic and Peripatetic : n a collec-
tion complete as well as verifiable. Demetrius could obtain
permission, from Theophrastus in the Peripatetic school, from
Polemon or Krantor in the Academic school, to have these
MSS. copied for him by careful and expert hands. The cost
of such copying must doubtless have been considerable;
amounting to a sum which few private individuals would have
been either able or willing to disburse. But the treasures
of Ptolemy were amply sufficient for the purpose;0 and

Demetrius Phalereus. Stahr says, p.
59, " Is it indeed credible—is it even
conceivable—that Demetrius, "who re-
commended especially to his regal
friend Ptolemy the study of the poli-
tical works of the philosophers—that
Demetrius, the friend both of the
Aristotelian philosophy and of Theo-
phrastus, should have left the works of
the two great Peripatetic philosophers
out of his consideration? May we not
rather be sure, that he would take care
to secure their works, before all others,
for his nascent library—if indeed he
did not bring them with him when he
came to Alexandria ? " The question
here put by Stahr (and farther insisted
on by Eavaisson, Essai sur la Me'ta-
physique d'Aristote, Introd. p. 14) is
very pertinent: and I put the like
question, with slight change of cir-
cumstances, respecting the works of
Plato. Demetrius Phalereus was the
friend and patron of Xenokrates, as
well as of Theophrastus.

" In respect to the Peripatetic
school, this is true only during the life-
time of Theophrastus, who died 287
B.C. I have already mentioned that
after the death of Theophrastus, the
MSS. were withdrawn from Athens.
But all the operations of Demetrius
Phalereus were carried on during the

lifetime of Theophrastus; much of
them, probably, in concert with Theo-
phrastus, whose friend and pupil he
was. The death of Theophrastus, the
death of Ptolemy Soter, and the dis-
credit and subsequent death of Deme-
trius are separated only by an interval
of two or three years.

0 "We find interesting information,
in the letters of Cicero, respecting the
librarii or copyists whom he had in hia
service; and the still more numerous
and effective band of librarii and
anagnostse (slaves, mostly home-born)
whom his friend Atticus possessed and
trained (Cornel. Nepos, Vit. Attici,
c. 13]. See Epist. ad Attic, xii. 6;
xiii. 21-44; v. 12 seq.

It appears that many of the com-
positions of Cicero were copied, pre-
pared for publication, and published,
by the librarii of Atticus: who, in the
case of the Academica, incurred a loss,
because Cicero—after having given out
the work to be copied and published, and
after progress had been made in doing
this—thought fit to alter materially
both the form and the speakers intro-
duced (xiii. 13). In regard to the Ora-
tion pro Ligario, Atticus sold it well, and
brought himself home ("Ligarianam
prseclare vendidisti: posthac, quicquid
scripsero, tibi prseconium deferam," xiii.
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when he once conceived the project of founding a Museum
in his new capital, a large outlay, incurred for transcribing
from the best MSS. a complete and authentic collection of
the works of illustrious authors, was not likely to deter him.
We know from other anecdotes," what vast sums the third

12). Cicero compares the relation of
Atticus towards himself, with, that of
Herrnodorus towards Plato, as expressed
in the Greek verse, \6yoi<nv 'Ep'/j.6Swpos
4/j.iTopzveTat, xiii. 21 .

Private friends, such as Balhus and
Cserellia (xiii. 21), considered it a pri-
vilege to he allowed to take copies of
his compositions at their own cost,
through librarii employed for the pur-
pose. And we find Galen enumerating
this among the noble and dignified
ways for an opulent man to expend
money, in a remarkable passage, |8\eV«
yap o"e ovde irphs TCC Ka\a rwv %pyu>v
Sanavrja'ai To\/j.<vvTa, firjSe els fiifiAiwv
wvty fj-rjSe KarafrKtv^v teal TOIV ypa<pov-
TWV a(7Kf](7lv, ijrot ye els ra^os Sia
<r7]/j.€iwv, fi els KaKwv aKpifietav, o&trirep
ouSt rwy a.vayivw(TK6vTaiv 6p6u>s. (De
Cognoscendis Curandisque Animi Mor-
bis, t. v. p. 48, Kiihn.)

p Galen, Comm. ad. Hippokrat. 'Em-
Siifilas, vol. xvii. p. 606, 607, ed. Kiihn.

Lykurgus, the contemporary of De-
mosthenes as an orator, conspicuous for
many years in the civil and financial
administration of Athens, caused a law
to be passed, enacting that an official
MS. should be made of the plays of
^Eschylus, Sophokles, and Euripides.
No permission was granted to represent
any of these dramas at the Dionysiac
festival, except upon condition that
the applicant and the actors whom he
employed, should compare the MS. on
which they intended to proceed, with
the official MS. in the hands of the
official secretary. The purpose was to
prevent arbitrary amendments or omis-
sions in these plays, at the pleasure of
the vTroKpirai.

Ptolemy Euergetes borrowed from
the Athenians these public and official
MSS. of iEschylus, Sophokles, and
Euripides—on the plea that he wished
to have exact copies of them taken at
Alexandria, and under engagement to
restore them as soon as this was done.
He deposited with them the prodigious
sum of fifteen talents, as a guarantee
for the faithful restitution. When he

got the MSS. at Alexandria, he caused
copies of them to be taken on the finest
paper. He then sent these copies to
Athens, keeping the originals for the
Alexandrine library; desiring the
Athenians to retain the deposit of
fifteen talents for themselves. Ptolemy
Euergetes here pays, not merely the
cost of the finest copying, but fifteen
talents besides, for the possession of
official MSS. of the three great Athe-
nian tragedians; whose works in other
manuscripts must have been in the
library long before.

Eespecting these official MSS. of
the three great tragedians, prepared
during the administration and under
the auspices of the rhetor Lykurgus,
see Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator, p. 841,
also Boeckh, Graecse Tragoed. Principia,
pp. 13-15. The time when Lykurgus
caused this to be done, must have been
nearly coincident with the decease of
Plato, 347 B.O. See Boeckh, Staats-
haushaltung der Athener, vol. i. p.
468, i i p. 244; Welcker, Griech. Trag.
Hi. p. 908; Korn, De Publico .Eschyli,
&c. Exemplari, Lykurgo Auctore con-
fecto, p. 6-9, Bonn, 1863.

In the passage cited above from
Galen, we are farther informed, that
Ptolemy Euergetes caused inquiries
to be made, from the masters of all
vessels which came to Alexandria,
whether there were any MSS. on
board: if there were, the MSS. were
brought to the library, carefully copied
out, and the copies given to the owners:
the original MSS. being retained in the
library, and registered in a separate
compartment, under the general head
of Ta (K TrAoiuv, and with the name of
the person from whom the acquisition
had been made, annexed. Compare
Wolf, Prolegg. ad Homerum, p. clxxv.
These statements tend to show the
care taken by the Alexandrine libra-
rians, not only to acquire the best
MSS., but also to keep good MSS.
apart from bad, and to record the per-
son and the quarter from which each
'acquisition had been made.
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Ptolemy spent, for the mere purpose of securing better and
more authoritative MSS. of works which the Alexandrine
library already possessed.

We cannot doubt that Demetrius could obtain permission,
Large expenses if he asked it, from the Scholarchs, to have such
incurred by the . . , , . ,
ptoiemies for copies made. To them the operation was at once
procuring L . • 1 •! AV.

good iiss. complimentary and lucrative ; while among the
Athenian philosophers generally, the name of Demetrius was
acceptable, from the favour which he had shown to them during
his season of political power—and that of Ptolemy popular
from his liberalities. Or if we even suppose that Demetrius,
instead of obtaining copies of the Platonic MSS. from the
school, purchased copies from private persons or booksellers (as
he must have purchased the works of Demokritus and others)
—he could, at any rate, assure himself of the authenticity of
what he purchased, by information from the Scholarch.

My purpose, in thus calling attention to the Platonic school
and the Alexandrine Museum, is to show that the

Platonic chance for preservation of Plato's works complete
pared 'by and genuine after his decease, was unusually favour-
Phane5,i3 able. I think that they existed complete and
trustworthy. . , A i i • •»»• i »

genuine m the Alexandrine Museum before the
time of Eallimachus, and, of course, during that of Aristo-
phanes. If there were in the Museum any other works ob-
tained from private vendors and professing to be Platonic,
Kallimachus and Aristophanes had the means of distinguish-
ing these from such as the Platonic school had furnished and
could authenticate, and motive enough for keeping them
apart from the certified Platonic catalogue. Whether there
existed any spurious works of this sort in the Museum, Dio-
genes Laertius does not tell us; nor, unfortunately, does he
set forth the full list of those which Aristophanes, recognising
as Platonic, distributed either in triplets or in units. Diogenes
mentions only the principle of distribution adopted, and a select
portion of the compositions distributed. But as far as his
positive information goes, I hold it to be perfectly worthy of
trust. I consider that all the compositions recognised by
Aristophanes as works of Plato are unquestionably such; and
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that his testimony greatly strengthens our assurance for the
received catalogue, in many of those items which have been
most contested by critics, upon supposed internal grounds.
Aristophanes authenticates, among others, not merely the
Leges, but also the Epinomis, the Minos, and the Epistolae.

There is another point also which I conceive to be proved
by what we hear about Aristophanes. He (or Kallimachus
before him) introduced a new order or distribution No canonlcai
of his own—the Trilogies—founded on the analogy CrderXo"sthe
of the dramatic Didaskalies. This shows that the S^fwh^
Platonic dialogues were not received into the library SyKto-
in any canonical or exclusive order of their own, or p anes'
in any interdependance as first, second, third, &c, essential
to render them intelligible as a system. Had there been any
such order, Kallimachus and Aristophanes would no more
have altered it, than they would have transposed the order
of the books in the Republic and Leges. The importance of
what is here observed will appear presently, when we touch
upon the theory of Schleiermacher.

The distributive arrangement, proposed or sanctioned by
Aristophanes, applied (as I have already remarked)

, • ii . i . i T • i - i , O t h e r l i b ra -

to the materials in the Alexandrine library only, nes and mer-
But this Library, though it was the most conspicuous besides Aiex-

•̂  andria. In
portion, was not the whole, of the Grecian literary which spuri-
* ' ' i i - i • o u s p l a t o n i c

aeereffate. There were other great regal libraries works m'8ht

c>o o c o get footing.

(such as those of the kings of Pergamus and the
Seleukid kings'1) commenced after the Alexandrine libraryi The library of Antiochus the
Great, or of his predecessor, is men-
tioned by Suidas, 'Eixpopiav. Eupho-
rion was librarian of it, seemingly
about 230-220 B.O. See Clinton, Fast.
Hell. B.C. 221.

Galen states (Oomm. in Hippok. De
Nat. Horn. vol. xv. p. 105, KuLin)
that the forgeries of books, and the
practice of tendering books for sale
under the false names of celebrated
authors, did not commence until the
time when the competition between
the" kings of Egypt and the kings of
Pergamus for their respective libraries
became vehement. If this be ad-

mitted, there could have been no
forgeries tendered at Alexandria until
after the commencement of the reign
of Euergetes (B.C. 247-222): for the
competition from Pergamus could
hardly have commenced earlier than
230 B.O. In the times of Soter and
Philadelphus, there would be no such
forgeries tendered. I do. not doubt that
such forgeries were sometimes success-
fully passed off: but I think Galen
does not take sufficient account of the
practice (mentioned by himself) at the
Alexandrine library, to keep faithful
record of the person and quarter from
whence each book had been acquired.
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had already attained importance, and intended to rival it:
there was also an active literary and philosophising class, in
various Grecian cities, of which Athens was the foremost, but
in which Ehodes, Kyrene, and several cities in Asia Minor,
Kilikia, and Syria, were included: ultimately, the cultivated
classes at Rome, and the Western Hellenic city of Massalia,
became comprised in the number. Among this widespread
literary public, there were persons who neither knew nor exa-
mined the Platonic school or the Alexandrine library, nor
investigated what title either of them had to furnish a cer-
tificate authenticating the genuine works of Plato. It is not
certain that even the great library at Pergamus, begun nearly
half a century after that of Alexandria, had any such initia-
tory agent as Demetrius Phalereus, able as well as willing to
go to the fountain-head of Platonism at Athens: nor could
the kings of Pergamus claim aid from Alexandria, with which
they were in hostile rivalry, and from which they were even
forbidden (so we hear) to purchase papyrus. Under these
circumstances, it is quite possible that spurious Platonic
writings, though they obtained no recognition in the Alex-
andrine library, might obtain more or less recognition else-
where, and pass under the name of Plato. To a certain
extent, such was the case. There existed some spurious
dialogues at the time when Thrasyllus afterwards formed his
arrangement.

Moreover the distribution made by Aristophanes of the
Platonic dialogues into Trilogies, and the order of

Other critics, . ° i .1 i

besides An- priority which he established among- them, was bv
stophanes, . i n

proposed dif- no means universally accepted, home reiected alto-
ferentar- . "*

raugements gether the dramatic analogy of Trilogies as a prin-
ion'esdia" c ^ e °^ distribution. They arranged the dialogues

into three classes : ' l . The Direct, or purely dra-
matic. 2. The Indirect, or narrative (diegematic). 3. The
Mixed—partly one, partly the other. Eespecting the order' Diog. L. iii. 49. Schone, in his
commentary on the Protagoras (pp. 8-
12) lays particular stress on this divi-

probahle, that Plato preferred one
method to the other at different
periods of life: that all of one sort,

sion into the direct or dramatic, and | and all of the other sort, come near
indirect or diegematic. He thinks it together in time.
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of priority, we read that while Aristophanes placed the
Republic first, there were eight other arrangements, each
recognising a different dialogue as first in order; these eight
were, Alkibiades I., Theages, Euthyphron, Kleitophon, Timseus,
Phsedrus, Theaetetus, Apology. More than one arrange-
ment began with the Apology. Some even selected the
Epistolse as the proper commencement for studying Plato's
works.8

We hear with surprise that the distinguished Stoic phi-
losopher at Athens, Pansetius, rejected the Phaedon Panstius, the
as not being the work of Plato.* It appears that he sidered the
did not believe in the immortality of the soul, and be spurious—

earliest

that he profoundly admired Plato ; accordingly, he known ex-
\ J . & J ample of a

thought it unworthy of so great a philosopher to Platonic
° J a tr r dialogue dis-

waste so much logical subtlety, poetical metaphor, f̂ wedupon
and fable, in support of such a conclusion. Probably grounds.
he was also guided, in part, by one singularity in the
Phsedon: it is the only dialogue wherein Plato mentionsDiog. L. iii. 62. Albinus, EiVa-
7 7 ^ c. 4, in K. F. Hermann's Ap-
pendix Platonica, p. 149.

1 See the Epigram out of the Antho-
logy, and the extract from the Scholia
on the Categories of Aristotle, cited by
Wyttenbach in his note on the begin-
ning of the Phsedon. A more im-
portant passage (which he has not
cited) from the Scholia on Aristotle,
is, that of Asklepius on the Meta-
physica, p. 991; Scholia, ed. Brandis,
p. 576, a. 38. "On rov HKaruv6s i&Tiv
6 $a{Sav, ffacpas & 'Api<TTOTeAi)s STIKOT
—Tlavahtos ydp TIS eT<SA,u7)<re vo6evirat
rbv SiaKoyov. €7rei5^ ycLp e\cyeu zlvai
BVT\T))V T\\V tyvxhvi c[iov\€To (ruytca-
racrndffai rhv Xlh&Twva' €ire\ oZv iv rq>
&ai5oivi <ra<pu>s airaBafari^i (Plato) Tr)p
Xoym^v -tyvxh", TOVTOV x&piv ivoBevui
T)>V $ia\oyov. Wyttenbach vainly en-
deavours to elude the force of the pas-
sages cited by himself, and to make out
that the witnesses did not mean to assert
that Pansetius had declared the Phsedon
to be spurious. One of the reasons urged
by Wyttenbach is—" Nee illud negli-
gendum, quod dicitur imh Tlavaniov
rivbs, a Panastio quodam, neque per con-
temptum dici potuisse neque a Syriano

neque ab hoc anonymo; quorum neuter
ea fuit doctrinte inopia, ut Pantetii
laudes et prsestantiam ignoiuret." But
in the Scholion of Asklepius on the
Motaphysica (which passage was not
before Wyttenbach), we find the very
same expression IJOIWTIO'S TIS, and
plainly used per contemptum: for
Asklepius probably considered it a
manifestation of virtuous feeling to
describe, in contemptuous language, a
philosopher who did not believe in the
immortality of the soul. We have
only to read the still harsher and
more contemptuous language which
he employs towards the Manicheans,
in another Scholion, p. 666, b. 5,
Brandis.

Favorinus said (Diog. iii. 37) that
when Plato read aloud the Phsedon,
Aristotle was the only person present
who remained to the end: all the
other hearers went away in the middle.
I have no faith in this anecdote: I
consider it, like so many others in
Diogenes, as a myth: but the inven-
tion of it indicates, that there were
many persons who had no sympathy
with the Phsedon, taking at the bottom
the same view as Pansetius.
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himself in the third person." If Panaetius was predisposed,
on other grounds, to consider the dialogue as unworthy of
Plato, he might be induced to lay stress upon such a sin-
gularity, as showing that the author of the dialogue must be
some person other than Plato. Pansetius evidently took no
pains to examine the external attestations of the dialogue,
which he would have found to be attested both by Aristotle
and by Kallimachus as the work of Plato. Moreover, what-
ever any one may think of the cogency of the reasoning—the
beauty of Platonic handling and expression is manifest
throughout the dialogue. This verdict of Pansetius is the
earliest example handed down to us of a Platonic dialogue
disallowed on internal grounds—that is, because it appeared
to the critic unworthy of Plato: and it is certainly among the
most unfortunate examples.

But the most elaborate classification of the Platonic works
classification was that made by Thrasyllus, in the days of Au-
of Platonic J J ' J

works by the gustus or Tiberius, near to, or shortly after, the
rhetor Thra- 6 ' ' J '

syiius - dra- Christian era: a rhetor 01 much reputation, con-
matic—pbilo- L

sophicai. suited and selected as travelling companion by the
Emperor Augustus."

Thrasyllus adopted two different distributions of the Pla-
tonic works: one was dramatic, the other philosophical. The
two were founded on perfectly distinct principles, and had no
inherent connection with each other; but Thrasyllus com-
bined them together, and noted, in regard to each dialogue,
its place in the one classification as well as in the other.

One of these distributions was into Tetralogies, or groups of
four each. This was in substitution for the Trilogies

Dramatic . °
principle- introduced by Aristophanes or by Kallimachus, and
Tetralogies. J L •> '

was founded upon the same dramatic analogy: the
dramas, which contended for the prize at the Dionysiac festi-
vals, having been sometimes exhibited in batches of three, or

« Plato, Phsedon, p. 59. Plato is
named also in the Apology: but this
is a report, more or less exact, of the
real defence of Sokrates.

1 Diog. L. iii. 56; Tliemistius, Oral
viii. IJlevTerripLKbs) p. 108 B.

It appears that this classification by
Thrasyllus was approved, or jointly
constructed, by his contemporary Der-
kyllides. (Albinus, EiVayavyJ), c. 4,
p. Ii9, in K. F. Hermann's Appendix
Platonica.)
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Trilogies—sometimes in batches of four, or Tetralogies, three
tragedies, along with a satirical piece as accompaniment.
Because the dramatic writer brought forth four pieces at a
birth, it was assumed as likely that Plato would publish four
dialogues all at once. Without departing from this dramatic
analogy, which seems to have been consecrated by the autho-
rity of the Alexandrine Grammatici, Thrasyllus gained two
advantages. First, he included ALL the Platonic compo-
sitions, whereas Aristophanes, in his Trilogies, had included
only a part, and had left the rest not grouped. Thrasyllus
included all the Platonic compositions, thirty-six in number,
reckoning the Republic, the Leges, and the Epistolao in bulk,
each as one—in nine Tetralogies or groups of four each.
Secondly, he constituted his first tetralogy in an impressive
and appropriate manner — Euthyphron, Apology, Kriton,
Phsedon—four compositions really resembling a dramatic
tetralogy, and bound together by their common bearing, on
the last scenes of the life of a philosopher/ In Euthyphron,
Sokrates appears as having been just indicted and as thinking
on his defence; in the Apology, he makes his defence; in
the Kriton, he appears as sentenced by the legal tribunal, yet
refusing to evade the sentence by escaping from his prison;
in the Phsedon, we have the last dying scene and conver-
sation. None of the other tetralogies present an equal bond

v Diog. L . iii. 57. irpt!>Ti]v /icv oZv
iay TIBT^UI TJ)V KOIVT}V vir6Bt<riv

x 7rapa8e?|ai yaip fiov\ercu Hirotos
h.v eXrj 6 TOV <pi\ocr6<pov fiios. Albinus,
Introduct. ad Plat. c. 4, p. 149, in K. F .
Hermann's Append. Platon.

Thrasyllus appears to have con-
sidered the Republic as ten dialogues,
and the Leges as twelve, each book (of
Bepublic and of Leges) constituting
a separate dialogue, so that he made
the Platonic works fifty-six in all.
But for the purpose of his tetralogies
he reckoned them only as thirty-six—
nine groups.

The author of the Prolegomena
TTjs Tlxdrwyos ^i^ocoipias in Her-
mann's Append. Platon. p. 218-219,
gives the same account of the tetra-
logies, and of the connecting bond
which united the four members of the

first tetralogical group; but he con-
demns altogether the principle of the
tetralogical division. He does not
mention the name of Thrasyllus. He
lived after Proklus (p. 218), that is
after 480 A.D.

The argument urged by Wyttenbach
and others—that Varro must have con-
sidered the Phsedon as fourth in the
order of the Platonic compositions—an
argument founded on a passage in
Varro. L. L. vii. 37, which refers to
the Phaedon under the words Plato
in quaHo—this argument becomes in-
applicable in the text as given by
O. Miiller—not Varro in quaHo but
Varro in quattuor fluminibus, &c.
Mullach (Democriti Frag. p. 98) has
tried unsuccessfully to impugn Midler's
text, and to uphold the word quarto
with the inference resting upon it.
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of connection between their constituent items; but the first
tetralogy was probably intended to recommend the rest, and
to justify the system.

In the other distribution made by Thrasyllus,2 Plato
PMiosopbical w a s regarded not as a quasi-dramatist, but as a
Dwog

puees""of philosopher. The dialogues were classified with
S n of reference partly to their method and spirit, partly to.

^ ^ gu | jjec t_ His highest generic distinction was
Dialogues of Investigation or Search. 2. Dialogues

of Exposition or Construction. The Dialogues of Investigation
lie subdivided into two classes :—1. Gymnastic. 2. Agonistic.
These were again subdivided, each into two sub-classes ; the
Gymnastic, into 1. Obstetric. 2. Peirastic. The Agonistic
into 1. Probative. 2. Eefutative. Again, the Dialogues of
Exposition were divided into two classes :—1. Theoretical.
2. Practical. Each of these classes was divided into two sub-
classes : the Theoretical into 1. Physical. 2. Logical. The
Practical into 1. Ethical. 2. Political.

n
Exposition.

into:—1

z The statement in Diogenes Laer-
tius, in his life of Plato, is somewhat
obscure and equivocal; but I think it
certain that the classification which he
gives in iii. 49, 50, 51, of the Platonic
dialogues, was made by Thrasyllus.
It is a portion of the same systematic
arrangement as that given somewhat
farther on (iii. 56-61), which is ascribed
by name to Thrasyllus, enumerating
the tetralogies. Diogenes expressly
states that Thrasyllus was the person
who annexed to each dialogue its
double denomination, which it has
since borne in the published editions—
Ev8u(ppo:u — irepl baiov — Treipa(TTiK6s.
In the Dialogues of Examination or
Search, one of these names is derived
from the subject, the other from the
method, as in the instance of Euthy-
phron just cited: in the Dialogues of
Exposition both names are derived
from the subject, first the special, next
tlie general. $aidi0i>, ^ irepl tyvxws,
T)$IK6S. Hapntvi$i)s, % irep\ ISeuv,
Aoyitc6s.

Schleiermacher (in the Einleitung
prefixed to his translation of Plato,
p. 24) speaks somewhat loosely about
" the well known dialectical distribu-

tions of the Platonic dialogues, which
Diogenes has preserved without giving
the name of the author." Diogenes
gives only one such dialectical (or
logical) distribution; and though he
does not mention the name of Thra-
syllus in direct or immediate connec-
tion with it, we may clearly see that
he is copying Thrasyllus. This is
well pointed out in an acute commen-
tary on Schleiermacher, by Yxem, Lo-
gos Protreptikos, Berlin, 1841, p. 12-
13.

Diogenes remarks (iii. 50) that the
distribution of the dialogues into nar-
rative, dramatic, and mixed, is made
rpayiKws [mWov 7) tpL\oa"6(p(os. This
remark would seem to apply more
precisely to the arrangement of the
dialogues into trilogies and tetralogies.
His word <pi\oo-6<pus belongs veiy justly
to the logical distribution of ThrasyJ Ins,
apurt from the tetralogies.

Porphyry tells us that Plotinus did
not bestow any titles upon his own
discourses. The titles were bestowed
by his disciples; who did not always
agree, but gave different titles to tlie
same discourse (Porphyry, Vit. Plotm.
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The following table exhibits this philosophical classification
of Thrasyllus:—

TABLE I.

PHILOSOPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OP THE WORKS OF PLATO
BY THRASYLLUS.

[. DIALOGUES OF INVESTIGATION.
Searching Dialogues.

ZTJTTJTIKOI.

I. DIALOGUES OI

Gymnastic.

1 , 1
MaieuTiKoi. TlsLpaffTtKol.
Obstetric. Peirastic.

Alkibiades I. Charmides.
Alkibiades II. Menon.

Theages. Ion.
Laches. Euthyphron.
Lysis.

II. DIALOGUES

Theoretical.
1

QvtrtKol. AoytKot.
Physical. Logical.

Timseus. Kratylus.
Sophistes.
Politikus.

Parmenides.
Thesetetus.

II. DIALOGUES OF EXPOSITION.
Guiding Di

•• INVESTIGATION.

alogues.
fLKol.

1
Agonistic.

'EvStiKTtKOi.
Probative.

Protagoras.

OF EXPOSITION.
1

'Avar LIKOI
Refutative.

Euthydemus
Gorgias.

Hippias I.
Hippias n .

Practical.
1

Ethical.

Apology.
Kriton.

Phaedon.
Pheedrus.

Symposion.
Menexenus.
Kleitophon.
Epistolae.
Philebus.

Hipparchus.
Rivales.

1
Ho\lTlKoi.Political.

Republic.
Kritias.
Minos.
Leges.

Epinomis.

I now subjoin a second Table, containing the Dramatic
Distribution of the Platonic Dialogues, with the Philosophical
Distribution combined or attached to it.

VOL. I . M
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TABLE II.

DEAMATIO DISTRIBUTION. —PLATONIC DIALOGUES, AS
AKEANGED IN TETEALOGIES BY THEASYLLUS.

Tetralogy 1.
1. Euthyphron On Holiness Peirastic or Testing.
2. Apology of Sokrates Ethical Ethical.
3. Kriton On Duty in Action Ethical.
4. Phjedon On the Soul Ethical.

2.
1. Kratylus On Eectitude in Naming ... Logical.
2. Theastetus On Knowledge Logical.
3. Sophistes On Ens or the Existent Logical.
4. Politikus On the Art of Governing ... Logical.

3.
1. Parmenides On Ideaa Logical.
2. Philebus On Pleasure Ethical.
3. Symposion On Good Ethical.
4. Phiedrus On Love Ethical.

4.
1. Allribiades I On the Nature of Man Obstetric or Evolving.
2. AlMbiades II On Prayer Ditto.
3. Hipparchus On the Love of Gain Ethical.
4. Erastse On Philosophy Ethical.

5.
1. Theages On Philosophy Obstetric.
2. Charmides On Temperance Peirastic.
3. Laches On Courage Obstetric.
4. Lysis On Friendship Ditto.

6.
1. Euthydemus The Disputatious Man Eefutative.
2. Protagoras The Sophists Probative.
3. Gorgias On Ehetoric Befutative.
4. Menon On Virtue Peirastic.

7.
1. Hippias I On the Beautiful Eefutative.
2. Hippias II On Falsehood Ditto.
3. Ion Onthelliad Peirastic.
4. Menexenus The Funeral Oration Ethical.

1. Kleitophon The Impulsive Ethical.
2. Eepublic On Justice Political.
3. Timaras On Nature Physical.
4. Rritias The Atlantid Ethical.

9.
1. Minoa On Law Political.
2. Leges On Legislation Ditto.
3. Epinomis The Night-Assembly, or the Political.

Philosopher.
4. Epistolas XIII Ethical.
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The second Table, as it here stands, is given by Diogenes
Laertius, and is extracted by him probably from the work of
Thrasyllus, or from the edition of Plato as published by
Thrasyllus. The reader will see that each Platonic com-
position has a place assigned to it in two classifications—
1. The dramatic—2. The philosophical—each in itself dis-
tinct and independent of the other, but here blended
together.

We may indeed say more. The two classifications are not
only independent, but incongruous and even re-
pugnant. The better of the two is only obscurely andrepug-

nance of th8and imperfectly apprehended, because it is presented
as an appendage to the worse. The dramatic classi-
fication, which stands in the foreground, rests upon a purely
fanciful analogy, determining preference for the number four.
If indeed this objection were urged against Thrasyllus, he
might probably have replied that the group of four volumes
together was in itself convenient, neither too large nor too
small, for an elementary subdivision; and that the fanciful
analogy was an artifice for recommending it to the feelings,
better (after all) than selection of another number by hap-
hazard. Be that as it may, however, the fiction was one
which Thrasyllus inherited from Aristophanes; and it does
some honour to his ability, that he has built, upon so incon-
venient a fiction, one tetralogy (the first), really plausible and
impressive. * But it does more honour to his ability that he

" It is probable that Aristophanes, ' lach, Demo. Frag. p. 100-107, who
in distributing Plato into trilogies, ! attempts to restore the Thrasyllean
was really influenced by the dramatic tetralogies.)
form of the compositions to put them
in a class with real dramas. But
Thrasyllus does not seem to have been
influenced by such a consideration.
He took the number four on its own

The compositions of Demokritus were
not merely numerous, but related to
the greatest diversity of subjects. To
them Thrasyllus could not apply the
same logical or philosophical distribu-

merits, and adopted, as a way of re- | tion which he applied to Plato. He
commending it, the traditional ana- published, along with the works of
logy sanctioned by the Alexandrine Demokritus, a preface, which he en-

i t l d b h l Slibrarians.
That such was the case, we may

infer pretty clearly when we learn,
that Thrasyllus applied the same dis-

titled Ta irph T?js apayvdxreais
rnxoKpi-rov ,8i|S\W (Diog. L. ix. 41).
Porphyry tells us, that when he

undertook, as literary executor, the
tribution (into tetralogies) to the works : arrangement and publication of the
of Demokritus, which were1 not dra- : works of his deceased master Plotinus,
matic in form. (Diog. L. ix. 45; Mul- he found fifty-four discourses: which

M 2



classification
—was in-
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should have originated the philosophical classification; dis-
tinguishing the dialogues by important attributes truly be-
longing to each, and conducting the Platonic student to
points of view which ought to be made known to him. This
classification forms a marked improvement upon every thing
(so far as we know) which preceded it.

That Thrasyllus followed Aristophanes in the principle of
Dramatic his classification, is manifest: that he adopted the

j o
f

n dramatic ground and principle of classification (while
amending its details), not because he was himself

from83Aristo- guided by it, but because he found it already in use
p ftnes' and sanctioned by the high authority of the Alex-
andrines—is also manifest, because he himself constructed and
tacked to it a better classification, founded upon principles
new and incongruous with the dramatic. In all this we trace
the established ascendancy of the Alexandrine library and its
eminent literati. Of which ascendancy a farther illustration

appears, when we read in Diogenes Laertius that
the Ai"xan- editions of Plato were published, carrying along
-editions of with the text the special marks of annotation ap-
ushed, «ith plied bv the Alexandrines to Homer and other poets:
the Alexan- r . . ,

drine critical the obelus to indicate a spurious passage, the obelus
with two dots to denote a passage which had been

improperly declared spurious, the X to signify peculiar locu-
tions, the double X or Diple to mark important or characteristic
opinions of Plato—and others in like manner. A special
price was paid for manuscripts of Plato with these illustrative
appendages:b which must have been applied either by Alex-
he arranged into six Ennearls or groups | manuscripts of the Platonic works)

of nine each. He was induced to prefer I from Antigonus of Karystus in hia

this distribution, by regard to the per- Life of Zeno the Stoic. Now the datefection of the number six j
He placed, in each Ennead, discourses
akin to each other, or on analogous
subjects (Porphyry, Vit. Plotin. 24).

b Diog. L. iii. 65, 66. 'Eire! 5e icai
ffflfxeio. riva rots fiifiAiois avrov Trapa.-

' l l Yrourcov, £p p
/xev, &c. He then proceeds to enume-
rate the crrifLnla.

It is important to note that Diogenes
cites this statement (respecting the
peculiar critical marks appended to

of Antigonus is placed by Mr. Fynes
Clinton in B.C. 225, before the death
of Ptolemy III . Euergetes (see Fasti
Hellen. B.C. 225, also Appendix, 12. 80).
Antigonus must thus have been eon-
temporary both with Kallimachus and
with Aristophanes of Byzantium : he
notices the marked manuscripts of
Plato as something newly edited—•
(vewa-rl <k5o0eVTa) : and we may thus
see that the work of critical marking
must have been performed either by
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andrines themselves, or by others trained in their school.
When Thrasyllus set himself to edit and re-distribute the
Platonic works, we may be sure that he must have consulted
one or more public libraries, either at Alexandria, Athens,
Rome, Tarsus, or elsewhere. Nowhere else could he find all
the works together. Now the proceedings ascribed to him
show that he attached himself to the Alexandrine library,
and to the authority of its most eminent critics.

Probably it was this same authority that Thrasyllus fol-
lowed in determining which were the real works of ThraByllus

Plato, and in setting aside pretended works. He SeZdrine6

accepted the collection of Platonic compositions Arjsto.and

sanctioned by Aristophanes and recognised as such |e™ta"e8pil-
in the Alexandrine library. As far as our positive tomc works'
knowledge goes, it fully bears out what is here stated: all
the compositions recognised by Aristophanes (unfortunately
Diogenes does not give a complete enumeration of those which
he recognised) are to be found in the catalogue of Thrasyllus.
And the evidentiary value of this fact is so much the greater,
because the most questionable compositions (I mean, those
which modern critics reject or even despise) are expressly
included in the recognition of Aristophanes, and passed from
him to Thrasyllus—Leges, Epinomis, Minos, Epistolae, So-
phistes, Politikus. Exactly on those points on which the
authority of Thrasyllus requires to be fortified against modern
objectors, it receives all the support which coincidence with
Aristophanes can impart. When we know that Thrasyllus
adhered to Aristophanes on so many disputable points of the
catalogue, we may infer pretty certainly that he adhered to
him in the remainder. In regard to the question, Which
were Plato's genuine works? it was perfectly natural that
Thrasyllus should accept the recognition of the greatest
library then existing: a library, the written records of which

Kallimachus and Aristophanes them-
selves (one or both) or by some of their
contemporaries. Among the titles of
the lost treatises of Kallimaehus, one is
—about the yXaaaai. or peculiar phrases
of Demokritus. It is therefore noway
improbable that Kallimachus should

bestow attention upon the peculiarities
of the Platonic text, and the inaccu-
racies of manuscripts. The library
had probably acquired several different
manuscripts of the Platonic compo-
sitions, as it had of the Iliad and
Odyssey, and of the Atliu tragedies^
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could be traced back to Demetr ius Phalereus. H e followed

this external au thor i ty : he did not take each dialogue to

pieces, to t ry whether it conformed to a certain internal

s tandard—a " platonisches Gefiihl"—of his own.

Tha t the question between genuine and spurious Platonic

Ten spurious dialogues was tr ied in the days of Thrasyllus, by ex-
dialogues, re- ° , n , i • x 1 i> 1 •
jected by an ternal authority and not by internal teeling—we
other critics n i i I • 1 • 1- TV
as weii as by may see iarther by the way in wnicn JJiogenes
Thra^vllus
evidence that Laertius speaks of the spurious dialogues. " The
these critics * r o
followed the following dialogues (he says) are declared to be
common au- ° o v v / ^ .
t.h,orityi'fth0 spurious by common consent: 1. Eryxias or Erasis-
Alexandnne r J J

library. tratus. 2. Akephali or Sisyphus. 3. Demodokus.
4. Axiochus. 5. Halkyon. 6. Midon or Hippotrophus.
7. Phfeakes. 8. Chelidon. 9. Hebdome. 10. Epimenides."0

There was, then, unanimity, so far as the knowledge of Dio-
genes Laertius reached, as to genuine and spurious. All the
critics whom he valued, Thrasyllus among them, pronounced
the above ten dialogues to be spurious: all of them agreed
also in accepting the dialogues in the list of Thrasyllus as
genuine.d Of course the ten spurious dialogues must have
been talked of by some persons, or must have got footing in
some editions or libraries, as real works of Plato: otherwise
there could have been no trial had or sentence passed upon
them. But what Diogenes affirms is, that Thrasyllus and all
the critics whose opinion he esteemed, concurred in rejecting
them. We may surely presume that this unanimity among
the critics, both as to all that they accepted and all that they
rejected, arose from common acquiescence in the authority of
the Alexandrine library.6 The ten rejected dialogues were
not in the Alexandrine library—or at least not among the
rolls therein recognised as Platonic.

Thrasyllus doubted its genuineness.
e Diogenes (ix. 49) uses the same

phrase in regard to the spurious works
ascribed to Demokritus, TA, 8' bpoXo-
yovixivus iaTiv aWdrpia, And I believe
that he means the same thing by it: that
the works alluded to were not recognised
in the Alexandrine library as belonging
to Demokritus, and were accordingly
excluded from, the tetralogies (of De-

T • j . \ -w i rv^^ i •

c- Diog. L . ill. VOBZVOVTO.1 Sc
6 b 4

Compare Prolegomena TTJS U\aTaivos
$iko<rix$>ias, in Hermann's Appendix
Platonica, p. 219.

d It has been contended by some
modern critics, that Thrasyllus himself
doubted whether the Hipparchus was
Plato's work. When I consider that
dialogue, I shall show that there is no
dt d f b l i i hg ,

adequate ground for believing that I mokritus) prepared by Thrasyllus.
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?„

If Thrasyllus and the others did not proceed upon this
evidence in rejecting the ten dialogues, and did not ThrasyUus

find in them any marks of time such as to exclude ^£^^1 ' "
the supposition of Platonic authorship—they decided J^"^* ?
upon what is called internal evidence: a critical
sentiment, which satisfied them that these dialogues
did not possess the Platonic character, style, manner, doc-
trines, merits, &c. Now I think it highly improbable that
Thrasyllus could have proceeded upon any such sentiment.
For when we survey the catalogue of works which he recog-
nised as genuine, we see that it includes the widest diversity
of style, manner, doctrine, purpose, and merits : that the dis-
parate epithets, which he justly applies to discriminate the
various dialogues, cannot be generalised so as to leave any
intelligible " Platonic character" common to all. Now since
Thrasyllus reckoned among the genuine works of Plato,
compositions so unlike, and so unequal in merit, as the Ee-
public, Protagoras, Gorgias, Lysis, Parmenid6s, Symposion,
Philebus, Menexenus, Leges, Epinomis, Hipparchus, Minos,
Theages, Epistolaa, &c, not to mention a composition ob-
viously unfinished, such as the Kritias—he could have little
scruple in believing that Plato also composed the Eryxias
Sisyphus, Demodokus, and Halkyon. These last-mentioned
dialogues still exist, and can be appreciated/ Allowing, for
the sake of argument, that we are entitled to assume our own

' The Axioehus, Eryxias, Sisyphus,
and Demodokus, are printed as Apo-
crypha annexed to most editions of
Plato, together with two other dia-
logues entitled De Justo and De
Virtute. The Halkyon has generally
appeared among the works of Lueian,
but K. F . Hermann has recently
printed it in his edition of Plato among
the Platonic Apocrypha.

The Axioehus contains a mark of
time (the mention of 'AKaSiifiia and
AVKUOV, p. 367), as F. A. Wolf has
observed, proving that it was not com-
posed until the Platonic and Peri-
patetic schools were both of them in
full establishment at Athens—that is,
certainly after the death of Plato, and
probably after the death of Aristotle.
It is possible that Thrasyllus may have

proceeded upon this evidence of time,
at least as collateral proof, in pronoun-
cing the dialogue not to be the work of
Plato. The other four dialogues con-
tain no similar evidence of date.

Favorinus affirmed that Halkyon
was the work of an author named
Leon.

Some said (Diog. iii. 37) that Philip-
pus of Opus, one of the disciples of
Plato, transcribed the Leges, which
were on waxen tablets {in Kip<j>), and
that the Epinomis was his work (roirov
5e Kcd T^JV tEirLvofj.i5a <pa.(r\v eTvai. I t
was probably the work of Philippus
only in the sense in which the Leges
were his work—that he made a fair
and durable copy of parts of it from the
wax. Thrasyllus admitted it with the
rest as Platonic.
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sense of worth as a test of what is really Plato's composition
it is impossible to deny, that if these dialogues are not
worthy of the author of Eepublic and Protagoras, they are at
least worthy of the author of the Leges, Epinomis, Hip-
parchus, Minos, &c. Accordingly, if the internal sentiment
of Thrasyllus did not lead him to reject these last four, neither
would it lead him to reject the Eryxias, Sisyphus, and Hal-
kyon. I conclude therefore that if he, and all the other critics
whom Diogenes esteemed, agreed in rejecting the ten dialogues
as spurious—their verdict depended not upon any internal sen-
timent, but upon the authority of the Alexandrine library/

On this question, then, of the Canon of Plato's works (as
compared with the works of other contemporary

Kesultsasto r - I T mi n T • I I

the trust- authors) recognised by Thrasyllus— 1 consider that
worthiness of . . .
the Thrasyi- its claim to trustworthiness is very high, as in-
lean Canon. J ° '

eluding all the genuine works, and none but the
genuine works, of Plato: the following facts being either
proved, or fairly presumable.

1. The Canon rests on the authority of the Alexandrine
library and its erudite librarians;h whose written records went
back to the days of Ptolemy Soter, and Demetrius Phalereus,
within a generation after the death of Plato.

s Mullach (Democr. Fragm. p. 100)
accuses Thrasyllus of an entire want
of critical sentiment, and pronounces
his catalogue to be altogether without
value as an evidence of genuine Pla-
tonic works—because Thrasyllus ad-
mits many dialogues, " quos doctorum
nostri seculi virorum judicium e libro-
rum Platonicorum numero exemit."

This observation exactly illustrates
the conclusion which I desire to bring
out. I admit that Thrasyllus had a
critical sentiment different from that of
the modern Platonic commentators;
but I believe that in the present case
he proceeded upon other evidence—
recognition by the Alexandrine library.
My difference with Mullaeh is, that I
consider this recognition (in a question
of genuine or spurious) as more trust-
worthy evidence than the critical senti-
ment of modern literati.

h Suckow adopts and defends the
opinion here stated—that Thrasyllus,

in determining which were the genuine
works of Plato and which were not
genuine, was guided mainly by tho
authority of the Alexandrine library
and librarians (Suckow, Form der
Platonischen Schriften, pp. 170-175'.
TJeberweg admits this opinion as just
(Untersuchungen, p. 195).

Suckow farther considers (p. 175;
that the catalogue of works of es-
teemed authors, deposited in the Alex-
andrine library, may be regarded as
dating from the IIiVaKes of Kalli-•.
maehus.

This goes far to make out the pre-
sumption which I have endeavoured
to establish in favour of the Canon re-
cognised by Thrasyllus, which, however,
these two authors do not fully admit.

K. F. Hermann, too (see Gesch. und
Syst. der Platon. Philos. p. 44), argues
sometimes strongly in favour of this
presumption, though elsewhere he
entirely departs from it.
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2. The manuscripts of Plato at his death were preserved in
the school which he founded; where they continued for more
than thirty years under the care of Speusippus and Xeno-
krates, who possessed personal knowledge of all that Plato had
really written. After Xenokrates, they came under the care of
Polemon and the succeeding Scholarchs, from whom Demetrius
Phalereus probably obtained permission to take copies of
them for the nascent museum or library at Alexandria—or
through whom at least (if he purchased from booksellers) he
could easily ascertain which were Plato's works, and which,
if any, were spurious.

3. They were received into that library without any known
canonical order, prescribed system, or interdependence es-
sential to their being properly understood. Kallimachus or
Aristophanes devised an order of arrangement for themselves,
such as they thought suitable.
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CHAPTEE V.

PLATONIC CANON AS APPBECIATED AND MODIFIED BY
MODERN CRITICS.

THK Platonic Canon established by Thrasyllus maintained
The canon its authority until the close of the last century,
continued t^ in regard to the distinction between what was
ackSnow-a y genuine and spurious. The distribution indeed
the°Neo-'pia- did not continue to be approved : the Tetralo-
weii as by gies were neglected, and the order of the dia-
Ficimisand b . , , .

the succeed- logues varied: moreover, doubts were intimated
aft<T the about Kleitophon and Epinomis. But nothing was
revival of r x °

learning. positively removed from, or positively added to, the
total recognised by Thrasyllus. The Neo-Platonists (from
the close of the second century B.C., down to the beginning
of the sixth century) introduced a new, mystic, and theolo-
gical interpretation, which often totally changed and falsified
Plato's meaning. Their principles of interpretation would
have been strange and unintelligible to the rhetors Thra-
syllus and Dionysius of Halikarnassus—or to the Platonic
philosopher Charmadas, who expounded Plato to Marcus
Crassus at Athens. But they still continued to look for
Plato in the nine Tetralogies of Thrasyllus, in each and all
of them. So also continued Ficinus, who, during the last
half of the fifteenth century, did so much to revive in the
modern world the study of Plato. He revived along with it
the neo-platonic interpretation. The Argumenta, prefixed to
the different dialogues by Ficinus, are remarkable, as showing
what an ingenious student, interpreting in that spirit, disco-
vered in them.

But the scholars of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eight-
eenth centuries, speaking generally—though not neglecting
these neo-platonic refinements, were disposed to seek out,
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wherever they could find it, a more literal interpretation of
the Platonic text, correctly presented and improved. The
next great edition of the works of Plato was published by
Serranus and Stephens, in the latter portion of the sixteenth
century.

Serranus distributed the dialogues of Plato into six groups
which he called Syzygies. In his first Syzygy were Serranus_
comprised Euthyphron, Apologia, Kriton, Phsedon Jy ĵjl̂ fl
(coinciding with the first Tetralogy of Thrasyllus), ĝ clno'n
as setting forth the defence of Sokrates and of his ™e^"mtnn
doctrine. The second Syzygy included the dia- ^edto"*
logues introductory to philosophy generally, and the PhlKdms-
impugning the Sophists—Theages, Erastee, Theastetus, So-
phistes, Euthydemus, Protagoras, Hippias II. In the third
Syzygy were three dialogues considered as bearing on Logic,
—Kratylus, Gorgias, Ion. The fourth Syzygy contained the
dialogues on Ethics generally—(Philebus, Menon, Alki-
biades I.) ; on special points of Ethics—(Alkibiades II., Cliar-
mides, Lysis, Hipparchus); and on Politics (Menexenus,
Politikus, Minos, Bepublic, Leges, Epinomis). The fifth
Syzygy included the dialogues on Physics, and Metaphysics
(or Theology)—Timseus, Kritias, Parmenides, Symposion,
Phaedrus, Hippias II. In the sixth Syzygy were ranged the
thirteen epistles, the various dialogues which Serranus con-
sidered spurious (Kleitophon among them, which he regarded
as doubtful), and the Definitions.

Serranus, while modifying the distribution of the Platonic
works, left the entire Canon very much as he found it. So
it remained throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies: the scholars who devoted themselves to Plato were
content with improvement of the text, philological illustration,
and citations from the ancient commentators. But the pow-
erful impulse, given by Kant to the speculative mind of
Europe during the last quarter of the eighteenth century,
materially affected the point of view from which Plato was
regarded. Tennemann, both in his System of the Platonic Phi-
losophy, and in dealing with Plato as a portion of his general
history of philosophy, applied the doctrines of Kant largely
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and even excessively to the exposition of ancient doctrines.
Much of his comment is instructive, greatly surpassing his
predecessors. Without altering the Platonic Canon, he took
a new view of the general purposes of Plato, and especially
he brought forward the dialogue Phsedrus into a prominence
which had never before belonged to it, as an index or key-note
{evhocn/xov) to the whole Platonic series. Shortly after Tenne-
mann, came Schleiermacher, who introduced a theory of his
own, ingenious as well as original, which has given a new
turn to all the subsequent Platonic criticism.

Schleiermacher begins by assuming two fundamental pos-
schieier- tulates, both altogether new. 1. A systematic unity
™ewthrory of philosophic theme and purpose, conceived by
purposesof Plato in his youth, at first obscurely—afterwards
philosophical worked out through successive dialogues; each dia-
scheme, con- T i • i

ceived by logue disclosing the same purpose, but the later dis-
I'lato from

the beginning closing it more clearly and fully, until his old age.
order and 2. A peremptory, exclusive, and intentional order
interdepend- r r J ' '

dtaioOuet8ieas °^ ^ e dialogues, composed by Plato with a view
toiĥ fu'if8 t° the completion of this philosophical scheme.
f̂ fcu"™°f Schleiermacher undertakes to demonstrate what this
LOIS SdnHTTiff.

fo°̂ esd™t order was, and to point out the contribution brought
ite!nf*nethe by e a c n successive dialogue to the accomplishment
i|Seg'aSng- of Plato's premeditated scheme.
OKterV/kr- To those who understand Plato, the dialogues them-
rangement. s e i v e s r e v e a l (so Schleiermacher affirms) their own
essential order of sequence—their own mutual relations of
antecedent and consequent. Each presupposes those which
go before:—each prepares for those which follow. Accord-
ingly, Schleiermacher distributes the Platonic dialogues into
three groups: the first, or elementary, beginning with Phas-
drus, followed by Lysis, Protagoras, Laches, Charmides,
Euthyphron, Parmenides: the second, or preparatory, com-
prising Gorgias, Theajtettls, Menon, Euthydemus, Kratylus,
Sophistes, Politikus, Symposion, Phgedon, Philebus : the third,
or constructive, including Eepublic, Timajus, and Kritias.
These groups or files are all supposed to be marshalled under
Platonic authority: both the entire files as first, second,
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third—and the dialogues composing each file, carrying their
own place in the order, imprinted in visible characters. But
to each file, there is attached what Schleiermacher terms an
Appendix, containing one or more dialogues, each a composi-
tion by itself, and lying not in the series, but alongside of it
(Neben-werke). The Appendix to the first file includes
Apologia, Kriton, Ion, Hippias II., Hipparchus, Minos, Alki-
biades II. The Appendix to the second file consists of—
Theages, Erastae, Alkibiades I., Menexenus, Hippias I.,
Kleitophon. That of the third file consists of the Leges.
The Appendix is not supposed to imply any common positive
character in the dialogues which it includes, but simply the
negative attribute of not belonging to the main philosophical
column, besides a greater harmony with the file to which it
is attached than with the other two files. Some dialogues
assigned to the Appendixes are considered by Schleiermacher
as spurious; some however he treats as compositions on
special occasions, or adjuncts to the regular series. To this
latter category belong the Apologia, Kriton, and Leges.
Schleiermacher considers the Charmides to have been com-
posed during the time of the Anarchy, B.C. 404: the Phaedrus
(earliest of all), in Olymp. 93 (B.C. 406), two years before :a

the Lysis, Protagoras, and Laches, to lie between them in
respect of date.

Such is the general theory of Schleiermacher, which pre-
sents to us Plato in the character of a Demiurgus, Theory of
contemplating from the first an Idea of philosophy, denies the

i J. Z.- • e J - 1 /l-i TT reality of anyand constructing a series ot dialogues (like a Kos- preconceiveda , . o \ scheme—

mos of Schleiermacher), with the express purpose of considers the
giving embodiment to it as far as practicable. We ̂ in

b
2.tphi'

next come to Ast, who denies this theory altogether, dramas.
According to Ast, there never was any philosophical system,
to the exposition and communication of which each suc-
cessive dialogue was deliberately intended to contribute:
there is no scientific or intentional connection between the
dialogues,—no progressive arrangement of first and second,

» Schieierm. vol. i. p. 72 ; vol. ii. p. 8.
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of foundation and superstructure: there is no other unity or
connecting principle between them than that which they in-
volve as all emanating from the same age, country, and author,
and the same general view of the world (Welt-Ansicht) or
critical estimate of man and nature.b The dialogues are dra-
matic (Ast affirms), not merely in their external form, but in
their internal character: each is in truth a philosophical drama."
Their purpose is very diverse and many-sided: we mistake if
we imagine the philosophical purpose to stand alone. If that
were so (Ast argues), how can we explain the fact, that in
most of the dialogues, there is no philosophical result at all ?
Nothing but a discussion without definite end, which leaves
every point unsettled."1 Plato is poet, artist, philosopher,
blended in one. He does not profess to lay down positive
opinions. Still less does he proclaim his own opinions as
exclusive orthodoxy, to be poured ready-prepared into the
minds of recipient pupils. He seeks to urge the pupils to
think and investigate for themselves. He employs the form
of dialogue, as indispensable to generate in their minds this
impulse of active research, and to arm them with the power
of pursuing it effectively.6 But each Platonic dialogue is a
separate composition in itself, and each of the greater dia-
logues is a finished and symmetrical whole, like a living
organism/

Though Ast differs thus pointedly from Schleiermacher in
the enunciation of his general principle, yet he approximates
to him more nearly when he comes to detail: for he recog-

b Ast, Leben und Schriften Platen's,
p. 40.

' Ast, ib. p. 46.
d Ast, ibid. p. 39.
e Ast, ib. p. 42.
f Ast, pp. 38, 39. The general view

here taken by Ast—dwelling upon the
separate individuality as well as upon
the dramatic character of each dialogue
—calling attention to the purpose of
intellectual stimulation, and of reason-
ing out different aspects of ethical and
dialectical questions, as distinguished
from endoctrinating purpose—tiiis ge-
neral view coincides more nearly with
my own than that of any other critic.

But Ast does not follow it out con-
sistently. If he were consistent with it,
he ought to be more catholic than other
critics, in admitting a large and unde-
finable diversity in the separate Pla-
tonic manifestations : instead of which,
he is the most sweeping of all repu-
diators, on internal grounds. He is not
even satisfied with the Parmenides as
it now stands; he insists that what is
now the termination was not the real
and original termination; but that Plato
must have appended to the dialogue an
explanation of its airopiat, puzzles, and
antinomies; which explanation is now
lost.
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nises three classes of dialogues, succeeding each other in a
chronological order verifiable (as he thinks) by the Hla order of

dialogues themselves. His first class (in which he HeaSt3nt'
declares the poetical and dramatic element to be pre- dTaYogulfaT
dominant), consists of Protagoras, Phsedrus, Gorgias, "̂otfng an
Phsedon. His second class, distinguished by the there8t>

dialectic element, includes Theaetetus, Sophistes, Politikus,
Parmenides, Kratylus. His third class, wherein the poetical
and dialectic element are found both combined, embraces
Philebus, Symposion, Eepublic, Timseus, Kritias. These
fourteen dialogues, in Ast's view, constitute the whole of the
genuine Platonic works. All the rest he pronounces to be
spurious. He rejects Leges, Bpinomis, Menon, Euthydemus,
Laches, Charmides, Lysis, Alkibiades I. and II., Hippias I.
and II., Ion, Erastse, Theages, Kleitophon, Apologia, Briton,
Minos, Epistolse—together with all the other dialogues which
were rejected in antiquity by Thrasyllus. Lastly, Ast con-
siders the Protagoras to have been composed in 408 B.C.,
when Plato was not more than 21 years of age—the Phsedrus
in 407 B.C.—the G-orgias in 404 B.C.8

Socher agrees with Ast in rejecting the fundamental hypo-
thesis of Schleiermacher—that of a preconceived sooher agrees
scheme systematically worked out by Plato. But on denying pre-
many points he differs from Ast no less than from scheme—Ms
Schleiermacher. He assigns the earliest Platonic ofthedia.-

/ i • i i i m i »\ logues, differ-

composition (which he supposes to be Ineages), to ing from
a date preceding the battle of Arginusse, in 406 B.C., schieier-
when Plato was about 22-23 years of age.11 Assum- reJects <»

* , spurious

ing it as certain that Plato composed dialogues g*™™^
during the lifetime of Sokrates, he conceives that Eol'tikus'.^
the earliest of them would naturally be the most many«t>«r8.
purely Sokratic in respect of theme,—as well as the least
copious, comprehensive, and ideal, in manner of handling.
During the six and a half years between the battle of Argi-
nusse and the death of Sokrates, Socher registers the following
succession of Platonic compositions:—Theages, Laches, Hip-

« Ast, Leben und Schriften Platon'a, p. 102. These critics adopt 409 B.C. as
p, 376. the year of Plato's birth : I think 407

b Socher, Ueber Platon's Schriften, B.C. is the true year.
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pias II., Alkibiades I., Dialogus de Virtute (usually printed
with the spurious, but supposed by Socher to be a sort of
preparatory sketch for the Menon), Menon, Kratylus, Euthy-
phron. These three last he supposes to precede very shortly
the death of Sokrates. After that event, and very shortly
after, were composed the Apologia, Kriton, and Phsedon.

These eleven dialogues fill up what Socher regards as the
first period of Plato's life, ending when he was somewhat
more than thirty years of age. The second period extends to
the commencement of his teaching at the Academy, when
about 41 or 42 years old (B.C. 386). In this second period
were composed Ion, Euthydemus, Hippias I., Protagoras,
Theaetetus, Gorgias, Philebus—in the order here set forth.
During the third period of Plato's life, continuing until he
was 65 or more, he composed Phsedrus, Menexenus, Sympo-
sion, Eepublic, Timseus. To the fourth and last period, that
of extreme old age, belongs the composition of the Leges.'

Socher rejects as spurious—Hipparchus, Minos, Kleitophon,
Alkibiades II., Erastse, Epinomis, Epistolse, Parmenides, So-
phistes, Politikus, Kritias: also Charmides, and Lysis, these
two last however not quite so decisively.

Both Ast and Schleiermacher consider Phsedrus and Pro-
tagoras as among the earliest compositions of Plato.
Herein Socher dissents from them. He puts Prota-
go r a s i^o the second period, and Phsedrus into the

But the most peculiar feature in his theory
he rejects as spurious Parmenides, Sophistes,

macher and
Ast both
consider
Phaedrus and
Protagoras
as early com-
positions—
Kocher puta
Protagoras
into ihe se-
cond period,

ls>

K. F. Her-
mann —Stall-
baum—both
of them con-
sider the

g
-both of
them deny
preconceived
order and

From Schleiermacher, Ast, and Socher, we pass
to K. F. Hermannk—and to Stallbaum, who has
prefixed Prolegomena to his edition of each dialogue.
Both these critics protest against Socher's rejection
of the four dialogues last indicated: but they agree
with Socher and Ast in denying the reality of any
preconceived system, present to Plato's mind in his

1 Socher, Ueber Platon's Sehriften,
pp. 301-459-460.

k K. F. Hermann, Geschichte und
System der Platonischen Sehriften, p.

3G8, seq. Stallbaum, Disputatio de
I latonis Vita et Scriptis, prefixed to
his edition of Plato s Works, p. xxxii.
seq.
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first dialogue, and advanced by regular steps through- system-
out each of the succeeding dialogues. The polemical raiments
tone of K. F. Hermann against this theory, and against i^s-tiiey
Schleiermacher, its author, is strenuous and even and"va?ytag

unwarrantably bitter.1 Especially the position laid polSf™1

down by Schleiermacher—that Phsedrus is the
earliest of Plato's dialogues, written when he was 22 or 23
years of age, and that the general system presiding over all the
future dialogues is indicated therein as even then present to
his mind, afterwards to be worked out—is controverted by Her-
mann and Stallbaum no less than by Ast and Socher. All three
concur in the tripartite distribution of the life of Plato. But
Hermann thiuks that Plato acquired gradually and successively,
new points of view, with enlarged philosophical development:
and that the dialogues as successively composed are expressions
of these varying phases. Moreover, Hermann thinks that
such variations in Plato's philosophy may be accounted for by
external circumstances. He reckons Plato's first period as
ending with the death of Sokrates, or rather at an epoch
not long after the death of Sokrates: the second, as ending with
the commencement of Plato's teaching at the Academy, after
his return from Sicily—about 385 B.C.: the third, as extending
from thence to his old age. To the first, or Sokratic stadium,

1 TJeberweg (Untersuchung fiber die
Zeitfolge der Platonischen Schriften,
Wien, 1861, pp. 50-52) has collected
several citations from K. F. Hermann, in
which the latter treats Schleiermacher
" wie einen Sophisten, der sich in ab-
sichtlielier Unwahrhaftigkeit gefalle,
mitunter fast als einen Mann, der in-
nerlich wohl wisse, wie die Sache stehe
(namlich, dass sie so sei, wie Hermann
lehrt), der sich aber, etwa aus Lust,
seine iiberlegene Dialektik zu beweisen,
Miihe gebe, sie in einem anderen Lichte
erscheinen zu lassen; also—rbv JTTHJ
\6yov /cpeiTTo) iroieiv—recht in rheto-
risch sophistischer Manier."

We know well, from other and inde-
pendent evidence, what Schleiermacher
really was,—that he was not only one
of the most accomplished scholars, but
one of the most liberal and estimable
men of hia age. But how different
would be our appreciation if we had

VOL. I.

no other evidence to judge by except
the dicta of opponents, and even dis-
tinguished opponents, like Hermann !
If there be any point clear in the his-
tory of philosophy, it is the uncertainty
of all judgments, respecting writers and
thinkers, founded upon the mere alle-
gations of opponents. Yet the Athenian
Sophists, respecting whom we have no
independent evidence (except the ge-
neral fact that they had a number of
approvers and admirers \ are depicted
confidently by the Platonic critics in
the darkest colours, upon the evidence
of their bitter opponent Pinto—and in
colours darker than even his evidence
warrants. The often-repeated calumny,
charged against almost all debaters—
rh rbv TJTTW \6ryov KpeirTCti 7roieiV—by
Hermann against Schleiermacher, by
Meletus against Sokrates, by Plato
against the Sophists—is believed only
against these last.
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Hermann assigns the smaller dialogues: the earliest of which
he declares to be—Hippias II., Ion, Alkibiades I., Lysis,
Channides, Laches: after which come Protagoras and Euthy-
demus, wherein the batteries are opened against the Sophists,
shortly before the death of Sokrates. Immediately after the
last mentioned event, come a series of dialogues reflecting
the strong and fresh impression left by it upon Plato's mind—
Apologia, Kriton, Gorgias, Euthyphron, Menon, Hippias I.—
occupying a sort of transition stage between the first and the
second period. We now enter upon the second or dialectic
period; passed by Plato greatly at Megara, and influenced by
the philosophical intercourse which he there enjoyed, and
characterised by the composition of Theaetetus, Kratylus, So-
phistes, Politikus, Parrnenides.™ To the third, or constructive
period, greatly determined by the influence of the Pythago-
rean philosophy, belong Phsedrus, Menexenus, Symposion,
Phsedon, Philebus, Republic, Timseus, Kritias: a series com-
posed during Plato's teaching at the Academy, and commen-
cing with Pheedrus, which last Hermann considers to be a sort
of (Antritts-Programme) inauguratory composition for the
opening of his school of oral discourse or colloquy. Lastly,
during the final years of the philosopher, after all the three
periods, come the Leges or treatise de Legibus: placed by
itself as the composition of his old age.

Hermann and Stallbaum reject (besides the dialogues
already rejected by Thrasyllus) Alkibiades II., Theage's,

m K. P. Hermann, ibid. p. 496, eeq. thyphron. torn. vi. pp. 138-139-142).
Stallbaum (p. xxxiii.) places the Kra- He places the composition of the Char-
tylua during the lifetime of Sokrates, j mides about six years before the death
a little earlier than Euthydemus and of Sokrates (Proleg. ad Charm, p. 86).
Protagoras, all three of which he He seems to consider, indeed, that the
assigns to Olymp. 94, 402-400 E.G. Menon and Enthydgmus were both
See also his Prolegomena to Kratylus, ! written for the purpose of defending
torn. v. p. 26. | Sokrates : thus implying that they too

Moreover, Stallbaum places the Me- were written after the indictment was
non and Ion about the same time—a preferred (Proleg. ad Euthyphron. p.
few months or weeks before the trial of , 145).
Sokrates (Proleg. ad Menonem, torn. vi. j In regard to the date of the Euthy-
pp. 20, 21; Proleg. ad Ionem, torn. iv. phron, Schleiermacher also had de-
p. 289). He considers the Euthyphron , clared, prior to Stallbaum, that it wa3
to have been actually composed at the ' unquestionably (unstreitig) composed at
moment to winch it professes to refer a period between the indictment and
(viz., after Meletus had preferred his
indictment against Sokrates), and with
a view of defending Sokrates against
the charge of impiety (Proleg. ad Eu-

the trial of Sokrates (Einleitung zum
Euthyphron, vol. ii. p. 53, of his transla-
tion of Plato).
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Erastse, Hipparchus, Minos, Epinomis; Stallbaum rejects
the Kleitophon: Hermann hesitates, and is some- They reject
what inclined to admit it, as he also admits, to a dwo™ues.
considerable extent, the Epistles."

Steinhart, in his notes and prefaces to H. Miiller's trans-
lation of the Platonic dialogues, agrees in the main steinhan-
with K. F. Hermann, both in denying the funda- rejecting
mental postulate of Schleiermacher, and in settling mack's
the general order of the dialogues, though with postulate—
some difference as to individual dialogues. He mem of the
considers Ion as the earliest, followed by Hippias I., considers the

J r r ? Phasdrus as

Hippias II., Alkibiades I., Lysis, Charmides, Laches, ^t
r
e
e?e

n
c
order

Protagoras. These constitute what Steinhart calls several.
the ethico-Sokratical series of Plato's compositions, having the
common attributes—That they do not step materially beyond
the philosophical range of Sokrates himself—That there is a
preponderance of the mimic and plastic element—That they
end, to all appearance, with unsolved doubts and unanswered
questions.0 He supposes the Charmides to have been com-
posed during the time of the Thirty, the Laches shortly
afterwards, and the Protagoras about two years before the
death of Sokrates. He lays it down as incontestable that
the Protagoras was not composed after the death of Sokrates.p

Immediately prior to this last-mentioned event, and poste-
rior to the Protagoras, he places the Euthydemus, Menon,
Euthyphron, Apologia, Kriton, Gorgias, Kratylus: prepara-
tory to the dialectic series consisting of Parmenides, These-
tetus, Sophistes, Politikus, the result of Plato's stay at Megara,
and contact with the Eleatic and Megaric philosophers. The
third series of dialogues, the mature and finished productions
of Plato at the Academy, opens with Phsedrus. Steinhart
rejects as spurious Alkibiad^s II., Eraste, Theag&s, &c.

Another author, also, Susemihl, coincides in the main with
the principles of arrangement adopted by K. F. Hermann
for the Platonic dialogues. First in the order of chrono-

n Stallbaum, p. xxxiv.; Hermann, translation of Plato,
pp. 424, 425. p Steinhart, Prolegg. to Charmides,

° See Steinhart's Prolegomena to the p. 295.
Protagoras, vol. i. p. 430, of Miiller's
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logical composition he places the shorter dialogues — the
susemihi- exclusively ethical, least systematic; and he ranges
coincides to a * . n . . . . -,

great degree them m a series, indicating the progressive deve-
Hermann— lopment of Plato's mind, with approach towards
his order of r \r

arrangement, his final systematic conceptions.11 buseminl begins
this early series with Hippias II., followed by Lysis, Char-
mides, Laches, Protagoras, Menon, Apologia, Kriton, Gorgias,
Euthyphron. The seven first, ending with the Menon, he
conceives to have been published successively during the
lifetime of Sokrates: the Menon itself, during the interval
between his indictment and his death:r the Apologia and
Kriton, very shortly after his death; followed, at no long
interval, by Gorgias and Euthyphron.8 The Ion and Alki-
biades I. are placed by Susemihl among the earliest of the
Platonic compositions, but as not belonging to the regular
series. He supposes them to have been called forth by some
special situation, like Apologia and Kriton, if indeed they be
Platonic at all, of which he does not feel assured.*

Immediately after Euthyphron, Susemihl places Euthy-
demus, which he treats as the commencement of a second
series of dialogues: the first series, or ethical, being now
followed by the dialectic, in which the principles, process, and
certainty of cognition are discussed, though in an indirect
and preparatory way. This second series consists of Euthy-
deinus, Kratylus, Theaetetus, Phsedrus, Sophistes, Politikus,
Parmenides, Symposion, Phsedon. Through all these dia-
logues Susemihl professes to trace a thread of connection,
each successively unfolding and determining more of the
general subject: but all in an indirect, negative, roundabout
manner. Allowing for this manner, Susemihl contends that
the dialectical counter-demonstrations or Antinomies, occu-
pying the last half of the Parmenides, include the solution
of those difficulties, which have come forward in various
forms from the Euthydemus up to the Sophistes, against
Plato's theory of Ideas.u The Phsedon closes the series of

i Susemihl, Die Geuetische Ent- • Susemihl, ib. pp. 113-125.
wicklung der Platoniaohen Philosophie, ' Susemihl, ib. p. 9.
Leipsic, 1855, p. 9. » Susemihl, ib. p. 355, seq.

' Susemihl, ibid. pp. 40-61-89. |
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dialectic compositions, and opens the way to the construc-
tive dialogues following, partly ethical, partly physical—
Philebus, Kepublic, Timaeus, Kritias.* The Leges come last
of all.

A more recent critic, Dr. Edward Munk, has broached a
new and very .different theory as to the natural Edward
order of the Platonic dialogues. Upon his theory, adopts"! dif-
they were intended by Platoy to depict the life and dpieof™

T . ,. n •! i • - i i • rangement,

working ot a philosopher, in successive dramatic founded upon
exhibitions, from youth to old age. The different period which

, . . , , . „ A o i . • T j . 1 • i eachdlalogue

moments in the lite ot bokrates, indicated in each exhibits of
dialogue, mark the place which Plato intended it to losopMcai

D A growth, and

occupy in the series. The Parmenides is the first, °id »se.of

rJ ' Sokrates—

wherein Sokrates is introduced as a young man, nisarrange-
. ment,

initiated into philosophy by the ancient Parmenides:

the Phsedon is last, describing as it does the closing
scene of Sokrates. Plato meant his dialogues to be |̂.*r°™-r

looked at partly in artistic sequence, as a succession tfon°™omthe
of historical dramas — partly in philosophical se-
quence, as a record of the progressive development y
of his own doctrine: the two principles are made to plan'
harmonise in the main, though sometimes the artistic sequence
is obscured for the purpose of bringing out the philosophical,
sometimes the latter is partially sacrificed to the former."
Taken in the aggregate, the dialogues from Parmenide's to
Phsedon form a Sokratic cycle, analogous to the historical
plays of Shakespeare, from King John to Henry VIII.a But
Munk at the same time contends that this natural order of
the dialogues—or the order in which Plato intended them to
be viewed—is not to be confounded with the chronological
order of their composition.11 The Parmenides, though con-
stituting the opening Prologue of the whole cycle, was not
composed first: nor the Phsedon last. All of them were
probably composed after Plato had attained the full maturity
of his philosophy: that is, probably after the opening of his

* Susemihl, pp. 466-470. The first
volume of Susemihl's work ends with
the Phsedon.

V Dr. Edward Munk. Die natiirliche
Ordnung der Platonischen Schriften

dargestellt, Berlin, 1857. His scheme
of arrangement is explained generally,
pp. 25-48, &c.

z Munk, ib. p. 29. • Munk, ib. p. 27.
b Munk, ibid. p. 27.
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school at the Academy in 386 B.C. But in composing each,
he had always two objects jointly in view: he adapted the
tone of each to the age and situation in which he wished to
depict Sobrates:0 he commemorated, in each, one of the past
phases of his own philosophising mind.

The Cycle taken in its intentional or natural order, is dis-
tributed by Munk into three groups, after the Parmenides as
general prologue.4

1. Sokratic or Indirect Dialogues.—Protagoras, Charmide"s,
Laches, Gorgias, Ion, Hippias I., Kratylus, Euthydemus,
Symposion.

2. Direct or Constructive Dialogues.—Phsedrus, Philebus,
Eepublic, Timseus, Kritias.

3. Dialectic and Apologetic Dialogues.—Menon, Theaetetus,
Sophistes, Politikus, Euthyphron, Apologia, Kriton, Phsedon.

The Leges and Menexenus stand apart from the Cycle, as
compositions on special occasion. Alkibiade's I., Hippias II.,
Lysis, are also placed apart from the Cycle, as compositions
of Plato's earlier years, before he had conceived the general
scheme of it.e

The first of the three groups depicts Sokrates in the full
vigour of life, about 35 years of age: the second represents
him an elderly man, about 60 : the third, immediately
prior to his death.1' In the first group he is represented as
a combatant for truth: in the second, as a teacher of truth:
hi the third, as a martyr for truth.g

Lastly, we have another German author still more recent,
views of Frederick Ueberweg, who has again investigated the
attempt to order and authenticity of the Platonic dialogues,
reconcile . •' O '

schider- m a work of great care and abilitv : reviewing the
niacner and ^ * o

adm?tsath7 theories of his predecessors, as well as proposing
preconceived various modifications of his own.h Ueberwee com-
purpose tor o

drogue's, pares the different opinions of Schleiermacher and
aterpotned K* F - Hermann, and admits both of them to a cer-

tain extent, each concurrent with and limiting the
Untersuchungen iiber die Echtheit

t7r.it-C~~) T i l _ i • _1 n _n 'a

c Munk, ib. p. 54; Preface, p. viii.
d Munk, ib. p. 50.
e Munk, ib. pp. 25-34.
' Munk, ib. p. 26.
e Munk, ib. p. 31.

und Zeitfolge Platonischer Schriften,
und iiber die Hauptmomente aua Pla-
ton's Leben, von Dr. Friedrich Ueber-
weg, Wien, 1861.
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other.1 The theory of a preconceived system and the school,
methodical series, proposed by Schleiermacher, takes th° earner.
its departure from the Phsedrus, and postulates as an essential
condition that that dialogue shall be recognised as the earliest
composition.11 This condition Ueberweg does not admit. He
agrees with Hermann, Stallbaum, and others, in referring
the Phsedrus to a later date (about 386 B.C.), shortly after
Plato had established his school in Athens, when he was
rather above forty years of age. At this period (Ueberweg
thinks) Plato may be considered as having acquired methodi-
cal views which had not been present to him before; and the
dialogues composed after the Phsedrus follow out, to a certain
extent, these methodical views. In the Phaedrus the Platonic
Sokrates delivers the opinion that writing is unavailing as a
means of imparting philosophy: that the only way in which
philosophy can be imparted is through oral colloquy adapted
by the teacher to the mental necessities, and varying stages
of progress, of each individual learner : and that writing can
only serve, after such oral instruction has been imparted, to
revive it, if forgotten, in the memory both of the teacher and
of the learner who has.been orally taught. For the dialogues
composed after the opening of the school, and after the
Phsedrus, Ueberweg recognises the influence of a precon-
ceived method and of a constant bearing on the oral teaching
of the school: for those anterior to that date, he admits no
such influence : he refers them (with Hermann) to successive
enlargements, suggestions, inspirations, either arising in Plato's
own mind, or communicated from without. Ueberweg does not
indeed altogether exclude the influence of this non-methodical
cause, even for the later dialogues : he allows its operation to
a certain extent, in conjunction with the methodical: what
he excludes is, the influence of any methodical or precon-
ceived scheme for the earlier dialogues.1 He thinks that
Plato composed the later portion of his dialogues (i. e. those

• Ueberweg, p. 111.
k Ueberweg, pp. 23-26.

Ueberweg, pp. 107-110-111. " Sind
beide Gesicktspunkte, der einer me-
thodischen Absicht und der einer
Selbst-Entwicklung Platon's durchweg

mit einander zu verbinden, BO liegt es
auch in der Natur der Sache und wird
aucb. von einigen seiner Nachfolger
(insbesondere naehdriicklich von Suse-
mihl) anerkannt, dass der erste Ge-
sichtspunkt vorzugsweise fur die spa-
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subsequent to the Phsedrus and to the opening of his school),
not for the instruction of the general reader, but as reminders
to his disciples of that which they had already learnt from
oral teaching: and he cites the analogy of Paul and the
apostles, who wrote epistles, not to convert the heathen, but
to admonish or confirm converts already made by preaching.™

Ueberweg investigates the means which we possess, either
from external testimony (especially that of Aristotle)

His opinions „ , . .

as to authen- o r from internal evidence, of determining the au-
ticity and °

chronology of thenticity as well as the chronological order of the
the dialogues. •*

H? r S a - dialogues. He remarks that though, in contrasting
fcf&!Stai' the expository dialogues with those which are simply
ParmenidTs'- enquiring and debating, we may presume the expo-
toreje"t"ncd sitory to belong to Plato's full maturity of life, and
anUdiypbr°n to have been preceded by some of the enquiring
Menexenus. a n ( j debating—yet we cannot safely presume all
these latter to be of his early composition. Plato may have
continued to compose dialogues of mere search, even after
the time when he began to compose expository dialogues."
Ueberweg considers that the earliest of Plato's dialogues are,
Lysis, Hippias Minor, Laches, Charmides, Protagoras, com-
posed during the lifetime of Sokrates: next the Apologia,
and Kriton, not long after his death. All these (even the
Protagoras) he reckons among the "lesser Platonic writings."0

None of them allude to the Platonic Ideas or Objective Con-
cepts. The Gorgias comes next, probably soon after the
death of Sokrates, at least at some time earlier than the
opening of the school in 386 B.C.P The Menon and Ion may
be placed about the same general period."1 The Phsedrus (as
has been already observed) is considered by Ueberweg to be
teren i-ichriften von der Grundung der j Glaube aus der Predigt gekommen
Schule an—der andere vorzugsweise war,—so folgt, dass jede Argumenta-fiir die friilieren—gilt."

m Uebcnvrg, pp. 80-86. " 1st unsere
obige l>i utung richtig, wonach Platon
nicht fur Frenide zur Belehrung, son-

tion, die auf den Phaedrus gegriindet
wird, nur fiir die Zeit gelten kann, in
welcher bereits die Platonische Schule
biAStand."

dern wesonllifh fiir seine Schiiler zur " TJeberwe°', p. 81.
Erinnerung an den mundlichen Unter- ° Ueberweg'pp. 100-105-296 "Eine
richt, schrieb(wie die Apostel nieht fiir ! Auzahl kleinerer Platonischer Schrif-
Fremde zur Bekelirung, sondern fiir die I ten."
christlichen Gemeinden ziir Sfarke und
Liluteruna:, nachdem denaelben der

P Uc-brrveg, pp. 249-267-296.
1 Ueberweg, pp. 226, 227.
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nearly contemporary with the opening of the school: shortly
afterwards, Symposion and Euthydemus :r at some subsequent
time, Eepublic, Timseus, Kritias, and Leges. In regard to
the four last, Ueberweg does not materially differ from
Schleiermacher, Hermann, and other critics: but on another
point he differs from them materially, viz.: that instead of
placing the Theeetetus, Sophistes, and Politikus,- in the Me-
garic period or prior to the opening of the school, he assigns
them (as well as the Phsedon and Philebus) to the last twenty
years of Plato's life. He places Phsedon later than Timseus,
and Politikus later than Phsedon: he considers that Sophistes,
Politikus, and Philebus are among the latest compositions of
Plato.3 He rejects Hippias Major, Erastse, Theages, Kleito-
phon, and Parrnenides: he is inclined to reject Euthyphron.
He scarcely recognises Menexenus, in spite of the direct at-
testation of Aristotle, which attestation he tries (in my
judgment, very unsuccessfully) to invalidate.' He recognises
the Kratylus, but without determining its date. He determines
nothing about Alkibiades I. and II.

The works above enumerated are those chiefly deserving
of notice, though there are various others also useful, other pia-
amidst the abundance of recent Platonic criticism, —great &\s-
All these writers, Schleiermacher, Ast, Socher, about scheme

7 3 ? an(j or(Jer of

K. F . Hermann, Stallbaum, Steinhart, Susemihl, the dialogues.
Munk, Ueberweg, have not merely laid down general schemes
of arrangement for the Platonic dialogues, but have gone
through the dialogues seriatim, each endeavouring to show
that his own scheme fits them well, and each raising objec-
tions against the schemes earlier than his own. It is indeed
truly remarkable to follow the differences of opinion among
these learned men, all careful students of the Platonic writ-
ings. And the number of dissents would be indefinitely
multiplied, if we took into the account the various historians
of philosophy during the last few years. Eitter and Brandis
accept, in the main, the theory of Schleiermacher: Zeller
also, to a certain extent. But each of these authors has had

' Ueberweg, p. 265. • Ueberweg, pp. 204-292.
' Ueberweg, pp. 143-176-222-250.
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a point of view more or less belonging to himself respecting
the general scheme and purpose of Plato, and respecting
the authenticity, sequence, and reciprocal illustration of the
dialogues."

By such criticisms much light has been thrown on the
contrast of dialogues in detail. It is always interesting to read

t n e different views taken by many scholars, all
careful students of Plato, respecting the order and

uon hL'brcn relations of the dialogues: especially as the views
obtained. a r e n o t m e r e i v different but contradictory, so that
the weak points of each are put before us as well as the
strong. But as to the large problem which these critics have
undertaken to solve—though several solutions have been pro-
posed, in favour of which something may be urged, yet we
look in vain for any solution at once sufficient as to proof
and defensible against objectors.

I t appears to me that the problem itself is one which
The problem admits of no solution. Schleiermacher was the first
solution.6 ° who proposed it with the large pretensions which
novelty of it has since embraced, and which have been present
propounded more or less to the minds of subsequent critics, even
macher— when thev differ from him. He tells us himself
slenderness ^

of his proofs, that he comes forward as Restitutor Platoms, in a
character which no one had ever undertaken before/ And
he might fairly have claimed that title, if he had furnished
proofs at all commensurate to his professions. As his
theory is confessedly novel as well as comprehensive, it re-
quired greater support in the way of evidence. But when
I read the Introductions (the general as well as the special)
in which such evidence ought to be found, I am amazed to
find that there is little else but easy and confident assumption.

" Socher remarks (TJeber Platon. p. these threo last to be spurious, which
225) (after enumerating twenty-two , no critic had declared before,
dialogues of the Thrasyllean canon, | * Schleiermacher, Einleitung, pp.
which he considers the earliest) that , 22-29. " Diese natiirliche Folge (der
of these twenty-two, there are only two Platonischen Gesprache) wieder herzu-
which have not been declared spurious stellen, diess ist, wie jedermann sieht,
by some one or more critics. He then j eine Absicht, welche sich sehr weit
proceeds to examine the remainder, ! entfernt von alien bisherigen Vor-
among which are Sophistes, Politikus, ' suchen zur Anordnung der Plato-
Parmenides. He (Socher) declares nischen Werke," &c.
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His hypothesis is announced as if the simple announcement
were sufficient to recommend ity—as if no other supposition
were consistent with the recognised grandeur of Plato as a'
philosopher—as if any one, dissenting from it, only proved
thereby that he did not understand Plato. Yet so far from
being of this self-recommending character, the hypothesis is
really loaded with the heaviest antecedent improbability.
That in 406 B.C., and at the age of 23, in an age when
schemes of philosophy elaborated in detail were unknown—
Plato should conceive a vast scheme of philosophy, to be
worked out underground without ever being proclaimed,
through numerous Sokratic dialogues one after the other,
each ushering in that which follows and each resting upon
that which precedes: that he should have persisted through-
out a long life in working out this scheme, adapting the
sequence of his dialogues to the successive stages which he
had attained, so that none of them could be properly under-
stood unless when studied immediately after its predecessors
and immediately before its successors—and yet that he
should have taken no pains to impress this one peremptory
arrangement on the minds of readers, and that Schleier-
macher should be the first to detect it—all this appears to
me as improbable as any of the mystic interpretations of
Jamblichus or Proklus. Like other improbabilities, it may
be proved by evidence, if evidence can be produced: but
here nothing of the kind is producible. We are called upon
to grant the general hypothesis without proof, and to follow
Schleiermacher in applying it to the separate dialogues.

Schleiermacher's hypothesis includes two parts. 1. A pre-
meditated philosophical scheme, worked out con- schieier-
tinuously from the first dialogue to the last. 2. A " / l
peremptory canonical order, essential to this scheme, preconceived

. i I i XT i i scheme, and
and determined thereby. Now as to the scheme, a peremptory

. orderof irjter-

though on the one hand it cannot be proved, yet on dependence
° T> among the

the other hand it cannot be disproved. But as to dialogues.
the canonical order, I think it may be disproved. We knowi What I say about Schleiermaeher
here will be assented to by any one

who reads his Einleitung, pp. 10, 11,
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that no such order was recognised in the days of Aristophanes,
and Schleiermacher himself admits that before those days it
had been lost.2 But I contend that if it was lost within a
century after the decease of Plato, we may fairly presume
that it never existed at all, as peremptory and indispensable
to the understanding of what Plato meant. A great philo-
sopher such as Plato (so Schleiermacher argues) must be
supposed to have composed all his dialogues with some pre-
conceived comprehensive scheme: but a great philosopher
(we may add), if he does work upon a preconceived scheme,
must surely be supposed to take some reasonable precautions
to protect the order essential to that scheme from dropping
out of sight. Moreover, Schleiermacher himself admits that
there are various dialogues which lie apart from the canonical
order and form no part of the grand premeditated scheme.
The distinction here made between these outlying compo-
sitions (Nebenwerke) and the members of the regular series,
is indeed altogether arbitrary: but the admission of it tends
still farther to invalidate the fundamental postulate of a
grand Demiurgic universe of dialogues, each dovetailed and
fitted in to its special place among the whole. The universe
is admitted to have breaks: so that the hypothesis does
not possess the only merit which can belong to gratuitous
hypothesis—that of introducing, if granted, complete sym-
metry throughout the phenomena.

To these various improbabilities we may add another—that
Assumptions Schleiermacher's hypothesis requires us to admit

S that the Phsedrus -is Plato's earliest dialogue, com-
posed about 406 B.C., when he was 21 years of age,
Qn m^ compUtatjOn, and certainly not more than 23:

that it is the first outburst of the inspiration which Sokrates
had imparted to him,a and that it embodies, though in a dim
and poetical form, the lineaments of that philosophical system
which he worked out during the ensuing half century. That
Plato at this early age should have conceived so vast a system

si e.

1 Schleiermacher, Einleitung, p. 24.
• See Schleiermacher'a Einleitung to

the Phsedrus : " Der Phaidros, der erste

Ausbruch seiner Begeisterung vom
bokrates.
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—that he should have imbibed it from Sokrates, who enun-
tiated no system, and abounded in the anti-systematic nega-
tive—'that he should have been inspired to write the Phsedrus
(with its abundant veins, dithyrambic,b erotic, and transcend-
ental) by the conversation of Sokrates, which exhibited acute
dialectic combined with practical sagacity, but neither poetic
fervour nor transcendental fancy,—in all this hypothesis of
Schleiermacher, there is nothing but an aggravation of impro-
babilities.

Against such improbabilities (partly external partly in-
ternal) Schleiermacher has nothing to set except Neither

internal reasons: that is, when he shall have ™£j?r
r'nor

arranged the dialogues and explained the inter- ™ticOtbas as
dependance as well as the special place of each, the ^y toierawe
arrangement will impress itself upon all as being SilT""
the intentional work of Plato himself.0 But these KSfaS-
"internal reasons" (innere Grriinde), which are tolosues'
serve as constructive evidence (in the absence of positive de-
clarations) of Plato's purpose, fail to produce upon other
minds the effect which Schleiermacher demands. If we follow
them as stated in his Introductions (prefixed to the successive
Platonic dialogues), we find a number of approximations and
comparisons, often just and ingenious, but always inconclusive
for his point: proving, at the very best, what Plato's inten-
tion may possibly have been—yet subject to be countervailed
by other " internal reasons " equally specious, tending to dif-
ferent conclusions. And the various opponents of Schleier-
macher prove just as much and no more, each on behalf of
his own mode of arrangement, by the like constructive evi-
dence—appeal to " internal reasons." But the insufficient
character of these " internal reasons " is more fatal to Schlei-
ermacher than to any of his opponents: because his funda-
mental hypothesis—while it is the most ambitious of all and

b If we read Dionysius of Halikar-
nassus (De Admirab. Vi Die. in De-
mosth. pp. 968-971, Eeisk), we shall
find that rhetor pointing out the
Phsedrus as a signal example of Plato's
departure from the manner and cha-

racter of Sokrates, and as a speci-
men of misplaced poetical exagge-
ration. Diksearchus formed the same
opinion about the Phsedrus (Diog. L.
iii. 38).

c See the general Einleitung, p. 11.
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would be the most important, if it could be proved—is at
the same time burthened with the strongest antecedent im-
probability, and requires the amplest proof to make it at all
admissible.

Dr. Munk undertakes the same large problem as Schleier-
siimk's macher. He assumes the Platonic dialogues to have
mos°t ambi-e been composed upon a preconceived system, begin-
most'f̂ the ring when Plato opened his school, about 41 years
S'&hieier-̂  of age. This has somewhat less antecedent impro-
macher's. lability than the supposition that Plato conceived
his system at 21 or 23 years of age. But it is just as much
destitute of positive support. That Plato intended his dialogues
to form a fixed series, exhibiting the successive gradations of
his philosophical system—-that he farther intended this series
to coincide with a string of artistic portraits, representing
Sokrates in the ascending march from youth to old age, so
that the characteristic feature which marks the place and
time of each dialogue, is to be found in the age which it
assigns to Sokrates—these are positions for the proof of which
we are referred to " internal reasons;" but which the dia-
logues themselves do not even sanction, much less suggest.

In many dialogues, the age assigned to Sokrates is a
The age circumstance neither distinctly brought' out, nor
SkSfesto telling on the debate. It is true that in the Par-
^ J * * ' menides he is noted as young, and is made to
iHtieeo£ conduct himself with the deference of youth, re-
moment. ceiving hints and admonitions from the respected
veteran of Elea. So too in the Protagoras, he is characterised
as young, but chiefly in contrast with the extreme and pro-
nounced old age of the Sophist Protagoras: he does not con-
duct himself like a youth, nor exhibit any of that really
youthful or deferential spirit which we find in the Parmenides;
on the contrary, he stands forward as the rival, cross-ex-
aminer, and conqueror of the ancient Sophist. On the con-
trary, in the Euthydemus,d Sokrates is announced as old;
though that dialogue is indisputably very analogous to the

d Euthyclemiis, o. 4, p. 272.
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Protagoras, both of them being placed by Munk in the
earliest of his three groups. Moreover in the Lysis also,
Sokrates appears as old;—here Munk escapes from the diffi-
culty by setting aside the dialogue as a youthful composition,
not included in the consecutive Sokratic Cycle.6 What is
there to justify the belief, that the Sokrates depicted in the
Phsedrus (which dialogue has been affirmed by Schleiermacher
and Ast, besides some ancient critics, to exhibit decided
marks of juvenility) is older than the Sokrates of the Sym-
posion? or that Sokrates in the Philebus and Republic is
older than in the Kratylus or Gorgias? It is true that the
dialogues Thesetetus and Euthyphron are both represented as
held a little before the death of Sokrates, after the indict-
ment of Meletus against him had already been preferred.
This is a part of the hypothetical situation, in which the
dialogists are brought into company. But there is nothing
in the two dialogues themselves (or in the Menon which
Munk places in the same category) to betoken that Sokrates
is old. Holiness, in the Euthyphron—Knowledge, in the
Theaetetus—is canvassed and debated, just as Temperance
and Courage are debated in the Charmides and Laches.
Munk lays it down that Sokrates appears as a Martyr for
Truth in the Euthyphron, Menon, and Thesetetus—and as a
Combatant for Truth in the Laches, Charmides, Euthydemus,
&c. But the two groups of dialogues, when compared with
each other, will not be found to warrant this distinctive appel-
lation. In the Apologia, Kriton, and Phsedon, it may be said
with propriety that Sokrates is represented as a martyr for
truth: in all three he appears not merely as a talker, but as
a personal agent: but this is not true of the other dialogues
which Munk places in his third group.

I cannot therefore accede to this "natural arrangement
of the Platonic dialogues," assumed to have been Nointen-
intended by Plato, and founded upon the progress quence or

* , , . , . , . , „ interdepend-

of Sokrates as he stands exhibited in each, trom enceotthe
youth to age—which Munk has proposed in his be made out.

e Lysis, p. 223, ad fin. KarayekcurTOi yty6vaiuv *y<& re, yepiiv ai/fy, Kal
ifie?s. See Munk, p. 25.
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recent ingenious volume. It is interesting to be made ac-
quainted with that order of the Platonic dialogues which
any critical student conceives to be the " natural order."
But in respect to Munk as well as to Schleiermacher, I
must remark that if Plato had conceived and predetermined
the dialogues, so as to be read in one natural peremptory
order, he would never have left that order so dubious and
imperceptible, as to be first divined by critics of the nine-
teenth century, and understood by them too in several dif-
ferent ways. If there were any peremptory and intentional
sequence, we may reasonably presume that Plato would have
made it as clearly understood as he has determined the se-
quence of the ten books of his Eepublic.

The principle of arrangement proposed by K. F. Hermann
principle of (approved also by Steinhart and Suseinihl) is not

t ° P e n t o t n e s a m e antecedent objection. Not ad-
f i t t ing any preconceived, methodical, intentional,

S system, nor the maintenance of one and the same
ofav°ew1Tut philosophical point of view throughout—Hermann
™PSnct supposes that the dialogues as successively com-
ordw'JJ'tbe posed represent successive phases of Plato's philo-
Sesf ° sophical development and variations in his point of
c angea. v j e W i Hermann farther considers that these varia-
tions may be assigned and accounted for: first pure Sokratism,
next the modifications experienced from Plato's intercourse
with the Megaric philosophers,—then the influence derived
from Kyrene and Egypt—subsequently that from the Pythago-
reans in Italy—and so forth. The first portion of this hypothesis,
taken generally, is very reasonable and probable. But when,
after assuming that there must have been determining changes
in Plato's own mind, we proceed to inquire what these were,
and whence they arose, we find a sad lack of evidence for the.
answer to the question. We neither know the order in which
the dialogues were composed,—nor the date when Plato first
began to compose,—nor the primitive philosophical mind
•which his earliest dialogues represented,—nor the order of
those subsequent modifications which his views underwent.
We are informed, indeed, that Plato went from Athens to
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visit Megara, Kyrene, Egypt, Italy; but the extent or kind
of influence which he experienced in each, we do not know at
all/ I think it a reasonable presumption that the points
which Plato had in common with Sokrates were most pre-
ponderant in the mind of Plato immediately after the death
of his master: and that other trains of thought gradually
became more and more intermingled as the recollection of
his master became more distant. There is also a presumption
that the longer, more elaborate, and more transcendental
dialogues (among which must be ranked the Phsedrus), were
composed in the full maturity of Plato's age and intellect:
the shorter and less finished may have been composed either
then or earlier in his life. Here are two presumptions, plau-
sible enough when stated generally, yet too vague to justify
any special inferences: the rather, if we may believe the
statement of Dionysius, that Plato continued to " comb and
curl his dialogues until he was eighty years of age." e

If we compare K. F. Hermann with Schleiermacher, we
see that Hermann has amended his position by aban- Hermann's

A ^ view more

doning Schleiermacher s gratuitous hypothesis, of a Enable nan
. ™ . . . Sclileierma-

preconceived Platonic system with a canonical order ch«'s-
of the dialogues adapted to that system—and by admittingf Bonitz (in bis instructive volume,
Platonische Studien, Wien, 1858, p. 5)
points out how little we know about
the real circumstances of Plato's intel-
lectual and philosophical development:
a matter which most of the Platonic
critics are apt to forget.

I confess that I agree with Striimpell,
that it is impossible to determine chro-
nologically, from Plato's writings, and
from the other scanty evidence ac-
cessible to us, by what successive steps
his mind departed from the original
views and doctrines held and commu-
nicated by Sokrates (Striimpell, Gesch.
der Praktischen Philosophie der Gric-
chen, p. 294, Leipsic, 1861).

g Dionys. Hali. De Comp. Verbor. p.
208, Diog. L. iii. 37 ; Quintilian, viii. 6.

F. A. Wolf, in a valuable note upon
the Siaa-Ktvao-Tol (Prolegom. Homer,
p. clii.), declares, upon this ground,
that it is impossible to determine the
time when Plato composed his best
dialogues. " Ex his collatis apparet

VOL. I.

Staancevd^tv a veteribus magistris ad-
scitum esse in potestatem verbi iin-
dia<rtceva.{eLV : lit in Scenicis prope idem
esset quod a,va$i8a<riceiv—h. e. repetito
committcre fabulam, sed mutando, ad-
dendo, detrahendo, emendatam, reflc-
tam, et secundis curis elaboratam. Id
enim facere solebant illi poete saepis-
sime : mox etiam alii, ut Apollonius
Khodius. Neque aliter Plato fecit in
optimis dialogis suis : quam 6b causam
exquirere non licet, quando quisque com-
positus sit: quum in scenicis fabulis
saltern ex didascaliis plerumque notum
sit tempus, quo editae sunt."

Preller has a like remark (Historia
Philos. ex Fontibus Context, sect. 250).

In regard to the habit of correcting
compositions, the contrast between
Plato and Plotinus was remarkable.
Porphyry tells us that Plotinus, when
once he had written any matter, could
hardly bear even to read it over—much
less to review and improve it (Porph.
Vit. Plotini, 8).

O
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only a chronological order of composition, each dialogue
being generated by the state of Plato's mind at the time
when it was composed. This, taken generally, is indisputable.
If we perfectly knew Plato's biography and the circumstances
around him, we should be able to determine which dialogues
were first, second, and third, &c, and what circumstances or
mental dispositions occasioned the successive composition of
those which followed. But can we do this with our present
scanty information ? I think not. Hermann, while abandon-
ing the hypothesis of Schleiermacher, has still accepted the
large conditions of the problem first drawn up by Schleier-
macher, and has undertaken to decide the real order of the
dialogues, together with the special occasion and the phase of
Platonic development, corresponding to each. Herein, I
think, he has failed.

It is, indeed, natural that critics should form some impres-
mm- sion as to earlier and later in the dialogues. But

ber of cer- . , ,
tainties.or though there are some peculiar cases in which
even reason- . . . in -v •
able pre- such impression acquires much force, I conceive that
sumptions, . . . .

as to date or m almost all cases it is to a high degree uncertain.
order of the _ .

dialogues. Several dialogues proclaim themselves as subse-
quent to the death of Sokrates. We know from internal
allusions that the Thesetetus must have been composed after
394 B.C., the Menexenus after 387 B.C., and the Symposion
after 385 B.C. We are sure, by Aristotle's testimony that
the Leges were written at a later period than the Eepublic;
Plutarch also states that the Leges were composed during
the old age of Plato, and this statement, accepted by most
modern critics, appears to me trustworthy.11 The Sophistes
proclaims itself as a second meeting, by mutual agreement,
of the same persons who had conversed in the Theeetetus,
with the addition of a new companion, the Eleatic stranger.
But we must remark that the subject of the Theretetus,
though left unsettled at the close of that dialogue, is not
resumed in the Sophistes: in which last, moreover, Sokrates
acts only a subordinate part, while the Eleatic stranger, who
did not appear in the Thesetetus, is here put forward as the

h Plutarch, laid, et Osirid. c. 48, p. 370.
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prominent questioner or expositor. So too, the Politikus
offers itself as a third of the same triplet; with this difference,
that while the Eleatic stranger continues as the questioner, a
new respondent appears in the person of Sokrates Junior.
The Politikus is not a resumption of the same subject as the
Sophistes, but a second application of the same method (the
method of logical division and subdivision) to a different
subject. Plato speaks also as if he contemplated a third
application of the same method—the Philosophus: which,
so far as we know, was never realised. Again, the Timteus
presents itself as a sequel to the Kepublic, and the Kritias as
a sequel to the Timaeus: a fourth, the Hermokrates, being
apparently announced, as about to follow—but not having
been composed.

Here then are two groups of three each (we might call
them Trilogies, and if the intended fourth had been Trilogies
realised, Tetralogies), indicated by Plato himself, {^ml?
A certain relative chronological order is here doubt- htmself-
less evident: the Sophistes must have been composed after
the Theaete'tus and before the Politikus, the Timasus after the
Kepublic and before the Kritias. But this is all that we can
infer: for it does not follow that the sequence must have been
immediate in point of time: there may have been a consider-
able interval between the three forming the so-called Tri-
logy. ' We may add, that neither in the Thetetetus nor in

' It may seem singular that Schleier-
macher is among those who adopt this
opinion. He maintains that the So-
phistes does not follow immediately
upon the Thesetetus : that Plato,
though intending when he finished
the Thesetetus to proceed onward to
the Sophistes, altered his intention,
and took up other views instead : that
the Menon (and the Euthydemusj
come in between them, in immediate
sequel to the Thesetetus (Einleitung
zum Menon, vol. iii. p. 326).

Here Schleiermacher introduces a
new element of uncertainty, which inva-
lidates yet more seriously the grounds
for his hypothesis of a preconceived
sequence throughout all the dialogues.
In a case where Plato directly inti-

mates an intentional sequence, we are
called upon to believe, on " internal
grounds" alone, that he altered his
intention, and introduced other dia-
logues. He may have done this: but
how are we to prove it ? How much
does it attenuate the value of his inten-
tions, as proofs of an internal philoso-
phical sequence ? We become involved
more and more in unsupported hypo-
thesis. I think that K. F. Hermann's
objections against Schleiermacher, on
the above ground, have much force ;
and that IJeberweg's reply to them is
unsatisfactory. (Hermann, Gesch. und
Syst. der Platon. Phil. p. 350. Ueber-
weg, Untersuchungen iiber die Aech-
theit und Zeitf. der Plat. Schriften,
p. 82, seq.)

o 2
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Positive

the Eepublic, do we find indication that either of them is
intended as the first of a Trilogy : the marks proving an in-
tended Trilogy are only found in the second and third of the
series.

While even the relative chronology of the dialogues is thus
faintly marked in the case of a few, and left to
fallible conjecture in the remainder—the positive

-unknown. ciironoiOgVj o r the exact year of composition, is not
directly marked in the case of any one. Moreover, at the
very outset of the enquiry, we have to ask, At what period of
life did Plato begin to publish his dialogues ? Did he publish
any of them during the lifetime of Sokrates ? and if so,
which ? Or does the earliest of them date from a time after
the death of Sokrates ?

Amidst the many dissentient views of the Platonic critics,
when did it is remarkable that they are nearly unanimous in
tô mpS"? their mode of answering this question.k Most of
the'delthoT them declare, without hesitation, that Plato pub-
sokrates. iishe<i several dialogues before the death of So-
krates—that is, before he was 28 years of age—though they
do not all agree in determining, which these dialogues were.
I do not perceive that they produce any external proofs of
the least value. Most of them disbelieve (though Stallbaum
and Hermann believe) the anecdote about Sokrates and his
criticism on the dialogue Lysis.m In spite of their unanimity,

k Valentine Rose (De Aristotelis Li-
broram ordine, p. 25, Berlin, 1854),
Mullacli (Democriti Fragm. p. 99), and
Selione, in his Commentary on the
Plutonic Protagoras, are among the
critics known to me, who intimate their
belief that Plato published no Sokratic
dialogues during the lifetime of So-
kratts. In discussing the matter,
Scho'ne adverts to two of the three
lines of argument brought forward in
my text:—1. The too early and too
copious " productivity" which the re-
ceived supposition would imply in Plato.
2. The improbability that the name of
Sokrates would be employed in written
dialogues, as spokesman, by any of his
scholars during his lifetime.

Schone does not touch upon the im-

probability of the hypothesis, arising
out of the early position and aspirations
of Plato himself (Schone, Uber Platon's
Protagoras, p. 64, Leipsic, 1862).

m Diog. Laert. iii. 35; Stallbaum,
Prolegg. ad Plat. Lys. p. 90; K. F.
Hermann, System der Platon. Philos.
p. 370. Schleiermacher (Einl. zum
Lysis, i. p. 175) treats the anecdote
about the Lysis as unworthy of cre-
dence. Diogenes (iii. 38) mentions that
some considered the Phsedrus as Plato's
earliest dialogue; the reason being that
the subject of it was something puerile:
Koyos 5e Trpwroy yp&ifyai UVTOV Thv $ai-
Spoy Kai yelp c^ei peipaiatiiSes TI rb

6 iapxos 8e Kal rbv rp6-
'6\ov 4irifie[L<peTcu ccsp p j f [ p

(popped?. Olympiodorus also in hia
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I cannot but adopt the opposite conclusion. It appears to
me that Plato composed no Sokratic dialogues during the
lifetime of Sokrates.

All the information (scanty as it is) which we obtain from
the rhetor Dionysius and others respecting the com- Reasons for

position of the Platonic dialogues, announces them Lrtoifronhe
to have cost much time and labour to their author:
a statement illustrated by the great number of in- ^
versions of words which he is said to have intro- author'
duced successively in the first sentence of the Eepublic, before
he was satisfied to let the sentence stand. This corresponds,
too, with all that we read respecting the patient assiduity
both of Isokrates and Demosthenes." A first-rate Greek com-
position was understood not to be purchaseable at lower cost.
I confess therefore to great surprise, when I read in Ast the
affirmation that the Protagoras was composed when Plato
was only 22 years old—and when I find Schleiermacher
asserting, as if it were a matter beyond dispute, that Prota-
goras, Phsedrus, and Parmenides, all bear evident marks of
Plato's youthful age (Jugendlichkeit). In regard to the

life of Plato mentions the same report,
that the Phsedrus was Plato's earliest
composition, and gives the same
ground of belief, " its dithyrambic
character." Even if the assertion were
granted, that the Phsedrus is the ear-
liest Platonic composition, we could not
infer that it was composed during the
lifetime of Sokrates. But that assertion
cannot be granted. The two statements,
above cited, give it only as a report,
suggested to those who believed it by
the character and subject-matter of the
dialogue. I am surprised that Dr. Vol-
quardsen, who in a learned volume,
recently published, has undertaken the
defence of the theory of Schleiermaeher
about the Phsedrus (Phaidros, Erste
Schrift Platon's, Kiel, 1862), can repre-
sent this as a " feste historische Ueber-
lieferung"—the rather as he admits J
that Schleiermacher himself placed no j
confidence in it, and relied upon other
reasons (pp. 90-92-93). Comp. Schleier- {
macher, Einleitung zum Phaidros,
p. 76.

Whoever will read the Epistle of

Dionysius of HaUtarnassus, addressed to
Oneius Pompeius (pp. 751-765, Eeisk),
will be persuaded that Dionysius can
neither have known, nor even believed,
that the Phsedrus was the first com-
position, and a youthful composition,
of Plato. If Dionysius had believed
this, it would have furnished him with
the precise excuse which his letter
required. For the purpose of his letter
is to mollify the displeasure of On.
Pompey, who had written to blame him
for some unfavourable criticisms on the
style of Plato. Dionysius justifies his
criticisms by allusions to the Phaedrus.
If he had been able to add, that the
Phsedrus was a first composition, and
that Plato's later dialogues were com-
paratively free from the like faults—this
would have been the most effective way
of conciliating Cn. Pompey.

11 Timseus said that Alexander the
Great conquered the Persian empire
in less time than Isokrates required
for the composition of his panegy-
rical oration ^Longinus, De Sublimit
c.4).
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Phsedrus and Parmenides, indeed, Hermann and other critics
contest the view of Schleiermacher; and detect, in those two
dialogues, not only no marks of " juvenility," but what they
consider plain proofs of maturity and even of late age. But
in regard to the Protagoras, most of them agree with Schlei-
ermacher and Ast, in declaring it to be a work of Plato's
youth, some time before the death of Sokrates. Now on
this point I dissent from them: and since the decision turns
upon " internal grounds," each must judge for himself. The
Protagoras appears to me one of the most finished and elabo-
rate of all the dialogues : in complication of scenic arrange-
ments, dramatic vivacity, and in the amount of theory worked
out, it is surpassed by none—hardly even by the Eepublic.0

Its merits as a composition are indeed extolled by all the
critics; who clap their hands, especially, at the humiliation
which they believe to be brought upon the great Sophist by
Sokrates. But the more striking the composition is acknow-
ledged to be, the stronger is the presumption that its author
was more than 22 or 24 years of age. Nothing short of good
positive testimony would induce me to believe that such a
dialogue as the Protagoras could have been composed, even
by Plato, before he attained the plenitude of his powers. No
such testimony is produced or producible. I extend a similar
presumption even to the Lysis, Laches, Charmides, and other
dialogues: though with a less degree of confidence, because
they are shorter and less artistic, not equal to the Protagoras.
All of them, in my judgment, exhibit a richness of ideas, and
a variety of expression, which suggest something very different
from a young novice as the author.

But over and above this presumption, there are other
reasons which induce me to believe, that none of the Platonic
dialogues were published during the lifetime of Sokrates.
My reasons are partly connected with Sokrates, partly with
Plato.

First, in reference to Sokrates—we may reasonably doubt
whether any written reports of his actual conversations were

0 " Als aesthetisches Kunstwerk ist
der Dialog Protagoras das meister-

hafteste untcr den Werken Platen's.'
(Socher, Ueber Platen, p. 226.)
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published during his lifetime. He was the most constant,
public, and indiscriminate of all talkers: always in Keasons,

j . , i i i i • • ,i • founded on

some frequented place, and desiring nothing: so tneperson-
i j i -.1 i- T-I alityofSo-

much as a respondent with an audience. Lvery one kraies, and
-IT -, * . - IT i his relatious

who chose to hear him, might do so without pay- with piato.
ment and with the utmost facility. Why then should any
one wish to read written reports of his conversations ? espe-
cially when we know that the strong interest which they
excited in the hearers depended much upon the spontaneity
of his inspirations, and hardly less upon the singularity of his
manner and physiognomy. Any written report of what he
said must appear comparatively tame. Again, as to fictitious
dialogues (like the Platonic) employing the name of Sokrates
as spokesman—such might doubtless be published during his
lifetime by derisory dramatists for the purpose of raising a
laugh, but not surely by a respectful disciple and admirer for
the purpose of giving utterance to doctrines of his own. The
greater was the respect felt by Plato for Sokrates, the less
would he be likely to take the liberty of making Sokrates
responsible before the public for what Sokrates had never
said.p There is a story in Diogenes—to the effect that So-
krates, when he first heard the Platonic dialogue called Lysis,
exclaimed—" What a heap of falsehoods does the young man
utter about me!" ' This story merits no credence as a fact:
but it expresses the displeasure which Sokrates would be
likely to feel, on hearing that one of his youthful companions
had dramatised him as he appears in the Lysis. Xenophon
tells us, and it is very probable, that inaccurate oral reports of
the real colloquies of Sokrates may have got into circulation.
But that the friends and disciples of Sokrates, during his life-

» Valentine Rose observes, ia regard
to a dialogue composed by some one
else, wherein Plato was introduced as
one of the interlocutors, that it could
not have been composed until after
Plato's death, and that the dialogues
of Plato were not composed until after
the death of Sokrates. " Platonis atitem
sermones antequam mortuus fuerit,
scripto neminem tradidisse, neque ma-
gistri viventis persona in dialogis abusos
fuisse (non magis quam vivum Socratem

induxerunt Xenophon, Plato, caeteri So-
craticij, hoc veterum mori et religioni
quivis facile concedet," &c. (V. Kose,
Aristoteles Pseudepigraphus, pp. 57-74,
Leipsic, 1863V—Val. Rose expresses the
same opinion i that none of the Sokratic
dialogues, either by Plato or the other
companions of Sokrates, were written
until after the death of Sokrates, in his
earlier work, De Aristotelis Libiorum
Ordine et Auctoritate, p. 25.)

i Diog. L. iii. 35.)
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time, should deliberately publish fictitious dialogues putting
their own sentiments into his mouth, and thus contribute to
mislead the public—is not easily credible. Still less credible
is it that Plato during the lifetime of Sokrates, should have
published such a dialogue as the Phsedrus, wherein we find
ascribed to Sokrates, poetical and dithyrambic effusions
utterly at variance with the real manifestations which Athe-
nians might hear every day from Sokrates in the market-
place.' Sokrates in the Platonic Apology, complains of the
comic poet Aristophanes for misrepresenting him. Had the
Platonic Phsedrus been then in circulation, or any other Pla-
tonic dialogues, he might with equally good reason have
warned the Dikasts against judging of him, a real citizen on
trial, from the titular Sokrates whom even disciples did not
scruple to employ as spokesman for their own transcendental
doctrine, and their own controversial sarcasms.

Secondly, in regard to Plato, the reasons leading to the same
conclusion are yet stronger. Unfortunately, we know
little of the life of Plato before he attained the age of
28, that is, before the death of Sokrates: but our
best means of appreciating it are derived from three
1. Our knowledge of the history of Athens from

Reasons,
founded on
the early life,
character,
and position
of I'lalo.

sources.
409-399 B.C., communicated by Thucydides, Xenophon, &c.

' In regard to the theory (elabo-
rated by Schleiermacher, recently again
defended by Volquardsen), that the
Phaidnis ia the earliest among the
Platonic dialogues, composed about 406
E.C, it appears to me inconsistent also
with what we know about Lysias. In
the Platonic Phsedrus, Lysias is pre-
sented as a \o-y6-ypa<pos of the highest
reputation and eminence (p. 228 A,
257 D, and indeed throughout the
whole dialogue). Now this is quite
inconsistent with what we read from
Lysias himself in the indictment which
he preferred against Eratosthenes, not
long after the restoration of the demo-
cracy, 403 B.C. He protests therein
strenuously that he had never had
judicial affairs of his own, nor meddled
with those of others ; and he expresses
the greatest apprehension from his own
airtipia (sects. 4-6;. I cannot believe

that this would be said by a person
whom Phoadrus terms SeiviraTos &v
rS>v vvv ypd<peiv. Moreover, Lysias, in
that same discourse, describes his own
position at Athens, anterior to the
Thirty : he belonged to a rich metic
family, and was engaged along with
his brother Polemarchus in a large
manufactory of shields, employing ]20
slaves (s. 20). A person thus rich and
occupied was not likely to become a
professed and notorious \oyiypa<po?,
though he may have been a clever and
accomplished man. Lysias was plun-
dered and impoverished by the Thirty;
and he is said to have incurred much
expense in aiding the efforts of Thra-
sybulus. It was after this change of
circumstances that he took to rhetoric
as a profession ; and it is to some one
of these later years that the Platonic
Phaedrus refers.
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2. The seventh Epistle of Plato himself, written four or five
years before his death (about 352 B.C.). 3. A few hints from
the Memorabilia of Xenophon.

To these evidences about the life of Plato, it has not been
customary to pay much attention. The Platonic critics seem
to regard Plato so entirely as a spiritual person ("like a
blessed spirit, visiting earth for a short time," to cite a
poetical phrase applied to him by Gothe), that they disdain
to take account of his relations with the material world, or
with society around him. Because his mature life was con-
secrated to philosophy, they presume that his youth must
have been so likewise. But this is a hasty assumption. You
cannot thus abstract any man from the social medium by
which he is surrounded. The historical circumstances of
Athens from Plato's nineteenth year to his twenty-sixth
(409-403 B.C.) were something totally different from what
they afterwards became. They were so grave and absorbing,
that had he been ever so much inclined to philosophy, he
would have been compelled against his will to undertake
active and heavy duty as a citizen. Within those years (as I
have observed in a preceding chapter) fell the closing strug-
gles of the Peloponnesian war; in which (to repeat words
already cited from Thucydides) Athens became more a military
post than a city—every citizen being almost habitually under
arms: then the long blockade, starvation, and capture of the
city, followed by the violences of the Thirty, the armed
struggle under Thrasybulus, and the perilous, though fortu-
nately successful and equitable, renovation of the democracy.
These were not times for a young citizen, of good plat0.s earIy

family and robust frame, to devote himself exclu-
sively to philosophy and composition. I
myself surprised at the assertion of Schleiermacher
and Steinhart, that Plato composed the Charmides and other
dialogues under the Anarchy.s Amidst such disquietude and

p and to some
COnieSS extent ambi-

B Steinhart, Einleituog zurn Laches,
p. 358, where he says that Plato com-
posed the Charmides, Laches, and Pro-
tagoras, all in 404 B.C. under the Thirty.
Schleiermacher, Einleitung zum Ohar-
niides, vol. ii. p. 8.

The lines of Lucretius (i. 42; bear
emphatically upon this trying season :
" Nam m;que noa agere boc patriai tempore

iniquo
Possumus iequo animo: neque Memon clara

propiigo
Talibus in rebus comumni decsse saluti."
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perils he could not have renounced active duty for philosophy,
even if he had been disposed to do so.

But, to make the case stronger, we learn from Plato's own
testimony, in his seventh Epistle, that he was not at that
time disposed to renounce active political life. He tells us
himself, that as a young man he was exceedingly eager, like
others of the same age, to meddle and distinguish himself in
active politics.1 How natural such eagerness was, to a young
citizen of his family and condition, may be seen by the
analogy of his younger brother Glaukon, who was prema-
turely impatient to come forward: as well as by that of his
cousin Charmides, who had the same inclination, but was
restrained by exaggerated diffidence of character. Now we
know that the real Sokrates (very different from the Platonic
Sokrates in the Gorgias), did not seek to deter young men of
rank from politics, and to consign them to inactive specula-
tion. Sokrates gives u earnest encouragement to Charmides;
and he does not discourage Glaukon, but only presses him to
adjourn his pretensions until the suitable stock of preliminary
information has been acquired. We may thus see that
assuming the young Plato to be animated with political
aspirations, he would certainly not be dissuaded,—nay, he
would probably be encouraged—by Sokrates.

Plato farther tells us that when (after the final capitulation
of Athens) the democracy was put down and the government
of the Thirty established, he embarked in it actively under
the auspices of his relatives (Kritias, Charmides, &c, then in
the ascendant), with the ardent hopes of youthx that he
should witness and promote the accomplishment of valuable
reforms. Experience showed him that he was mistaken. He

' Plato, Epist. vii. p. 324 C. Ne'os
y i T6T€ &V iroWois 5^ Tavrbv ZivaBov

, ei BaTToy ifiavTov Kvpios yevoi-
il d ) Jnoivd.

The Anarchy, at the battle fought with
Thrasybulus and the democrats (Xenop.
Hellen. ii. 4-19). The colloquy of So-
krates with Charmides, recorded by
Xenophon in the Memorabilia, must
have taken place at some time before

a Koiva, &c. I the bat t le of iEgospotami : perhaps
- See the two interesting colloquies about 407 or 400 B.C.

i'eVai. Again, 325 E : Sirre fih, rb irpu>-
Tov iroXAyjs /xeffTbv OVTO. 6p/j.fis eirl rb

of Sokrates, with Glaukon and Char-
mides (Xenop. Mem. iii. i>~).

Charmides was killed along with
Kritias during the eight months called

1 Plato, Epist. via. 324 D. Kal
8aufia<TTbv oiiSiv tiradov virb
&c.
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became disgusted with the enormities of the Thirty, espe-
cially with their treatment of Sokrates; and he then ceased
to co-operate with them. Again, after the year called the
Anarchy, the democracy was restored, and Plato's political
aspirations revived along with it. He again put himself
forward for active public life, though with less ardent hopes.y

But he became dissatisfied with the march of affairs, and his
relationship with the deceased Kritias was now a formidable
obstacle to popularity. At length, four years after the re-
storation of the democracy, came the trial and condemnation
of Sokrates. It was that event which finally shocked and
disgusted Plato, converting his previous dissatisfaction into
an utter despair of obtaining any good results from existing
governments. From thenceforward, he turned away from
practice and threw himself into speculation.2

y Plato, Epistol. vii. 325 A. nd\u>

7] irepl TO irpaTTeip Ta Koiva Kal no\i-
TIKO, einSvfila.

* Plato, Epist. vii. 325 B. 2KO-
VOVVTI 5̂ j fiot ravTa, Te Kal rovs avdpd-
irovs TOVS irpaTTOVTas TC£ iroAm/ca, &C.
3 2 5 E . Kal TOU )t\v (TKoireiv pi) airo-
ffTTJVai, TTTJ TTOTe a^CLVOV Uv ylyVOlTO
wept T€ avra Tavra Kal irepl rfyv iruaav
irihiv TOV 8e irpaTTGLV ait irep^iveiv ael
Kaipobs, TeXevT&VTa 5e yorjffai Trepl
iraffwv ruv vvv •K6KZ<»V 8TI KaKws |t5/U-
traaai iro\iT*{iovTai.

I have already stated in the 84th
chapter of my History, describing the
visit of Plato to Dionysius in Sicily,
that I believe the Epistles of Plato to
be genuine, and that the seventh
Epistle especially contains valuable
information. Some critics undoubtedly
are of a different opinion, and consider
them as spurious. But even among
these critics, several consider that the
author of the Epistles, though not Plato
himself, was a contemporary and well
informed : so that his evidence is trust-
worthy. See K. F . Hermann, Ge-
sammelt. Abhandlungen, pp. 282-283.
The question has been again discussed
recently by Ueberweg (Untersuch. fiber
die Zeitfolge dcr Platon. Schriften, pp.
120-123-125-129), who gives his own
opinion that the letters are not by
Plato, and produces various arguments

to the point. His arguments are noway
convincing to me: for the mysticism
and pedantry of the Epistles appear to
me in full harmony with the TimsBus
and Leges, and with the Pythagorean
bias of Plato's later years, though not
in harmony with the Protagoras, and
various other dialogues. Yet Ueberweg
also declares his full belief that the
seventh Epistle is the composition of a
well-informed contemporary, and per-
fectly worthy of credit as to the facts ;
and K. P. Hermann declares the same !
This is enough for my present purpose.

The statement, trusted by all the
critics, that Plato's first visit to Syra-
cuse was made when he was about 40
years of age, depends altogether on the
assertion of the seventh Epistle. How
numerous are the assertions made by
Platonic critics respecting Plato, upon
evidence far slighter than that of these
Epistles ! Boeckh considers the seventh
Epistle as the genuine work of Plato.
Valentine Eose also pronounces it to be
genuine, though he does not consider
the other Epistles to be so (De Ari-
stotelis Librorum Ordine, p. 25, p. 114,
Berlin, 1854). Tennemann admits the
Epistles generally to be genuine (Sys-
tem der Platon. Philos. i. p. 106).

It is undeniable that these Epistles
of Plato were recognised as genuine
and trusted by all the critics of anti-
quity from Aristophanes downwards.
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This very natural recital, wherein Plato (at the age of 75)
piato did not describes his own youth between 21 and 28—taken
poiuicai°i?fe in conjunction with the other reasons just enumer-

ated—impresses upon me the persuasion, that Platothe restora-
tion of the
democracy,
nor devote
himself to
philosophy
until after
the death of
Sokrates.

did not devote himself to philosophy, nor publish
any of his dialogues, before the death of Sokrates:
though he may probably have composed dramas,
and the beautiful epigrams which Diogenes has pre-

served. He at first frequented the society of Sokrates, as
many other aspiring young men frequented it (likewise that
of Kratylus, and perhaps that of various Sophists"), from love
of ethical debate, admiration of dialectic power, and desire to
acquire a facility of the same kind in his own speech: not
with any view to take up philosophy as a profession, or to
undertake the task either of demolishing or constructing in
the region of speculation. No such resolution was adopted
until after he had tried political life and had been disap-
pointed :—nor until such disappointment had been still more
bitterly aggravated by the condemnation of Sokrates. It
was under this feeling that Plato first consecrated himself to
that work of philosophical meditation and authorship,—of
inquisitive travel and converse with philosophers abroad,—
and ultimately of teaching in the Academy—which filled up
the remaining fifty years of his life. The death of Sokrates
left that venerated name open to be employed as spokesman
in his dialogues: and there was nothing in the political con-
dition of Athens after 399 B.C., analogous to the severe and
perilous struggle which tasked all the energies of her citizens
from 409 B.C. down to the close of the war.

I believe, on these grounds, that Plato did not publish any
dialogues during the life of Sokrates. An interval of fifty-

Cicero, Plutarch, Aristeides, &c, assert
facts upon the authority of the Epistles.
Those who declare the Epistles to be
spurious and worthless, ought in con-
sistency to reject the statements which
Plutarch makes on the authority of the
Epistles : they will find themselves
compelled to discredit some of the best
parts of his life of Dion. Compare

Aristeides, riepl 'PTJTODIKSJS Or. 45, pp.
90-106, Dindorf.

a Compare Plat. Protagoras, 312 A,
315 A, where the distinction is point-
edly drawn between one who visited
Protagoras eirl T<=X«J, OIS Sri/^iovpybs
4<rofievos, and others who came simply
fVi waiSeia, iis riv ISidiTriv «al eAcu-
Qepov TrpeTrei.
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All Plato's
dialogues
were com-

one years separates the death of Sokrates from that of
Plato. Such an interval is more than sufficient for
all the existing dialogues of Plato, without the ne-
cessity of going back to a more youthful period
of his age. As to distribution of the dialogues, theteith'of
earlier or later, among these fifty-one years, we have Sokrates-
little or no means of judging. Plato has kept out of sight—
with a degree of completeness which is really surprising—-not
merely his own personality, but also the marks of special
date and the determining circumstances in which each dia-
logue was composed. Twice only does he mention his own
name, and that simply in passing, as if it were the name of a
third person.b As to the point of time to which he himself
assigns each dialogue, much discussion has been held how far
Plato has departed from chronological or historical possibility:
how far he has brought persons together in Athens who never
could have been there together, or has made them allude to
events posterior to their own decease. A speaker in Athe-
nseus0 dwells, with needless acrimony, on the anachronisms
of Plato, as if they were gross faults. Whether they are
faults or not, may fairly be doubted: but the fact of such
anachronisms cannot be doubted, when we have before us the
Menexenus and the Symposion. It cannot be supposed, in
the face of such evidence, that Plato took much pains to keep
clear of anachronisms: and whether they be rather more or
rather less numerous, is a question of no great moment.

b In the Apologia, c. 28, p. 38, So-
krate8 alludes to Plato as present in
court, and as offering to become gua-
rantee, along with others, for his fine.
In the Phaedon, Plato is mentioned as
being sick; to explain why he was not
present at the last scene of Sokrates
(Phsedon, p. 59). Diog. L. ill. 37.

The pathos as well as the detail of
the narrative in the Phsedon makes one
imagine that Plato really was present
at the scene. But being obliged, by the
uniform scheme of his compositions, to
provide another narrator, he could not
suffer it to be supposed that he was
himself present.

I have already remarked, that this

mention of Plato in the third person
(nAarav 5e, olfuu, r)<r64vei) was probably
one of the reasons which induced Pa-
nsetiug to declare the Phsedon not to bo
the work of Plato.

c Athenasus, v. pp. 220, 221. Didy-
mus also attacked Plato as departing
from historical truth—etntpud/x^yos TCZ
Tlkdruim &s irapiaTopovvTi — against
which the scholiast (ad Leges, i. p. 030)
defends him. Groen van Prinsteren,
Prosopogr. p. 16. The rhetor Aristeides
has some remarks of the same kind,
though less acrimonious (Orat. xlvii.
p. 435, Dind.) than the speaker in
Athenseus.
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I now conclude my enquiry respecting the Platonic Canon.
TheThrasyi- The presumption in favour of that Canon, as laid
lean Canon is -, , rTM , , . / T l I • J.1

more worthy down by Thrasyllus, is stronger (as 1 snowed in tne
the m̂dem preceding Chapter) than it is in regard to ancient
critical theo- r , ° f. ' , ', . . ,
ries by which authors generally of the same age: being traceable,
it has been ° J . i • •»«•

condemned, m the last result, through the Alexandrine Museum,
to authenticating manuscripts in the Platonic school, and to
members of that school who had known and cherished Plato
himself.d I have reviewed the doctrines of several recent
critics who discard this Canon as unworthy of trust, and who
set up for themselves a type of what Plato must have been,
derived from a certain number of items in the Canon—reject-
ing the remaining items as unconformable to their hypo-
thetical type. The different theories which they have laid
down, respecting general and systematic purposes of Plato
(apart from the purpose of each separate composition), appear
to me uncertified and gratuitous. The "internal reasons,"
upon which they justify rejection of various dialogues, are only
another phrase for expressing their own different theories re-
specting Plato as a philosopher and as a writer. For my part,
I decline to discard any item of the Thrasyllean Canon, upon
such evidence as they produce: I think it a safer and more
philosophical proceeding to accept the entire Canon, and to
accommodate my general theory of Plato (in so far as I am
able to frame one) to each and all of its contents.

Considering that Plato's period of philosophical composition
unsafe extended over fifty years, and that the circumstances
IpoTwhich °f his life a r e m o s t imperfectly known to us—it is
theses surely hazardous to limit the range of his varieties,
proceed. Qn ^ ^ j ^ Qf & critical repugnance, not merely
subjective and fallible, but withal entirely of modern growth :
to assume, as basis of reasoning, the admiration raised by a

d I find this position distinctly as- the present state of the question de-
serted, and the authority of the Thra- mands. Moreover, he combines it with
syllean catalogue, as certifying the another opinion, upon which he insists
genuine works of Plato, vindicated, by . even at greater length, and from which I
Yxem, in his able dissertation on the ] altogether dissent— that the tetralogies
Kleitophon of Plato (pp. 1-3, Berlin, | of Thrasyllus exhibit the genuine order
1846). But Yxem does not set forth | established by Plato himself among the
the grounds of this opinion so fully as ! Dialogues.
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few of the finest dialogues—and then to argue that no com-
position inferior to this admired. type, or unlike to it in doc-
trine or handling, can possibly be the work of Plato. " The
Minos, Theages, Epistolee, Epinomis, &c, are unworthy of
Plato: nothing so inferior in excellence can have been com-
posed by him. No dialogue can be admitted as genuine
which contradicts another dialogue, or which advocates any
low or incorrect or un-Platonic doctrine. No dialogue can
pass which is adverse to the general purpose of Plato as an
improver of morality, and a teacher of the doctrine of Ideas."
On such grounds as these we are called upon to reject varions
dialogues: and there is nothing upon which, generally speak-
ing, so much stress is laid as upon inferior excellence. For
my part, I cannot recognise any of them as sufficient grounds
of exception. I have no difficulty in believing, not merely
that Plato (like Aristophanes) produced many successive
novelties, " not at all similar one to the other, and all
clever "e—but also that among these novelties, there were
inferior dialogues as well as superior: that in different dia-
logues he worked out different, even contradictory, points of
view—and among them some which critics declare to be low
and objectionable : that we have among his works unfinished
fragments and abandoned sketches, published without order,
and perhaps only after his death.

It may appear strange, but it is true, that Schleiermacher,
the leading champion of Plato's central purpose and opinions of
systematic unity from the beginning, lays down a rnacher,

. , w TT tending to

doctrine to the same effect. He says, " Truly, 6how this-
nothing can be more preposterous, than when people demand
that all the works even of a great master shall be of
equal perfection—or that such as are not equal, shall be
regarded as not composed by him." Zeller expresses himself
in the same manner, and with as little reserve/ These emi-

e Aristophan. Nubes, 539.
'AAA' aei xcuvas tfie'as eia-^epwp <ro^ofj.ai,^
OilSev aWriXaMTtv 6/Ltotas, KaX TTacras 5e£l'a9.

f Schleiermacher, Einleitung zum
Menon, vol. iii. p. 337. " Und wahilich,
nichts ist wohl wunderlicher, ala wenn

man verlangt, dass alle Werbe auoh
eines grossen Meisters von gleieher
Volkommenheit seyn sollten—oder die
es nicht sind, soil er nicht verfertigt
haben."

Compare Zeller, Geschichte der Phi-
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nent critics here proclaim a general rule which neither they
nor others follow out.

I find elsewhere in Schleiermacher, another opinion, not less
important, in reference to disallowance of dialogues, on purely
internal grounds. Take the Gorgias and the Protagoras: both
these two dialogues are among the most renowned of the
catalogue: both have escaped all suspicion as to legitimacy,
even from Ast and Socher, the two boldest of all disfranchising
critics. In the Protagoras, Sokrates maintains an elaborate
argument to prove, against the unwilling Protagoras, that the
Good is identical with the Pleasurable, and the Evil identical
with the Painful: in the Gorgias, Sokrates holds an argument
equally elaborate, to show that Good is essentially different
from Pleasurable, Evil from Painful. What the one affirms,
the other denies. Moreover, Schleiermacher himself charac-
terises the thesis vindicated by Sokrates in the Protagoras, as

losophie der Griechen, vol. ii. p. 322,
cd. 2nd.

I t is to be remembered that this
opinion of Schleiermacher refers only
to completed works of the same master.
You are not authorised in rejecting any
completed work as spurious, on the
ground that it is not equal in merit In
some other. Still less, then, are you
authorised in rejecting, on the like
ground, an uncompleted work—a pro-
fessed fragment, or apreliminary sketch.
Of this nature are several of the minor
items in the Thrasyllean canon.

M. Boeckh, in his Commentary on
the dialogue called Minos, has as-
signed the reasons which induce him to
throw out that dialogue, together with
the Hipparchus, from the genuine
works of Plato (and farther to consider
both of them, and the pseudo-Platonic
dialogues De Justo and De Virtute, as
works of ~2.lii.wv 6 (nevreis: wi th this
latter hypothesis I have here no con-
cern). He admits fully that the Minos
is of the Platonic age and irreproach-
able in style—" veteris esse et Attici
scriptoris, probus sermo, antiqui mores,
totus denique character, spondent"
(p. 32 j. Next, he not only admits that
it is like Plato, but urges the too great
ll];eness to Plato as one of the points of
his case. He says that it is a bad,
stupid, and unskilful imitation of dif-

ferent Platonic dialogues: " Pergamua
ad alteram partem nostrse argumenta-
tionis, eamque etiam firmiorem, do
nimid similitudine Platonicorum ali-
quot locorum. Nam de hoc quidem
conveniet inter omnes doctos et in-
doctos, Platonem se ipsurn haud posse
imitari: ni forte quis dubitet de sana
ejus mente" (p. 23). In the sense
which Boeckh intends, I agree that
Plato did not imitate himself; in
another sense, I think that ho did. I
mean that his consummate composi-
tions were preceded by shorter, partial,
incomplete sketches, which he after-
wards worked up, improved, and re-
modelled. I do not understand how
Plato could have composed such works
as Republic, Protagoras, Gorgias, Sym-
posion, Phsedrus, Phjedon, &c, without
having before him many of these pre-
paratory sketches. That some of these
sketches should have been preserved is
what we might naturally expect; and
I believe Minos and Hipparchus to be
among them. I do not wonder that
they are of inferior merit. One point
on which Boeckh (pp. 7, 8) contends
that Hipparehus and Minos are unlike
to Plato is, that the collocutor with
Sokrates is anonymous. But we find
anonymous talkers in the Protagoras,
Sopkistcs, Politikus, and Leges.
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" entirely un-Sokratic and un-Platonic." e If internal grounds
of repudiation are held to be available against the Thrasyllean
canon, how can such grounds exist in greater force than those
which are here admitted to bear against the Protagoras—
That it exhibits Sokrates as contradicting the Sokrates of the
Gorgias—That it exhibits him farther as advancing and
proving, at great length, a thesis " entirely un-Sokratic and
un-Platonic " ? Since the critics all concur in disregarding
these internal objections, as insufficient to raise even a sus-
picion against the Protagoras, I • cannot concur with them
when they urge the like objections as valid and irresistible
against other dialogues.

I may add, as farther illustrating this point, that there are
few dialogues in the list against which stronger objections on
internal grounds can be brought, than Leges and Menexenus.
Yet both of them stand authenticated, beyond all reasonable
dispute, as genuine works of Plato, not merely by the Canon
of Thrasyllus, but also by the testimony of Aristotle.h

s Schleiermacher, Eiuleltung zum
Protagoras, vol. i. p. 232. " Jene ganz
unsokratische und unplatonische An-
sicht, dass das Gute nichts anderes ist
als das Angenehme."

So also, in the Parmenides, we find
a host of unsolved objections against
the doctrine of Ideas, upon which- in
other dialogues Plato so emphatically
insists. Accordingly, Socher, resting
upon this discrepancy as an " internal
ground," declares the Parmenides not
to be the work of Plato. But the other
critics refuse to go along with this in-
ference. I think they are right in so
refusing. But this only shows how
little such internal grounds are to be
trusted, as evidence to prove spurious-
ness.

h See Ast, Platon's Leben und Schrif-
ten, p. 384; and still more, Zeller,
Platonische Studien, pp. 1-131, Tubin-
gen, 1839. In that treatise, where
Zeller has set forth powerfully the
grounds for denying the genuineness
of the Leges, he relied so much upon
the strength of this negative case, as
to discredit the direct testimony of
Aristotle affirming the Leges to be
genuine. In his History of Philosophy,

VOL. I.

Zeller altered this opinion, and ad-
mitted the Leges to be genuine.

Suckow mentions (Form der Plato-
nischen Schriften, 1855, p. 135) that
Zeller has in a subsequent work re-
verted to his former opinion, denying
the genuineness of the Leges. Suckow
himself denies it also; relying not
merely on the internal objections
against it, but also on a passage of
Isokrates (ad Philippum, p. 84), which
he considers to sanction his opinion,
but which (in my judgment) entirely
fails to bear him out.

Suckow attempts to show (p. 55),
and Ueberweg partly countenances the
same opinion, that the two passages in
which Aristotle alludes to the Me-
nexenus (Rhetoric, i. 9, iii. 14) do not
prove that he (Aristotle) considered it
as a work of Plato, because he mentions
the name of Sokrates only, and not
that of Plato. But this is to require
from a witness such precise specifica-
tion as we cannot reasonably expect.
Aristotle, alluding to the Menexenus,
says, 2»KpaT7)s iv T<JJ 'EmTacJu'iji: just as,
in alluding to the Gorgias in another
place (Sophist. Elench. 12, p. 173), he
says, KaWiKXrts iv r$ Topyiq: and
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While adhering therefore to the Canon of Thrasyllus, I do
Any true not think myself obliged to make out that Plato is
piXymust either like to himself, or equal to himself, or con-
hriSfes, sistent with himself, throughout all the dialogues
bLen̂ on6 included therein, and throughout the period of fifty
fn thecTnon, years during which these dialogues were composed.
somePtonthe Plato is to be found in all and each of the dialogues,
exclusion of . . . . - „

the rest. not in an imaginary type abstracted irom some to
the exclusion of the rest. The critics reverence so much this
type of their own creation, that they insist on bringing out
a result consistent with it, either by interpretation specially
contrived, or by repudiating what will not harmonise. Such
sacrifice of the inherent diversity, and separate individuality,
of the dialogues, to the maintenance of a supposed unity of
type, style, or purpose, appears to me an error. In fact,1 there
exists, for us, no personal Plato any more than there is a
personal Shakespeare. Plato (except in the Epistolae) never

again, in alluding to the Phsedon, i eV
T<J> ̂ ai'oWi 'Soncpdrns (De Gen. et Cor-
rupt, ii. 9, p. 335) : not to mention his
allusions in the Politica to the Platonic
Eepublic, under the name of Sokrates.
No instance can be produced in which
Aristotle cites any Sokratic dialogue,
composed by Antisthenes, iEschines,
&c, or any other "of the Sokratic com-
panions except Plato. And when we
read in Aristotle's Politica (ii. 3-3)
the striking compliment paid—Tb /j.ev
oZv Tveptrrhy t\ov(Ti. irdvTts ol rod 2w-
Kp&Tovs \6yoi, teal Tb KO/itybv, Kp.1 rb
Kaif6TOfjiOV1 Kal rb QI\TJ]TIK6V Kakws o*€
irdi/ra Iffoss xa^tT&v—we cannot surely
imagine that he intends to designate
any other dialogues than those com-
posed by Plato.

' The only manifestation of the per-
sonal Plato is in the Epistolse. I have
already said that I accept these as
genuine, though most critics do not.
I consider them valuable illustrations
of his character, as far as they go.
They are all written after he was
more than sixty years of age. And
most of them relate to his relations
with Dionysius the younger, with Dion,
and with Sicilian affairs generally.
This was a peculiar and outlying

phase of Plato's life, during which
(through the instigation of Dion, and
at the sacrifice of his own peace of
mind) he became involved in the world
of political action : he had to deal with
real persons, passions, and interests—
with the feeble character, literary vel-
leities, and jealous apprehensions of
Dionysius—the reforming vehemence
and unpopular harshness of Dion—the
courtiers, the soldiers, and the people
of Syracuse, all moved by different pas-
sions of which he had had no practical
experience. It could not be expected
that, amidst such turbulent elements,
Plato as an adviser could effect much:
yet I do not think that he turned his
chances, doubtful as they were, to the
best account. I have endeavoured to
show this in the tenth volume of my
History of Greece, c. 84. But at all
events, these operations lay apart from
Plato's true world—the speculation,
dialectic, and lectures of the Academy
at Athens, The Epistoke, however,
present some instructive points, bear-
ing upon Plato's opinions about writing
as a medium of philosophical commu-
nication and instruction to learners,
which I shall notice in the suitable
place.
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appears before us, nor gives us any opinion as his own: he
is the unseen prompter of different characters who converse
aloud in a number of distinct dramas—each drama a separate
work, manifesting its own point of view, affirmative or nega-
tive, consistent or inconsistent with the others, as the case
may be. In so far as I venture to present a general view of
one who keeps constantly in the dark—who delights to dive,
and hide himself, not less difficult to catch than the supposed
Sophist in his own dialogue called Sophistes—I shall consider
it as subordinate to the dialogues, each and all: and above
all, it must be such as to include and acknowledge not merely
diversities, but also inconsistencies and contradictions.11

k I transcribe from the instructive
work of M. Ernest Kenan, Averroes et
V Averroisme, a passage in which he
deprecates the proceeding of critics who
presume uniform consistency through-
out the works of Aristotle, and make out
their theory partly by forcible exegesis,
partly by setting aside as spurious all
those compositions which oppose them.
The remark applies more forcibly to
the dialogues of Plato, who is much
less systematic than Aristotle :—

" O n a combattu Interpretation
d'Averroes, et. soutenu que {'intellect
actif n'est pour Aristote qu'une faeulte
de l'ame. L'intellect passif n'est alors
que la faeulte de recevoir les tyavrka-
txaTa : l'intellect actif n'est que l'in-
duction s'exercant sur les <pavrii<TfiaTa
et en tirant les ide'es generates. Ainsi
Ton fait concorder la theorie expose'e
dans le troisieme livre du Traite de
I'Ame, avec celle des Seconds Analy-
tiques, oil Aristote semble re'duire le
role de la raison a l'induction gene-
ralisant les faits de la sensation. Certes,
je ne me dissimule pas qu' Aristote pa-
rait souvent envisager le vovs comme
personnel a l'homme. Son attention

constante a repeter que l'intellect est
identique a l'intelligible, que l'intellect
passe a l'acte quand il devient l'objet
qu'il pense, est difficile a concilier avec
1'hypothese d'un intellect separe de
I'homme. Mais il est dangereux de
faire ainsi coincider de force les dif-
fe'rens apercus des anciens. Les anciens
philosophaient souvent sans se limiter
dans un systeme— traitant le meme
sujet selon les points de vue qui s'of-
fraient a eux, ou qui leur etaient offerts
par les ecoles anterieures—sans s'in-
quiSter des differences qui pouvaient
exister entre ces divers troncons de
the'orie. H est pueril de chercher a les
mettre d'accord avec eux mimes, quand
eux m^mes s'en sont peu soucies.
Autant vaudrait, comme certains cri-
tiques Allemands, declarer interpole's
tous les passages que l'on ne petit con-
cilier avec les autres. Ainsi, la theorie
des Seconds Analytiques et celles du
troisieme livre de l'Ame, sans se con-
tredire expresse'ment, repre'sentent deux
apercus profonde'ment distincts et d'ori-
gine diffe'rente, sur le fait de rintelli-
gence." (Averroes et Averroisme, p.
97, Paris, 1852.)

P 2
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CHAPTEK VI.

PLATONIC COMPOSITIONS GENERALLY.

ON looking through the collection of works enumerated in
variety and the Thrasyllean Canon, the first impression made
abundance J . x . ".

visible in upon us respecting the author is, that which is
writings. expressed in the epithets applied to him by Cicero
—" varius et multiplex et copiosus." Such epithets bring
before us the variety in Plato's points of view and methods
of handling—the multiplicity of the topics discussed—the
abundance of the premisses and illustrations suggested:"
comparison being taken with other literary productions of the
same age. It is scarcely possible to find any one predicate
truly applicable to all of Plato's works. Every predicate is
probably true in regard to some :—none in regard to all.

Several critics of antiquity considered Plato as essentially
riatoboth a sceptic—that is, a Searcher or Enquirer, not
sceptical and m i - i

dogmatical, reaching any assured or proved result. They denied
to him the character of a dogmatist: they maintained that he
neither established nor enforced any affirmative doctrines.13

This latter statement is carried too far. Plato is sceptical in
some dialogues, dogmatical in others. And the catalogue
of Thrasyllus shows that the sceptical dialogues (Dialogues
of Search or Investigation) are more numerous than the
dogmatical (Dialogues of Exposition) — as they are also,
speaking generally, more animated and interesting.

Again, Aristotle declared the writing of Plato to be some-
a The rhetor Aristeides, comparing

Plato with iEschines (i. e. JDschines
Socraticus, disciple of Sokrates also),
remarks that iEschines was more likely
to report what Sokrates really said,
from being inferior in productive ima-

gination. Plato (as he truly says Orat.
xlvi. 'TTrep TZV Terrdpai/, p. 295, Din-
dorf), TTJS (piKTecas -)(py\Tai TrepiovGiq, &c.

b Diogen. Laert. iii. 52. Prolego'men.
Platon. Philosop. c. 10, vol. vi. 205, of
K. F. Hermann's edition of Plato.
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thing between poetry and prose, and even the philoso-
phical doctrine of Plato respecting Ideas, to derive Poetical vein

. predominant

all its apparent plausibility from poetic metaphors, «» some com-
r r * rf x i. positions, but

The affirmation is true, up to a certain point, not man.
Many of the dialogues display an exuberant vein of poetry,
which was declared—not by Aristotle alone, but by many
other critics contemporary with Plato—to be often misplaced
and excessive—and which appeared the more striking because
the dialogues composed by the other Sokratic companions
were all of them plain and unadorned.0 The various mythes,
in the Phsedrus and elsewhere, are announced expressly as
soaring above the conditions of truth and logical appreciation.
Moreover, we find occasionally an amount of dramatic vi-
vacity, and of artistic antithesis between the speakers intro-
duced, which might have enabled Plato, had he composed for
the drama as a profession, to contend with success for the
prizes at the Dionysiac festivals. But here again, though
this is true of several dialogues, it is not true of others. In
the Parmenides, Timseus, and the Leges, such elements will
be looked for in vain. In the Timseus, they are exchanged
for a professed cosmical system, including much 'mystic and
oracular affirmation, without proof to support it, and without

Kxekilius of Kalakte—not only blamed
the style of Plato for excessive, over-
strained, and misplaced metaphor, but
Kaakilius goes so far as to declare a
decided preference for Lysias over Plato.
(Dionys. Hal. De Vi Demosth. pp. 1025-
1037, De Comp. Verb. p. 196 E ; Lon-
ginus, De Sublimitat. c. 32.) The num-
ber of critics who censured the manner
and doctrine of Plato (critics both con-
temporary with him and subsequent)
was considerable (Dionys. H. Ep. ad
Pomp. p. 757). Dionysius and the
critics of bis age had before their eyes
the contrast of the Asiatic style of rhe-
toric, prevalent in their time, with the
Attic style represented by Demosthenes
and Lysias. They wished to uphold
the force and simplicity of the Attic,
against the tumid, wordy, pretensive
Asiatic; and they considered the Phse-
drus, with other compositions of Plato,
as falling under the same censure with
the Asiatic. See Burckhardt, Osecilii
Ehetoris Fragm., Berlin, 1863, p. 15.

c See Dionys. Hal. Epist. ad Cn.
Pomp. 756, De Adm. Vi Die. Dem.
956, where he recognises the contrast
between Plato and rh 2uKpuTiKhv Si-
SairicaXe?oy Tray. H i s expression is re-
markable : Taura yap o% re Kar3 ainhv
yev6/A€vot irtivTGS ziriTiixwffiv 3>v TO. bv6-
fiaTa oiiSev 8ei /ie Xeyeiv. Epistol. ad
Cn. Pomp. p. 761; also 757. See also
Diog. L. iii. 37; Aristotel. Metaph. A.
991, a. 22.

Cicero and Quintilian say the same
about Plato's style : " Multum supra
prosam orationem, et quam Grseci pe-
destrem vocant, surgit: ut mihi non
hominis ingenio, sed quodam Delphico
videatur oraculo instinctus." Quintil.
x. 1; Cicero, Orator, c. 20, Lucian, Pis-
cator. c. 22.

Sextus Empiricus designates the same
tendency under the words T^V FIAa-
rauos a.vaZa'\OTroir]<nv. Pyrrhon. Hy-
potyp. iii. 189.

The Greek rhetors of the Augustan
age—Dionysius of Halikarnassus and
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opponents to test i t : in the Leges, for ethical sermons, and
religious fulminations, proclaimed by a dictatorial authority.

One feature there is, which is declared by Schleiermacher
rom of an& others to be essential to all the works of Plato

to — t n e f ° r m °f dialogue. Here Schleiermacher's
'' assertion, literally taken, is incontestable. Plato
f3 always puts his thoughts into the mouth of some

name- spokesman: he never speaks in his own name. All
the works of Plato which we possess (excepting the Epistles,
and the Apology, which last I consider to be a report of what
Sokrates himself said) are dialogues. But under this same
name, many different realities are found to be contained. In
the Timseus and Kritias the dialogue is simply introductory
to a continuous exposition—in the Menexenus, to a rhetorical
discourse: while in the Leges, and even in Sophistes, Poli-
tikus, and others, it includes no antithesis nor interchange
between two independent minds, but is simply a didactic
lecture, put into interrogatory form, and broken into frag-
ments small enough for the listener to swallow at once: he
by his answer acknowledging the receipt. If therefore the
affirmation of Schleiermacher is intended to apply to all the
Platonic compositions, we must confine it to the form, without
including the spirit, of dialogue.

It is in truth scarcely possible to resolve all the diverse
No one com- manifestations of the Platonic mind into one higher
mon charac- g °

teristicper- unity; or to predicate, about Plato as an intel-
vading all * x

piato'sworks. lectual person, anything which shall be applicable
at once to the Protagoras, Gorgias, Parmenides, Phsedrus,
Symposion, Philebus, Phsedon, Republic, Timseus, and Leges.
Plato was sceptic, dogmatist, religious mystic and inquisitor^
mathematician, philosopher, poet (erotic as well as satirical),
rhetor, artist—all in one:d or at least, all in succession,

<* Diksearchus affirmed that Plato
was a compound of Sokrates with Py-
thagoras. Plutarch calls him also a
compound of Sokrates with Lykurgus.

Plato as midway between Pythagoras
and Sokrates: fitcrtvav Tlv8ay6pov ical
'SuKpa.Tovs. No three persons could be
more disparate than Lykurgus, Pytha-

(Plutarch, Symposiac. viii. 2, p. 719 B.) j goras, and Sokrates. But there are
Nemesius the Platonist (Eusebius, | besides various other attributes of Plato,

Prsep. Evang. xiv. 5-7-8) repeats the j which are not included under either of
saying of Dikjearehus, and describes \ the heads of this tripartite character.
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throughout the fifty years of his philosophical life. At one
time his exuberant dialectical impulse claims satisfaction,
manifesting itself in a string of ingenious doubts and unsolved
contradictions: at another time, he is full of theological anti-
pathy against those who libel Helios and Selene, or who deny
the universal providence of the Gods: here, we have unqua-
lified confessions of ignorance, and protestations against the
false persuasion of knowledge, as alike wide-spread and
deplorable—there, we find a description of the process of
building up the Kosmos from the beginning, as if the author
had been privy to the inmost purposes of the Demiurgus. In
one dialogue the erotic fever is in the ascendant, distributed
between beautiful youths and philosophical concepts, and
confounded with a religious inspiration and furor which
supersedes and transcends human sobriety (Phsedrus) : in
another, all vehement impulses of the soul are stigmatised
and repudiated, no honourable scope being left for anything
but the calm and passionless Nous (Philebus, Phsedon).
Satire is exchanged- for dithyramb, and mythe,—and one
ethical point of view for another (Protagoras, Gorgias). The
all-sufficient dramatising power of the master gives full effect
to each of these multifarious tendencies. On the whole—to
use a comparison of Plato himselfe—the Platonic sum total
somewhat resembles those fanciful combinations of animals
imagined in the Hellenic mythology—an aggregate of distinct
and disparate individualities, which look like one because
they are packed in the same external wrapper.

Furthermore, if we intend to affirm anything about Plato
as a whole, there is another fact which ought to be taken
into account.' We know him only from his dialogues, and

' Plato, Kepubl. ix. 588 C. OToi /t"-
9o\oyovvTai ira\ata\ yev4<r0cu <j>v<reis,
% T€ XijUaipas Kai T\ 2KUAA.TJS, KOX TJ
KepPepov, Kal &Wat TLVSS ffvxval Ae-
yovTcu £vfiTre<pvicvTai iSe'ai iroAAai eis %v

d 8jy p
eva eiKdva, T^\V TOV avtipiimov—S p
/lit Swafievip ra evrbs opqv, aAAtfc rb
i[£tii fx6vov cKvrpov bpwvn, %v ^ooov <pai-

p
Trendelenburg not only adopts

Scbleiermacher's theory of a precon-
ceived and systematic purpose connect-
ing together all Plato's dialogues, but
even extends this purpose to Plato's
oral lectures: " Id pro certo habendum
est, sicut prioribus dialogis quasi prse-
parat (Plato) posteriores, posterioribus
evolvit priores—ita et in scholis eon-
tinuasse dialogos; quse reliquerit, ab-
solvisse; atque omnibus ad summa
principia perductis, intima quasi se-
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from a few scraps of information. But Plato was not merely
PbJwLnot a composer of dialogues. He was lecturer, and

c^e^ °f a school, besides. The presidency of that
school, commencing about 386 B.C., and continued
by him with great celebrity for the last half (nearly
forty years) of his life, was his most important

cdy iteali function. Among his contemporaries he must have
exercised greater influence through his school than
through his writings.15 Yet in this character of

school-teacher and lecturer, he is almost unknown to us:
for the few incidental allusions which have descended to us,
through the Aristotelian commentators, only raise curiosity
without satisfying it. The little information which we pos-
sess respecting Plato's lectures, relates altogether to those

mina aperuisse." (Trendelenburg, De
Ideis et Numeria Platonia, p. 6.)

This opinion is surely not borne
out—it seenis even contradicted—by
all the information which we possess
(very scanty indeed) about the Platonic
lectures. Plato delivered therein his
Pythagorean doctrines, merging his
Ideas in the Pythagorean numerical
symbols: and Aristotle, far from con-
sidering this as a systematic and in-
tended evolution of doctrine at first im-
perfectly unfolded, treats it as an addi-
tional perversion and confusion, intro-
duced into a doctrine originally erro-
neous. In regard to the transition of
Plato from the doctrine of Ideas to that
of Ideal Numbers, see Aristotel. Meta-
phys. M. 1078, b. 9, 1080, a. 12 (with
the commentary of Bonitz, pp. 539-541),
A. 987, b. 20.

M. Boeckh, too, accounts for the
obscure and enigmatical speaking of
Plato in various dialogues, by sup-
posing that he cleared up all the diffi-
culties in his oral lectures. " Platon
deutet nur an—spricht meinethalben
rathselkaft (in den Gesetzen); aber
gerado so rathselhait spricht er von
diesen Sachen im Timaeus : er pflegt
mathematische Theoreme nur anzudeu-
ten, nicht zu entwickeln : ich glaube,
weil er sie in den Vortragen ausfiihrte,"
&c. (Untersuehungen iiber das Kos-
misrhe System des Platmi, p. 50.)

This may be true about the mathe-
matical theorems; but I confess that I

see no proof of it. Though Plato ad-
mits that his doctrine in the Timseus is
artBris \6yos, yet he expressly intimates
that the hearers are instructed persons,
able to follow him (Tinueus, p. 53 C ) .

s M. Renan, in his work, ' Averroes
et l'Averroisme,' pp. 257-325, remarks
that several of the Italian professors of
philosophy, at Padua and other uni-
versities, exercised far greater influence
through their lectures than through
their published works. He says re-
specting Oremonini (Professor at Pa-
dua, 1590-1620):—" II a e'te jusqu'ici
appre'cie d'une maniere fort incomplete
par les historiens de la philosophic.
On ne l'a juge que par ses ecrits im-
primes, qui ne sont que des dissertations
de peu d'importance, et ne peuvent en
aucune maniere faire comprendre la re-
nommee colossale a laquelle il parvint.
Oremonini n'est qu'un professeur : ses
cours sont sa veritable philosophie.
Aussi, tandis que ses ecrits se ven-
daient fort mal, les redactions de ses
lecons se repandaient dans toute l'ltalie
et meme au dela des monts. On sait
que les eleves pre'ferent souvent aux
textes imprimes, les cahiers qu'ils ont
ainsi recueillis de la bouche de leurs
professeurs. En general, c'est dans les
cahiers, beaucoup plus que dans les
sources imprimecs, qu'il faut e'tudier
1'e'cole de Padoue. Pour Cremonini,
cette taclie est facile ; car les copies de
ses cours sont inuombrables dans le
nord de l'ltalie."
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which he delivered upon the Ipsum Bonum or Summum
Bonum at some time after Aristotle became his pupil—that
is, during the last eighteen years of Plato's life. Aristotle
and other hearers took notes of these lectures: Aristotle even
composed an express work now lost (De Bono or De Philo-
sophia), reporting with comments of his own these oral doc-
trines of Plato, together with the analogous doctrines of the
Pythagoreans. We learn that Plato gave continuous lectures,
dealing with the highest and most transcendental concepts
(with the constituent elements or factors of the Platonic Ideas
or. Ideal Numbers : the first of these factors being The One
—the second, The Indeterminate Dyad, or The G-reat and
Little, the essentially indefinite), and that they were mystic
and enigmatical, difficult to understand.11

One remarkable observation, made upon them by Aristotle,
has been transmitted to us.1 There were lectures announced

h Aristotle (Physic, iy. p. 209, b. 34)
alludes to TO Xeyd/ieva iypaipa SSyfiara
of Plato, and their discordance on one
point with the Timseus.

SimpUMus ad Aristot. Physic, f. 104
b. p. 362, a. 11, Brandis. 'Apx&s yap Kal
ru>v alffBt]rwv rd ev, Kal rr/v a6piffr6v
<p(Mi fivdHa Xeyetv rov UXdroiva. T^y 5e
aSpiaroy dvdfia Kal ev rots voi\rots ridels,
inreipov elvai eXeyev, Kal rb fueya. Si Kal
ro fxiKpbv apxas ridels, aireipa eivai
eXeyev ev rots irep\ TayaBov \6yois, &s
o 'ApiaroriXi\s Kal 'HpaKXeiSris Kal 'E<r-
riatos Kal &\Xoi rod TlXarwvos kratpoi
IT a pay e v 6 fie v o l a v ey p d $ a vr o
r a p rj B 4v r a, alp iy fj. ar ca 5 Si s us
£ p p i] 61}' Hopcpvptos 5e Stapdpovv auTd
iTrayyeWdftevos rdfie irepl avrav %ypa\pe.
Compare another passage of the same
Scholia, p. 334, b. 28, p. 371, h. 26.
Tas aypd<povs cvvovo'ias rod Tl\drwvos
abros 6 ApitTTOTeATjs aireypdtyaro. 372,
a. Td /AzBetcrtKov £y fj.ev rats irepl Ta-
yaBov ffwovfriats /j.4ya Kal fiiKpdv £Kd\ei,
€V 5e r<p Tipaicfi v\i)v, %v Kal %c6paj/ Kal
r6irov uvSjia^e. Comp. 371, a. 5, and
the two extracts from SimpUkius, cited
by Zeller, De Hermodoro, pp. 20, 21.
By ayparpa S6yfiara, or &ypa(pot avv-
ovaiai, we are to understand opinions
or colloquies not written down (or not
communicated to others as writings)
by Plato himself: thus distinguished

from his written dialogues. Aristotle,
in the treatise De Anim&, i. 2, p. 404,
b. 18, refers to Iv rots Trep\ QiXoaotpias :
which Simplikius thus explains, Trepl
<pi\O(TO(pias vvv A^ei ra -irepl rov
*Aya6ov avr§ £K rrjs YlXdrwvos avayz-
ypanfieva ffuvovtrlas, £v ots iffroptt rds
re Tlvdayopeiovs Kal TiXarwviKas irepl
ray ovrvsv o~6%as. Pniloponus reports
the same thing : see Trendelenbm-g's
Comm. on De Anima, p. 226. Compare
Alexand. ad Aristot. Met. A. 992, p.
581, a. 2, Schol. Brandis.

' Aristoxenus, Harmon, ii. p. 30.
Kaddirep 'Apio~ror4X7is del Sirjyetro rovs
irXeiarovs ri>v dxovadvrav vapa TlXa-
rmvos r^t]v irepl rod dya6ov aKp6atTiv
Tradetv irpotsetvixi yap eKa<rrov uiroXafj.-
fidvovra X^Tpeadai rl ruv vofJ.i&fievuii'
dvSpiOTTivav dyaBuiV—'6re Se ipaveirio-av
ol X6yoi irepl fjLadTjtidrwv Kal dpidfiSiv Kal
yew[ierpias Kal dtfrpoXoyias, Kal rd
irepas tin ayaB6v eanv ev, iravreXws
oTfiai TrapdSo^ov ecpaivero avro'is.

Compare Themistius, Orat. xxi. p.
245 D. Proklus also alludes to this
story, and to the fact that most of the
TToXhs Kal ivavrotos o%Xos, who were
attracted to Plato's aKp6a<ris irepl Ta-
yaBov, were disappointed or unable to
understand him, and went away.
(Proklus ad Platon. Parmen. p. 92,
Cousin. 528, Stallb.)
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they pro-
duced on the
auditors.

to be, On the Supreme Good. Most of those who came to
piato's lee- hear, expected that Plato would enumerate and
tares on De x

 m

Bono obscure compare the various matters usually considered good
and transcen- r I i

fec't^-hicjf —*•e> health, strength, beauty, genius, wealth, power,
&c. But these hearers were altogether astonished
at what they really heard: for Plato, omitting the

topics expected, descanted only upon arithmetic, geometry,
and astronomy ; and told them that The Good was identical
with the One (as contrasted with the Infinite or Indeter-
minate, which was Evil).

We see farther from this remark: — First, that Plato's
They were lectures were often above what his auditors could
delivered to

miscellaneous appreciate—a fact which we learn from other allu-
auditors. r r

They coincide sions also: Next, that they were not confined to a
mainly with •*

what An- select body of advanced pupils, who had been
stotle states J . . . r .
about the worked up by special training into a state fit for
Platonic i •

ideas. comprehending them. j H a d such been the case,
t he surprise which Aristotle ment ions could never have been
felt. And we see farther, that the transcendental doctrine
delivered in the lectures De Bono (though we find partial
analogies to it in Philebus, Epinomis, and parts of Kepublic)
coincides more with what Aristotle states and comments upon

> Respecting Plato's lectures, see
Brandis (Geschichte der Griech. Rom.
Philos. vol. ii. p. 180 seq., 306-319) ;
also Trendelenburg, Platonis De Ideis
et Numeris Doctrina, pp. 3, 4, seq.

Brandis, though he admits that
Plato's lectures were continuous dis-
courses, thinks that they were inter-
mingled with discussion and debate :
which may have been the case, though
there is no proof of it. But Schleier-
macher goes further, and says (Ein-
leitung, p. 18;, "Any one who can
think that Plato in these oral Vortragen
employed the Sophistical method of
long speeches, shows such an ignorance
as to forfeit all right of speaking about
Plato." Now the passage from Aristo-
xenus, given in the preceding note, is
our only testimony; and it distinctly
indicates a continuous lecture to an
unprepared auditory, just as Prota-
goras or Prodikus might have given.
K. F. Hermann protests, with good rea-

son, against Sehleiermacher's opinion,
(Ueber Plato's schrift-stelleriscne Mo-
tive, p. 289.)

The confident declaration just pro-
duced from Schleiermacher illustrates
the unsound basis on which he and
various other Platonic critics proceed.
They find, in some dialogues of Plato,
a strong opinion proclaimed, that con-
tinuous discourse is useless for the
purpose of instruction. This was a
point of view which, at the time when
he composed these dialogues, he con-
sidered to be of importance, and desired
to enforce. But we are not warranted
in concluding that he must always
have held the same conviction through-
out his long philosophical life, and in
rejecting as un-platonic all statements
and all compositions which imply an
opposite belief. We cannot with reason
bind down Plato to a persistance in
one and the same type of composi-
tions.
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as Platonic doctrine, than with any reasonings which we find
in the Platonic dialogues. It represents the latest phase of
Platonism: when the Ideas originally conceived by him as
Entities in themselves, had become merged or identified in
his mind with the Pythagorean numbers or symbols.

This statement of Aristotle, alike interesting and unques-
tionable, attests the mysticism and obscurity which The lectures
pervaded Plato's doctrine in his later years. But ^°™hZI
whether this lecture on The Good is to be taken as trans™-6

a fair specimen of Plato's lecturing generally, and pStô other
from the time when he first began to lecture, we lectures'
may perhaps doubt:k since we know that as a lecturer and
converser he acquired extraordinary ascendancy over ardent
youth. We see this by the remarkable instance of Dion.1

The only occasions on which we have experience of Plato
as speaking in his own person, and addressing himself to

k Themistius says (Orat. xxi. p. 245
D) that Plato sometimes lectured in
the Peirseus, and that a crowd then
collected to hear him, not merely from
the city, but also from the country
around : if he lectured De Bono, how-
ever, the ordinary hearers became tired
and dispersed, leaving only TOVS OWTJ-

It appears that Plato in his lectures
delivered theories on the principles of
geometry. He denied the reality of
geometrical points—or at least admitted
them only as hypotheses for geometrical
reasoning. He maintained that what
others called a point ought to be called
" an indivisible line." Xenokrates main-
tained the same doctrine after him.
Aristotle controverts it (see Metaphys.
A., 992, b. 21). Aristotle's words in
citing Plato's opinion {TOVTIP fikv oZv
T$ •yepet Kai 5iejUa;£€T0 nA^TO)? ws ovrt
7ea)/ieTpiKip $6ynuTi, aAA' e«aAei apxh"
ypaft-jiris' TOVTO Se, iroWdius eriflei Tcfcs
ct.T6p.ovs ypa/ifids) must be referred to
Plato's oral lectures ; no such opinion
occurs in the dialogues. This is the
opinion both of Bonitz and Schwegler
in their comments on the passage; also
of Trendelenburg, De Ideis et Numeris
Platonis, p. 66. That geometry and
arithmetic were matters of study and
reflection both to Plato himself and to

many of his pupils in the Academy,
appears certain; and perhaps Plato
may have had an interior circle of
pupils, to which he applied the well-
known exclusion—fnjSAs ay tuftei prjTos
elirira. But we cannot make out
clearly what was Plato's own profi-
ciency, or what improvements he may
have introduced, in geometry, nor what
there is to justify the comparison made
by Montucla between Plato and Des-
cartes. In the narrative respecting the
Delian problem—the duplication of
the cube—Archytas, Mensechmus, and
Eudoxus, appear as the inventors of
solutions, Plato as the superior who
prescribes and criticises (see the letter
and epigram of Eratosthenes, Bern-
hardy, Eratosthenica, pp. 176-184). The
three are said to have been blamed
by Plato for substituting instrumental
measurement in place of geometrical
proof (Plutarch, Problem. Sympos. viii.
2, pp. 718, 719; Plutarch, Vit. Mar-
celli, c. 14.) The geometrical construc-
tion of the Ki<r/j.os, which Plato gives
us in the Timseus, seems borrowed from
the Pythagoreans, though applied pro-
bably in a way peculiar to himself (see
Finger, De Primordiis Geometrise ap.
Gracos, p. 38, Heidelb. 1831).

1 See Epist. vii. pp. 327, 328.
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definite individuals, are presented by his few Epistles; all of
Plato's them fas I have before remarked) written after he
Epistles.—In . - i , , i • , _p i

them only he was considerably above sixty years oi age, and
own person, nearly all addressed to Sicilians or Italians—Diony-
sius II., Dion, the friends of Dion after the death of the
latter, and Archytas.m In so far as these letters bear upon
Plato's manner of lecturing or teaching, they go to attest,
first, his opinion that direct written exposition was useless for
conveying real instruction to the reader—next, his reluctance
to publish any such exposition under his own name, and
carrying with it his responsibility. When asked for expo-

m Of the thirteen Platonic Epistles,
Ep. 2,3,13, are addressed to the second
or younger Dionysius; Ep. 4 to Dion ;
Ep. 7, 8, to the friends and relatives of
Dion after Dion's death. The 13th
Epistle appears to he the earliest of all,
being seemingly written after the first
voyage of Plato to visit Dionysius I I .
at Syracuse, in 367-366 B.C., and before
his second visit to the same place and
person, about 363-362 B.O. Epistles 2
and 3 were written after his return from
that second visit, in 360 B.C., and prior
to the expedition of Dion against Dio-
nysius in 357 B.C. Epistle 4 was
written to Dion shortly after Dion's
victorious career at Syracuse, about
355 B.C. Epistles 7 and 8 were written
not long after the murder of Dion in
354 B.C. The first in order, among the
Platonic Epistles, is not written by
Plato, but by Dion, addressed to Dio-
nysius, shortly after the latter had sent
Dion away from Syracuse. The fifth
is addressed by Plato to the Macedo-
nian prince Perdikkas. The sixth, to
Hermeias of Atarneus, Erastus, and
Koriskus. The ninth and twelfth, to
Archytas of Tarentum. The tenth, to
Aristodorus. The eleventh, to Lao-
damas. I confess that I see nothing
in these letters which compels me to
depart from the judgment of the an-
cient critics, who unanimously acknow-
ledged them as genuine. I do not
think myself competent to determine
a priori what the style of Plato's letters
must have been; what topics he must
have touched upon, and what topics he
could not have touched upon. I have
no difficulty in believing that Plato,

writing a letter on philosophy, may
have expressed himself with as much
mysticism and obscurity as we now read
in Epist. 2 and 7. Nor does it sur-
prise me to find Plato (in Epist. 13)
alluding to details which critics, who
look upon him altogether as a spiritual
person, disallow as mean and unworthy.
His recommendation of the geometer,
Helikon of Kyzikus, to Dionysius and
Archytas, is to me interesting: to
make known the theorems of Eudoxus,
through the medium of Helikon, to
Archytas, was no small service to geo-
metry in those days. I have an interest
in learning how Plato employed the
money given to him by Dionysius and
other friends : that he sent to Dionysius
a statue of Apollo by a good Athenian
sculptor named Leochares (this sculp-
tor executed a bust of Isokrates also,
Plut. Vit. x. Orat. p. 838) ; and another
statue by the same sculptor for the wife
of Dionysius, in gratitude for the care
which she had taken of him (Plato)
when sick at Syracuse ; that he spent
the money of Dionysius partly in dis-
charging hia own public taxes and
liturgies at Athens, partly in pro-
viding dowries for poor maidens among
his friends ; that he was so beset by
applications, which he could not re-
fuse, for letters of recommendation to
Dionysius, as to compel him to signify,
by a private mark, to Dionysius, which
among the letters he wished to be most
attended to. " These latter" (he says)
" I shall begin with fleoy (sing.number),
the others I shall begin with 6eol (plu-
ral)." (Epist. xiii. 361, 362, 363.)
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sition, he writes intentionally with mystery, so that ordinary
persons cannot understand.

Knowing as we do that he had largely imbued himself with
the tenets of the Pythagoreans (who designedly Intentionai
adopted a symbolical manner of speaking—pub- Ma t̂ie0/
lished no writings—for Philolaus is cited as an excep- pMiSl̂ tai0

tion to their rule—and did not care to be under- doctrme-
stood, except by their own adepts after a long apprenticeship)
we cannot be surprised to find Plato holding a language
very similar. He declares that the highest principles of his
philosophy could not be set forth in writing so as to be intel-
ligible to ordinary persons: that they could only be appre-
hended by a few privileged recipients, through an illumi-
nation kindled in the mind by multiplied debates and much
mental effort: that such illumination was always preceded by
a painful feeling of want, usually long-continued, sometimes
lasting for nearly thirty years, and exchanged at length for
relief at some unexpected moment.11

Plato during his second visit had had one conversation, and
only one, with Dionysius respecting the higher mysteries of
philosophy. He had impressed upon Dionysius the prodi-
gious labour and difficulty of attaining truth upon these
matters. The despot professed to thirst ardently for philo-
sophy, and the conversation turned upon the Natura Primi—
upon the first and highest principles of Nature.0 Dionysius,
after this conversation with Plato, intimated that he had
already conceived in his own mind the solution of these diffi-
culties, and the truth upon philosophy in its greatest myste-
ries. Upon which Plato expressed his satisfaction that such
was the case," so as to relieve him from the necessity of farther
explanations, though the like had never happened to him
with any previous hearer.

But Dionysius soon found that he could not preserve the
explanation in his mind, after Plato's departure—that diffi-

" Plato, Epistol. ii. pp. 313, 314.
0 Plat. Epist. ii. 312. vefl rris

TOV irpt&rov ipvfftas, 344 D. T&V irepJ
(biaews hitpicv KO! irptirav.—One con-

versation only—345 A.
P Plato, Epist. ii. 313 B. Plato

asserts the same about Dionysius in
Epist. vii. 341 B.
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Letters of
Plato to
Dionysius II.

h i l
p y

tohi

p
m i n d s '

culties again crowded upon him—and that it was necessary
to send a confidential messenger to Athens to entreat
farther elucidations. In reply, Plato sends back
by the messenger what is now numbered as the
second of his Epistles. He writes avowedly in
enigmatical language, so that, if the letter be lost,
the finder will not be able to understand it; and he
enjoins Dionysius to burn it after frequent perusal."

He expresses his hope that when Dionysius has debated the
matter often with the best minds near him, the clouds will
clear away of themselves, and the moment of illumination
will supervene.* He especially warns Dionysius against talk-
ing about these matters to unschooled men, who will be sure
to laugh at them; though by minds properly prepared, they
will be received with the most fervent welcome.s He affirms
that Dionysius is much superior in philosophical debate to his
companions; who were overcome in debate with him, not
because they suffered themselves designedly to be overcome
(out of flattery towards the despot, as some ill-natured persons
alleged), but because they could not defend themselves against
the Elenchus as applied by Dionysius.' Lastly, Plato advises
Dionysius to write down nothing, since what has once been
written will be sure to disappear from the memory; but to
trust altogether to learning by heart, meditation, and repeated
debate, as a guarantee for retention in his mind. " It is for
that reason" (Plato says)" "that I have never myself written
anything upon these subjects. There neither is, nor shall

i Plat. Epist. ii. 312 E. ippaaTtov 8̂ j
aoi 5i' alviyfj.wv, 'lv &v T: r] beKrbs ^ ir6v-
TOV -ft yrjs ev TTTVXCUS irddr}, d dvayvovs
fjL$l yvifi. 314: C t^pitxro Ka\ ireidov, KO.1
T^V £irio~TO\)iv TOIVTT]V vvv irpwrov TTO\-
Aa/cis draYi/oiis KaraKavaov.

Proklus, in his Commentary on the
Timseus (pp. 40, 41), remarks the fond-
ness of Plato for TO alvty/iaTaSes.

r Plat. Epist. ii. 313 D.
5 Plat. Epist. ii. 314 A. eii\a$oS iiiv-

roi /j.ri TOTC eKTreVj) TavTa eis dfOpiivovs
diraiSevTovs.

' Plat. Epist. ii. 314 D.
u Plat. Epist. ii. 314 C. tityia-T-n Se

<t>v\aidi, rb JUT) ypd(peu>, a\\'
veiv ov yap icri TO. ypa<p4vTa
€Kir€<r€iV. Sta ravra ouSev ncbiroTe £y&
v€pl TovTtuy yeypa(pa, ofid* etrn txiiy-
ypafi/xa TiAdrwi/os ouSee, oUS' eforaj*
TO Se vvv \ey6fi(va, ~S.wKp6.Tovs %CTTI,
Kakov KOX veov y€yov6ros.

" Addamus ad superiora," (says
Wesseling, Epist. ad Venemam, p. 41,
Utrecht, 1748)," Platonem videri sem-
per voluisse, dialogos, in quibus de
Philosophia, deque Kepublica atque
ejus Legibus, inter confabulantes ao-
tum fuit, non sui ingenii sed Socratici,
foetus esse."
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there ever be, any treatise of Plato. The opinions called
by the name of Plato are those of Sokrates, in his days of
youthful vigour and glory."

Such is the language addressed by Plato to the younger
Dionysius, in a letter written seemingly between He

362-357 B.C. In another letter, written about ten ^
years afterwards (353-352 B.C.), to the friends of expoSn™
Dion (after Dion's death), he expresses the like ^opS?""
repugnance to the idea of furnishing any written doctrme-
authoritative exposition of his principal doctrines. " There
never shall be any expository treatise of mine upon them" (he
declares). " Others have tried, Dionysius among the number,
to write them down; but they do not know what they
attempt. I could myself do this better than any one, and
I should consider it the proudest deed in my life, as well as a
signal benefit to mankind, to bring forward an exposition of
Nature luminous to all.* But I think the attempt would be
nowise beneficial, except to a few, who require only slight
direction to enable them to find it for themselves: to most
persons it would do no good, but would only fill them with
empty conceit of knowledge, and with contempt for others/
These matters cannot be communicated in words as other
sciences are. Out of repeated debates on them, and much
social intercourse, there is kindled suddenly a light in the
mind, as from fire bursting forth, which, when once gene-
rated, keeps itself alive."z

Plato then proceeds to give an example from geometry,

1 Plato, Epist. vii. 341, B, 0. TI Toi- that which precedes is given only in
TOV Kt&XAiov iTr4irpaKTy av ri/uv eV T<£ substance.
filtf § TOIS T€ ai/Bpunroun [i4ya otpeAos I We see in the Republic that Sokrates,
ypa\f/at ical T^V (piatv tis <pws when questioned by Glaukon, and

urged emphatically to give some solu-
tion respecting T\ TOV ayadov iSe'a, and
ij TOV 5ta\4y€(r6ai diivafjus, answers
only by an evasion or a metaphor (Ke-

ir a o~ L it p o ay ay e i v :
y Plat. Epist. vii. 341 E.
1 Plato, Epist. vii. 341 C. OVKOVV C/J.6I/

ye irepl al/Tuy e<rrt 0-byypuwj.a ouSe fiA\
TTQTG yevTjTar priTov yap ovdafius %GTIV
&s i M i padiifiaTa, a\\' ix ITOAATJS GVV-
ovaias yiyvo/ievris irepl T!> irpay/j.a aiiTo
Ka\ TOV o-v£f)v, i£ai<pi>ris, oXov airi irvpbs

H i£p8v p&s 4i/ TT) i/i>xjj
v6f( )i pp
This sentence, as a remarkable one,

I have translated literally in the text:

public, vi. 506 E, vii. 533 A). Now
these are much the same points as
what are signified in the letter to
Dionysius, under the terms ™ irpUTa
Kal &Kpa Trjs t^uffeois—f] TOV irpioTov
<pi<ns (312 E) : as to which Plato,
when questioned, replies in a mystic
and unintelligible way.
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illustrating the uselessness both of writing and of direct ex-
He illustrates position- IQ acquiring a knowledge of the circle,
bytteCŝ B- he distinguishes five successive stages. 1. The
gSmefS01 Name. 2. The Definition, a proposition composed
Mfficuifyto of nouns and verbs. 3. The Diagram. 4. Know-
Spî inof ledge, Intelligence, True Opinion, Now. 5. The

£ * Noumenon — A^TO-K^XO?—ideal or intelligible
circle, the only true object of knowledge.* The fourth

stage is a purely mental result, not capable of being exposed
either in words or figure: it presupposes the three first, but
is something distinct from them: and it is the only mental
condition immediately cognate and similar to the fifth stage,
or the self-existent idea.b

Now in all the three first stages (Plato says) there is great
liability to error and confusion. The name is unavoidably
equivocal, uncertain, fluctuating: the definition is open to
the same reproach, and often gives special and accidental
properties along with the universal and essential, or instead
of them: the diagram cannot exhibit the essential without
some variety of the accidental, nor without some properties
even contrary to reality, since any circle which you draw,
instead of touching a straight line in one point alone, will be
sure to touch it in several points.0 Accordingly no intel-
ligent man will embody the pure concepts of his mind in
fixed representation, either by words or by figures."1 If we do
this, we have the quid or essence, which we are searching for,

* Plato, Epistol. vii. 342 A, B. The
geometrical illustration which follows
is intended merely as an illustration,
of general principles which Plato
asserts to be true about all other en-
quiries, physical or ethical.

* P la t Epist. vii. 342 C. &s Si iv
TOVTO av irav OGTEOV, OVK 4V dxcvais
o#5* ef ffufiaTcoif rr-)(i]fxa(nv a\\' 4y
Tpvx&ts iyhv, tfi SjjXov €Tcp6v r e "bv
avTov rod KVK\OV TT}? </)u<rews, TWV r e
cfi.irpo(r8ev \ex®*VTav TpiSv. Toiray- 5e
eyyvTara ,uei> ^vyyeveiq. teal diioi6T7]Ti,
rod irtfnrrov (/. e. rod AUTJJ-KIJKAOU)
co5? (the fourth stage) TreTr\i)<riaite,
T&Wa 5e ir\iov airexei.

In Plato's reckoning, d vois is

counted as the fourth, in the ascend-
ing scale, from which we ascend to the
fifth, rb voovjxevov, Or VOT\T6V. 'O VOVS
and rh yoTjrbv are cognate or homo-
geneous—according to a principle often
insisted on in ancient metaphysics—
like must be known by like. (Aristot.
De Anima, i. 2, 404 b. 15.)

c Plat. Epist. vii. 343 B. This illus-
trates what is said in the Republic
about the geometrical iiroBea-ets (vi.
510 E, 511 A; vii. 533 B).

d Plat. Epist. vii. 343 A. av eWa
vovv %-)(wv oi»5eis ToA/i^crei TTOTC US avrb
TifleVai TO vevortfieva, Kal ravra eis a/ie>

TVTTO
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inextricably perplexed by accompaniments of the quale or
accidents, which we are not searching for.6 We acquire only
a confused cognition, exposing us to be puzzled, confuted,
and humiliated, by an acute cross-examiner, when he ques-
tions us on the four stages which we have gone through to
attain it.f Such confusion does not arise from any fault in
the mind, but from the defects inherent in each of the four
stages of progress. It is only by painful effort, when each of
these is naturally good—when the mind itself also is naturally
good, and when it has gone through all the stages up and
down, dwelling upon each—that true knowledge can be
acquired.* Persons whose minds are naturally bad, or have
become corrupt, morally or intellectually, cannot be taught
to see even by Lynkeus himself. In a word, if the mind
itself be not cognate to the matter studied, no quickness in
learning nor force of memory will suffice. He who is a quick
learner and retentive, but not cognate or congenial with just
or honourable things—he who, though cognate and congenial,
is stupid in learning or forgetful—will never effectually learn
the truth about virtue or wickedness.11 These can only be
learnt along with truth and falsehood as it concerns entity
generally, by long practice and much time.' It is only with
difficulty,—after continued friction, one against another, of
all the four intellectual helps, names and definitions, acts of
sight and sense,—after application of the Elenchus by re-
peated question and answer, in a friendly temper and without
spite—it is only after all these preliminaries, that cognition
and intelligence shine out with as much intensity as human
power admits.k

For this reason, no man of real excellence will ever write
and publish his views, upon the gravest matters, into a world

h Plato, Epistol. vii. 344 A.
1 Plato, Epist. vii. 344 B. apa yap

avra av&yKT) ^.avQdveiv, Kal rb î /cDSosavayKt)

VOL. I.

Hfia Kal aKyOes T5)J '6\T]S ovaias,
k Plat. Epist. vii. 344 B. rfyis Sh

Tpi&6/J.eva, TTpbs ah\7}Aa avruv %Ka<TTa,
bv6ixara Kal \6yoi, Sif/eis re Kal

4

Plat. Epist. vii. 343 0.
Plat. Epist. vii. 343 D.
Plato, Epistol. vii. 343 E. y Sh SA

•Ttav avruiv Siayciiyy, avu Kal KC£T<W

/cal &vev <p86vojv ^pairycreo't Kal airo-

fj.d\i<TT' els ftvvafxiv avdpanrlvyv.
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of these
chances of
error.

Mon. Pre-
tensionsof
Dionysms
understand

of spite and puzzling contention. In one word, when you
NO written see a ny published writings, either laws proclaimed

by the lawgiver or other compositions by others, you
may be sure that, if he be himself a man of worth,
these were not matters of first-rate importance in

his estimation. If they really were so, and if he has pub-
lished his views in writing, some evil influence must have
destroyed his good sense.1

We see by these letters that Plato disliked and disapproved
Relations of the idea of publishing for the benefit of readers
DionySis u. generally, any written exposition of philosopMa
and the & . J . J , . r , \ . , .

friends of the pnma, carrying his own name, and making him

responsible for it. His writing's are altogether dra-
to matic. All opinions on philosophy are enunciated

understand r r r *
and expound through one or other of his spokesmen: that por-
Platosdoc- 6 . * . " .

trines. tion of the Athenian drama called the Parabasis, in
which the Chorus addressed the audience directly and avow-
edly in the name of the poet, found no favour with Plato.
We read indeed in several of his dialogues (Phsedon, Repub-
lic, Timseus, and others) dogmas advanced about the highest
and most recondite topics of philosophy: but then they are
all advanced under the name of Sokrates, Timaeus, &c,
OVK ifws 6 fivdos, &c. There never was any written pro-
gramme issued by Plato himself, declaring the Symbolum
Fidei to which he attached his own name.m Even in the
Leges, the most dogmatical of all his works, the dramatic
character and the borrowed voice are kept up. Probably at
the time when Plato wrote his letter to the friends of the
deceased Dion, from which I have just quoted—his aversion
to written expositions was aggravated by the fact, that Diony-
sius II., or some friend in his name, had written and pub-1 Plat. Epist. vii. 344, C-D.

m The Platonic dialogue was in this
respect different from the Aristotelian
dialogue. Aristotle, in his composed
dialogues, introduced other speakers,
but delivered the principal arguments
in his own name. Cicero followed his
example, in the De Finibus and else-
where : " Quse his temporibus scripsi,

'ApicrTOT€\aov morem habent: in quo
sermo ita inducitur cseterorum, ut penes
ipsum sit principatus." (Cicero ad
Atticum, xiii. 19.)

Herakleides of Pontus (Cicero, ibid.),
in his composed dialogues, introduced
himself as a Kaxpbv irpiaairov, Plato
does not even do thus much.
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lished a philosophical treatise of this sort, passing himself off
as editor of a platonic philosophy, or of improved doctrines of
his own built thereupon, from oral communication with Plato.11

We must remember that Plato himself (whether with full
sincerity or not) had complimented Dionysius for his natural
ability and aptitude in philosophical debate:0 so that the
pretension of the latter to come forward as an expositor of
Plato appears the less preposterous. On the other hand,
such pretension was calculated to raise a belief that Dionysius
had been among the most favoured and confidential com-
panions of Plato: which belief Plato, writing as he was to the
surviving friends of Dion the enemy of Dionysius, is most
anxious to remove, while on the other hand he extols the dis-
positions and extenuates the faults of his friend Dion. It is
to vindicate himself from misconception of his own past pro-
ceedings, as well as to exhort with regard to the future, that
Plato transmits to Sicily his long seventh and eighth Epistles,
wherein are embodied his objections against the usefulness of
written exposition intended for readers generally.

These objections (which Plato had often insisted on," and
which are also, in part, urged by Sokrates in the impossibility
Phsedrus) have considerable force, if we look to the written expo-
way in which Plato conceives them. In the first sumed by

J . . . Plato; the
place, Plato conceives the exposition as not merelv assumption
1 ' , , . - , , i - i , . •• Intelligible i n

written but published: as being, therefore, presented his <&y.
to all minds, the large majority being ignorant, unprepared,
and beset with that false persuasion of knowledge which
Sokrates regarded as universal. In so far as it comes before
these latter, nothing is gained, and something is lost; for deri-
sion is brought upon the attempt to teach.q In the next
place, there probably existed, at that time, no elementary

" We see this from Epist. vii. 341 B,
344 D, 345 A. Plato speaks of the im-
pression as then prevalent (when he
wrote) in the mind of Dionysius:—
TrSrepov Atovvffios aKovffas f/.6vov awa£
oiirus elS 4 vat T € o l f T a i /ml Ua-
va>s olSev, &c.

» Plat. Epist. ii. 314 D.
P Plato, Epist. vii. 342. \6yos aAri-

drjs, iroWaKis fxtv yjr' 4/xov tea) irp6<r6ev
prjSeis, &c.

i Plato (Epist. ii. 314 A) remarks
this expressly: also in the Phfedrus,
275 E, 276 A.

TLS TQJVp ^ p f f^
0,/j.vijTaiv iiraicouari, is the language of
the Platonic Sokrates as a speaker in
t h T h t g t ( 1 5 5 EtheThe«Btgtus(155E).

Q 2
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work whatever for beginners in any science : the Elements of
Geometry by Euclid were published more than a century
after Plato's death, at Alexandria. Now, when Plato says
that written expositions, then scarcely known, would be use-
less to the student—he compares them with the continued
presence and conversation of a competent teacher; whom he
supposes not to rely upon direct exposition, but to talk much
"about and about" the subject, addressing the pupil with a
large variety of illustrative interrogations, adapting all that
was said to his peculiar difficulties and rate of progress, and
thus evoking the inherent cognitive force of the pupil's own
mind. That any Elements of Geometry (to say nothing of
more complicated inquiries) could be written and published,
such that an ayea>[ieTpr)To<; might take up the work and learn
geometry by means of it, without being misled by equivocal
names, bad definitions, and diagrams exhibiting the definition
as clothed with special accessories—this is a possibility which
Plato contests, and which we cannot wonder at his con-
testing/ The combination of a written treatise, with the oral
exposition of a tutor, would have appeared to Plato not only
useless but inconvenient, as restraining the full liberty of
adaptive interrogation necessary to be exercised, different in
the case of each different pupil.

Lastly, when we see by what standard Plato tests the effi-
cacy of any expository process, we shall see yet more clearly
how he came to consider written exposition unavailing. The

r Some just and pertinent remarks,
bearing on this subject, are made by
Condorcet, in one of his Academic
Eloges :—" Les livres ne peuvent rem-
placer les lecons des maitres habiles,
lorsque les sciences n'ont pas encore
fait assez de progres, pour que les
verites, qui en forment l'ensemble,
puissent etres distributes et rapprochees
entre elles suivant un ordre systema-
tique: lorsque la methode d'en cher-

cette espece d'enfance de l'art est la
temps oil les prejuges y regnent aveo
le plus d'empire—ou les savants sont
les plus exposes a donner leurs hypo-
theses pour de veritables principes—
on risquerait encore de s'e'garer si on
se bornoit aux leijons d'un seul maitre,
quand meme on aurait choisi celui
que la Eenommee place au premier:
car ce temps est encore celui des repu-
tations usurpees. Les voyages sont

cher de nouvelles n'a pas ete reduite a done alors le seul moyen de s'instraire,
des precedes exacts et simples, a des j comme Us l'etaient dans l'antiquite
regies sures et pre'eises. Avant cette ! et avant l'invention de rimprimerie."
e'poque, il faut etre d<5ja consomme' [ (Condorcet, filoge de M. Margraaf, p.
dans une science pour lire avec utility 349. CEuvres Complets. Paris, 1804.
les ouvrages qui en traitent: et comme Eloges, vol. ii.)
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standard which he applies is, that the learner shall be
rendered able both to apply to others, and himself standard by
to endure from others, a Sokratic Elenchus or cross- * J J '
examination as to the logical difficulties involved in
all the steps and helps to learning. Unless he can
put to others and follow up the detective questions
—unless he can also answer them, when put to him- examma 10n-
self, pertinently and consistently, so as to avoid being brought
to confusion or contradiction—Plato will not allow that he
has attained true knowledge.8 Now, if we try knowledge by
a test so severe as this, we must admit that no reading of
written expositions will enable the student to acquire it. The
impression made is too superficial, and the mind is too passive
during such a process, to be equal to the task of meeting new
points of view, and combating difficulties not expressly noticed
in the treatise which has been studied. The only way of
permanently arming and strengthening the mind, is (accord-
ing to Plato) by long-continued oral interchange and stimulus,
multiplied comment and discussion from different points of
view, and active exercise in dialectic debate: not aiming at
victory over an opponent, but reasoning out each question in
all its aspects, affirmative and negative. It is only after a
long course of such training—the living word of the competent
teacher, applied to the mind of the pupil, and stimulating its
productive and self-defensive force—that any such knowledge

» Plato, Epist. vii. 343 D. The dif-
ficulties which Plato had here in his
eye, and which he required to be
solved as conditions indispensable to
real knowledge—are jumped over in
geometrical and other scientific ex-
positions, as belonging not to geometry,
&c, but to logic. M. Jouffroy remarks,
in the Preface to his translation of
Reid's works (p. clxxiv.) :—" Toute
science particuliere qui, au lieu de
prendre pour accordees les donnees a
priori qu'elle implique, discute l'auto-
rite' de ces donnees—ajoute a eon objet
propre celui de la logique, confond une
autre mission avec la sienne, et par
cela meme compromet la sienne: car
nous verrons tout a-1'heure, et l'histoire
de la philosophic montre, quellea diffl-

cultes presentent ces problemes qui sont
l'objet propre de la logique; et nous
demeurerons convaincus que, si les
diffe'rentes sciences avaient eu la pre~-
tention de les eclaircir avant de passer
outre, toutes peut-etre en seraient encore
a cette preface, et aucune n'aurait en-
tame sa veritable tache."

Eemarks of a similar bearing will be
found in the second paragraph of Mr.
John Stuart Mill's Essay on Utilita-
rianism. It has been found convenient
to distinguish the logic of a science
from the expository march of the same
science. But Plato would not have
acknowledged e-ma-Tiifi-n, except as in-
cluding both. Hence his view about
the uselessness of written expository
treatises.
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can be realised as will suffice for the exigencies of the Sokratic
Elenchus.'

Since we thus find that Plato was unconquerably averse to
piato never publication in his own name and with his own re-
publishedany ., . , . , , , , .,. .,

of the lee- sponsibility attached to the writing, on grave matters
he delivered of philosophy—we cannot be surprised that, among
Academy. the numerous lectures which he must have deli-
vered to his pupils and auditors in the Academy, none were
ever published. Probably he may himself have destroyed
them, as he exhorts Dionysius to destroy the Epistle which
we now read as second, after reading it over frequently. And
we may doubt whether he was not displeased with Aristotle
and Hestiaeusu for taking extracts from his lectures De Bono,
and making them known to the public: just as he was dis-
pleased with Dionysius for having published a work purport-
ing to be derived from conversations with Plato.

That Plato would never consent to write for the public in
piato would his own name, must be taken as a fact in his cha-
never publish , , . .

hisphiioso- racter; probably arising irom early caution pro-
opinions in duced by the fate of Sokrates, combined with pre-
name; but he ference for the Sokratic mode of handling. But to
may have

published what extent he really kept back his opinions from
dialogues the public, or whether he kept them back at all, by• This is forcibly put by Plato,
Epistol. vii. 344 B. Compare Plato,
Eepublic, vi. 499 A. Pksedrus, 276
A-E. rbv TOV eiSSros \6yov £u>vra. Kai
e,ui//uxoj>, &c.

Though Plato, in the Phsedrus, de-
clares oral teaching to be the only
effectual way of producing a permanent
and deep-seated effect—as contrasted
with the more superficial effect pro-
duced by reading a written exposition:
yet even oral teaching, when addressed
in the form of continuous lecture or
sermon (&vev avaKplatus Ka\ SiSaxys,
Phfedrus, 277 E ; rb vov$nrt\Tut.bv
eldos, Sophistes, p. 230), is represented
elsewhere as of little effect. To pro-
duce any permanent result, you must
diversify the point of view—you must
test by circumlocutory interrogation—•
you must begin by dispelling esta-
blished errors, &c. See the careful

explanation of the passage in the
Phffidrus (277 E), given by Ueber-
weg, Aechtheit der Platon. Schrift. pp.
16-22. Direct teaching, in many of
the Platonic dialogues, is not counted
as capable of producing serious im-
provement.

When we come to the Menon and
the Phsedon, we shall hear more of
the Platonic doctrine — that know-
ledge was to be evolved out of the
mind, not poured into it from without.

n Themistius mentions it as a fact
recorded (I wish he had told us where
or by whom) that Aristotle stoutly
opposed the Platonic doctrine of Objec-
tive Ideas, even during the lifetime of
Plato. l(TTope?Tat 8e on ical £U>VTOS
TOV TIKaTwpos Kaprepcarara irepl TOVTOV
rou S6 4 6 'Ayf \ p
ra TlKaTavi. (Scholia ad Aristotel.
Analyt. Poster, p. 228 b. 16 Brandis.)
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design—I do not undertake to say. The borrowed under the
° names of

names under which he wrote, and the veil of dra- others.
matic fiction, gave him greater freedom as to the thoughts-
enunciated, and were adopted for the express purpose of
acquiring greater freedom. How far the lectures which he
delivered to his own special auditory differed from the opi-
nions made known in his dialogues to the general reader, or
how far his conversation with a. few advanced pupils differed
from both—are questions which we have no sufficient means of
answering. There probably was a considerable difference.
Aristotle alludes to various doctrines of Plato which we cannot
find in the Platonic writings: but these doctrines are not such
as could have given peculiar offence, if published; they are,
rather, abstruse and hard to understand. It may also be true
(as Tennemann says) that Plato had two distinct modes of hand-
ling philosophy—a popular and a scientific: but it cannot be
true (as the same learned authorx asserts) that his published
dialogues contained the popular and not the scientific. No
one surely can regard the Timseus, Parmenides, Philebus,
Thesetetus, Sophistes, Politikus, &c, as works in which dark
or difficult questions are kept out of sight for the purpose of
attracting the ordinary reader. Among the dialogues them-
selves (as I have before remarked) there exist the widest
differences; some highly popular and attractive, others alto-
gether the reverse, and many gradations between the two.
Though I do not doubt therefore that Plato produced power-
ful effect both as lecturer to a special audience, and as talker
with chosen students—yet in what respects such lectures and
conversation differed from what we read in his dialogues, I do
not feel that we have any means of knowing.

v See Tennemann, Gesehichte der
Philosophie, vol. ii. p. 205, 215, 221
seq. This portion of Tennemann's His-
tory is valuable, as it takes due account
of the seventh Platonic Epistle, com-
pared -with the remarkable passage in
the Phsedrus about the inefficacy of
written exposition for the purpose of
teaching.

But I cannot think that Tennemann
rightly interprets the Epistol. vii. I

see no proof that Plato had any secret
or esoteric philosophy, reserved, for a
few chosen pupils, and not proclaimed
to the public from apprehension of
giving offence to established creeds;
though I believe such apprehension to
have operated as one motive, deterring
him from publishing any philosophical
exposition under his own name—any
HAarciivos
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In judging of Plato, we must confine ourselves to the evi-
Groups into dence furnished by one or more of the existing Pla-
which the . . . - . , . , n A • , ,-,
dialogues tonic compositions, adding the testimony 01 Aristotle
admit of be- * . TYI • • 1

ing thrown. a nd a few others respecting Platonic views not de-
clared in the dialogues. Though little can be predicated
respecting the dialogues collectively, I shall say something
about the various groups into which they admit of being
tin-own, before I touch upon them separately and seriatim.

The scheme proposed by Thrasyllus, so far as intended to
Distribution furnish a symmetrical arrangement of all the Pla-
made by . i . i « • 1 1 1 JI
Thrasyiius tonic works, is defective, partly because the appor-
defective, but i i I

sun useful— tionment of the separate works between tne two
D i a l o g u e s o f . . . . . . , . ,

search, Ma- leading classes is in several cases erroneous—partly
logues of ° J. ./

Exposition because the discrimination of the two leading classes,
as well as -the sub-division of one of the two, is founded on
diversity of Method, while the sub-division of the other class
is founded on diversity of Subject. But the scheme is never-
theless useful, as directing our attention to real and im-
portant attributes belonging in common to considerable
groups of dialogues. It is in this respect preferable to the
fanciful dramatic partnership of trilogies and tetralogies, as
well as to the mystical interpretation and arrangement sug-
gested by the Neo-platonists. The Dialogues of Exposition—
in which one who knows (or professes to know) some truth,
announces and developes it to those who do not know it—are
contrasted with those of Search or Investigation, in which the
element of knowledge and affirmative communication is want-
ing. All the interlocutors are at once ignorant and eager to
know; all of them are jointly engaged in searching for the
unknown, though one among them stands prominent both in
suggesting where to look and in testing all that is found,
whether it be really the thing looked for. Among the expo-
sitory dialogues, the most marked specimens are Timeeus
and Epinomis, in neither of which is there any searching or
testing debate at all. Eepublic, Phsedon, Philebus, exhibit
exposition preceded or accompanied by a search. Of the
dialogues of pure investigation, the most elaborate specimen
is the Theaetetus: Menon, Laches, Channides, Lysis, Euthy-
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phron, &c, are of the like description, yet less worked out.
There are also several others. In the Menon, indeed/
Sokrates goes so far as to deny that there can be any real
teaching, and to contend that what appears teaching is only
resuscitation of buried or forgotten knowledge.

Of these two classes of Dialogues, the Expository are those
which exhibit the distinct attribute—an affirmative miogues of
result or doctrine, announced and developed by a present atHr-

, mative result.

person professing to know, and proved in a manner Dialogues of
r r & i Search are

more or less satisfactory. The other class—the wanting in
J that attri-

Searching or Investigative—have little else in com- tute.
mon except the absence of this property. We find in them
debate, refutation, several points of view canvassed and some
shown to be untenable; but there is no affirmative result
established, or even announced as established, at the close-
Often there is even a confession of disappointment. In other
respects, the dialogues of this class are greatly diversified
among one another: they have only the one common attri-
bute—much debate, with absence of affirmative result.

Now the distribution made by Thrasyllus of the dialogues
under two general heads (1. Dialogues of Search or The aistribu-

. . „ T-.. , -2, . . tion coincides

Investigation. 2. Dialogues ot Exposition.) com- mamiywith
cides, to a considerable extent, with the two distinct Aristotie-

Dialectic, De-

mtellectual methods recognised by Aristotle as Dia- monstrative.
lectic and Demonstrative: Dialectic being handled by Ari-
stotle in the Topica, and Demonstration in the Posterior Ana-
lytica. " Dialectic" (says Aristotle) " is tentative, respecting
those matters of which philosophy aims at cognizance." Ac-
cordingly, Dialectic (as well as Rhetoric) embraces all matters
without exception, but in a tentative and searching way, re-
cognising arguments pro as well as con-, and bringing to view
the antithesis between the two, without any preliminary
assumption or predetermined direction, the questioner being
bound to proceed only on the answers given by the respon-
dent : while philosophy comes afterwards, dividing this large
field into appropriate compartments, laying down authori-

y Plato, Menon, p. 81-82.
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tative p-rincipia in regard to each, and deducing from them,
by logical process, various positive results.2 Plato does not
use the term Dialectic exactly in the same sense as Aristotle.
He implies by it two things:—1. That the process shall be
colloquial, two or more minds engaged in a joint research,
each of them animating and stimulating the others. 2. That
the matter investigated shall be general—some general ques-
tion or proposition: that the premisses shall all be general
truths, and that the objects kept before the mind shall be
Forms or Species, apart from particulars.11 Here it stands in
contrast with Ehetoric, which aims at the determination of
some particular case or debated course of conduct, judicial
or political, and which is intended to end in some immediate
practical verdict or vote. Dialectic, in Plato's sense, com-
prises the whole process of philosophy. His Dialogues of
Search correspond to Aristotle's Dialectic, being machinery
for generating arguments and for ensuring that every argu-
ment shall be subjected to the interrogation of an opponent:
his Dialogues of Exposition, wherein some definite result is
enunciated and proved (sufficiently or not), correspond to what
Aristotle calls Demonstration.

If now we take the main scheme of distributing the Platonic
classification Dialogues, proposed by Thrasyllus—1. Dialogues of
in us details. Exposition, with an affirmative result; 2. Dialogues
He applies L » o

his own pnn- of Investigation or Search, without an affirmative
ciples errone- ° r

 7

ousiy. resul t—and if we compare t he number of Dialogues
(out of the thirty-six in all), which he specifies as belonging to
each—we shall find twenty-two specified under t he former head,

* Aristot. Metaphys. A. 1004, b. 25.
TJ SiaAeKTiK?/, TreipaffriKT], Trept Siv TJ <pi-
Xotrotyia yvapHTTiiri). Compare also
Ehetoric, i. 2, p. 1356, a. 33, i. 4, p.
1359, b. 12, where he treats Dialectic
(as well as Ehetoric) not as methods
of acquiring instruction on any de-
finite matter, but as inventive and
argumentative aptitudes — powers of
providing premisses and arguments—
Suvajxeis -rives TON iroplatu \6yovs. If
(he says) you try to convert Dialectic
from a method of discussion into a
method of cognition, you will insen-

sibly eliminate its true nature and
character:—ftvip S' &v TIS fi r^v Sio-

Kaddirep &c Sv-
ireip&Tai Kara-

<TKevd(ciy, A^treToi T5jv tpiffiv avrav
o.<pavi<ras, T<£ ^Ta^aiv^tv itrto'KGvdfai'
els eViffT^/jas VTTOK(IIJ.€VUV TIVOSV irpay-
JJ.O.TWV, aKXb. fj.ij fi6vov \6ywv.

The Platonic Dialogues of Search
are Svvdfieis TOV Tropicrai \6yous. Com-
pare the Procemium of Cicero to his
Paradoxa.

• Plato, Eepubl. vi. 511, vii. 532.
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and fourteen under the latter. Moreover, among the twenty-
two are ranked Kepublic and Leges: each of them greatly
exceeding in bulk any other composition of Plato. It would
appear thus that there is a preponderance both in number
and bulk on the side of the Expository. But when we
analyse the lists of Thrasyllus, we see that he has unduly
enlarged that side of the account, and unduly contracted the
other. He has enrolled among the Expository — 1. The
Apology, the Epistolse, and the Menexenus, which ought not
properly to be ranked under either head. 2. The Thesetetus,
Parmenides, Hipparchus, Erastse, Minos, Kleitophon—every
one of which ought to be transferred to the other head. 3.
The Phsedrus, Symposion, and Kratylus, which are admissible
by indulgence, since they do indeed present affirmative expo-
sition, but in small proportion compared to the negative
criticism, the rhetorical and poetical ornament: they belong
in.fact to both classes, but more preponderantly to one.
4. The Kepublic. This he includes with perfect justice, for
the eight last books of it are expository. Yet the first book
exhibits to us a specimen of negative and refutative dialectic
which is not surpassed by anything in Plato.

On the other hand, Thrasyllus has placed among the Dia-
logues of Search one, which might with equal or greater
propriety, be ranked among the Expository—the Protagoras.
It is true that this dialogue involves much of negation,
refutation, and dramatic ornament: and that the question
propounded in the beginning (Whether virtue be teachable ?)
is not terminated. But there are two portions of the dialogue
which are, both of them, decided specimens of affirmative
exposition—the speech of Protagoras in the earlier part
(wherein the growth of virtue, without special teaching or
professional masters, is elucidated) —and the argument of
Sokrates at the close, wherein the identity of the Good and
the Pleasurable is established.13

b We may remark that Thrasyllus,
though he enrols the Protagoras under
the class Investigative, and the sub-
class Agonistic, places it alone in a still
lower class which he calls 'EVS(IKTIK6S.
Now, if we turn to the Platonic dia-

logue Euthydemus, p. 278 D, we shall
see that Plato uses the words iv$d-
tyixcu and ifp7iyl)(roij.ai as exact equi-
valents : so that evSeiKritths would have
the same meaning as vtpr\yrtTM6s.
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Dialogues of Exposition.

, lt If then we rectify the lists of Thrasyllus, they
will stand as follows, with the expository Dialogues

'1™T. much diminished in number:—•
rectly.

Dialogues of Investigation of Search.

ZTJTTJT moi.

1. Thejetetus. 1. Timseus.
2. Parmenides. 2. Leges.
3. Alkibiades I. 3. Epinomis.
4. Alkibiades II. ~ 4. Kritias.
5. Theages. — 5. Republic.
6. Laches. 6. Sophistes.
7. Lysis. 7. Politikus.
8. Charmides. 8. PhaBdon.
9. Menon. 9. Philebus.

10. Ion. 10. Protagoras.
11. Euthyphron. 11. Phsedrus.
12. Euthydemus. 12. Symposion.
13. Gorgias. 13. Kratylus.
14. Hippias I. 14. Kriton.
15. Hippias II.
16. Kleitophon. -
17. Hipparchus. —
18. Erastfe. —
19. Minos. —

The Apology, Menexenus, Epistolas,
do not properly belong to either
head.

testing dia-
logues over
the exposi-
tory and
dogmatical.

It will thus appear, from a fair estimate and comparison
°f ^is, that the relation which Plato bears to
philosophy is more that of a searcher, tester, and
impugner, than that of an expositor and dogmatist
— though he undertakes both the two functions:
more negative than affirmative—more ingenious in

pointing out difficulties, than successful in solving them. I
must again repeat that though this classification is just, as far
as it goes, and the best which can be applied to the dialogues,
taken as a whole—yet the dialogues have much which will not
enter into the classification, and each has its own peculiarities.

The Dialogues of Search, thus comprising more than half
Dialogues of of the Platonic compositions, are again distributed
classes among by Tlirasyllus into two sub-classes—Gymnastic and
them recog- . . J

b A t t h e Gymnastic, again, into Obstetric andt n e Agonistic, into Probative and Eefu-
tic,&c. tative. Here, again, there is a pretence of sym-
metrical arrangement, which will not hold good if we examine
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it closely. Nevertheless, the epithets point to real attributes
of various dialogues, and deserve the more attention, inas-
much as they imply a view of philosophy foreign to the
prevalent way of looking at it. Obstetric and Tentative or
Testing (Peirastic) are epithets which a reader may under-
stand; but he will not easily see how they bear upon the
process of philosophy.

The term philosopher is generally understood to mean
something else. In appreciating a philosopher, it is Philosophyi

usual to ask, What authoritative creed has he pro- understood,
claimed, for disciples to swear allegiance to ? What authoritative
positive system, or positive truths previously un- sS™™iauit"s,
known or unproved, has he established ? Next, by directPr°°6-'
what arguments has he enforced or made them good ? This
is the ordinary proceeding of an historian of philosophy, as
he calls up the roll of successive names. The philosopher is
assumed to speak as one having authority ; to have already
made up his mind; and to be prepared to explain what his
mind is. Headers require positive results announced, and
positive evidence set before them, in a clear and straightfor-
ward manner. They are intolerant of all that is prolix,
circuitous, not essential to the proof of the thesis in hand.
Above all, an affirmative result is indispensable.

When I come to the Timseus, and Eepublic, &c, I shall
consider what reply Plato could make to these questions.
In the mean time, I may observe that if philosophers are to
be estimated by such a scale, he will not stand high on the
list. Even in his expository dialogues, he cares little about
clear proclamation of results, and still less about the shortest,
straightest, and most certain road for attaining them.

But as to those numerous dialogues which are not exposi-
tory, Plato could make no reply to the questions at The Platonic
all. There are no affirmative results:—and there sewchTs-0'

t* • . i p •, i i , i claim autho-

is a process ot enquiry, not only fruitless, but de- rity and
vious, circuitous, and intentionally protracted. The assumeStrutn
authoritative character of a philosopher is dis- known to an

• i -VT i r»i -II- alike—followclaimed. JNot only Plato never delivers sentence aprocessdevi-
. . . ous as well as

m his own name, but his principal spokesman, far f™uess.
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from speaMng with authority, declares that he has not made
up his own mind, and that he is only a searcher along with
others, more eager in the chase than they are." Philosophy
is conceived as the search for truth still unknown; not as an
explanation of truth by one who knows it, to others who do
not know it. The process of search is considered as being in
itself profitable and invigorating, even though what is sought
be not found. The ingenuity of Sokrates is shown, not by
what he himself produces, for he avows himself altogether
barren—but by his obstetric aid: that is, by his being able
to evolve, from a youthful mind, answers of which it is preg-
nant, and to test the soundness and trustworthiness of those
answers when delivered: by his power, besides, of exposing
or refuting unsound answers, and of convincing others of the
fallacy of that which they confidently believed themselves to
know.

To eliminate affirmative, authoritative exposition, which
The qnes- proceeds upon the assumption that truth is already
praieter- known—and to consider philosophy as a search for
bu° follows ' unknown truth, carried on by several interlocutors
t h e l e a d g i v e n 1 1 n 1 • * •, . n -i . i

by the re- all oi them ignorant—this is the main idea which
spondent in #

his answers. Plato inherited from Sokrates, and worked out in
more than one-half of his dialogues. It is under this general
head that the subdivisions of Thrasyllus fall—the Obstetric,
the Testing or Verifying, the Eefutative. The process is one
in which both the two concurrent minds are active, but
each with an inherent activity peculiar to itself. The ques-
tioner does not follow a predetermined course of his own, but
proceeds altogether on the answer given to him. He himself
furnishes only an indispensable stimulus to the parturition of
something with which the respondent is already pregnant,
and applies testing questions to that which he hears, until
the respondent is himself satisfied that the answer will notc In addition to the declarations of i
Sokrates to this effect in the Platonic
Apology fpp. 21-23), we read the like
in many Platonic dialogues. Gorgias,

parts of which there is much dog-
matism and affirmation : v. p. 450 E.
aTTL(TTOvvTa Se teal £r\TovvTa e n TOVSTOVS

p
a.TTL(TTOvvTa Se teal £r\TovvTa e n
\6yovs TroietirQcu, t> 57? ty&> 5pu>, &c.

506 A. ovSe ydp TOL e^o^e elSiis \iyu> t See Routh's note on the above passage
&. Ae'ya, a\\a £T)T<S KOIVTJ fxfff ifiiiv: j of the Gorgias.
and even in the Republic, in many
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hold. Throughout all this, there is a constant appeal to the
free, self-determining judgment of the respondent's own mind,
combined with a stimulus exciting the intellectual productive-
ness of that mind to the uttermost.

What chiefly deserves attention here, as a peculiar phase
in the history of philosophy, is, that the relation Relation of

J r r J teacher and

of teacher and learner is altogether suppressed, leamer. AP-
° L r peal to

Sokrates not only himself disclaims the province authority is
J
 t

 L suppressed.

and title of a teacher, but treats with contemptuous
banter those who assume it. Now " the learner" (to use a
memorable phrase of Aristotled) " is under obligation to be-
lieve : " he must be a passive recipient of that which is com-
municated to him by the teacher. The relation between the
two is that of authority on the one side, and of belief gene-
rated by authority on the other. But Sokrates requires from
no man implicit trust: nay he deprecates it as dangerous."5

It is one peculiarity in these Sokratic dialogues, that the
sentiment of authority, instead of being invoked and worked
up, as is generally done in philosophy, is formally disavowed
and practically set aside. " I have not made up my mind:
I am not prepared to swear allegiance to any creed: I give
you the reasons for and against each: you must decide for
yourself."fd Aristot. De Sophist. Elenchis, Top.
ix. p. 165, b. 2. Se? yap Ttia^svtiv rbv

dI
e Plato, Protagor. p. 314 B.
f The sentiment of the Academic

sect—descending from Sokrates and
Plato, not through Xenokrates and
Polemon, but through Arkesilaus and
Karneades—illustrates the same eli-
mination of the idea of authority.
" Why are you so curious to know what
I myself have determined on the point?
Here are the reasons pro and con:
weigh the one against the other, and
then judge for yourself."

See, for example, Cicero, Tusc. Disp.
iv. 4-7. " Sed defendat quod quisque
sentit: sunt enim judicia libera: nos
institutum tenebimus, nulliusque unius
discipline legibus adstricti, quibus in
philosophic necessario pareamus, quid
sit in quaque re maxime probabile,
semper requiremus."

Again, Cicero, De Nat. Deor. i. 5-
10-13. " Qui autem requirunt, quid
quaque de re ipsi sentiamus, curiosius
id faoiunt quam necesse est. Non enim
tarn auctoritatis in disputando quam
rationis momenta quierenda sunt, Quin
etiam obest plerumque iis, qui discere
volunt, auctoritas eorum qui se docere
profitentur: desinunt enim suum judi-
cium adhibere; id habent ratum, quod
ab eo quem probant indicatum vident.
. . . Si singulas disciplinas percipere
magnum est, quanto majus omnes ?
Quod facere iis necesse est, quibus pro-
positum est, veri reperiendi causa, et
contra omnes philosophos et pro om-
nibus dicere. Nee tamen fieri potest,
ut qui hac ratione philosophantur, ii
nihil habeant quod sequantur. Non
enim sumus ii quibus nihil verum esse
videatur, sed ii, qui omnibus veris ad-
juncta quajdam falsa esse dicamus,
tanta similitudine ut in iis nulla insit
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proadaiiLOitto
otters.

This process—the search for truth as an unknown—is in
inthemodem *ne modern world put out. of sight. All discussion
r̂ch'&r is conducted by persons who profess to have found

mn o/sight. it or learnt it, and to be in condition to proclaim it
orvwk™pro- to others. Even the philosophical works of Cicero
SrSd̂ fomd a v e usually pleadings by two antagonists, each of

whom professes to know the truth, though Cicero
( j Q e g no^. decide between them : and in this respect

they differ from the groping and fumbling of the Platonic
dialogues. Of course the search for truth must go on in
modern times, as it did in ancient: but it goes on silently
and without notice. The most satisfactory theories have been
preceded by many infructuous guesses and tentatives. The
theorist may try many different, hypotheses (we are told that
Kepler tried nineteen) which he is forced successively to
reject; and he may perhaps end without finding any better.
But all these tentatives, verifying tests, doubts, and rejections,
are confined to his own bosom or his own study. He looks
back upon them without interest, sometimes even with dis-
gust ; least of all does he seek to describe them in detail as
objects of interest to others. They are probably known to
none but himself: for it does not occur to him to follow the
Platonic scheme of taking another mind into partnership,
and entering upon that distribution of active intellectual
work which we read in the Thesetetus. There are cases in
which two chemists have carried on joint researches, under
many failures and disappointments, perhaps at last without
success. If a record were preserved of their parley during
the investigation, the grounds for testing and rejecting one
conjecture, and for selecting what should be tried after it—
this would be in many points a parallel to the Platonic
process.

But at Athens in the fourth century B.C., the search for
truth by two or more minds in partnership was not so rare
a phenomenon. The active intellects of Athens were dis-

eerta judicandi et assentiendi nota. Ex
quo exsistit illud, multa ease proba-
bilia, quse quanquam non perciperentur,
tamen quia yisum haberent quendam

insiguem et illustrem, iis sapientis vita
regeretur."

Compare Cicero, Tusc. Disp. ii. sect.
2-3-5-9. Quintilian, xii. 2-25.
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the

tributed between Rhetoric, which addressed itself to multi-
tudes, accepted all established sentiments, and
handled for the most part particular issues—and
Dialectic, in which a select few debated among them-
selves general questions/ Of this Dialectic, the real
Sokrates was the greatest master that Athens ever o
saw: he could deal as he chose (says Xenophonh) with all dis-
putants : he turned them round his finger. In this process,
one person set up a thesis, and the other cross-examined him
upon it: the most irresistible of all cross-examiners was, the
real Sokrates. The nine books of Aristotle's Topica (in-
cluding the book De Sophisticis Elenchis) are composed with
the object of furnishing suggestions, and indicating rules, both
to the cross-examiner and to the respondent, in such Dialectic
debates. Plato does not lay down any rules: but he has
given us, in his dialogues of search, specimens of dialectic pro-
cedure shaped in his own fashion. Several of his contempo-
raries, companions of Sokrates, like him, did the same each in
his own way: but their compositions have not survived.'

Such compositions give something like fair play to the
negative arm of philosophy; in the employment of which the

s The habit of supposing a general
question to be undecided, and of having
it argued by competent advocates before
auditors who have not made up their
minds—is now so disused (everywhere
except in a court of law), that one
reads with surprise Galen's declaration
that the different competing medical
theories were so discussed in his day.
Hi a master Pelops maintained a dis-
putation of two days with a rival:—
TjviKa TleAo^ jueTa $i\iinrov rov 4[xirei-
piKov 5i€Ae^077 Zvoiv 7]fxcpS)V rov f/.ev
IleA-oiros, us jû j b*vvaix*VT\s rrjs iarptKTJs
5(' ifliretpias ix6yr}s cvffrrivtu, rov fyiKiir-
TTOV Si tiriSeiitvvvTos SivcurBat. (Galen,
De Propriis Libris, c. 2, p. 16, Kiihn.)

Galen notes (ib. 2, p. 21) the habit
of literary men at Rome to assemble in
the temple of Pax, for the purpose of
discussing logical questions, prior to
the conflagration which destroyed that
temple.

h Xenophon, Memorab. i. 2.
' The dialogues composed by Ari-

stotle himself were in great measure

VOL. I.

dialogues of search, exercises of argu-
mentation pro and con (Cicero, De
Finib. v. 4). " Aristoteles, ut solet,
quserendi gratia, qusedam subtilitatis
suse argumenta excogitavit in Gryllo,"
&c. (Quintilian, Inst. Ehet. ii. 17.)

Bernays indicates the probable titles
of many among the lost Aristotelian
Dialogues (Die Dialoge des Aristoteles,
pp. 132,133, Berlin, 1863), and gives in
his book many general remarks upon
them.

The observations of Aristotle in
Metaphys. (A. ixdrruv 993, b. 1-16)
are conceived in a large and just spirit.
He says that among all the searchers
for truth, none completely succeed, and
none completely fail: those, from whose
conclusions we dissent, do us service
by exercising our intelligence— rijv y&p
€|tv irpoi](TKf)iTav Tjfiwv. The enuinera-
tion of aw6piai in the following book B
of the Metaphysica is a continuation
of the same views. Compare Scholia,
p. 604, b" 29, Brandis.
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Eleate Zeno first became celebrated, and the real Sokrates
yet more celebrated. This negative arm is no less essential
than the affirmative, to the validity of a body of reasoned
truth, such as philosophy aspires to be. To know how to dis-
prove is quite as important as to know how to prove: the one
is co-ordinate and complementary to the other. And the
man who disproves what is false, or guards mankind against
assenting to it,k renders a service to philosophy; even though
he may not be able to render the ulterior service of proving
any truth in its place.

By historians of ancient philosophy negative procedure is
Negative pro- generally considered as represented by the Sopln'sts

e l and the Megarici, and is the main ground for those
harsh epithets which are commonly applied to both of

Sicgarici; them. The negative (they think) can only be tolerated
discouraged . ° , , n

and censured m small doses, and even then merely as ancillary to
by historians , . ^ J

ofpMosophy. the affirmative. That is, if you have an affirmative
theory to propose, you are allowed to urge such objections as
you think applicable against rival theories, but only in order
to make room for your own. It seems to be assumed as re-
quiring no proof, that the confession of ignorance is an in-
tolerable condition; which every man ought to be ashamed of
in himself, and which no man is justified in inflicting on any
one else. If you deprive the reader of one affirmative solu-
tion, you are required to furnish him with another which you
are prepared to guarantee as the true one. " Le Koi est
mort—Vive le Roi:" the throne must never be vacant. It is
plain that under such a restricted application, the full force
of the negative case is never brought out. The pleadings are
left in the hands of counsel, each of whom takes up only such
fragments of the negative case as suit the interests of his
client, and suppresses or slurs over all such other fragments
of it as make against his client. But to every theory (espe-
cially on the topics discussed by Sokrates and Plato) there

k The Stoics had full conviction of ; ambas virtutum nomine appellant :
this. In Cicero's summary of the Stoic alteram (sc. Dialecticam), quod habeat
doctrine (De Finibus, iii. 21-72; we rationem, necui falsoadsentiamur, neve
read:—"Ad easque virtutes, de quibus unquamcaptiosaprobabilitatefallanmr;
disputatum est, Dialecticam etiam ad- j eaque, quse de bonis malisque didiceri-
jungunt ^Stoici) et Physicam : easque mus, ut tencre tuerique possimus.'
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are more or less of objections applicable—even the best
theory being true only on the balance. And if the purpose
be to ensure a complete body of reasoned truth, all these ob-
jections ought to be faithfully exhibited, by one who stands
forward as their express advocate, without being previously
retained for any separate or inconsistent purpose.

How much Plato himself, in his dialogues of search, felt
his own vocation as champion of the negative pro- vocation of

i i -, . -, . . * i . i Sokrates and

cedure, we see marked conspicuously m the dialogue Piatoforthe
called Parmenideis. This dialogue is throughout a Sr™abs°-
protest against forward affirmation, and an assertion of it as a con-
r „ . , , , T O , • • ditionofrea-

oi independent locus standi for the negationist and soned truth.
objector. The claims of the latter must first be Plato-
satisfied, before the affirmant can be considered as solvent.
The advocacy of those claims is here confided to the veteran
Parmenides, who sums them up in a formidable total:
Sokrates being opposed to him under the unusual disguise of
a youthful and forward affirmant. Parmenides makes no
pretence of advancing any rival doctrine. The theories which
he selects for criticism are the Platonic theory of intelligible
Concepts, and his own theory of the Unum : he indicates how
many objections must be removed—how many contradictions
must be solved—how many opposite hypotheses must be fol-
lowed out to their results—before either of these theories can
be affirmed with assurance. The exigencies enumerated may
and do appear insurmountable:' but of that Plato takes no
account. Such laborious exercises are inseparable from the
process of searching for truth, and unless a man has strength
to go through them, no truth, or at least no reasoned truth,
can be found and maintained."1

1 Plato, Parmenid, p. 136 B. 5eT

0j,
&c.

, irpay-

Aristotle declares that no man can
be properly master of any affirmative
truth without having examined and
solved all the objections and difficulties
—the negative portion of the enquiry.
To go through all these airopias is the
indispensable first stage, and perhaps

the enquirer may not be able to
advance farther, see Metaphysic. B.
995, a. 26, 996, a. 16—one of the most
striking passages in his works. Com-
pare also what he says, De Ccelo, ii.
294, b . 10, Sib 8e? rby fieWovra. Ka\a>s
(rjT'fja'eiy evvraTiKby tlval Sicfc TO>V olKttwv
ivarafffav Tcp yivti, TOVTO 8k imlv £K
rod irdcras Tedewp-qKevai ras 5ia(popds.

"" That the only road to trustworthy
affirmation, lies through a string of
negations, unfolded and appreciated by

if 2
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sokratesco

nedeltfvehe

huma°nmM

It will thus appear that among the conditions requisite for
n- philosophy, both Sokrates and Plato regarded the

negative procedure as co-ordinate in value with the
afBnnative, and indispensable as a preliminary stage.
B u t Sokrates went a step farther. He assigned to
the negative an intrinsic importance by itself, apart
from all implication with the affirmative; and he
rested that opinion upon a psychological ground,

- formally avowed, and far larger than anything laid
ledge' down by the Sophists. He thought that the natural
state of the human mind, among established communities,
was not simply ignorance, but ignorance mistaking itself for
knowledge—false or uncertified belief—false persuasion of
knowledge. The only way of dissipating such false persua-
sion was, the effective stimulus of the negative test, or cross-
examining Elenchus ; whereby a state of non-belief, or painful
consciousness of ignorance, was substituted in its place. Such
second state was indeed not the best attainable. It ought to

systematic procedure, is strongly in-
sisted on by Bacon, Novum Organum,
ii. 15, " Onmino Deo (formarum indi-
tori et opiflci), aut fortasse angelis et
intelligentiis, competit, formas per
affirmationem immediate nosse, atque
ab initio contemplationis. Sed certe
supra hominem est: cui tantum con-
ceditur, procedere primo per negativas,
et postremo loco desinere in affirma-
tivas, post omnimodam exclusionem."
Compare another Aphorism, i. 46.

The following passage, transcribed
from the Lectures of a distinguished
physical philosopher of the present
day, is conceived in the spirit of the
Platonic Dialogues of Search, though
Plato would have been astonished at
such patient multiplication of experi-
ments :—

" I should hardly sustain your in-
terest in stating the difficulties which
at first beset the investigation con-
ducted with this apparatus, or the
numberless precautions which the
exact balancing of the two powerful
sources of heat, here resorted to, ren-
dered necessary. I believe the ex-
periments, made with atmospheric air
alone, might be numbered by tens of
thousands. Sometimes for a week, or

even for a fortnight, coincident and
satisfactory results would be obtained :
the strict conditions of accurate experi-
menting would appear to be found,
when an additional day's experience
would destroy this hope and necessitate
a recommencement, under changed
conditions, of the whole inquiry. It
is this which daunts the experimenter.
It is this preliminary fight with the
entanglements of a subject so dark, so
doubtful, so uncheering, without any
knowledge whether the conflict is to lead
to anything worth possessing, that ren-
ders discovery difficult and rare. But
the experimenter, and particularly the
young experimenter, ought to know
that as regards his own moral man-
hood, he cannot but win, if he only
contend aright. Even with a negative
result, the consciousness that he has gone
fairly to the bottom of his subject, as
far as his means allowed —the feeling
that lie has not shunned labour, though
that labour may have resulted in laying
bare the nakedness of his case—re-acts
upon his own mind, and gives it firm-
ness for future work." (Tyndall,
Lectures on Heat, considered as a
Mode of Motion, Lect. x. p. 332.)
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be preliminary to a third, acquired by the struggles of the
mind to escape from such painful consciousness; and to rise,
under the continued stimulus of the tutelary Elenchus, to
improved affirmative and defensible beliefs. But even if this
third state were never reached, Sokrates declared the second
state to be a material amendment on the first, which he
deprecated as alike pernicious and disgraceful.

The psychological conviction here described stands pro-
claimed by Sokrates himself, with remarkable ear- Declarationof

nestness and emphasis, in his Apology before the ^Apology-
Dikasts, only a month before his death. So deeply SLTn to"''
did he take to heart the prevalent false persuasion ™a.insl'the
of knowledge, alike universal among all classes, mis- sionofTnow-
chievous, and difficult to correct—that he declared ledge'
himself to have made war against it throughout his life, under
a mission imposed upon him by the Delphian God; and to
have incurred thereby wide-spread hatred among his fellow-
citizens. To convict men, by cross-examination, of ignorance
in respect to those matters which each man believed himself
to know well and familiarly-—this was the constant employ-
ment and the mission of Sokrates: not to teach—for he dis-
claimed the capacity of teaching—but to make men feel their
own ignorance instead of believing themselves to know. Such
cross-examination, conducted usually before an audience, how-
ever it might be salutary and indispensable, was intended to
humiliate the respondent, and could hardly fail to offend and
exasperate him. No one felt satisfaction except some youth-
ful auditors, who admired the acuteness with which it was
conducted. " I " (declared Sokrates) " am distinguished from
others, and superior to others, by this character only—that I
am conscious of my own ignorance: the wisest of men would
be he who had the like consciousness ; but as yet I have
looked for such a man in vain," n

In delivering this emphatic declaration, Sokrates himself
intimates his apprehension that the Dikasts will treat his

» Plat. Apol. S. pp. 23-29. It is not
easy to select particular passages for
reference; for the sentiments which I

have indicated pervade nearly the
whole discourse-
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discourse as mockery; that they will not believe him to be
opposition of in earnest; that they will scarcely have patience to
feelingbe- J • • f ,
tweenso- hear him claim a divine mission tor so strange a
k r a t e s a n d . . . • , - , .

theDikasts. purpose.0 The declaration is indeed singular, and
probably many of the Dikasts did so regard i t ; while those
who thought it serious, heard it with repugnance. The sepa-
rate value of the negative procedure or Elenchus was never
before so unequivocally asserted, or so highly estimated. To
disabuse men of those false beliefs which they mistook for
knowledge, and to force on them the painful consciousness
that they knew nothing—was extolled as the greatest service
which could be rendered to them, and as rescuing them from
a degraded and slavish state of mind.p

To understand the full purpose of Plato's dialogues of
Theflia- search—testing, exercising, refuting, but not finding
' eK pre- o r providing—we must keep in mind the Sokratic
tt,?maseives.in Apology. Whoever, after reading the Thesetetus,
rappSdDgf Laches, Charmides, Lysis, Parmenides, &c, is
S S S tempted to exclaim—" But, after all, Plato must
native en!a!~ have had in his mind some ulterior doctrine of con-
not declared. v i c ^ j o n which he wished to impress, but which he
has not clearly intimated," will see, by the Sokratic Apology,
that such a presumption is noway justifiable. Plato is a
searcher, and has not yet made up his own mind: this is
what he himself tells us, and what I literally believe, though
few or none of his critics will admit it. His purpose in the
dialogues of search, is plainly and sufficiently enunciated in the
words addressed by Sokrates to Theaetetus—" Answer with-
out being daunted: for if we prosecute our search, one of
two alternatives is certain—either we shall find what we
are looking for, or we shall get clear of the persuasion
that we know what in reality we do not yet know. Now

° Plato, Apol. S. pp. 20-38. i by a painful conviction of ignorance
P Aristotle, in the first book of Meta- and sense of embarrassment. l> 5e

pljysica (982. b. 18), when repeating a anopav Ka\ BavfiAfai/ olerai ayvotlv—
statement made in the Tliesetetus of 8m rb (pevyfiv T^V &yvoiav e<ptAocr6<t>ri-
Plato (155 D>, that wonder is the , auv—ov xpVeais nvbs ZvtKtv. This
beginning, or point of departure, of painful conviction of ignorance is what
philosophy—explains the phrase by Sokrates sought to bring about,
saying, that wonder is accompanied
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a recompense like this will leave no room for dissatisfac-
tion."1!

What those topics were, in respect to which Sokrates found
this universal belief of knowledge, without the reality False persua-

„-, - , - , -, , - , „ . L I T s icin o f taow-

oi knowledge—we know, not merely irom the dia- 'edge - had
logues of Plato, but also from the Memorabilia of topics social,

° political,

Xenophon. Sokrates did not touch upon recondite ethi<»'-
matters—upon the Kosmos, astronomy, meteorology. Suchi Plato, The:etet. 187 C. 4hv yi.p

IZTW dpuifj.ei', hvoiv Qdrtpov—7] evpi}~
^ 6

OVK &p itt] fisfiirrbs //.iados 6 TOIOVTOS.
Bonitz (in his Platonische Studien,
pp. 8, 9, 7i, 76, &c.) is one of the few
critics who deprecates the confidence
and boldness with which recent scholars
have ascribed to Plato affirmative
opinions and systematic purpose which
lie does not directly announce. Bonitz
vindicates the separate value and sepa-
rate locus standi of the negative pro-
cess in Plato's estimation, particularly
in the example of the Thtsetetus.
Susemihl, in the preface to his second
part, has controverted these views of
Bonitz—in my judgment without any
success.

The following observations of recent
French scholars are just, though they
imply too much the assumption that
there is always some affirmative jewel
wrapped up in Plato's complicated
folds. M. Egger observes (Histoire
de la Critique chez les Grces, Paris,
1849, p. 85) :—

"La philosophie de Platon n'offre
pas, en general, un ensemble de par-
ties tres rigoureusement lie'es entre
elles. D'abord, il ne l'expose que sous
forme dialogue'e: et dans ses dialogues,
oil il ne prend jamais de role personnel,
on ne voit pas olairement auquel des
interlocuteurs il a confie' la de'fense
de ses propres opinions. Parmi ces
interlocuteurs, Socrate lui-meme, le
plus ordinaire et le plus naturel inter-
prfete de la pense'e de son disciple, use
fort souvent des liberte's de cette forme
toute dramatique, pour se jouer dans
les distinctions subtiles, pour exagerer
certains arguments, pour couper court
a une discussion embarrassante, au
moyen de quelque plaisanterie, et pour
se retirer d'un dubat sans <_onelure.
En un mot, il a—on, ce qui est plus

vrai, Platon a, sous son nom—des
opinions de circonstance et des ruses de
dialectique, it travers lesquelles il est
souvent difficile de retrouver le fond
se'rieux de sa doctrine. Heureusement
ces difficulle's ne touchent pas aux
principes generaux du Platonismo. La
critique Platonicienne en particulier
dans ce qu'elle a de plus e'leve et de
plus original, se rattache a la grande
theorie des ide'es et de la reminiscence.
On la retrouve exposee dans plusieurs
dialogues avec une clarte qui ne permet
ni le doute ni l'incertitude."

I may also cite the following remarks
made by M. Vacherot (Histoire Critique
de 1' Ecole d'Alexandrie, Book II. vol.
ii. init.) after his instructive analysis
of the doctrines of Plotinus. I think
the words are as much applicable to
Plato as to Plotiuus: the rather, as
Plato never speaks in his own name,
Plotinus always :—" Combien faut il
prendre garde d'ajouter a la pense'e du
philosophe, et de lui preter un arrange-
ment artificiel! Ce ge'uie, plein d'en-
thousiasme et de fougue, n'a jamais
connu ni mesure ni plan ; jamais il ne
s'est astreint a de'velopper re'guliere-
ment une theorie, ni a exposer avec
suite un ensemble de the'ories, de
maniere a en former un systeme. Fort
incertain dans sa marche, il prend,
quitfe, et reprend le meme sujet, sans
jamais paraitre avoir (lit son dernier
mot; toujours il repand de vives et
abondantes clarte's sur les questions
qu'il traite, niais rarement il les con-
duit a leur derniere et definitive solu-
tion; sa rapide pense'e n'effleure pus
seulement le sujet sur lequel elle
passe, elle le pe'netre et le creuse tou-
jours, sans toutefois l'e'puiser. Fort
ine'gale dans ses allures, tantot ee
ge'nie s'echappe en inspirations rapides
et tumultueuses, tantot il semble se
trainer pe'niblement, et se perdre dans

! un dedale do subtiles abstractions, Sc."
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studies he discountenanced as useless, and even as irreligious/
The subjects on which he interrogated were those of common,
familiar, every-day talk: those which every one believed
himself to know, and on which every one had a confident
opinion to give: the respondent being surprised that any one
could put the questions, or that there could be any doubt
requiring solution. What is justice ? what is injustice ? what
.are temperance and courage ? what is law, lawlessness, demo-
cracy, aristocracy ? what is the government of mankind, and
the attributes which qualify any one for exercising such
government ? Here were matters upon which every one
talked familiarly, and would have been ashamed to be
thought incapable of delivering an opinion. Yet it vvas upon
these matters that Sokrates detected universal ignorance,
coupled with a firm, but illusory, persuasion of knowledge.
The conversation of Sokrates with Euthydemus, in the Xeno-
phontic Memorabilia' —the first Alkibiades, Laches, Charmides,
Euthyphron, &c, of Plato—are among the most marked
specimens of such cross-examination or Elenchus^a string of
questions to which there are responses, in indefinite number,
successively given, tested, and exposed as unsatisfactory.

The answers which Sokrates elicited and exposed were
TO those simple expressions of the ordinary prevalent belief
which'each upon matters on which each community possesses
community i -i • i i i i

possesses established dogmas, laws, customs, sentiments,
established ° 'fashions, points of view, &c, belonging to itself.

When Herodotus passed over to Egypt, he was
astonished to find the judgment, feelings, institu-
tions> a n d practices, of the Egyptians, contrasting

ics
rnedver"? m o s t forcibly with those of all other countries. He

remarks the same (though less in degree) respecting
Babylonians, Indians, Scythians, and others; and

IL he is not less impressed with the veneration of each
oneeisTom- community for its own creed and habits, coupled
KtogteN?m̂ s. with indifference or antipathy towards other creeds,
disparate or discordant, prevailing elsewhere.*

yIL

Xenoph. Memor. i. 1.
Xenoph. Memor. iv. 2,
Herodot, ii, 35-36-64; iii. 38-94,

seq. i. 196; iv. 76-77-80. The dis-
cordance between the various institu-
tions established among the separate
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This aggregate of beliefs and predispositions to believe,
ethical, religious, sesthetical, social, respecting what is true

aggregations of mankind, often pro-
ceeding to the pitch of reciprocal
antipathy—the imperative character of
each in its own region, assuming the
appearance of natural right and pro-
priety—all this appears brought to
view by the inquisitive and observant
Herodotus, as well as by others (Xeno-
phon, Cyropsed. i. 3-18) : but many
new facts, illustrating the same thesis,
were noticed by Aristotle and the Peri-
patetics, when a larger extent of the
globe became opened to Hellenic sur-
vey. Compare Aristotle, Ethic. Nik.
i. 3, 1094, b. 15; Sextus Empiric.
Pyrr. Hypotyp. i. sect. 145-156, iii.
sect. 198-234 ; and the remarkable ex-
tract from Bardesanes Syrus, cited by
Eusebius, Prsep. Evang. vi., and pub-
lished in Orelli's collection, pp. 202-219,
Alexandri Aphrodis. et Aliorum De
Fato, Zurich, 1824.

Many interesting passages in illus-
tration of the same thesis might be
borrowed from Montaigne, Pascal, and
others. But the most forcible of all
illustrations are those furnished by the
Oriental world, when surveyed or
studied by intelligent Europeans, as it
has been more fully dining the last
century. See especially Sir William
Sleeman's Gambles and Recollections
of an Indian Official : two volumes
which unfold with equal penetration
and fidelity the manifestations of esta-
blished sentiment among the Hindoos
and Mahomedans. Vol. i. ch. iv., de-
scribing a Suttee on the Nerbudda, is
one of the most impressive chapters in
the work: the rather as it describes
the continuance of a hallowed custom,
transmitted even from the days of
Alexander. I transcribe also some
valuable matter from an eminent liv-
ing scholar, whose extensive erudition
comprises Oriental as well as Hellenic
philosophy.

M. Barthelemy St. Hilaire (Premier
Memoire sur le Sankhya, Paris, 1852,
pp. 392-395) observes as follows re-
specting the Sanscrit system of phi-
losophy called Sarikhya, the doctrine
expounded and enforced by the philo-
sopher Kapila—and respecting Buddha
and Buddhism which was built upon
the Sankhya, amending or modifying it.
Buddha is believed to have lived

about 547 B.C. Both the system of
Buddha, and that of Kapila, are athe»
istic, as described by M. St. Hilaire.

" Le second point oil Bouddha se
separe de Kapila concerne la doctrine.
L'homme ne peut rester dans ]' incer-
titude que Kapila lui laisse encore.
L'ame deiivre'e, selou les doctrines de
Kapila, peut toujours renaitre. II n'y
a qu'un nioyen, un seul moyen, de le
sauver,—c'est de l'aneantir. Le neant
seul est un sur asile: on ne revient
pas de celui la.—Bouddlia lui promet
le neant; et c'est avec cette promesse
inouie qu'il a passionne les hommes
et converti les peuples. Que cette
monstrueuse croyance, partage'e au-
jourd'hui par trois cents millions de
sectateurs, revolte en nous les instincts
les plus energiques de notre nature—
qu'elle souleve toutes les repugnances
et toutes les horreurs de notre ame—
qu'elle nous paraisse aussi incompre-
hensible que hideuse—peu importe.
Une partie considerable de l'humanite
l'a recjue,—prete meme a la justifier
par toutes les subtilites de la meta-
physique la plus raffinee, et a la con-
fesser dans les tortures des plus affreux
supplices et les austerites homicides
d'un fanatisme aveugle. Si c'est une
gloire que de dominer souverainement,
a travers les ages, la foi des hommes,—
jamais fondateur de religion n'en eut
une plus grande que le Bouddha: car
aucun n'eut de proselytes plus fidelea
ni plus nombreux. Mais je me trompe:
le Bouddha ne pre'tendait jamais fonder
une religion. II n'etait que pliilo-
sophe: et instruit dans toutes les
sciences des Brahmans, il ne voulut
personnellement que fonder, a leur
exemple, un nouveau systeme. Seule-
ment, les moyens qu'il employait du-
rent rnener ses disciples plus loin qu'il
ne comptait aller lui meme. En
s'adressant a la foule, il faut bientot
la discipliner et la regler. De la, cette
ordination religieuse que le Bouddha
donnait a ses adeptes, la hierarchie
qu'il etablissait entre eux, fonde'e
uniquement, comme la science l'exi-
geait, sur le merite divers des intelli-
gences et des vertus—la douce et sainte
morale qu'il prechait,—le de'tachement
de toutes choses en ce monde, si con-
venable a des asce'tes qui ne pensent
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or false, probable or improbable, just or unjust, holy or un-
holy, honourable or base, respectable or contemptible, pure
or impure, beautiful or ugly, decent or indecent, obligatory to
do or obligatory to avoid, respecting the status and relations
of each individual in the society, respecting even the admis-
sible fashions of amusement and recreation—this is an esta-
blished fact and condition of things, the real origin of which
is for the most part unknown, but which each new member of
the society is born to and finds subsisting. It is transmitted
by tradition from parents to children, and is imbibed by the
latter almost unconsciously from what they see and hear
around, without any special season of teaching, or special
persons to teach. It becomes a part of each person's nature
—a standing habit of mind, or fixed set of mental tendencies,
according to which, particular experience is interpreted and
particular persons appreciated." It is not set forth in system-
atic proclamation, nor impugned, nor defended: it is en-
forced by a sanction of its own, the same real sanction or
force in all countries, by fear of displeasure from the Gods,
and by certainty of evil from neighbours and fellow-citizens.
The community hate, despise, or deride, any individual mem-
ber who proclaims his dissent from their social creed, or even
openly calls it in question. Their hatred manifests itself in
different ways, at different times and occasions, sometimes by
burning or excommunication, sometimes by banishment or

qu'au salut eternel—le voeu de pau-
vrete, qui est la premiere loi des
Bouddhistes—et tout cet ensemble de
dispositions qui constituent un gou-
vernement au lieu d'une ecole.

on by M. Barthelemy St. Hilaire in his
other work—Bouddha et sa religion,
Paris, 1862, ed. 2nd.: especially in his
Chapter on the Nirvana: wherein more-
over he complains justly of the little

" Mais ce n'est la que l'exte'rieur du j notice which'authors take, of the esta-
Bouddliisme : e'en est le de'veloppe- I Wished beliefs of those varieties of the
ment mate'riel et ne'eessaire. Au fond, ' human race which are found apart
son principe est celui du Sankhya: i from Christian Europe,
settlement, il l'applique en grand.— I - This general fact is powerfully set
C'est la science qui de'livre l'iiomme: ' forth by Cicero, in the beginning of
et le Bouddha ajoute — Pour que i the third Tuseulan Disputation. Chry-
l'homme soit delivre a jaraais, il faut . sippus the Stoic, " ut est in omni his-
qu'il arrive au Nirvana, c'est a dire, i toria curiosus," had collected striking
qu'il soit absolument aneanti. Le j examplesof these consecrated practices,
ne'ant est done le bout de la science: ! cherished in one territory, abhorrent
et le salut eternel, c'est l'aneantisse- ' elsewhere. (Cicero Tusc Disp i
ment." 45, 108.)

The same line of argument is insisted
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interdiction" from fire and water; at the very least, by exclu-
sion from that amount of forbearance, good-will, and esti-
mation, without which the life of an individual becomes
insupportable : for society, though its power to make an indi-
vidual happy is but limited, has complete power, easily exer-
cised, to make him miserable. The orthodox public do not
recognise in any individual citizen a right to scrutinise their
creed, and to reject it if not approved by his own rational
judgment. They expect that he will embrace it in the
natural course of things, by the mere force of authority and
contagion—as they have adopted it themselves: as they have
adopted also the current language, weights, measures, divi-
sions of time, &c. If he dissents, he is guilty of an offence
described in the terms of the indictment preferred against
Sokrates—" Sokrates commits crime, inasmuch as he does
not believe in the Gods, in whom the city believes, but intro-
duces new religious beliefs," &c.y " Nonaos (Law and Custom),
King of All" (to borrow the phrase which Herodotus cites
from Pindar2), exercises plenary power, spiritual as well as

* See the description of the treat-
ment of Aristodemus, one of the two
Spartans who survived the battle of
Thermopylse, after his return home,
Herodot. vii. 231, ix. 71. The inter-
diction from communion of fire, water,
eating, sacrifice, &c, is the strongest
manifestation of repugnance : so insup-
portable to the person excommunicated,
that it counted for a sentence of exile
in the Roman law. (Deinarchus cont.
Aristogeiton, s. 9. Heineccius, Ant.
Eom. i. 16, 9, 10.)

y Xenophon, Memor. i. 1, 1. 'ASi/ceT
2«/cp<XTT]S, oiis fxiv T\ ir6Xts pojuifei deovs,
ov vofj.i£wv, erepa 5e Kcuva 8<xip.6i/ia
elffipepw, &c. Plato (Leges, x. 909,
910) and Oicero (Legib. ii. 19-25) for-
bid Kcuvh Saifiivia, " separatim nemo
habessit Deos," &c.

z Nci|Uos iravTuiv jicuriXtvs (Herodot.
iii. 38). It will be seen from Herodotus,
as well as elsewhere, that the idea
really intended to be expressed by the
word N6/j.o s is much larger than what
is now commonly understood by Law.
It is equivalent to that which Epik-
tetus calls T£> Soyfia—iravTaxov aviKi)-

TOV TO S6y/u.a (Epiktet. iii. 16). It in-
cludes what is meant by TO J>6/J.I/IOV
(Xenop. Memor. iv. 4, 13-24), TO V&-
[xip.a, TO. vo[xi£6fizva, T~a TraTpia, TO. V6-
ftaia, including both positive morality
and social sesthetical precepts, as well
as civil or political, and even personal
habits, such as that of abstinence from
spitting or wiping the nose (Xeuop.
Cyrop. viii. 8, 8-10). The case which
Herodotus quotes to illustrate his ge-
neral thesis is the different treatment
which, among different nations, is con-
sidered dutiful and respectful towards
senior relatives and the corpses of de-
ceased relatives; which matters come
under T&ypavTa Kaa<pa\ri ®ewv N<S/ti,ua
(Soph. Antig. 440) — of immemorial
antiquity:—

Ov yap Tt vvv y€ K<zx#es, aA\' iet 7TOT£
Z-fj TaOVa, KOu8ets olSev e£ OTOV '(j>av?j.

N6fxos and eViTriSeu^a run together in
Plato's mind, dictating every hour's
proceeding of the citizen through life
(Leges, vii. 807-808-823).

We find Plato, in the Leges, which
represents the altered tone and com-
pressive orthodoxy of his old age, ex-
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temporal, over individual minds; moulding the emotions as
well as the intellect according to the local type—determining
the sentiments, the belief, and the predisposition in regard to
new matters tendered for belief, of every one—fashioning
thought, speech, and points of view, no less than action—and
reigning under the appearance of habitual, self-suggested ten-
dencies. Plato, when he assumes the function of Constructor,
establishes special officers for enforcing in detail the authority
of King Nomos in his Platonic variety. But even where no
such special officers exist, we fid Plato himself describing
forcibly (in the speech assigned to Protagoras)a the working

tolling the simple goodness (eirtjtfeia)
of our early forefathers, who believed
implicitly all that was told them, and
were not clever enough to raise doubts,
tlxnrep -ravvv (Legg. iii. 679, 680).
Plato dwells much upon the danger
of permitting any innovation on the
fixed modes of song and danoe (Legg.
v. 727, vii. 797-800), and forbids it
under heavy penalties. He says that
the lawgiver both can consecrate com-
mon talk, and ought to consecrate it
•—Kadieptvaai TTJV <prj^.7]v (Legg. 838),
the dicta of Nifyios BatriXfvs.

Pascal describes, in forcible terms,
the wide-spread authority of N<(,uos
BairiAeus :—" II ne faut pas se mecon-
naitre, nous sommes automates autant
qu'esprit: et dela vient que l'instru-
ment, par lequel la persuasion se fait,
n'est pas la seule de'monstration. Com-
bien y a-t-il peu de choses de'montre'es!
Les preuves ne convaiuquent que
l'esprit. La coutume fait nos preuves
les plus fortes et les plus crues; elle
incline I automate, qui eutraine I esprit
sans qu'ily pense. Qui a demontre qu il
sera demain jour, et que nous rnour-
rons — et qu'y a-t-il de plus cru?
C'est done la coutume qui nous en
persuade, c'est elle qui fait tant de
Chretiens, c'est elle qui fait les Turcs,
les Paiens, les metiers, les soldats, &c.
Enfin, il faut avoir recours a elle quand
vine fois l'esprit a TU oil est la ve'rite,
arm de nous abreuver et nous teindre
de cette cre'ance, qui nous e'ehappe a
toute heure; car d'en avoir toujours
les preuves presentes, e'ebt trop d'affaire.
II faut acque'rir une creance plus facile,
qui est celle de Fhabitude, qui, sans
violence, sans art, sans argument, nous

fait croire les choses, et incline toutes
nos puissances a cette croyance, en
sorte que notre ame y tombe naturelle-
ment. Quand on ne croit que par la
force de la conviction, et que 1'auto-
mate est incline a croire le contraire,
ce n'est pas assez." (Pascal, Pcnsees,
ch. xi. p. 237, ed. Louandre, Paris,
1854.)

Herein Pascal coincides with Mon-
taigne, of whom he often speaks
harshly eueugh. " Comme de vray
nous n'avons autre mire de la ve'rite
et de la raison, que l'exemple et l'ide'e
des opinions et usances du pays oil
nous sommes : la est toujours la par-
faite religion, la parfaite police, parfait
et accomply usage de toutes choses."
(Essais de Montaigne, i. 30, p. 121.)
Compare the same train of thought in
Descartes (Discours sur la Methode,
pp. 132-139, ed. Cousin).

* Plat. Protag. 320-328. The large
sense of the word N6pos, as conceived
by Pindar and Herodotus, must be kept
in mind, comprising positive morality,
religious ritual, consecrated habits, the
local turns of sympathy and antipathy,
&c. M. Salvador observes, respecting
the Mosaic Law: " Qu'on ecrive tous les
rapports publics et prives qui unissent
les membres d'un peuple quelconque,
et tous les principes sur lesquels ces
rapports sont fonde's—il en resultera
un ensemble complet, un ve'ritable
systcme plus ou moins raisonnable, qui
sera l'expression exacte de la maniere
d'exister d'un peuple. Or, cet ensemble
ou ce systeme est ce que les Hebreux
appellent la tora, la loi ou la constitu-
tion publique—en prenant ce mot dans
le sens le plus e'tendu." (Salvador,
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of that spontaneous, ever-present police by whom the autho-
rity of King Nomos is enforced in detail—a police not the
less omnipotent because they wear no uniform, and carry no
recognised title.

There are, however, generally a few exceptional minds to
whom this omnipotent authority of King Nomos is ^oV^™ .
repugnant, and who claim a right to investigate " £
and judge for themselves on many points already
settled and foreclosed by the prevalent orthodoxy.

1 minds,

y,

In childhood and youth these minds must have but insist °"
gone through the ordinary influences,1" but without

exercising

Histoire des Institutions de Moyse,
ch. ii. p. 95.)

Compare also about the sense of the
word Lex, as conceived by the Arabs,
M. Eenan, Averroes, p. 286, and
Mr. Mill's chapter respecting the all-
comprehensive character of the Hin-
doo law (Hist, of India, ch. iv., begin-
ning) : " In the law books of the
Hindus, the details of jurisprudence
and judicature occupy comparatively
a very moderate space. The doctrines
and ceremonies of religion; the rules
and practice of education; the institu-
tions, duties, and customs of domestic
life; the maxims of private morality,
and even of domestic economy; the
rules of government, of war, and of
negotiation; all form essential parts of
the Hindu code of law, and are treated
in the same style, and laid down with
the same authority, as the rules for the
distribution of justice."

Mr. Maine, in Ms admirable work on
Ancient Law, notes both the all-compre-
hensive and the irresistible ascendancy
of what is called Law in early societies.
He remarks emphatically that " the
stationary condition of the human race
is the rule—the progressive condition
the exception—a rare exception in the
history of the world." (Chap. i. pp.
16-18-19; chap. ii. pp. 22-24.)

Again, Mr. Maine observes:—" The
other liability, to which the infancy of
society is exposed, has prevented or
arrested the progress of far the greater
part of mankind. The rigidity of an-
cient law, arising chiefly from its early
association and identification "with reli-
gion, has chained down the mass of
the human race to those views of life

and conduct which they entertained at
the time when their institutions were
first consolidated into a systematic
form. There were one or two races
exempted by a marvellous fate from
this calamity: and grafts from these
stocks have fertilised a few modem
societies. But it is still true that over
the larger part of the world, the per-
fection of law has always been consi-
dered as consisting in adherence to the
ground plan supposed to have been
marked out by the legislator. If in-
tellect has in such cases been exercised
upon jurisprudence, it has uniformly
prided itself on the subtle perversity of
the conclusions it could build on ancient
texts, without discoverable departure
from their literal tenor." (Maine, An-
cient Law, ch. iv. pp. 77-78.)

b Cicero, Tusc. D. iii. 2 ; Aristot.
Ethic. Nikom. x. 10, 1179, b. 23. 6 5e
\6yos Kal 7} Sidaxb ^h TTOT' OUK ep
HafTiv iffXV' V p p y
rots zBtffi r))V rod anpoarov tyvx^iv irpbs
rb Ka\u>s xa'lP€lv Ka^ ^•'•fT^iv, &o"irtp yr\v
T V Bptyovaav T)> ffiripixa. To the same
purpose Plato, Eepubl. iii. 402 A, Legg.
ii. 653 B, 659 B, Plato and Aristotle
Cand even Xenophon, Cyrop. i. 2, 3),
aiming at the formation of a body of
citizens, and a community very different
from anything which they saw around
them—require to have the means of
shaping the early sentiments, love,
hatred, &c, of children, in a manner
favourable to their own ultimate views.
This is exactly what N<f|Uos BamAeiis
does effectively in existing societies,
without need of special provision for
the purpose. See Plato, Protagor. 325,
326.
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the permanent stamp which such influences commonly leave
behind. Either the internal intellectual force of the indi-
vidual is greater, or he contracts a reverence for some new
authority, or (as in the case of Sokrates) he believes himself to
have received a special mission from the Gods—in one way or
other the imperative character of the orthodoxy around him
is so far enfeebled, that he feels at liberty to scrutinise for
himself the assemblage of beliefs and sentiments around him.
If he continues to adhere to them, this is because they ap-
prove themselves to his individual reason: unless this last
condition be fulfilled, he becomes a dissenter, proclaiming his
dissent more or less openly, according to circumstances.
Such disengagement from authority traditionally consecrated
(e^aWayrj rcov elusdoTcov vo/j,i/u.(ov),c and assertion of the right
of self-judgment, on the part of a small minority of ISioyvco-
fiove<i,A is the first condition of existence for philosophy or
" reasoned truth."

c Plato, PkEedrus, 265 A. In the
Thnseus (p. 40 E) Plato interrupts the
thread of bis own speculations on cos-
mogony, to take in all the current
theogony on the authority of King
Nomos. aZvvarov oiiv Betjiiv TTCLLCTIV airt-
CTe?V, KCUTTep &V€V T6 ^IK6TU)V Kal
avayitaiwy awoSei^uv Xzyovffiv J &AA.'
ws oi/ceTa (paffKovaiy aTrcryyeAXetv,
eTTOfJLzvoys Tq> vofxtp TrtcTTevrtov.

Hegel adverts to this severance of
the individual consciousness from the
common consciousness of the commu-
nity, as the point of departure for
philosophical theory :—" On one hand,
we are now called upon to find some
specific matter for the general form of
Good ; such closer determination of
The Good is the criterion required.
On the other hand, the exigencies of
the individual subject come promi-
nently forward : this is the conse-
quence of the revolution which So-
krates operated in the Greek mind.
So long as the religion, the laws, the
political constitution, of any people,
are in full force—so long as each indi-
vidual citizen is in complete harmony
with them all—no one raises the ques-
tion, What has the Individual to do for
himself? In a moralised and religious
social harmony, each individual finds

his destination prescribed by the esta-
blished routine; while this positive
morality, religion, laws, form also the
routine of his own mind. On the con-
trary, if the Individual no longer stands
on the custom of his nation, nor feels
himself in full agreement with the
religion and laws—he then no longer
finds what he desires, nor obtains satis-
faction in the medium around him.
When once such discord has become
confirmed, the Individual must fall
back on his own reflections, and seek
his destination there. This is what
gives rise to the question—What is the
essential scheme for the Individual ?
To what ought he to conform—what
shall he aim at ? An ideal is thus set
up for the Individual. This is, the
Wise Man, or the Ideal of the Wise
Man, which is, in truth, the separate
working of individual self-conscious-
ness, conceived as an universal or
typical character." (Hegel, Geschiehte
der Philosophie, Part ii. pp. 132, 133.)

d This is an expression of the learned
Huet, Bishop of Avranches:—" Si quel-
qu'un me demande maintenant, ce que
nous sommes, puisque nous ne voulons
etre ni Aeademiciens, ni Sceptiques, ni
Eclectiques, ni d'aucune autre Secte,
je repondrai que nous sommes notres —
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Amidst the epic and lyric poets of Greece, with their
varied productive impulse—as well as amidst the j ^ ,
Gnomic pliilosophers, the best of whom were also ^ . ^ ^
poets—there are not a few manifestations of such ™dividuals-or

freethinkers
in Greece.freely judging individuality. Xenophanes the phi-

losopher, M'ho wrote in poetry, censured severely several of
the current narratives about the Gods: and Pindar, though
in more respectful terms, does the like. So too, the theories
about the Kosmos, propounded by various philosophers,
Thales, Anaximenes, Pythagoras, Herakleitus, Anaxagoras,
&c, were each of them the free offspring of an individual
mind. But these were counter-affirmations: novel theories,
departing from the common belief, yet accompanied by little
or no debate, or attack, or defence: indeed the proverbial
obscurity of Herakleitus, and the recluse mysticism of the
Pythagoreans, almost excluded discussion. These philoso-
phers (to use the phrase of Aristotlee) had no concern with

c'est a dire libres: ne voulans soumettre
notre esprit a ancune autorite', et
n'approuvans que ce qui nous paroit
s'approcher plus pres de la verite. Que
si quelqu'un, par mocquerie ou par
flatterie, nous appelle ISioyvufiovas—
c'est a dire, attache's a nos propres
sentimens, nous n'y repugnerons pas."
(Huet, Traite Pnilosophique de la
Foiblesse de l'Esprit Humain, liv. ii.
oh. xi. p. 224, ed. 1741.)

e Aristot. Metaphys. A. 9S7, b. 32.
Eusebius, having set forth the dissen-
tient and discordant opinions of the va-
rious Hellenic philosophers, triumph-
antly contrasts with them the steady
adherence of Jews and Christians to one
body of truth, handed down by an uni-
form tradition from father to son, from
the first generation of man—aicb Trpdrrj!
avBpanroyovias. (Prsep. Ev. xiv. 3.)

Cicero, in the treatise (not preserved)
entitled Hortensius - set forth, at some
length, an attack and a defence of phi-
losophy ; the former he assigned to
Hortensius, the latter he undertook in
bis own name. One of tlie arguments
urged by Hortensius against philo-
sophy, to prove that it was not " vera
sapieutia," was, that it was both an
human invention and a recent novelty,
not handed down by tradition a prin-
cipio, therefore not natural to man.
" Q U K si secundum hominis naturam

est, cum homine ipso cooperit necesse
est; si vero non est, nee capere quidem
illam posset humana natura. Ubi apud
antiquiores latuit amor iste iuvesti-
gandas veritatis ? " (Lactantius, List.
Divin. iii. 16.) The loss of this Cice-
ronian pleading (Philosophy versus
Consecrated Tradition) is much to be
deplored. Lactantius and Augustin
seem to have used it largely.

The Hermotimus of Lucian, mani-
festing all his lively Sokratic acute-
ness, is a dialogue intended to expose
the worthlessness of all speculative
philosophy. The respondent Her-
motimus happens to be a Stoic, but
the assailant expressly declares (c. 85)
that the arguments would be equally
valid against Platonists or Ari-
stotelians. Hermotimus is advised to
desist from philosophy, to renounce
inquiry, to employ himself in some of
the necessary affairs of life, and to
acquiesce in the common received
opinions, which would carry him
smoothly along the remainder of bis
life (a£icD irpt&TTeLv n rwv avayKaiwv,
Kal '6 <re irapaTrefAipei es rb Koiirbv rod
i8tov, TO Koiva Tavra (ppovovvra, c. 72).
Among the worthless philosophical
speculations Lucian ranks geometry;
the geometrical definitions (point and
line i he declares to be nonsensical and
inadmissible (c. 74;.
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Dialectic: which last commenced in the fifth century B.C.,
with the Athenian drama and dikastery, and was enlisted in
the service of philosophy by Zeno the Eleate and Sokrates.

Both the drama and the dikastery recognise two or more
KseofDia- different ways of looking at a question, and require
lectic—Effect J , ,, , . , i , M

of the Drama that no conclusion shall be pronounced until
Dikastery. opposing disputants have been heard and com-
pared. The Eumenides plead against Apollo, Prometheus
against the mandates and dispositions of Zeus, in spite of
the superior dignity as well as power with which Zeus is
invested: every Athenian citizen, in his character of dikast,
took an oath to hear both the litigant parties alike, and to
decide upon the pleadings and evidence according to law.
Zeno, in his debates with the anti-Parmenidean philosophers,
did not trouble himself to parry their thrusts. He assumed
the aggressive, impugned the theories of his opponents, and
exposed the contradictions in which they involved them-
selves. The dialectic process, in which there are (at the
least) two opposite points of view both represented—the
negative and the affirmative—became both prevalent and
interesting.

I have in a former chapter explained the dialectic of
Application Zeno, as it bore upon the theories of the anti-Par-
scruttoy"™ menidean philosophers. Still more important was
SOOM topics the proceeding of Sokrates, when he applied the
by okiutes. ^Q scrutiny to ethical, social, political, religious
topics. He did not come forward with any counter-theories :
he declared expressly that he had none to propose, and that
he was ignorant. He put questions to those who on their
side professed to know, and he invited answers from them.
His mission, as he himself described it, was, to scrutinise
and expose false pretensions to knowledge. Without such
scrutiny, he declares life itself to be not worth having. He
impugned the common and traditional creed, not in the
name of any competing doctrine, but by putting questions on
the familiar terms in which it was confidently enuntiated,
and by making its defenders contradict themselves and feel
the shame of their own contradictions. The persons who
held it were shown to be incapable of defending it, when
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tested by an acute cross-examiner; and their supposed know-
ledge, gathered up insensibly from the tradition around
them, deserved the language which Bacon applies to the
science of his day, conducting indirectly to the necessity of
that remedial course which Bacon recommends. " Nemo
adhuc tanta. mentis constantia. et rigore inventus est, ut
decreverit et sibi proposuerit, theorias et notiones communes
penitus abolere, et intellectum abrasum et sequum ad particu-
laria rursus applicare. Itaque ratio ilia quam habemus, ex
multa fide et multo etiam casu, necnon ex puerilibus quas
primo hausimus, notionibus, farrago qusedam est et con-

" f
geries

Never before (so far as we know) had the authority of
King Nomos been exposed to such an enemy as this Emphatic
dialectic or cross-examination by Sokrates: the pre- sEte6

nobfy

scriptive creed and unconsciously imbibed sentiment MtteSon'
("ratio ex fide, casu, et puerilibus notionibus") indivwSai™
being thrown upon their defence against negative
scrutiny brought to bear upon them by the inquisitive reason
of an individual citizen. In the Apology, Sokrates clothes
his own strong intellectual oestrus in the belief (doubtless
sincerely entertained) of a divine mission. In the Gorgias,
the Platonic Sokrates asserts it in naked and simple, yet not
less emphatic, language. " You, Polus, bring against me
the authority of the multitude, as well as that of the most
eminent citizens, all of whom agree in upholding your view.
But I, one man standing here alone, do not agree with you.
And I engage to compel you, my one respondent, to agree
with me."g The autonomy or independence of individual

' Bacon, Nov. Org. Aph. 97. I have
already cited this passage in a note on
the 68th chapter of my 'History of
Greece,' pp. 612-613 ; in which note I
have also alluded to other striking
passages of Bacon, indicating the con-
fusion, inconsistencies, and misap-
prehensions of the " intellectms sibi per-
missus." In that note, and in the
text of the chapter, I have endeavoured
to illustrate the same view of the
Sokratic procedure as that which is
here taken.

VOL. I.

z Plato, Gorgias, p. 472 A. Kal vvv,
irepl wv ah Keyzts, b\iyov o~ol -navres
ffvjxtpiiffovtn TtxvTa 'ABTJVCUOI Kal ol lepox,
Kal iav f3ov\y Kar' spou [laprvpas ira-
pa^XfO'Bai as OVK a\m9f) Aeyai, fiaprv-
pJiaoval ffoi, ihv pep |8ouAj), Niidas 6
NiKrip&Tov Kal ol a8€\<pol per' avrov—
4av 5e &o6Ar],'Api(rTotcpdT'r]5 6 StceWiov
— iav 5k fiov\ri, y TIepiK\4ovs &\T) olula,
^ &\Kr) avyyiveia H\v rtv fey f$oi\ri TS>V
€j/0a5e 4Kk4£a(T0ai. 'AAA* eyd (Tot
els fxovos kv ovx ofj.o\oya)' ov
yap /J.( (TV avaytcdfrts, &c.

S
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reason against established authority, and the title of negative
reason as one of the litigants in the process of philosophising,
are first brought distinctly to view in the career of Sokrates.

With such a career, we need not wonder that Sokrates,
though esteemed and admired by a select band of
adherents, incurred a large amount of general un-

Avevsion of

longs pecu-

theMe

cedure of popularity. The public (as I have before observed)
Sokrates. , . , . , ,,1 i • i • 1 j . • n

Mistake of do not admit the claim of independent exercise for
that that individual reason. In the natural process of growth

in the human mind, belief does not follow proof,
but springs up apart from and independent of it:
an immature intelligence believes first, and proves

(if indeed it ever seeks proof) afterwards.11 This mental
tendency is farther confirmed by the pressure and authority
of King Nomos; who is peremptory in exacting belief,
but neither furnishes nor requires proof. The community,
themselves deeply persuaded, will not hear with calmness
the voice of a solitary reasoner, adverse to opinions thus
established; nor do they like to be required to explain,
analyse, or reconcile those opinions.1 They disapprove

moral standard, What is its sanction ?
What are the motives to obey it? or
more specifically, What is the source
of its obligation ? Whence does it
derive its binding force ? It is a neces-

j sary part of moral philosophy to pro-
vide the answer to this question :

i which though frequently assuming the
| shape of an objection to the utilitarian

morality, as if it had some special
applicability to that above others,
really arises in regard to all standards.
It arises in fact whenever a person is
called on to adopt a standard, or refer
morality to any basis on which he has
not been accustomed to rest it. For
the customary morality, that which
education and opinion have conse-

i crated, is the only one which presents
I itself to the mind with the feeling of

being in itself obligatory : and when a
person is asked to believe that this
morality derives its obligation from
some general principle round which
eustcm lias not thrown the same halo,
the assertion iw to him a paradox. The
supposed corollaries seem to have a
more binding force than the original

h See Professor Bain's Chapter on
Belief; one of the most original and
instructive chapters in his volume on
the Emotions and the Will, pp. 578-584.

' This antithesis and reciprocal repul-
sion—between the speculative reason
of the philosopher who thinks for him-
self, and the established traditional
convictions of the public—is nowhere
more strikingly enforced than by
Plato in the sixth and seventh books
of the Republic ; together with the
corrupting influence exercised by
King Nomos, at the head of his
vehement and unanimous public, over
those few gifted natures which are
competent to philosophical specula-
tion. See Plato, Rep. vi. 492-493.

The unfavourable feelings with
which the attempts to analyse morality
(especially when quite novel, as such
attempts were in the time of Sokrates)
are received in a community—are
noticed by Mr. John Stuart Mill, in
his tract on Utilitarianism, ch. iii. pp.
38-3'J.

"The question is often asked, and
properly so, in regard to any supposed
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especially that dialectic debate which gives free play and
efficacious prominence to the negative arm. The like dis-
approbation is felt even by most of the historians of philo-
sophy ; who nevertheless, having an interest in the philoso-
phising process, might be supposed to perceive that nothing
worthy of being called reasoned truth can exist, without full
and equal scope to negative as well as to affirmative.

These historians usually speak in very harsh terms of the
Sophists, as well as of Eukleides and the Megaric Tbc game

sect; who are taken as the great apostles of negation. ^Seb
the

But the truth is, that the Megarics inherited it pJS°^ f

from Sokrates, and shared it with Plato. Eukleides tSpiiSf
cannot have laid down a larger programme of by'contem?11'
negation than that which we read in the Apology At'fims
of Sokrates,—nor composed a dialogue more ultra- kSSf >ney

negative than the Platonic Parmenides : nor, again, sStog'diJ
did he depart so widely, in principle as well as in imjuiry'usuai
precept, from existing institutions, as Plato in his orthodox
Eepublic. The charges which historians of philo- pu

sophy urge against the Megarics as well as against the
persons whom they call the Sophists,—such as corruption of
youth—perversion of truth and morality, by making the
worse appear the better reason—subversion of established
beliefs—innovation as well as deception—all these were
urged against Sokrates himself by his contemporaries,11 and

theorem: the superstructure seems to J (pav) l(?xvp6Tepoi; "On e'/ceiVoi fxiy TO
stand better without than with what crairpa ravra airh SoyfiaTcov \aAovtri'
is represented as its foundation. . . . j v/xeTs St T I Ko/itya tmh T£>V xeiAoiy.
The difficulty has no peculiar applica- j OUTWS v/xas ol iSiwrai viKmtn- Uav-
tion to the doctrine of utility, but is
inherent in every attempt to analyse
morality, and reduce it to principles ;
which, unless the principle is already
in men's minds invested with as much
sacredness as any of its applications,

xov yap Iffxvpbv T^ b*6y/j.at i
-rh S6y/xa. (Epiktetus, Hi. 16.)

k Themistius, in defending himself
against contemporary opponents, whom
he represents to have calumniated him,
consoles himself by saying, among

always seems to divest them of a part other observations, that these arrows
of their sanctity." 1 have been aimed at all the philo-

EpiktStus observes that tho refined sophers successively—Sokrates, Plato,
doctrines acquired by the self-reasoning ! Aristotle, Theophrastus. 'O yap ao-
philosopher, often failed to attain that <ptiTT$)s, teal aKa^aiv, Kal Kaivorofxos,
intense hold on his conviction, which • irpwTov fxiv 'SaKpdrovs bvti5i\ iiv,
the " rotten doctrines '' inculcated from ' eirena Tlxdruvos €</)e|5js, eld' ilarepoy
childhood possessed over tlie conviction 'ApHXToreAovs Kal OeotppdaTov. (Orat.
of ordinary men. Am ri oiv £KZLVOI (ol xxiii. p. 340, Dindorf. j

I ol ISiwrai) i^uv (™» (piKoo6- We read in Zeller's account of the

s 2
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indeed against all the philosophers indiscriminately, as we

Platonic philosophy (Phil, der Griech.
vol. ii. p. 368, ed. 2nd.),

"Die prop'adeutische Begriindung
der Platonischen Philosophie besteht
im Allgemeinen darin, dass der un-
philosophische Standpunkt aufgelost,
und die Erhebung zum philosophi-
schen in ihrer Nothwendigkeit nach-
gewiesen wird. Im Besondern konnen
wir drey Stadien dieses Wegs unter-
scheiden. Dea Ausgangspunkt bildet
das gewohnliche Bewusstsein. Indem
die Vorausetzungen, welche Diesem fur
ein Erstes und Festes gegolten liatten,
dialehtisch zersetzt werden, so erhalten
wir zunaclist das negative Mestdtat der
SopMstih. Erst wenn auch diese iiber-
wunden ist, kann der philosophische
Standpunkt positiv entwickelt wer-
den."

Zeller here affirms that it was the
Sophists (Protagoras, Prodikus, Hip-
pias, and others) who first applied
negative analysis to the common con-
sciousness ; breaking up by their
dialectic scrutiny, those hypotheses
which had before exercised authority
therein, as first principles not to be
disputed.

I dissent from this position. I
conceive that the Sophists (Protagoras,
Prodikus, Hippias) did not do what
Zeller affirms, and that Sokrates (and
Plato after him) did do it. The
negative analysis was the weapon of
Sokrates, and not of Protagoras, Pro-
dikus, Hippias, &c. It was he who
declared (see Platonic Apology) that
false persuasion of knowledge was at
once universal and ruinous, and who
devoted his life to the task of exposing
it by cross-examination. The conver-
sation of the Xenophontic Sokrates with
Euthydemus (Memor. iv. 2), exhibits
a complete specimen of that aggres-
sive analysis, brought to bear on the
common consciousness, which Zeller
ascribes to the Sophists : the Platonic
dialogues, in which Sokrates cross-
examines upon Justice, Temperance,
Courage, Piety, Virtue, &c, are of the
like character; and we know from
Xenophon (Mem. i. 1-16) that Sokrates
passed much time in such examinations
with pre-eminent success.

I notice this statement of Zeller, not
because it is peculiar to him (for most
of the modern historians of philosophy
affirm the same; and his history, which

is the best that I know, merely repeats
the ordinary view), but because it
illustrates clearly the view which I
take of the Sophists and Sokrates.
Instead of the unmeaning abstract
" SopliistiJi," given by Zeller and others,
we ought properly to insert the word
" Sokratik," if we are to have any
abstract term at all.

Again—The negative analysis, which
these authors call "Sophistik," they
usually censure as discreditable and
corrupting. To me it appears, on the
contrary, both original and valuable,
as one essential condition for bringing
social and ethical topics under the
domain of philosophy or "reasoned
truth."
_ Professor Charles Thnrot (in his

Etudes sur Aristote, Paris, 1860, p.
119) takes a juster view than Zeller of
the difference between Plato and the
Sophists (Protagoras, Prodikus, Hip-
pias). " Les Sophistes, comme tous
ceux qui dissertent superficiellement
sur des questions de philosophie, et en
particulier sur la morale et la politique,
s'appuyaient sur l'autorite' et le temoi-
gnage ; ils alleguaient les vers des
poetes celebres qui passaient aux yeux
des Grecs pour des oracles de sagesse :
ils invoquaient l'opinion du commun
des hommes. Platon recusait absolu-
ment ces deux especes de te'moignages.
Ni les poetes ni le commun des hommes
ne savent ce qu'ils disent, puisqu'ils
ne peuvent en rendre raison
Aux yeux de Platon, il n'y a d'autre
methode, pour arriver au vrai et pour
le communiquer, que la dialectique :
qui est a la fois l'art d'interroger et de
repondre, et l'art de de'finir et de
diviser."

M. Thurot here declares (in my
judgment very truly) that the Sophists
appealed to the established ethical
authorities, and dwelt upon or adorned
the received common-places — that
Plato denied these authorities, and
brought his battery of negative cross-
examination to bear upon them as
well as upon their defenders. M.
Thurot thus gives a totally different
version of the procedure of the Sophists
from that which is given by Zeller.
Nevertheless he perfectly agrees with
Zeller, and with Anytus, the accuser
of Sokrates (Plat. Menon, pp. 91-92),
in describing the Sophists as a class
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learn from Sokrates himself in the Apology.1 They are
outbursts of feeling natural to the practical, orthodox citizen,
who represents the common sense of the time and place;
declaring his antipathy to these speculative, freethinking,
innovations of theory, which challenges the prescriptive
maxims of traditional custom and tests them by a standard
approved by herself. The orthodox citizen does not feel
himself in need of philosophers to tell him what is truth or
what is virtue, nor what is the difference between real and
fancied knowledge. On these matters he has already settled
persuasions, acquired from his fathers and his ancestors, and
from the acknowledged civic authorities, spiritual and tem-
poral;1" who are to him exponents of the creed guaranteed
by tradition:—

" Quod sapio, satis est mihi: non ego euro
Esse quod Arcesilas eerumnosique Solones."

who made money by deceiving and per-
verting the minds of hearers (p. 120).

1 Plato, Apol. So. p. 23 C. Iva
5e fiij Z6KU<TIV airopelV, T a K ar a
irdvTuv TSIV <p iKoff o<po vvru> v
ir p 6 x* ' p & T avr a \4yovo~iv, on
TO fieretapa Kal ra vnh yris K al 6 € o v s
fii) vopi£etv Kal TOV 5} T T a \4-
•yov Kpe'iTra woittv, &c.

Xenoph. Memor. i. 2, 31. TO xoiyfj
rots <pt\o(?6<pois virb rwv TTOWWV CIRTI-
ftufi€vm>. The rich families in Athens
severely reproached their relatives who
frequented the society of Sokrates.
XenophoD, Sympo. iv. 32.

m See this point strikingly set forth
by Plato, Politikus, 299: also Plutarch,
'EpuTiicis, c. 13, 756 A.

This is the " auctoritag majorum,"
put forward by Cotta in his official
character of Pontifex, as conclusive per
se; when reasons are produced to sus-
tain it, the reasons fail. (Cicero, Nat.
De. iii. 5, 6, 9.)

The " auctoritas majorum," pro-
claimed by the Pontifex Cotta, may
be illustrated by what we read in
Father Paul's History of the Council
of Trent, respecting the proceedings of
that Council when it imposed the duty
of accepting the authoritative interpre-
tation of Scripture :—" Lorsqu'on fut
a opiner sur le quatrieme Article,
presque tous se rendirent a l'avis du
Cardinal Pacheco, qui representa: Que

l'Ecriture ayant ete' explique'e par tant
de gens e'minens en pie'te et en doc-
trine, Ton ne pouvoit pas espe'rer de
rien ajouter de meilleur: Que les
nouvelles Heresies etant toutes nees
des nouveaux sens qu'on avoit donnea
a l'Ecriture, il etoit necessaire d'arre'ter
la licence des esprits modernes, et de
les obliger de se laisser gouverner par
les Anciens et par l'Eglise: Et que si
quelqu'un naissoit avec un esprit sin-
gulier, on devoit le forcer a le ren-
fermer au dedans de lui-meme, et a
ne pas troubler le monde en publiant
tout ce qu'il pensoit." (Fra Paolo,
Histoire du Concile de Trente, traduc-
tion Fran§oise, par Le Courayer, Livre
II. p. 284, 285, in 1546, pontificate of
Paul III.)

P. 289. " Par le second De'cret, il
etoit ordonne en substance, de tenir
l'Edition Vulgate pour autbentique
dans les lemons publiques, les disputes,
les predications, et les explications;
et defendre a qui que ce fut de la
rejeter. On y defendoit aussi d'expli-
quer la Sainte Ecriture dans un sens
contraire a celui que lui donne la
Sainte Eglise notre Mere, et au con-
sentement unanime des Peres, quand
bien-meme on auroit intention de tenir
ces explications secretes; et on ordon-
noit que ceux qui contreviendroient a
cette de'fense fussent punis par les
Ordinaires."
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He will not listen to ingenious sophistry respecting these
consecrated traditions: he does not approve the tribe of
fools who despise what they are born to, and dream of
distant, unattainable novelties:n he cannot tolerate the nice
discoursers, ingenious hair-splitters, priests of subtleties and
trifles—dissenters from the established opinions, who corrupt
the youth, teaching their_ pupils to be wise above the laws,
to despise or even beat their fathers and mothers,0 and

•' Pindar, Pyth. iii. 21.
" E a r l Se rfti>\ov ev av0ptx)TTOLt7t ixaratora
"Oaris aiaxywv €7rixwpia 7ra7TTaiVei Ta
Merajuwfia 6-qpevuv aKpdvrois e\Tri<riv.

0 ^ f TOtO"l 5aifJUHT(.V'
FlaTpious Trapa&oxas, as 9' 6^>jAiKas xpoi'o>
KeKTrjtLtO', ouSeW aura KaTaj3aAet \6yos,
OilS' i}v Si' aKptup TO ao<f)bv cvpriTaL iftptvuiv.

(Euripides, Bacclise, 20C.)

" Illud in his rebus vereor, ne forte rearis
Impia te rationis inire elementa, viamque
Eudogredi sceleris." (Lucretius, i. No.)

Compare Valckenaer, D!atrib. Eurip.
pp. 38, 39, cap. 5.

About the accusations against So-
krutes, of leading the youth to contract
doubts and to slight the authority of
their fathers, see Xenoph. Memor. i.
2, 52 ; Plato, Gorgias, 522 B, p. 79,
Menon, p. 70. A touching anecdote,
illustrating this displeasure of the
fathers against Sokrates, may be found
in Xenophon, Cyropted. iii. 1, 39, where
the father of Tigranes puts to death
the <ro(pi<TT7is who had taught his son,
because that son had contracted a
greater attachment to the <7-O<J>IOT)JS
than to his own father.

Xenophon, Memor. i. 2, 9-49. Apo-
log. So. s. 20; compare the speech of
Kleon in Thucyd. iii. 37. Plato, Poli-
tikus, p. '!'.>'.) E.

Timon in the Silli bestows on So-
krates and his successor*, the title of
axpifloAoyoi. Diogcu. 1. ii. 19. Sext.
Emp. adv. Mathem. vii. 8. Aristo-
phan. Nubes, 130, where Strepsiadcs
says—

nkijtJixtiiv KCU (3pa6us
j

9 yp
Aoyuji' atcptfitDV tr

Compare 320-359 of the same comedy
—av 5e Xe-jnoTaTciip \r\pwv tepev—also
KaniC, 149, b.

When Euripides (i5 crK-nviKbs <pi\6-
aotyos) went down to Hades, he is
described by Aristophanes as giving
clever exhibitions among. the male-

factors there, with great success and
applause. Kanae, 773—

" O T E 5fj KariiKQ' EuptTn'fiTj?, eireSeLKMTO
rots \omo&VT(US (cat TOIS j3aAafTO]TO/AOis,
OTrcp etTT ev "ASou 7rAij0os* oi 6' aKpouifievoi
w avTiXoyiuiv Kat \vyitriMav KaX (TTpOffiiav
vrrepefj-avrjaav, KavoiJ.i(rav ao>puiTaTOv>

These astute cavils and quibbles of
Euripides are attributed by Aristo-
phanes, and the other comic writers,
to his frequent conversations with So-
krates. Eana?, 1490-1500. Dionys.
Hal. Ars Khetorica, p. 301-355. Val-
kenaer, Diatribe in Euripid. c. 4.
Aristophanes describes Sokratcs as
having stolen a garment from the
pahestra (Nubes, 180) ; and Eupolis
also introduces him as having stolen a
wine-ladle (Schol. ad loc. Eupolis,
Fragm. Incert. ix. ed. Meineke). The
fragment of Eupolis (xi. p. 553, 'ASor
Ae<r;t€ij' avThv e/cSi'Salor, & <ro(pi(TToi)
seems to apply to Sokrates. About
the sympathy of the people with the
attacks of the comic writers on So-
krates, see Lucian, Piscat. c. 25.

The rhetor Aristeides (Orat. xlvi.
'Tirep raty TeTTapwy, pp . 406-407-408,
Dindorf), after remarking on the very
vague and general manner in which
the title SO^JKTT^S was applied among
the Greeks (Herodotus having so de-
signated both Solon and Pythagoras),
mentions that Androtion not only spoke
of the seven wise men as TOVS EVTO
crocpitrTas, but also called Sokrates
tnxpirrT^i/ TOVTOV rhv irdvv ; that Lysias
called Plato ao<f>t<rT^v, and called
jEschines (the Sokratie) by the same
title; that Isokrates represented him-
self, and rhetors and politicians like
himself, as <piAo<r6ipovs, while he termed
the dialecticians and critics <ro<pi(rTas.
Nothing could be more indeterminate
than these names, trotyun^s and <pL\6-
<ro(pos. It was Plato who applied him-
self chiefly to discredit the name ao-
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to cheat their creditors—mischievous instructors, whose
appropriate audience are the thieves and malefactors, and
who ought to be silenced if they display ability to pervert
others." Such feeling of disapprobation and antipathy
against speculative philosophy and dialectic—against the
libertas philosophandi—counts as a branch of virtue among
practical and orthodox citizens, rich or poor, oligarchical or
democratical, military or civil, ancient or modern. It is an
antipathy common to men in other respects very different,
to Nikias as well as Kleon, to Eupolis and Aristophanes as
well as to Anytus and Demochares. It was expressed forcibly
by the Koman Cato (the Censor), when he censured Sokrates
as a dangerous and violent citizen; aiming, in his own way, to
subvert the institutions and customs of the country, and
poisoning the minds of his fellow-citizens with opinions
hostile to the laws.q How much courage is required in any
individual citizen, to proclaim conscientious dissent in the
face of wide-spread and established convictions, is recognised
by Plato himself, and that too in the most orthodox and
intolerant of all his compositions.11 He (and Aristotle after

<pi<XT$}S (6 fid\t<7Ta iiravaffTas T<£ bv6-
fian); but others had tried to discredit
<pi\6ffo<pos and rb ($>i\ocro<ptiv in like
manner. It deserves notice that in the
restrictive or censorial law (proposed
by Sophokles, and enacted by the
Athenians in B.C. 307, but repealed in
the following year) against the philo-
sophers and their schools, the philo-
sophers generally are designated as
<ro<J>ioTai. Pollux, Onomast. ix. 42.
ia-ri Se KaX yo/j.os 'AmKbs KOT& TS>V
(ptAofftxpoiivToiv ypa<pe\s, %>v ^o<poK\ris
'A/i(piKXeiSov Sowiei/r eTirey, ev § TWO.
Kara avrwv irpoenrav, eirfiyuye, fiA]

pfify
p Plalo, Euthyphron, p. 3 D. 'A0?;-

vaiois yap oil (r<f>68pa /ie'Aei, &v riva
Stivtiv olavrcu eivat, fiy fiivroi SiSacr-
KaXiitbv Trjs avrov <rotplas' $>v S1 &p
KaX &X\ovs olavrai iroistv roioirdvs,
Qvfiovvrai, CTT* QVV (p66v<p ws <ru \syeis,
e£re SLy &\\o rt.

i Plato, Menon, pp. 90-92. The
antipathy manifested here by Anytus
against the Sophists, is the tame feel-

ing which led him to indict Sokrates,
and which induced also Cato the
Censor, to hate the character of So-
krates, and Greek letters generally.
Plutarch, Cato 23.

Cato, Epistola ap. Pliny, H. N.
xxix. 7. '6\ais <pi\o(ro<pia ^rpoovce-
KpovK&s, KaX Tzaffav 'EAATĵ iK /̂y fiovirav
virb (piAorifilas irpoTrrfAaidfay '6s ye
Kal ^aiKpdrri <pt\(n, \d\ov nal $[aiov
ytv6}i.evov, k-ni-^eiptiv § Tp6ivw SvvaTbv
1]V TVpaVVilv TTJS TTaTpiSoS, KaToXioVTO.
TO (Bt], KOX irpbs tvavrias rois vSftots
5<J|as '4\Kovra KaX ^ditTTayra robs
•KOhiras.

Plato, Legg. viii. p. 835 C. vvv Se
fp

TWOS, hs Trupfrf)<r{a.v 8La(p€p6vTa>s Tifx&v
epe? TO, SoKovvra ipiar' tlvai ir6\€t KOX
ITOAITCUS, if x^/vx^us fiie<p8apfi4vais rb
irpeirov KaX kiro^vov Trdffy rrj iroAiTtia.
TaTTajc, iv&vTia. \tyav rats ftsylfTTataiv
eiridv^Liais KaX OVK %X®V PoTldbv avBpJi-

6 6
Here the dissenter who proclaims his

sincere convictions is spoken of with
respect: compare the contrary feeling
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him), far from recognising the infallibility of established
King Nomos, were bold enough9 to try and condemn him,
and to imagine (each of them) a new No/io? of his own,
representing the political Art or Theory of Politics—a notion
which would not have been understood by Themistokles or
Aristeides.

The dislike so constantly felt by communities having
Aversion to- established opinions, towards free speculation and

dialectic, was aggravated in its application to
Sokrates, because his dialectic was not only novel,
but also public, obtrusive, and indiscriminate.4

The name of Sokrates, after his death, was em-
ployed not merely by Plato, but by all the Sokratic
companions, to cover their own ethical speculations:
moreover, all of them either composed works or gave

appreciating ' r o

lô ê o?1*" lectures. But in either case, readers or hearers
search. were comparatively few in number, and were chiefly
persons prompted by some special taste or interest: while
Sokrates passed his day in the most public place, eager to

wards So-
krates ag-
gravated by
his extreme
publicity of
speech. His
declaration,
that false
persuasion of

universal;
must be un-
derstood as a

Leges, ix. 881 A, and in the tenth book
generally. In the striking passage of
the Kepublic, referred to in a previous
note (vi. 492), Plato declares the lessons
taught by the multitude—the contagion
of established custom and tradition,
communicated by the crowd of earnest
assembled believers—to be of over-
whelming and almost omnipotent force.
The individual philosopher (lie says),
who examines for himself and tries to
stand against it, can hardly maintain
himself without special divine aid.

8 In the dialogue called Politikus,
Plato announces formally and expli-
citly (what the historical Sokrates had
asserted before him, Xen. Mem. iii. 9,
10) the exclusive pretensions of the
Bao-iAeus Tex îKos (representing poli-
tical science, art, or theory) to rule
mankind—the illusory nature of all
other titles to rale—and the mis-
chievous working of all existing
governments. The same view is de-
veloped in the Republic and the Leges.
Compare also Aristotel. Ethic. Nikom.
x. p. 1180, b. 27 ad fin.

In a remarkable passage of the Leges
(i. 637 D, 638 C,, Plato observes, in

touching upon the discrepancy be-
tween different local institutions at
Sparta, Krete, Keos, Tarentum, &c.:—
" If natives of different cities argue
with each other about their respective
institutions, each of them lias a good
and sufficient reason. This is the
custom with us: with you perhaps it
is different. But we, who are now
conversing, do not apply our criticisms
to the private citizen ; we criticise the
lawgiver himself, and try to deter-
mine whether his laws are good or
bad." ijfuy 5£ €<rnv ov irepl rwv
apdpwiricy T«J/ &\Kcav 6 \6yos, aAAet
irepl ruv vopoifTaiv avrwv Kaxias re
K<d aperrjs. King Nomos was not at
all pleased to be thus put upon his trial.

' Cicero, Tusc. Disp. ii. 3. "Est
enim philosophia paucis contenta ju-
dicibus, multitudinem consulto ipsa
fugiens, eique ipsi et suspecta et in-
visa," &c.

The extreme publicity, and indis-
criminate, aggressive conversation of
Sokrates, is strongly insisted on by
Themistius (Orat. xxvi. p. 384, 'Tirep

| TOO xiytiv) as aggravating the displea-
1 sure of the public against him.
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interrogate every one, and sometimes forcing his interro-
gations even upon reluctant hearers." That he could have
been allowed to persist in this course of life for thirty years,
when we read his own account (in the Platonic Apology) of
the antipathy which he provoked—and when we recollect
that the Thirty, during their short dominion, put him under
an interdict—is a remarkable proof of the comparative
tolerance of Athenian practice.

However this may be, it is from the conversation of
Sokrates that the Platonic Dialogues of Search take their
rise, and we must read them under those same funda-
mental postulates which Sokrates enuntiates to the Dikasts
" False persuasion of knowledge is almost universal: the
Elenchus, which eradicates this, is salutary and indispen-
sable : the dialectic search for truth between two active,
self-working minds, both of them ignorant, yet both
feeling their own ignorance, is instructive, as well as
fascinating, though it should end without finding any truth
at all, and without any other result than that of discover-
ing some proposed hypotheses to be untrue." The modern
reader must be invited to keep these postulates in mind, if
he would fairly appreciate the Platonic Dialogues of Search.
He must learn to esteem the mental exercise of free
debate as valuable in itself,* even though the goal recedes
before him in proportion to the steps which he makes in
advance. He perceives a lively antithesis of opinions,
several distinct and dissentient points of view opened,
various tentatives of advance made and broken off. He has
the first half of the process of truth-seeking, without the
last; and even without full certainty that the last half can
be worked out, or that the problem as propounded is one
which admits of an affirmative solution/ But Plato pre-

u Xenophon, Memor. iv. 2, 3-5-40.
1 Aristotel. Topica. i. p. 101, a 29,

with the Soholion of Alexander of
Aphrodisias, who remarks that the
habit of colloquial debate had been
very frequent in the days of Aristotle,
and afterwards; but had comparatively
ceased in his own time, having been
exchanged for written treatises. P. 254,

b. Schol. Brandis ; also Plato, Par-
menid. pp. 135, 136, and the Com-
mentary of Proklus thereupon, p. 776
seqq., and p. 917, ed. Stallbaum.

y A passage in one of the speeches
composed by Lysias, addressed by a
plaintiff in court to the Dikasts, shows
how debate and free antithesis of
opposite opinions, were accounted as
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sumes that the search will be renewed, either by the same
interlocutors or by others. He reckons upon responsive
energy in the youthful subject: he addresses himself to men
of earnest purpose and stirring intellect, who will be spurred
on by the dialectic exercise itself to farther pursuit—men
who, having listened to the working out of different points of
view, will meditate on these points for themselves, and
apply a judicial estimate conformable to the measure of their
own minds. Those respondents, who, after having been
puzzled and put to shame by one cross-examination, became
disgusted and never presented themselves again—were
despised by Sokrates as lazy and stupid.2 For him, as well

pages of that admirable Essay : which
stands almost alone as an unreserved
vindication of the rights of the search-
ing individual intelligence, against
the compression and repression of
King Nomos (pp. 79-80-81) :—

" The loss of so important an aid to
the intelligent and living apprehen-
sion of a truth, as is afforded by the
necessity of explaining it to or defending
it against opponents, though not suffi-
cient to outweigh, is no trifling draw-
back from, the benefits of its universal
recognition. Where this advantage
cannot be had, I confess I should like
to see the teachers of mankind en-
deavouring to provide a substitute for
i t : some contrivance for making the
difficulties of the question as present
to the learner's consciousness, as if
they were pressed upon him by a dis-
sentient champion eager for his con-
version.

" But instead of seeking contrivances
for this purpose, they have lost those
they formerly had. The Sokratic
dialectics, so magnificently exemplified
in.the dialogues of Plato, were a con-
trivance of this description. They
were essentially a discussion of the
great questions of life and philosophy,
directed with consummate skill to the
purpose of convincing any one, who
had merely adopted the common-
places of received opinion, that he did
not understand the .subject—that he as
yet attached no definite meaning to
the doctrines he professed: in order,
that becoming aware of his ignorance,
he might be put in the way to attain a

e s s e n t i a l t o t h e p r o c e s s TOV i p t f y
—KOX eyd> ixiv $\xriv (pt\otro<j)ovvras av~
robs irepl TOV irpa.yfj.aros avTi\4yeiv TOV
ivamwv Xiyov ol b" &pa. OVK avreXeyov,
ixx' avTfirpaTToy. (Lysias, Or. viii.
Ka.KoXoyi.5iv, s. 12, p . 273 ; compare
Plat. Apolog. p. 28 E.)

Bacon describes his own intellectual
cast of mind, in terms which illustrate
the Platonic SiaXoyoi ^TJT^TIKOI,—the
character of the searcher, doubter, and
tester, as contrasted with that of the
confident affirmer and expositor :—
"Me ipsum autem ad veritatis con-
templationes quam ad nlia magis fabre-
factum deprehendi, ut qui mentem et
ad rerum similitndinem (quod maxi-
mum est) agnoscendum satis mobilem,
et ad differentiarum subtilitates obser-
vandas satis fixam et intentam habe-
rem—qui et quxrendi desiderium, et
dubitandi patientiam, et meditandi
voluptatem, et asseretuli cunctationem,
et resipiscendi facilitatem, et dispo-
nendi sollicitudinem tenerem—quique
nee novitatem affectarem, nee antiqui-
tatem admirarer, et omnem imposturam
odissem. Quare naturam meam cum
veritate quandam familiaritatem et cog-
nationem liabere judicavi." (Impetus
Philosophici, De Interpretatione Na-
turse Procemium.)

StiiKpaTiKuis els eKctTepov is the phrase
of Cicero, ad Atticum., ii. 3.

z Xenop. Mem. iv. 2, 40.
Mr. John Stuart Mill, in his Essay

on Liberty, has the following remarks
illustrating Plato's Dialogues of Search.
I should have been glad if I could
have transcribed here many other
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as for Plato, the search after truth counted as the main busi-
ness of life.

Another matter must here be noticed, in regard to these
Dialogues of Search. We must understand how Eesuit called

hih pPlato conceived the goal towards which they tend : which pia
tha t is, t he state of mind which he calls knowledge Power of go-

• . , i nS through a
or cognition. Knowledge (in his view) is not attained sokratio

^ ° K ' cross-exami-

until the mind is brought into clear view of the mti™: not

° attainable
attainableattainab

Universal Forms or Ideas, and intimate commu- f,xceP' .
? through the

nion with them: but the test (as I have already Plat™ic Pro-
V J cess and

obseiTed) for determining whether a man has yet method-
attained this end or not, is to ascertain whether he can give
to others a full account of all that he professes to know, and
can extract from them a full account of all that they profess
to know: whether he can perform, in a manner exhaustive
as well as unerring, the double and correlative function of
asking and answering: in other words, whether he can admi-
nister the Sokratic cross-examination effectively to others,
and reply to it without faltering or contradiction when
administered to himself.a Such being the way in which
stable belief, resting on a clear appre-
hension both of the meaning of doc-
trines and of their evidence. The
school-disputations of the middle ages
had a similar object. They were in-
tended to make sure that the pupil
understood his own opinion, and (by
necessary correlation) the opinion
opposed to it—and could enforce the
grounds of the one and confute those
of the other. These last-mentioned
contests had indeed the incurable
defect, that the premisses appealed to
were taken from authority, not from
reason ; and as a discipline to the
mind they were in every respect
inferior to the powerful dialectics
which formed the intellects of the
' Soeratici viri.' But the modem mind
owes far more to both than it is gener-
ally willing to admit; and the present
modes of instruction contain nothing
which in the smallest degree supplies
the place either of the one or of the
other. . . . It is the fashion of the
present time to disparage negative
logic—that which points out weak-

nesses in theory or errors in practice,
without establishing positive truths.
Such negative criticism would indeed
be poor enough as an ultimate result,
but as a means to attaining any positive
knowledge or conviction worthy the
name, it cannot be valued too highly ;
and until people are again systematic-
ally trained to it, there will be few
great thinkers, and a low general
average of intellect, in any but the
mathematical and physical departments
of speculation. On any other subject
no one's opinions deserve the name
of knowledge, except so far as he
has either had forced upon him by
others, or gone through of himself,
the same mental process which would
have been required of him in carry-
ing on an active controversy with
opponents."

a See Plato, Republic, vii. 518, B, C,
about iraiSei'a, as developing Tr)y ivov-
aav eKatrrov Svyafxtv iv TTJ ^UX?Z : a n d
534, about eTna-r^ui), with its test, rb
Sovvcu Kat 5e|a<r(?ai Ao'yo;'. Compare also
Republic, v. 477, 478, with Theastdt.
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Plato conceives knowledge, we may easily see that it cannot
be produced, or even approached, by direct, demonstrative,
didactic, communication: by simply announcing to the
hearer, and lodging in his memory, a theorem to be proved,
together with the steps whereby it is proved. He must be
made familiar with each subject on many sides, and under
several different aspects and analogies: lie must have had
before him objections with their refutation, and the fallacious
arguments which appear to prove the theorem, but do not
really prove i t :b lie must be introduced to the principal
counter-theorems, with the means whereby an opponent will
enforce them: he must be practised in the use of equivocal
terms and sophistry, either to be detected when the opponent
is cross-examining him, or to be employed when he is cross-
examining an opponent. All these accomplishments must be
acquired, together with full promptitude and flexibility,
before he will be competent to perform those two difficult
functions, which Plato considers to be the test of knowledge.
You may say that such a result is indefinitely distant and
hopeless: Plato considers it attainable, though he admits the
arduous efforts which it will cost. But the point which I
wish to show is, that if attainable at all, it can only be
attained through a long and varied course of such dialectic
discussion as that which we read in the Platonic Dialogues of
Search. The state and aptitude of mind called knowledge,
can only be generated as a last result of this continued prac-

175. C, D ; PhiBdcm, 76, B ; PhEedrua,
276; and Sympos. 202 A. TO opda So-
lafeie KO\ avev TOV exfiV ^iyov Souvcu,
OVK oltrd1 on uvre iirlo'Tao'Bai %<TTIV ;
&\oyov yap TTpayjJia. irws ay eft; eirt-

b On this point the scholastic
manner of handling in the Middle
Ages furnishes a good illustration for
the Platonic dialectic. I Sorrow a
passage from the treatise of M.
Haure'ati.

"Saint Thomas pouvait s'en tenir
la: nous le comprenons, nous avons tout
son systeme sur l'origine des idees, et
nous pouvons croire qu'il n'a plus rien
a nous apprendre a ce sujet. Mais en

scholastique, il ne suffit pas de de-
montrer, par deux ou trois argumens,
repute's invincibles, ce que Ton suppose
etre la verite. II faut, en outre, re-
pondre aux objections premiere,
seconde, troisieme, &c, &c, de divers
intevlocuteurs, souvent imaginaires:
il faut etablir la parfaite concordance
de la conclusion enoncee, et des con-
clusions precedentes ou subsequentes:
il faut reproduire, a l'occasion de
tout probleme controverse, l'ensemble
de la doctrine pour laquelle on s'est
de'clare'."

B. Haureau, De la Philosophie
Scholastique, vol. ii. p. 190.
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tice (to borrow an expression of Longinus).c The Platonic
method is thus in perfect harmony and co-ordination with
the Platonic result, as described and pursued.

Moreover, not merely method and result are in harmony,
but also the topics discussed. These topics were Platonic Pr<>-

- . _ - i i i • • i c e s s adapted

ethical, social, and political : matters especially to Platonic
, H L J t op ics -man

human4 (to use the phrase of Sokrates himself) and society.
familiar to every man, — handled, unphilosophically, by
speakers in the assembly, pleaders in the dikastery, dra-
matists in the theatre. Now it is exactly upon such topics
that debate can be made most interesting, varied, and abun-
dant. The facts, multifarious in themselves, connected with
man and society, depend upon a variety of causes, co-operat-
ing and conflicting. Account must be taken of many different
points of view, each of which has a certain range of appli-
cation, and each of which serves to limit or modify the
others: the generalities, even when true, are true only on
the balance, and under ordinary circumstances; they are
liable to exception, if those circumstances undergo important
change. There are always objections, real as well as ap-
parent, which require to be rebutted or elucidated. To such
changeful and complicated states of fact, the Platonic dia-
lectic was adapted: furnishing abundant premisses and com-
parisons, bringing into notice many distinct points of view,
each of which must be looked at and appreciated, before
any tenable principle can be arrived at. Not only Platonic
method and result, but also Platonic topics, are thus well suited
to each other. The general terms of ethics were familiar but
undefined: the tentative definitions suggested, followed up
by objections available against each, included a large and in-
structive survey of ethical phenomena in all their bearings.

The negative procedure is so conspicuous, and even so
preponderant, in the Platonic dialogues, that no piato does not
*• *• . -p, provide solu-

historian of philosophy can omit to notice it. .But turns for the
r , ., . c, difficulties

many of them (like Xenophon m describing ho- which he has
a succeeding chapter about the Hip-

" Longinus, De Sublim. s. 6. nanoi
irpayua SvaX-nirToV y yap TSIV \6yavrb irpaypa . . . .

Kpitns ITOKXTJS t o r i ireipas
V C h

S p

Compare what is said in

pias Minor.
d Xenop. Mem. i. 1, 12-15.
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raised. The krates) assign to it only a subordinate place and a
and negate™ qualified appl ica t ion : while some (and Schleier-
himcom- inacher especially) represent all the doubts and
pletelydis- \ .
unct. His difficulties m the negative dialogues as exercises toareenunciations c a l i forth the intellectual efforts of the reader, pre-
a priori of x

P a r a t ° r y to full and satisfactory solutions which
Plato has given in the dogmatic dialogues at the

end. The first half of this hypothesis I accept: the last half
I believe to be unfounded. The doubts and difficulties were
certainly exercises to the mind of Plato himself, and were
intended as exercises to his readers: but he has nowhere
provided a key to the solution of them. Where he propounds
positive dogmas, he does not bring them face to face with
objections, nor verify their authority by showing that they
afford satisfactory solution of the difficulties exhibited in his
negative procedure. The two currents of his speculation, the
affirmative and the negative, are distinct and independent
of each other. Where the affirmative is especially pre-
sent (as in Timgeus), the negative altogether disappears.
Timaeus is made to proclaim the most sweeping theories,
not one of which the real Sokrates would have suffered to
pass without abundant cross-examination: but the Platonic
Sokrates hears them with respectful silence, and commends
afterwards. The declaration so often made by Sokrates that
he is a searcher, not a teacher—that he feels doubts keenly
himself, and can impress them upon others, but cannot dis-
cover any good solution of them—this declaration, which is
usually considered mere irony, is literally true.e The Platonic
theory of Objective Ideas separate and absolute, which the
commentators often announce as if it cleared up all diffi-
culties—not only clears up none, but introduces fresh ones
belonging to itself. When Plato comes forward to affirm,
his dogmas are altogether a priori: they enunciate precon-
ceptions or hypotheses, which derive their hold upon his
belief, not from any aptitude for solving the objections which
he has raised, but from deep and solemn sentiment of some

c See the conversation between Menippus and Sokrates. (Lucian, Dialog.
Mortuor. xx.)
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kind or other—religious, ethical, sestlietical, poetical, &c,
the worship of numerical symmetry or exactness, &c. The
dogmas are enuntiations of some grand sentiment of the
divine, good, just, beautiful, symmetrical, &c.,f which Plato
follows out into corollaries. But this is a process of itself;
and while he is performing it, the doubts previously raised
are not called up to be solved, but are forgotten or kept out
of sight. It is therefore a mistake to suppose8 that Plato

1 Dionysius of Halikarnassus re-
marks that the topics upon which
Plato renounces the character of a
searcher, and passes into that of a
vehement affirmative dogmatist, are
those which, are above human investiga-
tion and evidence— the transcendental:
tea) yap tKt'ivos (Plato) T& S t J^a ra OVK
avrbs airo<pali/€Tai, elra irepl avrwv Sta-
yaivi&Tai' aAV iv [i4(T(y r^v £I)TT\ITLV
iroiovfievos irpbs rovs hia\eyofj.evovsy

eupiffKOiv fxaWov rb 5eov S6yfxa, ^ <pi-
XoveiK&v virhp ainov (paiverar irX^v
ocra irep\ TWV KpGiTrSvwv, 3) «a0* ^/uiy,
\4yerai. I Dion. Hal. Ars Ehetoric.
c. 10, p. 376, Keisk.)

M. Arago, in the following passage,
points to a style of theorising in the
physical sciences, very analogous to
that of Plato, generally:—

Arago, Biographies, vol. i. p. 149.
Vie de Fresnel. " De ces deux expli-
cations des phenomenes de la lumiere,
l'une s'appelle la theorie de remission;
l'autre est connu sous le nom de sys-
teme des ondes. On trouve deja des
traces de la premiere dans les e'crits
d'Empedocles. Chez les modernes, je
pourrais citer parmi ses partisans Ke-
pler, Newton, Laplace. Le systeme
des ondes ne compte pas des partisans
moins illustres—Aristote, Descartes,
Huygens, Hooke, Euler, l'avaient
adopte'.

" Au reste, si 1'on s'e'tonnait de voir
d'aussi grands ge'nies ainsi divises, je
dirais quo de leurs temps la question
en litige ne pouvait etre resolue; quo
les experiences ne'eessaires manquaient;
qu'alors les diffe'rens systemes sur la
lumiere e'taient, non des 'deductions
logiques des fails, mais, si je puis m'ex-
prhner ainsi, de simples veritcs de sen-
timent ; qu'enftn, le don de l'infaillibi-
lite n'est pas accorde' meme aux plus
habiles, des qu'en sortant du domaine
des observations, et se jetant dans celui

des conjectures, ils abandonnent la
marche severe et assurc'e dont les
sciences se prevalent de nos jours avec
raison, et qui leur a fait faire de si
incontestables progres."

8 Several of the Platonic critics
speak as if they thought that Plato
would never suggest any difficulty
which he had not, beforehand and
ready-made, the means of solving; and
Munk treats the idea which I have
stated in the text as ridiculous. " Plato
(he observes) must have held pre-
posterous doctrines on the subject of
psedagogy. He undertakes to instruct
others by his writings, before he has
yet cleared up his own ideas on the
question; he proposes, in propaedeutic
writings, enigmas for his scholars to
solve, while he has not yet solved
them himself; and all this for the
praiseworthy (ironically said) purpose
of correcting in their minds the false
persuasion of knowledge." (Dicnatiir-
liche Ordnung der Platon. Schrift. p.
515.)

That which Munk here derides, ap-
pears stated, again and again, by the
Platonic Sokrates, as his real puipose.
Munk is at liberty to treat it as ridi-
culous ; but the ridicule falls upon
Plato himself. The Platonic Sokrates
disclaims the pa3dagogic function, de-
scribing himself as nothing more than
a fellow searcher with the rest.

So too Munk declares (p. 79-80, and
Zeller also, Philos. der Griech. vol. ii.
p. 472, ed. 2nd) that Plato could not
have composed the Parmenides, in-
cluding, as it does, such an assemblage
of difficulties and objections against
the theory of Ideas, until he possessed
the means of solving all of them him-
self. This is a bold assertion, alto-
gether conjectural ; for there is no
solution of them given in any of
Piato's writings, and the solutions to
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ties knots in one dialogue only with a view to untie them in
another; and that the doubts which he propounds are already
fully solved in his own mind, only that he defers the an-
nouncement of the solution until the embarrassed hearer has
struggled to find it for himself.

Some critics, assuming confidently that Plato must have
H othesis- Pr°duced a full breadth of positive philosophy to
that piato had countervail his own negative fertility, yet not find-
S0lV6Q 9.11 1113 ^

ing enough of it in the written dialogues—look for
it elsewhere. Tennemann thinks, and his opinion is
partly shared by Boeckh and K. F. Hermann, that
the direct, affirmative, and highest principles of
Plato's philosophy were enunciated only in his
lectures: that the core, the central points, the great'

principles of his system (der Kern) were revealed thus orally
to a few select students in plain and broad terms, while the
dialogues were intentionally written so as to convey only
indirect hints, illustrations, applications of these great prin-
ciples, together with refutation of various errors opposed to
them : that Plato did not think it safe or prudent to make
any full, direct, or systematic revelation to the general public.11

own diffi
culties for
himself; but
that he com-
municated
the solution

tors in oral
lectures
untenable.

which Munk alludes as given by
Zeller and Steinhart (even assuming
them to be satisfactory, "which I do
not admit) travel much beyond the
limits of Plato.

XJi berweg maintains the same opinion
(Ueber die Aechtheit derPlaton. Schrif-
ten. p. 103-104); that Sokrates, in the
Platonic Dialogues, though he appears
as a Searcher, must nevertheless be
looked upon as a matured thinker,
wlio has already gone through the in-
vestigation for himself, and solved all
the difficulties, but who goes back
upon the work of search over again,
for the instruction of the interlocutors.
" The special talent and dexterity ("Vir-
tuosi tat) which Sokrates displays in
conducting the dialogue, can only be
explained by supposing that he has
already acquired for himself a firm and
certain conviction on the question dis-
cussed."

Tljis opinion of Ueberweg appears
to me quite untenable, as well as in-
consistent with a previous opinion

which he had given elsewhere (Pla-
tonische Welt-seele, p. 69-70).—That
the Platonic Ideenlehre was altogether
insufficient for explanation. The im-
pression which the Dialogues of
Search make upon me is directly the
reverse. My difficulty is, to under-
stand how the constructor of all these
puzzles, if he has the answer ready
drawn up in his pocket, can avoid
letting it slip out. At any rate, I
stand upon the literal declarations,
often repeated, of Sokrates; while
Munk and Ueberweg contradict them.

For the doubt and hesitation which
Plato puts into the mouth of Sokratea
(even in the Republic, one of his
most expository compositions) see a re-
markable passage, Rep. v. p. 450 B.
airitTTOvvTa 8£ KOX QTITOVVTO. afxa Tobs
\6yovs irote'io'dat, h Sfy eyk Spw, &c.

11 Tennemann, Gesch. der Philos. ii.
pp. 205-220. Hermann, Ueber Plato's
Schrifeteller Motive, pp. 290-294.

Hermann considers this reserve and
double doctrine to be unworthy of
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I have already said that I think this opinion untenable.
Among the few points which we know respecting the oral
lectures, one is, that they were delivered not to a select and
prepared few, but to a numerous and unprepared audience:
while among the written dialogues, there are some which, far
from being popular or adapted to an ordinary understanding,
are highly perplexing and abstruse. The Tiinseus does not
confine itself to indirect hints, but delivers positive dogmas
about the super-sensible world : though they are of a mystical
cast, as we know that the oral lectures De Bono were also.

Towards filling up this gap, then, the oral lectures cannot be
shown to lend any assistance. The cardinal point of characteristic
difference between them and the dialogues was, that lectures—
they were delivered by Plato himself, in his own were delivered

, , . , T in Plato's
name ; whereas he never published any written com- own name.

T-. i In what
position in his own name. But we do not know other respects
* . # > they departed

enough to say, in what particular way this difference fr.om the
would manifest itself. Besides the oral lectures, de- cannot say-
livered to a numerous auditory, it is very probable that Plato
held special communications upon philosophy with a few ad-
vanced pupils. Here however we are completely in the dark.
Yet I see nothing, either in these supposed private communi-
cations or in the oral lectures, to controvert what was said
in the last page—that Plato's affirmative philosophy is not
fitted on to his negative philosophy, but grows out of other
mental impulses, distinct and apart. Plato (as Aristotle tells
us1) felt it difficult to determine, whether the march of philo-
sophy was an ascending one toward the principia (apxas), or
a descending one down from the principia. A good philo-
sophy ought to suffice for both, conjointly and alternately:
in Plato's philosophy, there is no road explicable either up-
wards or downwards, between the two : no justifiable mode
Plato, and ascribes it to Protagoras
and other Sophists, on the authority
of a passage in the Thesetetus (152 C),
which does not at all sustain his alle-
gation.

Hermann considers " die akroama-
tischen Lehren als Fortsetzung und
Schlusstein der schriftlichen, die dort
erst zur vollen Klarheit principieller

VOL. I.

Auffassung erhoben wurden, ohne je-
doch iiber den n'amlichen Gegenstand,
soweit die Rede auf denselben kom-
men musste, etwas wesentlich Ver-
schiedenes zn lehren " (p. 293).

' Aristot. Eth. Nikom. i. 4. e5 yap
Ktt\ XlXdruv ^TtJpei TOVTO Kal ££yirei,
ir6repov curb TWV ap ĉD*', % firl Tas

€<TTIV 7] 6$6s.
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of participation (fiede^) between the two disparate wor lds-
intellect and sense. The principia of Plato take an impres-
sive hold on the imagination: but they remove few or none
of the Platonic difficulties; and they only seem to do this
because the Sokratic Elenchus, so effective whenever it is
applied, is never seriously brought to bear against them.

With persons who complain of prolixity in the dialogue—
Apart from of threads which are taken up only to be broken off,
S o has in devious turns and " passages which lead to nothing "
the process of —of much talk " about it and about it," without any
debate per se. peremptory decision from an authorised judge—
Protracted r r * i
enquiry is a with such complainants Plato has no sympathy.
valuable pri- r . „
viiege, not a He feels a strong interest in the process of en-
tiresome obli- ° i

gaaon. quiry, in the debate per se: and he presumes a
like interest in his readers. He has no wish to shorten the
process, nor to reach the end and dismiss the question as
settled.k On the contrary, he claims it as the privilege of
philosophical research, that persons engaged in such discus-
sions are noway tied to time; they are not like judicial
pleaders, who, with a klepsydra or water-clock to measure

k As an illustration of that class
of minds which take delight in the
search for truth in different directions,
I copy the following passage re-
specting Dr. Priestley, from an excel-
lent modern scientific biography.
" Dr. Priestley had seen so much of
the evil of obstinate adherence to
opinions which time had rendered
decrepit, not venerable—and had been
so richly rewarded in his capacity of
natural philosopher, by his adventurous
explorations of new territories in
science—that he unavoidably and un-
consciously over-estimated the value
of what was novel, and held himself
free to change his opinions to an extent
not easily sympathised with by minds
of a different order. Some men love
to rest in truth, or at least in settled
opinions, and are uneasy till they find
repose. They alter their beliefs with
great reluctance, and dread the charge
of inconsistency, even in reference to
trifling matters. Priestley, on the
other hand, was a follower after truth,
who delighted in the chase, and was all
his life long pursuing, not resting in it.

On all subjects which interested him
he held by certain cardinal doctrines,
but he left the outlines of his systems
to be filled up as he gained experience,
and to an extent very few men have
done, disavowed any attempt to re-
concile his changing views with each
other, or to deprecate the charge of
inconsistency. . . . I think it must
be acknowledged by all who have
studied his writings, that in his
scientific researches at least he carried
this feeling too far; and that often
when he had reached a truth in which
he might and should have rested, his
dread of anything like a too hasty
stereotyping of a supposed discovery,
iuduced him to welcome whatever
seemed to justify him in renewing the
pursuit of truth, and thus led him
completely astray. Priestley indeed
missed many a discovery, the clue to
which was in his hands and in his
alone, by not knowing where to stop."

(Dr. Geo. Wilson—Life of the Hon.
H. Cavendish, among the publications
of the Cavendish Society, 1851, p. 110-
111.)
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the length of each speech, are under slavish dependance
on the feelings of the Dikasts, and are therefore obliged
to __ keep strictly to the point.™ Whoever desires accurate
training of mind must submit to go through a long and
tiresome circuit.11 Plato regards the process of enquiry as
being in itself, both a stimulus and a discipline, in which
the minds both of questioner and respondent are implicated
and improved, each being indispensable to the other: he also
represents it as a process, carried on under the immediate
inspiration of the moment, without reflection or foreknowledge
of the result.0 Lastly, Plato has an interest in the dialogue,

Plato, Thesetet. p. 172.
Plato, Republic, v. 450 B. fi4rpov
/ 5 2 ^54 / , JJ p

TOtovroiv \6yu>v anovtiv, r6\os 6 jStos
vovv exovtTLv. vi. 504:. T ĵ* fiaKporepav
TTip'ureov T $ roioirtf), Kal OUK \TTOV
IXUVBCLVOVTI TOj'TJTfW t) yviiVa^Ofnivif.
Also Phsedrus, 274 A ; Parmenid. p.
135 D, 136 D, a/iiixavov Trpayfiareiav
—aSo\e<rxias, &c. Compare Politikus,
286, in respect to the charge of pro-
lixity against him.

In the Hermotimus of Lucian, the
assailant of philosophy draws one of
his strongest arguments from the
number of years required to examine
the doctrines of all the philosophical
sects: the whole of life would be in-
sufficient (Lucian, Hermot. c. 47-48).
The passages above cited, especially
the first of them, show that Sokrates
and Plato would not have been dis-
couraged by this protracted work.

° Plato, Eepublic, iii. 394 I). Mav-
Teio/icu (says Glaukon) aKoire'tcrSal (re,
efre irapa8e!<f|UE0a -rpayaSiav TC Kal
KWfUfSiav €is -rr\v ir6\ip, eire Kal oi.
"laws (says Sokrates) KOX ttXela en
TOvTbiv ov yhp S 77 %ywy4 irw
oTSa, a XX' Miry av 6 \6yos
& a IT e p IT v e v fj. a ipepy, ra^/Tr]
ireov. Kal Ka\us y1, e ^ , \4yeis.

The Eepublic, from the second book
to the close, is one of those Platonic
compositions in which Sokrates is most
expository.

We find a remarkable passage in
Des Cartes, wherein that very self-
working philosopher expresses his con-
viction that the longer he continued
enquiring the more his own mind
would become armed for the better ap-

preciation of truth—and in which he
strongly protests against any barrier
restraining the indefinite liberty of
enquiry.

" Et encore qu'il y en ait peut-etre
d'aussi bien senses parmi les Perses ou
les Chinois que parmi nous, il me sem-
bloit que le plus utile e'toit, de me
regler selon ceux avec lesquels j'aurois
a vivre; et que pour savoir quelles
e'toient veritablement leurs opinions, je
devois plutot prendre garde a ce qu'ils
pratiquaient qu'a ce qu'ils disaient;
non seulement a cause qu'en la corrup-
tion de nos moeurs, il y a peu de gens qui
veuittent dire tout ce qu'ils croient—mats
aussi a cause que plusieurs Vignorent
eux memes. Gar Vaction de la pensee,
par laquelle on emit une chose, etant
diffe'rente de eeUe par laquelle on connoit
qu'on la croit, eUes sont souvent Vune
sans Vautre. Et entre plusieurs opinions
egalement regues, je ne choisissois que
les plus moderees; tant a cause que ce
sont toujours les plus commodes pour
la pratique, et vraisemblablement les
meilleures—tous exces ayans coutume
d etre mauvais—comme aussi afin de
me detourner moins du vrai chemin,
en pas que je faillisse, que si, aj^ant
choisi l'un des deux extremes, e'eut
ete' l'autre qu'il eut fallu suivre.

" Et particulierement, je mettois entre
les exces toutes les promesses par lesqueUes
on retranche quelque chose de sa libe'rte';
non que je de'sapprouvasse les lois,
qui pour remedier a l'inconstance des
esprits foibles, permettent, lorsqu'on a
quelque bon dessein (ou meme, pour la
surete du commerce, quelque dessein
qui n'est qu' indifferent), qu'on fasse des
VO3UX ou des contrats qui obligent a y

T 2
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not merely as a mental discipline, but as an artistic piece of
workmanship, whereby the taste and imagination are charmed.
The dialogue was to him what the tragedy was to Sophokles,
and the rhetorical discourse to Isokrates. He went on " comb-
ing and curling it" (to use the phrase of Dionysius) for as
many years as Isokrates bestowed on the composition of the
Panegyrical Oration. He handles the dialectic drama so as
to exhibit some one among the many diverse ethical points
of view, and to show what it involves as well as what it ex-
cludes in the way of consequence. We shall not find the
ethical point of view always the same: there are material
inconsistencies and differences in this respect between one
dialogue and another.

But amidst all these differences—and partly indeed by
piato has reason of these differences—Plato succeeds in in-
S ™nyeone spiring his readers with much of the same interest

in the process of dialectic enquiry which he evi-
dently felt in his own bosom. The charm, with
which he invests the process of philosophising, is
one main cause of the preservation of his writings

from the terrible shipwreck which has overtaken so much of
the abundant contemporary literature. It constitutes also
one of his principal titles to the gratitude of intellectual men.
This is a merit which may be claimed for Cicero also, but
hardly for Aristotle, in so far as we can judge from the pre-
served portion of the Aristotelian writings : whether for the
other viri Socratiei his contemporaries, or in what proportion,
we are unable to say. Plato's works charmed and instructed
all; so that they were read not merely by disciples and
admirers (as the Stoic and Epikurean treatises were), but by
those who dissented from him as well as by those who agreed
with him.p The process of philosophising is one not naturally

perseve'rer—mais a cause que je ne
voyois au monde aucune chose qui de-
meurat toujours en meme etat, et que
comme pour mon particulier, je me
promettois de per/ectionner de plus en
plus mes jugemens, et non point de les
rendre pires, feusse pense" commettre
une grande faute contre le bon sens, si,
parceque fapprouvois alors quelque

chose, je me fusse oblige' de la prendre
pour bonne encore apres, lorsquelle
auroit peut-etre cesse de letre, ou que
j'aurois cesse~ de lestimer teUe." Dis-
cours de la Me'thode, part iii, p. 147-
148, Cousin edit.

P Cicero, Tuso. Diep. ii. 3, 8.
Cicero farther commends the Stoic

Pausetius for having relinquished the
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attractive except to a few minds: the more therefore do we
owe to the colloquy of Sokrates and the writing of Plato, who
handled it so as to diffuse the appetite for enquiry, and for
sifting dissentient opinions. The stimulating and suggestive
influence exercised by Plato — the variety of new roads
pointed out to the free enquiring mind—are in themselves
sufficiently valuable—whatever we may think of the positive
results in which he himself acquiesced.*1

I have said thus much respecting what is common to the
Dialogues of Search, because this is a species of composition
now rare and strange. Modern readers do not understand
what is meant by publishing an enquiry without any result—
a story without an end. Respecting the Dialogues of Expo-
sition, there is not the like difficulty. This is a species of
composition, the purpose of which is generally understood.
Whether the exposition be clear or obscure—orderly or con-
fused—true or false—we shall see when we come to examine
each separately. But these Dialogues of Exposition exhibit
Plato in a different character: as the counterpart, not of
Sokrates, but of Lykurgus (Republic and Leges) or of Pytha-
goras (in Timseus).1"

A farther remark which may be made, bearing upon most
of the dialogues, relates to matter and not to
manner. Everywhere (both in the Dialogues of
Search and in those of exposition) the process of
generalisation is kept in view and brought into
conscious notice, directly or indirectly. The rela-
tion of the universal to its particulars, the contrast
of the constant and essential with the variable and
accidental, are turned and returned in a thousand ™Scious
different ways. The principles of classification, with ana ysis'

" tristitiam et asperitatem" of his
Stoic predecessors, Zeno, Chrysippus,
&c, and for endeavouring to repro-
duce the style and graces of Plato and
Aristotle, whom he was always com-
mending to his students (De Finib.
iv. 28).

i The observation which Cicero
applies to Varro, is applicable to the
Platonic writings also. " Philosophiam

nmltis locis inchoagti: ad impellendum
satis, ad edocendura parum " (Academ.
Poster, i. 3, 9).

I shall say more about this when I
touch upon the Platonic Kleitophon;
an unfinished dialogue which takes up
the point of view here indicated by
Cicero.

r See the citation from Plutarch in
an earlier note of this chapter.
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the breaking down of an extensive genus into species and
sub-species, form the special subject of illustration in two
of the most elaborate Platonic dialogues, and are often par-
tially applied in the rest. To see the One in the Many, and
the Many in the One, is represented as the great aim and
characteristic attribute of the real philosopher. The testing
of general terms, and of abstractions already embodied in
familiar language, by interrogations applying them to many
concrete and particular cases—is one manifestation of the
Sokratic cross-examining process, which Plato multiplies and
diversifies without limit. I t is in his writings and in the
conversation of Sokrates, that general terms and propositions
first become the subject of conscious attention and analysis :
and Plato was well aware that he was here opening the new
road towards formal logic, unknown to his predecessors, un-
familiar even to his contemporaries. This process is indeed
often overlaid in his writings by exuberant poetical imagery
and by transcendental hypothesis : but the important fact is,
that it was constantly present to his own mind and is im-
pressed upon the notice of his readers.

After these various remarks, having a common bearing
The Dia- upon all, or nearly all, the Platonic dialogues, I
tegre^ewed shall proceed to give some account of each dialogue
compositions separately. It is doubtless both practicable and
author, uius- useful to illustrate one of them by others, sometimes
trating each . .
other, but m the way of analogy, sometimes m that of con-
without as- J b J

signabiein- trast. But I shall not affect to handle them as
ter-depend- ,

ence. contnbutones to one positive doctrinal system—nor
as occupying each an intentional place in the gradual unfold-
ing of one preconceived scheme—nor as successive mani-
festations of change, knowable and determinable, in the views
of the author. For us they exist as distinct imaginary con-
versations, composed by the same author at unknown times
and under unknown specialties of circumstance. Of course
it is necessary to prefer some one order for reviewing the
Dialogues, and for that purpose more or less of hypothesis
must be admitted ; but I shall endeavour to assume as little
as possible.
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The order which I shall adopt for considering the dia-
logues coincides to a certain extent with that which order of the
some other expositors have adopted. It begins chosen for
with those dialogues which delineate Sokrates, and them under
which confine themselves to the subjects and points ™w. APO-

n • •. -, • , i - i i • logy will

of view belonging to him, known as he is upon come first;
the independent testimony of Xenophon. First of ^Jjjgjj9'
all will come the Platonic Apology, containing tost-
the explicit negative programme of Sokrates, enunciated by
himself a month before his death, when Plato was 28 years
of age.

Last of all, I shall take those dialogues which depart most
widely from Sokrates, and which are believed to be the
products of Plato's most advanced age—Timaeus, JKritias, and
Leges, with the sequel, Epinomis. These dialogues present
a glaring contrast to the searching questions, the negative
acuteness, the confessed ignorance, of Sokrates: Plato in his
old age has not maintained consistency with his youth, as
Sokrates did, but has passed round from the negative to the
affirmative pole of philosophy.

Between the Apology—and the dialogues named as last—
I shall examine the intermediate dialogues accord- „

° Knton and

ing as they seem to approximate or recede from ^
Sokrates and the negative dialectic. Here, how-
ever, the reasons for preference are noway satis-
factory. Of the many dissentient schemes, professing
to determine the real order in which the Platonic ^
dialogues were composed, I find a certain plausi- Dateorder-
bility in some, but no conclusive reason in any. Of course
the reasons in favour of each one scheme, count against all
the rest. I believe (as I have already said) that none of
Plato's dialogues were composed until after the death of
Sokrates: but at what dates, or in what order, after that
event, they were composed, it is impossible to determine.
The Eepublic and Philebus rank among the constructive
dialogues, and may suitably be taken immediately before
Timseus: though the Kepublic belongs to the highest point
of Plato's genius, and includes a large measure of his
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negative acuteness combined with his most elaborate positive
combinations. In the Sophistes and Politikus, Sokrates ap-
pears only in the character of a listener: in the Parmenides
also, the part assigned to him, instead of being aggressive
and victorious, is subordinate to that of Parmenides and con-
fined to an unsuccessful defence. These dialogues, then,
occupy a place late in the series. On the other hand, Kriton
and Euthyphron have an immediate bearing upon the trial
of Sokrates and the feelings connected with it. I shall take
them in immediate sequel to the Apology.

For the intermediate dialogues, the order is less marked
and justifiable. In so far as a reason can be given, for
preference as to former and later, I shall give it when the
case arises.
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CHAPTEE VII.

APOLOGY OP SOKEATES.

ADOPTING the order of precedence above described, for the
review of the Platonic compositions, and taking the point of
departure from Sokrates or the Sokratic point of view, I begin
with the memorable composition called the Apology.

I agree with Schleiermachera—with the more recent in-
vestigations of Ueberweg—and with what (until
recent times) seems to have been the common opi-
nion,—that this is in substance the real defence
pronounced by Sokrates; reported, and of course
drest up, yet not intentionally transformed, by
Plato.b If such be the case, it is likely to have

ed by
b

a Zeller is of opinion that the Apo-
logy, as well as the Kriton, were put
together at Megara by Plato, shortly
after the death of Sokrates. (Zeller,
De Hermodoro Ephesio, p. 19.)

Schleiermaclier, Einleitung zur Apo-
logie, vol. ii. pp. 182-185. Ueberweg,
Ueber die Aechtheit der Plat. Schrift.
p. 246.

Steinhart thinks (Einleitung, pp.
236-238) that the Apology contains
more of Plato, and less of Sokrates:
but he does not make his view very
clear to me. Ast, on the contrary,
treats the Apology as spurious and
unworthy of Plato. (Ueber Platon's
Leben und Schriften, p. 477, seq.)
His arguments are rather objections
against the merits of the composition,
than reasons for believing it not to
be the work of Plato. I dissent from
them entirely: but they show that an
acute critic can make out a plausible
case, satisfactory to himself, against
any dialogue. If it be once conceded
that the question of genuine or spu-
rious is to be tried upon such purely
internal grounds of critical admiration
and complete harmony of sentiment,

Ast might have made out a case even
stronger against the genuineness of
the Phaedrus, Symposion, Philebus,
Parmenides.

b See chapter lxviii. of my History
of Greece.

The reader will find in that chapter
a full narrative of all the circumstances
known to us respecting both the life
and the condemnation of Sokrates.

A very admirable account may also
be seen of the character of Sokrates,
and his position with reference to the
Athenian people, in the article entitled
Sokrates und Sein VolJi, Akademischer
Vortrag, by Professor Herman Kbchly :
a lecture delivered at Zurich in 1855,
and published with enlargements in
1859.

Professor Kochly's article (contained
in a volume entitled Akademische Vor-
trdge, Zurich, 1859) is eminently de-
serving of perusal. I t not only con-
tains a careful summary of the contem-
porary history, so far as Sokrates is
concerned, but it has farther the great
merit of fairly estimating that illus-
trious man in reference to the actual
feeling of the time, and to the real
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Plato's own
composition,
it comes
naturally
first in the

dialogues.

been put together shortly after the trial, and may thus be
ranked among the earliest of the Platonic compositions : for
I have already intimated my belief that Plato composed no
dialogues under the name of Sokrates, during the lifetime of
Sokrates.

Such, in my judgment, is the most probable hypothesis
Even if it be respecting the Apology. But even if we discard

this hypothesis; if we treat the Apology as a pure
product of the Platonic imagination (like the dia-
logues), and therefore not necessarily connected in
p o i n t o f t i m e w i t h t h e e y e n t t o w h i c h i t refe r s_stiH

there are good reasons for putting it first in the order of
review. For it would then be Plato's own exposition, given
more explicitly and solemnly than anywhere else, of the
Sokratic point of view and life-purpose. It would be an
exposition embodying that union of generalising impulse,
mistrust of established common places, and aggressive cross-
examining ardour—with eccentric religious persuasion, as
well as with perpetual immersion in the crowd of the palaestra
and the market-place; which immersion was not less indis-
pensable to Sokrates than repugnant to the feelings of Plato
himself. An exposition, lastly, disavowing all that taste for
cosmical speculation, and that transcendental dogmatism,
which formed one among the leading features of Plato as
distinguished from Sokrates. In whichever way we look at
the Apology, whether as a real or as an imaginary defence,
it contains more of pure Sokratism than any other composi-
tion of Plato, and as such will occupy the first place in the
arrangement which I adopt.0

public among -whom he moved. I feel
much satisfaction in seeing that Pro-
fessor K.6cnly's picture, composed with-
out any knowledge of my History of
Greece, presents substantially the same
view of Sokrates and his contemporaries
as that which is taken in my sixty-
eighth chapter.

Kb'chly considers that the Platonic
Apology preserves the Sokratic cha-
racter more faithfully than any of
Plato's writings; and that it represents
what Sokrates said, as nearly as the

" diehterische Natur" of Plato would
permit. (Ko'ehly, pp. 302-364.)

c Dionysius Hal. regards the Apo-
logy, not as a report of what Sokrates
really said, nor as approximating there-
unto, but as a pure composition of
Plato himself, for three purposes com-
bined : — 1 . To defend and extol So-
krates. 2. To accuse the Athenian
public and Dikasts. 3. To furnish a
picture of what a philosopher ought to
be.—All these purposes are to a certain
extent included and merged in a fourth,
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In my History of Greece, I have already spoken of this
impressive discourse as it concerns the relations between
Sokrates himself and the Dikasts to whom he addressed it.
I here regard it only as it concerns Plato ; and as it forms a
convenient point of departure for entering upon and appre-
ciating the Platonic dialogues.

The Apology of Sokrates is not a dialogue, but a conti-
nuous discourse addressed to the Dikasts, containing General

nevertheless a few questions and answers inter- tSfl̂ U)^
changed between him and the accuser Mel&tus in t̂er"̂ "™'3

open court. It is occupied, partly, in rebutting the &™1̂  at

counts of the indictment (viz. 1. That Sokrates did Athens-
not believe in the Gods or in the Dsemones generally recog-
nised by his countrymen: 2. That he was a corruptor of
youth")—partly in setting forth those proceedings of his life
out of which such charges had grown, and by which he had
become obnoxious to a wide-spread feeling of personal hatred.
By his companions, by those who best knew him, and by a
considerable number of ardent young men, he was greatly
esteemed and admired : by the general public, too, his acute-
ness as well as his self-sufficing and independent character,
were appreciated with a certain respect. Yet he was at the
same time disliked, as an aggressive disputant who " tilted
at all he met"—who raised questions novel as well as per-
plexing, who pretended to special intimations from the
Gods—and whose views no one could distinctly make out.e

By the eminent citizens of all varieties—politicians, rhetors,

which I hold to be the true one,—to
exhibit what Sokrates was and had been,
in relation to the Athenian public.

The comparison drawn by Dionysius
between the Apology and the oration
De Corona of Demosthenes, appears to
me unsuitable. The two are altogether
disparate, in spirit, in purpose, and in
in execution. (See Dion. H. Ars Ehe-
torica, pp. 295-298 ; De Admir. Vi Die.
Demosth. p. 1026.)

d Xenoph. Memorab. i. 1. 'ASIKCI
2aKpa,Tr)s, obs i*ev y n6\is vo/u'f«
Oeobs, ov vopifav trepa Se Kaiva Sai-
,iiocm elo(p£pu>v aSi/ceT Be TOIIS viovs
B d i

Plato, Apolog. c. 3, p. 19 B. 2«-
Kpdrris aSiKei Kal irfpiepydfarat, £r)T<Zv
rd re virb yijs Kal ra iirovpdvia, Kal rby
TJTTOJ \6yov KpeiTTw TVOIGJV, Kal aWovs
TaiTa TOUTS SiddtTKuv.

The reading of Xenophon was con-
formable to the copy of the indictment
preserved in the Metroon at Athens in
the time of Pavorinus. It is not im-
possible that there may have been
two distinct forms of indictment, since
there were three different accusers—
Meletus, Anytus, and Lykon.

' Plato, Apol. c. 28, p. 38 A, c. 23,
p. 35 A.
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Sophists, tragic and comic poets, artisans, &c.—he had made
himself both hated and feared.f He emphatically denies the
accusation of general disbelief in the Gods, advanced by
Meletus: and he affirms generally (though less distinctly)
that the Gods, in whom he believed, were just the same as
those in whom the whole city believed. Especially does he
repudiate the idea, that he could be so absurd as to doubt
the divinity of Helios and Selene, in which all the world
believed f and to adopt the heresy of Anaxagoras, who de-
graded these Divinities into physical masses. Eespecting
his general creed, he thus puts himself within the pale of
Athenian orthodoxy. He even invokes that very sentiment
(with some doubt whether the Dikasts will believe himh) for
the justification of the obnoxious and obtrusive peculiarities
of his life; representing himself as having acted under the
mission of the Delphian God, expressly transmitted from the
oracle.

According to his statement, his friend and earnest admirer
Declaration Chaerephon, had asked the question at the oracle
Delphian of Delphi, whether any one was wiser than So-
specting the krates ? The reply of the oracle declared, that no
wisdom of . r J . '

sokrates, one was wiser. On hearing this declaration from
interpreted . . °

by him as a an infallible authority, Sokrates was greatly per-
plexed : for he was conscious to himself of not being
wise upon any matter, great or small.1 He at
length concluded, that the declaration of the oracle
could be proved true, only on the hypothesis that

other persons were less wise than they seemed to be or
fancied themselves. To verify this hypothesis, he proceeded
to cross-examine the most eminent persons in many different
walks—political men, rhetors, Sophists, poets, artisans. On

h Plato, Apol. c. 5, p. 20 D.
! Plato, Apol, c. 6, p. 21. ravra yap

4yiii a.Koviras epe6v/j.oifi.rii> ovraai, T(
•JT6T€ \4yet o 0ebs Kai TI wore aivir-
rerai; iyii yap 5j) otre fieya oijre o-fu-
Kpbv £vvoi5a ifxavTtp <ro<phs &v' ri oZv
TroTe \zyei <pdo~Kurv efxh ffo<pwTarov iivai;
oh yap 5̂ j wov ypevSerai ye' oil yap
Oe^ns avrtp. Kai Tro\i/v p.ev %p6vov
TJWGpOW, &C>

mission to
cross-
examine the
citizens
generally—

prove*
true.

« Plato, Apol. c. 8-9, p. 22. IK rav-
TT]<TI STJ TTIS e|eTa<rea)s woWal fj.ey
awey^deiai /AOI yey6va<n KOX olat %aA.e-
w<irarai Kai fiapirarai, Sore woWas
5ta$o\as aw' aiirwv yeyovevat, ovofxa 5e
TOVTO \4ye<r8ai, <rotpbs eTvai.

e Plato, Apol. c. 14, p. 26. & 6av-
judcrie Me'\i)T6, Iveeri Tavra Aeyeis; oiSe
TJA-HW ou5e tre\'f)VT]v ixpa vofiifa i
tlvcu, Scrirep of &AA01 &v8punroi;
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applying his Elenchus, and putting to them testing interro-
gations, he found them all without exception destitute of
any real wisdom, yet fully persuaded that they were wise, and
incapable of being shaken in that persuasion. The artisans
indeed did really know each his own special trade; but then,
on account of this knowledge, they believed themselves to be
wise on other great matters also. So also the poets were
great in their own compositions; but on being questioned
respecting these very compositions, they were unable to give
any rational or consistent explanations: so that they plainly
appeared to have written beautiful verses, not from any
wisdom of their own, but through inspiration from the Gods,
or spontaneous promptings of nature. The result was, that
these men were all proved to possess no more real wisdom
than Sokrates : but he was aware of his own deficiency ; while
they were fully convinced of their own wisdom, and could not
be made sensible of the contrary. In this way Sokrates
justified the certificate of superiority vouchsafed to him by
the oracle. He, like all other persons, was destitute of
wisdom; but he was the only one who knew, or could be
made to feel, his own real mental condition. With others, and
most of all with the most conspicuous men, the false per-
suasion of their own wisdom was universal and inexpugnable.11

This then was the philosophical mission of Sokrates, im-
posed upon him by the Delphian oracle, and in Falscper.
which he passed the mature portion of his life: to ™̂'o™ °8

f

cross-examine every one, to expose that false per- theToTai7ne
suasion of knowledge which every one felt, and to 1S wlse'
demonstrate the truth of that which the oracle really meant
declaring the superior wisdom of Sokrates. "People sup-
pose me to be wise myself" (says Sokrates) "on those matters
on which I detect and prove the non-wisdom of others.1 But
that is a mistake. The Grod alone is wise, and his oracle
declares human wisdom to be worth little or nothing, employ-
ing the name of Sokrates as an example. He is the wisest
of men, who, like Sokrates, knows well that he is in truth

k Plato, Apolog. c. 8-9, pp. 22-23.
1 Plato, Apol. c. 9, p. 23. oiovTtu ydp

,ue eJcaoTOTC ol tra.p6vT*s ravra avrhv
e l v a i cro<phv, & h.v & i%\4t
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assertion by
Sokrates of
the cross-
examining
mission
imposed
upon him by
the God.

worthless so far as wisdom is concerned.1" The really dis-
graceful ignorance is—to think that you know what you do
not really know.""

" The God has marked for me my post, to pass my life in
Emphatic the search for wisdom, cross-examining myself as

well as others: I shall be disgraced, if I desert that
post, from fear either of death or of any other evil.""
" Even if you Dikasts acquit me, I shall not alter
my- course: I shall continue, as long as I hold life

and strength, to exhort and interrogate in my usual strain,
telling every one whom I meetp—You, a citizen of the great
and intelligent Athens, are you not ashamed of busying
yourself to procure wealth, reputation, and glory, in the
greatest possible quantity—while you take neither thought
nor pains about truth, or wisdom, or the fullest measure of
goodness for your mind ? If any one denies the charge, and
professes that he does take thought for these objects,—I shall
not let him off without questioning, cross-examining, and
exposing him.q And if he appears to me to affirm that he is
virtuous without being so in reality, I shall reproach him for
caring least about the greater matter, and most about the
smaller. This course I shall pursue with every one whom I
meet, young or old, citizen or non-citizen : most of all with
you citizens, because you are most nearly connected with
me. For this, you know, is what the God commands, and I
think that no greater blessing has ever happened to the city
than this ministration of mine under orders from the God.
For I go about incessantly persuading you all, old as well as
young, not to care about your bodies, or about riches, so
much as about acquiring the largest measure of virtue for
your minds. I urge upon you that virtue is not the fruit of

m Plato, Apol. c. 9, p. 23 A, c. 17,
p. 28 B.

•> Plato, Apol.c. 17, p. 29 B. Kal
TOVTO ir&s OVK afiaOia kfrrXv avr)) T)
iirovelSitTTOs, 7] TOS oteadai ei'SeVat & OVK
olSev;

» Plato, Apol. c. 17, p. 28 E.
p Plato, Apol. c. 17, p. 29. ov ^

•nu{ioo\uu <pt\o<ro(pau Kal vixlv TrapaKe-

\ev6nevos Kal evSeiKvifiti/os, '6T<J> av oel
evTvyxivo) hn&v, Kiyav oidirep etu>8a,
&c.

i Plato, Apol. ib. Kal iiv TIS vpav
ap.cpia{!7iTJi<rr) Kal tpri 4Tnfj.€\e?<r8ai, OVK
eufli/s a.(piitTo> avrbv ovS' &neifu, a.\\'
ipito-Ofiai avrbf Kal e£eTa(ra> Kal eAey|a>,
Kal iavjioi fir) SoKrj KeKTrj<T0at aperiiv
(pavai Si, ovciSiw, &c.
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wealth,—but that wealth, together with all the other things
good for mankind publicly and privately, are the fruits of
virtue.1 If I am a corruptor of youth, it is by these dis-
courses that I corrupt them: and if any one gives a different
version of my discourses, he talks idly. Accordingly, men of
Athens, I must tell you plainly:—decide with Anytus, or
not,—acquit me or not—I shall do nothing different from
what I have done, even if I am to die many times over
for it."

Such is the description given by Sokrates of his own pro-
fession and standing purpose, imposed upon him as He had de_
a duty by the Delphian God. He neglected all ^
labour either for profit, or for political importance, mis
or for the public service ; he devoted himself, from ^ ̂ ™™re
morning till night, to the task of stirring up the Swoquyfi-
Athenian public, as the gadfly worries a large and danger"
high-bred but over-sleek, horse:s stimulating them by inter-
rogation, persuasion, reproach, to render account of their
lives and to seek with greater energy the path of virtue. By
continually persisting in such universal cross-examination, he
had rendered himself obnoxious to the Athenians generally; *
who were offended when called upon to render account,
and when reproached that they did not live rightly. Sokrates
predicts that after his death, younger cross-examiners, hitherto
kept down by his celebrity, would arise in numbers," and
would pursue the same process with greater keenness and
acrimony than he had done.

1 Plato, Apol. c. 6, p. 21 D; c. 16,
p. 28 A; c. 30, p. 39 C.

•• Plato, Apol. c. 30, p. 39 C. vw yap
TOVTO tXpyaaQe (i. e. ijii aweKT6vaTf)
o I 6 fi e v o i air a \ \ A | e <T 9 a t TOU

S i S 6 vat e \ e y xo y rod @ io u. rb
Se vfxtv iroKi) tvavnov djro^^(7€Tai, a>s
e-ycfi (pri/XL. xAetous lEaovrai vfias oi
e\{yx<>vTts, o&s vvv iyit KaT€i^ovy

vixeh tie OVK rjoSdpeoSc Kal %a\e?rc6-
Tepoi e&ovTai offcp vetbrepoi eiffi, Kal
v/xeTs fj.aK\ov ayavaKT7]creTet &c.

I have already remarked (in chapter
lxviii. of my general History of Greece
relating to Sokrates) that this predic-
tion was not fulfilled.

r Plato, Apol. ib. A.̂ 'YOU' STI OVK 4K
X P W ' ™ " aper)) yiyrerau, aK\' i% ape-
™js xP^MaTO K<d T&AAa ayaBa TOIS
avBpdmois airavra Kal ISia Kal S i

s Plato, Apol. c. 18,p.30B.
el Kal ye\ot6Tepov €tiretj/, T r p o j
Tp iroAei inrb TOO 0€OV tfiffirtp 'liririjt jue-
•yoAy /iep Kal ysvvaitp, ittrb {/.eysdovs Se
v<od*(rT€pq> Kal 5 e o ju e v (p e * y e t p e -
ff 0 a t vTrb fiv (air 6 s T iv OS' oTop dfi
fioi So/cei i 6ebs e'/ie TJJ ir6\ei irpotTTeflei-
Kevai TOtovr6v Tlva, hs vpxis eyeiptav
Kal ITe iO (*> v Kal hv e id t £o>v eVa
EKaoTov ovdfv irauo/ioi T V Ti/i4pai> '6\w
iravTax°v irpo<TKaQ{fav. Also c. 26,
p. 36 D.
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the function
of a teacher
—he cannot
teach, for he
is not wiser
than others.
He differs
from others
by being
conscious of
his own
ignorance.

While Sokrates thus extols, and sanctifies under the au-
He disclaims thority of the Delphian God, his habitual occupation
the function „ . . . . . i j • i , •

of interrogating:, cross-examining, and stimulating
to virtue, the Athenians indiscriminately—he dis-
claims altogether the function of a teacher. His
disclaimer on this point is unequivocal and em-
phatic. He cannot teach others, because he is not
at all wiser than they. He is fully aware that he is

not wise on any point, great or small—that he knows nothing
at all, so to speak.31 He can convict others, by their own
answers, of real though unconscious ignorance, or (under
another name) false persuasion of knowledge : and because he
can do so, he is presumed to possess positive knowledge on
the points to which the exposure refers. But this presump-
tion is altogether unfounded: he possesses no such positive
knowledge. Wisdom is not to be found in any man, even
among the most distinguished: Sokrates is as ignorant as
others; and his only point of superiority is, that he is fully
conscious of his own ignorance, while others, far from having
the like consciousness, confidently believe themselves to be
in possession of wisdom and truth/ In this consciousness of
his own ignorance Sokrates stands alone; on which special
ground he is proclaimed by the Delphian God as the wisest of
mankind.

Being thus a partner in the common ignorance, Sokrates
cannot of course teach others. He utterly disclaims
having ever taught, or professed to teach. He would
be proud indeed, n he possessed the knowledge of
human and social virtue: but he does not know it
himself, nor can he find out who else knows it.z He

is certain that there cannot be more than a few select indi-

He does not
know where
competent
teachers can
be found. He
is perpetually
seeking for
them, but in
vain.

Plato, Apol. c. 6, p. 21 C. 4y& yap
ovre fieya oijre fffilKphv ^vvoifia
Tai <ro<J>os &v, &c.: c. 8, p . 22 D.

^ ^jS oudev 4'Ki(Tra/j.eyai1

u>s 67ros el-tre'iv.
r Plato, Apol. c. 9, p. 23 A-B. OSTOJ

vfi&v, di &vOpoinoi, <T0<pwrar6s eo"Tiy,
'darts cSffTrep ^aHcpdrys zyvwKtv <5rt
ovtitvbs K|I<SS effTi rrj oA?)0€ia irpbs

l

2 Plato, Apol. e. 4, p. 20 B. TI'S rijj
TOiavrris aperies, rr/s avBponrivys T6 KOX
iroXtrtKris, eTTHTT'fiiJ.coi/ ctTTtv \—eyw yovv
Kal auTos 4KaAKvv6/j.rii> re Kal ii0pvv6-
fn\V &c, el faia-ra.fM)V ravra- a\\' oi
yap 4vicrra)j.ai, 5 &vSpei 'Adrivaloi.

c. 21, p. 33 A. 4yii Be SitidcncaKos
lih. ovSfvbs vtbiror' 4yev6u.i>v: c. 4,
p. 19 E.
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viduals who possess the art of making mankind wiser" or
better—just as in the case of horses, none but a few practised
trainers know how to make them better, while the handling
of these or other animals, by ordinary men, certainly does
not improve the animals, and generally even makes them
worse." But where any such select few are to be found, who
alone can train men,—Sokrates is obliged to inquire from
others; he cannot divine for himself.6 He is perpetually
going about, with the lantern of cross-examination, in search
of a wise man: but he can find only those who pretend to be
wise, and whom his cross-examination exposes as pretenders.0

This then is the mission and vocation of Sokrates—1. To
cross-examine men, and to destroy that false persuasion of
wisdom and virtue which is so widely diffused among them.
2. To reproach them, and make them ashamed of pursuing
wealth and glory more than wisdom and virtue.d

But Sokrates is not empowered to do more for them. He
cannot impart any positive knowledge to heal their ignorance.
He cannot teach them what WISDOM OR VIETUE is.

Such is the substance of the Platonic Apology of Sokrates.
How strong was the impression which it made, on ImpreBsio(1

many philosophical readers, we may judge from the J^n^ the

fact, that Zeno, the founder of the Stoic school, ^^e
m

being a native of Kition in Cyprus, derived from stoic'
the perusal of the Apology his first inducement to come over
to Athens, and devote himself to the study and teaching of
philosophy in that city.e Sokrates depicts, with fearless sin-

• Plato, Apol. c. 12, p. 25 B.
b Plato, Apol. c. 4, p. 20.
« Plato, Apol. c. 9, p. 23 B. TOOT'

o5v 4y& IJ.IV fTi Kal vvv irepit&iv frjTw
ical ipevpw Kara rbv Sebv, Kal T W
aiTT&v Kal rwv ^ivtuv &i> Ttva otufxal
(ro<pbv eTvaf Kal 4-trnZdv fiot fi^j 5o«j5,
T<£ 0e£ 0OTj0S)v £vdetkvv/j.cu '6rt OVK turn
<ro(f>6s. c. 32, p. 41 B.

d Plato, Apol. c. 33, p. 41 E.
e Themistius, Orat. xxiii. (Sophistes)

p. 357, Dindorf. Ta Se a.jj.^1 TJ\vwvos
apiSri\d T€ fVn Kal $$6/xeva inb iroA-
\wv, '6n avrbv T] 'ZwKpaWovs airo\oyia
e« $otviK7)S fiyayev sis T V HoucikTiv.

This statement deserves full belief:

VOL. I .

it probably came from Zeno himself,
a voluminous writer. The father of
Zeno was a merchant who traded with
Athens, and brought back books for
his son to read, Sokratic books among
them. Diogen. Laert. vii. 31.

Respecting another statement made
by Themistius in the same page, I do
not feel so certain. He says that the ac-
cusatory discourse pronounced against
Sokrates by Anytus was composed by
Polykrates, as a Xoyiypatyos, and paid
for This may be the fact: but the
words of Isokrates in the Busiris rather
lead me to the belief that the KOTTJ-
yopia %u>KpaTovs composed by Poly-
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cerity, what he regards as the intellectual and moral de-
ficiencies of his countrymen, as well as the unpalateable
medicine and treatment which he was enjoined to administer
to them. With equal sincerity does he declare the limits
within which that treatment was confined.

But neither of his two most eminent companions can
Extent of endure to restrict his competence within such narrow
iSence5 limits. Xenophonf affirms that Sokrates was assi-

duous in communicating useful instruction and po-
sitive edification to his hearers. Plato sometimes^
though more rarely, intimates the same: but for the

ofesear
ach-es most part, and in the Dialogues of Search through-

ma'pUto1 out, he keeps Sokrates within the circle of procedure
enlarge it. wj1jci1 ^ g Apology claims for him. These dialogues
exemplify in detail the aggressive operations, announced
therein by Sokrates in general terms as his missionary life-
purpose, against contemporaries of note, very different from
each other—against aspiring youths, statesmen, generals,
Rhetors, Sophists, orthodox pietists, poets, rhapsodes, &c.
Sokrates cross-examines them all, and convicts them of hu-
miliating ignorance: but he does not furnish, nor does he
profess to be able to furnish, any solution of his own diffi-
culties. Many of the persons cross-examined bear historical
names : but I think it necessary to warn the reader, that all
of them speak both language and sentiments provided for
them by Plato, and not their own.8

krates was a sophistical exercise, com-
posed to acquire reputation and pupils,
not a discourse really delivered in the
Dikastery.

* Xenophon, Memor. i. 2-64, i. 3-1,
i. 4-2, iv. 2-40, iv. 3-4.

s It might seem superfluous to give
such a warning; but many commen-
tators speak as if they required it.
They denounce the Platonic speakers
in harsh terms, which have no perti-
nence, unless supposed to be applied
to a real man expressing bis own
thoughts and feelings.

I i l t j

verbosity of Protagoras and Gorgias!—
the exorbitant selfishness of Polus and
Kallikles !—the impudent brutality of
Turasymachus!—when all these per-
sons speak entirely under the prompt-
ing of Plato himself.

You might just as well judge of So-
krates by what we read in the Nubes
of Aristophanes, or of Meton by what
we find in the Aves, as describe the
historical characters of the above-
named personages out of the Platonic
dialogues. They ought to be appre-
ciated as dramatic pictures, drest up

It is useless to enjoin us, as Stall- , by the author for his own purpose, and
baum and Steinhart do, to mark the delivering such opinions as he assigns
aristocratical conceit of Menon!—the to them—whether he intends them to
pompous ostentation and pretensive | be refuted by others, or not.
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The disclaimer, so often repeated by Sokrates,—that he
possessed neither positive knowledge nor wisdom Assumption
in his own person,—was frequently treated by his critics, Sat

, . . , ' _ n Sokrates is a
contemporaries as ironical. J±e was not supposed positive
, i , ^ i i • , -i-i teacher,

to be in earnest when he made it. iiivery one pre- employing
sumed that he must himself know that which he methods

for the

proved others not to know, whatever motive he inculcation
* ' of theories of

might have for affecting ignorance. His personal his own-
manner and homely vein of illustration seemed to favour the
supposition that he was bantering. This interpretation of
the character of Sokrates appears in the main to be preferred
by modern critics. Of course (they imagine) an able man
who cross-questions others on the definitions of Law, Justice,
Democracy, &c, has already meditated on the subject, and
framed for himself unimpeachable definitions of these terms.
Sokrates (they suppose) is a positive teacher and theorist,
employing a method, which, though indirect and circuitous,
is nevertheless calculated deliberately beforehand for the pur-
pose of introducing and inculcating premeditated doctrines
of his own. Pursuant to this hypothesis, it is presumed that
the positive theory of Sokrates is to be found in his negative
cross-examinations,—not indeed set down clearly in any one
sentence, so that he who runs may read—yet disseminated
in separate syllables or letters, which may be distinguished,
picked out, and put together into propositions, by an acute
detective examiner. And the same presumption is usually
applied to the Sokrates of the Platonic dialogues: that is, to
Plato employing Sokrates as spokesman. Interpreters sift
with miscroscopic accuracy the negative dialogues of Plato,
in hopes of detecting the ultimate elements of that positive

•> Plato, Apol. o. 5, p. 20 D, c. 9, p. '
23 A.

Aristeides the Rhetor furnishes a
valuable confirmation of the truth of
that picture of Sokrates, which we find

the oracle concerning him. 3. The
feeling of frequent signs from T6

'O/j.0\oye?Tai fxiv ye k4yeiv avrbv
(Sokrates) as &pa ov5e v eirioraiTO, K a I

in the Platonic Apology. All the \ iravres TOUTS' <pa<riv ol avy-
other companions of Sokrates who J yzv&jxzvoi- bfioXoyeirai S' a5 na\
wrote dialogues about him (not pre- TOVTO, <rotfi(ira.Tov aZ rhv ~ZwKpi.Tt\ rfyv
served to us), presented the same j XlvBiav ei/njicerai, &c.
general features. 1. Avowed igno- I (Aristeides, Orat. xlv. Tlepl 'PIJTO-
rance. 2. The same declaration of piKrjs, p. 23, 24, 25, Dindorf.)

U 2
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solution which he is supposed to have 'lodged therein, and
which, when found, may be put together so as to clear up
all the antecedent difficulties.

I have already said (in the preceding chapter) that I can-
incomctness n o t t a^e this view either of Sokrates or of Plato.
sumption- Without doubt, each of them had affirmative doc-
SlndfuT"0 trines and convictions, though not both the same.
l S * a But the affirmative vein, with both of them, runs
wolta'Spon' in a channel completely distinct from the negative.
the Sspon°-f The affirmative theory has its roots aliunde, and is
faHngt'iTto neither generated, nor adapted, with a view to re-
BofutSn of concile the contradictions, or elucidate the obscuri-
hisown. ^ j e ^ wj1jc]1 tb.e negative Elenchus has exposed.
That exposure does indeed render the embarrassed respondent
painfully conscious of the want of some rational, consistent,
and adequate theoretical explanation: it farther stimulates
him to makes efforts of his own for the supply of that want.
But such efforts must be really his own; the Elenchus gives
no farther help: it furnishes problems, but no solutions, nor
even any assurance that the problems as presented admit of
affirmative solutions. Whoever expects that such consum-
mate masters of the negative process as Sokrates and Plato,
when they come to deliver affirmative dogmas of their own,
will be kept under restraint by their own previous Elenchus,
and will take care that their dogmas shall not be vulnerable
by the same weapons as they had employed against others—
will be disappointed. They do not employ any negative test
against themselves. When Sokrates preaches in the Xeno-
phontic Memorabilia, or the Athenian Stranger in the Pla-
tonic Leges, they jump over, or suppose to be already solved,
the difficulties under the pressure of which other disputants
had been previously discredited: they assume all the un-
definable common-places to be clearly understood, and all
the inconsistent generalities to be brought into harmony.
Thus it is that the negative cross examination, and the affirma-
tive dogmatism, are (both in Sokrates and in Plato) two un-
connected operations of thought: the one does not lead to,
or involve, or verify, the other.
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Those who depreciate the negative process simply, unless
followed up by some new positive doctrine which Valueand

shall be proof against all such attack—cannot be J,™fh°
r
8
tance

expected to admire Sokrates greatly, even as he KSaung
stands rated by himself. Even if I concurred in dividual
this opinion, I should still think myself obliged to Seorfŝ each
exhibit him as he really was. But I do not concur for ltself"
in the opinion. I think that the creation and furtherance of
individual, self-thinking minds, each instigated to form some
rational and consistent theory for itself, is a material benefit,
even though no farther aid be rendered to the process except
in the way of negative suggestion. That such minds should
be made to feel the arbitrary and incoherent character of
that which they have imbibed by passive association as ethics
and aesthetics,—and that they should endeavour to test it by
some rational and consistent standard—would be an improving
process, though no one theory could be framed satisfactory
to all. The Sokratic Elenchus went directly to this result.
Plato followed in the same track, not of pouring new matter
of knowledge into the pupil, but of eliciting new thoughts
and beliefs out of him, by kindling the latent forces of his
intellect. A large proportion of Plato's dialogues have no
other purpose or value. And in entering upon the considera-
tion of these dialogues, we cannot take a better point of
departure than the Apology of Sokrates, wherein the speaker,
alike honest and decided in his convictions, at the close of
a long cross-examining career, re-asserts expressly his devoted
allegiance to the negative process, and disclaims with equal
emphasis all power over the affirmative.

In that touching discourse, the Universal Cross-Examiner
declares a thorough resolution to follow his own in- Vjew taken

dividual conviction and his own sense of duty— about̂ eath
whether agreeing or disagreeing with the convic- p'ofer

ssTon

tions of his countrymen, and whether leading to ft
n°syanSat

danger or to death for himself. "Where a man ^atmit
may have posted himself—either under his own belief Snoth e

that it is best, or under orders from the magistrate know'
—there he must stay and affront danger, not caring for death
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or anything else in comparison with disgrace."' As to death,
Sokrates knows very little what it is, nor whether it is good
or evil. The fear of death, in his view, is only one case of
the prevalent mental malady—men believing themselves to
know that of which they really know nothing. If death be
an extinction of all sensation, like a perpetual and dreamless
sleep, he will regard it as a prodigious benefit compared with
life: even the Great King will not be a loser by the ex-
change.11 If on the contrary death be a transition into
Hades, to keep company with those who have died before—
Homer, Hesiod, the heroes of the Trojan war, &c.—Sokrates
will consider it rupreme happiness to converse with and cross-
examine the potentates and clever men of the past—Aga-
memnon, Odysseus, Sisyphus; thus discriminating which of
them are really wise, and which of them are only unconscious
pretenders. He is convinced that no evil can ever happen
to the good man; that the protection of the gods can never
be wanting to him, whether alive or dead.1 " It is not lawful
for a better man to be injured by a worse. He may indeed
be killed, or banished, or disfranchised; and these may
appear great evils, in the eye of others. But I do not think
them so. It is a far greater evil to do what Meletus is now
doing—trying to kill a man unjustly." m

Sokrates here gives his own estimate of comparative good
and evil. Death, banishment, disfranchisement, &c, are no
great evils: to put another man to death unjustly, is a

1 Plato, Apol. S. c. 1G, p. 28 D. ! I believe, moreover, that the Sokrates
k Plato, Apol. c. 17, p. 29 A.; c. 32, I of the Phsedon is spokesman chosen

p . 4 0 D . Kal etre 5^/ ̂ ^ / i
zanv, aAA.' olov virvos, iireiddv TLS
KaOevBccv ^ 8 ' ovap ixn]^kv 6p£, 6av-
lx.a.<nov /cepSos h.v eXf] 6 Sdvaros.

Ast remarks (Plat. Leb. und Schrift.
p. 488) that the language of doubt and
uncertainty in which Sokrates here
speaks of the consequences of death,
is greatly at variance with the lan-
guage which he is made to hold in the
Phsedon. Ast adduces this as one of
his arguments for disallowing the
authenticity of the Apology. I do not
admit the inference. I am prepared
for divergence between the opinions
of Sokrates in different dialogues ; and

to argue in support of the main thesis
of that dialogue. But it is impossible
to deny the variance which Ast points
out, and which is also admitted by
Stallbaum. Steinhart indeed (Einlei-
tung, p. 246) goes the length of deny-
ing it, in which I cannot follow him.
The sentiment of Sokrates in the
Apology embodies the same alternative
uncertainty, as what we read in
Marcus Antoninus, v. 33. Tl olv;
irfpifiiveis thews Trjc e?Te afiiaiv elTe
/ueTdSffTaeriy, &c.

1 Plato, Apol. o. 32, p. 41 A-B.
- Plato, Apol. c. 18, p. 30 0,
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great evil to the doer: the good man can suffer no evil at
all. These are given as the judgments of Sokrates, Reliance of

. „ i „ . , Sokrates on

and as dissentient from most others. Whether they his own

J individual

are Sokratic or Platonic opinions, or common to both "JUJjjjj.
—we shall find them reappearing in various other Jjjg
Platonic dialogues, hereafter to be noticed. We w
have also to notice that marked feature in the character of
Sokratesn—the standing upon his own individual reason and
measure of good and evil: nay, even pushing his confidence
in it so far, as to believe in a divine voice informing and
moving him. This reliance on the individual reason is some-
times recognised, at other times rejected, in the Platonic
dialogues. Plato rejects it in his comments (contained in
the dialogue Thesetetus) on the doctrine of Protagoras: he
rejects it also in the constructive dialogues, Republic and
Leges, where he constitutes himself despotic legislator, pre-
scribing a standard of orthodox opinion: he proclaims it in
the Gorgias, and implies it very generally throughout the
negative dialogues.

Lastly, we find also in the Apology distinct notice of
the formidable efficacy of established public im- Formidable

pressions, generated without any ostensible author,
circulated in the common talk, and passing without
examination from one man to another, as portions ™tehn™bi
of accredited faith. "My accusers Meletus and author'

" Plato, Apol. S. p. 28 D. ol &v TIS
eavrbv Ta|jp f) riyrjcrifi^vos &4\TIOV, ^
tin* &pxoVTOS Tax^y, ivravQa 5e?, ais
e/xol SoiceT, fiivovra mvhvvtvtiv, &O.

Xenophon, Memorab. iv. 8, 11. <pp6-
vifios 8e, w(TT6 /j.% SiafxaprdveLy Kpivuv

3 x p , j ^
irpo(r5e€<Tdai, aAA.' avTtipKT]s elvat irpbs
T V TOVTWV yvaaiv, &c.

Compare this with Memor. i. 1, 3,
4, 5, and the Xenophontic Apology,
4, 5, 13, where this avTapicda. finds for
itself a justification in the hypothesis
of a divine monitor without.

The debaters in the treatise of
Plutarch (De genio Socratis), upon
the question of the Sokratic Saiji6viov,
insist upon this resolute persuasion and
self-determination as the most indisput-
able fact in the case (c. 11, p. 581 C) .

Ai Se ^aKpdrovs op/xal rh fitEpaiov
exovtrat KCX <T(podp6T7}Ta (palvovTai irpbs
away, as &v e | bp&rjS Kai laxvpas
atpzifjLtvai Kpifftws KaX apxijs. Compare
p. 589 E. The speculations of the
speakers upon the ovcria and Suva/Ms
rod ~2,o>Kp&Tovs fiai/Aoviov, come to little
result.

There is a curious passage in Plu-
tarch's life of Coriolanus (c. 32), where
he describes the way in which the
Gods act upon the minds of particular
men, under difficult and trying cir-
cumstances. They do not inspire
new resolutions or volitions, but they
work upon the associative principle,
suggesting new ideas which conduct
to the appropriate volition—ovx i i
tvspytityiJLtvov, a\Ka (pctVTacrias
aywyotis, &C.
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Anytus (says Sokrates) are difficult enough to deal with:
yet far less difficult than the prejudiced public, who have
heard false reports concerning me for years past, and have
contracted a settled belief about my character, from nameless
authors whom I cannot summon here to be confuted." °

It is against this ancient, established belief, passing for
knowledge—communicated by unconscious contagion without
any rational process—against the "proces juge mais non
plaide," whereby King Nomos governs—that the general
mission of Sokrates is directed. It is against the like belief,
in one of its countless manifestations, that he here defends
himself before the Dikastery.

• Plato, Apol. c. 2, p. 18 C-D.
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CHAPTEE VIII.

KBITON.

THE dialogue called Kriton is, in one point of view, a second
part or sequel—in another point of view, an anti- General

. * x purpose of

thesis or corrective—of the Platonic Apology. For ^ Kriton.
that reason, I notice it immediately after the Apology:
though I do not venture to affirm confidently that it was
composed immediately after: it may possibly have been later,
as I believe the Phsedon also to have been later."

The Kriton describes a conversation between Sokrates and
his friend Kriton in the prison, after condemnation, sut̂ ectofthe

r . / dialogue—in-

and two days before the cup of hemlock was admi- teriocutors.
nistered. Kriton entreats and urges Sokrates (as the sym-
pathising friends had probably done frequently during the
thirty days of imprisonment) to make his escape from the
prison, informing him that arrangements have already been
made for enabling him to escape with ease and safety, and
that money as well as good recommendations will be pro-
vided, so that he may dwell comfortably either in Thessaly,
or wherever else he pleases. Sokrates ought not, in justice
to his children and his friends, to refuse the opportunity
offered, and thus to throw away his life. Should he do so,
it will appear to every one as if his friends had shamefully
failed in their duty, when intervention on their part might
easily have saved him. He might have avoided the trial
altogether : even when on trial, he might easily have escaped
the capital sentence. Here is now a third opportunity of
rescue, which if he declines, it will turn this grave and painfula Steinhart affirms with confidence
that the Kriton was composed im-
mediately after the Apology, and
shortly after the death of Sokrates

(Einleitung, p. 303). The fact may
be so, but I do not feel thus confident
of it when I look to the analogy of the
later Phsedon.
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the appea

Kito

affair into mockery, as if he and his friends were impotent
simpletons.b Besides the mournful character of the event,
Sokrates and his friends will thus be disgraced in the opinion
of every one.

" Disgraced in the opinion of every one " replies Sokrates ?
Answer of That is not the proper test by which the propriety
Sokrates to x , . . 1 , • j T

appeal of your recommendation must be determined. 1
a m n0W; a s I always have been, prepared to follow

nothing but that voice of reason which approves itself to
me in discussion as the best and soundest.0 We have often
discussed this matter before, and the conclusions on which
we agreed are not to be thrown aside because of my im-
pending death. We agreed that the opinions general among
men ought not to be followed in all cases, but only in some:
that the good opinions, those of the wise men, were to be
followed—the bad opinions, those of the foolish men, to be
disregarded. In the treatment and exercise of the body,
we must not attend to the praise, the blame, or the opinion
of every man, but only to those of the one professional
trainer or physician. If we disregard this one skilful man,
and conduct ourselves according to the praise or blame of
the unskilful public, our body will become corrupted and dis-
abled, so that life itself wiD not be worth having.

In like manner, on the question what is just and unjust,
He declares honourable or base, good or evil, to which our
judgment of present subject belongs—we must not yield to the
the general . ,

public is not praise and censure of the many, but only to that of
b Plato, Krito. c. 5, p. 45 E. 6>s

Kal virep (Tov Kal virep ijfiuv TWV
5 X ^ b ^

anay rb Trpayfxa rb irepl o~e avavSpia
TtvX -rfj Tijie-ripa Treirpaxdai — Kal 7]
cX(To5os T-qs SIKTJS €fs rb SiKao'T'fipiov ws
eiar/Xdcs, e|bp ^ el<T€\8t'iv—Kal ainbs
d ay&v TT)? b"iK7}S WS e-yeVeTO—Kal rb
TeAevTaiov 87; rovriy wGirep KarayeAas
TT)S i rpa |c«j , KUKia TIV\ Kal avavSpiq rfj
TjfizTtpq 8iaire(p€vy€irai Tjfias 5o«6?yp y f ,

LTLVZS tre ov%) 4(rw(raij.ev ot»5e ah
avrhv, olov TE OP Kalhvvarbv, eJri Kal
fllKpbv TjfiWV 6(pe\0S i\V.
This is a remarkable passage, as

evincing that both the trial and the
death of Sokrates, even in the opinion
of his own friends, might have been
avoided without anything which they
conceived to be dishonourable to his
character.

Professor Kbchly puts this point
very forcibly in his Vortrag, referred
to in my notes on the Platonic Apology,
p. 361 seq.

_c Plato, Krito. c. 6, p. 46 B. &s iyi>
oh fi6vov vvv aWa Kal del TOIOVTOS,
olos TUSV ijimv fafiil

yp^
TUTTOS <paii>r)Tai.
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the one, whoever he may be, who is wise on these worthy of
trust: he

matters.4 We must be afraid and ashamed of him aPP<»is to
the judgment

more than of all the rest. Not the verdict of the °'tt>eone
Expert, who

many, but that of the one man skilful about just Emitter
and unjust, and that of truth itself, must be listened m debate-
to. Otherwise we shall suffer the like debasement and cor-
ruption of mind as of body in the former case. Life will
become yet more worthless. True—the many may put us to
death. But what we ought to care for most, is, not simply
to live, but to live well, justly, honourably.6

Sokrates thus proceeds:
The point to be decided, therefore, with reference to your

proposition, Kxiton, is, not what will be generally said if I
decline, but whether it will be just or unjust—right or wrong
—if I comply; that is, if I consent to escape from prison,
against the will of the Athenians and against the sentence
of law.

To decide the point, I assume this principle, which we
have often before agreed upon in our reasonings, principles
and which must stand unshaken now/ sokrates'fo/

We ought not in any case whatever to act wrong the qnestion
. ° - . . , , , ° withKriton.

or unjustly, l o act so is in every case both bad
for the agent and dishonourable to the agent, what- comme

i -n i l l just or un-
ever may be its consequences. iiiven though others iust? Nerer

^ A ° in any case to

act wrong to us, we ought not to act wrong to them act unjustly.
in return. Even though others do evil to us, we ought not
to do evil to them in return/

This is the principle which I assume as true, though I
know that very few persons hold it, or ever will sokrates
i i i -i i r ,i .i . -, admits that
hold it. Most men say the contrary—that when fewwm

, , , , agree with
other persons do wrong or harm to us, we may do him, and that

p

nded
un-

d
v Plato, Krito, c. 7, p. 47 D. «al 5jj

KaX Tvfpl TWV SiKaicoy Kal aS'iKcay, Kal
altrxp&v Kal naKtov, Kal aya&Siv Kal
Kaxwv, mpl a>v vvv eaTiv % (SovXii,
irirepov T7] rwv TTOWUI/ SO^J; 5e7 f}fji.as
eVeo-flai Kal </>o|3eT(r0ai auT^r, ^ rrj TOV
4vbs, €5f ris £<TTIV tTTa'i&v, %v Re? aXa-

% p
•navTas TOVS aWovs ;

c. 8, p. 48 A. OVK &pa iravv

OVTta (ppOVTHTTGOV '6, TI tpovfflV 01 TIoWol
rjfias, &.AA' 8,rid iiral'aii irepl Tav SlKaiwv
Kal adiKuv, & ely, Kal avr^j 7} a\7)6€(a.

" Plato, Krito. c. 7-8, p. 47-48.
f Plato, Krito. 0. 9, p. 48 E. 'ipa Se

SJj TTJS o* K e \j/ € w s Th\v a, p x h v> &C-

s Plato, Krito. c. 10, p. 49 B. OJ5^
adlKOVfi€Uoy &pa. avraSiKeTv, (*J $ ol
TroWol otovrai, eVeiS^ ovSa/xus
8e? cc5(Ke7*', &c.
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wrong or harm to them in return. This is a car-
dinal point Between those who affirm it, and
those who deny it, there can be no common mea-
sure or reasoning. Reciprocal contempt is the sen-
timent with which, by necessity, each contemplates

the other's resolutions.11

Sokrates then delivers a well-known and eloquent plead-
ing, wherein he imagines the Laws of Athens to

most persons
hold the
opposite
opinion: but
he affirms
that the
point is
cardinal.

Heading sup-
posed to be
addressed byposed to be remonstrate with him on his purpose of secretly
the Laws of
Athens to
Sobrates,
demanding
from him
implicit
obedience.

quitting the prison, in order to evade a sentence
legally pronounced. By his birth, and long resi-
dence in Athens, he has entered into a covenant to
obey exactly and faithfully what the laws prescribe.

Though the laws should deal unjustly with him, he has no
right of redress against them—neither by open disobedience,
nor force, nor evasion. Their rights over him are even more
uncontrolled and indefeasible than those of his father and
mother. The laws allow to every citizen full liberty of try-
ing to persuade the assembled public: but the citizen who
fails in persuading, must obey the public when they enact a
law adverse to his views. Sokrates having been distin-
guished beyond all others for the constancy of his residence
at Athens, has thus shown that he was well satisfied with the
city, and with those laws without which it could not exist as
a city. If he now violates his covenants and his duty, by
breaking prison like a runaway slave, he will forfeit all the
reputation to which he has pretended during his long life, as
a preacher of justice and virtue."

This striking discourse, the general drift of which I have
briefly described, appears intended by Plato—as far as I can

>> Plato, Krito. c. 10, p. 49 D. O?5o
yap '6TI 6\iyots rtffl ravra Kal So/cel
«al 5(J|et* Ols ovv OUTOI 5e'5oKTai Kal
o l s IXTJ, T o v r o i s O V K e <r T i K O l y ^ j
( S o u A J j , a A A ' a v d y i c i ) T O V T o v s
a A A ^ A w p KQT a<p p o v eiV, bpSiv-
T B S TO aW-^Kcuy /3ovAei5/AaTa.
2K07rer ST] OVV Kal o~v e5 juaAa, ir6repov

ais

57) ovv Kal
tis Kal £vvfioKei <roi Kal a p x

6 a e V T € V 0 € V [iov\€v6/A£t/O
u5e'7TOTe opdais e x ° " T O S ° ^ T e Topdais

roii a oijrc Ka~

KWS ird&xovTa aftivurBai aj/TtSpwvTa
KO.KUS ;

Compare the opposite impulse, to
revenge yourself upon your country
from which you believe yourself to
have received wrong, set forth in the
speech of Alkibiades at Sparta after he
had been exiled by the Athenians.
Thucyd. vi. 92. KOL rh (pt\6iro\i OVK
iv § afiiKou/xat ex<», a\K' iv $ aatyakus

• Plato, Krito. p. 50-54.
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pretend to guess at his purpose—to set forth the personal
character and dispositions of Sokrates in a light
different from that which they present in the Apo- pJe
logy. In defending himself before the Dikasts, Su
Sokrates had exalted himself into a position which "n
would undoubtedly be construed by his auditors as tha
disobedience and defiance to the city and its institu- had pr°-0By

tions. He professed to be acting under a divine mis- unqualified
sion, which was of higher authority than the enact- Lstead of
ments of his countrymen: he warned them against
condemning him, because his condemnation would be a mis-
chief, not to him, but to them—and because by doing so
they would repudiate and maltreat the missionary sent to
them by the Delphian God as a valuable present.k In the
judgment of the Athenian Dikasts, Sokrates by using such
language had put himself above the laws; thus confirming the
charge which his accusers advanced, and which they justified
by some of his public remarks. He had manifested by un-
mistakeable language the same contempt for the Athenian
constitution as that which had been displayed in act by
Kritias and Alkibiades,1 with whom his own name was asso-
ciated as teacher and companion.™ Xenophon in his Memo-

k Plato, Apol. S. c. 17-18, p. 29-30.
1 This was among the charges urged

against Sokrates by Anytus and the
other accusers (Xen. Mem. i. 2, 9.
virepopav eiroiei raiv Ka0€(TTuro>f v6y.(av
roiis <rvv6vTa.s). It was also the judg-
ment formed respecting Sokrates by
the Eoman censor, the elder Cato; a
man very much like the Athenian
Anytus, constitutional and patriotic as
a citizen, devoted to the active duties
of political life, but thoroughly averse
to philosophy and speculative debate,
as Anytus is depicted in the Menon of
Plato.—Plutarch, Cato c. 23, a passage
already cited in a note on the chapter
next but one preceding.

The accusation of " putting himself
above the laws," appears in the same
way in the Nubes of Aristophanes,
1035-1402, &c. :—

iis ySv Kaivois irpay^aaiv Kal Se|i'ois
6/uA.eiV
l d 6

Compare the rhetor Aristeides—
"Tirep TUV Ttrrapav, p. 133; vol. iii.
p. 480, Dindorf.

"" The dramatic position of Sokrates
has been compared by Koechly, p. 382,
very suitably with that of Antigone,
who, in burying her deceased brother,
acts upon her own sense of right and
family affections, in defiance of an
express interdict from sovereign auth-
ority. This tragical conflict of obli-
gations, indicated by Aristotle as an
ethical question suited for dialectic
debate (Topic i. p. 105, b. 22), was
handled by all the three great tra-
gedians; and has been ennobled by
Sophokles in one of his best remaining
tragedies. The Platonic Apology pre-
sents many points of analogy with the
Antigone, while the Platonic Kriton
carries us into an opposite vein of
sentiment. Sokrates after sentence,
and Antigone after sentence, are totally
different persons The young maiden,
though adhering with unshaken con-
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rabilia recognises this impression as prevalent among his
countrymen against Sokrates, and provides what he thinks a
suitable answer to it. Plato also has his way of answering
it; and such I imagine to be the dramatic purpose of the
Kriton.

This dialogue puts into the mouth of Sokrates a rhetorical
Haran ue of harangue forcible and impressive, which he supposes

himself to hear from personified Nomos or Athens,
claiming for herself and her laws plenary and un-
measured obedience from all her citizens, as a
covenant due to her from each. He declares his
own heartfelt adhesion to the claim. Sokrates is
thus made to express the feelings and repeat the

language of a devoted democratical patriot. His doctrine is
one which every Athenian audience would warmly applaud—
whether heard from speakers in the assembly, from litigants
in the Dikastery, or from dramatists in the theatre. It is a
doctrine which orators of all varieties (Perikles, Nikias, Kleon,
Lysias, Isokrates, Demosthenes, iEschines, Lykurgus) would
be alike emphatic in upholding: upon which probably Sophists
habitually displayed their own eloquence, and tested the
talents of their pupils. It may be considered as almost an
Athenian commonplace. Hence it is all the better fitted for

Sokrates,
delivered in
the name of
the Laws,
would have
been ap-
plauded by
all the

p
Athens.

viction to the rectitude of her past
disobedience, cannot submit to the
sentence of death without complaint
and protestation. Though above all
fear, she is clamorous in remonstrances
against both the injustice of the sen-
tence and the untimely close of her
career: so that she is obliged to be
dragged away by the officers (Soph.
Antig. 870-877; compare 497-508,
with Plato, Kriton, p. 49 0 ; Apolog.
p. 28 D, 29 G). All these points en-
hance the interest of the piece, and are
suited to a destined bride in the flower
of her age. But an old philosopher of
seventy years of age has no such attach-
ment to life remaining. He contemplates
death with the eye of calm reasoji : he
has not only silenced " the child within
us who fears death" (to use the re-
markable phrase of Plato, Phsedon, p.
77 E), but he knows well that what
remains to him of life must be short;

that it will probably be of little value,
with diminished powers, mental as
well as bodily; and that if passed in
exile, it will be of no value at all. To
close his life with dignity is the best
thing which can happen to him.
While by escape from the prison he
would have gained little or nothing;
he is enabled, by refusing the means of
escape, to manifest an ostentatious
deference to the law, and to make
peace with the Athenian authorities
after the opposition which had been
declared in his Apology. Both in the
Kriton and in the Phaedon, Sokrates
exhibits the specimen of a man adher-
ing to previous conviction, unaffected
by impending death, and by the appre-
hensions which that season brings upon
ordinary minds; estimating all things
then as before, with the same tranquil
and independent reason.
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Plato's purpose of restoring Sokrates to harmony with his
fellow citizens. It serves as his protestation of allegiance to
Athens, in reply to the adverse impressions prevalent against
him. The only singularity which bestows special pertinence,
on that which is in substance a discourse of venerated com-
mon-place, is—that Sokrates proclaims and applies his doc-
trine of absolute submission, under the precise circumstances
in which many others, generally patriotic, might be disposed
to recede from it—where he is condemned (unjustly, in his
own persuasion) to suffer death—yet has the opportunity of
escape. He is thus presented as a citizen not merely of
ordinary loyalty, but of extraordinary patriotism. Moreover
his remarkable constancy of residence at Athens is produced
as evidence, showing that the city was eminently acceptable
to him, and that he had no cause of complaint against it.n

Throughout all this eloquent appeal addressed by Athens
to her citizen Sokrates, the points insisted on are Theharangue

those common to him with other citizens: the
marked specialties of his character being left unno-
ticed. Such are the points suitable to the purpose
(rather Xenophontic than Platonic, herein) of the
Kriton; when Sokrates is to be brought back within character-
the pale of democratical citizenship, and exculpated from the
charge of incivism. But when we read the language of So-
krates both in the Apology and in the Gorgias, we find a
very different picture given of the relations between him
and Athens. We find him there presented as an isolated
and eccentric individual, a dissenter, not only departing alto-
gether from the character and purposes general among his
fellow-citizens, but also certain to incur dangerous antipathy,
in so far as he publicly proclaimed what he was. The Kriton
takes him up as having become a victim to such antipathy;
yet as reconciling himself with the laws by voluntarily
accepting the sentence; and as persuaded to do so, more-
over, by a piece of rhetoric imbued with the most genuine

s with

" Plato, Kriton, c. 14, p. 52 B. ov
yap &v TTOTE ruv aXXaif 'ASrivaloiv airdv-
Ttav 8ia<p€p6vTus ef avT7? €7^5^611, el

fi-f) aoi Sta(pep6vras tfptvite: c. 12, p.
50 D. $epe yap, T( iyKa\(vu 7}^iv T6 KUX
T7J TT(jA.ei 4iri^ipe?s Tjfxas airoWvuat;
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spirit of constitutional democracy. I t is the compromise of
his long-standing dissent with the reigning orthodoxy, just
before his death. 'Ev ev^ijfiia xpv reXevrav."

Still, however, though adopting the democratical vein of
stm sokrates sentiment for this purpose, Sokrates is made to
'â Xpting6 adopt it on a ground peculiar to himself. His indi-
to obey, from viduality is thus upheld. He holds the sentence
bis own con- 1 . , , . . . 1 , 1 .
viction;bya pronounced against him to nave been unjust, but
reason which r , „ - , . ,
weighs with he renounces all use or that plea, because tne
him, but I i i • T
which would sentence has been legally pronounced by tne iudi-
not weigh o ./ A s a

with others, cial authority of the city, and because he has
entered into a covenant with the city. He entertains the
firm conviction that no one ought to act unjustly, or to do
evil to others, in any case: not even in the case in which
they have done injustice or evil to him. "This" (says Sor
krates) " is my conviction, and the principle of my reasoning.
Few persons do accept it, or ever will: yet between those
who do accept it, and those who do not—there can be no
common counsel: by necessity of the case, each looks upon the
other, and upon the reasonings of the other, with contempt."p

This general doctrine, peculiar to Sokrates, is decisive
Theharangue per se, in its application to the actual case, and
coronary might have been made to conclude the dialogue.
from this ° &

sokratic But Sokrates introduces it as a foundation to the
reason, but

Sto^com a r g u m e n t s urged by the personified Athenian No-
Athen™nng m o s : — w n i ° n j however, are not corollaries from it,
citizens. nor a t a l l peculiar to Sokrates, but represent sen-
timents held by the Athenian democrats more cordially than
they were by Sokrates. It is thus that the dialogue Kriton
embodies, and tries to reconcile, both the two distinct ele-
ments—constitutional allegiance, and Sokratic individuality.

Apart from the express purpose of this dialogue, however,
Emphatic the general doctrine here proclaimed by Sokrates
declaration of , L •>

the authority deserves attention, in regard to the other Platonic
of individual ... °

reason and dialogues which we shall soon review. The doctrine
conscience, ,

mdwduai l n v ° l v e s a n emphatic declaration of the paramount
himself. authority of individual reason and conscience; for

» Plato, Ph»doii, p. 117 D. P Plato, Kriton, c. 10, p. 49 D.
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the individual himself—but for him alone. "This" (says
Sokrates) " is, and has long been my conviction. It is the
basis of the whole reasoning. Look well whether you agree
to it: for few persons do agree to it, or ever will: and between
those who do, and those who do not, there can be no common
deliberation: they must of necessity despise each other."
Here we have the Protagorean dogma, Homo Mensura—
which Sokrates will be found combating in the Thesete'tus,—
proclaimed by Sokrates himself. As things appear to me, so
they are to me: as they appear to you, so they are to you.
My reason and conscience is the measure for me : yours for
you. It is for you to see whether yours agrees with mine.

I shall revert to this doctrine in handling other Platonic
dialogues, particularly the Thesetetus.

I have already observed that the tone of the Kriton is
rhetorical, not dialectical—especially the harangue The Kriton

ascribed to Athens. The business of the rhetorician j^t^J"^'•
is to plant and establish some given point of per- |^',;ce

Dif'
suasion, whether as to a general resolution or a par- R r̂Sc and
ticular fact, in the bosoms of certain auditors before DialectlCi

him : hence he gives prominence and emphasis to some views
of the question, suppressing or discrediting others, and espe-
cially keeping out of sight all the difficulties surrounding the
conclusion at which he is aiming. On the other hand, the
business of the dialectician is, not to establish any foreknown
conclusion, but to find out which among all supposable con-
clusions are untenable, and which is the most tenable or best.
Hence all the difficulties attending every one of them must
be brought fully into view and discussed: until this has been
done, the process is not terminated, nor can we tell whether
any assured conclusion is attainable or not.

Now Plato, in some of his dialogues, especially the Gorgias,
greatly depreciates rhetoric and its purpose of persuasion:
elsewhere lie employs it himself with ability and effect. The
discourse which we read in the Kriton is one of his best spe-
cimens : appealing to pre-established and wide spread emo-
tions, veneration for parents, love of country, respect for
covenants—to justify the resolution of Sokrates in the actual

VOL. I. X
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case: working up these sentiments into fervour, but neglect-
ing all difficulties, limits, and counter-considerations: assuming
that the familiar phrases of ethics and politics are perfectly
understood and indisputable.

But these last-mentioned elements—difficulties, qualifica-
tions, necessity for definitions even of the most
hackneyed words—would have been brought into
the foreground had Sokrates pursued the dialectical
path, which (as we know both from Xenophon and
Plato) was his real habit and genius. He was per-
petually engaged (says Xenophon 1) in dialectic

" What is the Holy, what is the Unholy ? What
is the Honourable and the Base ? What is the Just and the
Unjust ? &c." Now in the rhetorical appeal embodied in the

The Kvtton
makes power-
ful appeal to
the emotions,
but overlooks
the ratiocina-
tire diffi-
culties, or
supposes
them to be
solved.

enquiry.

<i Xenoph. Hellen. i. 1, 16. AUTOS
Se irepi TUI> avdpumziwv oei SieAeyeTO,
(TKOTTGIV, rl eixrejSes, Ti ao"e/8eV TI /ca-
A.op, TI ato"xpoV TI Sinaiov, TI &?IKOV
TI ffwcppoavvi], TI ;uc»/ia' ri avdpia, TI
SeiAta' Ti irdhis, TI TTOAITIKOV h

p y p^ p
We see in Xenoph. Menior. i. 2,40-46,

iv. 2, 37, in the Platonic dialogue Mi-
nos and elsewhere, the number of dia-
lectic questions which Sokrates might
have brought to bear upon the harangue
in the Kriton, had it been delivered by
any opponent whom he sought to per-
plex or confute. What is a law?
What are the limits of obedience to
the laws ? Are there no limits (as
Hobbes is so much denounced for
maintaining) ? While the oligarchy of
Thirty were the constituted authority
at Athens, they ordered Sokrates him-
self, together with four other citizens,
to go and arrest a citizen whom they
considered dangerous to the state, the
Salummian Leon. The other four
obeyed the order : Sokrates alone dis-
obeyed, and takes credit for having
done so, considering Leon to be inno-
cent. Which was in the right here?
the four obedient citizens, or the one
disobedient? Might not the four have
used substantially the same arguments
to justify their obedience, as those
which Sokrates hears from personified
Athens in the Kriton? We must re-
member that the Thirty had come into
authority by resolutions passed under
constitutional forms, though fear of

enemies induced the people to sanction
the resolutions proposed by a party
among themselves. The Thirty also
ordered Sokrates to abstain from dis-
course with young men : he disobeyed
(Xenop. Memor. iv. 4-3). Was he
right in disobeying ?

I have indicated briefly these ques-
( tions, to show how completely the rhe-
[ torical manner of the Kriton submerges

all those difficulties, which would form
the special matter of genuine Sokratic
dialectics.

Schleiermacher (Einleitung zuin Kri-
ton, pp. 233, 234) considers the Kriton
as a composition of special occasion—
Gelegenheitschrift—which I think is
true ; but which may be said also, in my
judgment, of every Platonic dialogue.
The term, however, in Schleiermacher's
writing, has a peculiar meaning, viz.
a composition for which there is no
place in the regular rank and file of
the Platonic dialogues, as he marshals
them. He remarks the absence of dia-
lectic in the Kriton, and be adduces
this as one reason for supposing it not
to be genuine.

But it is no surprise to me to find
Plato rhetorical in one dialogue, dia-
lectical in others. Variety, and want
of system, seem to me among his most
manifest attributes.

The view taken of the Kriton by
Steinhart (Einleit. pp. 291-302), in the
first page of his very rhetorical Intro-
duction, coincides pretty much with
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Kriton, the important question, What is the Just and the
Unjust ? (i. e. Justice and Injustice in general) is assumed to
be already determined and out of the reach of dispute. We
are called upon to determine what is just and unjust in a
particular case, as if we already knew what justice and in-
justice meant generally: to enquire about modifications of
justice, before we have ascertained its essence. This is the
fundamental assumption involved in the rhetorical process;
which assumption we shall find Plato often deprecating as
unphilosophical and preposterous.

So far indeed Sokrates goes in this dialogue, to affirm a
positive analogy. That Just and Honourable are, to the
mind, what health and strength are to the body:—Unjust
and Base, what distemper and weakness are to the body.
And he follows this up by saying, that the general public are
incompetent to determine what is just or honourable—as
they are incompetent to decide what is wholesome or un-
wholesome. Respecting both one and the other, you must
consult some one among the professional Experts, who alone
are competent to advise.'

Both these two doctrines will be found recurring often, in
our survey of the dialogues. The first of the two Incom.
is an obscure and imperfect reply to the great ĝTnerai
Sokratic problem—What is Justice? What is In- ^JL
justice ? but it is an analogy useful to keep in mind, profifon'iT
as a help to the exposition of many passages in ExPert-
which Plato is yet more obscure. The second of the two
will also recur frequently. It sets out an antithesis of great
moment in the Platonic dialogues—u The one specially in-
structed, professional, theorising, Expert—versus (the IBIWTCU

of the time and place, or) common sense, common sentiment,
intuition, instinct, prejudice," &c. (all these names meaning
the same objective reality, but diversified according as the
speaker may happen to regard the particular case to which
he is alluding). This antithesis appears as an answer when
we put the question—What is the ultimate authority ? where

r Plato, Kriton, c. 7, p. 47. rov evbs, t'l rti *<rtiv l-nai&v, &c.

X 2
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does the right of final decision reside, on problems and dis-
putes ethical, political, sesthetical ? It resides (Sokrates here
answers) with some one among a few professional Experts.
They are the only persons competent.

I shall go more fully into this question elsewhere. Here
procedure of * s u a ^ mei 'ely notice the application which Sokrates
fhifcJm-""" makes (in the Kriton) of the general doctrine. We
teen decuJed might anticipate that after having declared that none
i t " 0 ' was fit to pronounce upon the Just and the Unjust,
worthy8' except a professional Expert,—he would have pro-
Expertu. ceeded to name some person corresponding to that
designation—to justify the title of that person to confidence
by such evidences as Plato requires in other dialogues—and
then to cite the decision of the judge named, on the case in
hand. This is what Sokrates would have done, if the case
had been one of health or sickness. He would have said—
" I appeal to Hippokrates, Akumenus, &c, as professional
Experts on medicine : they have given proof of competence
by special study, successful practice, writing, teaching, &c.:
they pronounce so and so." He would not have considered
himself competent to form a judgment or announce a decision
of his own.

But here, when the case in hand is that of Just and Unjust,
sokrates acts the conduct of Sokrates is altogether different. He
htaewrhT specifies no pi-ofessional Expert, and he proceeds to
authority in lay down a dogma of his own; in which he tells us
reLonand that few ov none will agree, though it is funda-

mental, so that dissenters on the point must despise
each other as heretics. We thus see that it is he alone
who steps in to act himself the part of professional Expert,
though he does not openly assume the title. The ultimate
authority is proclaimed in words to reside with some un-
named Expert: in fact and reality, he finds it in his own
reason and conscience. You are not competent to judge for
yourself: you must consult the professional Expert: but your
own reason and conscience must signify to you -who the
Expert is.

The analogy here produced by Plato—of questions about
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health and sickness—is followed out only in its negative
operation; as it serves to scare away the multitude, and dis-
credit the Vox Populi. But when this has been done, no
oracular man can be produced or authenticated. In other
dialogues, we shall find Sokrates regretting the absence of
such an oracular man, but professing inability to proceed
without him. In the Kriton, he undertakes the duty himself:
unmindful of the many emphatic speeches in which he had
proclaimed his own ignorance, and taken credit for confessing
it without reserve.
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CHAPTEE IX.

EUTHYPHRON.

THE dialogue called Euthyphron, over and above its con-
tribution to the ethical enquiries of Plato, has a certain bear-
ing on the character and exculpation of Sokrates. It will
therefore come conveniently in immediate sequel to the
Apology and the Kriton.

The indictment by Meletus against Sokrates is assumed to
situation have been formally entered in the office of the King
supposed in n T . •, . L I I . L - . L Tthe dialogue Archon. bokrates has come to plead to it. In

inter-

locutora. the portico before that office, he meets Euthyphron:
a man of ultra-pious pretensions, possessing special religious
knowledge (either from revelation directly to himself, or from
having been initiated in the various mysteries consecrated
throughout Greece), delivering authoritative opinions on
doubtful theological points, and prophesying future events.a

What brings you here, Sokrates (asks Euthyphron), away
from your usual haunts? Is it possible that any one can
have preferred an indictment against you ?

Yes (replies Sokrates), a young man named Meletus. He
indictment takes commendable interest in the traininer of vouth,
by Meletus . . ° TT
against and lias indicted me as a corruptor of vouth. He
Sokrates

Antipathy of says that I corrupt them by teaching belief in new
nians towards gods, and unbelief in the true and ancient gods.
those who ° °
spread Euthypn.—I understand : it is because vou talk
heretical •/

opinions. about the Daemon or Genius often communicating
with you, that Meletus calls you an innovator in religion. He
knows that such calumnies find ready admission with most
minds." So also, people laugh at me, when I talk about

a Plato, Euthyphr. c. 2, p. 3 D ; vo/xl^ovTa, typ&tyaro TOVTOIV avrwv
compare Herodot. ii. 51.

i> Plato, Euthyph. o. 2, p. 3 C : <J>ijirl
ydfj /we Troi7}T7]v &VTO. Qtwv KOX OJS Kaivovs
TTOIOVVTO. Bfovs, TOVS 8' ap%aLovs ob

eVeica, Us <pri<n. P . 5 A . :
(ovra iml KawoTOfJLouVTa irepi TUV Beiav
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religion, and when I predict future events in the assembly.
It must be from jealousy ; because all that I have predicted
has come true.

Sohr.—To be laughed at is no great matter. The Athe-
nians do not care much when they regard a man as overwise,
but as not given to teach his wisdom to others: but when
they regard him besides, as likely to make others such as
he is himself, they become seriously angry with him—be it
from jealousy, as you say, or from any other cause. You keep
yourself apart, and teach no one: for my part, I delight in
nothing so much as in teaching all that I know. If they take
the matter thus seriously, the result may be very doubtful.0

Sokrates now learns what is Euthyphron's business at the
archontic office. Euthyphron is prosecuting an in- Euthyphron
dictment before the King Archon, against his own STpro *at

father; as having caused the death of a dependant SSifent
workman, who in a fit of intoxication had quarrelled I^SsuS
with and killed a fellow-servant. The father of jjLpirasmT
Euthyphron, upon this occurrence, bound the homi- at tie pr™ s

cide hand and foot, and threw him into a ditch: at cec mg'
the same time sending to the Exegetes (the canonical adviser,
supposed to be conversant with the divine sanctions, whom
it was customary to consult when doubts arose about sacred
things) to ask what was to be done with him. The incident
occurred at Naxos, and the messenger was sent to the Exe-
getes at Athens: before he could return, the prisoner had
perished, from hunger, cold, and bonds. Euthyphron has
indicted his father for homicide, as having caused the death
of the prisoner: who (it would appear) had remained in the
ditch, tied hand and foot, without food, and with no more
than his ordinary clothing, during the time occupied in the
voyage from Naxos to Athens, in obtaining the answer of the
Exegetes, and in returning to Naxos.

My friends and relatives (says Euthyphron) cry out against
me for this proceeding, as if I were mad. They say that my

c Plato, Euthyphr. c. 3, p. 3 D.
'A$7]vaiois yap ov vcpoSpa jue'Aet, &v Ttva
Savoy oloiVTai eivat, ft}? fievTot 8i8aa7ca-
Aucbv T7(S al/rov <rocpias' tv b" h.v Koi

hWOVS oXo)VTO.i TTOlc7l/ TOLOVTOVS, &U-
jUoDpTat, CIT' ovv tpddvtp, los <rv Aey€is,
e'ire Si3 &\Ko Tf.
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father did not kill the man : d that even if he had, the man
had committed murder: lastly, that however the case may
have been, to indict my own father is monstrous and in-
excusable. Such reasoning is silly. The only point to be
considered is, whether my father killed the deceased justly
or unjustly. If justly, there is nothing to be said; if un-
justly, then my father becomes a man tainted with impiety
and accursed. I and every one else who, knowing the facts,
live under the same roof and at the same table with him,
come under the like curse ; unless I purify myself by bring-
ing him to justice. The course which I am now taking is
prescribed by piety or holiness. My friends indeed tell me
that it is unholy for a son to indict his father. But I know
better than they, what holiness is : and I should be ashamed
of myself if I did not.e

I confess myself (says Sokrates) ignorant respecting the
question/ and I shall be grateful if you will teachyp

confidence me : the rather as I shall be able to defend myself
of his is both better against Meletus. Tell me what is the general
required and , T _ ,

warranted by constituent feature oi Holiness/ What is that com-
piety or » i i i

holiness. mon essence, or same character, which belongs to
Sokrates asks . . . .

wm-what and distinguishes all holy or pious acts ? What is
is Holiness f ° .

that common opposite essence, which distinguishes
all unholy or impious acts ? s

d According to the Attic law every
citizen was bound, in case any one of
his relatives (,uexp's b.vetyia$S>v) or any
member of his household (OIK4TT)S) had
been put to death, to come forward as
prosecutor and indict the murderer.
This was binding upon the citizen
alike in law and in religion.

Demoothen. cont. Euerg. et Mnesi-
bul. p. 1161. Jul. Pollux viii. 118.

Eutiiyphron would thus have been
considered as acting with propriety, if
the person indicted had been a stranger.

e Plato, Euthyphron, c. 4, p. 4. Re-
specting tlie fiiarrfia, which a person
who had committed criminal homicide
was supposed to carry about with him
wherever he went, communicating it
both to places and to companions, see
Antiphon. Tetralog. i. 2, 5, 10; iii. s.
7, p. 116 ; and De Herodis Osede,
*. 81, p-139. The argument here em-

ployed by Euthyphron ia used also by
the Platonic Sokrates in the Gorgias,
480 C-D. If a man has committed
injustice, punishment is the only way
of curing him. That he should escape
unpunished is the worst thing that
can happen to him. If you yourself,
or your father, or your friend, have
committed injustice, do not seek to avert
the punishment either from yourself or
them, but rather invoke it. This is
exactly what Euthyphron is doing, and
what the Platonic Sokrates (in dialogue
Euthyphron) calls in question.

' Plato, Euthyphron, c. 6, p. 6 B.
rl yap Ka\ (piitro/j-ev, o'l ye Kal avrol
d^ioXoyov/xet/ irepl avrwv fxrjB^y eldtvai ;

« Plato, Euthyphron, c. 6, p. 5 D.
Among the various reasons (none of
them valid in my judgment) given by
Ueberweg (Untersuch. p. 251) for
suspecting the authenticity of the
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It is holy (replies Euthyphron) to do what I am now
doing: to bring to justice the man who commits impiety,
either by homicide or sacrilege or any other such crime,
whoever he be—even though it be your own father. The
examples of the gods teach us this. Kronus punished his
father Uranus for wrong doing: Zeus, whom every one holds
to be the best and justest of the Gods, did the like by Ms
father Kronus. I only follow their example. Those who
blame my conduct contradict themselves when they talk
about the Gods and about me.h

Do you really confidently believe these stories (asks
Sokrates), as well as many others about the discord Euthypbron

and conflicts among the Gods, which are circulated pUSment6

among the public by poets and painters ? For my hL̂ ™us by

part, I have some repugnance in believing them ; i ĵSonufby
it is for this reason probably, I am now to be indicted, his son ZeuSl

and proclaimed as doing wrong. If you tell me that you are
persuaded of their truth, I must bow to your superior know-
ledge. I cannot help doing so, since for my part I sokratea

o L a ' j r intimates his

pretend to no knowledge whatever about them. tionufbe11"

I am persuaded that these narratives are t rue (says ^ " f ^ese

Euthyphron) : and not only they, but many other nar-

ratives yet more surprising, of which most persons are

ignorant. I can tell you some of them, if you like

to hear. You shall tell me another t ime (replies

Sokrates): now let me repeat my question to you

respecting holiness.11

Euthyphron, one is that TO aviaiov is
reckoned as an e?5os as well as TO
'6aiov. Ueberweg seems to think this
absurd, since he annexes to the word a

made to follow out the precept delivered
by the Platonic Sokrates in the These-
tetus and elsewhere—to make himself
aa like to the Gods as possible—(6/u.oi-

note of admiration. But Plato ex- axns Sey KOSTO TO SWUTOV. Thetetet.
pressly gives rb &SIKOV as an dSos, p. 176 B ; compare Phsedrus, 252 C)—
ulong with rb SiKaiov (Eepub. v . only that lie conceives the attributes
476 A) ; and one of the objections
taken against his theory by Aristotle
was, that it would assume substantive
Ideas corresponding to negative terms
—TUV airo<l>d<r€wv iSeas. See Aristot.
Metaphys. A. 990, b. 13, with the
Scholion of Alexander, p. 565, a. 81, r.

h Plato, Euthyphron, p. 5-6.
We see here that Euthyphron is

and proceedings of the Gods differently
from Sokrates.

1 Plato, Euthyphron, c. 7, p. 6 A.
'Api ye TOVT' iativ, ov ei/ctca rfyv SIKTII/
tpsvyw, '6TL Ta roiavra zireiSdv TIS irepl
TWV 6ewv \tyr). Sucr^epwy irws airo-
84XO/J.CU ; Si & 5r), ws eoi/ce, (pfiaet TIS
/ie i^afxapTOLveif.

k Plato, Euthyphron, p. 6 C.
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Before we pursue this enquiry respecting holiness, which
Bearing of *s the 'portion of the dialogue bearing on the
onisthialosae Platonic ethics, I will say one word on the portion
portions of which has preceded, and which appears to bear on
Se AufeiSL the position and character of Sokrates. He (So-
public- krates) has incurred odium, from the Dikastery and
the public, because he is heretical and incredulous. " He
does not believe in those Gods in whom the city believes,
but introduces religious novelties"—to use the words of
the indictment preferred against him by Meletus. The
Athenian public felt the same displeasure and offence in
hearing their divine legends, such as those of Zeus and
Kronus,1 called in question or criticised in an ethical spirit
different from their own—as is felt by Jews or Christians when
various narratives of the Old Testament are criticised in an
adverse spirit, and when the proceedings ascribed to Jehovah
are represented as unworthy of a just and beneficent god. We
read in Herodotus what was the sentiment of pious contem-
poraries respecting narratives of divine matters. Herodotus
keeps1 back many of them by design, and announces that he
will never recite them except in case of necessity : while in
one instance, where he has been betrayed into criticism upon
a few of them, as inconsiderate and incredible, he is seized
with misgivings, and prays that gods and heroes will not be
offended with him.m The freethinkers, among whom Sokrates
was numbered, were the persons from whom adverse criticism
came. It is these men who are depicted by orthodox oppo-

1 I shall say more about Plato's
views on the theological legends
generally believed by his countrymen,
when I come to the language which
he puts into the mouth of Sokrates in
the second and third books of the
Republic. Eusebius considers it mat-
ter of praise when he says " that Plato
rejected all the opinions of his country-
men concerning the Gods and exposed
their absurdity"—oiras i s irdvas ras
•narpiovs irepl TS>V dewv virohrjipets 7]B(-
T€(, Kal TT]V aro-jnav avrcip SiriAtyxev"
(Prsep. Evan. xiii. 1)—the very same
thing which is averred in the indict-
ment laid by Meletus against Sokrates.

m Herodot. ii. 6 5 : TSIV Sh elveicev

avtirai ra Ipa, ei \4yoifu, ttctTafiairiv
&v Tip \6ycfi is TOL 8e?a. •n-pT/'y/xaTa, TO.
eyix> (ptvyu fi6.Xi<na a,Tn}ye4a6ai. TO 5e
Kal eJfpTj/ca aurwu iirityaiaas, avuynalr}
KaTa\anf3av6fievos H-KOV . . . . 45. Ac-
yov<Ti 8e iroWa Kal &.\\a ayeirto'Keirrais
oi "EWiji/es, eui)8}js 8e auTeW Kal %Se &
p.iJ86s iffTi, rhv irepi rov 'Hpa/cAeos
Xiyovffi . . . . e n Se i'pa iopra TOC
'Hpa/cAea, Kal e n &vdpwjrov, us 8^ {pact,
KUS (pvaiv ex^l iroAAovs fivpidSas (po-
vevaai; Kal irepl /j.ev TOVTWV Toaavra
7J}XLV tiivodfTi, Kal irapa T&V Bewv Kal
irapa rwv T\pwwv evfxeveia ei'^.

About the Ipol \6yoi which lie keeps
back, see cap. 51-61-62-81-170, &c.
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nents as committing lawless acts, and justifying themselves
by precedents drawn from the proceedings of Zeus.n They
are besides, especially accused of teaching children to despise
or even to ill-use their parents.0

Now in the dialogue here before us, Plato retorts this
attack. Euthyphron possesses in the fullest measure Dramatic
the virtues of a believer. He believes not only all forth by
that orthodox Athenians usually believed respecting against

Sokr&tes and

the Goda, but more besides.p His faith is so im- thefree-
thinkers,

plicit, that he proclaims it as accurate knowledge, ^ r e . .
and carries it into practice with full confidence; re- p}Mo aeainst

r ' the orthodox

proaching other orthodox persons with inconsistency chan>Pion-
and short coming, and disregarding the judgment of the
multitude, as Sokrates does in the Kriton.i Euthyphron
stands forward as the champion of the Gods, determined not
to leave unpunished the man who has committed impiety,
let him be who he may/ These lofty religious pretensions
impel him, with full persuasion of right, to indict his own
father for homicide, under the circumstances above described.
Now in the eyes of the Athenian public, there could hardly
be any act more abhorrent, than that of a man thus invoking
upon his own father the severest penalties of law. It would
probably be not less abhorrent than that of a son beating his
own father. When therefore we read, in the Nubes of Aristo-
phanes, the dramatic moral set forth against Sokrates, " See
the consequences to which free-thinking and the new system
of education lead8—the son Pheidippides beating his own
father, and justifying the action as right, by citing the
violence of Zeus towards his father Kronus"—we may take" Aristophan. Nubes. 905-1080.

0 Aristophanes, Nubes, 994-1333-
1444. Xenophon, Memorab. i. 2, 49.
^(oKpdrr]s—TOVS TvaTepas irpoin}Aa.Kifeiv
eSi'SoHTKe (accusation by Meletus1.

P Plato, Euthyphron, c. 6, p. 6 B.
Kal €TI *ye rovrtav 6a.vfia(niQT€pa, & ol
iroKkol OVK iacunv.

Euthyphron belonged to the class
described in Euripides, Hippol. 453:—

"OfTot fxkv oZv ypa(pds Te TWV iraAai-

"EXOVCLV, avrol T ' eltnv iv novacus
oel,

"laaffiv, &c.

Compare also Euripid. Herakleidss,
404.

i Plato, Euthyphron, c. 4, p. 5 A,
c. 6, p. 6 A.

r Plato, Euthyphron, p. 5 E. ^
ejriTpeVeip T<£ acrefiovvTL jUr/5' tty o<rn<r-
ovv Tiryx&vy &v-

' Aristophanes, Nubes, 937. T V
Ktuv\v iraiSfvaiv, &c.
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the Platonic Enthyphron as au antithesis to this moral, pro-
pounded by a defender of Sokrates, " See the consequences
to which consistent orthodoxy and implicit faith conduct.
The son Euthyphron indicts his own father for homicide; he
vindicates the step as conformable to the proceedings of the
gods ; he even prides himself on it as championship on their
behalf, such as all religious men ought to approve."*

• Schleiermacher (Einleitung zum
Euthyphron, vol, ii. pp. 51-54) has
many remarks on the Euthyphron in
which I do not concur; but his con-
ception of its " unverkennbare apolo-
getische Absicht" is very much the
same as mine. He describes Euthy-
phron as a man "der sich besouders
auf das Gottliehe zu verstehen vorgab,
und die rechtglaubigen aus den alten
theologischen Dichtern gezogenen
Begriffe tapfer vertheidigte. Diesen
nun gerade bei der Anklage des
Sokrates mit ihm in Beruhrung, und
durch den unsittlichen Streich, den
sein Eifer fur die Frommigkeit veran-
lasste, in Gegensatz zu bringen—war
ein des Platon nicht unwiirdiger
Gedanke" (p. 54). But when Schleier-
macher affirms that the dialogue was
indisputably composed (unstreitig)
between the indictment and the trial
of Sofaates,—and when ho explains
what he considers the defects of the
dialogue, by the necessity of finishing
it in a hurry (p, 53), I dissent from
him altogether, though Steinhart
adopts the same opinion. Nor can I
perceive in what way the Euthyphron
is (as he affirms) either " a natural
out-growth of the Protagoras," or " an
approximation and preparation for the
Parmonides" (p. 52;. Still less do I
feel the force of his reasons for hesi-
tating in admitting it to be a genuine
work of Plato.

I have given my reasons, in a pre-
ceding chapter, for believing that
Plato composed no dialogues at all
during the lifetime of Sokrates. But
that he should publish such a dialogue,
while the trial of Sokrates was im-
pending, is a supposition altogether
inadmissible, in my judgment. The
effect of it would be to make the posi-
tion of Sokrates much worse on his
trial. Herein I agree with Ueberweg
(Untersueh. p. 2."iO/, though I do not

share bis doubts of the authenticity of
the dialogue.

The confident assertion of Stall-
baum surprises me. "Constat enim
Platonem eo tempore, quo Socrati
tantum erat odium conflatum, ut ei
judicii immineret periculum, complures
dialogos composuisse; in quibus ill
egit, ut viri sanetissimi adversarios in
eo ipso genere, in quo sibi plurimum
sapere videbantur, inscitise et igno-
rantife coargueret. Nam Euthy-
phronem novimus, ad vates ignorantioe
rerum gravissimarum convincendos,
esse compositum; ut in quo eos ne
pietatis quidem notionem tenere os-
tenditur. In Menone autem id agitur,
ut sophistas et viros civiles non scientia
atque arte, sed cceco quodam impetu
mentis et sorte divina duci demon-
stretur : quod quidem ita fit, ut collo-
quium ex parte cum Anyto, Socratis
accusatore, habeatur Nam
Menonem quidem et Euthyphronem
Plato eo confecit tempore, quo Socratis
causa haud ita pridem in judicio ver-

! sabatur, nee tamen jam tanta ei vide-
batur imminere calamitas, quanta
postea consecuta est. Ex quo sane
verisimiliter colligere licet Ionem, cujus
simile argumentum et consilium est,
circa idem tempus literis consignatum
esse." Stallbaum, Prolegom. ad Pla-
tonis Ionem, pp. 288-2>9, vol. iv.

" Imo uno exemplo Euthyphronis,
boni quidem hominis ideoque ne Socrati
quidem inimici, sed ejusdem supersti-
tiosi, vel, ut hodie loquuntur, orthodoxi,
qualis Athenis vulgo esset religionis
conditio declarare instituit. Ex quo
quidem clarissime' videtur apparere,
Platonem hoc unum spectavisse, ut ju-
dices admonerentur, ne populari super-
stitioni in sententiis ferendis plus justo
tribuerent." Stallbaum, Proleg. ad
Euthyphron. T. vi. p. 146.

Steinhart also (in his- Einleitung, p.
190) calls Euthyphron "ein rechtglaii-
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I proceed now with that which may be called the Platonic
purpose in the dialogue—the enquiry into the sequeiofthe
general idea of Holiness. When the question was
first put to Euthyphron, What is the Holy ?—he
replied—" That which I am now doing."—Sokr. That the rc^T/to

. a general

may be : but many other things besides are also question.
holy.—Muthyph. Certainly.—SoJcr. Then your answer does not
meet the question. You have indicated one particular holy
act, among many. But the question asked was—What is
Holiness generally ? What is that specific property, by the
common possession of which all holy things are entitled to be
called holy ? I want to know this general Idea, in order that
I may keep it in view as a type wherewith to compare each
particular case, thus determining whether the case deserves
to be called holy or not."

Here we have a genuine specimen of the dialectic interro-
gatory in which Xenophon affirms" Sokrates to have
passed his life, and which Plato prosecutes under his master's
name. The question is generalised much more than in the
Kriton.

It is assumed that there is one specific Idea or essence—
one objective characteristic or fact—common to all Sudl mistake

things called Holy. The purpose of the questioner S S d l
is, to determine what this Idea is: to provide a CU5510n-
good definition of the word. The first mistake made by the
respondent is, that he names simply one particular case,
biger von reinsten Wasser—ein ueber- t for it is not the less true that the
frommer, fanatischer, Mann," &c. dialogues of Plato, if published at that

moment, would increase the exaspera-In the two preceding pages Stall-
baum defends himself against objections
made to his view, on the ground that
Plato, by composing such dialogues at

p
tion against Sokrates, and the chance,
whatever it was, that he would be
found guilty. Stallbaum refers by

this critical moment, would increase the \ mistake to a passage in the Platonic
unpopularity and danger of Sokrates, ' Apology (p. 36 A), as if Sokrates
instead of diminishing it. Stallbauui
contends (p. 145) that neither Sokrates
nor Plato nor any of the other Sokratic
men, believed that the trial would end
in a verdict of guilty: which is pro-
bably true about Plato, and would
have been borne out by the event if
Sokrates had made a different defence.
But this does not assist the conclusion
which Stallbaum wishes to bring out;

there expressed his surprise at the
verdict of guilty, anticipating a verdict
of acquittal. The passage declares the
contrary : Sokrates expresses his sur-
prise that the verdict of guilty had
passed by so small a majority as five ;
he had expected that it would pass by
a larger majority.

" Plato, Euthyphron, c. 7, p. 6 E.
1 Xenoph. Memor. i. 1-16.
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answer
given by
Eulhyphron
—tbat which

coming under the general Idea. This is a mistake often
recurring, and often corrected, in the Platonic dialogues.
Even now, such a mistake is not unfrequent: and in the
time of Plato, when general ideas, and the definition of gene-
ral terms, had been made so little the subject of direct atten-
tion, it was doubtless perpetually made. When the question
was first put, its bearing would not be properly conceived.
And even if the bearing were properly conceived, men would
find it easier then, and do find it easier now, to make answer
by giving one particular example than to go over many
examples, and elicit what is common to all.

Euthyphron next replies—That which is pleasing to the
First general Gods is holy: that which is not pleasing, or which

is displeasing to the Gods, is unholy.—Sohr. That
is the sort of answer which I desired to have: now

is pleasing to . .
the Gods is let us examine it. We learn from the received the-
Holy. Com-
ments of ology, which you implicitly believe, tha t there has
Sokrates OJ • r J

thereon. been much discord and quarrel among the Gods.
If the Gods quarrel, they quarrel about the same matters as
men. Now men do not quarrel about questions of quantity
—for such questions can be determined by calculation and
measurement: nor about questions of weight—for there the
balance maybe appealed to. The questions about which you
and I and other men quarrel are, What is just or unjust,
honourable or base, good or evil ? Upon these there is no
accessible standard. Some men feel in one way, some in
another; and each of us fights for his own opinions/ We
all indeed agree that the wrong-doer ought to be punished:
but we do not agree who the wrong-doer is, nor what is wrong
doing. The same action which some of us pronounce to be
just, others stigmatise as unjust.2

y Plato, Euthyphron, c. 8, p. 7 D .

T'IVO. KpiffLV ov Zvvafxsvoi acpLKeffdai
exOpol ye av a\\4\\ois el/xev KaX opyL-
£p pxp ,
oAA.1 efxou KeyovTOs (TK6TV€I, et raS' %(TTI
T6 Te SiKaiov Kal TO &b*iKov, Kal KaKhp
Kal aiVxpoy, «al ayadbv Kal Kattov. ^Ap'
oil TauTci eVn ivepl hv ZltvzyfievTSS KaX

€7rl LKav))v KpitTif ahruiv
j 6 S

ou

y y f ,
yf Ka\ £y&> «ai ah KOX oi &W01

a.p0pa>irot irdjrres ;
1 Plato, Euthyphron, c. 9, p. 8 D.

OVK &pa e/cetVd ye a.fj.cpiff^-qTOva'lv, 6s
ou rhi/ afiiKovvra Sci SiSouai SIKTIV &A\'
EKCTTO 1<TUS afi.<pitrl}TiTov<n, TO, I I ' S
e o ' T i r o a$ iKu v, Kal r t Spwv,
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So likewise the quarrels of the Gods must turn upon these
same matters—just and unjust, right and wrong, good and
evil. What one God thinks right, another God thinks wrong.
What is pleasing to one God, is displeasing to another. The
same action will be both pleasing and displeasing to the
Gods.

According to your definition of holy and unholy, therefore,
the same action may be both holy and unholy. Your defini-
tion will not hold, for it does not enable me to distinguish the
one from the other.21

Euthyph.—I am convinced that there are some things
which all the Gods love, and some things which all the Gods
hate. That which I am doing, for example—indicting my
father for homicide—belongs to the former category. Now
that which all the Gods love, is the holy: that which they
all hate, is the unholy.a

Sokr.—Do the Gods love the holy, because it is holy ? Or
is it holy for this reason, because they do love it?
Euthyph.—They love it because it is holy.b Sokr.—
Then the holiness is one thing; the fact of being
loved by the Gods is another. The latter fact is
not of the essence of holiness: it is true, but only
as an accident and an accessory. You have yet to
tell me what that essential character is, by virtue &u

Kal T T J T € ; Upd^etos TLVOS irepi Biaip€-
po/j.€POi, 01 fxev SiKaiOJS (paffiv avT^v
TreirpaxBat, oi Se aSiKws.

21 In regard to Plato's ethical en-
quiries generally, and to what we shall
find in future dialogues, we must take
note of what is hero laid down,—that
mankind are in perpetual dispute, and
have not yet any determinate standard
for just and unjust, right and wrong,
honourable and base, good and evil.
Plato had told us, somewhat differently,
in the Kriton, that on these matters,
though the judgment of the many was
not to be trusted, yet there was another
trustworthy judgment, that of the one
wise man. This point will recur for
future comment.

s Plato, Euthyphron, c. 11, p. 9.
b Plato, Euthyphron, c. 12, p. 10

A-D. The manner in which Sokrates

Per-

conducts this argument is over-subtle.
OiiK &pa 5L6TI 6p(i>fiei'6y ye iart 5ta
TOVTO bparai, aAAa TOVV&VTLOV, BI6TI
opaTai, Sta TOVTO op&i*.tvov ouSe 8I6TI
ay6fJ.ev6y effTi, 5(a TOVTO cryercu, aAAa
SI6TI ftyeTai, Bia TOVTO ayijA^vov ou5e
SISTI (f>€p6fievoy, (peperat, aAAa SLSTL
(p4p€Tcu7 <p€p6fj.evov.

The difference between the meaning
of <p€peTcu and <ptp6fx$v6v icTi is not
easy to see. The former may mean to
affirm the beginning of an action, the
latter the continuance : but in this case
the inference would not necessarily
follow.

Compare Aristotel. Physica, p. 185,
b. 25, with the Scholion of Simplikius,
p. 330, a. 2d ed. Bekk., where fiaSlfcv
iaTi is recognised as equivalent to
35 ' f
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of which the holy comes to be loved by all the Gods, or to be
the subject of various other attributes.0

Euthyph.—I hardly know how to tell you what I think.
None of my explanations will stand. Your ingenuity turns
and twists them in every way. Sokr.—Ii I am ingenious, it
is against my own will;" for I am most anxious that some
one of the answers should stand unshaken. But I will now put
you in the way of making a different answer. You will admit
that all which is holy is necessarily just. But is all that is
just necessarily holy ?

Euthyphron does not at first understand the question. He
sokrates does not comprehend the relation between two
nevfanlwer. words, generic and specific with reference to each
one brand) or other: the former embracing all that the latter
jist! yj°t is embraces, and more besides (denoting more objects,
that branch v . . . J

which con- connoting fewer attributes). Ihis is explained by
ceras minis- . ° ' * J

trationby analogies and particular examples, illustrating a
Gods. logical distinction highly important to be brought
out, at a time when there were no treatises on Logic." So
much therefore is made out—That the Holy is a part, or
branch, of the Just. But what part ? or how is it to be
distinguished from other parts or branches of the just ?
Euthyphron answers. The Holy is that portion or branch
of the Just which concerns ministration to the Gods: the
remaining branch of the Just is, what concerns ministration
to men.'

Sokr.—What sort of ministration? Other ministrations,
Ministration to horses, dogs, working cattle, &c, are intended
to the Gods? - . to & ' '

How? TO tor t h e improvemen t or benefit ot those t o whom
pose? they are rendered:—besides, they can only be ren-
dered by a few trained persons. In what manner does the<= Plato, Euthyphron, c. 12, p. 11 A.
Kivfivvevtis, ipwrwfj.efos TO oVioy, '6, TI
TTOV €0"T(p, TJ)V fj.ev ov <r iay pot
aiirov ov fiov\e<r$ai SrjKtoGat, TT6,6os
5 e T I i r e p l av T ov A - e y e i y , 8, T i

7T € 7T 0 V 8 6 TOCTO TO flfflOV, *pt\ei(T8aL
virb TruvTitiv rail/ 6ewf '6, T i 5 e b V,
oifiroi e?7T6s. . . TtaXiv tiire e | ^p^TJs,
TI 7rore oy TO 'iaiov €<(T£ t/)tA€?Tai inrb

de&v, etre 6T1 5}/ 7rao*x6i.
d Plato, Euthyphron, c. 12, p. 11 D.

&KUJV ei^ul (rorf>6s, &c.
e Plato, Euthyphron, c. 13, p. 12.
' Plato, Euthyphron, c. 14. p. 12 E.

TO fj.4pos TOV diKaiov elvai euo*6j8es T€
Kcd omov, TO irepl r)}v TU>V 0eS>v 8epa-
7T€iav TO Se 7repl TTJV TWV avdpdnrcoi', TO
\onvbv iivat TOV StKaiov jiiepoi.
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ministration, called holiness, benefit or improve the Gods ?
Euthyph.—In no way: it is of the same nature as that which
slaves render to their masters. Sokr.—You mean, that it is
work done by us for the Gods. Tell me—to what end does
the work conduce ? What is that end which the Gods accom-
plish, through our agency as workmen ? Physicians employ
their slaves for the purpose of restoring the sick to health :
shipbuilders put their slaves to the completion of ships. But
what are those great works which the Gods bring about by
our agency ? Euthyph.—Their works are numerous and
great. Sokr.—The like may be said of generals: but the
summary and main purpose of all that generals do is—to
assure victory in war. So too we may say about the husband-
man : but the summary of his many proceedings is, to raise
corn from the earth. State to me, in like manner, the sum-
mary of that which the Gods perform through our agency.«

Euthyph.—-It would cost me some labour to go through the
case fully. But so much I tell you in plain terms. Hoiiness-

J ** A rectitude in

If a man, when sacrificing and praying, knows what sacrmceand
deeds and what words will be agreeable to the Gods, right traffic

° between men

that is holiness: this it is which upholds the security ™d the Gods-
both of private houses and public communities. The con-
trary is unholiness, which subverts and ruins them.11 Sokr.
—Holiness then, is the knowledge of rightly sacrificing and
praying to the Gods; that is, of giving to them, and asking
from them. To ask rightly, is to ask what we want from
them: to give rightly, is to give to them what they want
from us. Holiness will thus be an art of right traffic between
Gods and men. Still, you must tell me how the Gods are
gainers by that which we give to them. That we are gainers
by what they give, is clear enough; but what do they gain on
their side ? SS^ST

Euthyph.—-The Gods gain nothing. The gifts «ofh
s
ln
g™

which we present to them consist in honour, marks £ n ^ j v e

of respect, gratitude. SoJcr.—The holy, then, is that S>anour°ands Plato, Euthyphron, o. 16, pp. 13,14.
h Plato, Euthyphron, c. 16, p. 14 B.

Compare this third unsuccessful answer
of Euthyphron with the third answer

VOL. I.

assigned to Hippias (Hipp. Maj. 291
C-E). Both of them appear length-
ened, emphatic, as if intended to settle
a question which had become vexatious.
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gratitude—
they are

that which
is pleasing to
the Gods.

which obtains favour from the Gods: not that which
^S gainful to them, nor that which they love. Uu-
thypk—N&y; I think they love it especially.
Sohr.—Then it appears that the holy is what the
Q0(jg l o y e ? ^^p^.—Unquestionably.

Sokr.—But this is the very same explanation which we
is the rejected a short time ago as untenable.1 It was

' agreed between us, that to be loved by the Gods
w a s n o t °f t ne essence of holiness, and could not serve
a s a n explanation of holiness: though it might be

d'"from truly affirmed thereof as an accompanying predicate.
Let us therefore try again to discover what holiness

the dialogue.

that you must know, since under a confident persuasion that
you know, you are indicting your own father for homicide.

Euthyph.—" The investigation must stand over to another
time, I have engagements now which call me elsewhere."

So Plato breaks off the dialogue. It is conceived in the
sokratic truly Sokratic spirit:—an Elenchus applied to im-
diaiogue-6 plicit and unexamined faith, even though that faith
î Same be accredited among the public as orthodoxy: war-
Eienchugstoe fare against the confident persuasion of knowledge,
slSftaToV upon topics familiar to every one, and on which
knowledge. (jeep sentiments, and confused notions have grown up
by association in every one's mind, without deliberate study,
systematic teaching, or testing cross-examination. Euthyphron
is a man who feels unshaken confidence in his own knowledge,
and still more in his own correct religious belief. Sokrates
appears in his received character as confessing ignorance,
soliciting instruction, and exposing inconsistencies and con-
tradiction in that which is given to him for instruction.

We must (as I have before remarked) take this ignorance
Thequestions on the part of the Platonic Sokrates not as assumed,
difficult, often but as very real. In no part of the Platonic writ-
impossible to . . *

answer. mgs do we find any tenable definition of the Holy
Sokrates is *

unable to and the Unholy, such as is here demanded from
• Plato, Euthyphron, c. 19, p. 15.

i yip irov, 8TI iv rip irp6t7$fv
TO re '6<xiov KOLI rb 6€0<pi\€S ov
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Euthyphron. The talent of Sokrates consists in answer them,
exposing bad definitions, not in providing good ones, exposes the
This negative function is all that he claims for him- of others.
self—with deep regret that he can do no more. " Sokrates"
(says Aristotlek) "put questions, but gave no answers: for he
professed not to know." In those dialogues where Plato
makes him attempt more (there also, against his own will
and protest, as in the Philebus and Eepublic), the affirmative
Sokrates will be found only to stand his ground because no
negative Sokrates is allowed to attack him. I insist upon
this the rather, because the Platonic commentators usually
present the dialogues in a different light, as if such modesty
on the part of Sokrates was altogether simulated; as if he
was himself,l from the beginning, aware of the proper answer
to his own questions, but refrained designedly from announ-
cing it: nay, sometimes as if the answers were in themselves
easy, and as if the respondents who failed must be below par
in respect of intelligence. This is an erroneous conception.
The questions put by Sokrates, though relating to familiar
topics, are always difficult; they are often even impossible to
answer, because they postulate and require to be assigned a
common objective concept which is not to be found. They
only appear easy to one who has never attempted the task of
answering under the pressure of cross-examination. Most
persons indeed never make any such trial, but go on affirming
confidently as if they knew, without trial. It is exactly
against such illusory confidence of knowledge that Sokrates
directs his questions: the fact belongs to our days no less
than to his.m

The assumptions of some Platonic commentators — that
Sokrates and Plato of course knew the answers to their own

k Aristotel. Sophist. Elench. p. 183,
b . 7 . eTTgt Kal Sta TOVTO 2o)KpctT7)y ijpdsTa
Kal OVK aveicpiveTO' w/io\6ysi yap OVK

evai.
See Stallbaum, Prolegg. ad Euthy-

phron. p. 140.
m Adam Smith observes, in bis Essay-

on the Formation of Languages (p. 20
of the fifth volume of his collected

expressed by the preposition of: and
if he has not beforehand employed his
thoughts a good deal upon these sub-
jects, you may safely allow him a week
to consider of his answer."

The Platonic problem assumes, not
only that he shall give an answer, but
that it shall be an answer which he
can maintain against the Elenchus of

Works\ " Ask a man what relation is I Sokrates.

2
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questions—that an honest and pious man, of ordinary intel-
ns of licence, has the answer to the question in his heart/
mpus

j lice
Theopompus , -, , i

to the though he cannot pu t it in words—these assurnp-
procedure. tions were also made by many of P la to ' s contempo-
raries, who depreciated his questions as frivolous and unpro-
fitable. The rhetor and historian Theopompus (one of the
most eminent among the numerous pupils of Isokrates, and a t
the same time unfriendly to Plato, though younger in age),
thus criticised Plato 's requirement, tha t these familiar terms
should be defined: " W h a t ! (said he) have none of us before
your t ime talked about the Good and the Jus t ? Or do you
suppose that we cannot follow out what each of them is, and
tha t we pronounce the words as empty and unmeaning
sounds ? " " Theopompus was the scholar of Isokrates, and
both of them probably took the same view, as to the useless-
ness of that colloquial analysis which aims a t determining the
definition of familiar ethical or political words.0 They con-
sidered tha t Plato and Sokrates, instead of clearing up what
was confused, wasted their ingenuity in perplexing what was
already clear. They preferred the rhetorical handling (such
as we noticed in the Kxiton) which works upon ready-made
pre-established sentiments, and impresses a strong emotional
conviction, but presumes tha t all the intellectual problems
have already been solved.

All this shows the novelty of the Sokratic point of view:
objective the distinction between the essential constituent and
Ethics, the accidental accompaniment,11 and the search for a
distinguished . . 7

from°theteB c^e^ni t l011 corresponding to the former: which search
subjective. w a s first prosecuted by Sokrates (as Aristotle11

points out) and was taken up from him by Plato. I t was
" Epiktetus, ii. 17, 4-10. Tb 5' ifa-

iraTuu robs iroWovs TOUT* effTiv, '6irzp
Ktxl ©tSiTOlLITOV rbv pTJTOpa' '6s TYOV Kal
Ukdrwyi iyKa\(T, eVl ra fiovXtadai
enacTTa opifetrflcu. Ti yap \ e7e1 ; OuSels
r)IJ.(iv ivpb crov €\ey€v ayaBbv ^ 5iiccuoi>;
7) [ify TrapaKo\ov8ovVTes ri eVn TOVTUV

i X O, i
ras tyuvas;

Respecting Theopompus, compare
Dionys. Hal. Epistol. ad Cn. Pompeium

de Platone, p. 757; also De Praecip.
Historicis, p. 782.

0 Isokrates, Helen. Encom. Or. x.
init. De Peramt. Or. xv. sect. 90.

These passages do not name Sokrates
and Plato, but have every appearance
of being intended to allude to them.

P This distinction is pointedly noticed
in the Euthyphron, p. 11 A.

1 Aristotel. Metaphys. A. 987, b. 2;
M. 1078, b. 28.
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Sokrates who first brought conspicuously into* notice the objec-
tive, intellectual, scientific view of ethics—as distinguished
from the subjective, emotional, incoherent, and uninquiring.
I mean that he was the first who proclaimed himself as feel-
ing the want of such an objective view, and who worked upon
other minds so as to create the like want in them: I do not
mean that he provided satisfaction for this requirement.

Undoubtedly (as Theopompus remarked) men had used
these ethical terms long before the time of Sokrates, subjective
and had used them, not as empty and unmeaning, coincident
but with a full body of meaning (i. e. emotional objective
meaning). Strong and marked emotion had become
associated with each term; and the same emotion, similar
in character, though not equal in force—was felt by the
greater number of different minds. Subjectively and emo-
tionally, there was no difference between one man and an-
other, except as to degree. But it was Sokrates who first-
called attention to the fact as a matter for philosophical
recognition and criticism,—that such subjective and emo-
tional unanimity does not exclude the widest objective and
intellectual dissension/

' I t is tMa distinction between the
subjective and the objective which is
implied in the language of Epiktetus,
when he proceeds to answer the objection
cited from Theopompus (see note " ) :
T'LS yap o~ot Aeyei , ©et^o/i-jre, HTI zvvoias

OVK elxop-SV e/CO(7T0U TOVTWV (pVO'lKa.S,
Kal TrpoA^tf/eis; AAA' ovx oiov re iipap-
iU<ffe»' Tas irpoArjif/eu rats KaTaAAiJAoiy
ovaiais, /X7/ 5tap0pc0<raj/Ta auTas, Kal
aiirb TOVTO (rKztydfxevov, Troiav Tiva
sKaffrr] avTuiv ovaiav uiroTaKTeov.

To the same purpose Epiktetua, in
another passage, i. 22, 1-9 : AUTT; tariv
•7] TWV lovSaiwy, Kal ^iipcev, Kal Aiyvir-
T'IWV, Kal 'FtofAaitav l^axV °v irepi TOO,
STI T& offiov irdvTWV TrpoTifj.7iTeov, Kal
iv iravrl jUgTaStiaKTeW—aAAa TroVepoV
icTTlV OtTLOV TOVTO, T& X o l P e ' o t < tyaftiv,
ty av6<Tiov.

Again, Origen also, in a striking
passage of his reply to Celsus (v. p. 263,
ed. Spencer), observes that the name
Judire is the same among all Greeks
(lie means, the name with the emo-
tional associations inseparable from it),

but that the thing designated was very
different, according to those who pro-
nounced it:—Ae/creo*', STI TO T?)S SI-
Kaioo~vvi)s ovofxa TavTov pev %GTIV irapa
Tzaffiv "EAA^^Tii/" tfdr} 5e airob'eita'vTcu
a\\t] fxhv 7} tear' 'EiriKOupou StKawo'vvTj,
&AA?J 5e f] Kara TOVS aivb TTJS ^Toas,
apwutvoiv TO Tpifxtpes T?IS tyuxTJS, a\\ij
Si KaTa TOVS airb TWaTtwos, ISioirpayiav
Ttav fxepury TTJS ^/U%^S <pa(TK6vTG>v slvat
T7]f h'uia.ioo'vvTiv, OvTii) 5e Kal aWtj ,ue^
7] 'TLiriKovpov aySpia, &C.

" Je n'aime point Ics mots nouveaux,"
(said Saint J ust, in his Institutions, com-
posed during the sitting of the French
Convention, 1793), " je ne connais que
le juste et l'injuste : ces mots sont en-
tendus par toutes les consciences. II
faut ramener toutes les de'finitions a la
conscience: l'esprit est un sophiste
qui conduit lea vertus a l'e'ehafaud."
(Histoire Parlementaire de la Revolu-
tion Franchise, t. xxxv. p. 277.) This is
very much the language which honest
and vehement ftionai of Athens would
hold towards Sokrates and Plato.
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cross

condition by
s k t

As the Platonic Sokrates here puts it in the Euthyphron—
all men agree that the person who acts unjustly
must be punished; but they dispute very much
who it is that acts unjustly—which of his actions are
uniust—or under what circumstances tney are so.

Position of J . , . , 11 j.i

sokrates and The emotion m each mans mind, as well as the
regard to it. word by which it is expressed, is the same:s but the
person, or the acts, to which it is applied by each, although
partly the same, are often so different, and sometimes so
opposite, as to occasion violent dispute. There is subjective
agreement, with objective disagreement. It is upon this
disconformity that the Sokratic cross-examination is brought
to bear, making his hearers feel its existence, for the first
time, and dispelling their fancy of supposed knowledge as
well as of supposed unanimity. Sokrates required them to
define the general word—to assign some common objective
characteristic, corresponding in all cases to the common sub-
jective feeling represented by the word. But no man could
comply with his requirement, nor could he himself comply
with it, any more than his respondents. So far Sokrates
proceeded, and no farther, according to Aristotle. He never
altogether lost his hold on particulars : he assumed that there
must be something common to them all, if you could but
find out what it was, constituting the objective meaning
of the general term. Plato made a step beyond him, though

8 Plato, Euthyphron, p. 8, O-D.
Euripides, Phoenissse, 498—

6i ircuri raurhy KaAbv e<pv, <ro<p6v 0'

p s epis
Sey, OUT1 1O~OV,

OVK ^)v
vvv 5' OL»X

f$p6rois
•n-AV hvoji.6.aa.v TO 5' ipyov OVK SITTO

6S

Hobhes expresses, in the following
terms, this fact of subjective similarity
coexistent with great objective dis-
similarity among mankind.

" For the similitude of the thoughts
and passions of one man, to the
thoughts and passions of another, who-
ever looketh into himself and con-
sidereth what he does when he does

think, opine, reason, hope, fear, &c. and
upon what grounds, he shall thereby
read and know what are the thoughts
and passions of all other men upon
the like occasions. I say the similitude
of passions, which are the same in all
men, desire, fear, hope, &c, not the
similitude of the objects of the passions,
which are the things desired, feared,
hoped, &c, for these the constitution
individuall, and particular education
do so vary, and they are so easy to be
kept from our knowledge, that the
characters of man's heart, blotted and
confounded as they are with lying,
dissembling, counterfeiting, and er-
roneous doctrines, are legible only to
him that searcheth hearts."—Intro-
duction to Leviathan.
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under the name of Sokrates as spokesman. Not being able
(any more than Sokrates) to discover or specify any real
objective characteristic, common to all the particulars—he
objectivised * the word itself: that is, he assumed or imagined
a new objective Ens of his own, the Platonic Idea, correspond-
ing to the general word: an idea not common to the par-
ticulars, but existing apart from them in a sphere of its own
—yet nevertheless lending itself in some inexplicable way
to be participated by all the particulars. It was only in this
way that Plato could explain to himself how knowledge was
possible : this universal Ens being the only object of know-
ledge : particulars being an indefinite variety of fleeting
appearances, and as such in themselves unknowable. The
imagination of Plato created a new world of Forms, Ideas,
Concepts, or objects corresponding to general terms: which
he represents as the only objects of knowledge, and as the
only realities.

In the Euthyphron, however, we have not yet passed into
this Platonic world, of self-existent Forms—objects The Hoiy—
of conception—concepts detached from sensible par- essential

ch Jir&otp ri sti o

ticulars. We are still with Sokrates and with -what is
ordinary men among the world of particulars, only the fact that

J b
 n, n . it is loved by

that Sokrates introduced a new mode of looking at the Gods-
this is true,

all the particulars, and searched among them for but is not its
r ' o constituent

some common feature which he did not find. The essence.
Holy (and the Unholy) is a word freely pronounced by every
speaker, and familiarly understood by every hearer, as if it
denoted something one and the same in all these particulars."
What is that something—the common essence or idea?
Euthyphron cannot tell; though he agrees with Sokrates
that there must be such essence. His attempts to explain
it prove failures.

The definition of the Holy—that it is what the Gods love—
is suggested in this dialogue, but rejected. The Holy is not
Holy because the Gods love it: on the contrary, its holiness
is an independent fact, and the Gods love it because it is

' Ariatot. Metaphys. M. 1078, b. 30. 1086, b, 4.
» Plato, Euthyphron, p. 5 D, 6 E.
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Holy. The Holy is thus an essence, per se, common to, or
partaken by, all holy persons and things.

So at least the Platonic Sokrates here regards it. But the
xmThonuo Xenophontic Sokrates, if we can trust the Memora-
lafectta bilia, would not have concurred in this view: for
dwefentfrom we read that upon all points connected with piety
Platonicthe or religious observance, he followed the precept
dSo^r^y which the Pythian priestess delivered as an answer
Shite to all who consulted the Delphian oracle on similar
oTtneiMy- questions—You will act piously by conforming to
an "Si te 3 the law of the city. Sokrates (we are told) not
typees%?s- only acted upon this precept himself, but advised
reufuve.and his friends to do the like, and regarded those who
acted otherwise as foolish and over-subtle triflers.* It is
plain that this doctrine disallows all supposition of any
general essence, called the Holy, to be discovered and
appealed to, as type in cases of doubt; and recognises the
equal title of many separate local, discordant, and variable
types, each under the sanction of King Nomos. The pro-
cedure of Sokrates in the Euthyphron would not have been
approved by the Xenophontic Sokrates. I t is in the spirit
of Plato, and is an instance of that disposition which he
manifests yet more strongly in the Kepublic and elsewhere,
to look for his supreme authority in philosophical theory and
not in the constituted societies around him : thus to innovate
in matters religious as well as political—a reproach to him
among his own contemporaries, an honour to him among
various subsequent Christian writers. Plato, not conforming
to any one of the modes of religious belief actually prevalent
in his contemporary world, postulates a canon, suitable to the
exigencies of his own mind, of that which the Gods ought to
love and must love. In this respect as in others, he is in
marked contrast with Herodotus—a large observer of man-
kind, very pious in his own way, curious in comparing the

1 Compare Xenophon, Memorab. i. 3,
1. ?} T6 yap Xlvdia—Tf6[/.o} iroKsus—
hvaipti Trotouvras eu<T€j8a)y &v •noiziy
2a>K:paT7js re OUTW feat aurbs iiroUi tea)

rots &\\ois trap-fivei, TOVS 5e &\Ka>s ira>s
•noiovvTas_ irepiepyous Kal fiaraiovs
ifSfll^ev elvai.
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actual practices consecrated among different nations, but not
pretending to supersede them by any canon of his own.

Though the Holy, and the Unholy, are pronounced to be
each an essence, partaken of by all the particulars TheHoiya
so-called; yet what that essence is, the dialogue just-not
-r, , , , i . • -r-, i tenable as &

Euthyphron noway determines. Even the sug- definition,
gestion of Sokrates—that the Holy is a branch of bringing to

I T • • i i • • • i i T i c w t h e

the Just, only requiring to be distinguished by some subordination
assignable mark from the other branches of the terms-
Just—is of no avail, since the Just itself had been previously
declared to be one of the matters in perpetual dispute. I t
procures for Sokrates however the opportunity of illustrating
the logical subordination of terms; the less general compre-
hended in the more general, and requiring to be parted off
by some differentia from the rest of what this latter compre-
hends. Plato illustrates the matter at some length;y and
apparently with a marked purpose of drawing attention to
it. We must keep in mind, that logical distinctions had at
that time received neither special attention nor special names
—however they may have been unconsciously followed in
practice.

What I remarked about the Kriton, appears to me also
true about the Euthyphron. I t represents Plato's Tne Entby-

* *• t phron re-

manner of replying to the charge of impiety ad- presents
vanced by Meletus and his friends against Sokrates, of replying to

J ° ' t h e charge of

just as the four first chapters of the Memorabilia {[ '̂{J1 pre"
represent Xenophon's manner of repelling the same Hf^t

s

charge. Xenophon joins issue with the accusers,— com̂ads™
describes the language and proceedings of Sokrates, ph^way
so as to show that he was orthodox and pious, above "f"*1 -̂
the measure of ordinary men, in conduct, in ritual, and in
language; and expresses his surprise that against such a
man the verdict of guilty could have been returned by the
Dikasts.z Plato handles the charge in the way in which
Sokrates himself would have handled it, if he had been com-
menting on the same accusation against another person—
and as he does in fact deal with Meletus, in the Platonic

y Plato, Euthyphron, p. 12. '• Xenoph. Mernor. i. 1-4 ; also iv. 8-11.
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Apology. Plato introduces Euthyphron, a very religious
man, who prides himself upon being forward to prosecute
impiety in whomsoever it is found, and who in this case,
under the special promptings of piety, has entered a capital
prosecution against his own father.a The occasion is here
favourable to the Sokratic interrogatories, applicable to Me-
letus no less than to Euthyphron. " Of course, before you
took this grave step, you have assured yourself that you are
right, and that you know what piety and impiety are. Pray
tell me, for I am ignorant on the subject: that I may know
better and do better for the future.b Tell me, what is the
characteristic essence of piety as well as impiety ? " It turns
out that the accuser can make no satisfactory answer:—that
he involves himself in confusion and contradiction:—that he
has brought capital indictments against citizens, without
having ever studied or appreciated the offence with which he
charges them. Such is the manner in which the Platonic
Sokrates is made to deal with Euthyphron, and in which the
real Sokrates deals with Meletus: ° rendering the questions
instrumental to two larger purposes—first, to his habitual
crusade against the false persuasion of knowledge—next, to
the administering of a logical or dialectical lesson. When
we come to the Treatise De Legibus (where Sokrates does
not appear) we shall find Plato adopting the dogmatic and
sermonising manner of the first chapters of the Xenophontic
Memorabilia. Here, in the Euthyphron and in the Dialogues
of Search generally, the Platonic Sokrates is something
entirely different."1

a Plato, Euthypliron, p. 5 E.
b Compare, even in Xenophon, the

conversation of Sokrates with Kritias
and Charities—Memorab. i. 2, 32-38:
and his cross-examination of the pre-
sumptuous youth Glaukon, Plato's
brother (Mem. in. 7).

c Plato, Apol. Sokrat. p. 24 C.
aSiKeTe <pVf^ MtX-r}Tov, 3TI enrovirj
Xapi€VTi£tTaL, piiSiws els aywvas KO.8L-
ffras avdpwTrovs, &C.

d Sttiuhart (Einleitung, p. 199)

agrees with the opinion of Schleier-
machor and Stallbaum, that the Euthy-
phron was composed and published
during the interval between the lodg-
ing of the indictment and the trial of
Sokrates. K. F. Hermann considers
it as posterior to the death of Sokrates.

I concur on this point with Her-
mann. Indeed I have already given
my opinion, that not one of the Platonic
dialogues was composed before the
death of Sokratee.
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CHAPTEE X.

ALKIBIADES I. AND II.

ALKIBIADES I.—ON THE NATURE OF MAN.

THIS dialogue is carried on between Sokrates and Alkibiades.
It introduces Alkibiades as about twenty years of Situationsup-
age, having just passed through the period of youth, £d

gie.the

and about to enter on the privileges and duties of £1?™™!°
a citizen. The real dispositions and circumstances Alkibiades-
of the historical Alkibiades (magnificent personal beauty,
stature, and strength, high family and connections,—great
wealth already possessed, since his father had died when he was
a child,—a full measure of education and accomplishments—
together with exorbitant ambition and insolence, derived from
such accumulated advantages) are brought to view in the
opening address of Sokrates. Alkibiades, during the years
of youth which he had just passed, had been surrounded by
admirers who tried to render themselves acceptable to him,
but whom he repelled with indifference, and even with scorn.
Sokrates had been among them, constantly present and near to
Alkibiades, but without ever addressing a word to him. The
youthful beauty being now exchanged for manhood, all these
admirers had retired, and Sokrates alone remains. His attach-
ment is to Alkibiades himself:—to promise of mind rather than
to attractions of person. Sokrates has been always hitherto
restrained, by his divine sign or Dsemon, from speaking to
Alkibiades. But this prohibition has now been removed ; and
he accosts him for the first time, in the full belief that he shall
be able to give improving counsel, essential to the success of
that political career upon which the youth is about to enter.a

* Plato, Alkib. i. 103, 104, 105.
Perikles is supposed to be still alive
and political leader of Athens—104 D.

I have briefly sketched the imagin-

made to apply. The circumstances of
it belong to Athenian manners of the
Platonic age.

Some of the critics, considering that
ary situation to which this dialogue is the relation supposed between Sokrates
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You are about to enter on public life (says Sokrates to
Exorbitant Alkibiades) with the most inordinate aspirations for
political am- glory and a°'2randisement. Y5u not only thirst for
bition of & J o b _ . .

Alkibiades. the acquisition of ascendancy such as Jrenkles pos-
sesses at Athens, but your ambition will not be satisfied unless
you fill Asia with your renown, and put yourself upon a level
with Cyrus and Xerxes. Now such aspirations cannot be
gratified except through my assistance. I do not deal in
long discourses, such as you have been accustomed to hear
from others: I shall put to you only some short interro-
gatories, requiring nothing more than answers to my ques-
tions.15

Sokr.—You are about to step forward as adviser of the
Questions put public assembly. Upon what points do you intend
inyreference to advise them? Upon points which you know
to Alkibiades „
in his intend- better than they : Alk.—01 course. Sokr.—All
ed function ^ « i i /*
as adviser of that you know, has been either learnt from others
the Athe- J

mans, what or found out by yourself. Alk.—Certainly. Sokr.—
does he in- .

tend to ad- j}ut y0 U would neither have learnt any thing, nor
vise them J ^ J D ?

has he leimit* f°uncl o u t a n y thing, without the desire to learn or
doesle"' ^n<^ o u t ' an(^ y o u w o u ^ have felt no such desire, in
know? respect to that which you believed yourself to know
already. That which you now know, therefore, there was a
time when you believed yourself not to know ? Alk.—Neces-
sarily so. Sokr.—Now all that you have learnt, as I am well
aware, consists of three things—letters, the harp, gymnastics.
Do you intend to advise the Athenians when they are debat-
ing about letters, or about harp-playing, or about gymnastics ?
Alk.—Neither of the three. Sokr.—Upon what occasions,
and Alkibiades is absurd and un- | 23-24), expressions of intense love for

natural, allege this among their
reasons for denying the authenticity of
the dialogue. But if any one reads
the concluding part of the Symposion
—the authenticity of which has never
yet been denied by any critic—he will
find something a great deal more ab-
normal in what is tliere recounted
about Sokrates and Alkibiades.

In a dialogue cumpiveil by vEschincs
Soeratieus (cited by the rhetor Ari- ___
steides—Ilepi 'PijTopucijs, Or. xlv. p. ! but an abstract.

Alkibiades are put into the mouth of
Sokrates. iEschines was yvi]<nos
eTalpos SaiKpoLTovs, not less than Plato.
The different companions of Sokrates
thus agreed in their picture of the
relation between him and Alkibiades.

b Pluto, Alkib. i. c. 6, p. 106 A.
'Apct epcoT^s €? Tim e^io tlirilv \6yov

h 'i Si iVo'iovs Si) aicoveiv eifliVai;
b 6

ovp , ) a ; o
yap EVTI TOIOVTOV rb £\x.6v. I give here,
as elsewhere, not an exact translation]
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then, do you propose to give advice ? Surely, not when the
Athenians are debating about architecture, or prophetic warn-
ings, or the public health: for to deliver opinions on each of
these matters, belongs not to you but to professional men—
architects, prophets, physicians; whether they be poor or
rich, high-born or low-born ? If not then, upon what other
occasions will you tender your counsel ? Alk.—When they
are debating about affairs of their own.

Sokr.—But about what affairs of their own? Not about
affairs of shipbuilding: for of that you know nothing.
Alk.—When they are discussing war and peace, or advise the

-. . .-. . ~ T Athenians on
any other business concerning the city. . bokr.—- questions of

J , T . . i . war and
You mean when they are discussing the question peace. Ques-

J O 1 tionsofSo-

with whom they shall make war or peace, and in î ates there-
J r ' upon. We

what manner? But it is certain that we must must fight
those whom

fight those whom it is best to fight'—-also when j . ' ^ ^ e v t 0it is best—and as long as it is best. Alk.—Cer- ^ o e f
tainly. Sokr.—Now, if the Athenians wished to know Te

0"'
r
st
re

a
f^?

whom it was best to wrestle with, and when or how UDJust-
long it was best—which of the two would be most competent
to advise them, you or the professional trainer ? Alk.—The
trainer, undoubtedly. Sokr.—So, too, about playing the
harp or singing. But when you talk about better, in wrestling
or singing, what standard do you refer to ? Is it not to the
gymnastic or musical art ? Alk.—Yes. Sokr.—Answer me
in like manner about war or peace, the subjects on which you
are going to advise your countrymen, whom, and at what
periods, it is better to fight, and better not to fight ? What in
this last case do you mean by better ? To what standard, or
to what end, do you refer?0 Alk.—I cannot say. Sokr.—
But is it not a disgrace, since you profess to advise your
countrymen when and against whom it is better for them to
war,—not to be able to say to what end your better refers ?

c Plato, Alkib. i. c, d. 1-12, p. 108-
109.

ffli Si] Kal T!> iv T$ iroAe/Aetii j3eA-
TIOV Kal rb iv T<p *lpijPr)V &76IV, TOVTO
rb fieXriov rl oco/iafeis; fitrirep EKE?
i(f>' knaartp iKeyes rb tttizivov, 'i-n

liovaiKi&Ttpov, Kal eVl T ^ cripy, STI
yv/j.va(TTiK(iiTepov ireipw d$) Kal ivrav-
6a \eyeiv TO fleKTiov . . . . irpbs TI
Tfivei Tb iv T$ eipiivny T € &y€iv tfificivov
Kal Tb eV Tip iro\e/n6?i' oh Sei; Alkib.
'AWct ffKoiruv ov Zvvafxai tworiGau
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Do not you know what are the usual grounds and complaints
urged when war is undertaken ? AIL—Yes : complaints of
having been cheated, or robbed, or injured. Sokr.—Under
what circumstances ? AIL—You mean, whether justly or
unjustly? That makes all the difference. Sokr.—Do you
mean to advise the Athenians to fight those who behave
justly, or those who behave unjustly ? AIL—The question is
monstrous. Certainly not those who behave justly. It would
be neither lawful nor honourable. Sokr.—Then when you
spoke about better, in reference to war or peace, what you
meant was juster—you had in view justice and injustice ?
Alk.—It seems so.

Sokr.—How is this ? How do you know, or where have
HOW, or from you learnt, to distinguish just from unjust ? Have
whom, has • i i i n
AikiMades you frequented some master, without my knowledge,
learnt to dls- J x - r n i • i
cem or dis- to teach you this ? If you have, pray introduce me
tinguish Just * * > tr J

and unjust? to him, that I also may learn it from him. AIL—
He never J

learnt it from y o u a r e iesting. SoJcr.—Not at all: I love you too
any one: he •> ° J

t 0 I
a ***• Cannot I know about justice and injustice, without
a master ? Sokr.—Certainly: you might find out for your-
self, if you made search and investigated. But this you
would not do, unless you were under the persuasion that you
did not already know. Alk.—Was there not a time when I
really believed myself not to know it? Sokr.—Perhaps there
may have been: tell me when that time was. Was it last year ?
Alk.—No: last year I thought that I knew. Sokr.—Well,
then—two years, three years, &c, ago ? AIL—No : the
case was the same—then, also, I thought that 1 knew. Sokr.
—But before that, you were a mere boy; and during your
boyhood you certainly believed yourself to know what was
just and unjust; for I well recollect hearing you then com-
plain confidently of other boys, for acting unjustly towards
you. AIL—Certainly: I was not then ignorant on the
point: I knew distinctly that they were acting unjustly
towards me. Sokr.—You knew, then, even in your boyhood,
what was just and what was unjust? AIL—Certainly: I
knew even then. Sokr.—At what moment did you first find
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it out ? Not when you already believed yourself to know:
and what time was there when you did not' believe yourself
to know ? Alk.—Upon my word, I cannot say.

Sokr.—Since, accordingly, you neither found it out for
yourself, nor learnt it from others, how come you to ^™de

r
d

know justice or injustice at all, or from what quarter ? £1™*!'^
Alk.—I was mistaken in saying that I had not tudeTShe
learnt it. I learnt it, as others do, from the multi-
tude.4 Sokr.—Your teachers are none of the best:
no one can learn from them even such small mat-
ters as playing at draughts: much less, what is just
and unjust. Alk.—I learnt it from them as I learnt
to speak Greek, in which, too, I never had any
special teacher. Sokr.—Of that the multitude are Athenians'10

competent teachers, for they are all of one mind. heXernot
Ask which is a tree or a stone,—a horse or a man, self.
—you get the same answer from every one. But when you
ask not simply which are horses, but also which horses are
fit to run well in a race—-when you ask not merely which are
men, but which men are healthy or unhealthy—are the mul-
titude all of one mind, or all competent to answer ? Alk.—
Assuredly not. Sokr.—When you see the multitude differ-
ing among themselves, that is a clear proof that they are not
competent to teach others. Alk.—It is so. Sokr.—Now,
about the question, What is just and unjust—are the multi-
tude all of one mind, or do they differ among themselves?
Alk.—They differ prodigiously: they not only dispute, but
quarrel and destroy each other, respecting justice and in-
justice, far more than about health and sickness.8 Sokr.—
How, then, can we say that the multitude know what is just
and unjust, when they thus fiercely dispute about it among
themselves? Alk.—I now perceive that we cannot say so.
Sokr.—How can we say, therefore, that they are fit to teach

Plato, Alkib. i, c. 16, p. 110 D.
i , olfittL, teal e-yii 8><nrep teal ol

&K\oi, irapa TWV TtoWuv.
« Plato, Alkib. i. c. 18, p. 112 A.
Sokr. Ti 5e dfy ; vvv irepl w 8uccd<av

leal aStKoiy avBptbirwv ical npay/j.d.Twv,

ol iroWol BoKOvffi (Tot &p.o\oyilv avrol
eavrois ^ aAA^Aoij; Alkib. "HKurra,
v^} Ai", & StuKpaTes. Sokr. Ti Sai;
fidKHTTa irepi avrav SitupspeaBat; Alkib.
7roA.t5 ye.
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others: and how can you pretend to know, who have learnt
from no other teachers? Alk.—From what you say, it is
impossible.

Sokr.—No: not from what I say, but from what you say
yourself. I merely ask questions : it is you who give all the
answers.* And what you have said amounts to this—that
Alkibiades knows nothing about what is just and unjust, but
believes himself to know, and is going to advise the Athenians
about what he does not know himself ?

Alk. But Sokrates, the Athenians do not often debate
Answer far- about what is just and unjust. They think that
ed?r The° " question self-evident: they debate generally about
A t h e n i a n s d o - , , . i • , , i • , T , • i
not generally what is expedient or not expedient. J ustice and
debate about , . , , -, . , __
just or un- expediency do not always coincide. Many per-
just-which l . J . J x • 1
they consider sons commit great crimes, and are great gainers by
plaintoevery ° . , , . , - , „

doing so: others again behave justly, and suffer from
it.g Sokr.—Do you then profess to know what is
expedient or inexpedient ? From whom have you
learnt—or when did you find out for yourself? I

one—but
about expe-
dient and
inexpedient,
which are
not coinci-
dent with
just and un-
JnfnherBdoe3 might ask you the same round of questions, and you

would be compelled to answer in the same manner.
But we will pass to a different point. . You say that
justice and expediency are not coincident. Persuade
me of this, by interrogating me as I interrogated
you. Alk.—That is beyond my power. Sokr.—But
when you rise to address the assembly, you will

have to persuade them. If you can persuade them, you can
persuade me. Assume me to be the assembly, and practise
upon me.h Alk.—You are too hard upon me, Sokrates. It
is for you to speak, and prove the point. Sokr.—No : I can
only question: you must answer. You will be most surely
persuaded when the point is determined by your own
answers.1

Alkibiades
know the
expedient.
He asks So-
krates to ex-
plain. So-
krates de-
clines: he
can do no-
thing but
question.

' Plato, AlMb. i. c. 19, p. 112; c.
20, p. 113.

s Plato, Alkib. i. c. 20, p. 113.

etr$ai irSrepa StKtuoVepa ?)
TO. fi€V yb.p TOiavra Tjyovvrat
thai, &c.

p
Pov\ev-

h Plato, Alk. i. p. 114 B-O. This
same argument is addressed by So-
krates to Glaukon, in Xenop. Memor.
iii. 6, 14-15.

• Plato, Alkib. i. c. 23, p. 114 E.
OvKovit el \4yeis 8TI TKC0' O'VTWS £
A ' & i i
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Such is the commencing portion (abbreviated or abstracted)
of Plato's First AlkibiadSs. I t exhibits a very cha- comment on
racteristic specimen of the Sokratico-Platonic method: ing.-!!*™-
, , . . . . . tic method—
both in its negative and positive aspect. By the therespon-

n T • o i -, n . dent makes

negative, false persuasion ot knowledge is exposed, ihedisco-
Alkibiades believes himself competent to advise wmseic
about just and unjust, which he has neither learnt from any
teacher nor investigated for himself—which he has picked
up from the multitude, and supposes to be clear to every one,
but about which nevertheless there is so much difference of
appreciation among the multitude, that fierce and perpetual
quarrels are going on. On the positive side, Sokrates re-
stricts himself to the function of questioning: he neither
affirms nor denies any thing. I t is Alkibiades who affirms or
denies every thing, and who makes all the discoveries for
himself out of his own mind, instigated indeed, but not
taught, by the questions of his companion.

By a farther series of questions, Sokrates next brings
Alkibiades to the admission that what is just, is also A]kibiades

honourable, good, expedient—what is unjust, is dis- Lamf̂ tok't*0

honourable, evil, inexpedient: and that whoever jSti
tiJpJ1odi

acts justly and honourably, thereby acquires happi- expê em?'
ness. Admitting, first, that an act which is good, whoever acts
honourable, just, expedient, &c, considered in one both'Soes7'
aspect or in reference to some of its conditions— procures for
may be at the same time bad, dishonourable, unjust, pimas there-
inexpedient, &c, considered in another aspect or cai' reasoning

„ . . n i o f Sokrates.

in reference to other conditions ; bokrates never-
theless brings his respondent to admit, that every act, in so
far as it is just and honourable, is also good and expedient.11

And he contends farther, that whoever acts honourably, does
°Ap' ohv Ka\ fi ayadbv, Ka\bv,—fj 8e

Katcbv, al<T-%p6i/; N a / .

Compare Plato, Republic, v. p. 479,
where he maintains that in every par-
ticular case, what is just, honourable,
virtuous, &c., is also unjust, dishonour-
able, vicious, &c. Nothing remains
unchanged, nor excludes tlie contrary,
except the pure, self-existent, Idea or
general Concept.—av-rb-iiKaioaivTi, &c.

VOL. I. Z

k Plato, Alkib. i. c. 24-25, p. 115. _
OVKOVV TavTT\v T^V fioTjdeiav Ka\Tjv

jx^v Xsyeis Kara T^JV £Tn%z[pT}<Tiv rov
(Tuxrat. ods eSet, TOVTO 81 €<rTiv avdpia.

• . . KaKTjV 5e ye Kara TOVS Bavdrovs
Te Kai ra €\KTJ.

OVKOVV a>5e ZLKOIIOV irpoffayopevstv
€Kt£oTi)l' i w irpa^zav ilirtp rj naicbv

d^aiy KaK^v Ka\eLst KOI i Sb
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well: now every man who does well, becomes happy, or
secures good things thereby : therefore the just, the honour-
able, and the good or expedient, coincide.1 The argument,
whereby this conclusion is here established, is pointed out by
Heindorf, Stallbaum, and Steinhart, as not merely incon-
clusive, but as mere verbal equivocation and sophistry—the
like of which, however, we find elsewhere in Plato.™

Alkibiades is thus reduced to a state of humiliating em-
Humiliation barrassment, and stands convicted, by his own con-
of Alkibiades. ' .

other Athe- tradictions and confession, of ignorance in its worst
nian states- t °

men are form: that is, of being ignorant, and yet confidently
equally igno- ' » o ' J J

rent. But believing himself to know." But other Athenian
the real o

a'aS"18' statesmen are no wiser. Even Perikles is proved
bi»des is'lo" ^° ^e equally deficient—by the fact that he has
™ffS"re 1ti!e" never been able to teach or improve any one else,
spaita°an(5 n ° t even his own sons and those whom he loved
kSs'tic dc"" best.0 " A t any ra te" (contends Alkibiades) " l a m
thiweTings. as good as my competitors, and can hold my ground
th°em,aAiki- against them." But Sokrates reminds him that the

s8eif real competitors with whom he ought to compare
himself, are foreigners, liable to become t\e enemies

of Athens, and against whom he, if he pretends to lead
Athens, must be able to contend. In an harangue of un-
usual length, Sokrates shows that the kings of Sparta and
Persia are of nobler breed, as well as more highly and care-
fully trained, than the Athenian statesmen.? Alkibiades
must be rescued from his present ignorance, and exalted so
as to be capable of competing with these kings: which
object cannot be attained except through the auxiliary inter-
position of Sokrates. Not that Sokrates professes to be him-
self already on this elevation, and to stand in need of no

1 Plato, Alkib. j . c. 26, p. 116 E. j ad Platon. Charmid. c. 42, p. 172 A
»' The words e3 irpaTTeiv—eimpayia ' c. 48, p. 174 B ; also Platon. Gorgias

have a double sense, like our " doing j p. 507 C , where similar equivocal
well."' Stallbaum, Proleg. p. 175; i meanings occur.
Steinhart, Einl. p. 149. I - P l a t o ) A l k i b {_ c 2 9 3Q l l g

We have, c. 26, p. 116 B., the equi- j ° Plato, Alkibiad. i. c. 31, p. 118-
vocation between Ka\ws -isparrziv and 119.
eJ -KflTrw, also with KaK&s irp&TTeiv, i P PJato, Alkib. i. c 34-42 p 120-
p. 134 A, 135 A ; compare Heindorf 124.
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farther improvement. But he can, nevertheless, help others
to attain it for themselves, through the discipline and stimulus
of his interrogatories."1

The dialogue then continues. Sokr.—We wish to become
as good as possible. But in what sort of virtue? Butgood-
Alk.— In that virtue which belongs to good men. Io

n
r
d^er

end'
Sokr.—Yea, but good, in what matters? Alk.— S^'™"1"
Evidently, to men who are good in transacting busi- uS"^™
ness. Sokr.— Ay, but what kind of business ? busi- example3'
ness relating to horses, or to navigation ? If that be meant, we
must go and consult horse-trainers or mariners ? Alk.—No,
I mean such business as is transacted by the most esteemed
leaders in Athens. SoJcr.—You mean the intelligent men.
Every man is good, in reference to that which he understands:
every man is bad, in reference to that which he does not
understand. Alk.-—Of course. SoJcr.—-The cobbler under-
stands shoemaking, and is therefore good at that: he does
not understand weaving, and is therefore bad at that. The
same man thus, in your view, will be both good and bad? r

Alk.—No : that cannot be. Sokr.-—Whom then do you
mean, when you talk of the good ? Alk.—I mean those who
are competent to command in the city. Sokr.—But to com-
mand, whom or what—horses or men ? Alk.—To command
men. Sokr.—But what men, and under what circumstances ?
sick men, or men on shipboard, or labourers engaged in
harvesting, or in what occupations ? Alk.—I mean, men
living in social and commercial relation with each other, as
we live here ; men who live in common possession of the
same laws and government. Sokr.—When men are in com-
munion of a sea voyage and of the same ship, how do we
name the art of commanding them, and to what purpose
does it tend ? Alk.—It is the art of the pilot; and the pur-
pose towards which it tends, is, bringing them safely through
the dangers of the sea. Sokr.—When men are in social and
political communion, to what purpose does the art of com-

i Plato, Alkib. i. c. 42-43, p. 124.
* Plato, Alk. i. c. 43, p. 125 B.
'O avrbs cipa rovrq ye T§ \6ycp KaK&s

•re Kai ayaOos.

z 2

Plato slides unconsciously here, as
in other parts of his reasonings, a dicta
secundum quid, ad dictum simpliciter.
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manding them tend ? AIL—Towards the better preservation
and administration of the city.s Sokr.—But what do you
mean by better ? What is that, the presence or absence of
which makes better or worse ? If in regard to the manage-
ment of the body, you put to me the same question, I should
reply, that it is the presence of health, and the absence of
disease. What reply will you make, in the case of the city ?
Alk.—I should say, when friendship and unanimity among the
citizens are present, and when discord and antipathy are absent.
Sokr.—This unanimity, of what nature is it ? Eespecting what
subject ? What is the art or science for realising it ? If 1
ask you what brings about unanimity respecting numbers and
measures, you will say, the arithmetical and the metretic art.
Alk.—I mean that friendship and unanimity which prevails
between near relatives, father and son, husband and wife.
Sokr.—But how can there be unanimity between any two
persons, respecting subjects which one of them knows, and the
other does not know? For example, about spinning and
weaving, which the husband does not know,—or about military
duties, which the wife does not know,—how can there be
unanimity between the two ? Alk.—No : there cannot be.
Sokr.—Nor friendship, if unanimity and friendship go together?
Alk.—Apparently there cannot. Sokr.—Then when men and
women each perform their own special duties, there can be no
friendship between them. Nor can a city be well administered,
when each citizen performs his own special duties ? or (which
is the same thing) when each citizen acts justly ? Alk.—Not
so: I think there may be friendship, when each person per-
forms his or her own business. Sokr.—Just now you said
the reverse. What is this friendship or unanimity which we
must understand and realise, in order to become good men ?

Alk.—In truth, I am puzzled myself to say. I find myself
Aûzleddaend ^n a s t a t e °^ disgraceful ignorance, of which I had no
humiliated, previous suspicion. Sokr.—Do not be discouraged.confesses his
ignorance. If you had made this discovery when you were fifty

s Plato, Alkib. i. c. 45, p. 126 A.
Tt $4; %v av KOKCLS tv0cv\iav, tis TI
iffnv; Alk. Els TO £jue(iw TT\V TT6\IV

Sio(K€?c ical (rdife
tie SioiKeiYat Kal
yvo^tvov % airoyL

SoJir. "A/ieipop
i rivos irapayi-
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years old, it would have been too late for taking Encourage-
I P I I - i i m e n t e'v e n

care 01 yourseli and applying a remedy: but at by sokmtes.
J —It is an

your age, it is the right time for making1 the dis- advantage to
J a ° n make such

covery. Alk.—What am I to do, now that I have dl
o*u

c
t
o
h
very'"

made it? Sokr.—You must answer my questions.
If my auguries are just, we shall soon be both of us better
for the process.1

Here we have again, brought into prominent relief, the
dialectic method of Plato, under two distinct aspects: Platonlc Dia

1. Its actual effects, in exposing the false supposi- f̂ujif'effect
tion of knowledge, in forcing upon the respondent plted^S
the humiliating conviction, that he does not know ^^'season
familiar topics which he supposed to be clear both ol youth'
to himself and to others. 2. Its anticipated effects, if con-
tinued, in remedying such defect; and in generating out
of the mind of the respondent, real and living know-
ledge. Lastly, it is plainly intimated, that this shock of
humiliation and mistrust, painful but inevitable, must be
undergone in youth.

The dialogue continues, in short questions and answers,
of which the following is an abstract. Sokr.—What Know Thy-
is meant by a man taking care of himself? Before ptian" maxim
I can take care of myself, I must know what myself importance—

T , ie T j . xi -rv I V • What is my-

is: I must know myself, according to the Delphian self? My
motto. I cannot make myself better, without know- myself.
ing what myself is.u That which belongs to me is not my-
self : my body is not myself, but an instrument governed by my-
self.1 My mind or soul only, is myself. To take care of my-
self is, to take care of my mind. At any rate, if this be not

TTHTTetieiv, Gv Te Kayti) fieArioi'ws 0"x^-

" Plato, Allrib. i. c. 50-51, p. 129.
TiV av TpSirov evpeBeiri aurb rb
avro;

* Plato, Alkib. i. c. 49-53, p. 128-
130. All this is greatly expanded in
the dialogue.

OI/K &pa $Tav ratv ffavrov eVijueAi?,
aavTov iiriixeKri. This same antithesis
is employed by Isokrates; De Per-
mutatione, sect. 309, p. 492, Bekker.
He recommends avrov irp&rtpov 'q TUIV

' Plato, Alkib. i. c. 48, p. 127 E.
A Ik. 'AAAa fia rovs Beoiis, ovS' avrbs
oJ5a '6TI \4yw, KivSvvevu Se Kal irtiAai
TuArjOeVai ejiavrbv •aitrxwr' *Xmv-

Sokr. 'AXAa xph Sappe7v ei net> yap
avrb yfrdov ivenovQiiis TrevrrjKovTatTris,
Xa\€irhvtip ^y (rot f'in/ieX?j(W)i'ai travrov-
vvv tie %v cx€iS V^lK'iav-> avrri t<TTiv ev
$ Set airb ataSecrdai.

Alk. Ti olv rbv aia96jxtvov xph

Sokr. 'ATroicpivtffBai -rh ipa-rili-
fxevw Kal iav TOVTO TTOIJJS, &P 6ebs
tOcAri, (X TI Se? x.a\ ry e'/ii? fiavnia
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strictly true,y my mind is the most important and dominant
element within me. The physician who knows his own body,
does not for that reason know himself: much less do the
husbandman or the tradesman, who know their own proper-
ties or crafts, know themselves, or perform what is truly their
own business.

Since temperance consists in self-knowledge, neither of
these professional men, as such, is temperate: their
professions are of a vulgar cast, and do not belong
to the virtuous life.1 How are we to know our
own minds ? We know it by looking into another
mind, and into the most rational and divine portion
thereof: just as the eye can only know itself by

I cannot
know myself,
except by
looking into
another
mind. Self-
knowledge is
temperance.
Temperance
find Justice
are the con-
ditions both - -

and"o?PireeSS l ° ° k i n g i n to a n o t h e r eye , a n d s e e i n g i t se l f t h e r e i n
dom. reflected.8 It is only in this way that we can come
to know ourselves, or become temperate: and if we do not
know ourselves, we cannot even know what belongs to our-
selves, or what belongs to others : all these are branches of one
and the same cognition. We can have no knowledge of affairs,
either public or private: we shall go wrong, and shall be unable
to secure happiness either for ourselves or for others. It is
not wealth or power which are the conditions of happiness,
but justice and temperance. Both for ourselves individually,
and for the public collectively, we ought to aim at justice and
temperance, not at wealth and power. The evil and unjust
man ought to have no power, but to be the slave of those
who are better than himself.b He is fit for nothing but to
be a slave: none deserve freedom except the virtuous.

tSokr.—How do you feel your own condition now, Alki-
Aikibiades biades. Are you worthy of freedom ? Alk —I
feels himself •" J

unworthy to ieel but too keenly that I am not. I cannot emerge
KmsMve'r f r o m t b l s d e g r a d a t i ° n except by your society and help.
quusokrates. From this time forward I shall never leave you.°

' Plato considers this point to be not
clearly made out. Alkib. i. e. 53, p. 130.

* Plato, Alkib. i. e. 54, p. 131 B.
» Plato, Alkib. i. c 57, p. 133.
b Plato, Alkib. i. c. 58-60, p. 134-135.

Uplv 8e ye apeTT]i> ex*1", T^ &pxt<r0a>
&/J.CIVOV i-wh TOV /3e\Tioi/os t) rb &px*iv
avopl, ou IJ.6VOV TraiSi. . . . Tlpeirei &pa
T £ KaK 5 \ fa

yap.
13

£ ty f o v yap.
c Plato, Alkib. i. c. 61, p. 135.
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The other Platonic dialogue, termed the Second Alkibiades,
introduces Alkibiades • as about to offer prayer and second AIM-

. „ , , , „ , Wade's—situ-

sacrince to the Gods. ation sup-
Sokr.—You seem absorbed in thought, Alkibiades,

and not unreasonably. In supplicating the Gods, SfeKfn
caution is required not to pray for gifts which are ? h e y t

really mischievous. The Gods sometimes grant Say m
, i i T , , . mischievous.

men s prayers, even when ruinously destructive; as Most men
they granted the prayers of QEdipus, to the destruc- un̂ uTi'siiie
tion of his own sons. Alk.—(Edipus was mad: madmen, a

. -IT i n particular
what man in his senses would put up such a prayer t variety

uuder It

Sokr.—You think that madness is the opposite of
good sense or wisdom. You recognise men wise and unwise:
and you farther admit that every man must be one or other
of the two,—just as every man must be either healthy or
sick: there is no third alternative possible? Alk.—I think
so. Sokr.—But each thing can have but one opposite :d to be
unwise, and to be mad, are therefore identical ? Alk.—They
are. Sokr.—Wise men are only few, the majority of our
citizens are unwise: but do you really think them mad ?
How could any of us live safely in the society of so many
madmen ? Alk.—No: it cannot be so: I was mistaken.
Sokr.—Here is the illustration of your mistake. All men
who have gout, or fever, or ophthalmia, are sick : but all sick
men have not gout, or fever, or ophthalmia. So, too, all car-
penters, or shoemakers, or sculptors, are craftsmen; but all
craftsmen are not carpenters, or shoemakers, or sculptors.
In like manner, all madmen are unwise; but all unwise men
are not mad. Unwise comprises many varieties and grada-
tions—of which the extreme is, being mad: but these varieties
are different among themselves, as one disease differs from
another, though all agree in being disease—and one art differs
from another, though all agree in being art.6d Plato, Alkib. ii. e. 3, p. 139 C.

Kcd fiijv Svi ye virtvavTia eel irpdy-
,uaTi 7rws av eit];

That each thing has one opposite,
and no more, is asserted in the Prota-
goras also, o. 57, p. 102-193.

' Plato, Alkib. ii. c. 4-5, p. 139-140.

(Til/, OU [AZVTOl 01 VO(TOVVTeS TT&l/TeS

TrvptTTOvo'ij/ ovSe TroSaypuo'iv oi/Se ye
(HpdaAfJLiwo'ii'' aA/Vct v6cos phv nay rb
TOiourSy eo~Tt, 5<a<£epefi> Se (patxiv ovs 5??
Ka\odfj.ey iarpous TTJV aKtpyaaiav ain&v
oh yap Tracrat ot/8' fifioiai oure OjUotats

Kai yap ol irvpirTovTes irdvTes voffov- Suvapw

f j

aWa Kara r)\v OUT7J9
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(We may remark that Plato here, as in the Euthyphron,
Relation be- brings under especial notice one of the most im-
g™!ric\erm, portant distinctions in formal logic—that between a
and the spe- . . . „

cine terms generic term and the various specmc terms compre-
comprehend- , , . •.

ed under it, hended under it. Possessing as yet no technical
was not tlien . . . - . . 1

familiar. language for characterising this distinction, ne
makes it understood by an induction of several separate but
analogous cases. Because the distinction is familiar now to
instructed men, we must not suppose that it was familiar
then.)

Sokr —Whom do you call wise and unwise ? Is not the
Frequent wise man, he who knows what it is proper to say
which men and do—and the unwise man, he who does not
pray for sup- „ . . . „ o 7 rni • -nposed bene- know x Alk.—Yes. Sokr.—The unwise man will
fits, and find ,

that when thus often unconsciously say or do what ought not
they are'mis- to be said or done ? Though not mad like CEdipus,
fortunes. t ° \

Everyone n e w in nevertheless pray to the Gods for gifts,
fancies that . .

whaurtJene w ^ i ° a w u ^ be hurtful to him if obtained. You, for
chiefs o"fis" example, would be overjoyed if the Gods were to
ignorance. p r o m i se that you should become despot not only
over Athens, but also over Greece. Alk.—Doubtless I
should: and every one else would feel as I do. Sokr.—But
what if you were to purchase it with your life, or to damage
yourself by the employment of it ? Alk.—Not on those con-
ditions.1 Sokr.—But you are aware that many ambitious
aspirants, both at Athens and elsewhere (among them, the
man who just now killed the Macedonian King Archelaus,
and usurped his throne), have acquired power and aggrandise-
ment, so as to be envied by every one: yet have presently
found themselves brought to ruin and death by the acqui-
sition. So, also, many persons pray that they may become
fathers; but discover presently that their children are the
source of so much grief to them, that they wish themselves
again childless. Nevertheless, though such reverses are per-
petually happening, every one is still not only eager to obtain
these supposed benefits, but importunate with the Gods in
asking for them. You see that it is not safe even to accept

'•Plato, Alkib. ii. c. 6, p. 141.
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without reflection boons offered to you, much less to pray for
boons to be conferred.*5 Alk.—I see now how much mischief
ignorance produces. Every one thinks himself competent to
pray for what is beneficial to himself; but ignorance makes
him unconsciously imprecate mischief on his own head.

Sokr. You ought not to denounce ignorance in this unqua-
lified manner. You must distinguish and specify— S^tions
Ignorance of what ? and under what modifications of *°c

u
e' j|J°;

persons and circumstances? Allc.—How? Are mu's
y
tdi^.

there any matters or circumstances in which it is ™Jranreof
B~

better for a man to be ignorant, than to know?
Sokr.—You will see that there are such. Ignorance
of good, or ignorance of what is best, is always mis-
chievous: moreover, assuming that a man knows 2
what is best, then all other knowledge will be profitable to
him. In his special case, ignorance on any subject cannot be
otherwise than hurtful. But if a man be ignorant of good, or
of what is best, in his case knowledge on other subjects will

• be more often hurtful than profitable. To a man like Orestes
so misguided on the question, " What is good ? " as to resolve
to kill his mother,—it would be a real benefit, if for the time
he did not know his mother. Ignorance on that point, in his
state of mind, would be better for him than knowledge.11

Alk.—It appears so.
Sokr.—Follow the argument farther. When we come for-

ward to say or do any thing, we either know what wise public
•* j o ' counsellors

we are about to say and do, or at least believe our- ^e few.
•> ' Upon what

selves to know it. Every statesman who gives g^gj^0 we

counsel to the public, does so in the faith of such few wise?
r 7 Not because

knowledge. Most citizens are unwise, and ignorant ê
efe]

pofee
ss

of good as well as of other things. The wise are ™'o^^.
but few, and by their advice the city is conducted. b

n
e™|Se

b"h
t
ey

Now upon what ground do we call these few, wise d̂ê 'upon
and useful public counsellors ? If a statesman knows ^ S1"
war, but does not know whether it is best to go to SHHteX*
war, or at what juncture it is best—should we call comh

PT4a-c"
him wise ? If he knows how to kill men, or dis- STe'lse!"

« Plato, Alkib. ii. e. 7, p. 141-142. h Plato, Alkibiad. ii. p. 144, c. 11.
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possess them, or drive them into exile,—but does not know
upon whom, or on what occasions, it is good to inflict this
treatment,—is he a useful counsellor ? If he can ride, or
shoot, or wrestle, well,—we give him an epithet derived
from this special accomplishment: we do not call him wise.
What would be the condition of a community composed of
bowmen, horsemen, wrestlers, rhetors, &c, accomplished and
excellent each in his own particular craft, yet none of them
knowing what is good, nor when, nor on what occasions, it is
good to employ their craft ? When each man pushes forward
his own art and specialty, without any knowledge whether it
is good on the whole either for himself or for the city, will not
affairs thus conducted be reckless and disastrous ?' Alk.—
They will be very bad indeed.

SoJcr*—If, then, a man has no knowledge of good or of the
special ac- better—if upon this cardinal point he obeys fancy

without reason—the possession of knowledge upon
special subjects will be oftener hurtful than profit-
able to him ; because it will make him more forward
in action, without any good result. Possessing
many arts and accomplishments,—and prosecuting

one after another, but without the knowledge of good,—he
will only fall into greater trouble, like a ship sailing without
a pilot. Knowledge of good is, in other words, knowledge of
what is useful and profitable. In conjunction with this, all
other knowledge is valuable, and goes to increase a man's
competence as a counsellor: apart from this, all other know-
ledge will not render a man competent as a counsellor, but
will be more frequently hurtful than beneficial.k Towards

fuuhanb u r t '

'' Plato, Alkib. ii. c. 12-13, p. 145.
* Plato, Alkib. ii. c. 13-15,p. 145-146.
"OffTis &pa T( TWV TOioi/Twy oXSey, eav

[xev•npape7r?;TCU avTw 7} TOV JSCAT 'KTTOV
iiri<TT4Ijj.fi—aliT7t 5' i\v T) O S T I ) 8IJ
TTOV tfircp Ka\ v TOV w<pe\i/j.ov—
cpp6vtp.6v ye avTbv (jtrq(TOfJ.ey /cat <XTTO-
XpCiVTO. ^vjx^ovXov KaX rfj irdAei teal avrov
avrcp- TOV Se ;U7) TOWVTOV, TavavTia.
TOVTOIV. (TOIOVTOV is Schneider's emen-
dation for iroiovvTa.) . . OVKOVV ipa/xlv
ndXtv TOVS iroWovs St^fiapTr)Kiyai TOV

' V , as TO iroWd ye, oi/xat, &!>eu

you SSty ireinaTevKOTas . . . 'Opas oiv,
Sre y' ftpijv niySvi/eieiv T6 ye TUV
CCAAWI/ eTncrT-qp.(ov KTrj/xtt, edv TLS &yev
TTjS TOy $e\Ti(TTOV einO-Tr)lXT)S K6KTJ)-
psvos ri, oAiydicts [*.ey axpeAflv, fiAdnTeiv
8e TO. irXiia Thy ixovT' °-VT6 . . . 'O 5S
T V KaXov/xtyny woXv/xaBiiav KaX TTOAV-
Tixviav KeKTrifieyos, bptpavbs Se &y
TavT-qs Tjijs iTno-T-fifiris, ayS/xevos Se iirh
fJ-MS e/ta(TT7)S T01V &h\6)V, S.p' OVX^ Tlf
uvTi Sucaias TTOAAW p^6i;uajj'i ^pijo-eTai,
ST ' , olfiai, &vev Kv^epvifTov 8mTcAwy ir
irehdyti, &C
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right living, what we need is, the knowledge of good : just as
the sick stand in need of a physician, and the ship's crew of a
pilot. Alk.—I admit your reasoning. My opinion is changed.
I no longer believe myself competent to determine what I
ought to accept from the Gods, or what I ought to pray for.
I incur serious danger of erring, and of asking for mischiefs,
under the belief that they are benefits.

Solcr.—The Lacedaemonians when they offer sacrifice, pray
simply that they may obtain what is honourable and it is unsafe
good, without iarther specification. This language to proceed
. , , , Ji , . , to . ° with his sa-

is acceptable to the Gods, more acceptable than orifice, untu
he has learnt

the costly festivals of Athens. It has procured for wt»t is the
^ *• proper lan-

the Spartans more continued prosperity than the guagetoad-
1 i L j dress to the

Athenians have enjoyed.1 The Gods honour wise

renounces
and just men,—that is, men who know what they f̂d throws6'
ought to say and do both towards Gods and towards ^™^^§°n

men—more than numerous and splendid offerings.™ otSokrates-
You see, therefore, that it is not safe for you to proceed with
your sacrifice, until you have learnt what is the proper lan-
guage to be used, and what are the really good gifts to be
prayed for. Otherwise your sacrifice will not prove accept-
able, and you may even bring upon yourself positive mischief.11

Alk.—When shall I be able to learn this, and who is there to
teach me? I shall be delighted to meet him. Sokr.—There
is a person at hand most anxious for your improvement.
What he must do is, first to disperse the darkness from your
mind,—next, to impart that which will teach you to discrimi-
nate evil from good, which at present you are unable to do.
Alk.—I shall shrink from no labour to accomplish this object.
Until then, I postpone my intended sacrifice: and I tender
my sacrificial wreath to you, in gratitude for your counsel."
Sokr.—I accept the wreath as a welcome augury of future
friendship and conversation between us, to help us out of the
present embarrassment.

1 Plato, Alkib. ii. c. 19, p. 148.
- Plato, Alkib. ii, c. 22, p. 150.

» Plato, Alkib. ii. c. 22, p. 150.
° Plato, Alkib. ii. c. 23-21, p. 151.
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The two dialogues, called First and Second Alkibiades, of
Different which I have just given some account, resemble each
critical opi- _ , , T^. . i» i
nions respect- other more than most of the Platonic dialogues, not
ing these two i - . - i . , T T I , • i

dialogues. merely in the personages introduced, but m general
spirit, in subject, and even in illustrations. The First Alki-
biades was recognised as authentic by all critics without
exception, until the days of Schleiermacher. Nay, it was not
only recognised, but extolled as one of the most valuable and
important of all the Platonic compositions; proper to be
studied first, as a key to all the rest. Such was the view of
Jamblichus and Proklus, transmitted to modern times; until
it received a harsh contradiction from Schleiermacher, who
declared the dialogue to be both worthless and spurious. The
Second Alkibiades was also admitted both by Thrasyllus, and
by the general body of critics in ancient times: but there
were some persons (as we learn from Athenaeus)p who con-
sidered it to be a work of Xenophon; perceiving probably
(what is the fact) that it bears much analogy to several con.
versations which Xenophon has set down. But those who
held this opinion are not to be considered as of one mind with
critics who reject the dialogue as a forgery or imitation of
Plato. Compositions emanating from Xenophon are just as
much Sokratic, probably even more Sokratic, than the most
unquestioned Platonic dialogues, besides that they must of
necessity be contemporary also. Schleiermacher has gone
much farther : declaring.the Second as well as the First to be
an unworthy imitation of Plato. 1

Here Ast agrees with Schleiermacher fully, including both
Grounds for the First and Second Alkib. in his large list of the
disallowing . ~-T 1them-iess spurious. Most ot the subsequent critics sro with
strong against c, 1 -. . , 1 i -i <. ri , T Tthe second bchleiermacner only half-way: Socher, Hermann,
than against J J ' '

the rust. btallbaum, btemhart, feusemihl, recognise the First
Alkibiades, but disallow the Second/ In my judgment,

p Athenseus, xi. p. 506. i reasons, besides what is urged in his
i See the Einleitung of Schleier- j Introduction.

macher to Alkib. i. part ii. vol. iii. p. j ' Socher, Tiber Platon's Schriften, p.
2H3 stq. Einleitung to Alkib. ii. part j 112. Stallbauin, Prolegg. to Alkib.
i. vol. ii. p. 365 seq. His notes on the | i. and ii. vol. v. pp. 171-304. K. F.
t wo dialogues contain various additional Hermann, Gesch. imd Syst. der Platon.
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Schleiermacher and Ast are more consistently right, or more
consistently wrong, in rejecting both, than the other critics
who find or make so capital a distinction between the two.
The similarity of tone and topics between the two is obvious,
and is indeed admitted by all. Moreover, if I were compelled
to make a choice, I should say that the grounds for suspicion
are rather less strong against the Second than against the
First; and that Schleiermacher, reasoning upon the objections
admitted by his opponents as conclusive against the Second,
would have no difficulty in showing that his own objections
against the First were still more forcible. The long speech
assigned in the First Alkibiades to Sokrates, about the pri-
vileges of the Spartan and Persian kings,8 including the men-
tion of Zoroaster, son of Oromazes, and the Magian religion,
appears to me more unusual with Plato than anything which
I find in the Second Alkibiades. It is more Xenophontic *
than Platonic.

But I must here repeat, that because I find, in this or any
other dialogue, some peculiarities not usual with The SUpposed

Plato, I do not feel warranted thereby in declaring SIOT*™.?

the dialogue spurious. In my judgment, we must Sy
m

mS!sty

look for a large measure of diversity in the various of Infenonty-
dialogues ; and I think it an injudicious novelty, introduced
by Schleiermacher, to set up a canonical type of Platonisrn,
all deviations from which are to be rejected as forgeries.
Both the First and the Second Alkibiades appear to me
genuine, even upon the showing of those very critics who
disallow them. Schleiermacher, Stallbaum, and Steinhart,
all admit that there is in both the dialogues a considerable
proportion of Sokratic and Platonic ideas: but they main-
tain that there are also other ideas which are not Sokratic

PMlos. p. 420-439. Steinhart, Ein-
leitungen to Alk. i. and ii. in Hierony-
mus Muller's Uebersetzung des Platon's
Werke, vol. i. pp. 135-f>09.

* Plato, Alkib. i. p. 121-124.
Whoever reads the objections in

Steinhart's Einleitung (p. 148-150)
against the First Alkibiades, will see

he urges against the Second; only, that
in the case of the First, he gives to
these objections their legitimate bear-
ing, allowing them to tell against the
merit of the dialogue, but not against
its authenticity.

1 See Xenop. (Econom. c. 4; Cyro-
pasd. vii. 5, 58-64, viii. 1, 5-8-45;

that they are quite as forcible as what i Laced. Republic, <•. 15
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or Platonic, and that the texture, style, and prolixity of the
Second Alkibiades (Schleiermacher maintains this about the
First also) are unworthy of Plato. But if we grant these
premisses, the reasonable inference would be, not to disallow
it altogether, but to admit it as a work by Plato, of inferior
merit; perhaps of earlier days, before his powers of com-
position had attained their maturity. To presume that be-
cause Plato composed many excellent dialogues, therefore all
that he composed must have been excellent,—is a pretension
formally disclaimed by many critics, and asserted by none."
Steinhart himself allows that the Second Alkibiades, though
not composed by Plato, is the work of some other author
contemporary, an untrained Sokratic disciple attempting to
imitate Plato.'1 But we do not know that there were any
contemporaries who tried to imitate Plato: though Tlieo-
pompus accused him of imitating others, and called most of
his dialogues useless as well as false: while Plato himself,
in his inferior works, will naturally appear like an imitator
of his better self.

I agree with Schleiermacher and the other recent critics
Tbe t%vo din- m considering the First and Second Alkibiades to

be inferior in merit to Plato's best dialogues; and
p

earn"? com0-'9 I contend that their own premisses justify no more.
positmns. They may probably be among his earlier produc-
tions, though I do not believe that the First Alkibiades was
composed during the lifetime of Sokrates, as Socher, Stein-

» Stalfbaum f Prolegg. ad. Alcib. i. , was killed in 399 B.C., in the same year
p. 186) makes this general statement as Sokrates, and four years after Alki-
very justly, but he as well as other | biadts. Such an anachronism (Stein-
critics are apt to forget it in particular
cases;

1 Steinhart, Einleitung, p. 516-519.
Stallbaum and Boeckh indeed assign
the dialogue to a later period. Hein-
dorf (ad Lysin, p. 211) thinks it the
work " antiqui auetoris, sed non Pla-
tonis."

Steinhart and others who disallow
the authenticity of the Second Alki-
biades, insist much (p. 518) upon the
enormity of the chronological blunder,
whereby Sokrates and Alkibiades are
introduced as talking about the death
of Archelaus king of Macedonia, who

hart urges) Plato could never allow
himself to commit. But when we read
the Sympo»ion, wo find Aristophanes
in a company of which Sokrates, Alki-
biades, and Agathon form a part, al-
luding to the SioiKiim of Mantineia,
which took place in 386 B.C. No one
has ever made this glaring anachronism
a ground for disallowing the Sym-
posion. Steinhart says that the style
of the Second Alkibiades copies Plato
too closely (die angstlich platonisirende
Sprache des Dialogs, p. 515), yet he
agrees with Stallbaum that in several
places it departs too widely from Plato.
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hart, and Stallbaum endeavour to show.y I have already
given my reasons, in a previous chapter, for believing that
Plato composed no dialogues at all during the lifetime of
Sokrates ; still less in that of Alkibiades who died four years
earlier. There is certainly nothing in either Alkibiades I.
or II., to shake this belief.

If we compare various colloquies of Sokrates in the Xeno-
phontic Memorabilia, we shall find AlkibiadSs I. Analogy with
and II. very analogous to them both in purpose and 1̂ ,™**'̂
spirit. In Alkibiades I. the situation conceived is MemSiu
the same as that of Sokrates and Glaukon, in the ^£XTto°f

third book of the Memorabilia. Xenophon recounts sumptmraT
how the presumptuous Glaukon, hardly twenty y0™^™.
years of age, fancied himself already fit to play a conspicuous
part in public affairs, and tried to force himself, in spite of
rebuffs and humiliations, upon the notice of the assembly.7-
No remonstrances of friends could deter him, nor could any-
thing, except the ingenious dialectic of Sokrates, convince
him of his own impertinent forwardness and exaggerated
self-estimation. Probably Plato (Glaukon's elder brother)

y Stallbaum refers the composition
of AlMb. i. to a time not long before
the accusation of Sokrates, when the
enemies of Sokrates were calumniating
him in consequence of his past inti-
macy with Alkibiades (who had before
that time been killed in 404 B.C.) and
when Plato was anxious to defend his
master (Prolegg. p. 186). Socher and
Steinhart (p. 210; remark that such
writings would do little good to So-
krates under his accusation. They
place the composition of the dialogue
earlier, in 406 B.C. (Steinhart, p. 151-
152 , and they consider it the first
exercise of Plato in the strict dialectic
method. Both Steinhart and Her-
mann (Gesch. Plat. Phil. p. 440) think
that the dialogue has not only a specu-
lative but a political purpose; to warn
and amend Alkibiades, and to prevent
him from surrendering him elf blindly
to the democracy.

I cannot admit the hypothesis that
the dialogue was written in 406 B.C.
(when Plato was twenty-one years of
age, at most twenty-two), nor that it
had any intended bearing upon the

real historical Alkibiades, who left
Athens in 415 B.C. at the head of the
armament against Syracuse, was
banished three months afterwards, and
never came back to Athens until May
407 B.O. (Xenoph. Hellen. i. 4, 13, i.
5, 17). He then enjoyed four months
of great ascendancy at Athens, left it
at the head of the fleet to Asia in Oct.
407 B.C., remained in command of the
fleet for about three months or so, then
fell into disgrace and retired to Cher-
sonese, never revisiting Athens. In
406 B.C. Alkibiades was again in
banishment, out of the reach of all
such warnings as Hermann and Stein-
hart suppose that flato intended to
address to him in Alkib. i.

Steinhart says (p. 152), " I n dieser
Zeit also, loenige Jahre nadi seiner tri-
umphirendsn Ruckkehr, wo Alkibiades,"
&c. Now Alkibiades left the Athenian
service, irrevocably, within less than one
year after his triumphant return.

Steinhart has not realised in his
mind the historical and chronological
conditions of the period.

* Xenoph. Memnr. iii. 6.
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had heard of this conversation, but whether the fact be
so or not, we see the same situation idealised by him in
Alkibiades I., and worked out in a way of his own. Again,
we find in the Xenophontic Memorabilia another colloquy,
wherein Sokrates cross-questions, perplexes, and humiliates,
the studious youth Euthydemus,a whom he regards as over
confident in his persuasions and too well satisfied with him-
self. It was among the specialties of Sokrates to humiliate
confident young men, with a view to their future improve-
ment. He made his conversation " an instrument of chastise-
ment," in the language of Xenophon: or (to use a phrase of
Plato himself in the Lysis) he conceived " that the proper
way of talking to youth whom you love, was, not to exalt
and puff them up, but to subdue and humiliate them."b

If Plato wished to idealise this feature in the character of
Fitness of Sokrates, no name could be more suitable to his pur-
the name and P T I - I T I I •character of pose than that oi Alkibiades: who, having possessed
Alkibiades r ' , .

for idealising as a youth the greatest personal beauty (to winch
this feature J b . . . r -i i \ i -i i

in sokrates. Sokrates was exquisitely sensible) had become in
his mature life distinguished not less for unprincipled am-
bition and insolence, than for energy and ability. "We know
the real Alkibiades both from Thucydides and Xenophon,
and we also know that Alkibiades had in his youth so far
frequented the society of Sokrates as to catch some of that
dialectic ingenuity, which the latter was expected and be-
lieved to impart.c The contrast, as well as the companion-
ship, between Sokrates and Alkibiades was eminently sug-
gestive to the writers of Sokratic dialogues, and nearly all

Xenoph. Mem. iv. 2. j c The sensibility of Sokrates to
youthful beauty is as strongly declared
in the Xenophontic Memorabilia (i. 3-
8-14), as in the Platonic Lysis, Cliar-
mides, or Symposion.

The conversation reported by Xeno-
phon between Alkibiades, when not
yet twenty years of age, and his
guardian Perikles, the first man in
Athens—wherein Alkibiades puzzles
Perikles by a Sokratic cross-examina-
tion—is likely enough to be real,
and was probably the fruit of his

b Xenoph. Mem. i. 4, 1. tyf
u)j ix6vov & 4K€~IVOS (Sokrates) KoXa-
<r T T] p i ov ei/Eica TOVS irdyr' olo-
uevovs €i5eVcu ^A.eyxev, a\\a teal &

\y ] f p p
Povaiv, &c. So in the Platonic Lysis,
the youthful Lysis says to Sokrates,
" Talk to Menexenus, iv avrbi> tto-
Aio-ijs" (Plat. Lysis, 211 B . And
Sokrates himself stiys, a few lines b< -
fore (210 E). Ouroi xph vois iraiftiKois
SiaKeyeaSai, -rajnavovvra. KOL ava-ri\-
Aovra, Kal /IJJ, Sxrirep ah, x^vvovvTa KO\ | society with Sokrates (Xen. Menior.
SiadpimrovTa. i i. 2, 40j.
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of them made use of it, composing dialogues in which Alki-
biades was the principal name and figure.d It would be
surprising indeed if Plato had never done the same: which
is what we must suppose, if we adopt Schleiermacher's view,
that both Alkibiades I. and II. are spurious. In the Pro-
tagoras as well as in the Symposion, Alkibiades figures ; but
in neither of them is he the principal person, or titular hero,
of the piece. In Alkibiades I. and II., he is introduced as
the solitary respondent to the questions of Sokrates—Ko\a-
a-TTfpiov eveica: to receive from Sokrates a lesson of humilia-
tion such as the Xenophontic Sokrates administers to Glau-
kon and Euthydemus, taking care to address the latter when
alone.6

I conceive Alkibiades I. and II. as composed by Plato
among his earlier writings (perhaps between 399-390 B.C.) f
giving an imaginary picture of the way in which " Sokrates

d Stallbaum observes (Proleg. ad
Ale. i. p. 188), "Cseterum etiam
iEschines, Euclides, Phsedon, Anti-
sthenes, dialogos Alcibiadis nomine
inscriptos composuisse narrantur.'

Respecting the dialogues composed
by iEschines, see the first note to this
chapter.

e Xenop. Mem. iv. 2, 8.
f The date which I here suppose for

the composition of Alkib. i. (i. e. after
the death of Sokrates, but early in the
literary career of Plato), is farther
sustained i against those critics who
place it in 406 B.C. or 402 B.O. before
the death of Sokrates) by the long dis-
course (p. 121-124) of Sokrates about
the Persian and Spartan kings. In
reference to the Persian monarchy
Sokrates says (p. 123 B), iirei -KOT'
4yd> tficov(ra avdpbs a£ioiri<TTOu TWV ava-
^€^7]K6TO)V irapa fia<TL\4a3 ts ztpt} -naptX-
8eiy yji}po.v ir&vv iroWijj/ Kal ayadfyv—
fyv KaXe'iu roils iinxoipiovs (divrjv Tijs
flcunKews ywaiKos, &c. Olympiodorus
and the Scholiast both suppose that
Plato here refers to Xenophon and the
Anabasis, in which a statement very
like this is found (i. 4, 9). It is plain,
therefore, that tJiey did not consider
the dialogue to have been composed
before the death of Sokrates. I think
it very probable that Plato had in
his mind Xenoplion (either his Ana-

VOL. I.

basis, or personal communications with
him); but at any rate visits of Greeks
to the Persian court became very
numerous between 399-390 B.C., whereas
Plato can hardly have seen any sucli
visitors at Athens in 406 B.O. (before
the close of the war), nor probably in
402 B.C., when Athens, though relieved
from the oligarchy, was still in a state
of great public prostration. Between
399 B.C. and the peace of Antalkidas
(387 B.C.), visitors from Greece to the
interior of Persia became more and
more frequent, the Persian kings in-
terfering very actively in Grecian
politics. Plato may easily have seen
during these years intelligent Greeks
who had been up to the Persian court
on military or political business. Both
the Persian kings and the Spartan
kings were then in the maximum of
power and ascendancy—it is no wonder
therefore that Sokrates should here be
made to dwell upon their prodigious
dignity in his discourse with Alki-
biades. Steinhart (Einl. p. 150) feels
the difficulty of reconciling this part
of the dialogue with his hypothesis
that it was composed in 406 n.c. ; yet
he and Stallbaum both insist that it
must have been composed before the
death of Sokrates, for which they really
produce no grounds at all.

•1 A
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handled every respondent just as he chose" (to use the
literal phrase of Xenophong): taming even that
m o s t overbearing youth, whom Aristophanes charac-

soSaeteSs°'f terises as the lion's whelp.h In selecting Alkibiades
KSfaS' a s * n e sufferer under such a chastising process,
c?nveersa°uohn Plato rebuts in his own ideal style that charge
of sokrates. w n } C Q Xenophon answers with prosaic directness—
the charge made against Sokrates by his enemies, that he
taught political craft without teaching ethical sobriety; and
that he had encouraged by his training the lawless pro-
pensities of Alkibiades.' When Schleiermacher, and others
who disallow the dialogue, argue that the inordinate insolence
ascribed to Alkibiades, and the submissive deference towards
Sokrates also ascribed to him, are incongruous and incom-
patible attributes,—I reply that such a conjunction is very
improbable in any real character. But this does not hinder
Plato from combining them in one and the same ideal cha-
racter, as we shall farther see when we come to the mani-
festation of Alkibiades in the Symposion: in which dialogue
we find a combination of the same elements, still more
extravagant and high-coloured. Both here and there we are
made to see that Sokrates, far from encouraging Alkibiades,
is the only person who ever succeeded in humbling him.
Plato attributes to the personality and conversation of So-
krates an influence magical and almost superhuman: which
Cicero and Plutarch, proceeding probably upon the evidence
of the Platonic dialogues, describe as if it were historical fact.
They represent Alkibiades as shedding tears of sorrow and
shame, and entreating Sokrates to rescue him from a sense
of degradation insupportably painful.k Now Xenophon men-
tions Euthydemus and other young men as having really
experienced these profound and distressing emotions.1

e Xen . Mem. i. 2, 14. -rots 5e 8m- ej/ e/ccOTTOi/, eV OT<p yiyvono, iirpafffffv,
Aeyofievois atrip Train x9^V-^ov Iv TO?S &s TvpavvlSos i-TtiBu^ovvTi no\4/j.iai
Aoyois SVws i/lovkfSTO. j KaOiajaaav, &G.

h Aristoph. Kan. 1427. ov Xph I ' Xenoph. Memorab. i. 2, 17.
Aeovros CKVILVOV y TT6\ei rptQeiy. > k Cicero, Tusc. Dis. iii. 32; Plutarch,
Thucyd. vi. 15. Qofaeivrts yap avrov ! Alkib. c. 4-6. Compare Plato, Alkib.
(Alkib.) oi iroAAo^ T& /j.4ye6os rr/s i. p. 127 D, 135 C; Symposion, p. 215-
Kara Tt) kavrov crcD/ta •wapavop.io.s is \ 216.
TT)C BicuTav, Ka\ TTJS Siavoias wv Koff ' ' Xenop. Memor. iv. 2, 39-40.
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But he does not at all certify the same about Alkibiades,
whose historical career is altogether adverse to the hypo-
thesis. The Platonic picture is an idial, drawn from what
may have been actually true about other interlocutors of
Sokrates, and calculated to reply to Meletus and his allies.

Looking at Alkibiades I. and II. in this point of view, we
shall find both of them perfectly Sokratic both in The purpoBe

topics and in manner—whatever may be said about {Jy0^^^
unnecessary prolixity and common-place here and 1 " ^ ^ "
there. The leading ideas of Alkibiades I. may be S . T t i n

found, nearly all, in the Platonic Apology. That ^nsuhe
warfare, which Sokrates proclaims in the Apology as aSSon'of
having been the mission of his life, against the false knowIedge-
persuasion of knowledge, or against beliefs ethical and aesthe-
tical, firmly entertained without having been preceded by
conscious study or subjected to serious examination—is ex-
emplified in Alkibiades I. and II. as emphatically as in any
Platonic composition. In both these dialogues, indeed
(especially in the first), we find an excessive repetition of
specialising illustrations, often needless and sometimes tire-
some : a defect easily intelligible if we assume them to have
been written when Plato was still a novice in the art of dia-
logic composition. But both dialogues are fully impregnated
with the spirit of the Sokratic process, exposing, though with
exuberant prolixity, the firm and universal belief, held and
affirmed by every one even at the age of boyhood, without
any assignable grounds or modes of acquisition, and amidst
angry discordance between the affirmation of one man and
another. The emphasis too with which Sokrates insists upon
his own single function of merely questioning, and upon the
fact that Alkibiades gives all the answers and pronounces all
the self-condemnation with his own mouthm—is remarkable
in this dialogue: as well as the confidence with which he
proclaims the dialogue as affording the only, but effective,
cure.n The ignorance of which Alkibiades stands unex-
pectedly convicted, is expressly declared to be common to
him with the other Athenian politicians : an exception being

•» Plato, Alkib. i. p. 112-113. » Plato, A 1Mb. i. p. 127 E.

•1 A. 2
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half allowed to pass in favour of the semi-philosophical Peri-
kles, whom Plato judges here with less severity than else-
where0—and a decided superiority being claimed for the
Spartan and Persian kings, who are extolled as systematically
trained from childhood.

The main purpose of Sokrates is to drive Alkibiades into
Difficulties self-contradictions, and to force upon him a painful
Sr Xthtvm- consciousness of ignorance and mental defect, upon

grave and important subjects, while he is yet young
enough to amend it. Towards this purpose he is

own?gno13 made to lay claim to a divine mission similar to
ranee. ^ a ^ ^ j g h ^he real Sokrates announces in the
Apology.p A number of perplexing questions and difficulties
are accumulated: it is not meant that these difficulties are
insoluble, but that they cannot be solved by one who has
never seriously reflected on them—by one who (as the Xeno-
phontic Sokrates says to Euthydemus)9 is so confident of
knowing the subject that he has never meditated upon it at
all. The disheartened Alkibiades feels the necessity of im-
proving himself and supplicates the assistance of Sokrates:r

who reminds him that he must first determine what " Him-
self" is. Here again we find ourselves upon the track of
Sokrates in the Platonic Apology, and under the influence of
the memorable inscription at Delphi—Nosce teipsum. Your
mind is yourself: your body is a mere instrument of your
mind: your wealth and power are simple appurtenances or
adjuncts. To know yourself, which is genuine Sophrosyne
or temperance, is to know your mind: but this can only be
done by looking into another mind, and into its most intelli-
gent compartment: just as the eye can only see itself by
looking into the centre of vision of another eye.3

At the same time, when, after having convicted Alkibiades
of deplorable ignorance, Sokrates is called upon to prescribe
remedies—all distinctness of indication disappears. It is

° Plato, Alkib. i. p. 118-120. i ' Plato, Alkib. p. 128-132 A.
p Plato, AlMb. i. p. 124 C-127 E. » Plato, Alk. i. p. 133.
1 Xenop; Mem. h\ 2, 36. 'A\xk A Platonic metaphor, illustrating

javra fxkv, ee/>rj i ^wKpaTijs, leas, 5i& rb the necessity for two separate minds
crcf)65pa iruntitiv elStvai, ovS' tanttyai. co-operating in dialectic colloquy.
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exacted only when the purpose is to bring difficulties and
contradictions to view: it is dispensed with, when
the purpose is to solve them. The conclusion is, |
that assuming happiness as the acknowledged ulti- difflc!ntie8

ese

mate end,1 Alkibiades cannot secure this either ^ j u S 8

for himself or for his city, by striving for wealth and and Virtue-but these
are acknow-power, private or public: he can only secure it by g

acquiring for himself, and implanting in his country- mta'
men, justice, temperance, and virtue. This is perfectly Sokratic,
and conformable to what is said by the real Sokrates in the
Platonic Apology. But coming at the close of Alkibiades I.,
it presents no meaning and imparts no instruction : because
Sokrates had shown in the earlier part of the dialogue, that
neither he himself, nor Alkibiades, nor the general public,
knew what justice and virtue were. The positive solution
which Sokrates professes to give, is therefore illusory. He
throws us back upon those old, familiar, emotional, associa-
tions, unconscious products and unexamined transmissions
from mind to mind—which he had already shown to repre-
sent the fancy of knowledge without the reality—deep-seated
belief without any assignable intellectual basis, or outward
standard of rectitude.

Throughout the various Platonic dialogues, we find alter-
nately two distinct and opposite methods of handling Prolixity of

xi v • x- A • 1 J j.1. • i Alkibiadls I.

—the generalising ot the special, and the special—Extreme
„ , - T A-M M • IA T i • i multiplica-

lsinsr of the general. In Alkibiades 1., the special- uon at nius-
° ° . , . trativeex-

lsing of the general preponderates—as it does m ampies-
most of the conversations of the Xenophontic Memo- pinned.
rabilia: the number of exemplifying particulars is unusually
great. Sokrates does not accept as an answer a general term,
without illustrating it by several of the specific terms compre-
hended under it: and this several times on occasions when an
instructed reader thinks it superfluous and tiresome: hence,
partly, the inclination of some modern critics to disallow the
dialogue. But we must recollect that though a modern
reader practised in the use of general terms may seize the

' Plat. Alkibiad. i. p. 134.
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meaning at once, an Athenian youth of the Platonic age
would not be sure of doing the same. No conscious analysis
had yet been applied to general terms : no grammar or logic
then entered into education. Confident affirmation, without
fully knowing the meaning of what is affirmed, is the besetting
sin against which Plato here makes war: and his precautions
for exposing it are pushed to extreme minuteness. So, too, in
the Sophistes and Politikus, when he wishes to illustrate the
process of logical division and subdivision, he applies it to
cases so trifling and so multiplied, that Socher is revolted and
rejects the dialogues altogether. But Plato himself foresees
and replies to the objection; declaring expressly that his
main purpose is, not to expound the particular subject chosen,
but to make manifest and familiar the steps and conditions of
the general classifying process—and that prolixity cannot be
avoided." We must reckon upon a similar purpose in Alki-
biades I. The dialogue is a specimen of that which Aristotle
calls Inductive Dialectic, as distinguished from Syllogistic:
the Inductive he considers to be plainer and easier, suitable
when you have an ordinary collocutor—the Syllogistic is the
more cogent, when you are dealing with a practised dis-
putant."

It has been seen that Alkib. I , though professing to give
AikiWades something like a solution, gives what is really no
II. leaves its a D J

problem solution at all. Alkib. II., similar in many respects,
avowedly un- ? J r *

determined. j s here different, inasmuch as it does not even pro-
fess to solve the difficulty which had been raised. The
general mental defect—false persuasion of knowledge without
the reality—is presented in its application to a particular
case. Alkibiades is obliged to admit that he does not know
what he ought to pray to the Gods for: neither what is
good, to be granted, nor what is evil, to be averted. He
relies upon Sokrates for dispelling this mist from his mind:

» Plato, Politikus, 285-280.
* Aristotel. Topic, i. 104, a. 16.

Ilda'a TWV \6ywv

yy, p pp
Kara, TT^V crt(r0T)<TLV y'vuipifiuntpov KoX
rots -KoWdls KOIV6V b 5e (Tv\Koyi(rjj.bs,

—tan Si rh ixiv, inayuyrj, TO 5E, fiiaaTMiliTtpov Ka\ -n-pbs TOVS avTtXoyt-
cv\Aoyi<rn6s . . . . e o n oe fj fj.ii' iwa- KOIIS ivzpyimipov.
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which Sokrates promises to do, but adjourns for another
occasion.

Sokrates here ascribes to the Spartans, and to various phi-
losophers, the practice of putting up prayers in un- sokrates com-
j n j i j- i iii n ,1 • mendsthe

denned language, for good and honourable things practice of
generally. He commends that practice. Xenophon the Gods for
tells us that the historical Sokrates observed i t : y deaned-ms

views about

but he tells us also that the historical Sokrates, tiiesemi-re-
gular, seml-

though not praying for any special presents from j j 1 ^ " ^ the

the Gods, yet prayed for and believed himself to e^-He
' J r J prays to

receive special revelations and advice as to what ^"J"^™
was good to be done or avoided in particular cases. wamLngs-
He held that these special revelations were essential to any
tolerable life: that the dispensations of the Gods, though
administered upon regular principles on certain subjects and
up to a certain point, were kept by them designedly inscru-
table beyond that point: but that the Gods would, if properly
solicited, afford premonitory warnings to any favoured person,
such as would enable him to keep out of the way of evil, and
put himself in the way of good. He declared that to consult
and obey oracles and prophets was not less a maxim of pru-
dence than a duty of piety : for himself, he was farther privi-
leged through his divine sign or monitor, which he implicitly
followed.2 Such premonitory warnings were the only special
favour which he thought it suitable to pray for—besides good
things generally. For special presents he did not pray,
because he professed not to know whether any of the ordi-
nary objects of desire were good or bad. He proves in
his conversation with Euthydemus, that all those acqui-
sitions which are usually accounted means of happiness—
beauty, strength, wealth, reputation, nay, even good health
and wisdom—are sometimes good or causes of happiness,
sometimes evil or causes of misery; and therefore cannoty Xenop. Mem. i. 3, 2; Plat. Alt .
ii. p. 143-148.

2 These opinions of Sokrates are

eSaiKav ol 6eol, fj.av6a.veiv a. Se [J.7] Srj\a
Tots avBpdirots eo-n, iretpaa-Bat Sia y.av-
T(K?js Trapa. TWV 6eaiv irvvOdvetrdar TOUV

announced in various passages of the | deobs yap, ois av &aiv iAe'o>, (rr)fia.lveiv
Xenophontic Memorabilia, i. 1, 1-10— j —i. 3. 4, i. 4, 2-15, iv. 3. 12, iv- 7, 10,
erpr) 5e de'iv, a fj.ei> fj-aSovras iroieiv j iv. 8, 5-11.
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be considered either as absolutely the one or absolutely the
other."

This impossibility of determining what is good and what is
com arison ev^» m consequence of the uncertainty in the dis-
11.t'thih?8 pensations of the Gods and in human affairs—is a
Men°orawi"a, doctrine forcibly insisted on by the Xenophontic
thfconver-' Sokrates in his discourse with Euthydenius, and
iokmteJwith much akin to the Platonic Alkibiades II., being
I'kratenot8' applied to the special case of prayer. But we must
' J S S t not suppose that Sokrates adheres to this doctrine
Mmseif. throughout all the colloquies of the Xenophontic
Memorabilia: on the contrary, we find him, in other places,
reasoning upon such matters, as health, strength, and wis-
dom, as if they were decidedly good.b The fact is, that the
arguments of Sokrates, in the Xenophontic Memorabilia,
vary materially according to the occasion and the person
with whom he is discoursing: and the case is similar with
the Platonic dialogues: illustrating farther the questionable
evidence on which Schleiermacher and other critics proceed,
when they declare one dialogue to be spurious, because it
contains reasoning inconsistent with another.

We find in Alk. II. another doctrine which is also pro-
claimed by Sokrates in the Xenophontic Memorabilia: that
the Gods are not moved by costly sacrifice more than by
humble sacrifice, according to the circumstances of the
offerer:c they attend only to the mind of the offerer, whether
he be just and wise : that is, " whether he knows what ought
to be done both towards Gods and towards men."d

Eut we find also in Alk. II. another doctrine, more remark-
Kemarkabie able. Sokrates will not proclaim absolutely that
d o c t r i n e o f . - . x J

AikiMades knowledge is good, and that ignorance is evil. In
SS'liwa s s o m e cases> n e contends, ignorance is good ; and he
GTOd.aTbT discriminates which the cases are. That which we
of Good itself are principally interested in knowing, is, Good, or

* Xenop. Memor. iv. 2, 31-32-36. votyiav, TO neyurrov ayaBAv, &c.
TavTa olv TTort fifv axpeXovvTa iro-re Sf c Plato, Alkib. ii. p. 149-150 ; Xen.
PX&TTTOVTO., -ri naA\ov aya6a if) KHK6. Mem. i. 3. Compare Plato, Legg. x.
e'oTiK : ! p. 885 ; Isokrat. ad Nikok

>' For example, Xen. Mem. iv. 5-G— a Plato, Alk. ii. p. 149 E, 150 B
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The Best—The Profitable:e phrases used as equi- is Mispens-
valent. The knowledge of this is good, and the out that, the

. . . i n knowledge

ignorance of it mischievous, under all supposable of other
° r r things is

circumstances. And if a man knows good, the ™°™;hurt-
° ' ful than

more he knows of every thing else, the better; beneficial.
since he will be sure to make a good use of his knowledge.
But if he does not know good, the knowledge of other things
will be hurtful rather than beneficial to him. To be skilful
in particular arts and accomplishments, under the capital
mental deficiency supposed, will render him an instrument
of evil and not of good. The more he knows—and the more
he believes himself to know—the more forward will he be in
acting, and therefore the greater amount of harm will he do.
It is better that he should act as little as possible. Such
a man is not fit to direct his own conduct, like a freeman : he
must be directed and controlled by others, like a slave. The
greater number of mankind are fools of this description—
ignorant of good: the wise men who know good, and are fit
to direct, are very few. The wise man alone, knowing good,
follows reason : the rest trust to opinion without reason/ He
alone is competent to direct both his own conduct and that
of the society.

The stress which is laid here upon the knowledge of good,
as distinguished from all other varieties of knowledge—the
identification of the good with the profitable, and of the
knowledge of good with reason (yovs), while other varieties of
knowledge are ranked with opinion (Sofa)—these are points
which, under one phraseology or another, pervade many of
the Platonic dialogues. The old phrase of Herakleitus—
UoXvfiaOlr) voov ov SiSdaicet,—" much learning does not teach
reason "—seems to have been present to the mind of Plato
in composing this dialogue. The man of much learning
and art, without the knowledge of good, and surrendering
himself to the guidance of one or other among his accom-

' Plato, Alk. ii. p. 145 B. "O<TTIS T) TOU Zi<pe\lfj.ov—also 146 B .
&pa TI T&V Toioiiav oTSec, eic jiev ' Plato, Alk. ii. p. 146 A-D. uvev
iraptTnjTai avrcp ij rov J8€ATI<TTOU tiriff- vov 5<$|p 7re?nirT£utt<$Ta.
rrj/ii)—avTT] 5' \v T\ avrr/ 8<j irov rjirfp Kal
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plishments, is like a vessel tossed about at sea without a
pilot.8

What Plato here calls the knowledge of Good, or Eeason—
Knowledge t n e just discrimination and comparative appreciation,
pfear°s°p̂ tT

 o f E n d s a n d Means—appears in the Politikus and
Se^to Euthydemus, under the title of the Eegal or Poli-
p&ia^. tical Art, of employing or directing11 the results of
d°Stunder all other arts, which are considered as subordinate :
titIes' in the Protagoras, under the title of art of calcu-
lation or mensuration : in the Philebus, as measure and pro-
portion : in the Phaedrus (in regard to rhetoric) as the art of
turning to account, for the main purpose of persuasion, all the
special processes, stratagems, decorations, &c, imparted by-
professional masters. In the Kepublic, it is personified in the
few venerable Elders who constitute the Eeason of the society,
and whose directions all the rest (Guardians and Producers)
are bound implicitly to follow : the virtue of the subordinates
consisting in this implicit obedience. In the Leges, it is
defined as the complete subjection in the mind, of pleasures and
pains to right Eeason,1 without which, no special aptitudes
are worth having. In the Xenophontic Memorabilia, it
stands as a Sokratic authority under the title of Sophrosyne
or Temperance: k and the Profitable is declared identical with
the Good, as the directing and limiting principle for all
human pursuits and proceedings.1

But what are we to understand by the Good, about which
rue Good- there are so many disputes, according to the acknow-
abie-what ledgment of Plato as well as of Sokrates? And
î  it ? How

.ireweto what are we to understand by the Profitable? In
piato leaves what relation does it stand to the Pleasurable and
tins unae-
termined. the Painful ?

These are points which Plato here leaves undetermined.
We shall find him again touching them, and trying different

e Plato, Alk. ii. p. 147 A. 6 Si Si,
TTJP Ka\ovfi4vi]v Tro\v/j.cideiuv KOI TTOXV-
T^Xviav KZKTTHJ.ZVOS, op<pavos 5e £>v rav-
TTIS T7)S fwi<TTT)firis, ayofitvos Sf vnb

& &
h

yf
oti^, &c.

305 A; Euthydemus, 291 B, 292 B.
Compare Xenophon, CEkonomicus, i.
8, 13.

Leges, iii. 689 A-D, 691 A.
. - - • k Xenoph. Memor. i. 2, 17, iv. 3 1.

Plato, Politikus, 2'Jk2 B, 304 B, ' Xenoph. Memor. iv. 6, 8, iv. 7, 7.
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ways of determining them, in the Protagoras, the Gorgias,
the Eepublic, and elsewhere. We have here the title and
the postulate, but nothing more, of a comprehensive Teleo-
logy, or right comparative estimate of ends and means one
against another, so as to decide when, how far, under what
circumstances, &c, each ought to be pursued. We shall see
what Plato does in other dialogues to connect this title and
postulate with a more definite meaning.
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CHAPTEE XL

HIPPIAS MAJOR —HIPPIAS MINOR.

BOTH these two dialogues are carried on between Sokrates
and the Eleian Sophist Hippias. The general con-
ception of Hippias—described as accomplished, elo-
quent, and successful, yet made to say vain and
silly things—is the same in both dialogues: in both
also the polemics of Sokrates against him are con-
ducted in a like spirit, of affected deference mingled

with insulting sarcasm. Indeed the figure assigned to Hip-
pias is so contemptible, that even an admiring critic like
Stallbaum cannot avoid noticing the " petulans pene et pro-
terva in Hippiam oratio," and intimating that Plato has
handled Hippias more coarsely than any one else. Such
petulance Stallbaum attempts to excuse by saying that the
dialogue is a youthful composition of Plato :a while Schleier-

logue. Sar
casm and
mockery
against
Hippias.

* Stallbaum, Prolegg. in Hipp. Maj.
p. 149-150; also Steinhart (Einleitung,
p. 42-43), who says, after an outpouring
of his usual invective against the
Sophist:—" Nevertheless the coarse
jesting of the dialogue seems almost to
exceed the admissible limit of comic
effect," &c. Again, p. 50, Steinhart
talks of the banter which Sokrates
carries on with Hippias, in a way not
less cruel (grausamj than purposeless,
tormenting him with a string of suc-
cessive new propositions about the
definition of the Beautiful, which pro-
positions, as fast as Hippias catches at
them he again withdraws of his own
accord, and thus at last dismisses him
(as he had dismissed Ion) uninstructed
and unimproved, without even leaving
behind in him the sting of anger, &c.

It requires a powerful hatred against
the persons called Sophists, to make
a critic take pleasure in a comedy
wherein silly and ridiculous speeches
are fastened upon the name of one of

them, in his own day not merely
honoured but acknowledged as deserv-
ing honour by remarkable and varied
accomplishments—and to make the
critic describe the historical Hippias
(whom we only know from Plato and
Xenophon—see Steinhart, note 7, p.
89 ; Socher, p. 221) as if he bad really
delivered these speeches, or something
equally absurd.

How this comedy may be appreciated
is doubtless a matter of individual
taste. For my part, I agree with Ast
in thinking it misplaced and unbecom-
ing ; and I am not surprised that he
wishes to remove the dialogue from the
Platonic canon, though I do not concur
either in this inference, or in the
general principle on which it proceeds,
viz., that all objections against the
composition of a dialogue are to be held
as being also objections against its
genuineness as a work of Plato. The
Nubes of Aristophanes, greatly superior
as a comedy to the Hippias of Plato,
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macher numbers it among the reasons for suspecting the
dialogue, and Ast, among the reasons for declaring positively
that Plato is not the author.b This last conclusion I do not
at all accept: nor even the hypothesis of Stallbaum, if it be
tendered as an excuse for improprieties of tone : for I believe
that the earliest of Plato's dialogues was composed after he
was twenty-eight years of age—that is, after the death of
Sokrates. It is however noway improbable, that both the
Greater and Lesser Hippias may have been among Plato's
earlier compositions. We see by the Memorabilia of Xeno-
phon that there was repeated and acrimonious controversy
between Sokrates and Hippias: so that we may probably
suppose feelings of special dislike, determining Plato to com-
pose two distinct dialogues, in which an imaginary Hippias
is mocked and scourged by an imaginary Sokrates.

One considerable point in the Hippias Major appears to
have a bearing on the debate between Sokrates and Eeal debate

Hippias in the Xenophontic Memorabilia: in which
debate, Hippias taunts Sokrates with always com-
bating and deriding the opinions of others, while
evading to give opinions of his own. It appears ^
that some antecedent debates between the two had thatdebate-
turned upon the definition of the Just, and that on these
occasions Hippias had been the respondent, Sokrates the
objector. Hippias professes to have reflected upon these
debates, and to be now prepared with a definition which
neither Sokrates nor any one else can successfully assail,
but he will not say what the definition is, until Sokrates has
laid down one of his own. In reply to this challenge, So-
krates declares the Just to be equivalent to the Lawful or

is turned to an abusive purpose when
critics put it into court as evidence
about the character of the real So-
krates.

K. F . Hermann, in my judgment,
takes a more rational view of the Hip-
pias Major (Gesch. und Syst. der Plat.
Phil. p. 487-647). Instead of expatiat-
ing on the glory of Plato in deriding
an accomplished contemporary, he
dwells upon the logical mistakes and
confusion which the dialogue brings to

view; and he reminds us justly of the
intellectual condition of the age, when
even elementary distinctions in logic
and grammar had been scarcely at-
tended to.

Both K. F . Hermann and Socher
consider the Hippias to be not a
juvenile production of Plato, but to
belong to his middle age.

b Schleierm.Einleitung, p. 401; Ast,
Platon's Leben und Schriften, p. 457-
459.
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Customary: he defends this against various objections of Hip-
pias, who concludes by admitting it.c Probably this debate,
as reported by Xenophon, or something very like it, really
took place. If so, we remark with surprise the feebleness
of the objections of Hippias, in a case where Sokrates, if he
had been the objector, would have found such strong ones—
and the feeble replies given by Sbkrates, whose talent lay
in starting and enforcing difficulties, not in solving them.d

Among the remarks which Sokrates makes in illustration to
Hippias, one is—that Lykurgus had ensured superiority to
Sparta by creating in the Spartans a habit of implicit
obedience to the laws.6 Such is the character of the Xeno-
phontic debate.

Here, in the beginning of the Hippias Major, the Platonic
o ening of Sokrates remarks that Hippias has been long absent
iifcS'—H'P- from Athens: which absence the latter explains,
theSsuecSrss-es by s a y m g that he has visited many cities in Greece,

giving lectures with great success, and receiving
e high pay: and that especially he has often visited

asCw
ren°a™he Sparta, partly to give lectures, but partly also to

by1his<Sc-red transact diplomatic business for his countrymen the
ures" Eleians, who trusted him more than any one else

for such duties. His lectures (he says) were eminently in-
structive and valuable for the training of youth: moreover
they were so generally approved, that even from a small
Sicilian town called Inykus, he obtained a considerable sum
in fees.

Upon this Sokrates asks—In which of the cities were your
Hippias had gains the largest: probably at Sparta ? Hip.—No:
met with no ° • i i .

sparta5 why r e c e i v e d nothing at all at Sparta. SoTcr.—How ?
' ^ o u a m a z e m e ' Were not your lectures calculated

t o i m P r o v e t n e Spartan youth? or did not the
law forbids. Spartans desire to have their youth improved ? or

N<i,iios fXen. Memor. i. 2, 42). All
the difficulties in determining the
definition of N^os, occur also in deter-

d
Xenoph. Memor. iv. 4-12-25.

1 Compare the puzzling questions
which Alkibiades when a youth is
reported to have addressed to Perikles,
and which he must unquestionably
have heard from Sokrates himself,

mining that of NS/u/iov, which includes
both Jus Scriptum and Jus Moribus
Eeceptum.

respecting the meaning of the word | e Xenoph. Memor. iv. 4, 15.
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had they no money? Hip.—Neither one nor the other.
The Spartans, like others, desire the improvement of their
youth; they also have plenty of money : moreover my lectures
were very beneficial, to them as well as to the rest/ Sokr.—
How could it happen then, that at Sparta, a city great and
eminent for its good laws, your valuable instructions were
left unrewarded; while you received so much at the incon-
siderable town of Inykus ? Hip.—It is not the custom of
the country, Sokrates, for the Spartans to change their laws,
or to educate their sons in a way different from their ordinary
routine. Sokr.—How say you ? It is not the custom of the
country for the Spartans to do right, but to do wrong ? Hip.
—I shall not say that, Sokrates. SoJcr.—But surely they
would do right, in educating their children better and not
worse ? Hip.—Yes, they would do right: but it is not lawful
for them to admit a foreign mode of education. If any one
could have obtained payment there for education, I should
have obtained a great deal: for they listen to me with delight
and applaud me: but, as I told you, their law forbids.

Sokr.—Do you call law a hurt or benefit to the city ?—
Hip.—Law is enacted with a view to benefit; but Question,
it sometimes hurts, if it be badly enacted.g Sohr.— ThAaw-™'
But what ? Do not the enactors enact it as the ways aim at

. . the Profit-
maximum of good, without which the citizens can- able, but

. ^ , . sometimes

not live a regulated life ? Hip.—Certainly : they f«u to attain
do so. Sokr.—Therefore, when those who try to they fan,

' J they fail to
enact laws miss the attainment of good, they also attain law

° ' J The lawful

miss the lawful and law itself. How say you?—
Hip.—They do so, if you speak with strict pro-
priety: but such is not the language which men Iawful-
commonly use. Sokr.—What men? the knowing? or the
ignorant ? Hip.—The Many. Sokr.—The Many : is it they
who know what truth is ? Hip.—Assuredly not. Sokr.
—But surely those who do know, account the profitable to
be in truth more lawful than the unprofitable, to all men.
Don't you admit this ? Hip.—Yes, I admit they account it

1 Plato, Hipp. Maj. 283-284. * Plato, Hipp. Maj. 284 O-D.
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so in truth. Sokr.—Well, and it is so, too : the truth is as
the knowing men account it. Hip.—Most certainly. Sokr.
—Now you affirm, that it is more profitable to the Spartans
to be educated according to your scheme, foreign as it is,
than according to their own native scheme. Hip.—I affirm
it, and with truth too. Sokr.—You affirm besides, that
things more profitable are at the same time more lawful ?
Hip.—I said so. Sokr.—According to your reasoning, then,
it is more lawful for the Spartan children to be educated
by Hippias, and more unlawful for them to be educated by
their fathers—if in reality they will be more benefited by
you ? Hip.—But they will be more benefited by me. Sokr.
The Spartans therefore act unlawfully, when they refuse to
give you money and to confide to you their sons ? Hip.—I
admit that they do: indeed your reasoning seems to make
in my favour, so that I am noway called upon to resist it.
Sokr.—We find then, after all, that the Spartans are enemies
of law, and that too in the most important matters—though
they are esteemed the most exemplary followers of law.h

Perhaps Plato intended the above argument as a derisory
comparison taunt against the Sophist Hippias, for being vain
mentofthe enough to think his own tuition better than that of
sokrates, the Spartan community. If such was his intention,
•witb that of r . i i i

thcxeno- the argument might have been retorted against
phonticSo- & b b

krates. Plato himself, for his propositions in the Eepublic
and Leges : and we know that the enemies of Plato did taunt
him with his inability to get these schemes adopted in any
actual community. But the argument becomes interesting
when we compare it with the debate before referred to in
the Xenophontic Memorabilia, where Sokrates maintains
against Hippias that the Just is equivalent to the Lawful.
In that Xenophontic dialogue, all the difficulties which em-
barrass this explanation are kept out of sight, and Sokrates
is represented as gaining an easy victory over Hippias. In
this Platonic dialogue, the equivocal use of the word vofiifiov

h Plat. Hipp. Maj. 285.
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is expressly adverted to, and Sokrates reduces Hippias to a
supposed absurdity, by making him pronounce the Spartans
to be enemies of law:—irapavofiovi bearing a double sense,
and the proposition being true in one sense, false in the other.
In the argument of the Platonic Sokrates, a law which does
not attain its intended purpose of benefiting the community,
is no law at all,—not lawful:' so that we are driven back
again upon the objections of Alkibiades against Perikles (in
the Xenophontic Memorabilia) in regard to what constitutes
a law. In the argument of the Xenophontic Sokrates, law
means a law actually established, by official authority or
custom—and the Spartans are produced as eminent examples
of a lawfully minded community. As far as we can assign
positive opinion to the Platonic Sokrates in the Hippias
Major, he declares that the profitable or useful (being that
which men always aim at in making law), is The Lawful,
whether actually established or not: and that the unprofitable
or hurtful (being that which men always intend to escape)
is The Unlawful, whether prescribed by any living authority
or not. This (he says) is the opinion of the wise men who
know : though the ignorant vulgar hold the contrary opinion.
The explanation of TO SUMOP given by the Xenophontic
Sokrates (TO Bl/caiov = TO vofii^iov), would be equivalent, if
we construe TO VO^LJLOV in the sense of the Platonic Sokrates
(in Hippias Major) to an affirmation that The Just was the
generally useful—To Bl/caiop — To Koivfj avfifapov.

There exists however in all this, a prevalent confusion be-
tween Law (or the Lawful) as actually established— The Justor

and Law (or the Lawful) as it ought to be established, {^V^,.
in the judgment of the critic, or of those whom he îs'ifthe
follows: that is (to use the phrase of Mr. Austin ™oonXwiHCh
in his ' Province of Jurisprudence') Law as it would ^* .™ t0

be, if it conformed to its assumed measure or test, not̂ iwayf
In the first of these senses, TO vo/ufiov is not one adhere'
and the same, but variable according to place and time—one
thing at Sparta, another thing elsewhere: accordingly it

' Compare a similar argument of Sokrates against Thrasymachus—Bepublic,
i. 339.

VOL. I . 2 B
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would not satisfy the demand of Plato's mind, when he asks
for an explanation of TO BUaiov. It is an explanation in
the second of the two senses which Plato seeks—a common
measure or test applicable universally, at all times and places.
In so far as he ever finds one, it is that which I have men-
tioned above as delivered by the Platonic Sokrates in this
dialogue : viz., the Just or Good, that which ought to be the
measure or test of Law and Positive Morality, is, the bene-
ficial or profitable. This (I repeat) is the only approach to
a solution which we ever find in Plato. But this is seldom
clearly enunciated, never systematically followed out, and
sometimes, in appearance, even denied.

I resume the thread of the Hippias Major. Sokrates asks
Lectures of Hippias what sort of lectures they were that he de-

liye re (l with so much success at Sparta ? The Spar-
/ tans (Hippias replies) knew nothing and cared

fcTuTu^'on nothing about letters, geometry, arithmetic, astro-
-whafp™- nomy : but they took delight in hearing tales about
beautiful, heroes, early ancestors, foundation-legends of cities,
honourable &c, which his mnemonic artifice enabled him to
for youth. <jeiivei.,k The Spartans delight in you (observes
Sokrates) as children delight in old women's tales. Yes
(replies Hippias), but that is not all: I discoursed to them
also, recently, about fine and honourable pursuits, much to
their admiration: I supposed a conversation between Nestor
and Neoptolemus, after the capture of Troy, in which the
veteran, answering a question put by his youthful companion,
enlarged upon those pursuits which it was fine, honourable,
beautiful, for a young man to engage in. My discourse is
excellent, and obtained from the Spartans great applause. I
am going to deliver it again here at Athens, in the school-
room of Pheidostratus; and I invite you, Sokrates, to come
and hear it, with as many friends as you can bring.1

I shall come willingly (replies Sokrates). But first answer
me one small question, which will rescue me from a present

* Plat. Hipp. Maj. 285 E. 1 piat. Hipp. Maj. 286 A-B.
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embarrassment. Just now, I was shamefully puzzled in con-
versation with a friend, to whom I had been praising Question put
some things as honourable and beautiful,—blaming in the name'

. ° of a friend

other things as mean and ugly. He surprised me inthebac*-
b ° J r ground, who

by the interrogation—How do you know, bokrates, t"s just been
J O J puzzling him

what things are beautiful, and what are ugly? ^vj t
h

h
at

l t- the

Come now, can you tell me, What is the Beautiful? Beautiful?
I, in my stupidity, was altogether puzzled, and could not
answer the question. But after I had parted from him, I
became mortified and angry with myself; and I vowed that
the next time I met any wise man like you, I would put the
question to him, and learn how to answer i t ; so that I might
be able to renew the conversation with my friend. Your
coming here is most opportune. I entreat you to answer and
explain to me clearly what the Beautiful is; in order that I
may not again incur the like mortification. You can easily
answer: it is a small matter for you, with your numerous
attainments.

Oh—yes—a small matter (replies Hippias); the question
is easy to answer. I could teach you to answer Hippias
many questions harder than that ; so that no man quTstion'easy
shall be able to convict you in dialogue.™ t0 answer'

Sokrates then proceeds to interrogate Hippias, in the name
of the absentee, starting one difficulty after another as if sug-
gested by this unknown prompter, and pretending to be him-
self under awe of so impracticable a disputant.

All persons are just, through Justice—wise, through Wis-
dom—good, through Goodness or the Good—beau- Justice Wis_
tiful, through Beauty or the Beautiful. Now ^ ^
Justice, Wisdom, Goodness, Beauty or the Beau-
tiful, must each be something. Tell me what the
Beautiful is? tiful?

Hippias does not conceive the question. Does the man
want to know, What is a beautiful thing ? 8ohr.—No; he
wants to know what is The Beautiful. Hip.—I' do not see
the difference. I answer that a beautiful maiden is a beau-
tiful thing. No one can deny that."

•» Plat. Hipp. Maj. 286 C-D. •> Plat. Hipp. Maj. 287 A.
2 B 2
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SoJcr.—My disputatious friend will not accept your answer.
Hippias does He wants you to tell him, What is the Self-Beau-
Btana the tiful ?—that Something through which, or by reason
He answers of which, all beautiful things become beautiful. Am
by indicating , , , . . . , • , •/• i • 1 • •

one partial- I to tell him, it is because a beautitul maiden is a
fui object. beautiful thing ? He will say—Is not a beautiful
mare, a beautiful thing also ? and a beautiful lyre as well ?
2Rp.—Yes; both of them are so. Sohr.—Ay, and a beautiful
pot, my friend will add, well moulded and rounded by a
skilful potter, is a beautiful thing too. Hip.—How, Sokrates ?
Who can your disputatious friend be ? Some ill-taught man,
surely ; since he introduces such trivial names into a dignified
debate. Solcr.—Yes; that is his character: not polite, but
vulgar, anxious for nothing else but the truth. Hip.—A pot,
if it be beautifully made, must certainly be called beautiful;
yet still, all such objects are unworthy to be counted as
beautiful, if compared with a maiden, a mare, or a lyre.

Sohr.—I understand. You follow the analogy suggested
by Herakleitus in his dictum—That the most beau-

Cross-ques- -'

sotaates"— tiful ape is ugly, if compared with the human race.
o^tuings g 0 y0 U s a V j the most beautiful pot is ugly, when
bSTeMh1' compared with the race of maidens. Hip.—Yes.
w"igoniyeby' T n a t i s mJ meaning. Sohr.—Then my friend will
cinder™' a s ^ y o u *n return, whether the race of maidens is
cX? clrcum- n o t as much inferior to the race of Gods, as the pot
Sometimes to the maiden ? whether the most beautiful maiden
Bome'umes will not appear ugly, when compared to a Goddess ?

whether the wisest of men will not appear an ape,
when compared to the Gods, either in beauty or in wisdom.0

Hip.—No one can dispute it. Sohr.—My friend will smile
and say—You forget what was the question put. I asked
you, What is the Beautiful ?—the Self-Beautiful: and your
answer gives me, as the Self-Beautiful, something which you
yourself acknowledge to be no more beautiful than ugly ? If
I had asked you, from the first, what it was that was both
beautiful and ugly, your answer would have been pertinent
to the question. Can you still think that the Self-Beautiful,

0 Plat. Hipp. Maj. 289.
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—that Something, by the presence of which all other things
become beautiful,—is a maiden, or a mare, or a lyre ?

Hip.—I have another answer to which your friend can
take no exception. That, by the presence of which second an-
all things become beautiful, is Gold. What was ^I-GOU,

before ugly, will (we all know), when ornamented tL p̂ esmce
with gold, appear beautiful. Sokr.—You little things be-
know what sort of man my friend is. He will fui. swutiny

n T-. • applied to

laugh at your answer, and ask you—Do you think, the answer.
° J J J > Complaint by

then, that Pheidias did not know his profession as a Hippias
' x about vulgar

sculptor ? How came he not to make the statue of analogies.
Athene* all gold, instead of making (as he has done) the face,
hands, and feet of ivory, and the pupils of the eyes of a par-
ticular stone ? Is not ivory also beautiful, and particular
kinds of stone ? Hip.—Yes, each is beautiful, where it is be-
coming. Sokr.—And ugly, where it is not becoming.11 Hip.
—Doubtless. I admit that what is becoming or suitable,
makes that to which it is applied appear beautiful: that which
is not becoming or suitable, makes it appear ugly. SoJcr.—
My friend will next ask you, when you are boiling the beau-
tiful pot of which we spoke just now, full of beautiful soup,
what sort of ladle will be suitable and becoming—one made
of gold, or of fig-tree wood ? Will not the golden ladle spoil
the soup, and the wooden ladle turn it out good ? Is not the
wooden ladle, therefore, better than the golden ? . Hip.—By
Herakles, Sokrates! what a coarse and stupid fellow your
friend is! I cannot continue. to converse with a man who
talks of such matters. Sokr.—I am not surprised that you,
with your fine attire and lofty reputation, are offended with
these low allusions. But I have nothing to spoil by inter-
course with this man; and I entreat you to persevere, as a
favour to me. He will ask you whether a wooden soup-ladle
is not more beautiful than a ladle of gold,—since it is more
suitable and becoming ? So that though you said—The Self-
Beautiful is Gold—you are now obliged to acknowledge that
gold is not more beautiful than fig-tree wood ?

Hip.—I acknowledge that it is so. But I have another
p Plat. Hipp. Maj. 290.
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answer ready which will silence your friend. I presume you
Third answer w i s u m e t o i d e a t e as The Beautiful, something

which will never appear ugly to any one, at any time,
p g or at any place.q SoJcr.—That is exactly what I
ofuXeS desire. Hip.—Well, I affirm, then, that to every
application. m a U ) alwayS> an<J everywhere, the following is most
beautiful. A man being healthy, rich, honoured by the
Greeks—having come to old age and buried his own parents
well—to be himself buried by his own sons well and mag-
nificently. Sokr.—Your answer sounds imposing; but my
friend will laugh it to scorn, and will remind me again, that
his question pointed to the Beautiful itselfr — something
which, being present as attribute in any subject, will make
that subject (whether stone, wood, man, God, action, study,
&c.) beautiful. Now that which you have asserted to be
beautiful to every one everywhere, was not beautiful to
Achilles, who accepted by preference the lot of dying before
his father—nor is it so to the heroes, or to the sons of Gods,
who do not survive or bury their fathers. To some, there-
fore, what you specify is beautiful—to others, it is not beau-
tiful but ugly: that is, it is both beautiful and ugly, like the
maiden, the lyre, the pot, on which we have already remarked.
Hip.—I did not speak about the Gods or Heroes. Your
friend is intolerable, for touching on such profanities." Sokr.
—However, you cannot deny that what you have indicated is
beautiful only for the sons of men, and not for the sons of
Gods. My friend will thus make good his reproach against
your answer. He will tell me, that all the answers, which we
have as yet given, are too absurd. And he may perhaps at
the same time himself suggest another, as he sometimes does
in pity for my embarrassment.

Sokrates then mentions, as coming from hints of the absent
Farther an- friend, three or four different explanations of the
gestei by Self-Beautiful: each of which, when first introduced,
iitThefŝ it- approves, and Hippias approves also: but each
able or Be- of which he proceeds successively to test and con-

i Plato, Hipp. Maj. 291 C-D. r p j a t O i Hipp. Mni 292 D
• Plato, Hipp. Maj. 293 B.
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demn. I t is to be remarked that all of them are coming -
Objections

general explanations: not consisting in conspicuous thereunto-
particular instances, like those which had come Jested.
from Hippias. His explanations are the following:—

1. The suitable or becoming (which had before been
glanced at). It is the suitable or becoming which consti-
tutes the Beautiful.*

To this Sokrates objects: The suitable, or becoming, is
what causes objects to appear beautiful—not what causes
them to be really beautiful. Now the latter is that which we
are seeking. The two conditions do not always go together.
Those objects, institutions, and pursuits which are really beau-
tiful (fine, honourable) very often do not appear so, either to in-
dividuals or to cities collectively; so that there is perpetual
dispute and fighting on the subject. The suitable or becoming,
therefore, as it is certainly what makes objects appear beau-
tiful, so it cannot be what makes them really beautiful."

2. The useful or profitable.—We call objects beautiful,
looking to the purpose which they are calculated or 2- The useful

, , ii ii • i • or profitable

intended to serve: the human body, with a view to —objections
• " —It will not

running, wrestling, and other exercises—a horse, an toia.
ox, a cock, looking to the service required from them—im-
plements, vehicles on land and ships at sea, instruments for
music and other arts—all upon the same principle, looking to
the end which they accomplish or help to accomplish. Laws
and pursuits are characterised in the same way. In each of
these, we give the name Beautiful to the useful, in so far as
it is useful, when it is useful, and for the purpose to which it
is useful. To that which is useless or hurtful, in the same
manner, we give the name Ugly.*

Now that which is capable of accomplishing each end, is
useful for such end: that which is incapable, is useless. It is
therefore capacity, or power, which is beautiful: incapacity,
or impotence, is ugly.y

Most certainly (replies Hippias): this is especially true in1 Plato, Hipp. Maj. 293 E.
u Plato, Hipp. Maj. 294 B-E.
* Plat. Hipp. Maj. 295 C-D.

rh Hvvarbv '^KaffTov airepydfeeBai,
oirep fivvcLThv, ets TOVTO KOLL ^p^ffiixov
5e advvaTov, &xP'Q'Trou j

Plat . H i p p . Maj. 295 K. OVKOVV ' fiev &pa, KOK6V—aZvvafx'ia 5e, al<xxp6f;
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our cities and communities, wherein political power is the
finest thing possible—political impotence, the meanest.

Yet, on closer inspection (continues Sokrates), such a
theory will not hold. Power is employed by all men, though
unwillingly, for bad purposes: and each man, through such
employment of his power, does much more harm than good,
beginning with his childhood. Now power, which is useful
for the doing of evil, can never be called beautiful.2

You cannot therefore say that Power, taken absolutely, is
beautiful. You must add the qualification—Power used for
the production of some good, is beautiful. This, then, would
be the profitable—the cause or generator of good.a But the
cause is different from its effect:—the generator or father is
different from the generated or son. The beautiful would,
upon this view, be the cause of the good. But then the beautiful
would be different from the good, and the good different from
the beautiful ? Who can admit this ? It is obviously wrong:
it is the most ridiculous theory which we have yet hit upon.b

3. The Beautiful is a particular variety of the agreeable or
3. The Beau- pleasurable: that which characterises those things
tifulisa , . , ,

Tarietyofthe which cause pleasure to us through sight and hear-
Pleasurable x ° °
-that which ing. Thus the men, the ornaments, the works of
is received ° ' 7

ehe°and tte P a m * m g o r sculpture, upon which we look with ad-
* < « • . miration,0 are called beautiful: also songs, music,
poetry, fable, discourse, in like manner: nay even laws, cus-
toms, pursuits, which we consider beautiful, might be brought
under the same head.d

The objector, however, must now be dealt with. He will
objections to ask us—Upon what ground do you make so marked
what pro- a distinction between the pleasures of sight and
perty is there . . I I -i

common to hearing, and other pleasures? Do you deny that
' Plat. Hipp. Maj. 296 C-D.
• Plat. Hipp. Maj. 297 B.
b Plat. Hipp. Maj. 297 D-E. ei

dtov T' £<TTIV, iKiivuv sivai (fCLvSwevei)

c Plat. Hipp. Maj. 298 A-B.
d Plat. Hipp. Maj. 298 D.
Professor Bain observes :—" The eye

and the ear are the great avenues to
the mind for the aesthetic class of in-

fluences. The other senses are more
or less in the monopolist interest. But
the blue sky, the green wood, and all
the beauties of the landscape, can fill
the vision of a countless throng of
admirers. So with the pleasing sounds,
&c." (Bain, 'The Emotions and the
Will,' ch, xiv. p. 248. The ^Esthetic
Emotions.)
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these others (those of taste, smell, eating, drinking, both sight
sex) are really pleasures? No, surely (we shall which confers
reply): we admit them to be pleasures,—but no pleasures of

*• J ' / _ _ r / these two

one will tolerate us in calling; them beautiful: espe- sen?es.the

o ^ exclusive

cially the pleasures of sex, which as pleasures are g
the greatest of all, but which are ugly and dis- tiful?

graceful to behold. He will answer-—I understand you:
you are ashamed to call these pleasures beautiful, because
they do not seem so to the multitude : but I did not ask you,
what seems beautiful to the multitude—I asked you, what is
beautiful.e You mean to affirm, that all pleasures which do
not belong to sight and hearing, are not beautiful: Do you
mean, all which do not belong to both ? or all which do not
belong to one or the other? We shall reply—To either one
of the two—or to both the two. Well! but, why (he will
ask) do you single out these pleasures of sight and hearing,
as beautiful exclusively ? What is there peculiar in them,
which gives them a title to such distinction ? All pleasures
are alike, so far forth as pleasures, differing only in the more
or less. Next, the pleasures of sight cannot be considered as
beautiful by reason of their coming through sight—for that
reason would not apply to the pleasures of hearing: nor
again can the pleasures of hearing be considered as beautiful
by reason of their coming through hearing/ We must find
something possessed as well by sight as by hearing, common
to both, and peculiar to them,—which confers beauty upon
the pleasures of both and of each. Any attribute of one,
which does not also belong to the other, will not be sufficient
for our purposed Beauty must depend upon some essential

* Plato, Hipp. Maj. 298 E, 299 A.
MavBdva, &c tffois <\>alt), Kal eyii, o n

iraActi ul<rxvv*<r0e ravras Tas TjSovas
<l>dvat KaKas elvcu, tfrt ou Soice? TOIS
aydpcvirois' aAA' eyh ov TOVTO ijpdjTwv,
t) So/ce? rots 7roAAo?s Ka\bv
elyai, aAA' '6, TI i<r r i v.

1 Plato, Hipp. Maj. 299 D-B.
s Plato, Hipp. Maj. 300 B. A

separate argument between Sokratea
and Hippias is here as it were inter-
polated ; Hippias affirms that he does
not see how any predicate can be true

of both which is not true of either sepa-
rately. Sokrates points out that two
men are Both—two men are even in
number: while each is One, an odd num-
ber. You cannot say of the two that
they are one, nor can you say of either
that he is Both. There are two classes
of predicates; some which are true of
either but not true of the two together,
or vice versa; some again which are
true of the two and true also of each
one—such as just, wise, handsome, &c.
p. 301-303 B.
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There is,

characteristic which both have in common.11 We must there-
fore look out for some such characteristic, which belongs to
both as well as to each separately.

Now there is one characteristic which may perhaps serve.
The pleasures of sight and hearing, both and each,
are distinguished from other pleasures by being the
most innocuous and the best.1 I t is for this reason
that we call them beautiful. The Beautiful, then,
is profitable pleasure—or pleasure producing good
—for the profitable is, that which produces good.k

Nevertheless the objector will not be satisfied
even with this. He will tell us—You declare the
Beautiful to be Pleasure producing good. But we
before agreed, that the producing agent or cause,
is different from what is produced or the effect. Ac-

from Good— cordingly, the Beautiful is different from the Good:
the Beautiful or, in other words, the Beautiful is not good, nor is

the Good beautiful—if each of them is a different
thing.1 Now these propositions we have already pro-
nounced to be inadmissible, so that your present ex-

been already ^ x

planation will not stand better than the preceding.

both in com-
mon, the
property of
being inno-
cuous and
profitable
pleasures—
Upon this
ground they
are called
beautiful.

This will not
hold—The.
Profitable
is the cause
of Good, and
is therefore

fitable, is to
say that it
is different
from Good—
But this has

y
declared in-
admissible.

Thus finish the three distinct explanations of To icakbv,
K*marks which Plato in this dialogue causes to be first sug-
DM— gested by Sokrates, successively accepted by Hip-

lana- ° j . J -f T

and successively reiuted by bokrates. In

g
The explana
tions ascribed pias,

» Plat. Hipp. Maj. 302 0. i f o'vaia
TJJ eV afUpSrepa eirofievy (ffiriv, efrrep
a/x<p6Tepd iffrt KaAa, ravr-p 5e?v aira
KtxKa elvat, TJ5 Be Kara, TO 'drepa airo\ei-
Tro/J.ei'r], fa). KOX in vvv olo/xai.

1 Piat. Hipp. Maj. 303 E. 8TI hoiv-
fffraTtu aSirai TWV rfiovav eiVl Kal
jSeATKTTat, teal a.fi<p6Tepai Kal cKaTepa.

k Plat. Hipp. Maj. 303 E. A^ere ST;
TJI KaAbv elvcu, rjioVTjV a> <p 4 A i fj.ov.

1 Plat. Hipp. Maj. 304 A. OHKOW
axpehLfxoVt <p-fi<rei, rb izoiovv rayadby rb
8e iroiovv Kal rb irotot^uepoy, erepov vvv
Si) i<pdvr), Kal eis ibv irp6Tepov Aiyov
ij/cei V/MIV 6 \6yos' o v T e yap r b
aya8bv av efy KaXbv, oire rb
KaAbv a 7 adbv, etirep &A\o av-

T W V e K O . T C p O V % < J T I V .

ThoEt last words deserve attention,

because they coincide with the doctrine
ascribed to Antisthenes, which haa
caused so many hard worda to he
applied to him and Stilpon by critics,
from Plato, Aristotle, and Kolotes down
to modern times. The general principle
here laid down by Plato is—A is some-
thing different from B, therefore A is
not B and B is not A. In other words
A cannot be predicated of B nor B of
A. Antisthenes said in like manner
—'Avdpanros and 'AyaBbs are different
from each other, therefore you cannot
say "kvSpmiros (ITTIV aya6bs. You can
only say "AvBpanros ecrrtv AvBponros—
'AyaBbs <E(TTIV aya&6s.

I shall touch farther upon this point
in my chapter upon Antisthenes and
the other Viri Sokratici.
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comparing them with the three explanations which to Hippias
are special

he puts into the mouth of Hippias, I noted this dis- conspicuous
1 r r - examples r

tinction: That the explanations proposed by Hip- J^0^^'
pias are conspicuous particular exemplifications of f*rmtets"e

the Beautiful, substituted in place of the general genf"aI
swn8

concept: as we remarked, in the dialogue Euthy- concePt-
phron, that the explanations of the Holy given by Euthy-
phron in reply to Sokrates, were of the same exemplifying
character. On the contrary, those suggested by Sokrates
keep in the region of abstractions, and seek to discover some
more general concept, of which the Beautiful is only a deriva-
tive or a modification, so as to render a definition of it
practicable. To illustrate this difference by the language
of Dr. Whewell 'respecting many of the classifications in
Natural History, we may say—That according to the views
here represented by Hippias, the group of objects called
beautiful is given by Type, not by Definition:m while So-
krates proceeds like one convinced that some common cha-
racteristic attribute may be found, on which to rest a Defi-
nition. To search for Definitions of general words, was (as
Aristotle remarks) a novelty, and a valuable novelty, intro-
duced by Sokrates. His contemporaries, the Sophists among
them, were not accustomed to it: and here the Sophist Hip-
pias (according to Plato's frequent manner) is derided as
talking nonsense," because, when asked for an explanation
of The Self-Beautiful, he answers by citing special instances of
beautiful objects. But we must remember, first, that Sokrates,
who is introduced as trying several general explanations
of the Self-Beautiful, does not find one which will stand:
next, that even, if one such could be found, particular instances
can never be dispensed with, in the way of illustration;
lastly, that there are many general terms (the Beautiful being
one of them) of which no definitions can be provided, and

m See Dr. Whewell's ' History of Lysis.
the Inductive Sciences,' ii. 120 seq.; " Stallbaum, in his notes, bursts into
and Mr. John Stuart Mill's ' System of
Logic,' iv. 8, 3.

I shall illustrate this subject farther
when I come to the dialogue called

exclamations of wonder at the in-
credible stupidity of Hippias—" En
stuporera hominis prorsus admira-
bilem," p. 289 E.
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which can only be imperfectly explained, by enumera t ing a
variety of objects to which the t e rm in question is applied.0

Pla to thought himself ent i t led to objectivise every general
term, or to assume a substantive Ens, called a Form or Idea,
corresponding to it. This was a logical mistake quite as
serious as any which we know to have been committed by
Hippias or any other Sophist. The assumption that wherever
there is a general term, there must also be a generic attribute
corresponding to it—is one which Aristotle takes much pains
to negative: he recognises terms of transitional analogy, as
well as terms equivocal: while he also especially numbers
the Beautiful among equivocal terms."

We read in the Xenophontic Memorabilia a dialogue be-
tween Sokrates and Aristippus, on this same subjectgy

explanations — W h a t is the Beautiful ? which affords a sort of con-
torsokrates,e t rast between the Dialogues of Search and those of
given by tue Exposition. I n t he Hippias Major, we have seen the

0 Mr. John Stuart Mill observes in
his System of logic, i. 1, 5, p. 39-40.
" One of the chief sources of lax
habits of thought is the custom of
using connotative terms without a
distinctly ascertained connotation, and
with no more precise notion of their
meaning than can be loosely collected
from observing what objects they are
used to denote. I t is in this manner
that we all acquire, and inevitably so,
our first knowledge of our vernacular
language. A child learns the meaning
of Man, White, &c, by hearing them
applied to a number of individual
objects, and rinding out, by a process
of generalisation of which he is but
imperfectly conscious, what those
different objects have in common. In
many cases objects bear a general
resemblance to each other, which leads
to their being familiarly classed to-
gether under a common name: while it
is not immediately apparent what are
the particular attributes, upon the pos-
session of which in common by them
all their general resemblance depends.
In this manner names creep on from
subject to subject, until all traces of a
common meaning sometimes disappear,
and the word comes to denote a num-
ber of things not only independently
of anv common attribute, but which

have actually no attribute in common,
•—or none but what is shared by other
things to which the name is capri-
ciously refused. It would be well if
this degeneracy of language took place
only in the hands of the untaught
vulgar ; but some of the most remark-
able instances are to be found in terms
of art, and among technically educated
persons, such as English lawyers.
Felony, e. g., is a law-term with the
sound of which all are familiar: but
there is no lawyer who would undertake
to tell what a felony is, otherwise than
by enumerating the various offences so
called. Originally the word felony had
a meaning ; it denoted all offences, the
penalty of which included forfeiture of
lands or goods; hut subsequent Acts
of Parliament have declared various
offences to be felonies without enjoining
that penalty, and have taken away that
penalty from others which continue
nevertheless to be called felonies—inso-
much that the acts so called have now
no property whatever in common, save
that of being unlawful and punish-
able."

r Aristot. Topic, i. 106, a. 21. Ti
iroWaxws Ktyiiitva TO vXeoyx^sy x

yi—are perpetually noted and
distinguished by Aristotle.
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problem approached on several different sides—
various suggestions being proposed, and each succes- !" the Me-
sively disallowed, on reasons shown, as failures: while
in the Xenophontic dialogue, Sokrates ̂ declares an affirmative
doctrine, and stands to it—but no pains are taken to bring out
the objections against it and rebut them. The doctrine is, that
the Beautiful is coincident with the Good, and that both of
them are resolvable into the Useful: thus all beautiful objects,
unlike as they may be to the eye or touch, bear that name
because they have in common the attribute of conducing to
one and the same purpose—the security, advantage, or gratifi-
cation, of man, in some form or other. Now this is one of the
three explanations broached by the Platonic Sokrates, and
afterwards refuted by himself, in the Hippias : while his de-
claration (which Hippias puts aside as unseemly)—that a pot
and a wooden soup-ladle conveniently made are beautiful—is
perfectly in harmony with that of the Xenophontic Sokrates,
that a basket for carrying dung is beautiful, if it performs its
work well.'' We must moreover remark, that the objections
whereby the Platonic Sokrates, after proposing the doctrine
and saying much in its favour, finds himself compelled at last
to disallow it—these objections are not produced and refuted,
but passed over without notice, in the Xenophontic dialogue,
wherein Sokrates affirms it decidedly.' The affirming So-

i Xenoph. Memor. iii. 6,2-7, iv. 6, 8.
Plato, Hipp. Maj. 288 D, 290 D.
I am obliged to translate the words

TO KaAoV by the Beautiful or beauty,
to avoid a tiresome periphrasis. But
in reality the Greek words include
more besides; they mean also the fine,
the honourable or that which is worthy
of honour, the exalted, &c. If we have
difficulty in finding any common pro-
perty connoted by the English word,
the difficulty in the case of the Greek
word is still greater.

r In regard to the question, Wherein
consists To KaAdV ? and to objections
against the theory of the Xenophontic
Sokrates—it is worth while to compare
the views of modern philosophers.
Dugald Stewart says (on the Beautiful,
' Philosophical Essays,' p. 214 seq.),
" It has long been a favourite problem

with philosophers to ascertain the com-
mon quality or qualities which entitle
a thing to the denomination of Beau-
tiful. But the success of their specu-
lations has been so inconsiderable, that
little can be inferred from them except
the impossibility of the problem to
which they have been directed. The
speculations which have given occasion
to these remarks have evidently origi-
nated ia a prejudice which has de-
scended to modern times from the
scholastic ages—That when a word
admits of a variety of significations,
these different significations must all
be species of the same genus, and
must consequently include some essen-
tial idea common to every individual
to which the generic term can be
applied. Of this principle, which has
been an abundant source of obscurity
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krates, and the objecting Sokrates, are not on the stage at

once.
The concluding observations of this dialogue, interchanged

between Hippias and Sokrates, are interesting as bringing
out the antithesis between rhetoric and dialectic—between
the concrete and exemplifying, as contrasted with the abstract
and analytical. Immediately after Sokrates has brought his
own third suggestion to an inextricable embarrassment, Hip-
pias remarks—

" Well, Sokrates, what do you think now of all these reason-
^nSs °f ) r°u r s ? They are what I declared them to
be just now,—scrapings and parings of discourse,
divided into minute fragments. But the really
beautiful and precious acquirement is, to be able

concindin»

tween Hip>
pias and
Sokrates.

and mystery in the different sciences,
it would be easy to expose the un-
soundness and futility. Socrates,
whose plain good sense appears, on
this as on other occasions, to have
fortified his understanding to a •won-
derful degree against the metaphysical
subtleties which misled his successors
—was evidently apprised fully of the
justice of the foregoing remarks, if any
reliance can be placed on the account
given by Xenophon of his conversation
with Aristippus about the Good and
the Beautiful," &c.

Stewart then proceeds to translate a
portion of the Xenophontic dialogue
(Memorab. iii. 8 \ But unfortunately
he does not translate the whole of it.
If he had, he would have seen that he
has misconceived the opinion of So-
krates, who maintains the very doctrine
here disallowed by Stewart. Sokrates
holds, That there is an essential idea
common to all beautiful objects, viz. :
the fact of being conducive to human
security, comfort, or enjoyment. This
is unquestionably an important com-
mon property, though the multifarious
objects which possess it may be unlike
in all other respects.

As to the general theory, I think
that Stewart is right. It is his compli-
ment to Sokrates, on this occasion,
which I consider misplaced. He cer-
tainly would not have agreed with
Sokrates (nor should I agree with him)
in calling by the epithet heautiful a
basket for carrying dung when well

made for its own purpose—or a con-
venient boiling pot—or a soup-ladle
made of fig-tree wood—as the Platonic
Sokrates affirms in the Hippias (288 D,
290 D). The Beautiful and the Use-
ful sometimes coincide; more often, or
at least very often, they do not. Hip-
pias is made to protest, in this dialogue,
against the mention of such vulgar ob-
jects as the pot and the ladle; and this
is apparently intended by Plato as a
defective point in his character, denot-
ing silly affectation and conceit, like
his fine apparel. But Dugald Stewart
would have agreed in the sentiment
ascribed to Hippias—that vulgar and
mean objects have no place in an
inquiry into the Beautiful; and that
they belong, when well-formed for
their respective purposes, to the cate-
gory of the Useful.

The Xenophontic Sokrates in the
Memorabilia is mistaken in confound-
ing the Beautiful with the Good aud
the Useful. But his remarks are
valuable in another point of view, as
they insist most forcibly on the
essential relativity both of the Beauti-
ful and the Good.

The doctrine of Dugald Stewart is
supported by Mr. John Stuart Mill
('System of Logic,' iv. 4, 5, p. 220
seq.); and Professor Bain has ex-
pounded the whole subject still more
fully in a chapter (xiv. p. 247 seq., on
the iEsthetic Emotions) of his work
on the Emotions and the Will.
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to set out well and finely a regular discourse before the
Dikastery or the public assembly, to persuade your auditors,
and to depart carrying with you not the least but the greatest
of all prizes—safety for yourself, your property, and your
friends. These are the real objects to strive for. Leave off
your petty cavils, that you may not look like an extreme
simpleton, handling silly trifles as you do at present."s

" My dear Hippias," (replies Sokrates) " you are a happy
man; since you know what pursuits a man ought to follow,
and have yourself followed them, as you say, with good
success. But I, as it seems, am under the grasp of an un-
accountable fortune : for I am always fluctuating and puzzling
myself, and when I lay my puzzle before you wise men, I
am requited by you with hard words. I am told just what
you have now been telling me, that I busy myself about
matters silly, petty, and worthless. When on the contrary,
overborne by your authority, I declare as you do, that it is
the finest thing possible to be able to set out well and beauti-
fully a regular discourse before the public assembly, and
bring it to successful conclusion—then there are other men
at hand who heap upon me bitter reproaches: especially that
one man, my nearest kinsman and inmate, who never omits
to condemn me. When on my return home he hears me
repeat what you have told me, he asks, if I am not ashamed
of my impudence in talking about beautiful (honourable)
pursuits, when I am so manifestly convicted upon this sub-
ject, of not even knowing what the Beautiful (Honourable)
is. How can you (he says), being ignorant what the Beau-
tiful is, know who has set out a discourse beautifully and who
has not—who has performed a beautiful exploit and who has
not ? Since you are in a condition so disgraceful, can you
think life better for you than death ? Such then is my fate
—to hear disparagement and reproaches from you on the
one side, and from him on the other. Necessity however
perhaps requires that I should endure all these discomforts:
for it will be nothing strange if I profit by them. Indeed I
think that I have already profited both by your society, Hip-

• Plat. Hipp. Maj. 304 A.
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pias, and by his: for I now think that I know what the
proverb means—Beautiful (Honourable) things are diffi-
cult."*

Here is a suitable termination for one of the Dialogues of
Rhetoric Search : " My mind has been embarrassed by con-
Diaiectic. tradictions as yet unreconciled: but this is a stage
indispensable to future improvement." We have moreover an
interesting passage of arms between Rhetoric and Dialectic :
two contemporaneous and contending agencies, among the
stirring minds of Athens, in the time of Plato and Isokrates.
The Rhetor accuses the Dialectician of departing from the
conditions of reality—of breaking up the integrity of those
concretes, which occur in nature each as continuous and in-
divisible wholes. Each of the analogous particular cases
forms a continuum or concrete by itself, which may be com-
pared with the others, but cannot be taken to pieces, and
studied in separate fragments." The Dialectician on his
side treats the Abstract (TO KOXOV) as the real Integer, and
the highest abstraction as the first of all integers, containing
in itself and capable of evolving all the subordinate integers:
the various accompaniments, which go along with each Ab-
stract to make up a concrete, he disregards as shadowy and
transient disguises.

Hippias accuses Sokrates of never taking into his view
Men who Wholes, and of confining his attention to separate
?eai14iif"ron- P a r t s an& fragments, obtained by logical analysis
the'specuia- a n d subdivision. Aristophanes, when he attacks
analytical the Dialectic of Sokrates, takes the same ground,
philosophers. e m p i o v m g numerous comic metaphors to illustrate
the small and impalpable fragments handled, and the subtle
transpositions which they underwent in the reasoning. Iso-
krates again deprecates the over-subtlety of dialectic debate,

« Plat. Hipp. Maj. 304 D-B.
u Plat. Hipp. Maj. 301 B. 'AWa,

yap 67) ffv, Si 2c&/cpetTey, T O jxkv fl\a TW
i C KS' ?

p , j
oil CKO-ireis, oKS' eKe?poi,irpayixaruv o C , eKe?poi,

ols (rb elajdas Sia\4yeff$ar Kpoverc 8e
d rb Ka\bv Kal %KO.GTOVairo\afJ.fidvoVTes rb Ka\bv

ran ovrwv iv Tois \6yois KaraTCfiv
Sia ravTa ovrti) /xeya\a KavB&vti

Kal S lay e K 5) (r<i /iar a rri s oiffias
ir*(pvK.iTa. Compare 301 E.

The words SiaveKrj ati/tara T^S
oixrias iretyvKOTa, correspond as nearly
as can be to the logical term Concrete,
opposed to Abstract. Nature furnishes
only Concreta, not Abstracta.
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contrasting it with discussions (in his opinion) more useful;
wherein entire situations, each with its full clothing and
assemblage of circumstances, were reviewed and estimated."
All these are protests—by persons accustomed to deal with
real life, and to talk to auditors both numerous and common-
place—against that conscious analysis and close attention to
general and abstract terms, which Sokrates first insisted on
and transmitted to his disciples. On the other side, we have
the emphatic declaration made by the Platonic Sokrates (and
made still earlier by the Xenophontic y or historical Sokrates)
—That a man was not fit to talk about beautiful things in
the concrete—that he had no right to affirm or deny such an
attribute, with respect to any given subject—that he was not
even fit to live—unless he could explain what was meant by
The Beautiful, or Beauty in the abstract. Here are two
distinct and conflicting intellectual habits; the antithesis
between which, indicated in this dialogue, is described at
large and forcibly in the Thesetetus.2

When Hippias accuses Sokrates of neglecting to notice
Wholes or Aggregates, this is true in the sense of concrete AS-
Concrete.Wholes—the phenomenal sequences and Abstractor
co-existences, perceived by sense or imagined. But gregates.
the Universal (as Aristotle says)a is one kind of tuudesre?
Whole: a Logical Whole, having logical parts. Aristotle
In the minds of Sokrates and Plato, the Logical Dialectician.
Whole, separable into its logical parts and into them only,
was preponderant.

1 Ariatophan. Nubes, 130. xiyav
aKpi$G>v axivSaX6.iJ.ovs—TtanriX-i). Nub .
261, Aves, 430. XeirTOT<i.Twv Xiipoiv
iepev. Nub. 357. yvdifiais Xenrais.
Nub. 1386. ffKapi<ptcrfio7(n Xiipav. Ban.
1493. afuXfinara—id. 819. Isokrates,
Upbs Nifco'/cAea, s. 69, antithesis of
of the x6yoi iroAiTiKol and \6yoi 4pi-
CTIKOI—fxaXiOTa ft-ip Ka\ airb TS>V Kai-
pwv dewpe?? (rvfifiovXevovTas, el Be JUT/,
K ad' bXav T 5>v ir pay fxaraiv Xe-
yovra.%—which is almost exactly the
phrase ascribed to Hippias by Plato in
this Hippias Major. Also Isokrates,
Contra Sophistas, s. 24-25, where he
contrasts the useless XoyiBia, debated

VOL. I.

by the contentious dialecticians (So-
krates and Plato being probably in-
cluded in this designation1, with his
own A0701 iroXiTiKoi. Compare also
Isokrates, Or. xv. De Permutatione, s.
211-213-285-287, and Isokr. Nikokles,
s. 67.

y Xen. Mem. i. 1, 16.
* Plato, TheEetet. pp. 173-174-175.
* Aristot. Physic, i. 1. TO yap Sxov

Kara, T^V alcB-qtriv yvoipiixwrepov, T b
5e K aG 6 X ov l6xov ri 4O~TIV
iroXXa yap ir ep iX a/j. $ a. v e 1 w s
/ue 'p j ] TO KaOoXou. C o m p a r e S i m -
plikius, Schol. Brandis ad loc. p. 324,
a. 10-26.
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debate by"°

regard to

Beauty.

One other point deserves peculiar notice, in" the dialogue
Antithesis of under our review. The problem started is, What is

the Beautiful—the Self-Beautiful, or Beauty per se:
and it is assumed that this must be Somethingb—
that from the accession of which, each particular
beautiful thing becomes beautiful. But Sokrates

presently comes to make a distinction between that which is
really beautiful and that which appears to be beautiful.
Some things (he says) appear beautiful, but are not so in
reality: some are beautiful, but do not appear so. The
problem, as he states it, is, to find, not what it is that
makes objects appear beautiful, but what it is that makes
them really beautiful. This distinction, as we find it in the
language of Hippias, is one of degree only:° that is beautiful,
which appears so to every one and at all times. But in the
language of Sokrates, the distinction is radical: to be beau-
tiful is one thing, to appear beautiful is another: whatever
makes a thing appear beautiful without being so in reality,
is a mere engine of deceit, and not what Sokrates is enquir-
ing for.d The Self-Beautiful or real Beauty is so, whether
any one perceives it to be beautiful or not: it is an.Absolute,
which exists per se, having no relation to any sentient or per-
cipient subject.6 At any rate, such is the manner in which
Plato conceives it, when he starts here as a problem to en-
quire, What it is.

Herein we note one of the material points of disagreement
between Plato and his master: for Sokrates (in the Xeno-

b Plato, Hipp. Maj. 286 B. avrb rb
na*.bv '6, TI ia-Ttv; 287 D, 289 D.

<• Plato, Hipp. Maj. 291 D, 292 E.
d Plato, Hipp. Maj. 294 A-B, 299 A.
e Dr. Hutcheson, in his inquiry into

the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and
Virtue, observes (sect. i. and ii. p. 14-
16):—

"Beauty is either original or com-
parative, or, if any lite the terms
better, absolute or relative ; only let
it be observed, that by absolute or
original, is not understood any quality
supposed to be in the object, which
should of itself be beautiful, without
relation to any mind which perceives

it. B"or Beauty, like other names of
sensible ideas, properly denotes the
perception of some mind Our
inquiry is only about the qualities
which are beautiful to men, or about
the foundation of their sense of beauty,
for (as above hinted) Beauty has al-
ways relation to the sense of some
mind; and when we afterwards show
how generally the objects that occur to
us are beautiful, we mean that such
objects are agreeable to the sense of
men, &c."

The same is repeated, sect. iv. p. 40,
sect. vi. p. 72.
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phontic Memorabilia) affirms distinctly that beauty is alto-
gether relative to human wants and appreciations. The Real
and Absolute, on the one hand, wherein alone reside truth
and beauty—as against the phenomenal and relative, on the
other hand, the world of illusion and meanness—this is an
antithesis which we shall find often reproduced in Plato. I
shall take it up more at large, when I come to discuss his
argument against Protagoras in the Theaetetus.

I now come to the Lesser Hippias: in which (as we have
already seen in the Greater) that Sophist is described
by epithets, affirming: varied and extensive accom- racteraand

J r ° situation

plishments, as master of arithmetic, geometry, astro- supposed.
nomy, poetry (especially that of Homer), legendary lore,
music, metrical and rhythmical diversities, &c. His memory
was prodigious, and he had even invented for himself a

•technical scheme for assisting memory. He had composed
poems, epic, lyric, and tragic, as well as many works in prose :
he was, besides, a splendid lecturer on ethical and political
subjects, and professed to answer any question which might
be asked. Furthermore, he was skilful in many kinds of
manual dexterity: having woven his own garments, plaited
his own girdle, made his own shoes, engraved his own seal-
ring, and fabricated for himself a curry-comb and oil-flask.f

Lastly, he is described as wearing fine and showy apparel.
What he is made to say is rather in harmony with this last
point of character, than with the preceding. He talks with
silliness and presumption, so as to invite and excuse the
derisory sting of Sokrates. There is a third interlocutor,
Eudikus: but he says very little, and other auditors are
alluded to generally, who say nothing.*

1 Plato, Hipp. Minor, 368.
e Plato, Hipp. Minor, 369 D, 373 B.
Ast rejects both the dialogues called

by the name of Hippias, as not com-
posed by Plato. Schleiermacher doubts
about both, and rejects the Hippias
Minor (which he considers as perhaps
worked up by a Platonic scholar from
a genuine sketch by Plato himself) but

will not pass the same sentence upon
the Hippias Major (Sehleierm. Einleit.
vol. ii. pp. 293-296, vol. v. 399-403.
Ast, Platon's Leben und Schriften. pp.
457-464).

Stallbaum defends both the dialogues
as genuine works of Plato, and in my
judgment •with good reason (Prolegg.
ad Hipp. Maj. vol. iv. pp. 145-150

2 c 2
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In the Hippias Minor, that Sophist appears as having just
concluded a lecture upon Homer, in which he had
extolled Achilles as better than Odysseus : Achilles
being depicted as veracious and straightforward,
Odysseus as mendacious and full of tricks. Sokrates,
who had been among the auditors, cross-examines

as better
than Odys-
seus—the
veracious

forward hero, Hippias upon the subject of this affirmation.
Homer (says Hippias) considers veracious men,

and mendacious men, to be not merely different,
but opposite: and I agree with him. Permit me (Sokrates
remarks) to ask some questions about the meaning of this
from you, since I cannot ask any from Homer himself. You
will answer both for yourself and him.h

better than
themend
ciousand
crafty.

ad Hipp. Minor, pp. 227-235). Stein-
hart (Einleit. p. 99) and Socher (TJeber
Platon, p. 144 seq., 215 seq.) maintain
the same opinion on these dialogues as
Stallbaum. It is to be remarked that
Schleiermaeher states the reasons both
for and against the genuineness of the
dialogues; and I think that even in
his own statement the reasons for pre-
ponderate. The reasons which both
Schleiermaeher and Ast produce as
proving the spuriousness, are in my
view quite insufficient to sustain their
conclusion. There is bad taste, so-
phistry, an overdose of banter and
derision (they say very truly), in the
part assigned to Sokrates; there are
also differences of view, as compared
with Sokrates in other dialogues;
various other affirmations (they tell
us) are not Platonic. I admit much
of this, but I still do not accept their
conclusion. These critics cannot bear
to admit any Platonic work as genuine
unless it affords to them ground for
superlative admiration and glorification
of the author. This postulate I alto-
gether contest; and I think that dif-
ferences of view, as between Sokrates
in one dialogue and Sokrates in an-
other, are both naturally to be expected
and actually manifested (witness the
Protagoras and Gorgias). Moreover
Ast designates (p. 404) a doctrine as
" durchaus unsokratisch " which Stall-
baum justly remarks (p. 233) to have
been actually affirmed by Sokrates in
the Xenophontic Memorabilia. Stall-

baum thinks that both the two dia-
logues (Socher, that the Hippias
Minor only) were composed by Plato
among his earlier works, and this may
probably be true. The citation and
refutation of the Hippias Minor by
Aristotle (Metaphys. A. 1025, a. 6)
counts with me as a strong corrobora-
tive proof that the dialogue is Plato's
work. Schleiermaeher and Ast set
this evidence aside because Aristotle
docs not name Plato as the author.
But if the dialogue had been composed
by any one less celebrated than Plato,
Aristotle would have named the author.
Mention by Aristotle, though without
Plato's name, is of greater value to
support the genuineness than the
purely internal grounds stated by Ast
and Schleiermaeher against it.

h Plat. Hipp. Minor, 3G5 C-D.
The remark here made by Sokrates

—" The poet is not here to answer for
himself, so that you cannot put any
questions to him "—is a point of view
familiar to Plato ; insisted upon forcibly
in the Protagoras (347 E), and farther
generalised in the Phsedrus, so as to
apply to all written matter compared
with personal converse (Phsedrus, p.
275 D).

This ought to count, so far as it
goes, as a fragment of proof that the
Hippias Minor is a genuine work of
Plato, instead of which Schleiermacher
treats it (p. 295) as evincing a poor
copy, made by some imitator of Plato,
from the Protagoras.
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whenever man wh0

can answer

Mendacious men (answers Hippias, to a string of questions,
somewhat prolix) are capable, intelligent, wise: they are not
incapable or ignorant. If a man be incapable of speaking
falsely, or ignorant, he is not mendacious. Now the capable
man is one who can make sure of doing what he wishes to do,
at the time and occasion when he does wish it, without let or
hindrance.1

You, Hippias (says Sokrates), are expert on matters of
arithmetic: you can make sure of answering truly This is con-
any question put to you on the subiect. You are sokrates.
T , Theveracl-
oetter on the subiect than the ignorant man, who <>us man and

J ° ' themenda-

cannot make sure of doing the same. But as you clous man
° J are one and

can make sure of answering truly, so likewise you
can make sure of answering falsely,
you choose to do so. Now the ignorant man cannot
make sure of answering falsely. He may, by reason
of his ignorance, when he wishes to answer falsely, chooses—i°c
answer truly without intending it. You, therefore, man

kn°TheS

the intelligent man and the good in arithmetic, are So?™™"
better than the ignorant and the bad for both pur- SX?one«8

poses—for speaking falsely, and for speaking truly.k tte other'
What is true about arithmetic, is true in other departments

also. The only man who can speak falsely when- Analogy of

ever he chooses, is the man who can speak truly Kfoiriythe
whenever he chooses. Now, the mendacious man, ^ I j^ t i o i a n

as we agreed, is the man who can speak falsely o^aqueS!
whenever he chooses. Accordingly, the mendacious ĥm hfetlc

man, and the veracious man, are the same. They chooses-
are not different, still less opposite:—nay, the two epithets
belong only to one and the same person. The veracious man
is not better than the mendacious—seeing that he is one and
the same.11 Plat. Hipp. Minor, 366 B C .

k Plato, Hippias Minor, 366 B. Xl6-
repov trii ttv /xd\i<rTa tyevSoio ical aei
KaTtt ravra i^euSr; \€-yois ircpl roirav,

6 58 l 8
iroKpiyeffSat; $ b a/iad^s els

\oyt<r/j.ovs Svvan' UP ITOV /laWo? <peu-

ttv / i f^ y
ra\7]6rj ttir tfiroi &KO)Vt et Tv^oi, 5th rh
fi^j €i5ei/ai—(Tv 8e 6 (Totybs, efrrep (Hov-
Aoto xj/ciSeffScu, ae\ KOTOS TO avra \fitv-

1 Plato, Hipp. Minor, 367 0, 368 E,
369 A-B.
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You see, therefore, Hippias, that the distinction which you
drew and which you said that Homer drew, between Achilles
and Odysseus, will not hold. You called Achilles veracious,
and Odysseus veracious: but if one of the two epithets belongs
to either of them, the other must belong to him also.™

Sokrates then tries to make out that Achilles speaks
view of falsehood in the Iliad, and speaks it very cleverly,
feŝ cTta because he does so in a way to escape detection
thebil£d.inHe fr°m Odysseus himself. To this Hippias replies,

that if Achilles ever speaks falsehood, he does it
innocently, without any purpose of cheating or in-
j u r m g any one; whereas the falsehoods of Odysseus
are delivered with fraudulent and wicked intent."
It is impossible (he contends) that men who de-
ceive and do wrong wilfully and intentionally,

ody6ss"usreas should be better than those who do so unwillingly
withfraudu- and without design. The laws deal much more

purpose. g e v e r e jy w j ^ ^.ne former t ian with the latter.0

Upon this point, Hippias (says Sokrates), I dissent from
issue here you entirely. I am, unhappily, a stupid person,
taken. So- J J ' *? • "„ , , . r j .,-
krates con- who cannot nnd out the reality ot things : and this
tends that . i i T 7 . n -,i

those who appears plainly enough when 1 come to talk with
cheat, or lie wise men like you, for I always find myself differing
wilfully, are n r i i • • •

better than from you. My only salvation consists m my earnest
those who J .

anxiety to put questions and learn from you, and inH? e°arsTot3 m y gratitude for your answers and teaching. I
andfn'we'r™ t u i n k t u a t those w b o h u r t mankind, or cheat, or lie,
his questions. o r j 0 wrong, wilfully—Bxe better than those who
do the same unwillinyly. Sometimes, indeed, from my stu-
pidity, the opposite view presents itself to me, and I become
confused. But now, after talking with you, the fit of con-
fidence has come round upon me again—to pronounce and
characterise the persons who do wrong unwillingly, as worse
than those who do wrong wilfully. I entreat you to heal this
disorder of my mind. You will do me much more good than if
you cured my body of a distemper. But it will be useless for

° Plat. Hipp. Minor, 369 B. •. piat. Hipp. Minor, 370 E.
0 Plat. Hipp. Minor, 372 A.
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you to give me one of your long discourses: for I warn you that
I cannot follow it. The only way to confer upon me real service,
will be to answer my questions again, as you have hitherto
done. Assist me, Eudikus, in persuading Hippias to do so.

Assistance from me (says Eudikus) will hardly be needed, for
Hippias professed himself ready to answer any man's questions.

Yes—I did so (replies Hippias)—but Sokrates always
brings trouble into the debate, and proceeds like one disposed
to do mischief.

Eudikus repeats his request, and Hippias, in deference to
him, consents to resume the task of answering.11

Sokrates then produces a string of questions, with a view
to show that those who do wrong wilfully, are better
than those who do wrong unwillingly. He appeals
to various analogies. In running, the good runner
is he who runs quickly, the bad runner is he who
runs slowly. What is evil and base in running, is, to ™°
run slowly. It is the good runner who does this
evil wilfully: it is the bad runner who does it un- wo
willingly.q The like is true about wrestling and who
other bodily exercises. He that is good in the
body, can work either strongly or feebly,—can do sing
either what is honourable or what is base; so that looses6

when he does what is base, he does it wilfully. But he that is
bad in the body does what is base unwillingly, not being
able to help it.r

What is true about the bodily movements depending upon
strength, is not less true about those depending on grace and
elegance. To be wilfully ungraceful, belongs only to the
well-constituted body: none but the badly-constituted body is
ungraceful without wishing it. The same also, about the
feet, voice, eyes, ears, nose: of these organs, those which act
badly through will and intention, are preferable to those
which act badly without will or intention. Lameness of feet
is a misfortune and disgrace: feet which go lame only by
intention are much to be preferred.3

r Plat. Hipp. Min. 373 B.
i Plat. Hipp. Min. 373 D-E.

Plat. Hipp. Min. 374 B.
Plat. Hipp. Mia. 374 C-D.
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who mi™es

he™ tente
10 h l t '

Again, in the instruments which we use, a rudder or a
bow,—or the animals about us, horses or dogs,—those are
better, with which we work badly when we choose; those are
worse, with which we work badly without design, and con-
trary to our own wishes.

It is better to have the mind of a bowman who misses his
it is better mark by design, than that of one who misses when

mindrf a^ l l e t f i e S t 0 h i t > T l l e ^ e a b ° U t a 1 1 OtixeT a l t S t l l e

mt™i7h° physician, the harper, the flute-player. In each of
these artists, that mind is better, which goes wrong
wilfully—that mind is worse, which goes wrong un-
willingly, while wishing to go right. In regard to
the minds of our slaves, we should all prefer those

which go wrong only when they choose, to those which go
wrong without their own choice.'

Having carried his examination through this string of ana-
logous particulars, and having obtained from Hippias succes-
sive answers—" Yes—true in that particular case," Sokrates
proceeds to sum up the result:

Sokr.—Well! should we not wish to have our own minds
as good as possible ? Hip.—Yes. Sokr.—We have seen
that they will be better if they do mischief and go wrong
wilfully, than if they do so unwillingly ? Hip.—But it will
be dreadful, Sokrates, if the willing wrong-doers are to pass
for better men than the unwilling.

Sokr.—Nevertheless—it seems so :—from what we have
Dissent and said: Hip.—It does not seem so to me. Sokr.—
repugnance

of Hippias. I thought that it would have seemed so to you,
as it does to me. However, answer me once more—Is
not justice either a certain mental capacity? or else know-
ledge ? or both together ? u Hip.—Yes! it is. Sokr.—If justice
be a capacity of the mind, the more capable mind will also be
the juster: and we have already seen that the more capable
soul is the better. Hip.—We have. Sokr.—If it be know-
ledge, the more knowing or wiser mind will of course be the
juster: if it be a combination of both capacity and know-

Plat. Hipp. Min. 375 B-D.
Plat. Hipp. Min. 375 D. r, 5,-

K.tuoa\ivT\
i

iiva^is ris ia-nv,
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ledge, that mind which is more capable as well as more
knowing, will be the juster—that which is less capable and
less knowing, will'be the more unjust. Hip.—So it appears.
SoJcr.—Now we have shown that the more capable and know-
ing mind is at once the better mind, and more competent to
exert itself both ways—to do what is honourable as well
as what is base—in every employment. Hip.—Yes. Sokr.—
When, therefore, such a mind does what is base, it does
so wilfully, through its capacity or intelligence, which we have
seen to be of the nature of justice ? Hip.—-It seems so. Sokr.
—Doing base things, is acting unjustly: doing honourable
things, is acting justly. Accordingly, when this more capable
and better mind acts unjustly, it will do so wilfully; while
the less capable and worse mind will do so without willing it ?
Hip.—Apparently.

Sokr.—Now the good man is lie that has the good mind:
the bad man is he that has the bad mind. It conclusion -
belongs therefore to the good man to do wrong but the good
wilfully, to the bad man, to do wrong without wish- eviiwiifuiiy:

• i • i i l l n thebadmaning it—that is, if the good man be he that has the does ev«
. , . unwillingly.

good mind? Hvp.—But that is unquestionable— Hippiascan-
° -1 *• not resist the

that he has it. SoJcr.—Accordingly, he that goes reasoning,
° *'/ _ ° but will not

wrong and does base and unjust things wilfully, if ^34ion
there be any such character—can be no other than fe°ŝ fys

coa"
the good man. Hip.—I do not know how to con- PerPle»ty-
cede that to you, Sokrates.x Sokr.—Nor I, how to concede
it to myself, Hippias: yet so it must appear to us, now at
least, from the past debate. As I told you long ago, I waver
hither and thither upon this matter; my conclusions never
remain the same. No wonder indeed that I and other vulgar
men waver: but if you wise men waver also, that becomes a
fearful mischief to us also, since we cannot even by coming
to you escape from our embarrassment/

I will here again remind the reader, that in this, as in the
other dialogues, the real speaker is Plato throughout: and

* Plat. Hipp. MiB. 375 E, 376 B. r Plato, Hipp. Miu. 376 C.
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that it is he alone, who prefixes the different names to words
determined by himself.

Now, if the dialogue just concluded had "come down to us
Remarks on ^ t n t n e P a r t s inverted, and with the reasoning of
if thela,Se" Sokrates assigned to Hippias, most critics would

probably have produced it as a tissue of sophistry
justifying the harsh epithets which they bestow
upon the Athenian Sophists—as persons who con-
sidered truth and falsehood to be on a par—sub-
verters of morality—and corruptors of the youth of
Atheng_z B u t ag w e r e a d i t j a U t h a t ? w h i c l l i n t h e

mouth of Hippias would have passed for sophistry, is here
put forward by Sokrates; while Hippias not only resists his
conclusions, and adheres to the received ethical sentiment
tenaciously, even when he is unable to defend it—but hates
the propositions forced upon him, protests against the perverse
captiousness of Sokrates, and requires much pressing to induce
him to continue the debate. Upon the views adopted by the
critics, Hippias ought to receive credit for this conduct, as a
friend of virtue and morality. To me, such reluctance to
debate appears a defect rather than a merit; but I cite the

byecrmcsda3

the Sophists.

2 Accordingly one of the Platonic
critics, Schwalbe (CEuvres de Platon,
p. 116), explains Plato's purpose in the
Hippias Minor by saying, that So-
krates here serves out to the Sophists
a specimen of their own procedure, and
gives them an example of sophistical
dialectic, by defending a sophistical
thesis in a sophistical manner: That
he chooses and demonstrates at length
the thesis—the liar is not different
from the truth-teller—as an exposure
of the sophistical art of proving the
contrary of any given proposition, and
for the purpose of deriding and un-
masking the false morality of Hippias,
who in this dialogue talks reasonably
enough.

Schwalbe, while he affirms that this
is the purpose of Plato, admits that
the part here assigned to Sokrates is
unworthy of him; and Steinhart main-
tains that Plato never could have had
any such purpose — " however fre-
quently" (Steinhart says), "sophistical
artifices may occur in this conversation

of Sokrates, which artifices Sokrates no
more disdained to employ than any
other philosopher or rhetorician of that
day " (" so haufig auch in seinen Eror-
terungen sophistische Kunstgriffe vor-
kommen mogen, die Sokrates eben so
wenig verschmaht hat, als irgend ein
Philosoph oder Redekiinstler dieser
Zeit"). Steinhart, Einleitung zum
Hipp. Minor, p. 109.

I do not admit the purpose here
ascribed to Plato by Schwalbe, hut I
refer to the passage as illustrating what
Platonic critics think of the reasoning
assigned to Sokrates in the Hippias
Minor, and the hypotheses which they
introduce to colour it.

The passage cited from Steinhart
also—that Sokrates no more disdained
to employ sophistical artifices than any
other philosopher or rhetorician of the
age—is worthy of note, as coming from
one who is so very bitter in his invec-
tives against the sophistry of the per-
sons called Sophists, of which we have
no specimens left.
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dialogue as illustrating what I have already said in another
place—that Sokrates and Plato threw out more startling
novelties in ethical doctrine, than either Hippias or Prota-
goras, or any of the other persons denounced as Sophists.

That Plato intended to represent this accomplished Sophist
as humiliated by Sokrates, is evident enough: and poiemlca,
the words put into his mouth are suited to this pur-
pose. The eloquent lecturer, so soon as his admir-
ing crowd of auditors has retired, proves unable to by Sokrates-
parry the questions of a single expert dialectician who
remains behind, upon a matter which appears to him almost
self-evident, and upon which every one (from Homer down-
ward) agrees with him. Besides this, however, Plato is not
satisfied without making him say very simple and absurd
things. All this is the personal, polemical, comic, scope of
the dialogue. It lends (whether well-placed or not) a certain
animation and variety, which the author naturally looked out
for, in an aggregate of dialogues all handling analogous
matters about man and society.

But though the polemical purpose of the dialogue is thus
plain, its philosophical purpose perplexes the critics consider-
ably. They do not like to see Sokrates employing sophistry
against the Sophists: that is, as they think, casting out devils
by the help of Beelzebub. And certainly, upon the theory
which they adopt, respecting the relation between Plato and
Sokrates on one side, and the Sophists on the other, I think
this dialogue is very difficult to explain. But I do not think
it is difficult, upon a true theory of the Platonic writings.

In a former chapter, I tried to elucidate the general cha-
racter and purpose of those Dialogues of Search, Philosophical
which occupy more than half the Thrasyllean Canon, the dialogue

. , , , -, . n —theory of

and of which we have already reviewed two or three the Dialogues
specimens—Euthyphron, Alkibiades, &c. We have generally,
seen that they are distinguished by the absence of Knowledge

J ° J as understood

any affirmative conclusion: that they prove nothing, by Plat°-
but only, at the most, disprove one or more supposable solu-
tions : that they are not processes in which one man who
knows communicates his knowledge to ignorant hearers, but
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in which all are alike ignorant, and all are employed, either
in groping, or guessing, or testing the guesses of the rest.
We have farther seen that the value of these Dialogues
depends upon the Platonic theory about knowledge; that
Plato did not consider any one to know, who could not explain
to others all that he knew, reply to the cross-examination of
a Sokratic Elenchus, and cross-examine others to test their
knowledge: that knowledge in this sense could not be at-
tained by hearing, or reading, or committing to memory a
theorem, together with the steps of reasoning which directly
conducted to it:—but that there was required, besides, an
acquaintance with many counter-theorems, each having more
or less appearance of truth; as well as with various embar-
rassing aspects and plausible delusions on the subject, which
an expert cross-examiner would not fail to urge. Unless you
are practised in meeting all the difficulties which he can
devise, you cannot be said to know. Moreover, it is in this
last portion of the conditions of knowledge, that most aspi-
rants are found wanting.

Now the Greater and Lesser Hippias are peculiar spe-
c i m e n s of these Dialogues of Search, and each serves
the purpose above indicated. The Greater Hippias

S'Teta enumerates a string of tentatives, each one of which
m acknowledged failure: the Lesser Hippias

andinlbiiny enuntiates a thesis, which Sokrates proceeds to de-his in

conftSion-1"' monstrate, by plausible arguments such as Hippias
the™sswm is forced to admit. But though Hippias admits
Errors the each successive step, he still mistrusts the con-

clusion, and suspects that he has been misled—a
feeling which Platoa describes elsewhere as being frequent
among the respondents of Sokrates. Nay, Sokrates himself

Plato, Eepubl. vi. 487 B.
Kl 6 ' A $ i r n ^d

<T(f>&\fj.a Kai 4vdvTiov TOIS wp&rois ava-
tpalveaOai 4irf\ r6ye Afl S4aOai . . .

i fmWov ravrrj ex€(z/>

This passage, attesting the effect of
irpbs fiev ravrd COL ouSely av 616s T'
avTtnreiv^ 'AAAa yap rot6vSt TI TI»U- i m a passage, a n e s n n g m e eneci; 01
Xovo-iv oi aKovovrts eKda-TOTe & vvv the Sokratic examination upon the
Keyeis- riyovvrat Si' aireipiav TOD epa- minds of auditors, ought to be laid to
TS.V Kai a-KoKpiveaBai, (mb TOV \6yov j hear t by those Platonic critics who
Trap' eKao-Tov rb xpfj/ta (rixiKpbv Trap- I denounce the Sophists for generat ing
ay6p.(t>oi, i>.8poux84vTwv T&V o-/uKpuv ; scepticism and uncertainty.
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shares in the mistrust—presents himself as an unwilling pro-
pounder of arguments which force themselves upon himb—
and complains of his own mental embarrassment. Now you
may call this sophistry, if you please; and you may silence
its propounders by calling them hard names. But such
ethical prudery—hiding all the uncomfortable logical puzzles
which start up when you begin to analyse an established sen-
timent, and treating them as non-existent because you refuse
to look at them—is not the way to attain what Plato calls
knowledge. If there be any argument, the process of which
seems indisputable, while yet its conclusion contradicts, or
seems to contradict, what is known upon other evidence—the
full and patient analysis of that argument is indispensable,
before you can become master of the truth and able to defend
it. Until you have gone through such analysis, your mind
must remain in that state of confusion which is indicated by
Sokrates at the end of the Lesser Hippias. As it is a part of
the process of Search, to travel in the path of the Greater
Hippias—that is, to go through a string of erroneous solu-
tions, each of which can be proved, by reasons shown, to be
erroneous: so it is an equally important part of the same
process, to travel in the path of the Lesser Hippias—that is,
to acquaint ourselves with all those arguments, bearing on
the case, in which two contrary conclusions appear to be both
of them plausibly demonstrated, and in which therefore we
cannot as yet determine which of them is erroneous—or
whether both are not erroneous. The Greater Hippias
exhibits errors,—the Lesser Hippias puts before us confusion.
With both these enemies the Searcher for truth must contend:
and Bacon tells us, that confusion is the worst enemy of the
two—" Citius emergit veritas ex errore, quam ex confusione."
Plato, in the Lesser Hippias, having in hand a genuine
Sokratic thesis, does not disdain to invest Sokrates with the
task (sophistical, as some call it, yet not the less useful and
instructive) of setting forth at large this case of confusion,
and avowing his inability to clear it up. It is enough for

1 Plato, Hipp. Minor, 373 B ; also the last sentence of the dialogue.
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Sokrates that he brings home the painful sense of confusion
to the feelings of his hearer as well as to his own. In that
painful sentiment lies the stimulus provocative of farther
intellectual effort.0 The dialogue ends; but the process of
search, far from ending along with it, is emphatically declared
to be unfinished, and to be in a condition not merely unsatis-
factory but intolerable, not to be relieved except by farther
investigation, which thus becomes a necessary sequel.

There are two circumstances which lend particular interest
to this dialogue—Hippias Minor. 1. That the thesis out of
which the confusion arises, is one which we know to have
been laid down by the historical Sokrates himself. 2. That
Aristotle expressly notices this thesis, as well as the dialogue
in which it is contained, and combats it.

Sokrates in his conversation with the youthful Euthy-
The thesis demus (in the Xenophontic Memorabilia) maintains,
here"i.yned *n a t °f two persons, each of whom deceives his
âffirmed friends in a manner to produce mischief, the one

tu
y
ri*i si-" who does so wilfully is not so unjust as the one who

xronoph"n!ic does so unwillingly.d Euthydemus (like Hippias
Memorabilia. j Q ^ j g dialogue) maintains the opposite, but is re-
futed by Sokrates ; who argues that justice is a matter to be
learnt and known like letters; that the lettered man, who
has learnt and knows letters, can write wrongly when he
chooses, but never writes wrongly unless he chooses—while
it is only the unlettered man who writes wrongly unwillingly
and without intending i t : that in like manner the just man,
he that has learnt and knows justice, never commits injustice
unless when he intends it—while the unjust man, who has
not learnt and does not know justice, commits injustice
whether he will or not. It is the just man therefore, and

i 6 &KUV;

The natural meaning of îrl $\a$fj

c See the passage in Republic, vii.
523-524, where the rb napaKk-nriKhv
Kcd iycpTtichv T5)S voiiaeais is declared
to arise from the pain of a felt con- '•
tradiction. I gives "noeendi causa,.'" But in that

Xenoph. Memor. iv. 2, 19. TUV •. meaning the question would involve

would be, "for the purpose of mis-
chief;" and Schneider, in his Index,
gives "noeendi causa,.'" But in that

; meaning the question would involve
5e S-fy TOUS <pi\ovs iifliraT&vTav eVl an impossibility, for the words iS txwv
PKa0rj (Jva /»r)5e TOSTO irapaXti-Ka/xev exclude any such purpose.
i/ _ . \ _ / i t / 1. 2 I
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none but the just man (Sokrates maintains), who commits in-
justice knowingly and wilfully: it is the unjust man who
commits injustice without wishing or intending it.e

This is the same Tiew which is worked out by the Platonic
Sokrates in the Hippias Minor: beginning with the anti-
thesis between the veracious and mendacious man (as So-
krates begins in Xenophon); and concluding with the general
result—that it belongs to the good man to do wrong wilfully,
to the bad man to do wrong unwillingly.

Aristotle,f in commenting upon this doctrine of the Hip-
pias Minor, remarks iustly, that Plato understands Aristotle

, . , . , . . combats the

the epithets veracious and mendacious in a sense thesis- Ar-
different from that which they usually bear. Plato against u.
understands the words as designating one who can tell the
truth if he chooses—one who can speak falsely if he chooses:
and in this sense he argues plausibly that the two epithets
go together, and that no man can be mendacious unless he
be also veracious. Aristotle points out that the epithets in
their received meaning are applied, not to the power itself,
but to the habitual and intentional use of that power. Tlie
power itself is doubtless presupposed or implied as one con-
dition to the applicability of the epithets, and is one common
condition to the applicability of both epithets: but the dis-
tinction, which they are intended to draw, regards the in-
tentions and dispositions with which the power is employed.
So also Aristotle observes that Plato's conclusion—" He that
does wrong wilfully is a better man than he that does wrong
unwillingly," is falsely collected from induction or analogy.
The analogy of the special arts and accomplishments, upon
which the argument is built, is not applicable. Better has
reference, not to the amount of intelligence but to the dis-
positions and habitual intentions; though it presupposes a
certain state and amount of intelligence as indispensable.

Both Sokrates and Plato (in many of his dialogues) commit
the error of which the above is one particular manifestation—
that of dwelling exclusively on the intellectual conditions

e Xenoph. Memor. iv. 2, 19-22. I a. 8 ; compare Ethic. Nikomach. iv. p.
f Aristotel. Metaphys. A. p. 1025, | 1127, b. 16.
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of human conduct,* and omitt ing to give proper at tention

Mistake of t o ^ i e emotional and volitional, as essentially co-
operating or preponderating in the complex merm-
ing of ethical attributes. The reasoning ascribed to

totuairo'n-" t n e Platonic Sokrates in the Hippias Minor exem-
humancon- plifies this one-sided view. W h a t he says is t rue,
duct' but it is only a part of the t ru th . W h e n he speaks

of a person " who does wrong unwillingly," he seems to have in
view one who does wrong without knowing tha t he does so :
one whose intelligence is so defective tha t he does not know
when he speaks t ru th and when he speaks falsehood. Now
a person thus unhappily circumstanced must be regarded as
half-witted or imbecile, coming under tha t head which the
Xenophontic Sokrates called madness :h unfit to perform any
part in society, and requiring to be placed under tutelage.
Compared with such a person, the opinion of the Platonic
Sokrates may be defended ; tha t the mendacious person, who
can te l l t ru th when he chooses, is the be t te r of the two—in
the sense of less mischievous or dangerous. Bu t he is the
object of a very different sent iment ; moreover, this is not the
comparison present to our minds when we call one man
veracious, another man mendacious. W e always assume, in
every one, a measure of intelligence equal or superior to the
admissible m i n i m u m ; under such assumption, we compare
two persons, one of whom speaks to the best of his knowledge
and belief—the other, contrary to his knowledge and belief.
W e approve the former and disapprove the latter, according
to the different intention and purpose of each (as Aristotle
observes); that is, looking a t them under the point of view
of emotion and volition—which is logically distinguishable
from the intelligence, though always acting in conjunction
with it.

Again, the analogy of the special arts, upon which the

f? Aristotle has very just observa- ' Ethic. Eudem. i. 121G, b. 4. The
tions on these views of Sokrates, and i remaiks of Aristotle upon Sokrates
on the incompleteness of his views when i and Plato evince a real progress in
he resolved all virtue into knowledge, j ethical theory.
all vice into ignorance. See, among j h Xenop. Memor. iii. 9, 7. -rnhs
other passages, Aristot. Ethica Magna, ! 5fn/j.aprriK6Ta.s, 3>v of iroAAo! yiyi/ti-
i. 1182, a. 10, 1)83, b. 9, 1190, b. 28; • <n<ov<n, /lawo^vovf Ka\*Tiv &c
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Platonic Sokrates dwells in the Hippias Minor, fails in sus-
taining his inference. By a good runner, wrestler, Th rel

harper, singer, speaker, &c, we undoubtedly mean th° "ilSogy"
one who can, if he pleases, perform some one of arts-rhly"1

these operations well; although he can also, if he Sfthetâ t"
pleases, perform them badly. But the epithets good unSy'n™3

or bad, in this case, consider exclusively that ele- ^ ' p S ^ a
ment which was left out, and leave out that element blame-

which was exclusively considered, in the former case. The
good singer is declared to stand distinguished from the bad
singer, or from the i'Starr?;? (who, if he sings at all, will cer-
tainly sing badly), by an attribute belonging to his intelligence
and vocal organs, To sing well, is a special accomplishment,
which is possessed only by a few, and which no man is blamed
for not possessing. The distinction between such special ac-
complishments, and justice or rectitude of behaviour, is well
brought out in the speech which Plato puts into the mouth
of the Sophist Protagoras {dialogue Protagoras)} " The special
artists " (he says) " are few in number: one of them is suffi-
cient for many private citizens. But every citizen, without
exception, must possess justice and a sense of shame: if he
does not, he must be put away as a nuisance—otherwise,
society could not be maintained." The special artist is a
citizen also; and as such, must be subject to the obligations
binding on all citizens universally. In predicating of him
that he is good or bad as a citizen, we merely assume him to
possess the average intelligence of the community; and the
epithet declares whether his emotional and volitional at-
tributes exceed, or fall short of, the minimum required in the
application of that intelligence to his social obligations. It
is thus that the words good or bad when applied to him as a
citizen, have a totally different bearing from that which the
same words have when applied to him in his character of
special artist.

The value of these debates in the Platonic dialogues con-
sists in their raising questions like the preceding, for the

' Plato, Protagoras, p. 322.
VOL. I. 2 D
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Value of a
Dialogue of
Search, that
it shall be
suggestive,
and that it
shall bring
before us
different

reflection of the reader—whether the Platonic Sokrates may
or may not be represented as taking what we think
the right view of the question. For a Dialogue of
Search, the great merit is, that it should be sug-
gestive ; that it should bring before our attention
the conditions requisite for a right and proper use

theequSe°tion of these common ethical epithets, and the state of
underreview. c j r c u i n s t a n c e s which is tacitly implied whenever any
one uses them. No man ever learns to reflect upon the
meaning of such familiar epithets, which he has been using all
his life—unless the process be forced upon his attention by
some special conversation which brings home to him an un-
comfortable sentiment of perplexity and contradiction. If a
man intends to acquire any grasp of ethical or political theory,
he must render himself master, not only of the sound argu-
ments and the guiding analogies, but also of the unsound
arguments and the misleading analogies, which bear upon
each portion of it.

There is one other point of similitude deserving notice,
Antithesis between the Greater and Lesser Hippias. In both
Rhetoric ana of them, Hippias makes special complaint of So-
Diaiecuc k;rates, for breaking the question in pieces and
picking out the minute puzzling fragments—instead of keep-
ing it together as a whole, and applying to it the predicates
which it merits when so considered.15 Here is the standing
antithesis between Ehetoric and Dialectic: between those
unconsciously acquired mental combinations, which are poured
out in eloquent, impressive, unconditional, and undistinguish-
ing generalities—and the logical analysis which resolves the
generality into its specialties, bringing to view inconsistencies,
contradictions, limits, qualifications, &c. I have already
touched upon this at the close of the Greater Hippias.

k Plato, Hippias Min. 369 B. ra
2&KpaT6s, oel ail Tivas TOiovrovs 7rAe-
Keis \6yovs, Kai airoXaiifSavoiv o av y
dv(rx€p£&TaTov rod \6yov, rovrov %xel

Kara (rp.iKpbv etyaTrrSfievos, teal ov% '6\ip
aywvifei T$ irpayfiaTi, trepl '6rov Uv 6
\6yos f, &c.

A remark of Aristotle (Topica, viii.
164, b. 2) illustrates this dissecting

function of the Dialectician.
etrri yap, as a-rrXUs eiVeiV, SiaAe-

KTixhs, 6 TTporaTiicbs Kal eWTariicoV
(ffri 5e rb irpoTeivevdcu, %v iroiiiv ™
TrAdai (Se? yap %v S\ws A7i<pBfivaL irpbs
t 6 \6yos), T& 8' iviaraaSai, rb %v
noWd- ij yhp Siaipit, 1) avaipei, i-b jxiv
SLUOUS, rb 6e oij, TSIV irpoTeiyo/xeVwi'.
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"

CHAPTER XII.

HIPPAECHUS — MINOS.

IN these two dialogues, Plato sets before us two farther speci-
mens of that error and confusion which beset the enquirer
during his search after "reasoned truth." Sokrates forces
upon the attention of a companion two of the most familiar
words of the market-place, to see whether a clear explanation
of their meaning can be obtained.

In the dialogue called Hipparchus, the debate turns on the
definition of TO <f>i\oicepSe<; or 6 <f>i\oicep8ri<;—the
love of gain or the lover of gain. Sokrates asks his whSus the

, -i n j-t T rni • definition of

companion to define the word. The companion Lover of
replies—He is one who thinks it right to gain from iS

aone who
things worth nothing." Does he do this (asks So- right to gain
krates) knowing that the things are worth nothing ? w™th n"-gs

or not knowing ? If the latter, he is simply igno- bates cross-
rant. He knows it perfectly well (is the reply), upon this
TX - • 1 • 1 i " i -j • T i explanation.

He is cunning and wicked; and it is because he N° man
° expects to

cannot resist the temptation of gam, that he has the gfin from
* ° things which

impudence to make profit by such things, though {Je^af *°
well aware that they are worth nothing. Sokr.— nothing: in

* ° this sense,

Suppose a husbandman, knowing that the plant J",™"^
which he is tending is worthless—and yet thinking galn-
that he ought to gain by i t : does not that correspond to your
description of the lover of gain ? Comp.—The lover of gain,
Sokrates, thinks that he ought to gain from every thing.
SoJcr.—Do not answer in that reckless manner,1" as if you
had been wronged by any one; but answer with attention.
You agree that the lover of gain knows the value of that
from which he intends to derive profit; and that the husband-

a Plato , Hipparch. 225. ol &i> nepZaiveiv a^iSiffLv a.irh T&V fj.t]5€i'bs a^iwv.
11 Plato, Hipparoh. 225 E.

2 D 2
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man is the person cognizant of the value of plants. Comp.—
Yes: I agree. Sokr.—Do not therefore attempt, you are so
young, to deceive an old man like me, by giving answers not
in conformity with your own admissions: but tell me plainly,
Do you believe that the experienced husbandman, when lie
knows that he is planting a tree worth nothing, thinks that
he shall gain by it ? Comp.—No, certainly: I do not be-
lieve it.

Sokrates then proceeds to multiply illustrations to the same
general point. The good horseman does not expect to gain
by worthless food given to his horse: the good pilot, by
worthless tackle put into his ship: the good commander, by
worthless arms delivered to his soldiers: the good fifer,
harper, bowman, by employing worthless instruments of their
respective arts, if they know them to be worthless.

None of these persons (concludes Sokrates) correspond to
Gain is good, your description of the lover of gain. Where
loves good: then can you find a lover of gain ? On your ex-
thereforeall . . ° J

men ore planat ion, no m a n is so.c Comp.—I m e a n , o o -
gain. krates, that the lovers of gain are those, who,
through greediness, long eagerly for things altogether petty
and worthless; and thus display a love of gain.d Sokr.
—Not surely knowing them to be worthless—for this we
have shown to be impossible—but ignorant that they are
worthless, and believing them to be valuable. Comp.—It
appears so. Sokr.—Now gain is the opposite of loss: and
loss is evil and hurt to every one: therefore gain (as the
opposite of loss) is good. Comp.—Yes. Sokr.—It appears
then that the lovers of good are those whom you call lovers
of gain ? Comp.—Yes : it appears so. Sokr.—Do not you
yourself love good—all good things? Comp.—Certainly.
Sokr.—And I too, and every one else. All men love good
things, and hate evil. Now we agreed that gain was a good:
so that by this reasoning, it appears that all men are lovers
of gain—while by the former reasoning, we made out that

Plat. Hippareh. 226 D.
Plat. Hippareh. 226 E.
& 4

'AAA'
y , p , i \4yetv roh-

TOVS <pi\uKep$t'is that, ot itcdvTOTe virb

oTrATjcTTias Kai Travu (TfUKpa Kal 6\iyov
a£ta leal oiiSevbs, yKl^ovTcu i>irtp(pvw s
Kal <pi\oK(p8ovffiii.
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none were so.c Which of the two shall we adopt, to avoid
error ? Comp.—We shall commit no error, Sokrates, if we
rightly conceive the lover of gain. He is one who busies
himself upon, and seeks to gain from, things from which good
men do not venture to gain.

Sokr.—But, my friend, we agreed just now, that gain was
a good, and that all men always love good. I t Apparent

? n i contradiction.

follows therefore, that good men, as well as others, accuses the
love all gains, if gains are good things. Comp.—companion
Not, certainly, those gains by which they will after- deceive him.

' • " o J J Accusation

wards be hurt. Bohr.—Be hurt: you mean, by is retorted
which they will become losers. Comp.—I mean sokrates.
that and nothing else. Sokr.—Do they become losers by
gain, or by loss ? Comp.—By both: by loss, and by evil gain.
Sokr.—Does it appear to you that any useful and good thing is
evil ? Comp.—No. Sokr.—Well! we agreed just now that
gain was the opposite of loss, which was evil; and that, being
the opposite of evil, gain was good. Comp.—That was what
we agreed. Sokr.—Yoii see how it i s : you are trying to
deceive m e ; you purposely contradict what we just now
agreed upon. Comp.—Not at all, by Zeus: on the con-
trary it is you, Sokrates, who deceive me, wriggling up
and down in your talk, I cannot tell how.f Sokr.—Be
careful what you say: I should be very culpable, if I dis-
obeyed a good and wise monitor. Comp.—Whom do you
mean ? and what do you mean ? Sokr.—Hipparchus, son of
Peisistratus.

Sokrates then describes at some length the excellent cha-
racter of Hipparchus: his beneficent rule, his wisdom, precept m-
his anxiety for the moral improvement of the Athe- meriy byr~
nians: the causes, different from what was com- the Peisis-
monly believed, which led to his death; and the deceive a
wholesome precepts which he during his life had logyoVHip-
caused to be inscribed on various busts of Hermes sokrates.

« Plat. Hipparch. 227 C.
' Plat. Hipparch. 228 A.
So. 'Opqs oiiv, iiri-^tip^is /je e£onra-

TO.V, iitirrfits ivavria Xeyiev oTs &fni

'ETn?p. Ov ,ua A" , S> 2^/cpaTes' &A\a
Tovvdvnov (TV ejue t^airaras, Kal OVK
oiSa tmfi Iv TOIS \Ayois &vw Kal Kara
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throughout Attica. One of these busts or Hernia) bore the
words—Do not deceive a friend.8

The Companion resumes:—Apparently, Sokrates, either
you do not account me your friend, or you do not obey Hip-
parchus: for you are certainly deceiving me in some un-
accountable way in your talk. You cannot persuade me to
the contrary.

Sohr.—'Well then! in order that you may not think your-
self deceived, you may take back any move that
you choose—as if we were playing at draughts.
Which of your admissions do you wish to retract—
That all men desire good things? That loss (to be
a loser) is evil ? That gain is the opposite of loss;
that to gain is the opposite of to lose? That to

gain, as being the opposite of evil, is a good thing ? Comp.
—No. I do not retract any one of these. SoJcr.—You think
then, it appears, that some gain is good, other gain evil?
Comp.—Yes, that is what I do think.h Sokr.—Well, I give
you back that move : let it stand as you say. Some gain is
good: other gain is bad. But surely the good gain is no
more gain, than the bad gain: both are gain, alike and
equally. Comp.—How do you mean ?

Sokrates then illustrates his question by two or three
analogies. Bad food is just as much food, as good food:

Sokrates
allows the
companion
lo retract
some of his
answers. The
companion
affirms that
some gain is
good, other
gain is evil.

s Plat. Hipparch. 228 B-229 D.
The picture here given of Hip-

parehus deserves notice. We are in-
formed that ho was older than liis
brother Hippias,which was the general
belief at Athens, as Thucydides (i. 20,
vi. 58) affirms, though himself contra-
dicting it, and affirming that Hippias
was the elder brother. Plato however
agrees with Thucydides in this point,
that the three years after the assassina-
tion of Hipparchus, during which
Hippias ruled alone, were years of
oppression and tyranny; and that the
hateful recollection of the Peisistra-
tidre, which always survived in the
minds of the Athenians, was derived
from these three last years.

The picture which Plato here gives

of Hipparchus is such as wo might
expect from a philosopher. He dwells
upon the pains which Hipparchus took
to have the recitation of the Homeric
poems made frequent and complete;
also upon his intimacy with the poets
Anakreon and Simonides. The colour-
ing which Plato gives to the intimacy
between Aristogeiton and Harmodius
is also peculiar. The ipaar^s is repre-
sented by Plato as eager for the educa-
tion and improvement of the ipibfitvos;
and the jealousy felt towards Hip-
parchus is described as arising from the
distinguished knowledge and abilities
of Hipparchus, which rendered him so
much superior and more effective as an
educator.

h Plat. Hipparch. 229 E, 230 A.
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bad drink, as much as good d r i n k : a good man is no more
man t h an a bad man.1 Questions by

taoKrates—
Sokr.—In like manner, bad gain, and good gain,

are (both of them) gain alike—neither of them more
or less than the other. Such being the case, what £°™t™™ pm'
is t ha t common qual i ty possessed by both, which ™{J"{; £oth

induces you to call t h e m by the same name Gain ? k Gainf'isvery
Would you call Gain any acquisition which one madeivlth'
makes ei ther with a smaller outlay or with no outlay wuCsmaiier
a t all ? l Comp.—Yes. I should call t h a t gain. gain

aybh;ec-
Sokr.—For example, if after being at a banquet,
not only without any outlay, but receiving an excel- Embarrass-

q

Embarrass'
lent dinner, you acquire an illness ? Comp.—Not at
all: that is no gain. Sokr.—But if from the banquet you
acquire health, would that be gain or loss ? Comp.—It would
be gain. Sokr.—Not every acquisition therefore is gain,
but only such acquisitions as are good and not evil: if the
acquisition be evil, it is loss. Comp.—Exactly so. 8okr.—
Well now, you see, you are come round again to the very
same point: Gain is good. Loss is evil. Comp.—I am
puzzled what to say.m Sokr.—You have good reason to be
puzzled.

But tell me : you say that if a man lays out little and
acquires much, that is gain ? Comp.—Yes: but not rus essential
if it be evil: it is gain, if it be a good, like gold tiSq'uisf-
or silver. Sokr.—I will ask you about gold and shaiibe

„ . . . , greater not

silver, feuppose a man by laying out one pound merely m
of gold acquires two pounds 01 silver, is it gam also m value,
or loss? Comp.—It is loss, decidedly, Sokrates: lay- The

* ' J valuable is

gold is twelve times the value of silver. Sokr.— the profitable
D —the pro-

Nevertheless he has acquired more: double is more fl™e î the
than half. Comp.—Not in value: double silver is S°Tn°™es

not more than half gold. Sokr.—It appears then Galn is Good-
that we must include value as essential to gain, not merely

'' Plato, Hipparch. 230 C.
k Plat. Hipparch. 230 E. 5m ripp

TTOT€ afMpSTepa aura KepBos KaKus;
h b

fpp p
ev afuporepois bpwv ;

1 Plat. Hipparch. 231 A.
•» Plat. Hipparch. 231 0. So. 'Op5s

v, ws irdhtv Tr€pirpex*ls €*s T >̂ aurb—ppx
rb [JLZV KfpSos ayadbv <paiveTai, rj 5e
(rifiia KCM6V ;

'ETCup. 'AiropaJ e^wye tf, TI C'/TTW.
$0. OUK afiitcws ye <ru airop&v.
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quantity. The valuable is gain: the valueless is no gain.
The valuable is that which is valuable to possess : is that the
profitable, or the unprofitable ? Oomp.—It is the profitable.
Sokr.—But the profitable is good? Comp.— Yes: it is.
Sokr.—Why then, here the same conclusion comes back to
us as agreed, for the third or fourth time. The gainful is
good. Comp.—It appears 6o.n

Sokr.—Let me remind you of what has passed. You con-
Kecapttuia- tended that good men did not wish to acquire all
dXteT»3 sorts of gain, but only such as were good, and not
an°Sjn is such as were evil. But now, the debate has com-
that't™rei3 pelled us to acknowledge that all gains are good,
AnemenTe whether small or great. Oomp.—As for me, So-
gam. NO krates, the debate has compelled me rather than
man ought rv 7 T» I I •
to be re- persuaded me.0 Sokr.—Jrresently, perhaps, it may
preached for r i , i i
being so. even persuade you. .But now, whether you have
The com- L J ^

panion is been persuaded or not, you at least concur with me
compelled r .

^ i t this, {n affirming that all gains, whether small or great,are good. That all good men wish for all good
persuaded, things. Comp.—I do concur. Sokr.—But you
yourself stated that evil men love all gains, small and great ?
Comp.—I said so. Sokr.—According to your doctrine, then,
all men are lovers of gain, the good men as well as the evil ?
Comp.—Apparently so. Sokr.—It is therefore wrong to re-
proach any man as a lover of gain: for the person who re-
proaches is himself a lover of gain, just as much.

The Minos, like the Hipparchus, is a dialogue carried on
tton°putQbyS' between Sokrates and a companion not named. It
û compa- relates to Law, or The Law—'O N0/A09:—
ilOw;lVrhTheS 8°kr-—What is Law'(asks Sokrates)? Comp.—
ifttie stme!™ Respecting what sort of Law do you enquire (re-
ll'wf what plie s t n e Companion) ? Sokr.—What! is there any
Son'ronsu- difference between one law and another law, as to
but"?"'"" that identical circumstance, of being Law ? Gold

n Pkto, Hipparck. 231 D-E, 232 A. | 'EraTp. 'HvdyKaKt yap, Si SaJKpa-res,
"P la t . Hipparch. 232 B. OVKOVV I fiaWov e/j.4 ye 2 --'pp

vvv iravra TO KepSri S \6yos riftas i)vdy-
KOJte fcal (T/iiKpa Kal jxiyaXa d/j.ohoy£?it

^ y % .
So. 'A\\' faws /j.tra TOUTO KOI 7rei-
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does not differ from gold, so far as the being gold is concerned
—nor stone from stone, so far as being stone is concerned.
In like manner, one law does not differ from another, all are
the same, in so far as each is Law alike:—not, one of them
more, and another less. I t is about this as a whole that I ask
you—What is Law ?

Oomp.—What should Law be, Sokrates, other than the
various assemblage of consecrated and binding cus- Answer_
toms and beliefs?? Sokr.—Do you think, then, \A^an.
that discourse is, the things spoken: that sight is, S E g <^
the things seen ? that hearing is, the things heard ? d°™ee of the6

Or are they not distinct, in each of the three cases „ civtSocial

—and is not Law also one thing, the various cus- °PmKm-
toms and beliefs another ? Comp.—Yes ! I now think that
they are distinct."1 Sokr.—Law is that whereby these binding
customs become binding. What is it ? Comp.—Law can be
nothing else than the public resolutions and decrees promul-
gated among us. Law is the decree of the city.r Sokr.—You
mean, that Law is social opinion. Comp.—Yes—I do.

Sokr.—Perhaps you are right; but let us examine. You
call some persons wise :•—they are wise through cross-exami-
wisdom. You call some just :—they are just, sokStes-
through justice. In like manner, the lawfully-be- Miy-Teha™
having men are so, through law: the lawless men ™8throug"e

are so, through lawlessness. Now the lawfully-be- amiiawiess
n . - , , 1 1 1 , m e n a r e SO

having men are just: the lawless men are unjust, through the
Comp.—It is so. Sokr.—Justice, and law, are highly law. Law
honourable: iniustice and lawlessness, highly dis- honourable

« . . i , and useful:

honourable: the former preserves cities, the latter lawlessness
§ is ruinous.

ruins them. Comp.—Yes—it does. Sokr.—Well, Accordingly,
±

 t bad decrees

then! we must consider law as something honour- of the city—
° or bad social

able; and seek after it, under the assumption that |^°kn-
it is a good thing. You denned law to be the decree law-
of the city: Are not some decrees good, others evil ? Comp.—

i' Plato, Minos, 313 E. Ti olv &X\o
vofxos eXri &e, aAA' r) Ta vofxi^fx^va;

i Plato, Minos, 314 B-O.
1 pass over here an analogy started

!'y Sokrates in his next question ;— as

ifyis to Ta opdpeva, so v6jxos to ra vo

r Plato, Minos, 314 B. eVei5»j v&
TO vo[Li£6fjLeva vopt^tTaL, T'IVI OVTI

6 i£
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Unquestionably. Sokr.—But we have already said that law
is not evil. Comp.—I admit it. Sokr.—It is incorrect there-
fore to answer, as you did broadly, that law is the decree of
the city. An evil decree cannot be law. Comp.—I see that
it is incorrect.8

Sokr.—Still—I think, myself, that law is opinion of some
suggestion sort: and since it is not evil opinion, it must be good
L̂awisthe opinion. Now good opinion is true opinion: and

good opinion . . , , n , . . « -,.. sy T

of the city- true opinion is, the finding out of reality. Uomp.—1
opinfon°?s admit it. Sokr.—Law therefore wishes or tends to
oAbeTnTng be, the finding out of reality.4 Comp.—But, Sokrates,
outof reality. ° J . , .

Law there- if law is the finding out of reality—if we have therein
fore wishes ° * - i n

(tends) to be already found out realities—how comes it that all
the finding J

out of reality, communities of men do not use the same laws re-
though it

does not ai- specting the same matters ? Sokr.—The law does
ways succeed r °

in doing so. n o t the less wish or tend to find out realities; but it
is unable to do so. That is, if the fact be true as you s t a t e -
that we change our laws, and do not all of us use the same.
Comp.—Surely, the fact as a fact is obvious enough."

(The Companion here enumerates some remarkable local
objection rites, venerable in one place, abhorrent in another,
companion- such as the human sacrifices at Carthage, &c, thus
T h a t t h e r e i s 1 • . . , . l t i « i
great discord- lengthening his answer much beyond what it had
ance of laws , .
indifferent been before. Sokrates then continues):—
places. He m '

rafcases?/6 Sokr.—Perhaps you are right, and these matters
ance afsome * lave escaPe(i me> But if you and I go on making

long speeches each for ourselves, we shall never
come to an agreement. If we are to carry on our
research together, we must do so by question and
answer. Question me, if you prefer :—if not, answer

answer. me_ Qomp.—I am quite ready, Sokrates, to answer
whatever you ask.

Sokr.—Well, then! do you think that just things are just,
and that unjust things are unjust? Comp.—I think they
are. Sokr.—Do not all men in all communities, among the

length. So-
krates re-
proves his
prolixity, and
requests him
to confine
himself to
question or

• Plato, Minos, 314, B-C-D.
' Pluto, Minos, 315 A. Ovtcovv rj

6^a TOV ivios taiiv e£eup€<ns ;

o v6fxos &pa fiovAtTui TOV UVTOS elyat

•: Plato, Minos, 315 A-B.
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Persians as well as here, now as well as formerly, think so too ?
Comp.—Unquestionably they do. Sokr.—Are not Farther ques-
things which weigh more, accounted heavier; and S
things which weigh less, accounted lighter, here, at f S
Carthage, and everywhere else ? * Comp. — Cer- honourable
, . , o , T , J , , ., . , , , anddisho-

tainly. Sokr.—It seems, then, that honourable nourawe, &c,
things are accounted honourable everywhere, and accounted so'.
dishonourable things dishonourable? not the reverse. Real things

° are always

Comp.—Yes, it is so. Sokr.—Then, speaking uni- ^™n
w*10

versally, existent things or realities (not non-exist- '^J^j'f ™he

ents) are accounted existent and real, among us as " t t ^ l s %e

well as among all other men ? Comp.—I think they lawful-
are. Sokr.—Whoever therefore fails in attaining the real,
fails in attaining the lawful.y Comp.—As you now put it,
Sokrates, it would seem that the same things are accounted
lawful both by us at all times, and by all the rest of mankind
besides. But when I reflect that we are perpetually changing
our laws, I cannot persuade myself of what you affirm.

Sokr.—Perhaps you do not reflect that pieces on the draught-
board, when their position is changed, still remain There are

the same. You know medical treatises: you know S^and
that physicians are the really knowing about matters composed by
of health: and that they agree with each other in Jfc

e£rJ}^'
writing about them. Comp.—Yes—I know that, "u^cte^d
Sokr.—The case is the same whether they be Greeks S r T b f
or not Greeks: Those who know, must of necessity a?somthereOare
hold the same opinion with each other, on matters in&s

garde™*
which they know : always and everywhere. Comp. declared '̂
—Yes—always and everywhere. Sokr.—Physicians in those re-
write respecting matters of health what they account suits.1Teinpur

to be true, and these writings of theirs are the the laws of'a
T i~4 -̂N • t i r/ c ^y a r e * n e

medical laws ? Comp.—Certainly they are. ookr.— judgments1 Plato, Minos, 316 A. U6repov Sk
& IOV %\Kovra fiapvrepa vo/xi^eTai

& 8 d fy
rovvdvTiov ;

y Plato, Minos, 316 B. OVKOVV, i s
Kara iravrov 6i7reiV, TO: uvra i/ojUi^ercu
elvm, KaX ob rh. fi)) ovra, Kai trap' Tjfuv
Kat irapa rois &\Aots &natTti>;

' 5The verb i/ofilfcrou deserves atten- I ' E T . e/xoi-ye 5o/ce?.
tion hue , being the some word as has
been employed in regard to law, and
derived from V6/J.OS.

So. "Os Uv &pa TOV UVTOS af4
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declared by

men irtuT

to rule.

The like is true respecting the laws of farming—the
laws of gardening—the laws of cookery. All these
are the writings of persons, knowing in each of the

respective pursuits ? Comp.—Yes.z Sokr.—In like manner,
what are the laws respecting the government of a city?
Are they not the writings of those who know how to govern—
kings, statesmen, and men of superior excellence ? Comp.—
Truly so. Sokr.—Knowing men like these will not write
differently from each other about the same things, nor change
what they have once written. If, then, we see some doing
this, are we to declare them knowing or ignorant? Comp.—
Ignorant—undoubtedly.

Sokr.—Whatever is right, therefore, we may pronounce to
That which be lawful; in medicine, gardening, or cookery:
the'fegauaw, whatever is not right, not to be lawful but lawless,
and real law. And the like in treatises respecting just and uniust,
That which r ° J J '

is not right, prescribing how the city is to be administered: That
is not law, r ° J

but only which is right, is the regal law—that which is not
seems to be • ° °

right, is not so, but only seems to be law in the
eyes of the ignorant—being in truth lawless. Comp.

—Yes. Sokr.—We were correct therefore in declaring Law
to be the finding out of reality. Comp.—It appears so.a Sokr.
—It is the skilful husbandman who gives right laws on the
sowing of land: the skilful musician on the touching of instru-
ments : the skilful trainer, respecting exercise of the body, the
skilful king or governor, respecting the minds of the citizens.
Comp.—Yes—it is.b

Sokr.—Can you tell me which of the ancient kings has the
Minos, King g l o r v o f having been a good lawgiver, so that his
taw9rweer7his l a w a still remain in force as divine institutions?
excellent,'1 Comp.—I cannot tell. Sokr.—But can you not say
remand vm- which among the Greeks have the most ancient laws?
time tame°-m Comp.—Perhaps you mean the Lacedaemonians and
monal- Lykurgus? Sokr.—Why the Lacedaemonian laws
are hardly more than three hundred years old: besides,

law in the
eyes of the
ignorant.

7 Plato, Minos, 31(5 D-E.
a Plato, Minos, 317 D-E. -rh

6p6bv, vofxos etTTi @a<Tt\iKhs' rb 5

pObv, ov' t So/cet vofios tlvai rots OVK
tidcrw effn yap &vofj.ov.
h Plato, Minos, 318 A,
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whence is it that the best of them come ? Comp.—From
Krete, they say. Bohr.—Then it is the Kretans who have
the most ancient laws in Greece? Comp.—Yes. Sokr.—
Do you know those good kings of Krete, from whom these
laws are derived—Minos and Rhadamanthus, sons of Zeus
and Europa ? Comp.—Rhadamanthus certainly is said to
have been a just man, Sokrates; but Minos quite the reverse
—savage, ill-tempered, unjust. Sokr.—What you affirm, my
friend, is a fiction of the Attic tragedians. I t is not stated
either by Homer or Hesiod; who are far more worthy of
credit than all the tragedians put together. Comp.—What
is it that Homer and Hesiod say about Minos ? °

Sokrates replies by citing, and commenting upon, the state-
ments of Homer and Hesiod respecting Minos, as the QUCStion

cherished son, companion, and pupil, of Zeus ; who trader of
bestowed upon him an admirable training, teaching Homeland
him wisdom and justice, and thus rendering him con- ^"wm'to
summate as a lawgiver and ruler of men. I t was S ^ ™
through these laws, divine as emanating from the g t̂a"'de-a"
teaching of Zeus, that Krete (and Sparta as the a " ™ a

imitator of Krete) had been for so long a period
happy and virtuous. As ruler of Krete, Minos had
made war upon Athens, and compelled the Athenians to pay
tribute. Hence he had become odious to the Athenians, and
especially odious to the tragic poets who were the great
teachers and charmers of the crowd. These poets, whom
every one ought to be cautious of offending, had calumniated
Minos as the old enemy of Athens.*1

But that these tales are mere calumny (continues Sokrates),
and that Minos was truly a good lawgiver, and a That Minos

good shepherd (vopevs wyaOos) of his people—we Xi'S'iiL
have proof through the fact, that his laws still re- £as founcuiut
main unchanged: which shows that he has really reaut/re-
found out truth and reality respecting the admi- adSLa-8

nistration of a city." Comp.—Your view seems c!ty-wemay

a y ™ b e -

y

Plato, Minos, 318 E.
Plato, Minos, 319-320.
Plato, Minos, S21 A.

•yiarov ffrifi^iov, on OKIVIJTOI- CUITOV o!
v6/J.oi €i(T(V, arc rov OVTUS irepi TT6\GWS
oiK^crews ifcvpovros rijv a\ri8eiav.
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be sure from plausible, Sokrates. Sokr.—It' I am right, then, you
the fact that * ^. , , ,\
his laws have think that the Kretans have more ancient Jaws than
remained so __.. , -pj, -,

long™- any other Greeks? and that Minos and Knadaman-
thus are the best of all ancient lawgivers, rulers, and

shepherds of mankind ? Comp.—I think they are.
Sokr.—Now take the case of the good lawgiver and good

The question shepherd for the body—If we were asked, what it is
dete?mhwt°er.0 that he prescribes for the body, so as to render it
that\be gooa better ? we should answer, at once, briefly and well,
a S by saying-—food and labour: the former to sustainp

and measures . 1• l i -A
out for the the body, the latter to exercise and consolidate it.
health of the • "
mind-as the Comp.—Quite correct. So/cr.—And if alter that
physician * ^ .

measures out w e w e r e asked, W h a t a re those th ings which the
bodSe?f°sot-he SO0C^ lawgiver prescribes for the mind to m a k e i t
rotfeu""1' bet ter , what should we say, so as to avoid discrediting
ciose. ourselves ? Comp.—I really cannot tell . Sohr.—
B u t surely it is discreditable enough both for your mind and
mine—to confess, t h a t we do not know upon what it is t h a t
good and evil for our minds depends, while we can define
upon what i t is tha t the good or evil of our bodies depends ?f

I have put together the two dialogues, Hipparchus and
pp Minos, partly because of the analogy which really

chusand • i , i , i ,
Miuosare exists between them, partly because that analogy
analogous to , r J

 m
 O t /

each other, is much insisted on by Boeckh, Schleierinacher,
and both of J . ' '
them inferior btallbaivm, and other recent cr i t ics ; who not only
works of ' * J

iKuner' s*rike them both out of the list of Platonic works,finished. \yU^ speak of them with contempt as compositions.
On the first point, I dissent from them altogether: on the
second, I agree with them thus far—that I consider the two
dialogues inferior works of Plato:—much inferior to his
greatest and best compositions,—certainly displaying both
less genius and less careful elaboration — probably among
his early performances—perhaps even unfinished projects,
destined for a farther elaboration, which they never received,
and not published until after his decease. Yet in Hipparchus

1 Plato, Miuos, 321 C-D.
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as well as in Minos, the subjects debated are important as
regards ethical theory. Several questions are raised and
partially canvassed : no conclusion is finally attained. These
characteristics they have in common with several of the best
Platonic dialogues.

In Hipparchus, the question put by Sokrates is, about the
definition of 6 <f>i\oicep8ri<; (the lover of gain), and of Hippareims
/C60S09 itself—gain. The first of these two words meaningot
(like many in Greek as well as in English) is used and KepSos.
in two senses. In its plain, etymological, sense, it means an
attribute belonging to all men: all men love gain, hate loss.
But since this is predicable of all, there is seldom any neces-
sity for predicating it of any one man or knot of men in par-
ticular. Accordingly, when you employ the epithet as a pre-
dicate of A or B, what you generally mean is, to assert some-
thing more than its strict etymological meaning: to declare
that he has the attribute in unusual measure; or that he has
shown himself, on various occasions, wanting in other attri-
butes, which on those occasions ought, in your judgment, to have
countervailed it. The epithet thus comes to connote a senti-
ment of blame or reproach, in the mind of the speaker.6

The Companion or Collocutor, being called upon by So-
krates to explain TO <f>i\oicep8e<;, defines it in this state of mind
last sense, as conveying or connoting a reproach. UJto'Sw-'
He gives three different explanations of it (always qS; inquiry
in this sense), loosely worded, each of which Sokrates Snabfe"̂ !?0

shows to be untenable. A variety of parallel cases nitlun fou"d'
are compared, and the question is put (so constantly recurring
in Plato's writings), what is the state of the agent's mind as
to knowledge ? The cross-examination makes out, that if
the agent be supposed to know,—then there is no man cor-
responding to the definition of a <f>iXo/cep8ri<;: if the agent be
supposed not to know—then, on the contrary, every man
will come under the definition. The Companion is persuaded

s Aristotle adverts to this class of
ethical epithets, connoting both an
attribute in the person designated, and
an unfavourable sentiment in the
speaker (Ethic. Nikom. ii. 6, p. 1107,

a. 9 ) . Ov TTucra 8' eTn5exfTaL Tf>«{ir,
ouSe ivav Trd9os, TTJV fxsfr6ri]ra' e n a
yap evOvs wvofj.aa'Tat (TvpeLX7JiJ.fj.4va jtieTa
T7JS pHV\6T7JTOSj OXOVJ &C,
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that there is such a thing as " love of gain " in the blamaMo
sense. Yet he cannot find any tenable definition, to dis-
criminate it from " love of gain " in the ordinary or innocent
sense.

The same question comes back in another form, after So-
Admitting krates has given the liberty of retractation. The Col-
baa'gifa'as locutor maintains that there is bad gain, as well as
P'i'tha?'1 good gaiu. But what is that common, generic,
!nfoef toean' quality, designated by the word gain, apart from
Z?er" ? these two distinctive epithets ? He cannot find it
found. o u t o r jjgggj.jjjg j t _ j j e g j v e g t w 0 definitions, eacli

of which is torn up by Sokrates. To deserve the name of
gain, that which a man acquires must be good ; and it must
surpass, in value as well as in quantity, the loss or outlay
which he incurs in order to acquire it. But when thus under-
stood, all gains are good. There is no meaning in the dis-
tinction between good and bad gains: all men are lovers of
gain.

With this confusion, the dialogue closes. The Sokratic
purpose of notion oi good, as what every one loves—evil as what
dialogue-0 every one hates—also of evil-doing, as performed
the'Snfu™ by every evil-doer only through ignorance or mis-
fOTcethe'0 take—is brought out and applied to test the ethical

phraseology of a common-place respondent. But
it only serves to lay bare a state of confusion and

ltup' perplexity, without clearing up any thing. Herein,
so far as I can see, lies Plato's purpose in the dialogue.
The respondent is made aware of the confusion, which he did
not know before ; and this, in Plato's view, is a progress. The
respondent cannot avoid giving contradictory answers, under
an acute cross-examination: but he does not adopt any new
belief. He says to Sokrates at the close—" The debate has
constrained rather than persuaded me."h This is a simple
but instructive declaration of the force put by Sokrates upon
his collocutors; and of the reactionary effort likely to be
provoked in their minds, with a view to extricate themselves

h Plato, Hipparch. 232 B. wdyxaKe yap (i \6yos) fiaMon <?Me 75 *) ircVciKcf.

p
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from a painful sense of contradiction. If such effort be
provoked, Plato's purpose is attained.

One peculiarity there is, analogous to what we have already
seen in the Hippias Major. I t is not merely the Collocutor
who charges Sokrates, but also Sokrates who accuses the Col-
locutor—each charging the other with attempts to deceive a
friend.1 This seems intended by Plato to create an occasion
for introducing what he had to say about Hipparchus—apropos
of the motto on the Hipparchean Hermes—fit) <f>i\.ov e^aTrdra.

The modern critics, who proclaim the Hipparchus not to
be the work of Plato, allege as one of the proofs of Historlcal

spuriousness, the occurrence of this long narrative comments™3

and comment upon the historical Hipparchus and Se
o
n
gr!ere-e

his behaviour; which narrative (the critics main- parchusg-?'p'
tain) Plato would never have introduced, seeing gfonniubr
that it contributes nothing to the settlement of the dwô TeBtohe

question debated. But to this we may reply, first, be spunous-
That there are other dialogues'5 (not to mention the Minos)
in which Plato introduces recitals of considerable length,
historical or quasi-historical recitals; bearing remotely, or
hardly bearing at all, upon the precise question under dis-
cussion; next,—That even if no such analogies could be
cited, and if the case stood single, no modern critic could
fairly pretend to be so thoroughly acquainted with Plato's
views and the surrounding circumstances, as to put a limit on
the means which Plato might choose to take, for rendering
his dialogues acceptable and interesting. Plato's political
views made him disinclined to popular government generally,
and to the democracy of Athens in particular. Conformably
with such sentiment, he is disposed to surround the rule of

upon the supposition that the word
^a8r)T^s is struck out of the text con-
jecturally. The passage may be per-
fectly well construed, leaving nad-QT^s
in the text : we must undoubtedly
suppose the author to have made an
assertion historically erroneous: but
this is nowise impossible in the case
of iElian. If you construe the passage
as it stands, without such conjectural
alteration, it does not justify Wolf's
inference.

1 Plato, Hipparch. 225 E, 228 A.
k See AlMbiad. ii. pp. 142-149-150 ;

Alkibiad. i. pp. 121-122; Protagoras,
342-344; Politikus, 268 D. crxeSbv
tratSiay €yKepao"afj.ei/ovs, and the two
or three pages which follow.

F. A. Wolf, and various critics after
him, contend that the genuineness of
the Hipparchus was doubted in anti-
quity, on the authority of iElian, V. H.
viii. 2. But I maintain that this is
not the meaning of (he passage, unless

VOL. I. 2 E
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the Peisistratidae with an ethical and philosophical colouring:
to depict Hipparchus as a wise man busied in instructing and
elevating the citizens; and to discredit the renown of Har-
modius and Aristogeiton, by affirming them to have been
envious of Hipparchus, as a philosopher who surpassed them-
selves by his own mental worth. All this lay perfectly in
the vein of Plato's sentiment; and we may say the same
about the narrative in the Minos, respecting the divine
parentage and teaching of Minos, giving rise to his super-
human efficacy as a lawgiver and ruler. I t is surely very
conceivable, that Plato, as a composer of ethical dialogues
or dramas, might think that such recitals lent a charm or
interest to some of them. Moreover, something like variety,
or distinctive features as between one dialogue and another,
was a point of no inconsiderable moment. I am of opinion
that Plato did so conceive these narratives. But at any rate,
what I here contend is, that no modern critics have a right
to assume as certain that he did not.

I now come to the Minos. The subject of this dialogue is,
Minos— the explanation or definition of Law. Sokrates says
wha'u°the t° hi s Companion or Collocutor,—Tell me what is

the generic constituent of Law : All Laws are alike
^ « quatenus Law. Take no note of the difference be-

orlaw? tween one law and another, but explain to me what
characteristic property it is, which is common to all Law, and
is implied in or connoted by the name Law.

This question is logically the same as that which Sokrates
asks in the Hipparchus with reference to tcep&o? or gain.

That the definition of No/to? or Law was discussed by So-
Crates, w e know, not only from the general descrip-

torkaiso t i o n o f h i s d e b a t e s given in Xenophon, but also
moSi'?a

eof f r o m t h e interesting description (in that author) of
xenophon. the conversation between the youthful Alkibiades
and Perikles.m The interrogations employed by Alkibiades
on that occasion are Sokratic, and must have been derived
directly or indirectly, from Sokrates. They are partially

m Xenoph. Memor. i. 1, 10, i. 2, 42-4G.
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analogous to the questions of Sokrates in the dialogue Minos,
and they end by driving Perikles into a confusion, left un-
explained, between Law and Lawlessness.

Definitions of No/*o? are here given by the Companion,
who undergoes a cross-examination upon them. Definitions or
First, he says, that N6//.0? = ra vofM^o/jieva. But ga

e7t7d
Sand

this is rejected by Sokrates, who intimates that Law STOKS, as"
is not the aggregate of laws enacted or of customs K^n"^
held binding: but that which lies behind these laws
and customs, imparting to them their binding force."
We are to enquire what this is. The Companion arenotlawB-
declares that it is the public decree of the city: political or
social opinion. But this again Sokrates contests: putting
questions to show that Law includes, as a portion of its mean-
ing, justice, goodness, beauty, and preservation of the city
with its possessions; while lawlessness includes injustice, evil,
ugliness, and destruction. There can be no such thing as
bad or wicked law.0 But among decrees of the city; some
are bad, some are good, Therefore to define Law as a decree
of the city, thus generally, is incorrect. It is only the good
decree, not the bad decree, which is Law. Now the good
decree or opinion, is the true opinion : that is, it is the finding
out of reality. Law therefore wishes or aims to be the find-
ing out of reality : and if there are differences between diffe-
rent nations, this is because the power to find out does not
always accompany the wish to find out.

As to the assertion—that Law is one thing here, another
thing there, one thing at one time, another thing
at another—Sokrates contests it. Just things are
just (he says), everywhere and at all times: unjust
things are unjust, also. Heavy things are heavy,
light things light, at one time as well as at another.
So also honourable things are everywhere honour-
able, base things everywhere base. In general i^uyj
phrase, existent things are everywhere existent/

Plato, Minos, 314 B. eireiS)) vSficp v6jios y' OVK 1\V Trovrip6s.
TIV \ OVTL

0 Plato, Minos, 314 D. Kal

M. Boeckh remarks justly in liis
note on this passage—" neque enim
illud demonstratum est, eadem oin-

•2 E 2
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non-existent things are not existent. Whoever therefore
fails to attain the existent and real, fails to attain the lawful
and just. It is only the man of art and knowledge, in
this or that department, who attains the existent, the real,
the right, true, lawful, just. Thus the authoritative rescripts
or laws in matters of medicine, are those laid down by
practitioners who know that subject, all of whom agree in
what they lay down: the laws of cookery, the laws of agri-
culture and of gardening—are rescripts delivered by artists
who know respectively each of those subjects. So also about
Just and Unjust, about the political and social arrangements
of the city—the authoritative rescripts or laws are, those laid
down by the artists or men of knowledge in that department,
all of whom agree in laying down the same : that is, all the
men of art called kings or lawgivers. It is only the right, the
true, the real—that which these artists attain—which is prcn
perly a law and is entitled to be so called. That which is
not right is not a law,—ought not to be so called—and is
only supposed to be a law by the error of ignorant men."1

That the reasoning of Sokrates in this dialogue is confused
Eeasoning of a n ( i unsound (as M. Boeckh and other critics have
to^Mtaos'is remarked), I perfectly agree. But it is not the less
S S ! but completely Platonic; resting upon views and doc-

trines much cherished and often reproduced by
Plato. The dialogue Minos presents, in a rude and

acknowledges awkward manner , without explanation or amplifica-

™ l e i h
p

tion, that worship of the Abstract and the Ideal,
ught which Plato, in other and longer dialogues, seeks to

diversify as well as to elaborate. The definitions of
Law here combated and given by Sokrates, illustrate this.
The good, the true, the right, the beautiful, the real—all
coalesce in the mind of Plato. There is nothing (in his view)
real, except The Good, The Just, &c. (TO avTo-cuyadov; avro-
SIKCUOV—Absolute Goodness and Justice): particular good
and just things have no reality, they are no more good and

nibus legitima ease — sed tantum,
notionem" (rather the sentiment or
emotion) " legitimi omnibus eandem

ease. Sed omnia scriptor hie con-
ftmdit."

i Plato, Minos, 317 C.
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just than bad and unjust—they are one or the other, accord-
ing to circumstances—they are ever variable, floating midway
between the real and unreal/ The real alone is knowable,
correlating with knowledge or with the knowing Intelligence
N0O9. As Sokrates distinguishes elsewhere TO SIKCUOV or
avro-Si/caiov from ra Sl/caia—so here he distinguishes (v6fio<;
from TO, vo/M%6fieva) Law, from the assemblage of actual
commands or customs received as laws among mankind.
These latter are variable according to time and place; but
Law is always one and the same. Plato will acknowledge
nothing to be Law, except that which (he thinks) ought
to be Law; that which emanates from a lawgiver of con-
summate knowledge, who aims at the accomplishment of the
good and the real, and knows how to discover and realise that
end. So far as " the decree of the city " coincides with what
would have been enacted by this lawgiver (i. e., so far as
it is good and right), Sokrates admits it as a valid explanation
of Law; but no farther. He considers the phrase bad law
to express a logical impossibility, involving a contradiction in
adjecto? What others call a bad law, he regards as being no
real law, but only a fallacious image, mistaken for such by
the ignorant. He does not consider such ignorant persons as
qualified to judge: he recognises only the judgment of the
knowing one or few, among whom he affirms that there can
be no difference of opinion. Every one admits just things to
be just,—unjust things to be unjust,—heavy things to be
heavy,—the existent and the real, to be the existent and the
real. If then the lawgiver in any of his laws fails to attain
this reality, he fails in the very purpose essential to the con-
ception of law: * i. e., his pretended law is no law at all.

By Law, then, Plato means—not the assemblage of actual
positive rules, nor any general property common to and cha-

p See the remarkable passage in the
fifth book of the Kepublic, pp. 479-480;
compare vii. 538 B.

' Plato, Minos, 314 D.
The same argument is brought to

bear by the Platonic Sokrates against
Hippias in the Hippias Major, 284-
285. If the laws arc not really profit-

able, which ia the only real purpose
for which they were established,
they are no laws at all. The Spartans
are •napa.vonot. Some of the answers
assigned to Hippias (284 D) are per-
tinent enough; but he ia overborne.

' Plato, Minos, 316 B. "Os &v &pa TOV
OVTOS aiiafnavri, TOV VO/J.I/J.OV a
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racteristic of them, nor the free determination of an assembled
piato wor- Demos as distinguished from the mandates of a
idS o* his despot—but the Type of Law as it ought to be,
ttenwnorkdo7 and as it would be, if prescribed by a perfectly
SSctue wise ruler, aiming at good and knowing how to
thews"/ realise it. This, which is the ideal of his own
Man' mind, P l a to worships and reasons upon as if i t were

the only reality: as Law by nature, or natural Law, distin-
guished from actual positive laws: which last have either been
set by some ill-qualified historical ruler, or have grown up insen-
sibly. Knowledge, art, philosophy, systematic and construc-
tive, applied by some one or few exalted individuals, is (in
his view) the only cause capable of producing that typical
result which is true, good, real, permanent, and worthy of the
generic name.

In the Minos, this general Platonic view is applied to
Different ap- Law: in the Politikus, to government and social
p l i c a t i o n s o f , . . , , . • , i T T - , 1 , • 1

this general administration: IU the Kratylus, to naming or lan-
view, in the guage. In the Politikus, we find the received clas-
Minos, Poli- . „ .

tutus. Kraty- sification of governments (monarchy, aristocracy,
Natural Eec- and democracy) discarded as improper, and the as-
Law, Go- sertion advanced, That there is only one government
vernment, t .

Names, &o. right, true, genuine, really existing—government
by the uncontrolled authority and superintendance of the
man of exalted intelligence: he who is master in the art of
governing, whether such man do in fact hold power any-
where or not, All other governments are degenerate substi-
tutes for this type, some receding from it less, some more."
Again, in the Kratylus, where names and name-giving are» Plato, Politikus, 293 C-D. rairw
fita<pep6vTOis bpd'fyv elvat Kal \i.6vt]v ira-
\tT€iap, ef 77 TIS ay €vpt<TKOi robs
ap^ovTas O.\TJ8US tTriffTfifiovas Kal ou
SoKovvras fjiSfoy—T(JT€ Kal Kara TOVS
roiovrovs 'dpovs rjfuy p.6vr\v bpOty iro-
AiTeiav eivai pririov. Scras 5e aAAas
A^yo[X€y, 0 v yvqalas oi/B1 0 v r w s
•jti a as \(KT iov, aKKa

The historical (Xenophontic) So-
krates asserts this same position in
Xenophon's Memorabilia (iii. 9, 10;.
" Sokrates said that Kings and Rulers
were those who knew how to command,
not those who held the sceptre or were
chosen by election or lot, or had ac-
quired power by force or fraud," &c.

-- ( y. , , , The Kings of Sparta and Macedonia,
ravTOv, as pei> eviiS/iovs Adyo/iev, e?rl the BouA^ and ATJ/XOS of Athens, the
™ KaWioc, -ras 5e &\\as iirl TO tuaxiova Despot of Syracuse or Pherse, are here
fieiiifiricSai. declared to be not real rulers at all.
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discussed, Sokrates * maintains that things can only be named
according to their true and real nature—that there is, belong-
ing to each thing, one special and appropriate Name-Form,
discernible only by the sagacity of the intelligent Lawgiver:
who alone is competent to bestow upon each thing its right,
true, genuine, real name, possessing rectitude by nature
(opOoTTj'i cf>vaei)J This Name-Form (according to Sokrates) is
the same in all languages in so far as they are constructed by
different intelligent Lawgivers, although the letters and syl-
lables in which they may clothe the Form are very different.1

If names be not thus apportioned by the systematic purpose
of an intelligent Lawgiver, but raised up by insensible and
unsystematic growth—they will be unworthy substitutes for
the genuine type, though they are the best which actual
societies possess: according to the opinion announced by
Kratylus in that same dialogue, they will not be names
at all."

The Kretan Minos (we here find it affirmed)," son, com-
panion, and pupil of Zeus, has learnt to establish Euiogy on

„ , . • , . . , . , M inos, as

laws 01 this divme type or natural rectitude: the having estab-
. • * . lisbed laws

proof ot which is, that the ancient Kretan laws on this divine
have for immemorial ages remained, and still do rai rectitude.
remain,b unchanged. But when Sokrates tries to determine,
Wherein consists this Law-Type ? What is it that the wise
Lawgiver prescribes for the minds of the citizens—as the
wise gymnastic trainer prescribes proper measure of nourish-
ment and exercise for their bodies?—the question is left
unanswered. Sokrates confesses with shame that he cannot
answer i t : and the dialogue ends in a blank. The reader—

* Plato, Kratylus, 387 D.
y Plato, Kratyl. 388 A-E.
* Plato, Kratyl. 389 E, 390 A, 432 B.

OIIKOVV ov-rus a|iw<reis Km rbv pofioBeTiiy
TOV Te €p0a5e Kcd rhv eV rois [Sapfidpots.,
ecus &v T2> TOV bv6ixnTos eTSos a7ro8<5$
rb irpoffriKOV ktcdGTO) ev oiroiaHTOvv ffv\-
Aa(8a?s, ovbey X^Pm vo^oQiTi]v tivai rhv
evddSe ir) Thi/ 6-novoiv &W061; Com-
pare this with the Minos, 315 E, 31ti D,
where Sokrates evades, by an hypo-
thesis very similar, the objection made

[ by the collocutor, that the laws in
one country are very different from
those in another—taws yap OVK evvotis
ravra fi.€TaireTTev6[j.€vu '6ri raurd icrriy.

* Plato, Kratyl. 430 A, 432 A, 433 D,
435 C.

Kratylus says that a name badly
given is no name at all; just as So-
krates says in the Minos that a bad
law is no law at all.

b Plato, Minos, 319 B, 321 A.
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according to Plato's manner—is to be piqued and shamed
into the effort of meditating the question for himself.

An attempt to answer this question will be found in Plato's
The Minos Treatise De Legibus—in the projected Kretan
b aSAristo-se(1 colony, of which he there sketches the fundamental
tosTtaa' laws- Aristophanes of Byzantium very naturally
£nh!heal0Ils placed this treatise as sequel to the Minos; second
Leg6s- in the Trilogy of which the Minos was first.0

Whoever has followed the abstract of the Minos, which I
Explanations have just given, will remark the different expla-
Law-om- nations of the word Law—both those which are dis-
meaning. allowed, and that which is preferred, though left
incomplete, by Sokrates. On this same subject, there are in
many writers, modern as well as ancient, two distinct modes
of confusion traceable—pointed out by eminent recenfrjurists,
such as Mr. Bentham, Mr. Austin, and Mr. Maine. 1. Be-
tween Law as it is, and Law as it ought to be. 2. Between
Laws Imperative, set by intelligent rulers, and enforced by
penal sanction—and Laws signifying uniformities of fact ex-
pressed in general terms, such as the Law of Gravitation,
Crystallization, &c. We can hardly say that in the dialogue
Minos, Plato falls into the first of these two modes of con-
fusion : for he expressly says that he only recognises the
Ideal of Law, or Law as it ought to be (actual Laws every-
where being disallowed, except in so far as they conform
thereunto). But he doe's fall into the second, when he iden-
tifies the Lawful with the Eeal or Existent. His Ideal stands
in place of generalisations of fact.

There is also much confusion, if we compare the Minos
with other dialogues: wherein Plato frequently talks of Laws
as the laws and customs actually existing or imperative in any
given state—Athens, Sparta, or elsewhere (No/io?=T^ PO/M-
^ofieva, according to the first words in the Minos). For
example, in the harangue which he supposes to be addressed
to Sokrates in the Kriton, and which he invests with so im-

•= I reserve for an Appendix some further remarks upon the genuineness of
Hipparchus and Minos. °
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pressive a character—the Laws of Athens are introduced as
speakers: but according to the principles laid down in the
Minos, three-fourths of the Laws of Athens could not be
regarded as Laws at all. If therefore we take Plato's writings
throughout, we shall not find that he is constant to one uniform
sense of the word Law, or that he escapes the frequent con-
fusion between Law as it actually exists and Law as it ought
to be.d

d The first explanation of /
advanced by the Companion in reply-
to Sokrates (viz. No/xos = TO vofj.t£6ij,eva),
coincides substantially -with the mean-
ing of NiJfios Ban-iAeJis in Pindar
and Herodotus fsee above, chap, vi.),
who is an imaginary ruler, occupying
a given region, and enforcing T& VOIU-
(6/j.eva. It coincides also with, the
precept NiJfip Tv6\eus, as prescribed by
the Pythian priestess to applicants who
asked advice about the proper forms of
religious worship (Xenop. Memor. i.
3 ,1); though this precept, when Cicero
comes to report it (Legg. ii. 16, 40\
appears divested of its simplicity, and
overclouded with the very confusion
touched upon in my text. Aristotle
does not keep clear of the confusion
(compare Ethic. Nikom. i. 1, 1094,
b. 16, and v. 5, 1130, b. 24). I shall
revert again to the distinction between
v6/ios and ipitns, in touching on other
Platonic dialogues. Cicero expressly
declares (Legg. ii. 5, 11), conformably
to what is said by the Platonic So-
krates in the Minos, that a bad law,

however passed in regular form, is no
law at all; and this might be well it
he adhered consistently to the same
phraseology, but he perpetually uses,
in other places, the words Lex and
Leges to signify laws actually-in force
at Koine, good or bad.

Mr. Bentham gives an explanation
of Law or The Law, which, coincides
with N<(|Uos = TO vo/ii(6iieva. He says
(Principles of Morals and Legislation,
vol. ii. ch. 17, p. 257, ed. 1823),
" Now Law, or The Law, taken in-
definitely, is an abstract and collective
term, which, when it means anything,
can mean neither more nor less than
the sum total of a number of individual
laws taken together."

Mr. Austin in his Lectures, 'The
Province of Jurisprudence Determined,'
has explained more clearly and copi-
ously than any antecedent author, the
confused meanings of the word Law
adverted to in my text. See especially
his first lecture and his fifth, pp. 113-
163 seq.
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APPENDIX.

Iu continuing to recognise Hipparchus and Minos as Platonic works, contrary
to the opinion of many modern critics, I have to remind the reader, not only that
both are included in the Canon of Thrasyllus, hut that the Minos was expressly
acknowledged by Aristophanes of Byzantium, and included by him among
the Trilogies: showing that it existed then (220 B.C.) in the Alexandrine Museum
as a Platonic work. The similarity between the Hipparchus and Minos is
recognised by all the Platonic critics, most of whom declare that both of them
are spurious. Schleiermacher affirms and vindicates this opinion in his Ein-
leitung and notes: but it will be convenient to take the arguments advanced to
prove the spuriousness, as they are set forth by M. Boeckh, in his " Comment,
in Platonis qui vulgo fertur Minoem :" in which treatise, though among his
early works, the case is argued with all that copious learning and critical
ability, which usually adorn his many admirable contributions to the improve-
ment of philology.

M. Boeckh not only rejects the pretensions of Hipparchus and Minos to be
considered as works of Plato, but advances an affirmative hypothesis to show
what they are. He considers these two dialogues, together with those De
Justo, and De Virtute (two short dialogues in the Pseudo-platonic list, not
recognised by Thrasyllus) as among the dialogues published by Simon; an
Athenian citizen and a shoemaker by trade, in whose shop Sokrates is said to
have held many of his conversations. Simon is reported to have made many
notes of these conversations, and to have composed and published, from them, a
volume of thirty-three dialogues (Diog. L. ii. 122), among the titles of which
there are two—Ilepl <£iAo/c€p5o0s and Ilepi N6/iov. Simon was, of course, con-
temporary with Plato; but somewhat older in years. With this part of M.
Bocckh's treatise, respecting the supposed authorship of Simon, I have nothing
to do. I only notice the arguments by which he proposes to show that Hip-
parchus and Minos are not works of Plato.

In the first place, I notice that M. Boeckh explicitly recognises them as
works of an author contemporary with Plato, not later than 380 B.C. (p. 46).
Hereby many of the tests, whereby we visually detect spurious works, become
inapplicable.

In the second place, he admits that the dialogues are composed in good Attic
Greek, suitable to the Platonic age both in character and manners—" At veteris
esse et Attici scriptoris, probus sermo, antiqui mores, totus denique character,
spondeat," p. 32.

The reasons urged by M. Boeckh to prove the spiuiousness of the Minos, are
first, that it is unlike Plato—next, that it is too much like Plato. " Dupliciter
dialogus a Platonis ingenio discrepat: partim quod parum, partim quod
nimium, similis ceteris ejusdem scriptis sit. Parum similis est in rebus per-
multis. Nam cum Plato adhuc vivos ac videntes aut nuper defunctos notosque
homines, ut seenicus poeta actores, moribus ingeniisque accurate descriptis,
nominatim producat in medium—in isto opusculo eum Socrate colloquens per-
snna plane' incertn est ac nomine carens: quippe cum imperitus scriptor essct
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artis illius colloquiis suis dtdcimmas veneres illas inferendi, qute ex peculvaribus
personarum moribus pingendis redundant, atque a Platone ut flores per amplos
dialogorumhortossuntdisseminatse" (pp. 7-8): again, p. 9, it is complained that
there is an " infinitus secundarius collocutor " in the Hipparchus.

Now the sentence, just transcribed from M. Boeckh, shows that he had in his
mind as standard of comparison, a certain number] of the Platonic works, but
that he did not take account of all of them. The Platonic Protagoras begins
with a dialogue between Sokrates and an unknown, nameless, person; to whom
Sokrates, after a page of conversation with him, recounts what has just passed
between himself, Protagoras, and others. Next, if we turn to the Sophistes
and Politikus, we find that in both of them, not simply the secundarius collo-
cutor, but even the principal speaker, is an unknown and nameless person,
described only as a Stranger from Elea, and never before seen by Sokrates.
Again, in the Leges, the principal speaker is only an ABrivcuos £4vos, without a
name. In the face of such analogies, it is unsafe to lay down a peremptory rule,
that no dialogue can be the work of Plato, which acknowledges as collocutor an
unnamed person.

Then again—when M. Boeckh complains that the Hipparchus and Minos
are destitute of those "flores et dulcissimie Veneres " which Plato is accustomed
to spread through his dialogues—I ask, Where are the " dulcissimse Veneres " in
the Parmenides, Sophistes, Politikus, Leges, Timseus, Kritias? I find none.
The presence of " dulcissimse Veneres " is not a condition sine qua non, in every
composition which pretends to Plato as its author : nor can the absence of them
be admitted as a reason for disallowing Hipparchus and Minos.

The analogy of the Sophistes and Politikus (besides Symposium, Republic,
and Leges) farther shows, that there is nothing wonderful in finding the titles
of Hipparchus and Minos derived from the subjects (nepi QiXoxepSovs and nepl
NSfnov), not from the name of one of the collocutors :—whether we suppose the
titles to have been bestowed by Plato himself, or by some subsequent editor
(Boeckh, p. 10).

To illustrate his first ground of objection—Dissimilarity between the Minos
and the true Platonic writings—M. Boeckh enumerates (pp. 12-23) several
passages of the dialogue which he considers unplatonic. Moreover, he includes
among them (p. 12) examples of confused and illogical reasoning. I confess
that to me this evidence is noway sufficient to prove that Plato is not the
author. That certain passages may be picked out which are obscure, confused,
inelegant—is certainly no sufficient evidence. If I thought so, I should go
along with Ast in rejecting the Euthydemus, Menon, Laches, Charmides,
Lysis, &c, against all which Ast argues as spurious, upon evidence of the same
kind. It is not too much to say, that against almost every one of the dia-
logues, taken severally, a case of the same kind, more or less plausible, might
be made out. You might in each of them find passages peculiar, careless,
awkwardly expressed. The expression -r))v avdpatrelav uytkriv TOV trdifiaros,
which M. Boeckh insists upon so much as improper, would probably have been
considered as a mere case of faulty text, if it had occurred in any other dia-
logue : and so it may fairly be considered in the Minos.

Moreover as to faults of logic and consistency in the reasoning, most certainly
these cannot be held as proving the Minos not to be Plato's work. I would
engage to produce, from most of his dialogues, defects of reasoning quite as
grave as any which the Minos exhibits. On the principle assumed by M.
Boeckh, every one who agreed with Pansetius in considering the elaborate
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proof given in the Phsedon, of the immortality of the soul, as illogical and
delusive—would also agree with Pansetius in declaring that the Phsedon was not
the work of Plato. It is one question, whether the reasoning in any dialogue
be good or bad: it is another question, whether the dialogue be written by
Plato or not. Unfortunately, the Platonic critics often treat the first question
as if it determined the second.

M. Boeckh himself considers that the evidence arising from dissimilarity
(upon which I have just dwelt) is not the strongest part of his case. He relies
more upon the evidence arising from too much similarity, as proving still more
clearly the spuriousness of the Minos. " Jam pergamus ad alteram partem
nostrse argumentationis, eamque etiam firmiorem, de nimid similitudine Platoni-
corum aliquot locorum, quse imitationem doceat subesse. Nam de hoc quidem
conveniet inter omnes doctos et indoctos, Platonem se ipsum haud posse imitari •'
nisi si quis dubitet de sana ejus inente" (p. 23). Again, p. 26, " Jam vero in
nostro colloquio Symposium, Politician, Euthyphronem, Protagoram, Gorgiam,
Cratylum, Philebum, dialogos expressos ac tantum non compilatos reperies."
And M. Boeckh goes on to specify various passages of the Minos, which he
considers to have been imitated, and badly imitated, from one or other of these
dialogues.

I cannot agree with M. Boeckh in regarding this nimia similitudo aa the
strongest part of his case. On the contrary, I consider it as the weakest:
because his own premisses (in my judgment) not only do not prove his conclu-
sion, but go far to prove the opposite. When we find him insisting, in such
strong language, upon the great analogy which subsists between the Minos and
seven of the incontestable Platonic dialogues, this is surely a fair proof that its
author is the same as their author. To me it appears as conclusive as internal
evidence ever can be; unless there be some disproof aliunde to overthrow it. But
M. Boeckh produces no such disproof. He converts these analogies into testi-
mony ia his own favour, simply by bestowing upon them the name imitatio,—
stulta imitatio (p. 27). This word involves an hypothesis, whereby the point
to be proved is assumed—viz.: difference of authorship. " Plato cannot have
imitated himself" (M. Boeckh observes). I cannot admit such impossibility,
even if you describe the fact in that phrase : but if you say " Plato in one dia-
logue thought and wrote like Plato in another "—you describe the same fact in
a different phrase, and it then appears not merely possible but natural and
probable. Those very real analogies, to which M. Boeckh points in the word
imitatio, are in my judgment cases of the Platonic thought in one dialogue
being like the Platonic thought in another. The similitudo, between Minos
and these other dialogues, can hardly be called nimia, for M. Boeckh himself
points out that it is accompanied with much difference. I t is a similitude, such
as we should expect between one Platonic dialogue and another: with this
difference, that whereas, in the Minos, Plato gives the same general views in a
manner more brief, crude, abrup1^-in the other dialogues he works them out
with greater fulness of explanation and illustration, and some degree of change
not unimportant. That there should be this amount of difference between one
dialogue of Plato and another appears to me perfectly natural. On the other
hand—that there should have been a contemporary falsarius (scriptor miser,
insulsus, vilissimus, to use phrases of M. Boeckh), who studied and pillaged the
best dialogues of Plato, for the purpose of putting together a short and per-
verted abbreviation of them—and who contrived to get his miserable abbreviation
recognized by the Byzantine Aristophanes among the genuine dialogues not-
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withstanding the existence of the Platonio school—this, I think highly im-
probable.

I cannot therefore agree with M. Boeckh in thinking, that " ubique se prodens
Platonis hnitatio " (p. 31) is an irresistible proof of spuriousness: nor can I
think that his hypothesis shows itself to advantage, when he says, p. 10—
"Ipse autem dialogus (Minos) quum post Politicum compositus sit, quod
qusedam in eo dicta rebus ibi expositis manifesto nitantur, ut paullo post osten-
demus—quis est qui artificiosissimum philosophum, postquam ibi (in Politico)
accuratius de natura legis egisset, de ea iterum putet negligenter egisse ? "—
I do not think it so impossible as it appears to M. Boeckh, that a philosopher,
after having written upon a given subject accuratius, should subsequently write
upon it negligenter. But if I granted this ever so fully, I should still contend
that there remains another alternative. The negligent workmanship may have
preceded the accurate : an alternative which I think is probably the truth, and
which has nothing to exclude it except M. Boeckh's pure hypothesis, that the
Minos must have been copied from the Politikus.

While I admit then that the Hipparchus and Minos are among the inferior
and earlier compositions of Plato, I still contend that there is no ground for
excluding them from the list of his works. Though the Platonic critics of this
century are for the most part of an adverse opinion, I have with me the general
authority of the critics anterior to this century—from Aristophanes of Byzan-
tium down to Bentley and Ruhnken—see Boeckh, pp. 7-32.

Yxem defends the genuineness of the Hipparchus—(Ueber Platon's Klei-
tophon, p. 8. Berlin, 1846).
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CHAPTEB XIII.

p
rious by some
modem

THEAGES.

THIS is among the dialogues declared by Schleiermacher,
Tbeagsn- Ast, Stallbaum, and various other modern critics,

pu- to be spurious and unworthy of Plato : the produc-
m e n , . •, . , . 1 ,

tion of one who was not merely an imitator, but a
groins for bad and silly imitator.4 Socher on the other hand
such opinion t . -, . .

not sufficient, defends the dialogue against them, reckoning it as
a juvenile production of Plato.b The arguments which are
adduced to prove its spuriousness appear to me altogether
insufficient. It has some features of dissimilarity with that
which we read in other dialogues—these the above-mentioned
critics call un-platonic: it has other features of similarity—-
these they call bad imitation by a falsarius: lastly, it is in-
ferior, as a performance, to the best of the Platonic dialogues.
But I am prepared to expect (and have even the authority
of Schleiermacher for expecting) that some dialogues will be
inferior to others. I also reckon with certainty, that between
two dialogues, both genuine, there will be points of similarity
as well as points of dissimilarity. Lastly, the critics find
marks of a bad, recent, un-platonic style: but Dionysius of
Halikarnassus—a judge at least equally competent upon
such a matter—found no such marks. He expressly cites
the dialogue as the work of Plato,c and explains the peculiar

" Stallbaum, Proleg, pp. 220-225,
"ineptus tenebrio," &c. Sehleier-
macher, Einleitung, part ii. v. iii. pp.
247-252. Ast, Platon's Leben und
Schiiften, pp. 495-497.

Ast speaks with respect (differing in
this respect from the other two, of the
Theages as a composition, though he
does not believe it to be the work of
Plato. Schleiermacher also admits
(see the end of his Einleitung) that
the style in general has a good Platonic

colouring, though he considers some
particular phrases as un-Platonic.

b Socher, Ueber Platon, pp. 92-102.
M. Cobet also speaks of it as a work of
Plato (Novas Lectiones, &c, p. 624.
Lugd. Bat. 1858).

c Dionys. Hal. Ars Rhetor, p. 405,
Reisk. Compare Theages, 121 D.
eis TO &(TTV KaTafialvovTes.

In general, in discussions on the
genuineness of any of the Platonic
dialogues, I can do nothing but reply
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phraseology assigned to Demodokus by remarking, that the
latter is presented as a person of rural habits and occupations.

Demodokus, an elderly man (of rank and landed property),
and his youthful son Theages, have come from their Peraons of

Deine to Athens, and enter into conversation with ^iSf",6

Sokrates : to whom the father explains, that Theages ddtuŝ "™"
has contracted, from the conversation of youthful S S and
companions, an extraordinary ardour for the acquisi- (°"e Jon)^*
tion of wisdom. The son has importuned his father acquire"
to put him under the tuition of one of the Sophists, (WirestiTbe
who profess to teach wisdom. The father, though theteach'ing1

not unwilling to comply with the request, is deterred
by the difficulty of finding a good teacher and avoiding a bad
one. He entreats the advice of Sokrates, who invites the
young man to explain what it is that he wants, over and
above the usual education of an Athenian youth of good
family (letters, the harp, wrestling, &c), which he has already
gone through.*1

Sokr.—You desire wisdom: but what kind of wisdom ?
That by which men manage chariots ? or govern gokI.ateS

horses ? or pilot ships ? Theag.—No: that by which S ^ V
men are governed. 8ohr.—But what men ? those IpSyhw'hat>

in a state of sickness—or those who are singing in he wants-

a chorus—or those who are under gymnastic training ? Each
of these classes has its own governor, who bears a special

to the arguments of those critics who
consider them spurious. But in the
case of the Theages there is one argu-
ment which tends to mark Plato
positively as the author.

In the Theages, p. 125, the senarius
ffotpol Tvpavvot TOJV <ro<pG>v ffvvovffia i s
cited as a verse of Euripides. Now it
appears that this is an error of memory,
and that the verse really belongs to
SophoJcles, h Alavri AoKpif. If the

568 B), the most unquestionable of all
the Platonic compositions. Accord-
ingly, Schleiennacher tells us in his
note that the falsarius of the Theages
has copied this error out of the above-
named passage of the Eepublic of
Plato (notes, p. 500).

This last supposition of Sehleier-
macher appears to me highly im-
probable. Since we know that the
mistake is one made by Plato himself,

error had only appeared in this dia- i surely we ought rather to believe that
logue, Stallbaum would probably have
cited it as one more instance of stupidity
on the part of the ineptus tenebrio whom
he supposes to have written the dia-
logue. But unfortunately the error
does not belong to the Theages alone.
It is found also in the Eepublic (viii.

he made it in two distinct composi-
tions. In other words the occurrence
of the same exact mistake in the
Eepublic and the Theages affords
strong presumption that both are by
the same author—Plato.

d Plato, Theages, 122.
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g

quire that

title, and belongs to a special art by itself—the medical,
musical, gymnastic, &c. Theag.—No: I mean that wisdom
by which we govern, not these classes alone, but all the other
residents in the city along with them—professional as well
as private—men as well as women.6

Sokrates now proves to Theages, that this function and
power which he is desirous of obtaining, is, the
function and power of a despot: and that no one

7asn can aid him in so culpable a project. I might
men with vearn (says Theages) for such despotic power over
their own \ \ 11 u J t-u

consent. a l l : s o probably would you and every other man.
But it is not that to which I now aspire. I aspire to govern
freemen, with their own consent; as was done by Themis-
tokles, Perikles, Kimon, and other illustrious statesmen/ who
have been accomplished in the political art.

Sokr.—Well, if you wished to become accomplished in the
art of horsemanship, you would put yourself under able horse-
men : if in the art of darting the javelin, under able darters.
By parity of reasoning, since you seek to learn the art of
statesmanship, you must frequent able statesmen.s

Theag.—No, Sokrates. I have heard of the language
te^TJniie which you are in the habit of using to others. You

pointed out to them that these eminent statesmen
cannot train their own sons to be at all better than

sokrates wSi curriers: of course therefore they cannot do me any
himself teach g00(j n S0Jcr_—But what can your father do for you

* Plato, Theages, 124 A-B. Schleier-
maclier (Einleit. p. 250) censures the
prolixity of the inductive process in
this dialogue, and the multitude of
examples here accumulated to prove a
general proposition obvious enough
without proof. Let us grant this to be
true; we cannot infer from it that the
dialogue is not the work of Plato.
By very similar arguments Socher
endeavours to show that the Sophistes
and the Politikus are not works of
Plato, because in both these dialogues
logical division and differentiation is
accumulated with tiresome prolixity,
and applied to most trivial subjects.
But Plato himself (in Politikus, pp.

285-286) explains why he does so, and
tells us that he wishes to familiarise
his readers with logical subdivision and
classification as a process. In like
manner I maintain that prolixity in
the \6yoi 4-KaKTinoi is not to be held
as proof of spurious authorship, any
more than prolixity in the process of
logical subdivision and classification.

I noticed the same objection in the
case of the First AlkLbiades.

' Plato, Theages, 126 A.
n Plato, Theages, 126 0.
h Plato, Theages, 126 D. Here again

Stallbaum (p. 222) urges, among his
reasons for believing the dialogue to
be spurious.—How absurd to represent
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better than this, Theages ? " What ground have you for com-
plaining of him ? He is prepared to place you under any one
of the best and most excellent men of Athens, whichever of
them you prefer. Theag.—Why will not you take me your-
self, Sokrates ? I look upon you as one of these men, and
I desire nothing better.1

Demodokus joins his entreaties with those of Theages to
prevail upon Sokrates to undertake this function. But So-
krates in reply says that he is less fit for it than Demodokus
himself, who has exercised high political duties, with the
esteem of every one: and that if practical statesmen are con-
sidered unfit, there are the professional Sophists, Prodikus,
Gorgias, Polus, who teach many pupils, and earn not merely
good pay, but also the admiration and gratitude of every one
—of the pupils as well as their senior relatives.1*

8okr.—I know nothing of the fine things which these So-
phists teach : I wish I did know. I declare every- sokrates
where, that I know nothing whatever except one heCisnotthat

small matter—what belongs to love. In that, I sur- S
pass every one else, past as well as present.1 Theag.
—Sokrates is only mocking us. I know youths
(of my own age and somewhat older), who were maintains8"
altogether worthless and inferior to every one, before his y^ng7 °
they went to him ; but who, after they had fre- prroflteS<iave

quented his society, became in a short time superior theeonver-
to all their former rivals. The like will happen sokrates.
with me, if he will only consent to receive me.™

SoJcr.—You do not know how this happens; I will explain
it to you. From my childhood, I have had a pecu- sokrates
liar superhuman something attached to me by divine tiKCfhow

appointment: a voice, which, whenever it occurs, hsppelSI—

the youthful Theages as knowing what
arguments Sokrates had addressed to
others! But the youthful Thesetetus is
also represented as having heard from
others the cross-examinations made by
Sokrates (Thesetet. 148 E). So like-
wise the youthful sons of Lysimachus
—(Laches, 181 A) compare also Lysis,
211 A.

k Plato, Theages, 127 D-E, 128 A.
1 Plato, Theages, 128 B. aWa Kal

\4yto BTJITOV aei , OTI eyii r v d

(TfUKpov Tivbs iia6i]jxaros, T&V p
TOVTO fj.ivroi T2> jU<£07jjUa Trap' bvTivovv
iroiov/ial Setp&s elvcu, Kal rwv Trpoycyo
V6TWV avOp&irwv Kal rwv vvv.

m Plato, Theaggs, 128 C.
Plato, Theages, 127 A.
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He recites warns me to abstain from that which I urn about to
enSceTthe do, but never impels me." Moreover, when any one
orDiemon. of my friends mentions to me what he is about to
do, if the voice shall then occur to me, it is a warning for
him to abstain. The examples of Charmides and Timarchus
(here detailed by Sokrates) prove what I say: and many per-
sons will tell you how truly I forewarned them of the ruin of
the Athenian armament at Syracuse.0 My young friend
Sannion is now absent, serving on the expedition under Thra-
syllus to Ionia: on his departure, the divine sign manifested
itself to me, and I am persuaded that some grave calamity
will befall him.

These facts I mention to you (Sokrates continues) because it
*s ^na^ s a m e divine power which exercises paramount
hifluence over my intercourse with companions.5

Towards many, it is positively adverse; so that I
cannot even enter into companionship with them.
Towards others, it does not forbid, yet neither does
it co-operate; so that they derive no benefit from
me. There are others again in whose case it co-
operates ; these are the persons to whom you allude,
who make rapid progress.* With some, such im-
provement is lasting: others, though they improve
wonderfully while in my society, yet relapse into

commonplace men when they leave me. Aristeides, for
example (grandson of Aristeides the Just), was one of those
who made rapid progress while he was with me. But he was
forced to absent himself on military service; and on return-
ing, he found as my companion Thucydicles (son of Melesias),
who however had quarrelled with me for some debate of the
day before. I understand (said Aristeides to me) that Thucy-

sons°madvPeers"e

u o* tSs

comPi"niony

Sokrates.
Aristeides
has not learnt
anything
from So-
krates, yet
has improved
much by
being near
to him.

» Plato, Theages, 128 D. ia-ri yip
i 0em fioipq. TiaptiT6}x£vov ifjiol e« iraiSbs

eyov Zaifxoviov. ian 5e TOVTO
^ '6rav ytvyrai, ael [tot tri^uaiz'et,

t ttv fieXXu irpaTTew, rovrov airo-
Tpoirtyi TrpOTpeVei Se ovSeiroTC.

0 Plato, Theag. 129.
P Plato, Theages, 129 E. TOCT« 8^

•jrivra eipriKa, tsoi, 8TI r) Siva/us avrii
TOV Sai/AOviov TOVTOV K<il els T&S <TVVOV~

(rias r&v /U€T' i/xov (Tvv$iaTpifS6vTaiv rb
airav Zivarai. iroXXois fiXv yhp tvav
TIOCTOI, KOX OVK ia-ri TOVTOIS aip(Xi]irii/ai
yUer' 4/j.ov $taTpif$ov<riv.

i Plato, Theag. 129 E. ots 5" tiv
<rvX\d$riTai rrjs arvvovnias r\ rod Sai-
fioviov Svvafus, OVTOI eltriv &v Kal ITV
po-Byo-ar Tax" 7«P n
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dides has taken offence and gives himself airs; he forgets
what a poor creature he was, before he came to you/ I my-
self, too, have fallen into a despicable condition. When I
left you, I was competent to discuss with any one and make
a good figure, so that I courted debate with the most accom-
plished men. Now, on the contrary, I avoid them altogether
—so thoroughly am I ashamed of my own incapacity. Did
the capacity (I, Sokrates, asked Aristeides) forsake you all at
once, or little by little ? Little by little, he replied. And
when you possessed it (I asked), did you get it by learning
from me? or in what other way? I will tell you, Sokrates
(he answered), what seems incredible, yet is nevertheless
true.3 I never learnt from you any thing at all. You your-
self well know this. But I always made progress, whenever
I was along with you, even if I were only in the same house
without being in the same room; but I made greater progress,
if I was in the same room—greater still, if I looked in your
face, instead of turning my eyes elsewhere—and the greatest of
all, by far, if I sat close and touching you. But now (continued
Aristeides) all that I then acquired has dribbled out of me.1

SoJcr.—I have now explained to you, Theages, what it is to
become my companion. If it be the pleasure of the Theages ex-
God, you will make great and rapid progress: ii anxiety to be
not, not. Consider, therefore, whether it is not thecompa-

• . - nion of

safer for you to seek instruction from some of those sokrates.
who are themselves masters of the benefits which they impart,
rather than to take your chance of the result with me."
Theag.—I shall be glad, Sokrates, to become your companion,
and to make trial of this divine coadjutor. If he shows him-

' Plato, Theag. 130 A-B. Ti Sat;
OVK oltieVt 6(/?T;, irplv <ro\ o'vyyevto'dai,
olov 3\v T& avSpdiroSov;

a "Hvitca 5e trot irapeyivtro (Jj StVa/uy),
irSrepoi/ [iad6vTi Trap' efjiov Tt irapeyt-
vero, f/ Tici &Wt? rpoircp; 'Y,y<i aoi,

TOVS 0eous, aXrjdes 5e. iytb yhp f
juep irapa <xuv ovSey TrdiiroTS, ws <rb
olcr8a- eireSiSovv 5e 8VoT€ ffoi avvziriv,
K&v el Iv TTI avrfj fj.6vov olxla ii-r\v, n$)
ev T<£ avT§ 5e uiKtifJ-aTt, &c.

' Plato, Theaggs, 130 E. TTOAV 8h
t̂aAzffTa Kal TrXeltnov eVeStSoui', '6TTOT6

irap O.VT6V (re KadL^olfxtiv e^d/iez/tfs aov
Kal aTrrS^Lei/os. NOp Se 9/ S' &s, iraaa

« Plato, Theag. 130 E. Spa oiv ^
aot h.<f(pa\eGT€pov ̂  Trap' ^Ktlvoiv riv\
•nafiitvtadai, o't iyKpartis aiiroi eicrt TIJT
oj^eAetas, %\v w<pe\ovtTt robs av$pumovs,
fiaWo]/ ^ Trap* efiov '6, TI ay rvxy, TOVTO

2 F 2
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self propitious, that will be the best of all: if not, we can
then take counsel, whether I shall try to propitiate him by
prayer, sacrifice, or any other means which the prophets may
recommend—or whether I shall go to some other teacher."

The Theages figured in the list of Thrasyllus as first in the
Remarks on fifth Tetralogy: the other three members of the
the Theages m , i l • n l - I A T l A T

—Analogy same Tetralogy being (Jnarmides, Laches, -Lysis.
Lachis. Some persons considered it suitable to read as first
dialogue of all.y There are several points of analogy between
the Theages and the Laches, though with a different turn
given to them. Aristeides and Thucydides are mentioned in
both of them: Sokrates also is solicited to undertake the
duty of teacher. The ardour of the young Theages to acquire
wisdom reminds us of Hippokrates at the beginning of the
Protagoras. The string of questions put by Sokrates to
Theages, requiring that what is called wisdom shall be clearly
defined and specialised, has its parallel in many of the
Platonic dialogues. Moreover the declaration of Sokrates,
that he knows nothing except about matters of love, but that
in them he is a consummate master—is the same as what he
explicitly declares both in the Symposion and other dia-
logues.z

But the chief peculiarity of the Theages consists in the
chief pecuii- stress which is laid upon the Daemon, the divine
arity of the *

Theages- voice, the inspiration of Sokrates. This divine aux-
Stress laid x

Xinesi iliary is here described, not only as giving a timely
orDiemon. check or warning to Sokrates, when either he or
his friends contemplated any inauspicious project—but also
as intervening, in the case of those youthful companions with
whom he conversed, to promote the improvement of one, to

1 Plato, Theag. 131 A.
r Diog. L. iii. 59-61.
1 Symposion, 177 E. oi/T<= yap &i>

ovfi4v (

same dialogue, p. 212 B, 216 C. Phaj-
drus, 227 E, 257 A; Lysis, 204 B.
Compare also Xenoph. Memor. ii. 6,28;

Xenoph. Sympos. iv. 27.
It is not reasonable to treat this

declaration of Sokrates, in the Theages,
as an evidence that the dialogue is the
work of afalsarius, when a declaration
quite similar is ascribed to Sokrates in
other Platonic dialogues.
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obstruct that of others; so that whether Sokrates will produce
any effect or not in improving any one, depends neither upon
his own efforts nor upon those of the recipient, but upon the
unpredictable concurrence of a divine agency.a

Plato employs the Sokratic Daemon, in the Theages, for a
philosophical purpose, which, I think, admits of rea- piato em-
sonable explanation. During the eight (perhaps divine si'̂ n
ten) years, of his personal communion with Sokrates, render some
he had had large experience of the variable and of the sin-
unaccountable effect produced by the Sokratic con- eccentricity

r •> of Sokrates,

versation upon different hearers: a fact which is and of his
L unequal in-

also attested bv the Xenophontic Memorabilia, fluenceupon
• " different

This difference of effect was in no way commen- companions.
surate to the intelligence of the hearers. Chserephon, Apol-
lodorus, Kriton, seem to have been ordinary men:—b while
Kritias and Alkibiades, who brought so much discredit both
upon Sokrates and his teaching, profited little by him,
though they were among the ablest pupils that he ever
addressed: moreover Antisthenes, and Aristippus, probably
did not appear to Plato (since he greatly dissented from their
philosophical views) to have profited much by the common
companionship with Sokrates. Other companions there must
have been also personally known to Plato, though not to us: for
we must remember that Sokrates passed his whole day in talk-
ing with all listeners. Now when Plato in after life came to
cast the ministry of Sokrates into dramatic scenes, and to make
each scene subservient to the illustration of some philosophical
point of view, at least a negative—he was naturally led to
advert to the Daemon or divine inspiration, which formed so
marked a feature in the character of his master. The con-
currence or prohibition of this divine auxiliary served to
explain why it was that the seed, sown broadcast by Sokrates,
sometimes fructified, and sometimes did not fructify, or
speedily perished afterwards—when no sufficient explanatory
peculiarity could be pointed out in the ground on which it

1 See some remarks on this point in
Appendix.

b Xenophon, Apol. So. 28. 'ATOX-

\6$upos — eiriOujitTjTTjs /xev xp
avTov, &\\ws 5e eurj0?js—Plat. Phtedon,
117 D.
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fell. It gave an apparent reason for the perfect singularity
of the course pursued by Sokrates: for his preternatural
acuteness in one direction, and his avowed incapacity in
another: for his mastery of the Elenchus, convicting men of
ignorance, and his inability to supply them with knowledge :
for his refusal to undertake the duties of a teacher. All
these are mysterious features of the Sokratic character. The
intervention of the Daemon appears to afford an explanation,
by converting them into religious mysteries: which, though
it be no explanation at all, yet is equally efficacious by stop-
ping the mouth of the questioner, and by making him believe
that it is guilt and impiety to ask for explanation—as Sokrates
himself declared in regard to astronomical phenomena, and
as Herodotus feels, when his narrative is crossed by strange
religious legends.0

In this manner, the Theages is made by Plato to exhibit
sokrates, one way of parrying the difficulty frequently ad-
tinuaiiy find- dressed to Sokrates by various hearers : " You tell
otLr teach- us that the leading citizens cannot even teach their
teacia him- own sons, and that the Sophists teach nothing worth
self. Diffl- ' n ,1
cuity of and. having: you perpetually call upon us to seek for
ing an ex- i . IT
cusc for his better teachers, without telling us where such are
refusal. The ' &

Theages fur- to be found. We entreat you to teach us yourself,
Dishes an J J

excuse. conformably to your own views."
If a leader of political opposition, after years employed in

denouncing successive administrators as ignorant and ini-
quitous, refuses, when invited, to take upon himself the
business of administration—an intelligent admirer must find
some decent pretence to colour the refusal. Such a pretence
is found for Sokrates in the Theages: " I am not my own
master on this point. I am the instrument of a divine ally,
without whose active working I can accomplish nothing: who
forbids altogether my teaching of one man—tolerates, without
assisting, my unavailing lessons to another—assists effica-
ciously in my teaching of a third, in which case alone the
pupil receives any real benefit. The assistance of this divine

' Xeuop. Memor. iv. 7, 5-6 ; Herodot. ii. 3, 45-ii;.
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ally is given or withheld according to motives of his own,
which I cannot even foretel, much less influence. I should
deceive you therefore if I undertook to teach, when I cannot
tell whether I shall do good or harm."

The reply of Theages meets this scruple. He asks per-
mission to make the experiment, and promises to propitiate
the divine auxiliary by prayer and sacrifice: under which
reserve Sokrates gives consent.

I t is in this way that the Daemon or divine auxiliary serves
the purpose of reconciling what would otherwise be Hato does
an inconsistency in the proceedings of Sokrates. I nor in other
mean, that such is the purpose served in this dia- aiiude to the
logue: I know perfectly that Plato deals with the in the same

way Its

case differently elsewhere : but I am not bound (as character
11 and working

I have said more than once) to force upon all the essentially
' t

 x
t impenetra-

dialogues one and the same point of view. That We- sokrates
° L a privileged

the agency of the Gods was often and in the most Pers™-
important cases, essentially undiscoverable and unpredictable,
and that in such cases they might sometimes be prevailed on
to give special warnings to favoured persons—were doctrines
which the historical Sokrates in Xenophon* asserts with
emphasis.4 The Daemon of Sokrates was believed, both by
himself and his friends, to be a special privilege and an
extreme case of divine favour and communication to him.6 I t
was perfectly applicable to the scope of the Theages, though
Plato might not choose always to make the same employment
of it. It is used in the same general way in the Thesetetus;f

doubtless with less expansion, and blended with another
analogy (that of the midwife) which introduces a considerable
difference.6

d Xenop. Memor. i. 1, 8-9-19.
Euripid. Hecub. 944.
(pvpoviTL 5* aura 0eol iraKtv re Kal

irp6fTta,
Tapayfj.by cvriOei/Tes, us ayvooffia
crel3a>fj.ei/ avrovs.
' Xenop. Mem. iv. 3, 12.
1 Plato, Thesetet. p. 150 D-E.
e Plato, Apolog. S. p. 33 0. ifwl

Se TOVTO, us iyw <prjfj.i, irpooTeVaKTai
v-Trb TOD 8eou TrpoTTeij/ Kal e'/c

Kal e | zwnvitcv KOX travrl Tp6irq>, 3m4p
TI'J 5TOT« Kal &\\r) Seta fiolpa av8p<lnr<p
Kal 6TLOVV 7r̂ o<reTa£e irpaTTfiv. p . 40 A.
7/ yap €ia>6v7d fioi (UOJ/TIKJ) r\ TOV Sai-
ixoviov ev fx\v T$ •KpAaQtv ^p6v(j> iravrl
Ttiyv TTVKV^I a e l i\v Kal irdvv e?rl
CfiiKpals ivavTiovfiii/T], el TI jue'A-
\oi/j.t i*)] bpdws Trpd^eiy. Compare
Xenophon, Memor. iv. 8, 5 ; Apol. So.
c. 13.
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APPENDIX.

Tb Sai/xiviov arifieToy.

Here is one of the points most insisted on by Schleiermacher and Stallbaum,
as proving that the Theages is not the work of Plato. These critics affirm
(to use the language of Stallbaum, Proleg. p. 220) "Quam Plato alias de
Socratis dasinonio prodidit sententiam, ea longissinie recedit ab ilia ratione, quse
in hoc sermone exposita est." He says that the representation of the Daemon of
Sokrates, given in the Theages, has been copied from a passage in the These-
tetus, by an imitator -who has not understood the passage, p. 150, D, E. But
Socher (p. i)7) appears to me to have shown satisfactorily, that there is no such
material difference as these critics affirm between this passage of the Thesetetus
and the Theages. In the Thesetetus, Sokrates declares, that none of his com-
panions learnt any thing from him, but that all of them oTmep ai> 6 0ibs irap-
ci'jqj (the very same term is used at the close of the Theages—131 A, iav jiXv
iraptiicr) T)fuv—rb Stup6i>iov) made astonishing progress and improvement in his
company. Stallbaum says, " Itaque <S 9ebs, qui ibi commemoratur, non est
Socratis dsemonium, sed potius deus, i. e. sors divina. Quod non perspiciens
nosier tenebrio protenus illud dsemonium, quod Socrates sibi semper adesse dic-
titabat, ad eum dignitatis et potentiae gradum evexit, ut, &e." I agree with
Soeher in thinking that the phrase o $ebs in the Theastetus has substantially
the same meaning as rb 8aifi6viov in the Theages. Both Schleiermacher (Notes
on the Apology, p. 432) and Ast (p. 482), have notes on the phrase rb Scu/ao-
viov—and I thins the note of Ast is the more instructive of the two. In Plato
and Xenophon, the words rb §ouii6viov, rb Belov, are in many cases undistinguish-
able in meaning from 6 Sai^wv, 6 0t6s. Compare the Phsedrus, 242 E, about $ebs
and 0e?oV TI. Sokrates, in his argument against Meletus in the Apology (p. 27)
emphatically argues that no man could believe in any thing Scun&viov, without
also believing in Sat/xoves. The special deiov ri KOI hai^viov (Apol. p. 31 C),
which presented itself in regard to him and his proceedings, was only one of the
many modes in which (as he believed) 6 8e6s commanded and stimulated him
to work upon the minds of the Athenians :—e'/tol 8e TOUTO, WS i-yii <pi\fu, irpoa-
reVaKTai iirb rov deov TrparTsiv KaX e/c pavTeiiiv Kal e | iyuirviwy KaX vavrl
rp6ira:f (j&irep ris TroTe Kal &\K"q Otia paipa. av0pifnrcj) Kal bnovv irpo<Tera^6 Tpdr-
T€iv (Apol. p. 33 0). So again in Apol. p. 40 A, B, y elaBvTd not ^KI/TIKJ) i)
rov Sat/ioylou—and four lines afterwards we read the very same fact intimated in
the words, rb TOV fleou ai\fi.Ciov, wliere Sokratis d33monium—and Deus—are iden-
tified : thus refuting the argument above cited from Stallbaum. There is
therefore no such discrepancy, in reference to rb Saiixoviov, as Stallbaum and
Schleiermacher contend for. We perceive indeed this difference between them—
that in the Theaitetus, the simile of the obstetric art is largely employed, while
it is not noticed in the Theages. But we should impose an unwarrantable
restriction upon Plato's fancy, if we hindered him from working out his variety
and o.uberance of metaphors, and from accommodating each dialogue to the
metaphor predominant with him at the time.

Moreover, in respect to what is called the Daunon of Sokrates, we ought
hardly to e.xjwct that either Plato or Xenophon would always be consistent
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even with themselves. It is unsafe for a modern critic to determine beforehand,
by reason or feelings of his own, in what manner either of them would speak
upon this mysterious subject. The belief and feeling of a divine intervention
was very real on the part of both, but their manner of conceiving it might
naturally fluctuate : and there was, throughout all the proceedings of Sokrates,
a mixture of the serious and the playful, of the sublime and the eccentric, of
ratiocinative acuteness with impulsive superstition—which it is difficult to
bring into harmonious interpretation. Such heterogeneous mixture is forcibly
described in the Platonic Sympoaiiun, pp. 215-222. When we consider how
undefined, and undeflnable, the idea of this SCU^VLOV was, we cannot wonder
if Plato ascribes to it different workings and manifestations at different times.
Stallbaum affirms that it is made ridiculous in the Theagea : and Kiihner
declares that Plutarch makes it ridiculous, in his treatise De Genio Sokratis
(Comm. ad. Xenop. Memor. p. 23). But thie is because its agency is described
more in detail. You can easily present it in a ridiculous aspect, by introducing
it as intervening on petty and insignificant matters. Now it is remarkable,
that in the Apology, we are expressly told that it actually did intervene on the
most trifling occasions—iravv iir\ cr/wcpoit ivavTiovfuivii. The business of an
historian of philosophy, is, to describe it as it was really felt and believed by
Sokrates and Plato—whether a modem critic may consider the description ridi-
culous or not.

When Schleiermacher says (Einleitung, p. 248), respecting the faharius
whom he supposes to have written the Theages—"Damit ist ihm begegnet,
auf eine hbchst verkehrte Art wunderbar zusammenzuriihren diese gottliche
Schickung, und jene3 personliche Vorgefiihl welchea dem Sokratea zur gott-
lichen Stimme ward."—I contend that the mistake is chargeable to Schleier-
macher himself, for bisecting into two phenomena that which appears in the
Apology as the aame phenomenon under two different names—rb Saifio-
viov—rb TOV 0eov (rrmttov. Besides, to treat the Daemon as a mere " peraonal
presentiment " of Sokrates, may be a true view:—but it is the view of one
who does not inhale the same religious atmosphere as Sokrates, Plato, and
Xenophon. It cannot therefore be properly applied in explaining their sayinga
or doings.—Kiihner, who treats the Theages as not composed by Plato, grounds
this belief partly on the assertion, that the $IUH6I>LOI> of Sokrates is described
therein as something peculiar to Sokrates; which according to Kiihner, was
the fiction of a subsequent time. By Sokratea and his contemporaries (Kiihner
says) it was considered " non sibi soli tanquam proprium quoddam beneficium a
Diis tributum, sed commune sibi esse cum cseteris hominibus " (pp. 20-21). I
dissent entirely from this view, which ia contradicted by most of the passages
noticed even by Kiihner himself. It is at variance with the Platonic Apology,
as well as with the Thesetetus (150 D, and Eepublic, vi. 496 C). Xenophon
does indeed try, in the first Chapter of the Memorabilia, as the defender of
Sokrates, to soften the invidia against Sokrates, by intimating that other persona
had communications from the Gods as well as he. But we see plainly, even
from other pasaagea of the Memorabilia, that this waa not the persuaaion of
Sokrates himself, nor of his friends, nor of his enemies. They all considered it
(as it ia depicted in the Theages also) to be a special privilege and revelation.
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CHAPTEE XIV.

ERAST.E OR ANTEEAST^—RIVALES.

THE main subject of this short dialogue is—What is philo-
sophy ? f) <f>iXoao(f>ia—TO $£ko<Tofyelv. How are we to explain

or define it ? Wliat is its province and purport ?
Instead of the simple, naked, self-introducing, conver-

ErastfD- sation, which we read in the Menon, Hipparchus,
persons o°the Minos, &c, Sokrates recounts a scene and colloquy,
Dramatic which occurred when he went into the house of
introduction . „

-interesting Dionvsius the grammatist or school-master, tre-
youtlis in Hie •J ° .

palestra. quented by many elegant and high-born youths as
pupils. Two of these youths were engaged in animated
debate upon some geometrical or astronomical problem, in
the presence of various spectators; and especially of two
young men, rivals for the affection of one of them. Of these
rivals, the one is a person devoted to music, letters, discourse,
philosophy:—the other hates and despises these pursuits,
devoting himself to gymnastic exercise, and bent on acquiring
the maximum of athletic force.b I t is much the same con-
trast as that between the brothers Amphion and Zethus in
the Antiope' of Euripides—which is beautifully employed as
an illustration by Plato in the Gorgias.0

As soon as Sokrates begins his interrogatories, the two
TWO rival youths relinquish d their geometrical talk, and turn
one o'f them to him as attentive listeners : their approach affects
literary, de- ^ ^

™iii'So
0h _ his emotions hardly less than those of the Erastes.

the other j j e f}rst enquires from the athletic Erastes, What is
haling p' "
lusophy.

hating pin- -ft that these two youths are so intently engaged

Plato, Erastte, 132. els Atovvaiov
ypajj.[j.0.Ti(rTov ct(Tri\9ou, Hal eTSoy

uQi TWV Te vioiv robs €TrieiKzo"T(iTovs
wvvTas tivai TT]V ISeav Kai irarepuv
oKi,uwy Kai Tovrwv e'paoras.

Pluto, Erast. l:;2 E.
Plato, Gorging, 485-486. Compare

Cicero De Oratore, ii. 37, 156.
d The powerful sentiment of admira-

tion ascribed to Sokrates in the presence
of these beautiful youths deserves notice
as a point in his character. Compare
the beginning of the Charmidcs and
the Lysis.
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upon ? It must surely be something very fine, to judge
by the eagerness which they display ? How do you mean
fine (replies the athlete) ? They are only prosing about astro-
nomical matters—talking nonsense—philosophising ! The
literary rival, on the contrary, treats this athlete as unworthy
of attention, speaks with enthusiastic admiration of philo-
sophy, and declares that all those to whom it is repugnant
are degraded specimens of humanity.

Sokr.—You think philosophy a fine thing? But you can-
not tell whether it is fine or not, unless you know Question put
what it is ?e r ray explain to me what philosophy what is PM-
is. Erast.—I will do so readily. Philosophy con- is the Per-

11 x 4- petual accu-

sists in the perpetual growth of a man s knowledge mulatto of
—in his going on perpetually acquiring something ^a^°™fke

new, both in youth and old age, so that he may sum total.
learn as much as possible during life. Philosophy is poly-
mathy.f Sokr.—You think philosophy not only a fine thing,
but good ? Erast.—Yes—very good. Sokr.—But is the
case similar in regard to gymnastic ? Is a man's bodily con-
dition benefited by taking as much exercise, or as much nou-
rishment, as possible ? Is such very great quantity good for
the body ? «

I t appears after some debate (in which the other or athletic
Erastes sides with Sokratesh) that in regard to exer- In the case

cise and food, it is not the great quantity, or the uisnouife
small quantity, which is good for the body—but SSe™ °f

the moderate or measured quantity.1 For the ^oafbutiL
mind, the case is admitted to be similar. Not the S d ^ n -

• much, nor the little, of learning is good for it—but thJmiST
the right or measured amount. Sokr.—And who tiie°maxf-1TOt

<pi\o-
o Plat. Erast. 13P» A-B.
' Plato, Erast. 133 C.

GO<piav—7roXvfj.dd€tav,
K Plat. Erast. 133 E.
>' Plat. Erast, 134 B-C. The literary

Erasles says to Sokrates, " To you I
have no objection to concede this point,
and to admit that my previous answer
must bo modified. But if I were to
debate the point only with him (the
athletic rival), I could perfectly well

have defended my answer, and even a
worse answer still, for he is quite
worthless (oiiSif yap itrri)."

This is a curious passage, illustrating
the dialectic habits of the day, and the
pride felt in maintaining an answer
once given.

' Plato, Erastse, 131 B-D. ra fie-
rpia fj.d\t7Ta GHpeKziv, a\Ka fj.7j ra

S 6i
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mum of is the competent judge, how much of either is right
butThl men- measure for the body ? Erast.—The physician and
sured quan- . . r* 7 TTTI • i
tity which the gymnastic trainer, ookr.—Who is the corn-
is good. Who . , , 1 i • • 1 x r

is the judge petent judge, how much seed is right measure lor
this measure? sowing a field ? Erast.—The farmer. 8okr.—Who
is the competent judge, in reference to the sowing and plant-
ing of knowledge in the mind, which varieties are good, and
how much of each is right measure ?

The question is one which none of the persons present can
v̂eT^what answer.k None of them can tell who is the special

co'ectwe'? referee, about training of mind; corresponding to
uiesuterary *n e physician or the farmer in the analogous cases.
nim'must"4 Sokrates then puts a question somewhat different:
whidi'tiu 8okr.—Since we have agreed, that the man who
Sc'trrak™ prosecutes philosophy ought not to learn many
r?hifo"ophCT things, still less all things—what is the best conjec-
rtefi"1 ture that we can make, respecting the matters
Mke an which he ought to learn ? JErast.—The finest and
c?itid!gthough most suitable acquirements for him to aim at, are,
DO oprac- ^ ] l o g e ^yhiph wjn yield to him the greatest repu-
tation as a philosopher. He ought to appear accomplished
in every variety of science, or at least in all the more impor-
tant ; and with that view, to learn as much of each as becomes
a freeman to know:—that is, what belongs to the intelligent
critic, as distinguished from the manual operative: to the
planning and superintending architect, as distinguished from
the working carpenter.1 Sohr.—But you cannot learn even
two different arts to this extent—much less several consider-
able arts. JErast.—I do not of course mean that the phi-
losopher can be supposed to know each of them accurately,
like the artist himself—but only as much as may be expected
from the free and cultivated citizen. That is, he shall be
able to appreciate, better than other hearers, the observations
made by the artist; and farther to deliver a reasonable
opinion of his own, so as to be accounted, by all the hearers,
more accomplished in the affairs of the art than themselves."1

k Plato, Erast. 134 B, 135 A.
1 Plat. Erast. 135 B. 6Va Hw

rai, ixT] &<xa xetpovpyias.
Plat. Erast. 135 D.
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SoJcr.—You mean that the philosopher is to be second-best
in several distinct pursuits: like the Pentathlus, ThepMio-

. i ' i i sopher is one

who is not expected to equal either the runner or whoissecond.
x A best in seve-

the wrestler in their own separate departments, but rat different
r r . arts—a Pen-

Only to surpass competitors iu t h e five matches tathius—who
t a k e n together." Erast.—Yes—I mean what you upon each,
say. H e is one who does not enslave himself to any one
matter , nor works out any one with such strictness as to
neglect all o the r s : he at tends to all of t hem in reasonable
measure.0

Upon this answer Sokrates proceeds to cross-examine:—
8okr. —Do you th ink tha t good men are useful, bad on what oc-
men useless ? Erast.—Yes—I do. SoJcr.—You such second-
th ink tha t philosophers, as you describe them, are useful?
useful ? Erast.—Certainly: extremely useful. SoJcr. always rega-
in i l l *ar Practt~
B u t te l l me on what occasions such second-best men "oners at

hand,and noare useful: for obviously they are inferior to each °ne win ca!1
. m the second-

separate artist. If you fall sick, will you send for test man
x . . . when he can

one of them, or for a professional physician? Erast. have the
7 r r J regular prac-

—I should send for both. SoJcr.—That is no answer: titio™r.
I wish to know, which of the two you will send for, first and
by preference ? Erast.—No doubt—I shall send for the pro-
fessional physician. SoJcr.—The like also, if you are in
danger on shipboard, you will entrust your life to the pilot
rather than to the philosopher: and so as to all other matters,
so long as a professional man is to be found, the philosopher
is of no use? Erast.—So it appears. SoJcr.—Our philo-
sopher then is one of the useless persons: for we assuredly
have professional men at hand. Now we agreed before, that
good men were useful, bad men useless.1" Erast.—Yes ; that
was agreed.

SoJcr.—If then you have correctly defined a philosopher to
be one who has a second-rate knowledge on many Philosophy

° ^ cannot con-

subiects, he is useless so long as there exist profes- Bist in. mu'u-
•> ' o tr plication of

sional artists on each subiect. Your definition can- lea.rned ac;
J quirements.

» Plat. Erast. 135 E, 136 A. KO!
ouToy ylyveffdai Trepl irdpra \nro,Kp6v Tiva
UpSpoi rhv •Kt<pLKoffo<p'QK6Ta. T h e five
matches were leaping, running, throw-

ing the quoit and the javelin, wrestling.
° Plat. Erast. 136 B. a\ha ndvTwv

peTplois i<pTJ<p6cu.
P Plat. Erast. 136 C-D.
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not therefore be correct. Philosophy must be something
quite apart from this multifarious and busy meddling with
different professional subjects, or this multiplication of learned
acquirements. Indeed I fancied, that to be absorbed in pro-
fessional subjects and in variety of studies, was vulgar and
discreditable rather than otherwise."1

Let us now however (continues Sokrates), take up the
matter in another way. In regard to horses and dogs, those
who punish rightly are also those who know how to make
them better, and to discriminate with most exactness the good
from the bad ? Erast.—Yes: such is the fact.

SoJcr.—Is not the case similar with men ? Is it not the
sokrates same art, which punishes men rightly, makes them
lomftotw better, and best distinguishes the good from the
QuaeTtions°n' bad ? whether applied to one, few, or many ? .Erast.
put to show . „ .
that there is —It is so.r SoJcr.—The art or science, whereby men
one special -IT • i I • i • i • • i • •

art, regai and punish evil doers riffhtlv, is the judicial or mstice:
political, of L & J > J J

administer- and it is by the same that they know the good apart
ing and dis- J J o A

criminating from the bad, either one or many. If any man be
the bad from ' J J

the good. a stranger to this art, so as not to know good men
apart from bad, is he not also ignorant of himself, whether
he be a good or a bad man ? Erast.—Yes : he is. SoJcr.—
To be ignorant of yourself, is to be wanting in sobriety or tem-
perance ; to know yourself is to be sober or temperate. But
this is the same art as that by which we punish rightly—or
justice. Therefore justice and temperance are the same:
and the Delphian rescript, Know thyself, does in fact enjoin
the practice both of justice and of sobriety.3 Erast.—So it
appears. SoJcr.—Now it is by this same art, when practised
by a king, rightly punishing evil-doers, that cities are well
governed; it is by the same art practised by a private citizen
or house-master, that the house is well-governed: so that
this art, justice or sobriety, is at the same time political, regal,
economical; and the just and sober man is at once the true
king, statesman, house-master.* Erast.—I admit it.

SoJcr.—Now let me ask you. You said that it was dis-i Plat. Erast. 137 B.
' Plato, Erast, 137 C-D.

Plato, Erast. 138 A.
Plato, Erast. 138 C.
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creditable for the philosopher, when in company with a
physician or any other craftsman talking about mat- In thu art

ters of his own craft, not to be able to follow what p K L T '
he said and comment upon it. Would it not also ""cond-best
be discreditable to the philosopher, when listening to S-bTuie"
any king, judge, or house-master, about professional fHily quau-
affairs, not to be able to understand and comment ? tionePr™c°om-
Erast.—Assuredly it would be most discreditable pe ent t0 a c '
upon matters of such grave moment. Sokr.—Shall we say
then, that upon these matters also, as well as all others,
the philosopher ought to be a Pentathlus or second-rate per-
former, useless so long as the special craftsman is at hand ?
or shall we not rather affirm, that he must not confide his
own house to any one else, nor be the second-best within it,
but must himself judge and punish rightly, if his house is
to be well administered ? Erast.—That too I admit.u Sokr.
Farther, if his friends shall entrust to him the arbitration of
their disputes,—if the city shall command him to act as Dikast
or to settle any difficulty,—in those cases also it will be dis-
graceful for him to stand second or third, and not to be first-
rate ? Erast.—I think it will be. 8okr.—You see then, my
friend, philosophy is something very different from much
learning and acquaintance with multifarious arts or sciences.x

Upon my saying this (so Sokrates concludes his recital of
the conversation) the literary one of the two rivals close of the
was ashamed and held his peace ; while the gymnastic Humiliation
rival declared that I was in the right, and the other ™y Pastes.
hearers also commended what I had said.

The antithesis between the philo-gymnast, hater of philo-
sophy,—and the enthusiastic admirer of philosophy, Eomarks_
who nevertheless cannot explain what it is—gives maimed
much point and vivacity to this short dialogue. the dialosuc-

u Plato, Erast. 138 E . TtSTtpov oZv ] etcreov, ccAA1 avrbu KO\CL<TT*OV ZiKa^ovra
Kai irepl ravra \€y<afi€V, ireuraOXov bpQuis, et /J.4\\€i eS. oiKtiff&ai ai)Tou v\
CLVTOV fteiv slvat. Hal fora/cpoc, Ta SCUTC- olxial
pe?a exovra travnap, rhv <pt\6<ro<poi/, Kal x Plato, Erast . 139 A. TloWov &pa
axpdov tivai ewj av rovrtav rts fj; ^ Se? VlAi", & fiehrurTe, rb tyiXoaotytiv
irpitiTOV fxkv Trje UVTOV oltciav OVK &W(p iro\v[Aadei<i r e elvat rcot 7] wepl ras
eTTiTpeirreor ouSe Ta 5euT€pe?a iv Tovrtp
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This last person is exln'bited as somewhat presumptuous and
confident; thus affording a sort of excuse for the humiliating
cross-examination put upon him by Sokrates, to the satisfac-
tion of his stupid rival. Moreover, the dramatic introduction
is full of animation, like that of the Charmides and Lysis.

Besides the animated style of the dialogue, the points
raised for discussion in it are of much interest. The word
philosophy has at all times been vague and ambiguous.
Certainly no one before Sokrates—probably no one before
Plato—ever sought a definition of it. In no other Platonic
dialogue than this, is the definition of it made a special topic
of research.

It is here handled in Plato's negative, elenchtic, tentative,
Definition of manner. By some of his contemporaries, philosophy
here°songbtT w a s really considered as equivalent to polymathy,
tSie-pia-1 o r to much and varied knowledge : so at least Plato
ttaTofS'" represents it as being considered by Hippias the
notecusr-eferee Sophist, contrary to the opinion of Protagoras/
covered. rp^g exceptiOn taken by Sokrates to a definition
founded on simple quantity, without any standard point of
sufficiency by which much or little is to be measured, intro-
duces that governing idea of TO /xirpiov (the moderate, that
which conforms to a standard measure) upon which Plato
insists so much in other more elaborate dialogues. The con-
ception of a measure, of a standard of measurement—and of
conformity thereunto, as the main constituent of what is good
and desirable—stands prominent in his mind,2 though it is not
always handled in the same way. We have seen it, in the
Second Alkibiades, indicated under another name as know-
ledge of Good or of the Best: without which, knowledge on
special matters was declared to be hurtful rather than use-
ful." Plato considers that this Measure is neither discernible
nor applicable except by a specially trained intelligence. In
the Erastse, as elsewhere, such an intelligence is called for

r Plato, Protag. 318 E. Compare ! Philebus, p. 64 D, and the Prota-
too, the Platonic dialogues, Hippias ' goras, pp. 356-357, where f, /^Tor,™^
Major and Mmor. _ i T4X,V is declared to be the principal

* See about r, TOU ixsrpiov <pv<ns, as ' saviour of life and happiness
ovala as Svras yiyv6^yopPlato [ • Plat Alkib ii 1 4 5 4

See a b o t r, TO isrpiov pv<ns, as saviour of life and happiness
ovala — as Svras yiyv6^yop.~Plato, [ • Plato, Alkib. ii. 145-146 • supra
Politikus, 283-284. Compare also the oh. x. p. 346. '
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in general terms: but when it is asked, Where is the person
possessing such intelligence, available in the case of mental
training—neither Sokrates nor any one else can point him
out. To suggest a question, and direct attention to it, yet
still to leave it unanswered—is a practice familiar with Plato.
In this respect the Erastse is like other dialogues. The
answer, if any, intended to be understood or divined, is, that
such an intelligence is the philosopher himself.

The second explanation of philosophy here given—'that the
philosopher is one who is second-best in many de- view taken

in - M i ' / i - of the second-
partments, and a good talker upon all, but inferior best critical •

, - i • i talking man,
to the special master in each—was supposed by as compared

r rf J ,vitht l le

Thrasyllus m ancient times to be pointed at Demo- special pro-
•' r iicient and

kritus. By many Platonic critics, it is referred to practitioner.
those persons whom they single out to be called Sophists.
I conceive it to be applicable (whether intended or not) to
the literary men generally of that age, the persons called
Sophists included. That which Perikles expressed by the
word, when he claimed the love of wisdom and the love of
beauty as characteristic features of the Athenian citizen—
referred chiefly to the free and abundant discussion, the
necessity felt by every one for talking over every thing be:

fore it was done, yet accompanied with full energy in action
as soon as the resolution was taken to act.b Speech, ready
and pertinent, free conflict of opinion on many different
topics—was the manifestation and the measure of knowledge
acquired. Sokrates passed his life in talking, with every one
indiscriminately, and upon each man's particular subject;
often perplexing the artist himself. Xenophon recounts con-
versations with various professional men—a painter, a sculptor,
an armourer—and informs us that it was instructive to all of
them, though Sokrates was no practitioner in any craft.0 It
was not merely Demokritus, but Plato and Aristotle also,
who talked or wrote upon almost every subject included inThucyd. ii. 10. tta.1 iv TC roirois

e n £v &k\ois. <piAoKa.hdvp.ev
fj.a\a°

l f
, p p f f

KIUS, &c, and the remarkable sequel of

the same chapter about the intimate con-
junction of abundant speech with ener-
getic action in the Athenian character.

c Xenophon, Memor. iii. 10, iii. 11,
iii. 12.

VOL. I. 2 G
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contemporary observation. The voluminous works of Ari-
stotle,—the Timseus, Eepublic, and Leges, of Plato,—embrace
a large variety of subjects, on each of which, severally taken,
these two great men were second-best or inferior to some
special proficient. Yet both of them had judgments to give,
which it was important to hear, upon all subjects :d and both
of them could probably talk better upon each than the special
proficient himself. Aristotle, for example, would write better
upon rhetoric than Demosthenes—upon tragedy, than So-
phokles- Undoubtedly, if an oration or a tragedy were to be
composed—if resolution or action were required on any real
state of particular circumstances—the special proficient would
be called upon to act: but it would be a mistake to infer
from hence, as the Platonic Sokrates intimates in the Erastse,
that the second-best, or theorizing reasoner, was a useless
man. The theoretical and critical point of view, with the
command of language apt for explaining and defending it,
has a value of its own; distinct from, yet ultimately modi-
fying and improving, the practical. And such comprehensive
survey and comparison of numerous objects, without having
the attention exclusively fastened or enslaved to any one of
them, deserves to rank high as a variety of intelligence—
whether it be adopted as the definition of a philosopher,
or not.

Plato undoubtedly did not conceive the definition of the
piato's view philosopher in the same way as Sokrates. The close
T̂hito'sopher of the Erastse is employed in opening a distant and
vSce P6p°eciai dim view of the Platonic conception. We are given
distinct from to understand, that the philosopher has a province
other special- ~ 1 . -, . , •*•

ties-dimiy ot his own, wherein he is not second-best, but a
regai or poii- first-rate actor and adviser. To indicate, in manv
ticaiart. , . „ ' J

ditterent ways, that there is or must be such a pecu-
liar, appertaining to philosophy—distinct from, though analo-
gous to, the peculiar of each several art—is one leadingd The TrevTa$\os or Siraxpos, whom
Plato criticises in this dialogue, coin-
cides with what Aristotle calls " the
man of universal education or cul-
ture."—Ethic. Nikom. I. i. 1095 a. 1.

CKOITTOS 5e Kpivet Ka\ws &
Kal TOVTOIV eo-Tiii a-yaBbs Kpirris
eKaarou &pa, 6 veiraiZevfiivos-
8e, 6 irepl irav irevaiSevfiivos.
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purpose in many Platonic dialogues. But what is the peculiar
of the philosopher ? Here, as elsewhere, it is marked out in
a sort of misty outline, not as by one who already knows and
is familiar with it, but as one who is trying to find it without
being sure that he. has succeeded. Here, we have it described
as the art of discriminating good from evil, governing, and
applying penal sanctions rightly. This is the supreme art or
science, of which the philosopher is the professor; and in
which, far from requiring advice from others, he is the only
person competent both to advise and to act: the art which
exercises control over all other special arts, directing how
far, and on what occasions, each of them comes into appliance.
It is philosophy, looked at in one of its two aspects: not as a
body of speculative truth, to be debated, proved, and dis-
criminated from what cannot be proved or can be disproved—
but as a critical judgment bearing on actual life, prescribing
rules or giving directions in particular cases, with a view to
the attainment of foreknown ends, recognised as expetenda*
This is what Plato understands by the measuring or calcu-
lating art, the regal or political art, according as we use the
language of the Protagoras, Politikus, Euthydemus, Eepublic.
Both justice and sobriety are branches of this art; and the
distinction between the two loses its importance when the
art is considered as a whole—as we find both in the Erastse
and in the Eepublic/

Here, in the Erastae, this conception of the philosopher as
the supreme artist controlling all other artists, is Philosopher
darkly indicated and crudely sketched. We shall p™me artist,

if • ii i -n i c o n t r o l l l n«

find the same conception more elaborately illustrated other artists.
in other dialogues; yet never passing out of that state of
dreamy grandeur which characterises Plato as an expositor.

e The difference between the second j vi. 5, pp. 1140-1141; also Ethic. Magn.
explanation of philosophy and the third i. pp. 1197-1198.
explanation, suggested in the Erastse, ' See Eepublic, iv. 433 A ; Gorgias,
will be found to coincide pretty nearly 526 C; Charmides, 164 B ; and Hein-
with the distinction which Aristotle j dorf s note on the passage in the Char-
takes much pains to draw between i mides.
(ro4>i'aand (j>p6vri<ris.—Ethic. Nikomach. '

2 G 2
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APPENDIX.

Thi3 is one of the dialogues declared to be spurious by Schleiermacher, Ast,
Socher, and Stallbaum,—all of them critics of the present century. In my
judgment, their grounds for such declaration are altogether inconclusive. They
think the dialogue an inferior composition, unworthy of Plato; and they
accordingly find reasons, more or less ingenious, for relieving Plato from the
discredit of it." I do not think so meanly of the dialogue as they do; but even
if I did, I should not pronounce it to be spurious, without some evidence bearing
upon that special question. No such evidence, of any value, is produced.

It is indeed contended, on the authority of a passage in Diogenes (ix. 37),
that Thrasyllus himself doubted of the authenticity of the Erastse. The passage
is as follows, in liis life of Demokritus—efrrep of ' Avr^paaral \lxi.Twv6s eiVi, (prjcrl
QpdrrvWos, ovros tiv ctj] 6 irapayfv6fi€vos avdivvfios, rS>v irepl OivoirlSTjy Kal 'Ava£-
ay6pav ertpos, ee rrj irpbs Sw/cpaTTji/ ofii\tq. Sia\ey6fievos Trept <pt\O(TO<pia5' <£,
(pt]a\v. as irevrdSXco eoiicev 6 <pi\6<ro<pos- Ka\ ?iv Sis &Xi)9as if <pi\oao<$>iq irevTaBXos
(Demokritus).

Now, in the first place, Sehleiermacher and Stallbaum both declare that
Thrasyllus can never have said that which Diogenes here makes him say
(Schleierm. p. 510 ; Stallbaum, Prolegg. ad Erast. p. 266, and not. p. 273).

Next, it is certain that Thrasyllus did consider it the undoubted work of Plato,
for he enrolled it in his classification, as the third dialogue iu the fourth tetra-
logy (Diog. L. iii. 59).

Yxem, who defends the genuineness of the Erasta? (Ueber Platon's Kleitophon,
pp. 6-7, Berlin, 1846\ insists very properly on this point; not merely as an
important fact in itself, but as determining the sense of the words efrrep ol
'AvTtpaa-TaX nAcwwos Aai, and as showing that the words rather affirm, than
deny, the authenticity of the dialogue. " If the Anterastse are the work of Plato,
an they are universally admitted to be." You must supply the parenthesis in this
way, in order to make Thrasyllus consistent with himself. Yxem cites a passage
from Galen, in which efrep is used, and in which the parenthesis must be
supplied in the way indicated: no doubt at all being meant to be hinted. And
I will produce another passage out of Diogenes himself, where €frrep is used in
the same w:iy; not as intended to convey the smallest doubt, but merely
introducing the premiss for a conclusion immediately following. Diogenes says,
respecting the Platonic Ideas, elfirep EVTI /j.prifni, ras iSe'aj ev Tots ovaiv {mdpxew
(iii. 15). He does not intend to suggest any doubt whether there be such a fact
as memory. Efrrsp is sometimes the equivalent of iireiSifjrep : as we learn from
Hermann ad Viger. VIII. 6 p. 512.

There is therefore no fair ground for supposing that Thrasyllus doubted the
genuineness of the Erastse. And when I read what modern critics say in
support of their verdict of condemnation, I feel the more authorised in dissenting
from it. I will cite a passage or two from Stallbaum.

Stallbaum begins his Prolegomena as follows, pp. 205-206 : " Quanquam hie
libellus genus dicendi habet purum, castum, elogans, nihil ut inveniri queat
quod a Platonis aut Xenophontis clegantia abhorreat—tainen quin a Boeckhio,
Schleiermachero, Astio, Sochero, Knebelio, aliis jure meritoque pro suppositieio
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habitus sit, haudquaquam dubitamus. Eat enim materia operis adeo non ad
Platonis mentem rationemque elaborata, ut potius cuivis alii Socraticorum quam
huic reete ascribi posse videatur."

After stating that the Erastse may be divided into two principal sections,
Stallbaum proceeds:—" Neutra harum ita tractata est, ut nihil desideretur, quod
ad justam argumenti explicationem merito requiras—niliil inculcatum reperiatur,
quod vel alio modo illustratum vel omnino omissum esse cupias."

I call attention to this sentence as' a fair specimen of the grounds upon which
the Platonic critics proceed when they strike dialogues out of the Platonic
Canon. If there be anything wanting in it which is required for what they
consider a proper setting forth of the argument—if there be anything which
they would desire to see omitted or otherwise illustrated— this is with them a
reason for deciding that it is not Plato's work. That is, if there be any defects
in it of any kind, it cannot be admitted as Plato's work;—Ids genuine worlis have
no defects. I protest altogether against this ratio decidendi. If I acknowledged
it and applied it consistently I should strike out every dialogue in the Canon.
Certainly, the presumption in favour of the Catalogue of Thrasyllus must
be counted as nil: if it will not outweigh such feeble counter-arguments as
these.

One reason given by Stallbaum for considering the Erastse as spurious is,
that the Sophists are not derided in it. " Quis est igitur, qui Platonem sibi
persuadeat illos non fuisse castigaturum, et omnino non signiflcaturum, quinam
illi essent, adversus quos hanc disputationem instituisset ?" It is strange to be
called on by learned men to strike out all dialogues from the Canon in which
there is no derision of the Sophists. Such derision exists already in excess:
we hear until we are tired how mean it is to receive money for lecturing. Again,
Stallbaum says that the persons whose opinions are here attacked are not
specified by name. But who are the fl8£>j> <pi\oi attacked in the Sophistes ?
They are not specified by name, and critics differ as to the persons intended.
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CHAPTEE XV.

among mo-
demcritica

Rhapsodes

ION.

T H E dialogue called Ion is carried on between Sokrates and
ion. persons the Epliesian rhapsode Ion. I t is among those dis-
"ogue. iiif- allowed by Ast, first faintly defended, afterwards
ference of

opinion disallowed, by Schleiermacher,a and treated con-
temptuously by both. Subsequent critics, Her-
mann,b Stallbaum, Steinhart, consider it as genuine,

yet as an inferior production, of little worth, and belonging to
Plato's earliest years.

I hold it to be genuine, and it may be comparatively early:
but I see no ground for the disparaging criticism
which has often been applied to it. The personage
whom it introduces to us as subjected to the cross-
examination of Sokrates is, a rhapsode of celebrity;
o n e a m o n g a c i a g s o f a,rtists at that time both useful

and esteemed. They recited or sang,0 with appropriate accent
and gesture, the compositions of Homer and of other epic
poets : thus serving to the Grecian epic, the same purpose as
the actors served to the dramatic, and the harp-singers
(iciBapmhoi) to the lyric. There were various solemn festivals,
such as that of .ZEsculapius at Epidaurus, and (most espe-
cially) the Panathensea at Athens, where prizes were awarded
for the competition of the rhapsodes. Ion is described as
having competed triumphantly in the festival at Epidaurus,
and carried off the first prize. He appeared there in a
splendid costume, crowned with a golden wreath, amidst a
crowd which is described as containing more than 20,000
persons.11

triumphant.

* Schleiermacher, Einleit. zum Ion,
pp. 261-2(36; Ast, Leben und Schriften
ties Platon, p. 466.

b K. F. Hermann, Gesch. und Syst.
der Plat. Phil. pp. 437-438 ; Steinhart,

Einleitung, p. 15.
c The word qfieiv is in this very

dialogue (532 E, 535 A) applied to
the rhapsodizing of Ion.

11 Plato, Ion, 535 D.
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Much of the acquaintance of cultivated Greeks with Homer
and the other epic poets was both acquired and Functions of
maintained through such rhapsodes; the best of sodes. \e&-
whom contended at the festivals, while others, less position ot
highly gifted as to vocal power and gesticulation, Arbitral

6 •' & 1 , exposition of

gave separate declamations and lectures of their the poets
° x was then

own, and even private lessons to individuals.6 frequent.
Euthydemus, in one of the Xenophontic conversations with
Sokrates, and Antisthenes in the Xenophontic Symposion,
are made to declare that the rhapsodes as a class were ex-
tremely silly. This, if true at all, can apply only to the
expositions and comments with which they accompanied their
recital of Homer and other poets. Moreover we cannot rea-
sonably set it down (though some modern critics do so) as so
much incontestable truth : we must consider it as an opinion
delivered by one of the speakers in the conversation, but
not necessarily well founded/ Unquestionably, the comments
made upon Homer (both in that age and afterwards) were
often fanciful and misleading. Metrodorus, Anaxagoras, and
others, resolved the Homeric narrative into various allegories,
physical, ethical, and theological: and most men who had an
opinion to defend, rejoiced to be able to support or enforce it
by some passages of Homer, well or ill-explained—just as
texts of the Bible are quoted in modern times. In this
manner, Homer was pressed into the service of every dis-
putant ; and the Homeric poems were presented as containing,
or at least as implying, doctrines quite foreign to the age in
which they were composed.^

The rhapsodes, in so far as they interpreted Homer, were
probably not less disposed than others to discover in him

e Xenoph. Sympos. iii. 6. NikeTatus
says that lie heard the rhapsodes
nearly every day. He professes to be
able to repeat both the Iliad and the
Odyssey from memory.

f Xenophon, Memorab. iv. 2, 10;
Sympos. iii. 6 ; Plato, Ion, 530 E.

Steinhart cites this judgment about
the rhapsodes as if it had been pro-
nounced by the Xenophontio Sokrates
himself, which is not the fact (Stein-

hart, Einleitung, p. 3).
« Diogenes Laert. ii. 11 ; Nitzsch,

Die Heldensage der Griechen, pp. 74-
78 ; Lobeck, Aglaophamus, p. 157.

Seneca, Epistol. 88: " modo Stoicum
Homerum faciunt—modo Epicureum
. . . modo Peripateticum, tria genera
bonorum inducentem : modo Acade-
micum, incerta omnia dicentem. Ap-
paret nihil horum esse in illo, cui omnia
insunt: ista enim inter se dissident."
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their recita-
tion. Power-
ful effect
which they
produced.

their own fancies. But the character in which they acquired
most popularity, was, not as expositors, but as re-
citers, of the poems. The powerful emotion which,
in the process of reciting, they both felt themselves,

. and communicated to their auditors, is declared in
this dialogue: "When that which I recite is pathetic"
(says Ion), " my eyes are filled with tears: when it is

awful or terrible, my hair stands on end, and my heart leaps.
Moreover I see the spectators also weeping, sympathising
with my emotions, and looking aghast at what they hear."h

This assertion of the vehement emotional effect produced by
the words of the poet as declaimed or sung by the rhapsode,
deserves all the more credit—because Plato himself, far from
looking upon it favourably, either derides or disapproves it.
Accepting it as a matter of fact, we see that the influence of
rhapsodes, among auditors generally, must have been derived
more from their efficacy as actors than from their ability as
expositors.

Ion however is described in this dialogue as combining the
two functions of reciter and expositor: a partnership
like that of Garrick and Johnson, in regard to
Shakspeare. It is in the last of the two functions,
that Sokrates here examines him: considering
Homer, not as a poet appealing to the emotions

of hearers, but as a teacher administering lessons and impart-
ing instruction. Such was the view of Homer entertained
by a large proportion of the Hellenic world. In that capa-
city, his poems served as a theme for rhapsodes, as well as
for various philosophers and Sophists who were not rhapsodes,
nor accomplished reciters.

The reader must keep in mind, in following the questions
piato disre- put by Sokrates, that this psedagogic and edifying

v i e w of Homer is the only one present to the men
of the Sokratic school—and especially to Plato. Of
the genuine functions of the gifted poet, who touches

Ion both
reciter and
expositor—
Homer was
considered
more as an
instructor
than as a
poet.

^ p
the poetic or
emotional
working.

i- Plato, Ion, 535 D-E.
The description here given is the

more interesting because it is the only

intimation remaining of the strong
effect produced by these rhapsodic
representations,
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the chords of strong and diversified emotion—" qui pectus
inaniter angit, Irritat, mulcet, falsis terroribus implet"
(Horat. Epist. II . 1, 212) — Plato takes no account: or
rather, he declares open war against them, either as childish
delusions,1 or as mischievous stimulants, tending to exalt the
unruly elements of the mind, and to overthrow the sovereign
authority of reason. We shall find farther manifestations on
this point in the Eepublic and Leges.

Ion professes to have devoted himself to the study of
Homer exclusively, neglecting other poets: so that Ion devoted
he can interpret the thoughts, and furnish reflexions HSS1/^-

upon them, better than any other expositor.k How QSSJS Of
does it happen (asks Sokrates) that you have so him-iiow
much to say about Homer, and nothing at all about thaTyou'can-
other poets ? Homer may be the best of all poets: e q ^
but he is still only one of those who exercise the The
poetic art, and he must necessarily talk about the
same subjects as other poets. Now the art of poetry is One
altogether—like that of painting, sculpture, playing on the
flute, playing on the harp, rhapsodizing, &C.1 Whoever is
competent to judge and explain one artist,—what he has done
well and what he has done ill,—is competent also to judge
any other artist in the same profession.

I cannot explain to you how it happens (replies Ion): 1
only know the fact incontestably—that when I talk about
Homer, my thoughts flow abundantly, and every one tells me
that my discourse is excellent. Quite the reverse, when I
talk of any other poet.™

J e a n explain it (says Sokrates). Your talent in expound-
ing Homer is not an art, acquired by system and
method—otherwise it would have been applicable to
other poets besides. I t is a special gift, imparted ™Sdp
to you by divine power and inspiration. The like ky

or
a
k
r'tan

1 The question of Sokrates (Ion,
535 D), about the emotion produced in
the hearers by the recital of Homer's
poetry, bears out what is here asserted.

k Hato, Ion, 536 E.
l Plato, Ion, 531 A, 532 D. iron).

yap TTOU eori rb '6\ov. OVKOVP
TLS KOI &AA.IJC ri%vT\v

'•^vnv oZv '6\T)V, 6 avrbs Tpoiros TTJS
<r/c€i|/ews carl irepl atraaav TUV Tex^Siu,
533 A.

»> Plato,' Ion, 533 C.
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*s t r u e °f the poet whom you expound. His genius
does not spring from art, system, or method : it is a
special gift emanating from the inspiration of the
Muses." A poet, is a light, airy, holy, person, who
cannot compose verses at all, so long as his reason

remains within him.0 The Muses take away his reason, sub-
stituting in place of it their own divine inspiration and
special impulse, either towards epic, dithyramb, encomiastic
hymns, hyporchemata, &c, one or other of these. Each poet
receives one of these special gifts, but is incompetent for any
of the others: whereas, if their ability had been methodical
or artistic, it would have displayed itself in all of them alike.
Like prophets, and deliverers of oracles, these poets have
their reason taken away, and become servants of the Gods.p

It is not they who, bereft of their reason, speak in such sub-
lime strains: it is the God who speaks to us, and speaks
through them. You may see this by Tynnichus of Chalkis;
who composed his Paean, the finest of all Paeans, which is in
every one's mouth, telling us himself, that it was the invention
of the Muses—but who never composed any thing else worth
hearing. It is through tin's worthless poet that the God has
sung the most sublime hymn:q for the express purpose of
showing us that these fine compositions are not human per-
formances at all, but divine: and that the poet is only an
interpreter of the Gods, possessed by one or other of them, as
the case may be.

Homer is thus (continues Sokrates) not a man of art or
reason, but the interpreter of the Gods; deprived of his

" Plato, Ion, 533 E. iravres yap
ol T€ TWV iirwv Troirjral ol ayaBol OVK e/c
T^xvf\s a.WJ evdeoi OVTGS Kal Karcx6~
fievoi irdvra Tavra ra Ka\a \4yov<n
TTOLT]iiara, Kal ol ixzAoTOiol ol ayaSol
wffavTus' wrrirtp ol KopvfiavTL&i/res OVK
tfitppoves OVTCS bpxovvrai, OTJTU Kal ol
[IZKOTTOIOI OVK €/x<ppoves bvTts TC KaAct
^4\T] ravra TTOIOVGIV, &C.

° Plato, Ion, 534 A. Kovfyov yap
XPWIA& TronJT'flS £<TTL Kal •KTTJVOV Kal
lepbv, Kal ov irpArepov ot6s re iroiziv
Trplv av ZvBtos re yevt\Tai Kal eK<ppaiv
Kal o vovs faiKeri ev axnip ivrj- eics 8' av

TOUTI %XV TO KTrjfia, aSivaros was
i &8 l

r Plato, Ion, 534 C. Sta TOUTO Si S
6tbs ^atpovfievos roiraiv TOV VOW
TovTOiS XPV™ vTrTjpirais Kal TO?S
XPVO'f-'i'So'is Kal TOLS /j.dvTeo-1 rois Belois,
*lv* r)fj.e7s ol aKovovres eiScCjUep, '6TI OVY
ovroi tiffiv ol raira Xiyovrts OSTOI
woWov S|ia, oXA.' o Bebs a\jT6s iariy o
\iyiov, Sia. roirav 5e (pdeyyerai irpbs
r)/j.as.

i Plato, Ion, 534 E. TOUT' ivSeiKvi-
)itvas 6 Bebs e'|€7r(Tr)8cj Sia TOS tpav\o-
Tarov noitiTOv TO KaKXiarov jitKos fatv.
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reason, but possessed, inspired, by them. You, Ion, are the
interpreter of Homer: and the divine inspiration, Analogy of

•• the Magnet,

carrying away your reason, is exercised over you which holds
through him. I t is in this way that the influence S»n IulJ£c

of the Magnet is shown, attracting and holding up ?t iron rings.
successive stages of iron rings.r The first ring is a™t inspire

0 0 ° Homer, then

in contact with the Magnet itself: the second is «?4through
0 him and

suspended to the first, the third to the second, and so through 1™
•r ' ' upon the

on. The attractive influence of the Magnet is thus auditora-
transmitted through a succession of different rings, so as to
keep suspended several which are a good way removed from
itself. So the influence of the Gods is exerted directly and
immediately upon Homer : through him, it passes by a second
stage to you: through him and you, it passes by a third stage
to those auditors whom you so powerfully affect and delight,
becoming however comparatively enfeebled at each stage of
transition.

This remarkable passage—with the comparison given by So-
krates, curious for its early description of the working This compa-

n i - n > r n t 1 « 1 i /• rison forms

01 the Magnet—forms the central point or kernel 01 the central
the dialogue called Ion. I t is an expansion of a judg- dialogue, it
ment delivered by Sokrates himself in his Apology sionofa

J r OJ judgment

to the Dikasts, and it is repeated in more than one delivered by
7 r Sokrates in

place by Plato.s Sokrates declares in his Apology the Apology.
that he had applied his testing cross-examination to several
excellent poets, and that finding them unable to give any
rational account of their own compositions, he concluded that
they composed without any wisdom of their own, under the
same inspiration as prophets and declarers of oracles. In the
dialogue before us, this thought is strikingly illustrated and
amplified.

The contrast between systematic, professional, procedure,
deliberately taught and consciously acquired, capable Platonic m-
of being defended at every step by appeal to intel- systematic
ligible rules founded upon scientific theory, and SngSied
enabling the person so qualified to impart his quali- tematic:

' Plato, Iou, 533 E.
' Plato, Apol. Sokr. p. 22 D ; Plato, Meuon, p. 99 D.
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fication to others—and a different procedure purely
nji?HI impulsive and unthinking, whereby the agent,
lhePGodsby having in his mind a conception of the end aimed
m"toeS°f at, proceeds from one intermediate step to another,
good ana w i th o u t knowing why he does so or how he has
come to do so, and without being able to explain his practice
if questioned or to impart it to others—this contrast is a
favourite one with Plato. The last-mentioned procedure—
the unphilosophical or irrational—he conceives under dif-
ferent aspects: sometimes as a blind routine or insensibly
acquired habit,1 sometimes as a stimulus applied from without
by some God, superseding the reason of the individual. Such
a condition Plato calls madness, and he considers those under
it as persons out of their senses. But he recognises different
varieties of madness, according to the God from whom it
came: the bad madness was a disastrous visitation and dis-
temper—the good madness was a privilege and blessing, an
inspiration superior to human reason. Among these privi-
leged madmen he reckoned prophets and poets; another
variety under the same genus, is, that mental love, between a
well-trained adult and a beautiful, intelligent, youth, which
he regards as the most exalted of all human emotions."1 In
the Ion, this idea of a privileged madness—inspiration from
the Gods superseding reason—is applied not only to the poet,
but also to the rhapsode who recites the poem, and even to
the auditors whom he addresses. The poet receives the inspi-
ration directly from the Gods: he inoculates the rhapsode
with it, who again inoculates the auditors—the fervour is, at
each successive communication, diminished. The auditor re-
presents the last of the rings; held in suspension, through
the intermediate agency of other rings, by the inherent force
of the magnet."

We must remember, that privileged communications from
the Gods to men, and special persons recipient thereof, were

' Plato, Phiedon, p. 82 A ; Gorgias
4ti3 A, 405 A.

" This doctrine is set forth at length

about Eros, pp. 244-245-249 D.
* Plato, Ion, 535 E. OVT6S i<m.v 6

OeaTYjs rwv 5a/cruAfwi/ o ig fleams vuv SUKTVAIUV 6 ZvvaT
by Sokrates in the Platonic Phaidrua, 6 Sh M eW oh i pa+vSbs /ml i
m the second discourse of Sokrates S Si irpwros, avTbs & TTOH/TTJS
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acknowledged and witnessed everywhere as a constant phe-
nomenon of Grecian life. There were not only Spccial inspi.
numerous oracular temples, which every one could
visit to ask questions in matters of doubt—but also
favoured persons who had received from the Gods
the gift of predicting the future, of interpreting
omens, of determining the good or bad indications
furnished by animals sacrificed/ In every town
or village,—or wherever any body of men were *em-

assembled,—there were always persons who prophesied or
delivered oracles, and to whom special revelations were
believed to be vouchsafed, during periods of anxiety. No one
was more familiar with this fact than the Sokratic disciples:
for Sokrates himself had perhaps a greater number of special
communications from the Gods than any man of his age: his
divine sign having begun when he was a child, and con-
tinuing to move him frequently, even upon small matters,
until his death: though the revelations were for the most
part negative, not affirmative—telling him often what was
not to be done—seldom what was to be done—resembling in
this respect his own dialogues with other persons. Moreover
Sokrates inculcated upon his friends emphatically, that they
ought to have constant recourse to prophecy : that none but
impious men neglected to do so: that the benevolence of the
Gods was nowhere more conspicuous than in their furnishing
such special revelations and warnings, to persons whom they
favoured: that the Gods administered the affairs of the
world partly upon principles of regular sequence, so that men
by diligent study might learn what they were to expect,—but
partly also, and by design, in a manner irregular and undecy-
pherable, such that it could not be fathomed by any human

y Not only the xPrltTfJ-^o'Yoi> M*'/T€ls>
oracular temples, &c, are often men-
tioned in Herodotus, Thucydides,
Xenophou, &c, but Aristotle also re-
cognises oi vvp.(p6KrjTTT0i Ka\ 8e6\riirroi
Toiv avdpunrav, iinirj/oiq. Sat/xoviov Tivhs
liinrep ivdovma^ovTes, as a real and
known class of persons. See Ethic.
Eudem. i. p. 1214, a. 23; Ethic. Magna,

ii. p. 1207, b. 8.
The navTis is a recognised profession,

the gift of Apollo, not merely according
to Homer, but according to Solon
(Frag. xi. 52, Schn.).

"kkXov n&i>Tiv %Si)KiV avat, eKuipyos

tyv<a 5' avdpl Katthv T4]\O8CV cpx^'
fxzvov, &c.
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study, and could not be understood except through direct and
special revelation from themselves.2

Here, as well as elsewhere, Plato places inspiration, both
condition of of the prophet and the poet, in marked contrast with
PJTbb reason and intelligence. Keason is supposed to be
STme'°r for the time withdrawn or abolished, and inspiration
withdrawo. ig ^traduced b y t j i e G0as int0 its place. " When
Monarch Eeason sleeps, this mimic wakes." The person in-
spired (prophet or poet) becomes for the time the organ of an
extraneous agency, speaking what he neither originates nor
understands. The genuine gift of prophecy" (Plato says)
attaches only to a disabled, enfeebled, distempered, condition
of the intelligence: the gift of poetry is conferred by the
Gods upon the most inferior men, as we see by the case of
Tynnichus—whose sublime psean shows us, that it is the Gods
alone who utter fine poetry through the organs of a person
himself thoroughly incompetent.

It is thus that Plato, setting before himself a process of
ion does not systematised reason,—originating in a superior in-

? 1 1 tellect, laying down universal principles and de-
ducing consequences from them—capable of being
consistently applied, designedly taught, and defended

against objections—enumerates the various mental conditions
opposed to it, and ranks inspiration as one of them. In this
dialogue, Sokrates seeks to prove that the success of Ion as
a rhapsode depends upon his being out of his mind or in-
spired. But Ion does not accept the compliment: Ion.—
You speak well, Sokrates; but I should be surprised if you
spoke well enough to create in me the new conviction, that
I am possessed and mad when I eulogize Homer. I do not

spired and
out of his
mind.

' These views of Sokrates are de-
clared in the Memorabilia of Xenophon,
i. 1, 6-10, i. 4, 2-18, iv. 3, 12.

It is plain from Xenophon (Mem. i.
1, 3) that many persons were offended
with Sokrates because they believed—
or at least because he affirmed—that
he received more numerous and special
revelations from the Gods than any
one else.

* Plato, Timteus, 71 E. ixavbr 5e

(TTJ/JLUOV us fxavTiK^v acppocrvvrt 6ths
avBpuirivr) SeSatKev oi»5eis yap evvovs
e<f>aiTTeTai fiavriKrjs 4v94ou Ka\ &K-n9ovs,
aW1 ft Kad* \mvov TT\V TTIS <f>povfi<Teo>s
ire$7i9e\s 5vvaiJ.iv, ft Sta v6<rov ^ nva
ivdovaiatrfibv TrapaAXd^as.

Compare Plato, Menon, pp. 99-100.
of xpj;o-|U<f>Bo[ re teal ol BtofxdvTeis . . .
Xeyovffi fiev aX-qBri Ka\ iroWa, lcra<ri 5E
ovSev 3>v Xiyovai.. Compare Plato,
Leg. iv. 719.
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think that you would even yourself say so, if you heard me
discourse on the subject.1"

Sokr.—But Homer talks upon all subjects. Upon which
of them can you discourse ? Ion.—Upon all. Sokr. Homer talks
—Not surely upon such as belong to special arts, su^ts-is
professions. Each portion of the matter of know- lenYtoTx-'
ledge is included under some special art, and is Kel^ys
known through that art by those who possess it. S reSLp.
Thus, you and I, both of us, know the number of whatTs'its
our fingers; we know it through the same art, which prov nce

both of us possess—the arithmetical. But Homer talks of
matters belonging to many different arts or occupations, that
of the physician, the charioteer, the fisherman, &c. You
cannot know these ; since you do not belong to any of these
professions, but are a rhapsode. Describe to me what are
the matters included in the rhapsodic art. The rhapsodic
art is one art by itself, distinct from the medical and others :
it cannot know every thing; tell me what matters come
under its special province.0 Ion.—The rhapsodic art does
not know what belongs to any one of the other special arts:
but that of which it takes cognizance, and that which I know,
is, what is becoming and suitable to each variety of character
described by Homer: to a man or woman—to a freeman or
slave—to the commander who gives orders or to the sub-
ordinate who obeys them, &c. This is what belongs to the
peculiar province of the rhapsode to appreciate and under-
stand.d Sokr.—Will the rhapsode know what is suitable for
the commander of a ship to say to his seamen, during a
dangerous storm, better than the pilot ? Will the rhapsode
know what is suitable for one who gives directions about the
treatment of a sick man, better than the physician? Will
the rhapsode know what is suitable to be said by the herds-
man when the cattle are savage and distracted, or to the
female slaves when busy in spinning ? Ion.—No: the rhap-
sode will not know these things so well as the pilot, the

b Plato, Ion, 536 B.
e Plato, Ion, 538-539.
d Plato, Ion, 540 A. £ Tip

p j Kal <ricoTre?<r6ai teal SiaKplv
wapi. TOVS &\\ovs avBpanrovs, 539 E.
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physician, the grazier, the mistress, &c.e Sokr.—Will the
rhapsode know what is suitable for the military com-
mander to say, when he is exhorting his soldiers ? Ion.—
Yes: the rhapsode will know this well: at least I know it
well.

Sohr.—Perhaps, Ion, you are not merely a rhapsode, but
The rim sode P o s s e s s a ' s o the competence for being a general. If
known°pedai Jou know matters belonging to military command,
Tsaafcraft* do you know them in your capacity of general,
physLC' o r i'1 y ° u r capacity of rhapsode ? Ion.—I think
buthe'k̂ ws there is no difference. 8okr.—How say you ? Do
ofetheURenneS-s you affirm that the rhapsodic art, and the strategic
JompetJ-nt to art, are one ? Ion.—I think they are one. Sokr..
sowShav- Then whosoever is a good rhapsode, is also a good
iffrom™ general ? Ion.—Unquestionably. SoJcr.—And of

ome' course, whoever is a good general, is also a good
rhapsode ? Ion.—No : I do not think that. SoJcr.—But
you do maintain, that whosoever is a good rhapsode, is also
a good general? Ion.—Decidedly. Sokr.—You are your-
self the best rhapsode in Greece? Ion.—By far. Sokr.—
Are you then also the best general in Greece ? Ion.—Cer-
tainly I am, Sokrates : and that too, by having learnt it from
Homer/

After putting a question or two, not very forcible, to ask
how it happens that Ion, being an excellent general, does
not obtain a military appointment from Athens, Sparta, or
some other city, Sokrates winds up the dialogue as fol-
lows :—

Well, Ion, if it be really true that you possess a rational
conclusion, and intelligent competence to illustrate the beauties
Ion expounds „ T T . x

Homer, not ot Homer, you wrong and deceive me, because, after
knowledge promising to deliver to me a fine discourse about
of what he z.

^ys'bi'ntsbf ^ o m e r > y o u w u* n ° t even comply with my pre-
m™n. liniinary entreaty—that you will first tell me what
those matters are, on which your superiority bears. You
twist every way like Proteus, until at last you slip through

• Plato, Ion, 540 B-C. ' p]ato, Ion, 540 D-541 B.
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ray fingers and appear as a general. If your powers of
expounding Homer depend on art and intelligence, you are
a wrong doer and deceiver, for not fulfilling your promise to
me. But you are not chargeable with wrong, if the fact
be as I say ; that is, if you know nothing about Homer, but
are only able to discourse upon him finely and abundantly,
through a divine inspiration with which you are possessed by
him. Choose whether you wish me to regard you as a pro-
mise-breaker, or as a divine man. Ion. —I choose the last:
it is much better to be regarded as a divine man.8

It seems strange to read such language put into Ion's
mouth (we are not warranted in regarding it as The generals
what any rhapsode ever did say), as the affirma-
tion—that every good rhapsode was also a good

i i i i i i i i i n i experience
general, and that he had become the best of generals —Homer and

, . the poets

simply through complete acquaintance with Homer, were talked
But this is only a caricature of a sentiment largelv great teachers

J . . . & * —Plato's

prevalent at Athens, according to which the works view of the
r ' ° poet, as pre-
of the poets, especially the Homeric poems, were tending to

sr i sr j r ? know every-

supposed to be a mine of varied instruction, and thing, but
r r > really know-

were taught as such to youth.11 In Greece, the >ns nothing.
genera] was not often required (except at Sparta, and not
always even there) to possess professional experience.' So-

See these views combated by Plato,
Eepubl. x. 599-600-606 E.

The exaggerated pretension here
ascribed to Ion makes him look con-
temptible—like the sentiment ascribed
to him, 535 E, " If I make the auditors
weep, I myself shall laugh and pocket
money," &c.

' Xenop. Memor. iii. 5, 21, in the
conversation between the younger
Perikles and Sokrates — rwv Si arpa-
also iii. 5, 24.

Compare, respecting the generals,
the striking lines of Euripides,
Androm. 698, and the encomium of
Cicero (Academ. Prior, ii. 1) respecting
the quickness and facility with which
Lucullus made himself an excellent
general.

2 H

e Plato, Ion, 541 E-542 A. ei
aA.770?) \eyets, u s re^vr) Kal ^f
oT6s T€ efOfMTipov e*iraive?v, aSiKels . . .
ei Se fii) TexVLK°s el, aWa. 0eiq fioipa
KaTe^ofievos 4£ 'Ofi'fipov [XTjUev elbtiis
irokAti Kal Kakb \4yeis irepl rod iroitjTov,
o&tnrep elirov eyit irepl cod, ovSev &ftiKe7s'
e\ov ovv, irdr^pa [3ovKei vofii^effdat dtp*
TUjLicp &diKos avrjp eivai fy Belos.

h Aristophan. Banse, 1032.
'Opipebs p.ev yap TeAeras 6' fjfuv Kare-

5ei£c <f>6vav T' awexeo-Bat
Vlovffalos 5' QaneffeLS re vSffwv Kal

Xpniffpovs, 'H<rio$As re
F^s ipyatrias, Kapnuv Sipas, ap6rovs &

5e de?os'rO[*.ripos
'Air!) TOV rt/j.iiv Kal KAeos ia%ev, TTX^V

roCd', on xP'hGT* e5i5a(TK€j/,
Ta^ei j , apeTas, 67rAi(reis avftpuiv—•
'AAA' aKKovs TOL iroWovs ayadovs {e5i-

SourKev), wv l\v Kal Ati/j-axos T)po>s.

VOL. I.
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krates, in one of the Xenophontic conversations, tries to
persuade Nikomachides, a practised soldier (who had failed
in getting himself elected general, because a successful
Choregus had been preferred to him), how much the quali-
ties of an effective Choregus coincided with those of an
effective general."1 The poet Sophokles was named by the
Athenians one of the generals of the very important arma-
ment for reconquering Samos: though Perikles, one of his
colleagues, as well as his contemporary Ion of Chios, de-
clared that he was an excellent poet, but knew nothing of
generalship.™ Plato frequently seeks to make it evident how
little the qualities required for governing numbers, either
civil or military, were made matter of professional study or
special teaching. The picture of Homer conveyed in the
tenth book of the Platonic Eepublic is, that of a man who
pretends to know every thing, but really knows nothing: an
imitative artist, removed by two stages from truth and reality,
—who gives the shadows of shadows, resembling only enough
to satisfy an ignorant crowd. This is the picture there pre-
sented of poets generally, and of Homer as the best among
them. The rhapsode Ion is here brought under the same
category as the poet Homer, whom he has by heart and re-
cites. The whole field of knowledge is assumed to be dis-
tributed among various specialties, not one of which either
of the two can claim. Accordingly, both of them, under the
mask of universal knowledge, conceal the reality of universal
ignorance.

Ion is willing enough (as he promises) to exhibit before
Knowledge, Sokrates one of his eloquent discourses upon Homer.

f But Sokrates never permits him to arrive at it:
arresting him always by preliminary questions, and
requiring him to furnish an intelligible description of

ration with
out know-
ledge.

k Xenop. Memor. iii. 4, especially
iii. 4, 6, where Nikoniachides asks with
surprise, \eyeis av, Si 2<i>Kpares, as TOU
aurov avtip6s £<rr ^ \
Kal arpaTqy,

m See the very curious extract from
the contemporary Ion of Chios, in
Athenseus, xiii. 604. Aristophanes of

Byzantium saya that the appointment
of Sophokles to this military function
(about E.C. 440) arose from the extra-
ordinary popularity of his tragedy
Antigone, exhibited a little time be-
fore. See Boeckh's valuable 'Disser-
tation on the Antigone,' appended to
his edition thereof, pp. 121-124.
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the matter which his discourse is intended to embrace, and thus
to distinguish it from other matters left untouched. A man
who cannot comply with this requisition,—who cannot (to
repeat what I said in a previous chapter) stand a Sokratic
cross-examination on the subject—possesses no rational intel-
ligence of his own proceedings: no art, science, knowledge,
system, or method. If as a practitioner he executes well what
he promises (which is often the case), and attains success—he
does so either by blind imitation of some master, or else under
the stimulus and guidance of some agency foreign to himself—
of the Gods or Fortune.

This is the Platonic point of view; developed in several
different ways and different dialogues, but hardly anywhere
more conspicuously than in the Ion.

I have observed that in this dialogue, Ion is anxious to
embark on his eloquent expository discourse, but ]llustration

Sokrates will not allow him to begin: requiring opinion0 -̂
as a preliminary stage that certain preliminary ifissfJss8

difficulties shall be first cleared up. Here we geometrical
have an illustration of Plato's doctrine, to which I treatises-
adverted in a former chapter,"—that no written geometrical
treatise could impart a knowledge of geometry to one ignorant
thereof. The geometrical writer begins by laying down a
string of definitions and axioms; and then strikes out boldly
in demonstrating his theorems. But Plato would refuse him
the liberty of striking out, until he should have cleared up
the preliminary difficulties about the definitions and axioms
themselves. This the geometrical treatise does not even
attempt.0

n Ohap. vi. p. 229. ° Compare Plato, Republic, vi. 510 C; vii. 533 C-D.

2 H 2
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CHAPTEE XVI.

LACHES.

THE main substance of this dialogue consists of a discussion,
carried on by Sokrates with Nikias and Laches, respecting
Courage. Each of the two latter proposes an explanation of
Courage : Sokrates criticises both of them, and reduces each
to a confessed contradiction.

The discussion is invited, or at least dramatically intro-
LacMs. sub- duced, by two elderly men—Lysimachus, son of
ioCnsaonfdther" Aristeides the Just,—and Melesias, son of Thucy-
wSer it dides the rival of Perikles. Lysimachus and Mele-
two young' sias, confessing with shame that they are inferior to
receive ies- their fathers, because their education has been neg-
master of lected, wish to guard against the same misfortune
arms. Nikias ' &. ° .

and Laches I n the case of their own sons : respecting the educa-
opmion. tion of whom, they ask the advice of Nikias and
Laches. The question turns especially upon the propriety of
causing their sons to receive lessons from a master of arms
just then in vogue. Nikias and Laches, both of them not
merely distinguished citizens but also commanders of Athenian
armies, are assumed to be well qualified to give advice. Ac-
cordingly they deliver their opinions : Nikias approving such
lessons as beneficial, in exalting the courage of a young man,
and rendering him effective on the field of battle: while
Laches takes an opposite view, disparages the masters of arms
as being no soldiers, and adds that they are despised by the
Lacedaemonians, to whose authority on military matters
general deference was paid in G-reece.a Sokrates,—com-
mended greatly by Nikias for his acuteness and sagacity, by
Laches for his courage in the battle of Delium,—is invited to
take part in the consultation. Being younger than both, he

* Plato, Laches, r. 6-7, pp. 182-183.
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waits till they have delivered their opinions, and is then
called upon to declare with which of the two his own judg-
ment will concur.1*

8okr.—The question must not be determined by a plurality
of votes, but by superiority of knowledge." If we sokmtes is
were debating about the proper gymnastic discipline declare Ms
r ii. l 1J u l o p i " i o D - H e

for these young men, we should consult a known replies that
n . , . T the point

artist or professional trainer, or at least some one cannot be ae-
1 1 i n 1 • ^ c i d e d w i t h o u t

who had gone through a course of teaching and a competent
0 0 ° professional

practice under the trainer. The first thing to be Judse-
enquired therefore is, whether, in reference to the point now
under discussion, there be any one of us professionally or
technically competent, who has studied under good masters,
and has proved his own competence as a master by producing
well-trained pupils. The next thing is, to understand clearly
what it is, with reference to which such competence is
required.4 NiJcias.—Surely the point before us is, whether it
be wise to put these young men under the lessons of the master
of arms ? That is what we want to know. Solcr.—Doubtless it
is : but that is only one particular branch of a wider and more
comprehensive enquiry. When you are considering whether
a particular ointment is good for your eyes, it is your eyes,
and their general benefit, which form the subject of inves-
tigation—not the ointment simply. The person to assist you
will be, he who understands professionally the general treat-
ment of the eyes. So in this case, you are enquiring whether
lessons in arms will be improving for the minds and character
of your sons. Look out therefore for some one who is profes-
sionally competent, from having studied under good masters,
in regard to the general treatment of the mind.e LacMs.—
But there are various persons who, without ever having studied
under masters, possess greater technical competence than

b Plato, Laches, o. 10, p.' 184 D.
Nikias is made to say that Sokrates

has recently recommended to him
Damon, as a teacher of novai/cit to his
sons, and that Damon had proved an
admirable teacher as well as companion
(180 D). Damon is mentioned by
Plato generally with much eulogy.

c Plato, Laches, c. 10, p. 184 K.

iirttTT'hfiri Set KpiyevBat aAA' ov irA^
TO fLeWou KaXws Kptdijff€(r6ai.

d Plato, Laches, c. 11, p. 185 C.
e Plato, Laches, c. 11, p. 185 E.

1 l f j 8
p

(1 TIS Tifiuv Ttx^'KOS irepl i f x r j 5 8epu-
7retai', Kai olos T€ KaKws ruvro 6epa-

na\ 'drip SiSdffKaKoi
, TOVTU
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others who have so studied. 8okr.—There are such persons:
but you will never believe it upon their own assm-ance, unless
they can show you some good special work actually performed
by themselves.

Sokr.—Now then, Lysimachus, since you have invited
Those who Laches and Nikias, as well as me, to advise you on
opMun must the means of most effectively improving the mind of
begin by . . „ , i , i ,

proving tiwir your son, it is for us to show you that we possess
competence *> • -i i ' i i ' ±1 ± ±

to judge— competent professional skill respecting me treat-
avows his ment of the vouthful mind. We must declare to
own iucom- •'

petence. y0U who are the masters from whom we have learnt,
and we must prove their qualifications. Or if we have had
no masters, we must demonstrate to you our own competence
by citing cases of individuals, whom we have successfully
trained, and who have become incontestably good under our
care. If we can fulfil neither of these two conditions, we
ought to confess our incompetence and decline advising you.
We must not begin to try our hands upon so precious a
subject as the son of a friend, at the hazard of doing him
more harm than good/

As to myself, I frankly confess that I have neither had any
master to impart to me such competence, nor have I been
able to acquire it by my own efforts. I am not rich enough
to pay the Sophists, who profess to teach it. But as to Nikias
and Laches, they are both older and richer than I am: so
that they may well have learnt it from others, or acquired
it for themselves. They must be thoroughly satisfied of their
own knowledge on the work of education; otherwise they
would hardly have given such confident opinions, pronouncing
what pursuits are good or bad for youth. For my part, 1
trust them implicitly : the only thing which surprises me, is,
that they dissent from each other.8 It is for you therefore,
Lysimachus, to ask Nikias and Laches,—Who have been
their masters? Who have been their fellow-pupils? If1 Plato, Laches, c. 12, p. 186 B.

e Plato, Laches, c. 13, p. 186.
5uKovffL 5TI jUOi SvvaToi elvai iraiStvcrai
at/Bpanrov ov yap &v irore aSeiis <bre-
(paivovio 7r€pl inLTT]5eviJ.ttTwv vi<$ yov-

, yy
Sia<p4peu8ov a

Kal irovrtpuv, el ij.ii avrots
Ittavas eiSeVoi. TO fitv oiv

&OIS Tn&Tevw, &TI 5e
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they have been their own masters, what proof can they produce
of previous success in teaching, and what examples can they
cite of pupils whom they have converted from bad to good ? h

Nikias.—I knew from the beginning that we should both
of us fall under the cross-examination of Sokrates, Nikias mi

and be compelled to give account of our past lives.
For my part, I have already gone through this scru- ty
tiny before, and am not averse to undergo it again. SokrateB-
LacMs.—And I, though I have never experienced it before,
shall willingly submit to learn from Sokrates, whom I know
to be a man thoroughly courageous and honest in his actions.
I hate men whose lives are inconsistent with their talk.1

—Thus speak both of them.

This portion of the dialogue, which forms a sort of pre-
amble to the main discussion, brings out forcibly Both of them

-T-. . o T T T , give opinions

some of the Platonic points of view. We have seen offhand,
x according to

it laid down in the Knton—That in questions about 'Mr feelings
x on the spe-

right and wrong, good and evil, &c, we ought not $»•} ™se-
° D D ° Sokrates re-

to trust the decision of the Many, but only that of quires that
J J the question

the One Wise Man. Here we learn something about sL¥' 5e g T '
o ralised, and

the criteria by which this One man may be known, examined as
He must be one who has gone through a regular educ;»tion-
training under some master approved in ethical or educational
teaching: or, if he cannot produce such a certificate, he
must at least cite sufficient examples of men whom he has
taught well himself. This is the Sokratic comparison, assi-
milating the general art of living well to the requirements of
a special profession, which a man must learn through express
teaching, from a master who has proved his ability, and
through conscious application of his own. Nikias and Laches
give their opinions offhand and confidently, upon the question
whether lessons from the master of arms be profitable to
youth or not. Plato, on the contrary, speaking through
Sokrates, points out that this is only one branch of the more

h Plato, Laches, 186-187.
1 Plato, Laches, c. 14, p. 188.
" Ego odi homines ignava opera et

philosophy sententia," is a line cited
by Cicero out of one of the Latin comic
writers.
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comprehensive question as to education generally—"What
are the qualities and habits proper to be imparted to youth
by training ? What is the proper treatment of the mind ?
No one is competent to decide the special question, except he
who has professionally studied the treatment of the mind."
To deal with the special question, without such preliminary
general preparation, involves rash and unverified assump-
tions, which render any opinion so given dangerous to act
upon. Such is the judgment of the Platonic Sokrates,
insisting on the necessity of taking up ethical questions in
their most comprehensive aspect.

Consequent upon this preamble, we should expect that
Appeal of Laches and Nikias would be made to cite the names
iita j?£rent °f those who had been their masters ; or to produce
wireMM. some examples of persons effectively taught by
™|r™eenor themselves. This would bring us a step nearer to
identified. t h a t Q n e w i s e M a n _ o f t e n d a r k l y indicated, but
nowhere named or brought into daylight—from whom alone
we can receive a trustworthy judgment. But here, as in
the Kriton and so many other Platonic dialogues, we get
only a Pisgah view of our promised adviser—nothing more.
The discussion takes a different turn.

Sokr.—" We will pursue a line of enquiry which conducts
we must to the same result, and which starts even more deci-
know what

virtue is, dedly from the beginning.11 We are called upon to
before we . <J ° A

flnionon a(ivise by what means virtue can be imparted to
virtues a t l 3 e s e v o u t n s > s o a s to make them better men. Of
lawkqueT- c o u r s e this implies that we know what virtue is:
SquireabTut otherwise how can we give advice as to the means of
ofevib™e- acquiring it? Laches.—We could give no advice at
courage. a l l> Sokr.—We affirm ourselves therefore to know
what virtue is ? Laches.—We do. Sokr.—Since therefore we
know, we can farther declare what it is.1 Laches.—Of course

k Plato, Laches, o. 17, p. 189 E. Ka\
7] roidde (TKeipis els raurby tpepei, (TXebbv

i Plato, Laches, <: 17, p. 100 B.

<j>a/j.ii> &pa, Si Adxns, elSevai avrb (T
aper^i/) 8, TI etrni/. <tafx.ev /ievroi
OUKOVV & ye Ufiev, K&J/ cfiroijuc)/ Si TTO
TI etrriv. Tlas yap ov ;
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we can. Sokr.—Still, we will not at once enquire as to the
whole of virtue, which might be an arduous task, but as to a
part of it—Courage: that part to which the lessons of the
master of arms are supposed to tend. We will first enquire
what courage is: after that has been determined, we will
then consider how it can best be imparted to these youths."

" Try then if you can tell me, Laches, what courage is.
Laches.—There is no difficulty in telling you that. Whoever
keeps his place in the rank, rej)els the enemy, and does not
run away, is a courageous man." m

Here is the same error in replying, as was committed by
Euthyphron when asked, What is the Holy? and Question,
by Hippias about the Beautiful. One particular courage?

,. i i - • • T Laches an-

case oi courageous behaviour, among: manv, is indi- swers by
' . ° ^ citing one

cated, as if it were an explanation of the whole: particularly
1 manifest case

but the general feature common to all acts of of courage.
. „ • Mistake of

courage is not declared, eokrates points out that not Pvins
° r a general

men are courageous, not merely among hoplites explanation.
who keep their rank and fight, but also among the Scythian
horsemen who fight while running away ; others also are cou-
rageous against disease, poverty, political adversity, pain and
fear of every sort: others moreover, against desires and plea-
sures. What is the common attribute which in all these
cases constitutes Courage ? If you asked me what is quick-
ness—common to all those cases when a man runs, speaks,
plays, learns, &c, quickly—I should tell you that it was that
which accomplished much in a little time. Tell me in like
manner, what is the common fact or attribute pervading all
cases of courage ?

Laches at first does not understand the question:n and
Sokrates elucidates it by giving the parallel explanation of
quickness. Here, as elsewhere, Plato takes great pains to
impress the conception in its full generality, and he seems to
have found difficulty in making others follow him.

»' Plato, Laches, o. 18, p. 190 D.
» Plato, Laches, c. 19-20, pp. 191-192.
ndAtv ovv Treipai elirziv avdptav irpw-

TOV, TI %y iv iraai TOVTOIS TavTov icrrtv.
7) ovirw KaTaixavdaveis ft \f-ya; Laches.
Oy Travv TI

7T€ipW 5f} TT]V avftpLCLV OVTWS eiTTeiV,
TIS otiira Svya^ts TJ avrrj Iv 7]8ovrj Kai
iv Aimy KOX iv airaatv oh vvv 5j) e'Ac-
yo/xeu auTTjf tlvm, eireiT1 ap8pta /ceKA?]-
r a t ;
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Second an-
swer. Cou-
rage is a sort
of endurance
of the mind.
Sokrates
points out
that the
answer is
vague and
incorrect.
Endurance is
not always
courage:
even intelli-
gent endur-
ance is not
always
courage.

Laches then gives a general definition of courage. It is a
sort of endurance of the mind."

Surely not all endurance (rejoins Sokrates) ? You
admit that courage is a fine and honourable thing.
But endurance without intelligence is hurtful and
dishonourable: it cannot therefore be courage. Only
intelligent endurance, therefore, can be courage.
And then what is meant by intelligent? Intelli-
gent—of what—or to what end ? A man, who
endures the loss of money, understanding well that
he will thereby gain a larger sum, is he courageous ?

No. He who endures fighting, knowing that he has superior
skill, numbers, and all other advantages on his side, manifests
more of intelligent endurance, than his adversary who knows
that he has all these advantages against him, yet who never-
theless endures fighting. Nevertheless this latter is the most
courageous of the two.p Unintelligent endurance is in this
case courage : but unintelligent endurance was acknowledged
to be bad and hurtful, and courage to be a fine thing. We
have entangled ourselves in a contradiction. We must at
least show our own courage, by enduring until we can get
right. For my part (replies Laches) I am quite prepared
for such endurance. I am piqued and angry that I cannot
express what I conceive. I seem to have in my mind clearly
what courage is: but it escapes me somehow or other, when
I try to put it in words.q

Sokrates now asks aid from Nikias. Nihias.—My explana-
tion of courage is, that it is a sort of knowledge or intelli-
gence. SoJcr.—But what sort of intelligence ? Not certainly in-
telligence of piping or playing the harp. Intelligence of what ?

Nikias.—Courage is intelligence of things terrible, and
N™uasnosnwer things not terrible, both in war and in all other
Sbycou. conjunctures. Lach'es.—What nonsense! Courage
ofTniem-crt i s a t n i n g totally apart from knowledge or intelli-

° Plato, Laches, c. 20, p. 192 B.
Kaprepia ns TTIS tpvXVs'

p Plato, Laches, c. 21, pp. 192-193.
7] <pp6vifj.os Kaprepia—Wco/j-ey 5?/, i] els

T ( <pp6vi/j.6s; tl i] (is airavra KuX T O
fj.4-ya.Xa Kai re cr/unpd ;

i Plato, Laches, 193 0, 194 B.
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gence.' The physician knows best what is terrible,
and what is not terrible, in reference to disease : the of tlllnes

husbandman, in reference to agriculture. But thev not tcn™e-
° J Objeclions of

are not for that reason courageous. Nikias.—They i**es.
are not ; but neither do they know what is terrible, or what
is not terrible. Physicians can predict the result of a patient's
case: they can tell what may cure him, or what will kill him.
But whether it be better for him to die or to recover—
that they do not know, and cannot tell him. To some per-
sons, death is a less evil than life:—defeat, than victory:—
loss of wealth, than gain. None except the person who can
discriminate these cases, knows what is really terrible and
what is not so. He alone is really courageous.3 Laches.—
Where is there any such man ? I t can be only some God.
Nikias feels himself in a puzzle, and instead of confessing it
frankly as I have done, he is trying to help himself out by
evasions more fit for a pleader before the Dikastery.1

Sokr.—You do not admit, then, Nikias, that lions, tigers,
boars, &c, and such animals, are courageous ? Ni- QUestlon8 of

Mas.—No: they are without fear—simply from not I S ? 8 it is
knowing the danger—like children: but they are evemŝ not
not courageous, though most people call them so. 6ent°w£
I may call them bold, but I reserve the epithet Buttntem-'
courageous for the intelligent. LachSs.—See how ture'events
Nikias strips those, whom every one admits to be ha'd'without
courageous, of this honourable appellation! Nikias. of pas?™08

—Not altogether, Laches : I admit you, and Lama- preben'
chus, and many other Athenians, to be courageous, and of
course therefore intelligent. Laches.—I feel the compliment:
but such subtle distinctions befit a Sophist rather than a
general in high command." Sokr.—The highest measure of

* Plato, LachSs, c. 24, p. 195 A. > translated by any affirmative word.
T7)>» TWV Stivai' Kal 8appoXia>v imafi\pL-i\v ' Plato, Laches, c. 26, pp. 195-196.
Kal iv iroXejif /cal iv TOLS &\XOIS aira- ' Pluto, Laches, c. 26, p. 196 B.
aiv. u Plato, Laches, c. 28, p . 197. Kal

Laches-—(Hs aVoira \tyei !—X^P^ 7^P 7rPe'7r*i> & 2c*»/cpares, <ro(piiTrrj TO.
&h irov ffocpia etrrlv avfipias. ; roiavra fxaKKov KO^euec^ai, ir) avtpl 'by

It appears from two other passages < T) TT6\IS d|ioi aiirfis vpoiaravai.
(c. 26, p. 195 D, and c. 29, p. 198 B) I Assuredly the distinctions which
that 8appaX.zos here is simply the Plato puts into the mouth of Nikias
negation of Stwhs, and cannot be are nowise more subtle than those
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intelligence befits one in the highest command. What you
have said, Nikias, deserves careful examination. You re-
member that in taking up the investigation of courage, we
reckoned it only as a portion of virtue: you are aware that
there are other portions of virtue, such as justice, temperance,
and the like. Now you define courage to be, intelligence of
what is terrible or not terrible: of that which causes fear, or
does not cause fear. But nothing causes fear, except future
or apprehended evils: present or past evils cause no fear.
Hence courage, as you define it, is intelligence respecting
future evils, and future events not evil. But how can there
be intelligence respecting the future, except in conjunction
with intelligence respecting the present and the past? In
every special department, such as medicine, military proceed-
ings, agriculture, &c, does not the same man, who knows the
phenomena of the future, know also the phenomena of pre-
sent and past ? Are they not all inseparable acquirements
of one and the same intelligent mind ?x

Since therefore courage, according to your definition, is the
courage knowledge of futurities evil and not evil, or future
therefore ° '

must be in- e v i i a n ( j good—and since such knowledge cannot
telligence of _ S> °
Benera!id evil ex^ without the knowledge of good and evil gene-
But this defi-
nition would
include the
whole of
virtue, and
we declared
that courage
was only a
part thereof.
It will not
hold there-
fore as a de-
finition of
courage.

—it follows that courage is the knowledge of
good and evil generally.? But a man who knows
thus much, cannot be destitute of any part of virtue.
He must possess temperance and justice as well
as courage. Courage, therefore, according to your
definition, is not a part of virtue, it is the whole. Now
we began the enquiry by stating that it was only a

which ho is perpetually putting into
the mouth of Sokrates. He cannot
here mean to distinguish the Sophists
from Sokrates, but to distinguish the
dialectic talkers, including both one
and the other, from the active political
leaders.

* Plato, Laches, c. 30, p. 198 D.

l*Xv elvai Trepl ytyov&TOs, &AAT) Sf Trepi

y y f y yy 7 7
ay KaWKTTa y&vono Kal ycvr](TeTat TO
fi7]Trw yeyov6s—aAA' i) aiiTr). oiov ittpl

TO vyisivbv els aTravras robs XP^I'OVS

oiiK &\\r) T I J $i i) larpiKTt, pia odcra,
Ztyopa, Kal yiyv6fi.ii>a KOX yeyov6'ra Kal
ywqo-Sfieva, Siry yevi)(TtTai.

P . 199 C. 7] Se */' a^T^ 67TIO~T̂ U7)
TWV OMT&V Kal fi£AA6vTtvi> Kal iravTus

' Plato, Laches, c. 31, p. 199 D.
Kara rbv <rbv \6you ov jx6vov ZtivOov re
Kal BafipaXiusv 7) imaT^fXT) avSpia eo-Tic,
ctAAa o"xe5oV TI r) irepl iravrosv ayaSwv
T( Kal Kattav Kal rrdvTws 4X6VTWV, &C.
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part of virtue, and that there were other parts of virtue which
it did not comprise. It is plain therefore that your definition
of courage is not precise, and cannot be sustained. We have
not yet discovered what courage is.1

Here ends the dialogue called Laches, without any positive
result. Nothing is proved except the ignorance of Remarks.
two brave and eminent generals respecting the moral soST
attribute known by the name Courage: which never- father-e

theless they are known to possess, and have the full knowledge.
sentiment and persuasion of knowing perfectly; so rals deliver

x ° x •> ' opinions

that they give confident advice as to the means of ">»fidentiy
J ° about cou-

imparting it. " I am unaccustomed to debates like £fo
e;,yn

ith0Ut

these " (says Laches): " but I am piqued and morti- what"is-
fied—because I feel that I know well what Courage is, yet
somehow or other I cannot state my own thoughts in words."
Here is a description" of the intellectual deficiency which
Sokrates seeks to render conspicuous to the consciousness,
instead of suffering it to remain latent and unknown, as it is
in the ordinary mind. Here, as elsewhere, he impugns the
false persuasion of knowledge, and the unconscious presump-
tion of estimable men in delivering opinions upon ethical and
social subjects, which have become familiar and interwoven
with deeply rooted associations, but have never been studied
under a master, nor carefully analysed and discussed, nor
looked at in their full generality. This is a mental defect
which he pronounces to be universal: belonging not less to
men of action like Nikias and Laches, than to Sophists and
Khetors like Protagoras and Gorgias.

Here, as elsewhere, Plato (or the Platonic Sokrates) exposes
the faulty solutions of others, but proposes no better solution
of his own, and even disclaims all ability to do so. We may' Plato, Laches, c. 32, p. 199 E.
OUK apa evp'tjKafiel', avfipia '6, Ti etTTlv.

• Plato, Laches, 194. VLOXTOI a-qBiis
•y ei/ii (Laches) TOT TOIOVTOIV \6yav
aXha. TI'S /ie xa\ tpiXoveucia rfA.j)</>e npbs
ra elp-qfieva, Kal &>s a\r)9us aya.va.KTU el
OVTOHTI a vow fify oT6s r' ei/nl elireTr
vodv jikv ya.p i/ioiyt SoKa irep! avfipias

'6, TI iffTiv, OVK otSa Se oVp /xe Spn
SieQvyev, Sxrre /x-J) fyWafiiiiv T$ \6yip
a.vT'fjv teal eiireTv fl, TI e<TTiv.

Compare the Cha,rmides, p. 159 A,
160 D, where Sokrates professes to tell
Channides, If temperance is really in
you, you can of course inform us what
it is.
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nevertheless trace, in the refutation which he gives of the
No solution two unsatisfactory explanations, hints guiding the
fnlt"by mind into that direction in which Plato looks to sup-
taidnfcy'of ply the deficiency. Thus when Laches, after having
lookhi'gfo™ given as his first answer (to the question, What is
inteiiigen'ce Courage ?) a definition not even formally sufficient,
—cannot be r-* • • I • i
understood is put by Sokrates upon giving his second answer,—
without re- r J . . „ . , n i i T

ference to That Courage is intelligent endurance: bokrates asks
or end. himi>—« yes, intelligent: but intelligent to what end f
Do you mean, to all things alike, great as well as little?"
We are here reminded that intelligence, simply taken, is alto-
gether undefined ; that intelligence must relate to something
—and when human conduct is in question, must relate to
some end; and that the Something, and the End, to which
it relates, must be set forth, before the proposition can be
clearly understood.

Coming to the answer given by Nikias, we perceive that this
object-is deficiency is in a certain manner supplied. Courage
supplied in . J . . fr &

the answer is said to consist in knowledge: m knowledge of
of Nikias

intelligence things terrible, and things not terrible. When
- o f things 6 ' . &

terrible and Laches applies his cross-examination to the answer,
not terrible. rsr '

suchinteiii- the manner in which Nikias defends it puts us
gence is not *

possessed by upon a distinction often brought to view, though
professional r o ? o

artists. n o t always adhered to, in the Platonic writings.
There can be no doubt that death, distemper, loss of wealth,
defeat, &c, are terrible things (i. e. the prospect of them in-
spires fear) in the estimation of mankind generally. Correct
foresight of such contingencies, and of the antecedents tend-
ing to produce or avert them, is possessed by the physician
and other professional persons: who would therefore, it should
seem, possess the knowledge of things terrible and not ter-
rible. But Nikias denies this. He does not admit that the
contingencies here enumerated are, always or necessarily,
proper objects of fear. In some cases, he contends, they are
the least of two evils. Before you can be said to possess the
knowledge of things terrible and not terrible, you must be
_ •> Plato, Lackey c. 21, p. 192 D. j {, ,ls Tl ^v^o,; D r, eh &™VTa «al
7j tpp&vtiws Kaprepia. . . . Wa^v Sij- \ TO /ifya\a Kal T {
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able to take correct measure not only of the intervening
antecedents or means, but also of the end itself as compared
with other alternative ends: whether, in each particular case,
it be "the end most to be feared, or the real evil under the
given circumstances. The professional man can do the
former, but he cannot do the latter. He advises as to means,
and executes: but he assumes his own one end as an indisputable
datum. The physician seeks to cure his patient, without
ever enquiring whether it may not be a less evil for such
patient to die than to survive.

The ulterior, yet not less important, estimate of the com-
parative worth of different ends, is reserved for that Postul:ite of

unknown master whom Nikias himself does not R^OT"of

farther specify, and whom Laches sets aside as no-
where to be found, under the peculiar phrase of p£
"some God." Subjectively considered, this is an
appeal to the judgment of that One Wise Man, often
alluded to by Plato as an absent Expert who might science oT
be called into court—yet never to be found at the
exact moment, nor produced in visible presence: Objectively
considered, it is a postulate or divination of some yet un-
discovered Teleology or Science of Ends: that Science of
the Good, which (as we have already noticed in Alkib. II.)
Plato pronounces to be the crowning and capital science of
all—and without which he there declared, that knowledge on
all other topics was useless and even worse than useless.0 The
One Wise Man—the Science of Good—are the Subject and
Object corresponding to each other, and postulated by Plato.
None but the One Wise Man can measure things terrible
and not terrible: none else can estimate the good or evil, or
the comparative value of two alternative evils, in each in-
dividual case. The items here directed to be taken into the
calculation, correspond with what is laid down by Sokrates
in the Protagoras, not with that laid down in the Gorgias:
we find here none of that marked antithesis between pleasure
and good—between pain and evil—upon which Sokrates ex-
patiates in the Gorgias.

c Plato, Alkib. ii. pp. 146-147. See above, ch. x. p. 3C2.
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This appears still farther when the cross-examination is
perfect con- taken up by Sokrates instead of by Laches. We are
dition of the 1 J i , i i « . , •

intelligence then made to perceive, that the knowledge ot things
—is the one x . . . . .

sufficient terrible and not terrible is a part, but an inseparable
condition l . , ...

of virtue. part of the knowledge of good and evil generally:
the lesser cannot be had without the greater—and the greater
carries with it not merely courage, but all the other virtues
besides. None can know good or evil generally except the
perfectly Wise Man. The perfect condition of the Intelli-
gence, is the sole and all-sufficient condition of virtue. None
can possess one mode of virtue separately.

This is the doctrine to which the conclusion of the Laches
points, though the question debated is confessedly left with-
out solution. I t is a doctrine which seems to have been
really maintained by the historical Sokrates, and is often
implied in the reasonings of the Platonic Sokrates, but not
always nor consistently.

In reference to this dialogue, the dramatic contrast is very
Dramatic forcible, between the cross-examination carried on

s by Laches, and that carried on by Sokrates. The
es' former is pettish and impatient, bringing out no

exammera. r e s u ^ ; a n ( j accusing the respondent of cavil and dis-
ingenuousness : the latter takes up the same answer patiently,
expands it into the full generality wrapped up in it, and
renders palpable its inconsistency with previous admissions.
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APPENDIX.

Ast is the only critic who declares the Laches not to be Plato's work
(Platon's Leben [und Schr. pp. 451-456). He indeed even finds it difficult to
imagine how Schleiermacher can accept it as genuine (p. 454). He justifies
this opinion by numerous reasons—pointing out what lie thinks glaring defects,
absurdity, and bad taste, both in the ratiocination and in the dramatic handling,
also dicta alleged to be un-Platonic. Compare Schleiermacher's Einleituug zum
Laches, p. 324 seq.

I do not concur with Ast in the estimation of those passages which serve as
premisses to his conclusion. But even if I admitted his premisses, I still should
not admit his conclusion-. I should conclude that the dialogue was an inferior
work of Plato, but I should conclude nothing beyond. Stallbaum (Proleg. ad
Lachet. p. 5) and Socher discover " adolescentise vestigia " in it, which are not
apparent to me.

Socher, Stallbaum, and K. F. Hermann pass lightly over the objections of
Ast; and Stemhart (Einleit. p. 355) declares them to be unworthy of a serious
answer. For my part, I draw from these dissensions among the Platonic
critics a conviction of the uncertain evidence upon which all of them proceed.
Each has his own belief as to what Plato must say, might to say, and could not
have said ; and each adjudicates thereupon with a degree of confidence which
surprises me. The grounds upon which Ast rejects Laches, Charmides, and
Lysis, though inconclusive, appear to me not more inconclusive than those on
which he and other critics reject the Erastse, Theages, Hippias Major, Alki-
biades II., &c.

The dates which Stallbaum, Schleiermacher, Socher, and Steinhart assign to
the Laches (about 406-404 B.C.) are in my judgment erroneous. I have already
shown my reasons for believing that not one of the Platonic dialogues was
composed until after the death of Sokrates. The hypotheses also of Steinhart
(p. 357) as to the special purposes of Plato in composing the dialogue are
unsupported by any evidence ; and are all imagined so as to fit his supposition
as to the date. So also Schleiermacher tells us that a portion of the Laches is
intended by Plato as a defence of himself against accusations which had been
brought against him, a young man, for impertinence in having attacked Lysias
in the Phsedrus, and Protagoras in the Protagoras, both of them much older
than Plato. But Steinhart justly remarks that this explanation can only be
valid if we admit Schleiermacher's theory that the Phsedrus and the Protagoras
are earlier compositions than the Laches, which theory Steinhart and most of
the others deny. Steinhart himself adapts his hypotheses to his own idea of
the date of the Laches; and he is open to the same remark as he himself
makes upon Schleiermacher.

VOL. I. 2 i
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CHAPTER XVII.

CHARMIDES.

As in Laches, we have pursued an enquiry into the nature of
Courage—so in Charmides, we find an examination of Tem-
perance, Sobriety, Moderation." Both dialogues conclude
without providing any tenable explanation. In both there is
an abundant introduction—in Charmides, there is even the
bustle of a crowded palaestra, with much dramatic incident—
preluding to the substantive discussion. I omit the notice of
this dramatic incident, though it is highly interesting to read.

The two persons with whom Sokrates here carries on the
scene and discussion, are Charmides and Kritias; both of
personages of 1 • , • i

the dialogue, whom, as historical persons, were active movers in
paisstra. the oligarchical government of the Thirty, with its
Emotionsof b ? ' '

sokrates. numerous enormities. In this dialogue, (Jnarmides
appears as a youth just rising into manhood, strikingly beau-
tiful both in face and stature: Kritias his cousin is an accom-
plished literary man of mature age. The powerful emotion
which Sokrates describes himself as experiencing,6 from the
sight and close neighbourhood of the beautiful Charmides, is
remarkable, as a manifestation of Hellenic sentiment. The
same exaltation of the feelings and imagination, which is
now produced only by beautiful women, was then excited
chiefly by fine youths. Charmides is described by Kritias as
exhibiting dispositions at once philosophical and poetical:"

Song of Solomon. " Etsi omnia in hoc
dialogo mirifleam habeant allegoriam,
amatoria maxime, non aliter quam
Cantica Salomonis — mutavi tamen
nonnihil—nonnihil etiam pratermisi.
Quaa enim consonabant castigatissimis
auribus Atticorum, rudioribus forte
auribus minime consonarenf

c Plato, Charmides, c. 5, p. 155 A.

a I translate (Toxppo&ivq Temperance,
though it i3 very inadequate, but I
know no single English word better
suited.

b Plato, Charmides, c. 3, p. 154 C.
"Fieinus, in his Argumentum to this

dialogue'p. 767), considers it as mainly
allegorical, especially the warm ex-
pressions of erotic sentiment contained
therein, which he compares to the
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illustrating the affinity of these two intellectual veins, as
Plato conceived them. He is also described as eminently
temperate and modest:d from whence the questions of
Sokrates take their departure.

You are said to be temperate, Charmides (says Sokrates).
If so, your temperance will surely manifest itself Question,
within you in some way, so as to enable you to form pcranc1?em"
and deliver an opinion, What Temperance is. Tell spates to

. -i . i i . , the temperate

us m plain language what you conceive it to be. charmides.
Temperance, replies Charmides (after some hesi- is a kind or

. . . . . , . , . . , Bedateness or

tation), consists m doing every thing m an orderly slowness.
and sedate manner, when we walk in the highway, or talk, or
perform other matters in the presence of others. I t is, in
short, a kind of sedateness or slowness.

Sokrates begins his cross-examination upon this answer, in
the same manner as he had begun it with Laches in „ . „

° Uut lemper-

respect to courage. Sokr.—Is not temperance a o"c
h
e
oj,

s
o®r

fi.ne

fine and honourable thing ? Does it not partake of
the essence, and come under the definition, of what
is fine and honourable?' Char.—Undoubtedly it
does. Sokr.—But if we specify in detail our various
operations, either of body or mind—such as writing,
reading, playing on the harp, boxing, running, jump-
ing, learning, teaching, recollecting, comprehending, deli-
berating, determining, &c.—we shall find that to do them
quickly is more fine and honourable than to do them
slowly. Slowness does not, except by accident, belong to the
fine and honourable: therefore temperance, which does so
belong to it, cannot be a kind of slowness.8

Charmides next declares Temperance to be a variety of the
feeling of shame or modesty. But this (observes second an-
Sokrates) will not hold, more than the former perance is a
explanation: since Homer has pronounced shame feeiingof

4 Plato, Charm, o. 11, p. 157 D.
About the diffidence of Charmides

in his younger years, see Xenoph.
Memor. iii. 7, 1. <ppocr&vri ig-nv; iireiS^i iv Tq

o Plato, Charmides, c. 14, p . 159 B . T<2C KaXwv TI TJI>UV T] auxppoaivq vire-
T2> KotTfiiws iraVTa TrpArreiv Kal rjO'vxii, riBf\.

tv Te TOIJ aSois PaSifcivKal SmAe'ye^ai e Plato, Chaimid. c. 17, p. 160 C.

2 I 2

1 Plato, Charmides, c. 14, p. 159 C-
1 6 0 D . OV TUV KOKwV fiSV TI TJ (TW-

& ^ 6
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sbame. Re- not to be good, for certain persons and under cer-
sokrates. tain circumstances.

" Temperance consists in doing one's own business." Here
Thini an- w e " a v o a t l l i r c l explanation, proposed by Cliarmides
"eraicJcon an(^ presently espoused by Kritias. Sokrates pro-
cne's'o™'"8 fesses not to understand it, and pronounces it to be
Defended like a riddle.1 Every tradesman or artisan does the
sokr-aê -o- business of others as well as his own. Are we to say
riddieTand" for tliat reason that he is not temperate ? I distin-
nfetiSJutn guish (says Kritias) between making and doing: the
making'and artisan makes for others, but he does not do for

oins' others, and often cannot be said to do at all. To
do, imj)lies honourable, profitable, good, occupation: this
alone is a man's own business, and this I call temperance.
When a man acts so as to harm himself, he does not do his
own business.k The doing of good things, is temperance.1

Sokr.—Perhaps it is. But does the well-doer always and
Fourth an- certainly know that he is doing well ? Does the
swpr t)v "̂"̂

Kriti'as. temperate man know his own temperance? Krit.
Temperance *• , L

consists in —He certainly must. Indeed I think that the
self-know- J

ledge. essence of temperance is, Self-knowledge. Know
thyself — is Ihe precept of the Delphian God, who means
thereby the same as if he had said—Be temperate. I now
put aside all that I have said before, and take up this new
position, That temperance consists in a man's knowing him-
self. If you do not admit it, I challenge your cross-exami-
nation.™

Sokr.—I cannot tell you whether I admit it or not, until
I have investigated. You address me as if I professed to
know the subject: but it is because I do not know, that I

h Plato, Charmid. c. 18, p. 161 A. charming to read, but not tearing upon
; Plato, Charmid. c. 19, p. 161 G. him as a'philosopher.

avr\b l ^ k P l t C h i d

, p
aa<fpoavvr\—rb TO lavTov^irparTei
alviyiiarL TIVI UM*V, p. 162 B.

There is here a good deal of playful
vivacity m the dialogue : Cliarmides

pp
Plato, Charmid. c. 23-24, p. 163 D.

TO Ka\Sit KaX &^e\l/ias iroioifiiva . . .
OIKUO. ^va TO TOIOCTB riyeivBai, KOX Tcfcvivacity in the dialogue : Cliarmides ! 0\a.fiepa irdyra, &\AoVpia. Sri T&

gives this last answer, which he has j oliceia KOI TO aOroi, ayaBa itaXoiris, KO.1
heard from Kritias, who is at first not J ras TU>V kyaSSiv iroiijo-eis, irpcS|eis.
forward to defend it, until Charmides ' Plato, Charmid. p.' 164 A ! T^V
forces h im to come forward, by hints TUV &yaQ£»/ irpativ ' crwAporrivriv elvai
and side-insinuations. This is the aa/pais aoi Swpi(o/j.ai.
dramatic art and variety of Plato, >» Plato, Charmid. c. 27, pp. 1G4-165.
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examine, in conjunction with you, each successive answer."
If temperance consists in knowing, it must be a Questlons

knowledge of something. Krit.—It is so: it is know- r̂eu™™8

ledge of a man's self. SoJcr.—What good does this
knowledge procure for us? as medical knowledge J ^
procures for us health—architectural knowledge, a^ot^cf'3

buildings, &c. ? Krit.—It has no positive result of tw°s™se?
analogous character: but neither have arithmetic ThliTiVno
nor geometry. Bokr.—True, but in arithmetic and knowledge,

• , i . • i . . , •, . distinct from

geometry, we can at least indicate a something the know-
known, distinct from the knowledge. Number and e ge '"* '
proportion are distinct from arithmetic, the science which takes
cognizance of them. Now what is that, of which temperance
is the knowledge,—distinct from temperance itself? Krit.—
It is on this very point that temperance differs from all the
other cognitions. Each of the others is knowledge of some-
thing different from itself, but not knowledge of itself: while
temperance is knowledge of all the other sciences and of
itself also.0 SoJcr.—If this be so, it will of course be a know-
ledge of ignorance, as well as a knowledge of knowledge ?
Krit.—Certainly.

SoJcr.—According to your explanation, then, it is only the
temperate man who knows himself. He alone is soimtes
able to examine himself, and thus to find out what possibility
he really knows and does not know: he alone is ledgefw!thT
able to examine others, and thus to find out what cogmtum as
each man knows, or what each man only believes Analogies to

prove that

himself to know without really knowing, lemper- knowledge of
J knowledge is

ance, or self-knowledge, is the knowledge what a impossible.
man knows, and what he .does not know.p Now Two ques-
tions arise upon this: First, is it possible for a man to know,
that he knows what he does know, and that he does not know
what he does not know ? Next, granting it to be possible, in
what way do we gain by it ? The first of these two questions
involves much difficulty. How can there be any cognition,

n Plato, Charmid. 0. 28, p. 165 0. | &\Kav eTn<rrq)i.G>v <=Tno"rij/xT) tan KBX
° Plato, Charmides, c. 30, p. 166 B. ] oirjj eat/Tijs, p. 166 E.

oi nzu &\\cu irarrm &\\ov ela\v EU-IOTT)- j P Plato, Ohaimid. c. 31, p. 167 A.
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which is not cognition of a given cognitum, but cognition
merely of other cognitions and non-cognitions ? There is no
vision except of some colour, no audition except of some
sound : there can be no vision of visions, or audition of audi-
tions. So likewise, all desire is desire of some pleasure;
there is no desire of desires. All volition is volition of some
good; there is no volition of volitions: all love applies to
something beautiful—there is no love of other loves. The
like is true of fear, opinion, &c. It would be singular there-
fore if, contrary to all these analogies, there were any cogni-
tion not of some cognitum, but of itself and other cognitions.13

It is of the essence of cognition to be cognition of some-
Aiiknow- thing, and to have its characteristic property with
ledge must D r r J

be relative reference to some correlate/ What is greater, has
to some °

object. its property of being greater in relation to some-
thing else, which is less—not in relation to itself. It cannot
be greater than itself, for then it would also be less than
itself. It cannot include in itself the characteristic property
of the correlatum as well as that of the relatum. So too
about what is older, younger, heavier, lighter: there is
always a something distinct, -to which reference is made.
Vision does not include in itself both the property of seeing,
and that of being seen: the videns is distinct from the visum.
A movent implies something else to be moved : a heater
something else to be heated.

In all these cases (concludes Sokrates) the characteristic
AU proper- property is essentially relative, implying something

distinguishable from, yet correlating with, itself.
May we generalise the proposition, and affirm, That
all properties are relative, and that every thing in
nature has its characteristic property with refer-
ence, not to itself, but to something else ? Or is

this true only of some things and not of all—so that cogni-
tion may be in the latter category ?

This is an embarrassing question, which I do not feel qua-
lified to decide: neither the general question, whether there

thing in na-
ture bas its
characteristic
property
with refer-
ence to
something
else.

168.
Plato, Charmid. c. 33-34, pp. 167-

' Plato, Charmid. c. 34, p. 168 B.

tori y\v aiirij r) eTntTTTifirt Tivhs eV
(TTTIIXTI, KOX exei -riva TotavTr\v Svvaji
oStTTe Tlvhs tlvai.
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be any cases of characteristic properties having no reference
to any thing beyond themselves, and therefore not relative,
but absolute—nor the particular question, whether cognition
be one of those cases, implying no separate cognitum, but
being itself both relatum and correlatum—cognition of cog-
nition.8

But even if cognition of cognition be possible, I shall not
admit it as an explanation of what temperance is, until I
have satisfied myself that it is beneficial. For I have a pre-
sentiment that temperance must be something beneficial and
good.'

Let us concede for the present discussion (continues So-
krates) that cognition of cognition is possible. Still

, . f , . Even if cog-

how does this prove that there can be cognition of nition of c°s-
*• ° nition were

non-cognition ? that a man can know both what he
knows and what he does not know ?
what we declared self-knowledge and temperance
to be.u To have*cognition of cognition is one
thing: to have cognition of non-cognition is a dif-
ferent thing, not necessarily connected with it. If ?
you have cognition of cognition, you will be enabled hfkfn
to distinguish that which is cognition from that not k
which is not—but no more. Now the knowledge or
ignorance of the matter of health is one thing,
known by medical science: that of justice is a dif-
ferent thing, known by political science. The knowledge of
knowledge simply—cognition of cognition—is different from
both. The person who possesses this last only, without know-
ing either medicine or politics, will become aware that he
knows something and possesses some sort of knowledge, and

p ,
cognition of

For this is °™1
C°s™tion

e
w°h™he

» Plato, Charmidgs,c. 35-36, pp. 168-
169.

fiey&\ov nvos avSpbs &*€?, '6<TTIS TOVTO
Kara irdvTav iKavas 5iaipr)aeTai, Tr6ripov
ouBev TU>V fivTttiV Thv avrov Suvapiv avrh
trpbs iavrb TretpvKev ex6"') aWa irpbs
aWb-—^ Ta juec, TOI 51 ou* Kcd el effrtf
aS anva avra. irpbs kawra. «xe'> &p' 6 y

roVTOtS €(TTIV ijriffTTjflT], fyv S^ 7}^ls
riv (pa.fj.ev tlvat. eyib p\u oh
eftavTui ifiavbs eivai Tayra

Bie\4<r9cu.
• Plato, Cliarmid. c. 36, p. 169 B.

ai<pe\iix6v n KayaBbv fiavrevo/iai ejvai.
" Plato, Charmides, c. 37, p. 169 D.

vvv /z€V TOVTO £,vyxwfyho'wpev, SvvaTbv
eivai y(ve<T0cu itnaTi\ixT]v eirto-T-rifiris—
idi S^i oiiVj el '6TL jtittAi(7Ta Svvaroy TOVTO,
T[ fj.a\\of o!6v T€ effTiv eiSeVat a W TIS
oJ5e KO.1 & p.7]; TOVTO yap Sri nov ecpa./xev
ilfai Tb yiyvuiffKeiv o.inbv nal trw-
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will be able to verify so much with regard to others. But
what it is that he himself knows, or that others know, he will
not thereby be enabled to find out: he will not distinguish
whether that which is known belong to physiology or to poli-
tics ; to do this, special acquirements are needed. You, a
temperate man therefore, as such, do not know what you
know and what you do not know: you know the bare fact,
that you know and that you do not know. You will not be
competent to cross-examine any one who professes to know
medicine or any other particular subject, so as to ascertain
whether the man really possesses what he pretends to possess.
There will be no point in common between you and him.
You, as a temperate man, possess cognition of cognition, but
you do not know any special cognitum: the special man
knows his own special cognitum, but is a stranger to cognition
generally. You cannot question him, nor criticise what he
says or performs, in his own specialty—for of that you are
ignorant:—no one can do it except some fellow expert. You
can ascertain that he possesses some knowledge : but whether
he possesses that particular knowledge to which he lays claim,
or whether he falsely pretends to it, you cannot ascertain:—
since, as a temperate man, you know only cognition and non-
cognition generally. To ascertain this point, you must be
not only a temperate man, but a man of special cognition
besides." You can question and test no one, except another
temperate man like yourself.

But if this be all that temperance can do, of what use is it
Temperance to us (continues Sokrates) ? It is indeed a great
tEeBned, benefit to know how much we know, and how much
lmtetr̂ of w e do not know: it is also a great benefit to know

respecting others, how much they know, and how
much they do not know. If thus instructed, we should make
fewer mistakes: we should do by ourselves only what we
knew how to do,—we should commit to others that which

171.
Plato, Charmides, c. 4041, pp. 170-

TlavThs &pu jU.aA.Aoi/, €L TJ (Tco<ppQcruv7)
trTa/xeyQi/ TrpoffiroiovfLeyoi/ 5e 4
v—oirre aWov ouSeVa TWV eirt-

Kal OTIQVV^ TrK-fjv -ye avrov
oiVe larpoy SiaKp'iyai o'ia dfiire^oi', llxnrep ol &\\OL 5r)jj.iovpyoi.
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they knew how to do, and which we did not know. But
temperance (meaning thereby cognition of cognition and of
non-cognition generally) does not confer such instruction, nor
have we found any science which does.y How temperance
benefits us, does not yet appear.

But let us even concede—what has been just shown to be
impossible—that through temperance we become Buteven

aware of what we do know and what we do not ^ h

know. Even upon this hypothesis, it will be of
little service to us. We have been too hasty in
conceding that it would be a great benefit if each of
us did only what he knew, committing to others to
do only what they knew. I have an awkward sus- weifplr™
picion (continues Sokrates) that after all, this would 6p™w'p*ao-
be no great benefits It is true that upon this SJJuuTnot6

hypothesis, all operations in society would be con- end—Happi-
ducted scientifically and skilfully. We should have
none but competent pilots, physicians, generals, &c, acting
for us, each of them doing the work for which he was fit.
The supervision exercised by temperance (in the sense above
defined) would guard us against all pretenders. Let us even
admit that as to prediction of the future, we should have
none but competent and genuine prophets to advise us;
charlatans being kept aloof by this same supervision. We
should thus have every thing done scientifically and in a
workmanlike manner. But should we for that reason do
well and be happy ? Can that be made out, Kritias ? a

Krit.—You will hardly find the end of well-doing any-
where else, if you deny that it follows on doing scientific-
ally or according to knowledge.* SoJcr.—But according to

y Plato, Charmid. c. 43, p. 172 A.
opas, OTL ouSafj.ov iTno'T^/xri ovSepia

TotavTT] oixra iv4(pavrai.
1 Plato, Charmid. c. 44-45, pp. 172-

173.
* Plato, Charmid. c. 46, p. 173 D. ^
Kar^ffKevau^vov STJ OSTW TO aydpd)-

TTII/OV y4vos on [xhy iTno~TT]fj.6va)S \v
•npaTTOL Kal £$7}, 'iirofxat—'6TI 8' 4TTL(TTT}-
p6vus &y vpa.TTOi'Tes ev av npa.rroiy.tv
Kai eu5a(/iOFOi"jLter, rovro 5e o^7rw Suva-
fj.tda fj.a0e7vt Si (pike K-ptria.

1 Plato, Charmid. c. 46, p. 173 D.
' A \ U [ievToi, ^ 5* fry, ov fiqfiiws

eup-qceis &KAo T£ TeA-OS rod eu Trpdrr^ii'
iav rh iinarr\y.!>vu$ a,Ttfido~r)S. T h e
course of argument here pursued hy
Sokrates is sufficiently plain from what
precedes and follows, but the literal
sense of these words hardly falls in
with it. The argument requires some
such words as ov f>a$iais eupiicrets
aWodt T& TC'AOS TOD ev TipuTTeiv.
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knowledge, of what f Of leather-cutting, brazen work, wool,
which of the wo°d> &c. ? Krit.—No none of these. 8okr.—Well
knowledge' then, y°u see> w e do not follow out consistently
mostt̂ weii- y°u r doctrine—That the happy man is he who lives
ptaelfS scientifically, or according to knowledge. For all
knowhgoodwe these men live according to knowledge, and still you
and evii. do not admit them to be happy. Your definition of
happiness applies only to some portion of those who live
according to knowledge, but not to all. How are we to dis-
tinguish which of them ? Suppose a man to know every
thing past, present, and future; which among the fractions
of such omniscience would contribute most to make him
happy ? Would they all contribute equally ? Krit.—By no
means. Sokr.—Which of them then would contribute most ?
Would it be that by which he knew the art of gaming?
Krit.—Certainly not. Sokr.—Or that by which he knew the
art of computing ? Krit.—No. Sokr.—Or that by which
he knew the conditions of health ? Krit.—That will suit
better. Sokr.—But which of them most of all? Krit.—
That by which he knew good and evil.0

Sokr.—Here then, you have been long dragging me round
^n a circH keeping back the fact, that well-doing
a nd happiness does not arise from living according
to science generally, not of all other matters taken
together—but from living according to the science
°f this one single matter, good and evil. If you
exclude this last, and leave only the other sciences,

of these others will work as before: the
medical man will heal, the weaver will prepare

clothes, the pilot will navigate his vessel, the general will
conduct his army—each of them scientifically. Nevertheless
that each of these things shall conduce to our well-being and
profit, will be an impossibility, if the science of good and
evil be wanting.d Now this science of good and evil, the

without the

mliebor°no

fnddisaofdnwe e a c h
service.

c Plato, Charm, c. 47-48, p. 174.
'i Plato, Charmides, c. 48, j>. 174 D.
eirei €( 64\tis e£€\€?v Taurtjv r)\v

mffTnuw (of good and evil; 4K TSIV
AAwe e7n<7T7jJuo>j'? rjrrou T( 7} fxtv

ij 5 e Kvfipi)
anodv!)(TKeiv nal

i, T\ Se

icri iv TTO-
"AAA& rh
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special purpose of which is to benefit us,e is altogether diffe-
rent from temperance; which you have defined as the science
of cognition and non-cognition, and which appears not to
benefit us at all. Krit.—Surely it does benefit us: for it
presides over and regulates all the other sciences, and of
course regulates this very science, of good and evil, among
the rest. Sokr.—In what way can it benefit us ? It does
not procure for us any special service, such as good health:
that is the province of medicine: in like manner, each sepa-
rate result arises from its own producing art. To confer
benefit is, as we have just laid down, the special province of
the science of good and evil.f Temperance, as the science
of cognition and non-cognition, cannot work any benefit at all.

Thus then, concludes Sokrates, we are baffled in every
way: we cannot find out what temperance is, nor sotratescon-
what that name has been intended to designate, tire failure in
A n • i *i • his research.
All our tentatives have failed; although, in our He cannot

. ° -, find out what
anxiety to secure some result, we have accepted temperance

l • -l • mi l s : aItn°ugh
more than one inadmissible hypothesis. Thus we several con-

J L cessions have

have admitted that there might exist cognition of teen made
° ° which cannot

cognition, though our discussion tended to negative be Justified.
such a possibility. We have farther granted, that this cogni-
tion of cognition, or science of science, might know all the
operations of each separate and special science: so that the
temperate man (i. e. he who possesses cognition of cognition)
might know both what he knows and what he does not know:
might know, namely, that he knows the former and that he
does not know the latter. We have granted this, though it
is really an absurdity to say, that what a man does not know
at all, he nevertheless does know after a certain fashion.geu re toirroiv eKaara yiyvecBai KOX
atyeXijues, airo\e\onrbs 7)/ias e<rrai
Taurus wnov<rt)s.

e Plato, Channid. p. 174 D. 5jj
epyov eari rb w(/>eA.€iV 7}fj.as, &c.

' Plato, Channid. c. 49, p. 175 A.
OVK &pa vyieias effTcu drjfMOvpySs',

7] (Ttixppoffvvt)). Ov SvJTa. "AAA.1JJ yap
)v T€XV71S ityieia ^ oft; 'AWrjs. Ot»5'

&pa a<pe\eias, S> eraipe- &\\y yap ai
4$i/ TQVTO rb tpyov i^xvYt vvv 5't)

e<rrai T) awtppoavvi), ovSe/uus u<pe\eias
ovffa S 6 B 3f p y J i ,

Tes, €QIK4 ye.

Plato, Charmides, c. 50, p. 175 B.

i', OVK 4O>VTOS TOV \6yov
l ij

yap

ou5e <P&O"KOI>TOS elvav Kal
eVio-T-̂ /i?) Kal Ta TSIV iXKav
£pya yiyvcbffKeif ]-vvexu>P'h<rallevi
TOUT' ewvTos TOV \6you—%v(\ Syj ^
ylvOlTO 6 (Ttixppwf iinO'TTJIJ.CCl' WV T€

yap; Tlavv ye. Has oiv utyeXiixos ' oiSif, 8TI o?5e, Kal S>v pr) olfiev, iti OVK
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Yet after these multiplied concessions against strict truth,
we have still been unable to establish our definition of tem-
perance : for temperance as we defined it has, after all, turned
out to be thoroughly unprofitable.

It is plain that we have taken the wrong road, and that I
Temwrance (Sokrates) do not know how to conduct the enquiry.

For temperance, whatever it may consist in, must
assuredly be a great benefit: and you, Charmides,
are happy if you possess it. How can I tell (rejoins
Charmides) whether I possess it or not: since even
men like you and Kritias cannot discover what
itis?h

p

a go"™"'

what tem-
perance is
remains
unknown.

both from
Charmides

0"praCemd

sokrates at
the close of
the dialogue.
Dramatic
ornament
throughout.

Here ends the dialogue called Charmides,1 after the inter-
Expressions change of a few concluding compliments, forming

part of the great dramatic richness which charac-
terises this dialogue from the beginning. I make
no attempt to reproduce this latter attribute; though
it is one of the peculiar merits of Plato in reference
to ethical enquiry, imparting to the subject a cha"rin
which does not naturally belong to it. I confine

myself to the philosophical bearing of the dialogue. Accord-
ing to the express declaration of Sokrates, it ends in nothing
but disappointment. No positive result is attained. The
problem—What is Temperance ?—remains unsolved, after
four or five different solutions have been successively tested
and repudiated.

The Charmides (like the Laches) is a good illustrative
specimen of those Dialogues of Search, the general

0{ character and purpose of which I have explained in
my sixth chapter. It proves nothing: it disproves
several hypotheses: but it exhibits (and therein con-
sists its value) the anticipating, guessing, tentative
and eliminating process, without which no defensible

The Char-
mi 10s is an

Abundance
of guesses
and tenta-
tives, all
ultimately
disallowed.

oTSe. TOUTO fxkv 5^ ttal Travra/Kaffi fxeya-

fxtvoi rb aSvvarov etvui, a ris [irq olSe
fj.r)?iafi(t)s Tavra eiBeVai a/xws yi 7rws'
'6TL yap oliK o?5e, cpTjcrlv avra eiSsvat y\
7}fi€T€pa bfxoXoyia. KCLITOI, WS

ovSevbs '6rov ov^l akoywrepov TOUT* hu
(paveir). This would not appear an ab-
surdity to .Aristotle. See Analy t. Priora,
ii. p. 67, a. 21; Anal. Post. i. 71. a. 28.

11 Plato, Charmid. c. 51, p. 176 A.
' See Appendix at end of chapter.
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conclusions can be obtained—without which, even if such
be found, no advocate can be formed capable of defending
them against an acute cross-examiner. In most cases, this
tentative process is forgotten or ignored: even when recog-
nised as a reality, it is set aside with indifference, often
with ridicule. A writer who believes himself to have solved
any problem, publishes his solution together with the proofs;
and acquires deserved credit for it, if those proofs give satis-
faction. But he does not care to preserve, nor do the public
care to know, the steps by which such solution has been
reached. Nevertheless in most cases, and in all cases in-
volving much difficulty, there has been a process, more or
less tedious, of tentative and groping—of guesses at first
hailed as promising, then followed out to a certain extent,
lastly discovered to be untenable. The history of science,k

astronomical, physical, chemical, physiological, &c, wherever
it has been at all recorded, attests this constant antecedence
of a period of ignorance, confusion, and dispute, even in
cases where ultimately a solution has been found com-

k It is not often that historians of
science take much pains to preserve
and bring together the mistaken guesses
and tentatives which have preceded
great physical discoveries. One in-
stance in which this has been ably and
carefully done is in the ' Biography of
Cavendish,' the chemist and natural
philosopher, by Dr. Geo. Wilson.

The great chemical discovery of the
composition of water, accomplished
during the last quarter of the eighteenth
century, has been claimed as the pri-
vilege of three eminent scientific men
—Cavendish, Watt, and Lavoisier.
The controversy on the subject, volu-
minous and bitter, has been the means
of recording each successive scientific
phase and point of view. It will be
found admirably expounded in this
biography. Wilson sets forth the mis-
conceptions, confusion of ideas, ap-
proximations to truth seen but not
followed out, &c, which prevailed upon
the scientific men of that day, especi-
ally under the misleading influence of
the "phlogiston theory," then univer-
sally received.

To Plato such a period of mental

confusion would have been in itself an
interesting object for contemplation
and description. He might have
dramatised it under the names of
various disputants, with the cross-
examining Blenchus, personified in
Sokrates, introduced to stir up the
debate, either by first advocating, then
refuting, a string of successive guesses
and dreams (Charmides, 173 A) of his
own, or by exposing similar suggestions
emanating from others; especially in
regard to the definition of phlogiston,
an entity which then overspread and
darkened all chemical speculation, but
which every theorist thought himself
obliged to define. The dialogues
would have ended (as the Protagoras,
Lysis, Charruides, &c. now end) by
Sokrates deriding the ill success which
had attended them in the search for an
explanation, and by his pointing out
that while all the theorists talked
familiarly ubout phlogiston aa a power-
ful agent, none of them could agree
what it was.

See Dr. Wilson's ' Biography of
Cavendish,' pp. 36-108-320-325, and
elsewhere.
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manding the nearly unanimous adhesion of the scientific
world. But on subjects connected with man and society,
this period of dispute and confusion continues to the present
moment. No unanimity has ever been approached, among
nations at once active in intellect and enjoying tolerable
liberty of dissent. Moreover—apart from the condition of
different sciences among mature men—we must remember
that the transitive process, above described, represents the
successive stages by which every adult mind has been gradu-
ally built up from infancy. Trial and error—alternate
guess and rejection, generation and destruction of sentiments
and beliefs—is among the most widespread facts of human
intelligence.1 Even those ordinary minds, which in mature
life harden with the most exemplary fidelity into the locally
prevalent type of orthodoxy,—have all in their earlier years
gone through that semi-fluid and indeterminate period, in
which the type to come is yet a matter of doubt—in which
the head might have been permanently lengthened or per-
manently flattened, according to the direction in which
pressure was applied.

We shall follow Plato, towards the close of his career
Tnai ana (Treatise De Legibus), into an imperative and sta-
naturai pro- tionary orthodoxy of his own : but in the dialogues
human mind, which I have already reviewed, as well as in several
Plato stands . . _ .

alone in others wnicii 1 shall presently notice, no mention is
bringing to * J '

view and made ot any given affirmative doctrine as indispen-
dramatismg " ^ JL

the'menta? s a"*e t o a r r i v e a t ultimately. Plato here concentrates
sokmtes ^is attention upon the indeterminate period of the
himsef/the m i n d : lo°king upon t n e m m d not as an empty vessel,
consc!o«n

a
of requiring to be filled by ready-made matter from

ignorance, without—nor as a blank sheet, awaiting a foreign
hand to write characters upon it—but as an assemblage of
latent capacities, which must be called into action by stimulus
and example, but which can only attain improvement through
multiplied trials and multiplied failures. Whereas in most
cases these failures are forgotten, the peculiarity of Plato
consists in his bringing them to view with full detail, explain-

1 It is strikingly described by Plato
in one of the most remarkable passages

of the speech of Diotima in the Sym-
posion, pp. 207-208.
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ing the reasons of each. He illustrates abundantly, and
dramatises with the greatest vivacity, the intellectual process
whereby opinions are broached, at first adopted, then mis-
trusted, unmade, and re-made—or perhaps not re-made at all,
but exchanged for a state of conscious ignorance. The great
hero and operator in this process is the Platonic Sokrates,
who accepts for himself this condition of conscious ignorance,
and even makes it a matter of comparative pride, that he
stands nearly alone in such confession.™ His colloquial in-
fluence, working powerfully and almost preternaturally," not
only serves both to spur and to direct the activity of hearers
still youthful and undecided, but also exposes those who have
already made up their minds and confidently believe them-
selves to know. Sokrates brings back these latter from the
false persuasion of knowledge to the state of conscious igno-
rance, and to the prior indeterminate condition of mind, in
which their opinions have again to be put together by the
tentative and guessing process. This tentative process1, pro-
secuted under the drill of Sokrates, is in itself full of charm
and interest for Plato, whether it ends by finding a good
solution or only by discarding a bad one.

The Charmides is one of the many Platonic dialogues
wherein such intellectual experimentation appears rami,iar

depicted without any positive result: except as it Snû uwJ.
adds fresh matter to illustrate that wide-spread e"rne™Ufeei-
mental fact,—(which has already come before the ISerstood"
reader, in Euthyphron, Alkibiades, Hippias, Erastse, ™rdin^
Laches, &c, as to holiness, beauty, philosophy, fn h3annon

courage, &c, and is now brought to view in the case 6°cie y'
of temperance also; all of them words in every one's mouth,
and tacitly assumed by every one as known quantities)—the
perpetual and confident judgments which mankind are in the
habit of delivering—their apportionment of praise and blame,
as well as of reward and punishment consequent on praise
and blame—without any better basis than that of strong
emotion imbibed they know not how, and without being able

m Plato, Apolog. Sokr. pp. 21-22-23.
" Plato, Symposion, 213 E, 215-210; Menon, 80 A-B.
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to render any rational explanation even of the familiar words
round which such emotions are grouped. No philosopher has
done so much as Plato to depict in detail this important fact
—the habitual condition of human society, modern as well as
ancient, and for that very reason generally unnoticed." The
emotional or subjective value of temperance is all that So-
krates determines, and which indeed he makes his point of
departure. Temperance is essentially among the fine, beau-
tiful, honourable, things:p but its rational or objective value
(i. e. what is the common object characterising all temperate
acts or persons), he cannot determine. Here indeed Plato
is not always consistent with himself: for we shall come to
other dialogues wherein he professes himself incompetent to
say whether a thing be beautiful or not, until it be determined
what the thing is: 1 and we have already found Sokrates
declaring (in the Hippias Major), that we cannot determine
whether any particular object is beautiful or not, until we
have first determined, What is Beauty in the Absolute, or
the Self-Beautiful ? a problem nowhere solved by Plato.

Among the various unsuccessful definitions of temperance
propounded, there is more than one which affords
farther example to show how differently Plato deals
with the same subject in different dialogues. Here
w e ^Ye ^ie pn r a s e—«t0 j 0 o n e 's own business "—

treated as an unmeaning puzzle, and exhibited as if it were
analogous to various other phrases, with which the analogy
is more verbal than real. But in the Kepublic, Plato admits

Different

piatonfc
dialogues.

° " Whoever has reflected on the
generation of ideas in his own mind,
or lias investigated the causes of mis-
understandings among mankind, will
be obliged to proclaim as a fact deeply
seated in human nature—That most of
the misunderstandings and contradic-
tions among men, most of the contro-
versies and errors both in science and
in society, arise usually from our as-
suming (consciously or unconsciously)
fundamental maxims and fundamental
facts as if they were self-evident, and
as if they must be assumed by every
one else besides. Accordingly we never
think of closely examining them, until
at length experience has taught us

that these self-evident matters are
exactly what stand most in need of
proof, and what form the special root
of divergent opinions."—(L. O. Brocker
—Untersuchungen fiber die Glaub-
wurdigkeit der alt-Romischen Ge-
schichte, p. 490.)

P Plato, Charmid. c. 14, p. 159 B. c. 17,
p. 160 D. y\ ffoKppoavv-r]—TUV KaKuv Tl—
4v Ttf \6yip ray KaAuv TJ. SO also So-
krates, in the Laches (192 C), assumes
that courage is rwy irtkvv KtxXwv irpayfiii-
TUV, though he profssses not to know nor
to be able to discover what courage is.

i See Gorgias, 462 B, 448 E ; Menon,
70 B.
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this phrase as well understood, and sets it forth as the con-
stituent element of justice; in the Gorgias, as the leading
mark of philosophical life.1

Again, another definition given by Kritias is, That tem-
perance consists in knowing yourself, or in self-know-
ledge. In commenting upon this definition, Sokrates
makes out—first, that self-knowledge is impossible; imp0S5lble-
next, that if possible, it would be useless. You cannot know
yourself, he argues: you cannot know what you know, and
what you do not know : to say that you know what you know,
is either tautological or untrue—to say that you know what
you do not know, is a contradiction. All cognition must be
cognition of something distinct from yourself: it is a relative
term which must have some correlate, and cannot be its own
correlate: you cannot have cognition of cognition, still less
cognition of non-cognition.

This is an important point of view, which I shall discuss
more at length when I come to the Platonic These- in other
tetus. I bring it to view here only as contrasting sokXIV
with the different language held by the Platonic knowledge to
Sokrates in other dialogues; where he insists on and mesti-
the great value and indispensable necessity of self- cessityfor
, , , , . . 11 i i i i the student

knowledge, as a preliminary to all other knowledge tohavepre-
b ' r J o sentedtobim

—upon the duty of eradicating from men s minds dissentient
r J ° _ points of

that false persuasion of their own knowledge which view-
they universally cherished-—and upon the importance of
forcing them to know their own ignorance as well as their
own knowledge. In the face of this last purpose, so fre-
quently avowed by the Platonic Sokrates (indirectly even in
this very dialogue),8 we remark a material discrepancy, when
he here proclaims self-knowledge to be impossible. We nmst
judge every dialogue by itself, illustrating it when practicable
by comparison with others, but not assuming consistence be-
tween them as a postulate a priori. It is a part of Plato's
dramatic and tentative mode of philosophising to work out1 Plato, Eepubl. iv. 10, p. 433, vi.
496 0, viii. 550 A ; Gorgias, p. 526 C.
Compare also Timseus, p. 72 A.

VOL. I. 2 K

Xenop. Memor. ii. 9, 1.
» Plato, Charmid. c. 30, p. 166 D.
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different ethical points of view, and to have present to his
mind one or other of them, with peculiar force in each diffe-
rent dialogue. The subject is thus brought before us on all
its sides, and the reader is familiarised with what a dialec-
tician might say, whether capable of being refuted or not.
Inconsistency between one dialogue and another is not a fault
in the Platonic Dialogues of Search; but is, on the contrary, a
part of the training process, for any student who is destined
to acquire that full mastery of question and answer which
Plato regards as the characteristic test of knowledge. It is a
puzzle and provocative to the internal meditation of the
student.

In analyzing the Laches, we observed that the definition
cou e and °^ courage given by Nikias was shown by Sokrates
Jre™hown°to *° h a v e n 0 meaning, except in so far as it coincided
«n™ me™-' w*tn ^ie general knowledge or cognition of good and
landed'on evu"' Here too, in the Charmides, we are brought
coiiSceof in the last result to the same terminus—the general
good and evii. c o g n i t i o n o f g o o d a n d e v i l # B u t Temperance, as

previously defined, is not comprehended under that cognition,
and is therefore pronounced to be unprofitable.

This cognition of good and evil—the science of the profit-
Distinction a ^ e — i s n e r e (m the Charmides) proclaimed by So-
™edenbthe krates to have a place of its own among the other
Sees and sciences; and even to be first among them, essenti-
ot GooTand aUy necessary to supervise and direct them, as it
Stthi^ast had been declared in Alkibiades II. Now the same
scfen?!sare supervising place and directorship had been claimed

by Kritias for Temperance as he defines it—that is,
self-knowledge, or the cognition of our cognitions and non-
cognitions. But Sokrates doubts even the reality of such
self-knowledge: and granting for argument's sake that it
exists, he still does not see how it can be profitable. For the
utmost which its supervision can ensure would be, that each
description of work shall be scientifically done, by the skilful
man, and not by the unskilful. But it is not true, absolutely
speaking (he argues), that acting scientifically or with know-
ledge is sufficient for well, doing or for happiness: for the
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question must next be asked—Knowledge—of what ? Not
knowledge of leather-cutting, carpenter's or brazier's work,
arithmetic, or even medicine: these, and many others, a
man may possess, and may act according to them ; but still
he will not attain the end of being happy. All cognitions
contribute in greater or less proportion towards that end : but
what contributes most, and most essentially, is the cognition
of good and evil, without which all the rest are insufficient.
Of this last-mentioned cognition or science, it is the special
object to ensure profit or benefit: * to take care that every-
thing done by the other sciences shall be done well or in a
manner conducing towards the end Happiness. After this,
there is no province left for temperance—i. e., self-knowledge,
or the knowledge of cognitions and non-cognitions: no as-
signable way in which it can yield any benefit."

Two points are here to be noted, as contained and debated
in the handling of this dialogue. 1. Knowledge Knowledge,
absolutely, is a word without meaning: all know- ti™to mme
ledge is relative, and has a definite object or cog- known.

. ° . . . . Postulate or

nitum: there can be no soientia scientiarum. 2. divination
, . o f a S c i e n c e

Among the various objects of knowledge (cognita ofTeieoiogy.
or cognoscendd), one is, good and evil. There is a science of
good and evil, the function of which is, to watch over and
compare the results of the other sciences, in order to promote
results of happiness, and to prevent results of misery : with-
out the supervision of this latter science, the other sciences
might be all exactly followed out, but no rational comparison
could be had between them.x In other words, there is a
science of Ends, estimating the comparative worth of each
End in relation to other Ends (Teleology): distinct from
those other more special sciences, which study the means

t Plato, Charmides, c. 48, p. 174 D.
OUK aiirrj 5e ye, ws %oiK€v, %<rriv r)

i, oAA' ^ J epyov ianv
v}fias, Ov yap 4iri<TT7]fj.a>v ye teal ave-

7) iiria'TTj^'r) €<TTIU, aWaii )
ayaBov re /col KaKov.

11 Plato, Charmid. c. 49, p. 174 E.
OVK &pa vyieias effrat STjfuovpybs; Ov
8i)Ta. "AAAijs yap 7/v Ttxvtis vyieta;

t) oii; "AXXris- OvS' apa aicpcXeias, S>
eToipe* aWri yap aii aireSo/xty TOVTO rb
%pyov r^xvV v^v ^ ' ^ y^P » nayu ye.
Ilcos odv w<pe\i[ibs %<xrai T) voxppoffvvyi,

i ovffa Srifuovpy6s;ovde/Mas w<pe\eias ovffa Srifu
ObSa/x&s, S> ^wKpares, eoiKe ye.

x Compare what has heen said upon
the same subject in my remarks on
Alkib. i. and ii., ante p. 362.

2 K 2
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each towards a separate End of its own. Here we fall into
the same track as we have already indicated in Laches and
Alkibiades II.

These matters I shall revert to in other dialogues, where
, we shall find them turned over and canvassed in

Courage and
Temperance, m a n v different ways. One farther observation re-
handled botii •* •?

£yrati"?!!.d mains to be made on the Laches and Charmides,
beuSX discussing as they do Courage (which is also again
two- discussed in the Protagoras) and Temperance. An
interesting comparison may be made between them and the
third book of the Nikomachean Ethics of Aristotle/ where
the same two subjects are handled in the Aristotelian manner.
The direct, didactic, systematising, brevity of Aristotle con-
trasts remarkably with the indirect and circuitous prolixity,
the multiplied suggestive comparisons, the shifting points of
view, which we find in Plato. Each has its advantages: and
both together will be found not more than sufficient, for any
one who is seriously bent on acquiring what Plato calls know-
ledge, with the cross-examining power included in it. Ari-
stotle is greatly superior to Plato in one important attribute
of a philosopher: in the care which he takes to discriminate
the different significations of the same word: the univocal
and the equivocal, the generically identical from the re-
motely analogical, the proper from the improper, the literal
from the metaphorical. Of such precautions we discover
little or no trace in Plato; who sometimes seems not merely
to neglect, but even to deride them. Yet Aristotle, assisted
as he was by all Plato's speculations before us, is not to be
understood as having superseded the necessity for that nega-
tive Elenchus which animates the Platonic Dialogues of
Search: nor would his affirmative doctrines have held their
grounds before a cross-examining Sokrates.

y Aristot. Ethic. Nikom. iii. p. 1115-
1119; also Ethic. Budem. iii. 1229-
1231.

The comments of Aristotle upon the

doctrine of Sokrates respecting Courage,
seem to relate rather to the Protagoras
than to the Laches of Plato. See Eth
Nik. 1116, 6,4 ; Eth. Eud. 1229, a. 15.
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APPENDIX.

The dialogue Charinides is declared to be spurious, not only by Ast, but also
by Socher (Ast, Platon's Leb. pp. 419-428 ; Socher, Ueber Platon, pp. 130-137),
Steinhart maintains the genuineness of the dialogue against them; declaring
(as in regard to the Laches) that he can hardly conceive how critics can mis-
take the truly Platonic character of it, though here too, as in the Laches, he
detects " adolescentite vestigia" (Steinhart, Einleit. zum Charinides, pp. 290-
293).

Schleiermacher considers Charmides as well as Laches to be appendixes to
the Protagoras, which opinion both Stallbaum (Proleg. p. 98) and Steinhart
controvert.

The views of Stallbaum respecting the Charmide's are declared by Steinliart
(p. 290) to be " recht ausserlich und oberflaehlich." To me they appear much
nearer the truth than the profound and recondite meanings, the- far-sighted
indirect hints, which Steinhart himself perceives or supposes in the words of
Plato.

These critics consider the dialogue as composed during the government of the
Thirty at Athens, in which opinion I do not concur.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
LYSIS.

T H E Lysis, as well as the Charmidgs, is a dialogue recounted
Analogy be- by Sokrates himself, describing both incidents and a
tween Lysis . i i i j_ i * j .
and char- conversation in a crowded palaestra; wherein not
midos. Rich- . . , . , , , . i

nessofdra- merely bodily exercises were habitually practised,
matlc inci- J J . / . .

dent in both, but debate was carried on and intellectual mstruc-
Youthful

beauty. tion given by a feophist named Mikkus, companion
and admirer of Sokrates. There is a lively dramatic com-
mencement, introducing Sokrates into the palaestra, and de-
tailing the preparation and scenic arrangements, before the
real discussion opens. It is the day of the Hermasa, or fes-
tival of Hermes, celebrated by sacrifice and its accompanying
banquets among the frequenters of gymnasia.

Lysis, like Charmides, is an Athenian youth, of conspr
scenery ana cuous beauty, modesty, and promise. His father
personages of J J J

the Lysis. Demokrates represents an ancient family of the
vExonian Deme in Attica, and is said to be descended from
Zeus and the daughter of the Archegetes or Heroic Founder
of that Deme. The family moreover are so wealthy, that
they have gained many victories at the Pythian, Isthmian,
and Nemean games, both with horses and with chariots and
four. Menexenus, companion of Lysis, is somewhat older, and
is his affectionate friend. The persons who invite Sokrates
into the patestra, and give occasion to the debate, are Ktesip-
pus and Hippothales: both of them adults, yet in the vigour
of age. Hippothales is the Erastes of Lysis, passionately
attached to him. He is ridiculed by Ktesippus for per-
petually talking about Lysis, as well as for addressing to him
compositions both in prose and verse, full of praise and
flattery; extolling not only his personal beauty, but also his
splendid ancestry and position.a

" Plato, Lysis, p. 203-205.
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In reference to these addresses, Sokrates remonstrates with
Hippothales on the imprudence and mischief of ad- „. .

x x x Origin of the

dressing to a youth flatteries calculated to turn his s0"™ '̂10"-
^-^ * oOKFtitpCs pro*

head. He is himself then invited by Hippothales ™n
iSexampir

to exhibit a specimen of the proper mode of talking
to youth; such as shall be at once acceptable to y ,
the person addressed, and unobjectionable. Sokrates hls benefit'
agrees to do so, if an opportunity be afforded him of convers-
ing with Lysis.b Accordingly after some well-imagined inci-
dents, interesting as marks of Greek manners—Sokrates and
Ktesippus with others seat themselves in the palaestra, amidst
a crowd of listeners.0 Lysis, too modest at first to approach,
is emboldened to sit down by seeing Menexenus seated by the
side of Sokrates: while Hippothales, not daring to put him-
self where Lysis can see him, listens, but conceals himself
behind some of the crowd. Sokrates begins the conversation
with Menexenus and Lysjs jointly: but presently Menexenus
is called away for a moment, and he talks with Lysis singly.

Sokr.—Well—Lysis—your father and mother love you
extremely. Lysis.—Assuredly they do. Sokr.— conversation

J o J J of Sokrates

They would wish you therefore to be as happy as with Lysis.
possible. Lysis.—Undoubtedly. 8okr.—Do you think any
man happy, who is a slave, and who is not allowed to do any
thing that he desires ? Lysis.—I do not think him happy at
all. Sokr.—Since therefore your father and mother are so
anxious that you should be happy, they of course allow you
to do the things which you desire, and never reprove nor
forbid you. Lysis.—Not at all, by Zeus, Sokrates: there are
a great many things that they forbid me. Sokr.—How say
you ! they wish you to be happy—and they hinder you from
doing what you wish! Tell me, for example, when one of
your father's chariots is going to run a race, if you wished to
mount and take the reins, would not they allow you to do so ?
Lysis.—No—certainly : they would not allow me. Sokr.—
But whom do they allow then ? Lysis.—My father employs a
paid charioteer. Sokr.—What! do they permit a hireling, in

* Plato, Lysis, p. 206. <•' Plato, Lysis, pp. 206-207.
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preference to you, to do what he wishes with the horses ? and
do they give him pay besides for doing so ? Lysis.—"Why—
to be sure. Bokr.— But doubtless, I imagine, they trust the
team of mules to your direction; and if you chose to take
the whip and flog, they would allow you? Lysis.—Allow
me ? not at all. 8okr.—What! is no one allowed to flog
them? Lysis.—Yes—certainly—the mule-groom. Sokr.—
Is he a slave or free ? Lysis.—A slave. Sokr.—Then, it
seems, they esteem a slave higher than you their son ; trust-
ing their property to him rather than to you, letting Mm do
what he pleases, while they forbid you. But tell me farther:
do they allow you to direct yourself—or do not they even
trust you so far as that ? Lysis.—How can you imagine that
they trust me ? Sokr.—But does any one else direct you ?
Lysis.—Yes—this tutor here. Sokr.—Is he a slave ? Lysis.
To be sure : belonging to our family. Sokr.—That is shock-
ing : one of free birth to be under £he direction of a slave!
But what is it that he does, as your director ? Lysis.—He
conducts me to my teacher's house. Sokr.—What! do they
govern you also, these teachers ? Lysis.—Undoubtedly they
do. Sokr.—Then your father certainly is bent on putting
over you plenty of directors and governors. But surely,
when you come home to your mother, she at least, anxious
that you should be happy as far as she is concerned, lets you
do what you please about the wool or the web, when she is
weaving: she does not forbid you to meddle with the bodkin
or any of the other instruments of her work ? Lysis.—Ridi-
culous ! not only does she forbid me, but I should be beaten
if I did meddle. Sokr.—How is this, by Herakles ? Have
you done any wrong to your father and mother ? Lysis.—
Never at all, by Zeus. Sokr.—-From what provocation is it,
then, that they prevent you in this terrible way, from being
happy and doing what you wish ? keeping you the whole day
in servitude to some one, and never your own master? so
that you derive no benefit either from the great wealth of the
family, which is managed by every one else rather than by
you—or from your own body, noble as it is. Even that is
consigned to the watch and direction of another: while you,
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Lysis, are master of nothing, nor can do any one thing of
what you desire. Lysis.—The reason is, Sokrates, that I am
not yet old enough. Sohr.—That can hardly be the reason;
for to a certain extent your father and mother do trust you,
without waiting for you to grow older. If they want any
thing to be written or read for them, they employ you for
that purpose in preference to any one in the house: and you
are then allowed to write or read first, whichever of the
letters you think proper. Again, when you take lip the lyre,
neither father nor mother hinder you from tightening or
relaxing the strings, or striking them either with your finger
or with the plectrum. Lysis.—They do not. Sohr.—Why
is it then, that they do not hinder you in this last case, as
they did in the cases before mentioned ? Lysis.—I suppose
it is because I know this last, but did not know the others.
Sohr.—Well, my good friend, you see that it is not your
increase of years that your father waits for ; but on the very
day that he becomes convinced that you know better than
he, he will entrust both himself' and his property to your
management. Lysis.—I suppose that he will. Sohr.—Ay
—and your neighbour too will judge in the same way as your
father. As soon as he is satisfied that you understand house-
management better than he does, which do you think he will
rather do—confide his house to you, or continue to manage it
himself? Lysis.—I think he will confide it to me. Sohr.—
The Athenians too : do not you think that they also will put
their affairs into your management, as soon as they perceive
that you have intelligence adequate to the task ? Lysis.—
Yes: I do. Sohr.—What do you say about the Great King
also, by Zeus! When his meat is being boiled, would he
permit his eldest son who is to succeed to the rule of Asia, to
throw in any thing that he pleases into the sauce, rather
than us, if we come and prove to him that we know better
than his son the way of preparing sauce ? Lysis.—Clearly,
he will rather permit us. Sohr.—The Great King will not
let his son throw in even a pinch of salt: while we, if we
chose to take up an entire handful, should be allowed to
throw it in. Lysis.—No doubt. Sohr.—What if his son has
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a complaint in his eyes ; would the Great King, knowing him
to be ignorant of medicine, allow him even to touch his own
eyes—or would he forbid him? Lysis.—He would forbid
him. Bohr.—As to us, on the contrary, if he accounted us
good physicians, and if we desired even to open the eyes and
drop a powder into them, he would not hinder us, in the con-
viction that we understood what we were doing. Lysis.—
You speak truly. Sokr.—All other matters, in short, on
which he believed us to be wiser than himself or his son,
he would entrust to us rather than to himself or his son ?
Lysis.—Necessarily so, Sokrates. SoJcr.—This is the state of
the case then, my dear Lysis : On those matters on which we
shall have become intelligent, all persons will put trust in us
—Greeks as well as barbarians, men as well as women. We
shall do whatever we please respecting them: no one will be
at all inclined to interfere with us on such matters; not only
we shall be ourselves free, but we shall have command over
others besides. These matters will be really ours, because
we shall derive real good from them.d As to those subjects,
on the contrary, on which we shall not have acquired intelli-
gence, no one will trust us to do what we think right: every
one,—not merely strangers, but father and motherland nearer
relatives if there were any,—will obstruct us as much as they
can: we shall be in servitude so far as these subjects are
concerned; and they will be really alien to us, for we shall
derive no real good from them. Do you admit that this is
the case?e Lysis.—I do admit it. 8ohr.—Shall we then
be friends to any one, or will any one love us, on those
matters on which we are unprofitable? Lysis.—Certainly
not. Sokr.—You see that neither does your father love
you, nor does any man love another, in so far as he is
useless? Lysis.—Apparently not. Sokr.—If then you be-
come intelligent, my boy, all persons will be your friends
and all persons will be your kinsmen: for you will be useful

Plato, Lysis, 210 0. KO1 ouSels
iy haw tlvai ejU7ro5i€i, aAA* CLVTOI T6

p aurols Kal 6,\\cov
re rai/Ta ecrrar

6vi}<x6fJ.€$a yap air* avT

iv
« Plato, Lysis, 210 C-D. abroi re

o?s i(r6^8a &K\oiv {mfaooi, Ka\
ortu a\\6Tpia- ovShv yap air'
bvi)a6n*8a. Svyxaipus ovrms
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and good: if you do not, no one will be your friend,—not
even your father nor your mother nor your other relatives.

Is it possible then, Lysis, for a man to think highly of him-
self on those matters, on which he does not yet think aright ?
Lysis.—How can it be possible? Bohr.—If you stand in
need of a teacher, yoii do not yet think aright ? Lysis.—
True. Sohr.—Accordingly, you are not presumptuous on
the score of intelligence, since you are still without intel-
ligence. Lysis.—By Zeus, Sokrates, I think not.f

When I heard Lysis speak thus (continues Sokrates, who
is here the narrator), I looked towards Hippothale"s, Lysis la

and I was on the point of committing a blunder: DisTresfof'
for it occurred to me to say, That is the way, Hip- HiPPothaies-
pothales, to address a youth whom you love: you ought to
check and humble him, not to puff him up and spoil him, as
you have hitherto done. But when I saw him agitated and
distressed by what had been said, I called to mind that though
standing close by, he wished not to be seen by Lysis. Accord-
ingly, I restrained myself and said nothing of the kind.8—
Lysis accepts this as a friendly lesson, inculcating humility:
and seeing Menexenus just then coming back, he Lysis

says aside to Sokrates, Talk to Menexenus as you S£
have been talking to me. You can tell him your- {fkestaSfto
self (replies Sokrates) what you have heard from Menexcnus-
me: you listened very attentively. Most certainly I shall
tell him (says Lysis) : but meanwhile pray address to him
yourself some other questions, for me to hear. You must
engage to help me if I require it (answers Sokrates): for
Menexenus is a formidable disputant, scholar of our friend
Ktesippus, who is here ready to assist him. I know he is—
(rejoined Lysis), and it is for that very reason that I want
you to talk to him—that you may chasten and punish him.h

s
to"

f Plato, Lysis, p. 210 D. OUv reo Iv
iir\ TOVTOIS, 5 Aval fj.4ya cppoveiv iv oh
Tts /x-f] Trw <ppove?; Kal iras Uv, ccpy;
Ei 8' &pa erf/ BidacricdAov Se'«, ov ira

p ; ij
Ovb" &pa fieyaAStppav el, (hep &<$>pav

I ; M a Al', e<J>»j, fi> 2,<b>tpaTes, oil jj.oi

There is here a double sense of fieya
pp fieya\6<ppav, which cannot
easily be made to pass into any other
language,

e Plato, Lysis, p. 210 B.
h Plato, Lysis, p. 211A-B. a\\' ipa

Sirws iiwcovpifo-eis pot, idi> /ie i\eyx^'v
firt^eipfj 6 Meve£fvos. ^ oiiK oJtxQa '6rt
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I have given at length, and almost literally (with some
value of the few abbreviations), this first conversation between
uon between Sokrates and Lysis, because it is a very characte-
Sokrates and . " , . . . . . -. -i
Lysis, as an ristic passage, exhibiting conspicuously several pecu-
illustration of r ° ° . * . .
thePiatonico- liar features of the Platonico-bokratic interrogation.
Sokratic IT- I

manner. Facts common and familiar are placed m a novel
point of view, ingeniously contrasted, and introduced as step-
ping-stones to a very wide generality. Wisdom or knowledge
is exalted into the ruling force, with liberty of action not
admissible except under its guidance: the questions are put
in an inverted half-ironical tone (not uncommon with the his-
torical Sokrates1), as if an affirmative answer were expected
as a matter of course, while in truth the answer is sure to be
negative: lastly, the purpose of checking undue self-esteem
is proclaimed. The rest of the dialogue, which contains the
main substantive question investigated, I can report only in
brief abridgment, with a few remarks following.

Sokrates begins, as Lysis requests, to interrogate Menex-
sokrates enus—first premising—Different men have different
begins to r °

examine tastes: some love horses and dogs, others wealth or
Menexenus °

respecting honours. For my part, I care little about all such
friendship. J L >

blraiied'a acquisitions: but I ardently desire to possess friends,
tatnedi™' ancl I would rather have a good friend than all the
logue. treasures of Persia. You two, Menexenus and
Lysis, are much to be envied, because at your early age, each
of you has made an attached friend of the other. But I am
so far from any such good fortune, that I do not even know
how any man becomes the friend of another. This is what I
want to ask from you, Menexenus, as one who must know,k

having acquired such a friend already.
When one man loves another, which becomes the friend of

which ? Does he who loves, become the friend of him whom
he loves, whether the latter returns the affection or not ? Oriravv Nai juct At',p ; j , $j,
(T</>o5pa 7c . 810 ravTa TOI Ka! @ov\o/j.al
< r € a u T f £ d i a X t y e c r B c u — X v ' a b

Compare Xenophon, Memor. 1. 4 ,1 ,
where he speaks of the chastising pur-
pose often contemplated by Sokrates in

TOUJ wdvr' olo/xtvovs fiSevai
yxv.

_' See the conversation of Sokrates
with Glaukon in Xenophon, Memor.
iii. 6 ; also the conversation with
Perikles, iii. 5, 23-24,

his conversation—fcejceTras KoKaarripiou k Plato, Lysis, pp. 211-212.
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is the person loved, whatever be his own dispositions, the
friend of the person who loves him ? Or is reciprocity of
affection necessary, in order that either shall be the friend
of the other ?

The speakers- cannot satisfy themselves that the title of
friend fits either of the three cases;' so that this line of
interrogating comes to a dead lock. Menexenus avows his
embarrassment, while Lysis expresses himself more hope-
fully.

Sokrates now takes up a different aspect of the question,
and turns to Lysis, inviting him to consider what QUestions

has been laid down by the poets, " our fathers and ^d£e
yf

guides in respect of wisdom."™ Homer says that ^e
the Gods originate friendship, by bringing the like L^"
man to his like: Empedokles and other physical Sn
philosophers have also asserted, that like must and ieJected-
always and of necessity be the friend of like. These wise
teachers cannot mean (continues Sokrates) that bad men
are friends of each other. The bad man can be no one's
friend. He is not even like himself, but ever wayward and
insane:—much less can he be like to any one else, even
to another bad man. They mean that the good alone are
like to each other, and friends to each other.11 But is this
true ? What good, or what harm, can like do to like, which
it does not also do to itself ? How can there be reciprocal
love between parties who render to each other no reciprocal
aid ? Is not the good man, so far forth as good, sufficient to
himself—standing in need of no one—and therefore loving no
one ? How can good men care much for each other, seeing
that they thus neither regret each other when absent, nor
have need of each other when present ? °

1 Plato, Lysis, c. 21-23, pp. 212-213.
€1 jU^T£ OL (plXOVVTfS (1) <f>i\Ol tCOVTCU,

fiilTf 01 (piKoifievoi (2), fi^ff ol (piXovvrts
T6 Km (\>t\oiii.evoi (3), &c. Sokrates
here professes to have shown grounds
for rejecting all these three supposi-
tions. But if we follow the preceding
argument, we shall see that he has
shown grounds only against the first
two, not against the third.

» Plato, Lysis, c. 24, p. 213 E. into-
irovvTa Kara TOU? TTOITJTUS, ovrot yap
i)}uv &<nr€p irarepes TTJS cxorplas etci Kal

» Plato, Lysis, c. 26, p. 214.
° Plato, Lysis, c. 27, p. 215. 'O Sh

pA\ TOU 8eO|U€j/os, oi>5e rl ayaTrqn] & c
*O 5e IIA) a7airr^n, ouS' hv <pi\o?\ Has
olv ol ayaBol TO'IS ayadoh ri/uv ipihoi
irrovrm T V apxh", ol MV« aniyres
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It appears therefore, Lysis (continues Sokrates), that we
other poets a r e travelling in the wrong road, and must try
ukenSs'î a another direction. I now remember to have re-
avereion; cently heard some one affirming—contrary to what
™w3ip. we have just said—that likeness is a cause of aver-
&™ifm.p'° sion, and unlikeness a cause of friendship. He too
ejecte. pro(juced evidence from the poets: for Hesiod tells

us, that "potter is jealous of potter, and bard of bard."
Things most alike are most full of envy, jealousy, and hatred
to each other: things most unlike, are most full of friendship.
Thus the poor man is of necessity a friend to the rich, the
weak man to the strong, for the sake of protection: the sick
man, for similar reason, to the physician. In general, every
ignorant man loves, and is a friend to, the man of knowledge.
Nay, there are also physical philosophers, who assert that
this principle pervades all nature; that dry is the friend of
moist, cold of hot, and so forth: that all contraries serve as
nourishment to their contraries. These are ingenious
teachers: but if we follow them, we shall have the cleverest
disputants attacking us immediately, and asking—What! is
the opposite essentially a friend to its opposite ? Do you
mean that unjust is essentially the friend of just—temperate
of intemperate—good of evil ? Impossible: the doctrine
cannot be maintained.11

My head turns (continues Sokrates) with this confusion
confusion and puzzle—since neither like is the friend of like,
of Sokrates. r '

He suggests, nor contrary of contrary. But I will now hazard a
That the ** J

(neiaerregood different guess of my own.i There are three genera
friend* the i n a 1 1 : t n e S 0 0 ( i — t n e evil—and that which is
Good. neither good nor evil, the indifferent. Now we
have found that good is not a friend to good—nor evil to evil
—nor good to evil—nor evil to good. If therefore there exist
any friendship at all, it must be the indifferent that is friend,
either to its like, or to the good; for nothing whatever can

» Plato, Lysis, c. 29, pp. 215-216.
_ i Plato, Lysis, p. 216 C. T£ ivri abrhs
iMyyia vish TT)S TOC \6yov airopias—
Aiyai TO'IVW airo[i.ai>Ttv6fj.(vos, &0.

iTodeivol aWfaois—iKavol ykp eavro7s

avrZov zyjivaiv; TOVS 87; TOLOUTOVS TIS
fn)X<>-vh wepl iroWov iroieiadi '• * ' '
\ovs;
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be a friend to evil. But if the indifferent be a friend at all,
it cannot be a friend to its own like; since we have already
shown that like generally is not friend to like. It remains
therefore, that the indifferent, in itself neither good nor evil,
is friend to the good/

Yet hold! Are we on the right scent ? What reason is
there to determine, on the part of the indifferent, Sllggestion
attachment to the good? It will only have such i?ntteSindir-
attachment under certain given circumstances: SSI £ the
when, though neither good nor evil in itself, it has a
nevertheless evil associated with it, of which it

y

desires to be rid. Thus the body, in itself, is evn,°rom
neither good nor evil: but when diseased, it has mxfomt!?
evil clinging to it, and becomes in consequence of escape'
this evil, friendly to the medical art as a remedy. But this
is true only so long as the evil is only apparent, and not
real: so long as it is a mere superficial appendage, and has
not become incorporated with the essential nature of the
body. When evil has become engrained, the body ceases to
be indifferent (i. e., neither good nor evil), and loses all its at-
tachment to good. Thus that which determines the indifferent
to become friend of the good, is, the contact and pressure of
accessory evil not in harmony with its own nature, accom-
panied by a desire for the cure of such evil.8

Under this head comes the explanation of the philosopher
—the friend or lover of wisdom. The man already Principle

. . . illustrated
wise is not a lover ot wisdom: nor the man tno- by the pMio-

i • I i • sopher. His
roughly bad and stupid, with whose nature ignor- intermediate

• • i T - i l j . 1 1-1 condi t ion-

ance is engrained. Like does not love like, nor not wise, yet
° . painfully

does contrary love contrary. The philosopher is freiingws
intermediate between the two: he is not wise, but ranee.
neither has he yet become radically stupid and unteach-
able. He has ignorance cleaving to him as an evil, but he

r Plato. Lysis, c. 30, p. 216 D.
• Plato, Lysis, c. 32, p. 217. Tb

ufae KOLKbv &pa /i^re ayadbv ivlore
KaKov irap6yTOS ofaw Katt6v eaTip, e<TTi
S1 8T€ fjfif} rb TOtovTov yiyovev. Flayu
76. OVKOVV Srav /î jiraj naxbv fi Kaxov

TrapSvros, auTTj juey TJ Trapovtrla ayaOov
avrb iroie? zTnQvfitLW T) 5e Kcmbv iroiovaa.
airoffTepe? avTo rrjs re iiridv/jLias a/ta
Kal T7)S <pi\las rayaBov. Ov yhp en
€<TTIV o$T€ KCLnbv oijTt ayadhv, aAAa
K(IK6V rpi\ov 5e aya^tp natibv OVK 1\V.
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wiginates a e

«on.SUT?eS"

knows his own ignorance, and yearns for wisdom as a cure
for it.'

The two young collocutors with Sokrates welcome this
explanation heartily, and Sokrates himself appears
for the moment satisfied with it. But he presently
bethinks himself, and exclaims, Ah! Lysis and

, Menexenus, our wealth is all a dream! we have
Object origi- . • j i 1 • i T j .

naiiy dear to been yielding again to delusions! Let us once
by relation or more examine. You will admit that all friendship
resemblance *•
to which | s o n account of something and for the sake 01 some-
other objects °
become dear, thing: it is relative both to some producing cause,
and to some prospective end. Thus the body, which is in
itself neither good nor evil, becomes when sick a friend to
the medical art: on account of sickness, which is an evil
—and for the sake of health, which is a good. The medical
art is dear to us, because health is dear: but is there any
thing behind, for the sake of which health also is dear ? It
is plain that we cannot push the series of references onward
for ever, and that we must come ultimately to something
which is dear per se, not from reference to any ulterior aliud
—to some primum amabiie, dear by its own nature, to which
all other dear things refer, and from which they are deri-
vatives.11 It is this primum amabiie which is the primitive,
essential, and constant object of our affections: we love other
things only from their being associated with it. Thus suppose
a father tenderly attached to his son, and that the son has
drunk hemlock, for which wine is an antidote; the father
will come by association to prize highly, not merely the wine
which saves his son's life, but even the cup in which the wine
is contained. Yet it would be wrong to say that he prizes

' Plato, Lysis, c. 33, p. 218 A.
Sia TauTB 5}/ (f>a7fj.€P av tccu robs tfSr)

(TO(pobs ^7)K€Ti <pi\oiTo<pe7v, eire Seol
etre avdpaitroi €i(Tiv ovror oub" at) eVe/-
vovs <pL\o<ro(pe7v TOVS OVTUS byvoiav
%X0VTas &0"Te KaKOi/s e?j/cu; tecuebv yap
Kal afiadri oi/Seva (piXoGotpziv. XtiirovTai
dij ol %-Xpvrzs fxev TO KCLKOV rovro, T^V
ayvoiav, fi-fjirw Se vtr' avrou ovres ayvu-
poves jUTjSe a.fj.a8e7s, aAA1 €Tt Tjyovfievot
fj.7) eiSeVai a fj.7] XuatTiv. Aib STJ <pi\o(ro'

rpovo-iy ol otire ayaBoi otre KCLKOI ira
OVTCS. o(Xoi 5e Hanoi, ov <pi\oo~o<f>ovo~u',
o$Te ol hyaBoi.

Compare Plato, Symposion, p. 204.
_" Plato, Lysis, c. 36, p. 219 D. ~>Ap'

ovv OVK hvayicn utrenre'tv ri/xas OVTWS
ioiiTas, Kal a<piiceo-8at ivi Ttva apxhv, 1]
°"Ke'T,' ivavo'iira sir' &\\o <pi\ov, oAA.
^ l 6 ' . / ^ ' e ( c e" ' 0 ^ f<rT1 ffOTOf <pl\ov,
o5 eVeKa Kal r&Wu cpa/ieu irdvra <pl\a
efoai ;
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the wine or the cup as much as his son : for the truth is, that
all his solicitude is really on behalf of his son, and extends
only in a derivative and secondary way to the wine and the
cup. So about gold and silver: we talk of prizing highly
gold and silver—but this is incorrect, for what we really
prize is, not gold, but the ulterior something, whatever it be,
for the attainment of which gold and other instrumental
means are accumulated. In general terms—when we say
that B is dear on account of A, we are really speaking of
A under the name of B. What is really dea,r, is that primi-
tive object of love, primum amabile, towards which all the
affections which we bear to other things, refer and tend."

Is it then true (continues Sokrates) that good is our pri-
mum amabile, and dear to us in itself ? If so, is it ^
dear to us on account of evil ? that is, only as a wTdesi™'6'
remedy for evil; so that if evil were totally banished, * ̂ ktatfus
good would cease to be prized ? Is it true that evil 01 our own'
is the cause why any thing is dear to us?y This cannot be :
because even if all evil were banished, the appetites and

* Plato, Lysis, c. 37, p. 220 B. "Ocra
yap cpajxtv <pi\a eTvat Tjfuv evaca (piAov
rivos, €Teptj> p7](j.a.Ti <pcui>6/jLe9a \eyovres
avro- tpiXov 8e r £> ovn KivSvvevei
€Kf7vo avrb elvai, els & iraffai aural,
at Aeyijxevai (piKiai TeXevraxxiv.

i Plato, Lysis, c. 38, p. 220 D. We
may see that in this chapter Plato
runs into a contusion between rb Sid ri
and rb €veKa TOU, which two he began
by carefully distinguishing. Thus in
c. 34, p. 218 D he says, o <pi\os itri
rep tpiXos — eVe/ca rov Kal Sid ri.
Again c. 35, p. 219 A, he says—rb
awfjia rrjs larpiKrjs <pi\ov tffnv, Sid
rr\v v6<rov, eveica rrjs lyieias.
This is a very clear and important
distinction.

It is continued in o. 38, p. 220 C—
on Sia. rb ttaicbv rayaBbv Tiyairafiev
Kal t<piAovfxev, as (pdpfiaitov ov rod
KaKov rb ayaSbv, rb Se KaK-bv v6.o"l)na.
But in c. 39, p. 220 E—T& tie rip OVTI
<pi\ov TTUV rovvdvriov rovrov (paivtrai
ire<t>vn6v (piAov yap THJ-tv avetydvi]
ov ix^po" 'ivtKa. To make the
reasoning consistent with what had
gone before, these two last words ought

VOL. I.

to be exchanged for Sia. rb 4x6piv.
Plato had laid down the doctrine that
good is loved—Sia rb KaKbv, not HvtKa
TOS KaKov. Good is loved on account
of evil, but for the sake of obtaining a
remedy to or cessation of the evil.

Steinhart (in his note on Hieron.
Miiller's translation of Plato, p. 268)
calls this a " sophistisches Rathsel-
spiel;" and he notes other portions of
the dialogue which "remind us of the
deceptive tricks of the Sophists" 'die
Trugspicle der Sophisten, see pp. 222-
224-227-230). He praises Plato here
for his " fine pleasantry on the de-
ceptive arts of the Sophists." Admit-
ting that Plato puts forward sophistical
quibbles with the word <pl\os, he tells
us that this is suitable for the purpose
of puzzling the contentious young man
Menexenus. The confusion between
(V(K& rov and Sid TI (noticed above)
appears to be numbered by Steinhart
among the fine jests against Protagoras,
Prodikus, or some of the Sophists. I
can see nothing in it except an un-
conscious inaccuracy in Plato's reason-
ing.

2 L
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desires, such of them as were neither good nor evil, would
still remain: and the things which gratify those appetites
will be dear to us. It is not therefore true that evil is the
cause of things being dear to us. We have just found out
another cause for loving and being loved—desire. He who
desires, loves what he desires and as long as he desires: he
desires moreover that of which he is in want, and he is in
want of that which has been taken away from him—of his
own." It is therefore this own which is the appropriate
object of desire, friendship, and love. If you two, Lysis and
Menexenus, love each other, it is because you are somehow
of kindred nature with each other. The lover would not be-
come a lover, unless there were, between him and his beloved,
a certain kinship or affinity in mind, disposition, tastes, or
form. We love, by necessary law, that which has a natural
affinity to us; so that the real and genuine lover may be
certain of a return of affection from his beloved.*

But is there any real difference between what is akin and
what is like ? We must assume that there is: for
we showed before, that like was useless to like, and
therefore not dear to like. Shall we say that good
is of a nature akin to every one, and evil of a nature
foreign to every one ? If so, then there can be no
friendship except between one good man and another

good man. But this too has been proved to be impossible.
All our tentatives have been alike unsuccessful.

In this dilemma (continues Sokrates, the narrator) I was
Failure of the about to ask assistance from some of the older men

around. But the tutors of Menexenus and Lysis
came up to us and insisted on conveying their pupils

home—the hour being late. As the youths were departing

Good is of a
nature akin

evil is alien
to every one.
Inconsis-
tency with
what has
been previ-
ously laid
down.

dialogue

z Plato, Lysis, p. 221 E. To imBviuniv,
ou h.v eV8ees p , TOVTOV 4in$u/j.u—eVSees
5e yiyverai ov av TIS &<paiprjrai—rov
otKeiov 5^, wy coucer, '6 Te epws Kai 7)
<pi\ia KOI i) fTn8v/xia rvyxivei ov<ra.
This is the same doctrine as that
which we read, expanded and east into
a mythe with comic turn, in the speech
of Aristophanes in the Symposion, pp.

191-192-193. C W T O J olv i ) /w %<;TIV
avSpdiirou avpfioXov, STE TeT^r)|UeVos
tbtrirep al \fifJTTiu E | kvbs Sio. {/jjre? S^
ae\ TO avrov eVaffTos £i(i.l3okov (191 D)
—SiKaiws hy vfa>o7/j.(v "Epara, oj iv TE
TijS TrapoVTi irAeiWa ^juaj bvlvrj<nv (Is
TO oUflov &yaf, &c. (193 D) .

a Plato, Lysis, pp. 221-222.
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I said to them—Well, we must close our dialogue with the
confession, that we have all three made a ridiculous figure
in it: I, an old man, as well as you two youths. Our hearers
will go away declaring, that we fancy ourselves to be friends
each to the other two; but that we have not yet been able
to find out what a friend is.b

Thus ends the main discussion of the Lysis : not only
without any positive result, but with speakers and Remarks, NO
hearers more puzzled than they were at the be- suit/lota-

, . , , „ , tic purpose
ginning: having been made to feel a great many in analysing
°.ffi °.. , • ! . . , j. i. T, P TVT the familiar
dimculties which they never lelt before. JNor can words—to

. • . expose the

1 perceive any general purpose running through the ¥se peisua-
dialogue, except that truly Sokratic and Platonic ledse-
purpose—To show, by cross-examination on the commonest
words and ideas, that what every one appears to know, and
talks about most confidently, no one really knows or can
distinctly explain.0 This is the meaning of the final declara-
tion put into the mouth of Sokrates. " We believe ourselves
to be each other's friends, yet we none of us know what a

b Plato, Lysis, p. 223 A. Nvv pev
KarayeXaiTTOL y€y6i/afiev iyt*} TC, yep&v
avTip> KOX vfieTs, &c.

c Among the many points of analogy
between the Lysis and the Charmides,
one is, That both of them are declared
to be spurious and unworthy of Plato,
by Socher as well as by Ast (Ast,
Platon's Leben, pp. 429-434; Socher,
Ueber Platon, pp. 137-144).

Schleiermacher ranks the Lysis as
second in his Platonic series of dia-
logues, an appendix to the Phsedrus
(Binl. p. 174 seq.); K. F. Hermann,
Stallbaum, and nearly all the other
critics dissent from this view; they
place the Lysis as an early dialogue,
along with Charmides and Laches, an-
terior to the Protagoras (K. P. Her-
mann, Gesch. und Syst. PI. Phil,
pp. 447-448; Stallbaum, Proleg. ad Lys.
p. 90; Steinhart, Einl. p. 221), near to
or during the government of the Thirty.
All of them profess to discover in the
Lysis " adolescentise vestigia."

Ast and Socher characterise the
dialogue as a tissue of subtle sophistry

and eristic contradiction, such as (in
their opinion) Plato cannot have com-
posed. Stallbaum concedes the so-
phistry, but contends that it is put by
Plato intentionally, for the purpose of
deriding, exposing, disgracing, the
Sophists and their dialectical tricks :
" ludibrii causa " (p. 88); " nt illustri
aliquo exemplo demonstretur dialec-
ticam istam, quam adolescentes magno
quodam studio sectabantur, nihil esse
aliud, nisi inanem quandam argutiarum
captatricem," &c. (p. 87). Nevertheless
he contends that along with this
derisory matter there is intermingled
serious reasoning which may be easily
distinguished (p. 87), but which cer-
tainly he does not clearly point out.
Schleiermacher and Steinhart also (pp.
222-224-227) admit the sophistry in
which Sokrates is here made to indulge.
But Steinhart maintains that there is
an assignable philosophical purpose in
the dialogue, which Plato purposely
wrapped up in enigmatical language,
but of which he (Steinhart) professes
to give the solution (p. 228).

2 L 2
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friend is." The question is one, which no one had ever
troubled himself to investigate, or thought it requisite to ask
from others. Every one supposed himself to know, and every
one had in his memory an aggregate of conceptions and
beliefs which he accounted tantamount to knowledge: an
aggregate generated by the unconscious addition of a thou-
sand facts and associations, each separately unimportant and
often inconsistent with the remainder: while no rational
analysis had ever been applied to verify the consistency of
this spontaneous product, or to define the familiar words in
which it is expressed. The reader is here involved in a cloud
of confusion respecting Friendship. No way out of it is
shown, and how is he to find one ? He must take the matter
into his own active and studious meditation: which he has
never yet done, though the word is always in his mouth, and
though the topic is among the most common and familiar,
upon which " the swain treads daily with his clouted shoon."

This was a proper subject for a Dialogue of Search. In
subject of the dialogue Lysis, Plato describes Sokrates as en-

gaged in one of these searches, handling, testing,
and dropping, one point of view after another, re-
specting the idea and foundation of friendship. He
speaks, professedly, as a diviner or guesser; following

and showing 1 L • ' . i . n l r

reasons why out obscure promptings which he does not yet under-
fective. stand himself.4 In this character, he suggests several
different explanations, not only distinct but inconsistent with
each other; each of them true to a certain extent, under
certain conditions and circumstances : but each of them un-
true, when we travel beyond those limits : other contradictory
considerations then interfering. To multiply defective expla-
nations, and to indicate why each is defective, is the whole
business of the dialogue.

Schleiermacher discovers in this dialogue indications of a
The process positive result not plainly enunciated: but he ad-
of trial and . , . . . •. t .

error is better mits tnat Aristotle did not discover them—nor can
a search6 y I believe them to have been intended by the author.13

of Search.
Manner of
Sokratcs,
multiplying
defective ex-

d Plato, Lysis, p. 216 D. Ae'yw roi- e Scbleiermacher, Einleitung zum
Lysis, i. p. 177.
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But most critics speak slightingly of it, as alike without re-
. , , i . . •• Bultthan

sceptical and sophistical: and some even deny its witb reBUlt-
x x J Usefulness of

authenticity on these grounds. Plato might have the dialogue
J ° & foraelf-work-

replied by saying that he intended it as a specimen iu« mMa-
illustrating the process of search for an unknown qucesitum;
and as an exposition of what can be said for, as well as
against, many different points of view. The process of trial
and error, the most general fact of human intelligence, is
even better illustrated when the search is unsuccessful: be-
cause when a result is once obtained, most persons care for
nothing else and forget the antecedent blunders. To those
indeed, who ask only to hear the result as soon as it is found,
and who wait for others to look for it—such a dialogue as the
Lysis will appear of little value. But to any one who intends
to search for it himself, or to study the same problem for
himself, the report thus presented of a previous unsuccessful
search, is useful both as guidance and warning. Every one
of the tentative solutions indicated in the Lysis has something
in its favour, yet is nevertheless inadmissible. To learn the
grounds which ultimately compel us to reject what at first
appears admissible, is instruction not to be despised; at the
very least, it helps to preserve us from mistake, and to state
the problem in the manner most suitable for obtaining a
solution.

In truth, no one general solution is attainable, such as
Plato here professes to search for/ In one of the three Xeno-

' Turgot has some excellent remarks
on the hopelessness of such problems as
that which Plato propounds, here as
well as in other dialogues, to find defi-
nitions of common and vague terms.

We read in his article Etymologic,
in the Encyclopedie (vol. iii. pp. 70-72
of his CEuvres Complets).

" Qu'on se re'presente la foule des
acceptions du mot esprit, depuis son
sens primitif spiritus, haleine, jusqu'
a ceux qu'on lui donne dans la chimie,
dans la litterature, dans la jurispru-
dence, esprit acicle, esprit de Montaigne,
esprit des loix, &c.—qu'on essaie d'ex-
truire de toutes ces acceptions une idee
qui soit commun a toutes—on verra
s'evanouir tous les caracteres qui dis-

tinguent Vesprit de toute autre chose,
dans quelque sens qu'on le prenne. . .
La multitude et lincompatibilite des
acceptions du mot esprit, sont telles,
que personne n'a e'te tente de les com-
prendre toutes dans une seule defini-
tion, et de definir l'esprit en ge'ne'ral.
Mais le vice de cette methode n'est
pas rnoins re'el lorsqu'il n'est pas assez
sensible pour empecher qu'on ne la
suive.

" A mesure que le nombre et la
diversite des acceptions diminue, l'ab-
surdite s'affoiblit: et quand elle dis-
paroit, il reste encore lerreur. J'ose
dire, que presque toutes Its definitions
oil l'on annonce qu'on va de'iinir les
choses dans le sens le plus ge'ne'ral, ont
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phontic dialogues wherein the subject of friendship is discussed,
subject of we find the real Sokrates presenting it with a juster
friendship, . . _.-,. •.

handled both view of its real complications.8 l l ie same remark
by the Xeno- . „ , •, | .

phontic so- may be made upon Aristotle s manner ot handling
Aristotle. friendship in the Ethics. He seems plainly to allude
to the Lysis (though not mentioning it by name) ; and to
profit by it at least in what he puts out of consideration, if
not in what he brings forward.11 He discards the physical
and cosmical analogies, which Plato borrows from Empedo-
kles and Herakleitus, as too remote and inapplicable : he
considers that the question must be determined by facts and
principles relating to human dispositions and conduct. In
other ways, he circumscribes the problem, by setting aside
(what Plato includes) all objects of attachment which are
not capable of reciprocating attachment.1 The problem, as
set forth here by Plato, is conceived in great generality. In
what manner does one man become the friend of another ?k

How does a man become the object of friendship or love
from another ? What is that object towards which our love
or friendship is determined ? These terms are so large, that
they include everything belonging to the Tender Emotion
generally.1
ce defaut, et ne de'fim'ssent veritable-
ment rien : parceque leurs auteurs, en
voulant renfermer toutes les acceptions
d'un mot, ont entrepris une chose im-
possible : je veux dire, de rassembler
sous une seule ide'e gene'rale des idees
tres diffe'rentes entre elles, et qu'un
meme nom n'a jarnais pu de'signer que
successivement, en cessant en quelque
sorte d'etre le meme mot."

See also the remarks of Mr. John
Stuart Mill on the same subject. Sys-
tem of Logic, Book IV. chap. 4, s. 5,
p. 223 seq.

s See Xenophon, Mernor. ii. 4-5-6.
In the last of these three conversations
(s. 21-22), Sokrates says to Kritobulus
—'AXX' €%«' /J-£V TfOtKiXas Truss Tavra, Si
KpiTo'jSouAe* (pvffei yap exovffiy ol avBpus-
TTOI Ta jxkv (piXiKa' 54ourat Te yap aA-
XJiXwv, Kal £X€ov(ri, Kal trvveiryovvrts

exovtfiv aAA.7jA.OiS—Ta Se iroXtfxiKa' Ta •
Te yap aura, KaXa Kal r/Se'a
U7T60 TOVTUV uaYOPTai, Kal

fiovovvTss ivavTiovvrai' •jroXefJ.tKuv Se
Kai €pts Kal opyi]' Kal Suo"/xeC6i jU€v d
rod TrAeoveKTgTi/ epws, /j.KnjTbv Se 6
<p86vos.

This observation of Sokrates is very
true and valuable—that the causes of
friendship and the causes of enmity are
both of them equally natural, i. e.
equally interwoven with the constant
conditions of individual and social life.
This is very different from the vague,
partial, and encomiastic predicates with
which TO (pio-ti is often decorated else-
where by Sokrates himself, as well as
by Plato and Aristotle.

h Aristot. Eth. Nikom. viii. 1, p.
1155 b. Compare Plato, Lysis, pp.
214A-215E.

'' Aristot. Ethic. Nik. viii. 2, p. 1155,
b. 28; Plato, Lysis, p. 212 D.

^ Plato, Lysis, p. 212 A. oVrii/a
rpo-Kov yiyverai (piXos crepos eTf'pou—•
223 ad fin. 8, TI ecrnv 6 cp'tXos.
_ ' See the chapter on Tender Emo-

tion in Mr. Bain's elaborate classifica-
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The debate in the Lysis is partly verbal: i. e., respecting
the word <£tXo<?, whether it means the person loving, Debate m the
or the person loved, or whether it shall be confined vCTbaifartly

to those cases in which the love is reciprocal, and Sumptions
then applied to both. Herein the question is about pittomcso!

. . . i - i . i - krates, ques-
tne meaning ol words—-a word and nothing more, tionabie, such
m i p i ! - • T as the rea l
The following portions of the dialogue enter upon sokrates

° . , , , would have

questions not verbal but real—"Whether we are found reason
±

t . for challeng-

disposed to love what is like to ourselves, or what is in&
unlike or opposite to ourselves?" Though both these are
occasionally true, it is shown that as general explanations
neither of them will hold. But this is shown by means of
the following assumptions, which not only those whom Plato
here calls the "very clever Disputants,"™ but Sokrates him-
self at other times, would have called in question, viz.: " That
bad men cannot be friends to each other—that men like to
each other (therefore good men as well as bad) can be of no
use to each other, and therefore there can be no basis of
friendship between them—that the good man is self-sufficing,
tion and description of the Emotions.
' The Emotions and the Will,' ch. vii.
p. 94 seq.

In the Lysis, p. 216 B we read,
among the suppositions thrown out by
Sokrates, about rb ipiXov—Kivh'vvevei
KO/TO. TTjy ap-^aiav irapoifxiay *rb KaXbv
tyikov elvat. eotKe yovi/ ftaKaKqi Tivi teal
Xeitp Kal Xnrapy- Sib Kal tffas paSias
8toAi<r8aii>ii Kal StaSvtTai i]fJ.as, are
TOLOVTOV 6V* \4yai yap Ta.ya.8bv KaXbv
ehat. This allusion to the soft and
the smooth is not very clear; a passage
in Mr. Bain's chapter serves to il-
lustrate it.

" Among the sensations of the senses
we find some that have the power of
awakening tender emotion. The sen-
sations that incline to tenderness are,
in the first place, the effects of veiy
gentle or soft stimulants, such as soft
touches, gentle sounds, slow move-
ments, temperate warmth, mild sun-
shine. These sensations must be felt
in order to produce the effect, which is
mental and not simply organic. We
have seen that an acute sensation raises
a vigorous muscular expression, as in
wonder; a contrast to this is exhibited

by gentle pressure or mild radiance.
Hence tenderness is passive emotion
by pre-eminence : we see it flourish-
ing best in the quiescence of the mov-
ing members. Remotely there may be
a large amount of action stimulated by
it, but the proper outgoing accompani-
ment of it is organic not muscular."

That the sensations of the soft and
the smooth dispose to the Tender
Emotion is here pointed out as a fact
in human nature, agreeably to the
comparison of Plato. Mr. Bain's
treatise has the rare merit of describing
fully the physical as well as the mental
characteristics of each separate emo-
tion.

m Plato, Lysis, p. 216 A. of irciwo</>oi
lUvSpts ol ayTLKoyiKoi, &c. Yet Plato,
in the Phsedrus and Symposion, indi-
cates colloquial debate as the great
generating cause of the most intense
and durable friendship. Aristeides
the Rhetor says, Orat. xlvii. npbs
KairiTuva—p. 418, Dindorf, eVel Kal
TlKaTOiv TO aXriBes awavTaxov Tifj.q, Kai
Tas iv TO7S \6yois (rvvovaias ^

cpihius aAT)6ivijs i n r p d
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stands in need of no one, and therefore will not love any
one. " n All these assumptions Sokrates would have found
sufficient reason for challenging, if they had been advanced
by Protagoras or any other opponents. They stand here as
affirmed by him ; but here, as elsewhere in Plato, the reader
must apply his own critical intellect, and test what he reads
for himself.

It is thus shown, or supposed to be shown, that the persons
peculiar w n o l ° v e a r e n e i t h e r ^e Good, nor the Bad: and

t n a t t u e objects loved, are neither things or per-
s o n s similar, nor opposite, to the persons loving.
Sokrates now adverts to the existence of a third

natofy t̂ category—Persons who are neither good, nor bad,
tupertcw but intermediate between the two—Objects which
Sd.°ii-tog' are intermediate between likeness and opposition.
escapeftom He announces as his own conjecture,0 that the Sub-

ject of friendly or loving feeling, is, that which is
neither good nor evil: the Object of the feeling, Good: and
the cause of the feeling, the superficial presence of evil, which
the subject desires to see removed.p The evil must be pre-
sent in a superficial and removable manner—like whiteness
in the hair caused by white paint, not by the grey colour of
old age. Sokrates applies this to the state of mind of the
philosopher, or lover of knowledge: who is not yet either
thoroughly good or thoroughly bad,—either thoroughly wise
or thoroughly unwise—but in a state intermediate between
the two: ignorant, yet conscious of his own ignorance, and
feeling it as a misfortune which he was anxious to shake off.''

» Plato, Lysis, pp. 214-215. Thedis-[ ° Plato, Lysis, c. 30, p. 216 D. \4ya
course of Cicero, De Amicitia, is com- i roivw airoixa.vTev6ii.tvos, &c.
posed in a style of pleasing rhetoric; : P Plato, Lysis, pp. 216-217, c, 30-32.
suitable to Ltulius, an ancient Roman ' i Plato, Lysis, c. 33, p. 218 0. Kei-
•scnator and active politician, who ex- j TTOVTUI Sr; oi ex01"1"" P-w TO Kaicbv
pivs.Jy renounces the accurate subtlety TOVTO, T ? > Hyvoiav, ^TVCO 5' vir' avrov
of Grecian philosophers (v. 18). There ' oVres &,yv<ifiovts MSi aMa0e?s, a\\' ?TI
is little in it which we can compare ^yoi^evoi ^ tslSevai a juj, foavtir Stb
with the Platonic Lysis ; but I observe : Sj, <piAo<roipov(nv oi ovre ayaBol o»Te
that he too, giving expression to his Kanoi ir« ovrts- 'iaoi Se KO.KO\, OU duXo-
own fellings, maintains that there run ootyov<nv, ov-re ol ayaBoi Compare
be no friendship except between the the phrase of Smoca Epist 59 p 211
good and virtuous: a position which is Gronov. "Elui difficile est • noii'eniin
refute•!! by the "nefuna vnx, cited by inquinati suiiuis, sed infecti."
himself us spi'ken by C. I31e,̂ iu ,̂ xi. 37.
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This meaning of philosophy, though it is not always and
consistently maintained throughout the Platonic Thi8generai
writings, is important as expanding and bringing ^S^yUM
into system the position laid down by Sokrates in philosopher
the Apology. He there disclaimed all pretensions wisdom. °f

to wisdom, but he announced himself as a philo- Soulnessot
sopher, in the above literal sense: that is, as igno- atSSfof*
rant, yet as painfully conscious of his own ignorance, sopter! value
and anxiously searching for wisdom as a corrective bates and
to i t : while most men were equally ignorant, but this attn-

c ^ • • u v J b u t e '

were unconscious ot their own ignorance, believed
themselves to be already wise, and delivered confident opinions
without ever having analysed the matters on which they spoke.
The conversation of Sokrates (as I have before remarked),
was intended, not to teach wisdom, but to raise men out of
this false persuasion of wisdom, which he believed to be the
natural state of the human mind, into that mental condition
which he called philosophy. His Elenchus made them con-
scious of their ignorance, anxious to escape from it, and pre-
pared for mental efforts in search of knowledge: in which
search Sokrates assisted them, but without declaring, and
even professing inability to declare, where that truth lay in
which the search was to end. He considered that this change
was in itself a great and serious improvement, converting
what was evil, radical, and engrained—into evil superficial and
removeable ; which was a preliminary condition to any posi-
tive acquirement. The first thing to be done was to create
searchers after truth, men who would look at the subject for
themselves with earnest attention, and make up their own
individual convictions. Even if nothing ulterior were achieved,
that alone would be a great deal. Such was the scope of the
Sokratic conversation; and such the conception of philosophy
(the capital peculiarity which Plato borrowed from Sokrates),
which is briefly noted in this passage of the Lysis, and de-
veloped in other Platonic dialogues, especially in the Sym-
posion/ which we shall reach presently.

r Plato, Syinpos. pp.. 202-203-20-1. Phjedrus, p. 278 D.
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Still, however, Sokrates is not fully satisfied with this hypo-
Anotiier thesis, but passes on to another. If we love any-

tting, we must love it (he says) for the sake of some-
thing. This implies that there must exist, in the
background, a something which is the primitive and

par'tkuto™' real object of affection. The various things which
objects are w e a c t u a] jy ioye> a r e n o t \0Yed for their own sake,

S S \ X ' but for the sake of this primum amabile, and as
Sjectl^ shadows projected by i t : just as a man who loves
Good' his son, comes to love by association what is salutary
or comforting to his son—or as he loves money for the sake
of what money will purchase. The primum amabile, in the
view of Sokrates, is Gfood; particular things loved, are loved
as shadows of good.

This is a doctrine which we shall find reproduced in other
statement by dialogues. We note with interest here, that it ap-
Platoofthe & r

general law pears illustrated, by a statement of the general law
of mental r ' J °

association. of mental association—the calling up of one idea
by other ideas or by sensations, and the transference of affec-
tions from one object to others which have been apprehended
in conjunction with it, either as antecedents or consequents.
Plato states this law clearly in the Phsedon and elsewhere:s but
he here conceives it imperfectly: for he seems to believe that,
if an affection be transferred by association from a primitive
object A, to other objects, B, C, D, &c, A always continues
to be the only real object of affection, while B, C, D, &c,
operate upon the mind merely by carrying it back to A.
The affection towards B, C, D, &c, therefore is, in the view
of Plato, only the affection for A under other denominations
and disguises.* Now this is doubtless often the case; but
often also, perhaps even more generally, it is not the case.
After a certain length of repetition and habit, all conscious
reference to the primitive object of affection will commonly
be left out, and the affection towards the secondary object

s Plato, PhEedon, pp. 73-74. ydp cpa/xev <j>lAa efoai r/fitv CVCKB <f>i\"ov
It is declared differently, and more TW6S, erept/i ^ M t m <paiv6/j.e8a Xiyovres

clearly, by Aristotle in the treatise Ilepl j CVT6- ipiKov 5f TCJ5 UWI KivSvvevet ZKt~ivo
M'V'ls KOX 'kvafiviaew:, pp. 451-452. ! avrb ehat, ds o' W a i auTai at Ae-yd-

1 P i t T 37 220 APlato, Lysis, c. 37, p. 220 A. oW | i^eyai <pi\icu TeXeurwaw.
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will become a feeling both substantive and immediate. What
was originally loved as means, for the sake of an ulterior end,
will in time come to be loved as an end for itself; and to
constitute a new centre of force, from whence derivatives may
branch out. It may even come to be loved more vehemently
than any primitive object of affection, if it chance to accumu-
late in itself derivative influences from many of those objects."
This remark naturally presents itself, when we meet here
for the first time, distinctly stated by Plato, the important
psychological doctrine of the transference of affections by
association from one object to others.

The primum amabile, here introduced by Sokrates, is de-
scribed in restricted terms, as valuable merely to Theory of

.. 1 . . „ the Primum

correct evil, and as having no value per se, it evil Amawie,
' , , . ° T

 r ' . „ hereintro-

were assumed not to exist. In consequence chiefly ducedbyso-
. . „ , , , . . krates, with

of this restriction, Sokrates discards it as unsatis- numerous
derivative

factory. Such restriction, however, is noway essential °o
b^cts^f

a

to the doctrine: which approaches to, but is not Q°"̂ r"
e
ĉ m.

coincident with, the Ideal Good or Idea of Good, J™j™le
of

described in other dialogues as what every one yearns ŷ him"fr?m
after and aspires to, though without ever attaining it J^'g^f
and without even knowing what it is.x The Platonic <=om»mi»n-
Idea was conceived as a substantive, intelligible, Ens, distinct
in its nature from all the particulars bearing the same name,
and separated from them all by a gulf which admitted no
gradations of nearer and farther—yet communicating itself
to, or partaken by, all of them, in some inexplicable way.
Aristotle combated this doctrine, denying the separate reality
of the Idea, and admitting only a common generic essence,
dwelling in and pervading the particulars, but pervading
them all equally. The general word connoting this generic
unity was said by Aristotle (retaining the Platonic phraseology)
to be Xeyopevov Kara fxiav iBeav or Ka6"iv.

u There is no stronger illustration ' Analysis of the Human Mind,' chap-
of this than the love of money, which \ ters xxi. and xxii., and by Professor
is the very example that Plato himself j Bain in his works on the Senses and
here cites. J the Intellect,—Intellect, chap. i. sect.

The important point to which I here ' 47-48, p. 407 seq. ed. 2 ; and on the
call attention, in respect to the law of Emotions and the Will, chap. iv. sect.
Mental Association, is forcibly illus- : 4-5, p. 428 seq.
trated by Mr. James Mill in his * Plato, Eepubl. vi. pp. 505-506.
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But apart from and beyond such generic unity, which im-
plied a common essence belonging to all, Aristotle recognised
a looser, more imperfect, but more extensive, communion,
founded upon common relationship towards some 'Apxv—
First Principle—or First Object. Such relationship was not
always the same in kind: it might be either resemblance,
concomitance, antecedence or consequence, &c.: it might
also be different in degree, closer or more remote, direct or
indirect. Here then there was room for graduation, or ordi-
nation of objects as former and latter, first, second, third, &c,
according as, when compared with each other, they were more
or less related to the common root. This imperfect com-
munion was designated by Aristotle under the title KWT
dvaXoylav, as contrasted with Kara yevos: the predicate which
affirmed it was said to be applied, not /caret filav Iheav or icaff
ev, but 77750? fiiav <f>v<riv or 737509 ev:y it was affirmed neither

y Arist. Mctaphys. A. 1072, a. 26-29;
Bonitz, Corum. p. 497 id. Tfpwrov bpeic-
rbv—Upwrov voi)r6v (irpZbrov bpenrbv
•—" quod per se appetibile est et con-
cupisoitur"). "Quod autem primum
ost in aliqua eerie, id prsecipuc etiam
habet qualitatem, quse in reliqua cer-
nitur serie, c. a. 993, b. 24: ergo prima
ilia substantia est rb &pi<rrov"—also
T. 1004, a. 25-26, 1005, a. 7, about the
irpSnov ev—irpanov by. These were
Ta TroAXa^ws X€y6/J.zya—ra irXtEoyax&s
\ty6/j.eva—which were something less
than avvwyv/xa and more than 0/j.cZivufj.a;
intermediate between the two, having
no common Xiyos or generical unity,
and yet not entirely equivocal, but de-
signating a noivbv tear' avaXoyiav: not
Karat. fj.iay iSe'cw Xey6/j.eya, bu t Trpbs €V
or irpbs ixiav <pvtriy; having a certain
relation to one common <picris called
rb irpoiTov. See the Metaphya. r. 1003,
a. 33—rb 5e bv AeyeTou (Uef 7roXAax^s,
aAA.a Trpbs %v Kal fAav riva (pvffiv, Koi
oux ofxuvvinas, a \ V wcrirep rb vyieivbv
o.Tcav irpbs vyi€iav,rb fj.evr(p <pv\6.TTtiv,
rb §e Ttp iroieiv, rb Se T<^ <Ty\ixtiov tlvai
TTJS vyieias, rb 8' on SeKTitcbv ctvrris—
Kal rb larpiKby irpbs larpiK^v, &c. The
Scholion of Alexander upon this pas-
sage is valuable (p. G38, a. Brandis);
and a very copious explanation of the
whole doctrine is given by M. Brentano,
in his valuable treatise, ' Vou der man-
ni''f'achtn Bedeutun"' des feieiuhn

nach Aristoteles,' Freiburg, 1862, pp.
85-108-147.

The distinction drawn by Aristotle
between rb Koivbv KO.T' ISeav and rb
Kotvbv Kar* avaXoyiav—between T&
Karh /xiav lS4av X€y6[Lsva, and T& irpbs
%v or irpbs filav <pv<rtv K^y6^va—this
distinction corresponds in part to that
which is drawn by Dr. Whewell be-
tween classes which are given by De-
finition, and natural groups which are
given by Type. "Such a natural
group " (says Dr. Whewell) " is steadily
fixed, though not precisely limited; it
is given, though not circumscribed; it
is determined, not by a boundary
without but by a central point within,
&c." The coincidence between this
doctrine and the Aristotelian is real,
though only partial: rh irpSirov ty'Aov,
rb irpwrov bptKr6v, may be considered as
types of objects loveable, objects desirable,
&c, but i) iyieia cannot be considered
as a type of r& vyLtiva, nor fj larpiicii
as a type" of ra. larptKa, though it is
" t he central point" to which all things
so called are referred. See Dr. Whew-
ell's doctrine stated in the Philosophy
of the Inductive Sciences, i. 476-477 ;
and the comments of Mr. John Stuart
Mill on the doctrine— 'System of

•io,' Book iv. ch. 7, pp. 264-267. ILog
have adverted to this same doctrine in
remarking on the Hippias Maior,
supra, p. 379.
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entirely aw(ovvfico<; (which would imply generic communion),
nor entirely ofiavvfiax; (which would be casual and imply no
communion at all), but midway between the two, so as to
admit of a graduated communion, and an arrangement as
former and later, first cousin, or second, third cousin. Mem-
bers of the same Genus were considered to be brothers, all
on a par: but wherever there was tins graduated cousinship
or communion (signified by the words Former and Later,
more or less in degree of relationship), Aristotle did not admit
a common Genus, nor did Plato admit a Substantive Idea.2

Now the UpcoTov <f>l\ov or Primum Amabile which we find
in the Lysis, is described as the principium or initial Prim,im
root of one of these imperfectly united aggregates p^com-
ramifying into many branches more or less distant, ^ P r S *
in obedience to one or other of the different laws of irisTotil0'
association. Aristotle expresses the same idea in ^hcad"?™
another form of words: instead of a Primum Ama- aggrelate!
bile, he gives us a Prima Amicitia—affirming that ™a generic

1

the diversities of friendship are not species com- family'
prehended under the same genus, but gradations or degene-
racies departing in one direction or other from the First or
pure Friendship. The Primum Amabile, in Plato's view,
appears to be the Good, though he does not explicitly declare
it : the Prima Amicitia, with Aristotle, is friendship subsist-
ing between two good persons, who have had sufficient expe-
rience to know, esteem, and trust, each other.a

2 This is attested by Aristotle, Eth. Eth. Eudem. vii. 2, 1236, a. 15. The
Nik. i. 64, p. 1096, a. 16. Of 8e KOfti- statement is more M l in the Eudemian
ffavres TT\V 56£av TO.VTTII/, OVK eiroiovv •• Ethics than in the Nikomachean; he
Ideas iv oTs T5 irp&Tepov Kal rh varepov begins the seventh book by saying that
eXeyov h~i6irep ovSe TUI> aptO^Lccif ideal* j (piAta is not said ftovax&s but ir\eov-
Ka.TetTKeia.Cov : compare Ethic. Eu- ax<2s ; and in p. 1236 he says 'Aycty/oj
dem. i. 8, 1218, a. 2. He goes on to &pa -rpla <pi/\ias etSii ttvai, ical [lyre
object that Plato, having laid this Kaff ev airdcras firjB' &s e'tSij evhs
down as a general principle, departed , yevovs, fifae •Ka/xnav \4yar8ai 6/j.aivv-
from it in recognizing an ISeav aya6ov, , JXWS' irpbs ixlav ydp nva Keyovrai
because Ta7a0&>' was predicated in all : «al irpBTijv, Surtrep rb larpiKSv,
the categories, in that of ova-la as well &c. The whole passage is instructive,
as in that of vp6s n—TO Be na8' ai>Tb \ but is too long to cite,
/cal f) o'uaia Trp6repov TTJ <piaei. TOV irp6s | Bonitz gives some good explanations
TI—Sio-Te OVK h.v eXr) KOIVT] TIS eirl TOV- | of these passages. Observationes
rai/ ISea. j Criticse in Aristotelis quse feruntur

11 Aristotel. Eth. Nikom. viii. 2, Magna Moralia et Eudemia, pp. 55-57.
1155, b. 12, viii. 5, 1157, a. 30, viii. 4 ; ,
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In regard to the Platonic Lysis, I have already observed
The Good that no positive result can be found in it, and that
and Beautiful, r

fof a*8 hypotheses broached are successively nega-
t. tived. W h a t is kept before the reader 's mind, how-

ever, more than anyth ing else, though not embodied in any
distinct formula, i s—The Good and the Beautiful considered
as objects of love or a t tachment .
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CHAPTEE XIX.

EUTHYDEMUS.

DRAMATIC vivacity, and comic force, holding up various per-
sons to ridicule or contempt, are attributes which Dramatic and
Plato manifests often and abundantly. But the °
dialogue in which these qualities reach their maxi- Judgments of

. _ -T-. i i A c*i . various

mum, is, the iiiutnyaemus. borne portions of it crifcs.
approach to the Nubes of Aristophanes: so that Schleier-
macher, Stallbaum, and other admiring critics have some
difficulty in explaining, to their own satisfaction,8 how Plato,
the sublime moralist and lawgiver, can here have admitted so
much trifling and buffoonery. Ast even rejects the dialogue
as spurious; declaring it to be unworthy of Plato and insist-
ing on various peculiarities, defects, and even absurdities,
which offend his critical taste. His conclusion in this case
has found no favour: yet I think it is based on reasons quite
as forcible as those upon which other dialogues have been
condemned:b upon reasons, which, even if admitted, might
prove that the dialogue was an inferior performance, but
would not prove that Plato was not the author.

Sokrates recounts (to Kriton) a conversation in which he
has just been engaged with two Sophists, Euthyde- Scenery and

mus and Dionysodorus, in the undressing-room be- Personaees-
longing to the gymnasium of the Lykeium. There were
present, besides, Kleinias, a youth of remarkable beauty and
intelligence, cousin of the great Alkibiades—Ktesippus, an
adult man, yet still young, friend of Sokrates and devotedly
attached to Kleinias—and a crowd of unnamed persons, partly
friends of Kleinias, partly admirers and supporters of the two
Sophists.

" Sehleiermacher, Einleitung zum b Ast, Platon's Leben und Schriften,
Euthydemos, vol. iii. pp. 400-403-407 ; pp. 408-418,
Stallbaum, Proleg. in Euthydem. p. 14.
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This couple are described and treated throughout by So-
The two krates, with the utmost admiration and respect:
Einbydemus that is, in terms designating such feelings, but in-
and Dionyso- . _ ,_ , . . , r n 1

dorus: tended as the extreme of irony or caricature. Iney
wbicbtbey are masters of the art of Contention, in its three
are here - „ - - .

presented, varieties0—1. Arms, and the command ot soldiers.
2. Judicial and political rhetoric, fighting an opponent before
the assembled Dikasts or people. 3. Contentious Dialectic—
they can reduce every respondent to a contradiction, if he
will only continue to answer their questions—whether what
he says be true or false.d All or each of these accomplish-
ments they are prepared to teach to any pupil who will pay
the required fee: the standing sarcasm of Plato against the
paid teacher, occurring here as in so many other places.
Lastly, they are brothers, old and almost toothless—natives
of Chios, colonists from thence to Thurii, and exiles from
Thurii and resident at Athens, yet visiting other cities for
the purpose of giving lessons.e Their dialectic skill is de-
scribed as a recent acquisition,—made during their old age,
only in the preceding year,—and completing their excellence
as professors of the tripartite Eristic. But they now devote
themselves to it more than to the other two parts. More-
over they advertise themselves as teachers of virtue.

The two Sophists, having announced themselves as com-
conversation petent to teach virtue and stimulate pupils to a vir-
carried on , x

Kieiiiias first t u o u s ^ e ' a r e entreated by Sokrates to exercise
bysokrates, their beneficent influence upon the youth Kleinias,
two sophists, in whose improvement he as well as Ktesippus feels
the warmest interest. Sokrates gives a specimen of what he<= Plato, Euthyd. pp. 271-272.

•> Plat. Euthyd. p. 272 B. e"£eAL
T?) ael \ey6fi€vov, tav re ipcOSos eay T'
a.\*f)Qes p •—p. 275 C. ovdiy Slacfiepef,
eav JX6VOV iBeXy aTronpheaBai 6 vea-
VLtTKOS.

Euthydemos (vol. ii. p. 2 of Hieronym.
Mailer's translation of Plato) repeats
these antecedents of Euthydemus and
Dionysodorus, as recited in the dialogue
before us, as if they were matter of real
history, exemplifications of the cha-

« Plat. Jiutnyd. p. 273 B-C. " quam- I racter of the class called Sophists He
vis essent grandiores natu et edeutuV," \ might just as well produce what is said
says Stallbaum m his Proleg. p. 10. i by the comic poets Eupolis and Aris-
He seems to infer this from page 294 0 ; tophanes-the proceedings as recounted
the inference though not very certain hv +VIA s j , r a « » ,i;,.«;«i_ .•_ _̂ _ .
is plausible.

Steinhart, in his Einleitung zum

by the Sokratic disciple in the (ppov-
TioTrjpiox (Nubes)—as evidence about
the character of Sokrates.
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wishes by putting a series of questions himself. Buthydemus
follows, and begins questioning Kleinias; who, after answer-
ing three or four successive questions, is forced to contradict
himself. Dionysodorus then takes up the last answer of Klei-
nias, puts him through another series of interrogations, and
makes him contradict himself again. In this manner the
two Sophists toss the youthful respondent backwards and for-
wards to each other, each contriving to entangle him in some
puzzle and contradiction. They even apply the same process
to Sokrates, who cannot avoid being entangled in the net;
and to Ktesippus, who becomes exasperated, and retorts upon
them with contemptuous asperity. The alternate interference
of the two Sophists is described with great smartness and
animation; which is promoted by the use of the dual number,
peculiar to the Greek language, employed by Plato in speak-
ing of them.

This mode of dialectic, conducted by the two Sophists, is
interrupted on two several occasions by a counter- contrast be-
exhibition of dialectic on the part of Sokrates: who, two different

, , - . • 1 • , . 1 i • m o d e s o f i n "

under colour ot again showing to the couple a speci- terrogation.
men of that which he wishes them to do, puts two successive
batches of questions to Kleinias in his own manner/ The
contrast between Sokrates and the two Sophists, in the same
work, carried on respectively by him and by them, of interro-
gating Kleinias, is evidently meant as one of the special
matters to arrest attention in the dialogue. The questions
put by the couple are made to turn chiefly on verbal quibbles
and ambiguities: they are purposely designed to make the
respondent contradict himself, and are proclaimed to be certain
of bringing about this result, provided the respondent will
conform to the laws of dialectic—by confining his answer to
the special point of the question, without adding any qualifi-
cation of his own, or asking for farther explanation from
the questioner, or reverting to any antecedent answer lying
apart from the actual question of the moment.8 Sokrates,
on the contrary, addresses interrogations, each of which has

' Plat. Euthydem. pp. 279-288. Uavra romv-ra ^ e i s ipiaTwfiev &<pvKTa,
e Pkt . Euthyd. pp. 275 E-276 E. pp. 287 B-295 B-290 A, &o.

VOL. I. 2 M
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a clear and substantive meaning, and most of which Kleinias
is able to answer without embarrassment: he professes no
other design except that of encouraging Kleinias to virtue,
and assisting him to determine in what virtue consists: he
resorts to no known quibbles or words of equivocal import.
The effect of the interrogations is represented as being, not
to confound and silence the youth, but to quicken and stimu-
late his mind and to call forth an unexpected amount of latent
knowledge : insomuch that he makes one or two answers very
much beyond his years, exciting the greatest astonishment
and admiration, in Sokrates as well as in Kriton.h In this
respect, the youth Kleinias serves the same illustrative pur-
pose as the youthful slave in the Menon :' each is supposed
to be quickened by the interrogatory of Sokrates, into a
manifestation of knowledge noway expected, nor traceable
to any teaching. But in the Menon, this magical evocation
of knowledge from an untaught youth is explained by the
theory of reminiscence, pre-existence, and omniscience, of the
soul: while in the Euthydemus, no allusion is made to any
such theory, nor to any other cause except the stimulus of
the Sokratic cross-questioning.

In the dialogue JHuthydimus, then, one main purpose of
wherein this Plato is to exhibit in contrast two distinct modes of
contrast does

not consist, questioning: one practised by Euthydemus and
Dionysodorus; the other, by Sokrates. Of these two, it is
the first which is shown up in the most copious and elaborate
manner: the second is made subordinate, serving mainly as
a standard of comparison with the first. We must take care
however to understand in what the contrast between the two
consists, and in what it does not consist.

The contrast does not consist in this—that Sokrates so
contrives his string of questions as to bring out some estab-
lished and positive conclusion, while Euthydemus and his

h Plat. Euthydem. pp. 290-291. The
unexpected wisdom, exhibited by the
youth Kleinias in hia concluding
answer, can be understood only as
illustrating the obstetric efficacy of
Sokratic interrogations. See Winckel-
mann, Proleg. ad Euthyd. pp. xxxiii.

xxxiv. The words TUV Kptnr6vaiv
must have the usual signification, aa
recognised by Eouth and Heindorf,
though Schleiermacher treats it
absurd, p. 552, notes.

1 Plato, Menon, pp. 82-85.

aa
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brother leave everything in perplexity. Such is not the fact.
Sokrates ends without any result, and with a confession of
his inability to find any. Professing earnest anxiety to stimu-
late Kleinias in the path of virtue, he is at the same time
unable to define what the capital condition of virtue is.k

On this point, then, there is no contrast between Sokrates
and his competitors: if they land their pupil in embarrass-
ment, so does he. Nor again, does Sokrates stand distin-
guished from them by affirming (or rather implying in his
questions) nothing but what is true and indisputable.1

The real contrast between the competitors, consists first,
in the pretensions, next in the method. The two wherein it
Sophists are described as persons of exorbitant arro- does couslst'
gance, professing to teach virtue,™ and claiming a fee as if
they did teach i t : Sokrates disdains the fee, doubts whether
such teaching is possible, and professes only to encourage or
help forward on the road a willing pupil. The pupil in this
case is a given subject, Kleinias, a modest and intelligent
youth: and the whole scene passes in public before an in-
discriminate audience. To such a pupil, what is needed is,
encouragement and guidance. Both of these are really ad-
ministered by the questions of Sokrates, which are all sug-
gestive and pertinent to the matter in hand, though failing to
reach a satisfactory result: moreover, Sokrates attends only
to Kleinias, and is indifferent to the effect on the audience
around. The two Sophists, on the contrary, do not say a
word pertinent to the object desired. • Far from seeking (as
they promised) to encourage Kleinias,n they confuse and
humiliate him from the beginning: all their implements for
teaching consist only of logical puzzles; lastly, their main
purpose is to elicit applause from the by-standers, by re-
ducing both the modest Kleinias and every other respondent
to contradiction and standstill.

k Plat. Euthydem. pp. 291 A-293 A ;
Plat. Kleitophon, pp. 409-410.

1 See Plat. Euthydem. p. 281 C-D,
where undoubtedly the positions laid
down by Sokrates would not have passed
without contradiction by an opponent.

"> Plat.
275 A, 304

" Plat. :
yap 6«5e
(TOfpial'.

Euthydem
B.

Euthyd. p.
i^aa&ai T7j;

• PP-

278 D.
V TtpO

273 D,

2 M 2
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Such is the real contrast between Sokrates and the two
Abuse offai- Sophists, and such is the real scene which we read
^ t n e dialogue. The presence, as well as the loud

for theiddlng manifestations of an indiscriminate crowd in the
appta.se of LTkeiu m ) are essential features of the drama.0 The
standee. pO{nt of view which Plato is working out, is, the
abusive employment, the excess, and the misplacement, of
logical puzzles: which he brings before us as administered
for the humiliation of a youth who requires opposite treat-
ment,—in the prosecution of an object which they do not
really promote—and before undiscerning auditors, for whose
applause the two Sophists are bidding.1" The whole debate
upon these fallacies is rendered ridiculous; and when con-
ducted with Ktesippus, degenerates into wrangling and ri-
baldry.

The bearing of the Euthydemus, as I here state it, will be
comparison better understood if we contrast it with the Parme-
oftheEulhy- .

d s with nides. in this last-mentioned dialogue, the amountthe Par-
of negative dialectic and contradiction is greater and

more serious than that which we read in the Euthydemus.
One single case of it is elaborately built up in the long Anti-
nomies at the close of the Parmenides (which occupy as much
space, and contain nearly as much sophistry, as the speeches
assigned to the two Sophists in Euthydemus), while we are
given to understand that many more remain behind.q These
perplexing Antinomies (addressed by the veteran Parmenides
to Sokrates as his junior), after a variety of other objections
against the Platonic theory of Ideas, which theory Sokrates has
been introduced as affirming,—are drawn up for the avowed
purpose of checking premature affirmation, and of illustrating
the difficult exercises and problems which must be solved,
before affirmation can become justifiable. This task, though
long and laborious, cannot be evaded (we are here told) by
aspirants in philosophy. But it is a task which ought only

•> The $x^os (surrounding multitude)
is especially insisted on in the first
sentence of the dialogue, and is per-
petually adverted to throughout all
the recital of Sokrates to Kriton, pp.

276 B-D, 303 B.
P Plat. Euthydem. p. 303 B.
i Plato, Parmenid. p. 136 B. I

shall revert to this point when I notice
the Parmenides.
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to be undertaken in conjunction with a few select companions.
" Before any large audience, it would be unseemly and in-
admissible : for the public are not aware that without such
roundabout and devious journey in all directions, no man
can hit upon truth or acquire intelligence."r

This important proposition—That before a man can be en-
titled to lay down with confidence any affirmative Necessity of
theory, in the domain of philosophy or " reasoned counŜ rith
truth," he must have had before him the various before™'™'
i j i * i i i • TI • i n venture upon
knots tied by negative dialectic, and must find out *« aarma-

p . - . live, is com-

the way of untying them—is a postulate which lies m™to tx>th:
J J ° -1 in the one the

at the bottom of Plato s Dialogues of Search, as I Process is

° ' solitary and

have remarked in the sixth chapter of this work. "nous; in
r the other, it

But there is much difference in the time, manner, )1
&

n™1'u
s^r

c
ised

and circumstances, under which such knots are rous-
brought before the student for solution. In the Parmenides,
the process is presented as one both serious and indispensable,
yet requiring some precautions : the public must be excluded,
for they do not understand the purpose: and the student
under examination must be one who is competent or more
than competent to bear the heavy burthen put upon him, as
Sokrates is represented to be in the Parmenides.s In the
Euthydemus, on the contrary, the process is intended to be
made ridiculous; accordingly these precautions are disre-
garded. The crowd of indiscriminate auditors are not only
present, but are the persons whose feelings the two Sophists
address—and who either admire what is said as dexterous
legerdemain, or laugh at the interchange of thrusts, as the
duel becomes warmer : in fact, the debate ends with general
mirth, in which the couple themselves are among the loudest.'

' Plat. Parmen. pp. 135-136. tXnv-
ffov 5e tfavrov Kal yv^ivaffat jxaXXov Sia
rris 8oKuvo~r]s a-xp^o'Tov elvai Kal KaXov-
€Ti vios el—ei fiev ovv TrXelovs •fiptv,
OIIK av S|ior %v $e7o-8ai (to request
Parmenides to give a specimen of
dialectic) airpeirrt yap TO. roiavra iroX-
Xav ivdvriov Xeyeiv, uXXas Te Kal
Tr}XiKo6rip' ayvoovffi yb.p ol irvXKol OTI
avev TauTTjs TT)S fiia irdvriiiv St€^65ov re

) %
8 See the compliments to Sokrates

on his strenuous ardour and vocation
for philosophy addressed by Par-
menides, p. 135 D.

' Plato, Euthydem. p. 303. 'EvravBa
[itvTOt, Si <pi\e KpiTtov, ovSels oarts ov
ru>v irapdvruv vireptTryveo'e TOV \6yov,
KOU T<5> Si/8pe (Euthydemus and Diony-
sodorus) ye\wvT€ ical tcpoTovvrz Kal
\alpovje b\lyov T v a S
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Lastly, Kleinias, the youth under interrogation, is a modest
novice; not represented, like Lysis in the dialogue just
reviewed, as in danger of corruption from the exorbitant
flatteries of an Erastes, nor as requiring a lowering medi-
cine to be administered by a judicious friend. When the
Xenophontic (historical) Sokrates cross-examines and humi-
liates Euthydemus (a youth, but nevertheless more advanced
than Kleinias in the Platonic Euthydemus is represented to
be), we shall see that he not only lays a train for the process
by antecedent suggestions, but takes especial care to attack
Euthydemus when alone." The cross-examination pursued
by Sokrates inflicts upon this accomplished young man the
severest distress and humiliation, and would have been utterly
intolerable, if there had been by-standers clapping their
hands (as we read in the Platonic Euthydemus) whenever
the respondent was driven into a corner. We see that it was
hardly tolerable even when the respondent was alone with
Sokrates : for though Euthydemus bore up against the tem-
porary suffering, cultivated the society of Sokrates, and was
handled by him more gently afterwards; yet there were
many other youths whom Sokrates cross-examined in the
same way, and who suffered so much humiliation from the
first solitary colloquy, that they never again came near him
(as Xenophon expressly tells us) i for a second. This is quite
enough to show us how important is the injunction delivered
in the Platonic Parmenides—to carry on these testing collo-
quies apart from indiscriminate auditors, in the presence, at
most, of a few select companions.

Stallbaum, Steinhart, and other commentators denounce in
opinion of severe terms the Eristics or controversial Sophists
Stallbaum „ A . 1. F

?rHtahabout -Athens, as disciples of Protagoras and Gorgias,
infected with the mania of questioning and dis-

o- P u t i n g e v e i 7 t h ing> a n d thereby corrupting the
minds of youth. They tell us that Sokrates was the

? o ? ' r iv. 2, 5-8. i s j airy TOO EJ8 U S^O«, KU4 poi, !</,„,
8 7><r06To (Sokrates) avrbv eToijUtSrepoj/ ! &c.
viTofi.ii/oi'Ta, 8re Siakeyoiro, Kal irpodv- i * Xenoph. Memor iv 2 39-40
M<fTff>o« hKovovTa, novos jjAflej/ us Compare the remarks of Sokrates iii
rh TjMOTToueioi/, wapaKa6f£oiievov 5' Plato, Thtsetctus, p. 151 0.
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constant enemy of this school, but that nevertheless «*>' the way
. „ -, in which Pro-

ne was unjustly contounded with t h e m by t h e comic ^s0™8 and

J Gorgias

poets, and others, from which confusion alone his t?1^ed'°.
tneir audi-

unpopularity with the Athenian people arose/ In tors-
the Platonic dialogue of Euthydemus, the two Sophists
(according to these commentators) represent the way in
which Protagoras and Gorgias with their disciples reasoned:
and the purpose of the dialogue is to contrast this with the
way in which Sokrates reasoned.

Now, in this opinion, I think that there is much of un-
founded assumption, as well as a misconception of That opinion
the real contrast intended in the Platonic Euthy- SokmteTwas
demus. Comparing Protagoras with Sokrates, I Eristic than
maintain that Sokrates was decidedly the more who gene-"'
Eristic of the two, and left behind him a greater festedhim-
number of active disciples. In so far as we can continuous

1
 # t speech or

trust the picture given by Plato in the dialogue lei=ture.
called Protagoras, we learn that the Sophist of that name
chiefly manifested hirnself in long continuous speeches or
rhetoric; and though he also professed, if required, to enter
into dialectic colloquy, in this art he was no match for
Sokrates.2 Moreover, we know by the evidence of Sokrates
himself, that he was an Eristic not only by taste, but on prin-
ciple, and by a sense of duty. He tells us, in the Platonic
Apology, that he felt himself under a divine mission to go
about convicting men of ignorance, and that he had prose-
cuted this vocation throughout many years of a long life.
Every one of these convictions must have been brought about
by one or more disputes of his own seeking: every such dis-
pute, with occasional exceptions, made him unpopular, in the
outset at least, with the person convicted: the rather, as his
ability in the process, is known, upon the testimony of Xeno-
phon a as well as of Plato, to have been consummate. It is
therefore a mistake to decry Protagoras and the Protagoreansr Stallbaum, Prolegg. ad Plat.
Euthydem. pp. 9-11-13; Winckelmann,
Proleg. ad eundem, pp. xxxiii.-xxxiv.

2 See Plat. Protag. especially pp.
329 and 386. About the eristic dis-

position of Sokrates, see the striking
passage in Plato, Thetetet. p. 169 B-C ;
also Laches, pp. 187, 188.

a Xenoph. Memorab. i. 2.
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(if there were any) as the special Eristics, and to represent
Sokrates as a tutelary genius, the opponent of such habits.
If the commentators are right (which I do not think they are)
in declaring the Athenian mind to have been perverted by
Eristic, Sokrates is much more chargeable with the mischief
than Protagoras. And the comic poets, when they treated
Sokrates as a specimen and teacher of Eristic, proceeded very
naturally upon what they actually saw or heard of him.b

The fact is, that the Platonic Sokrates when he talks with
Sukmtes m the two Sophists in the dialogue Euthydemus, is a
deLus's

y" character drawn by Plato for the purpose of that
abiy to the dialogue, and is very different from the real his-
that dialogue, torical Sokrates, whom the public of Athens saw
and heard in the market-place or gymnasia. He is depicted as
a gentle, soothing, encouraging talker, with his claws drawn
in, and affecting inability even to hold his own against the
two Sophists: such indeed as he sometimes may have been in
conversing with particular persons (so Xenophon" takes pains
to remind his readers in the Memorabilia), but with entire
elimination of that characteristic aggressive Elenchus for
which he himself (in the Platonic Apology) takes credit, and
which the auditors usually heard him exhibit.

This picture, accurate or not, suited the dramatic scheme
The two °f the Euthydemus. Such, in my judgment, is the
feEufhy- v a l u e a n d meaning of the Euthydemus, as far as
nouuobee regards personal contrasts. One style of reasoning
p ™ ^ ^ is represented by Sokrates, the other by the two
tivi'oTreai Sophists: both are the creatures of Plato, having
pa-sous. ^ g a m e dramatic reality as Sokrates and Stre-
psiades, or the At/cato? A070? and "ASuco? A070?, of Aris-
tophanes, but no more. That they correspond to any actual
persons at Athens, is neither proved nor probable. The
comic poets introduce Sokrates as talking what was either
nonsensical, or offensive to the feelings of the Athenians: and

1 Stellbaum, Proleg. in Platon j non tantum ab orationum scriptoribus,
Euthydem. pp. 50-al. "Sed hoc ut- ! s ed etiam ab aliis, in vanissimorim;
cunque se habet, lllud quidem ex : sophistarum loco habitum fuisse"
Aristophane pariter atque ex ipao « Xenop. Mem. i 4 1 iv 2 40
Platone evidenter apparet, Socratem > • , .
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Sokrates (in the Platonic Apology) complains that the Dikasts
judged him, not according to what he had really said or done,
but according to the impression made on them by this dra-
matic picture. The Athenian Sophists would have equal right
to complain of those critics, who not only speak of Euthy-
demus and Dionysodorus with a degree of acrimony applicable
only to historical persons, but also describe them as repre-
sentative types of Protagoras, Gorgias, and their disciples.d

The conversation of Sokrates with the youth Kleinias is
remarkable for its plainness and simplicity. His coiioquyof

. • i . . n ,1 , i , i Sokrates with

purpose is to implant or inflame in the youth the Kieinias-
aspiration and effort towards wisdom or knowledge gooSnga"
(duXocroSia, in its etymological sense). " You, like unless we

. , , 1 1 1 a l S 0 flaVe

every one else, wish to do well or to be happy, intelligence
mi i i how to use

Ihe way to be happy is, to have many good things. them-
Every one knows this: every one knows too, that among
these good things, wealth is an indisputable item : e likewise
health, beauty, bodily activity, good birth, power over others,
honour in our city, temperance, justice, courage, wisdom, &c.
Good fortune does not count as a distinct item, because it
resolves itself into wisdom/—But it is not enougli to have all
these good things: we must not only have them but use
them: moreover, we must use them not wrongly, but rightly.
If we use them wrongly, they will not produce their appro-
priate consequences. They will even make us more miser-
able than if we had them not, because the possession of them
will prompt us to be active and meddlesome : whereas, if we
have them not, we shall keep in the back-ground and do little.8d The language of Schleiermacher
is more moderate than that of Stall-
baum, Steinhart, and others. He thinks
moreover, that the polemical purpose of
this dialogue is directed not against
Protagoras or Gorgias, but against the
Megarics and against Antisthenes, who
(so Schleiermacher supposes) had
brought the attack upon themselves
by attacking Plato first (Einleitung
zum Euthyd. p. 404 seq.)- Schleier-
macher cannot make out who the two
Sophists were personally, but he con-

This is a conjecture which admits
of no proof; hut if any real victim is
here intended by Plato, we may just as
reasonably suppose Antisthenes as
Protagoras.

Plato, Euthydem. p. 279 A. ayada
8e p J^ yx
ovra; % ov ^aXeir&" °"8f aejivov aySpbs

ovdk rovro ZOIKGV eivai

iras yap
d6

'6T

Plato, Euthydem. pp. 279-280.
ft Plato, Euthydem. p. 281 0. *

ceives them as obscure persons, deserv- 1 8e KO.KUS irpctTTwc, &8kios §TTOV av i
ing no notice. i
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But to use these good things rightly, depends upon wisdom,
knowledge, intelligence. It thus appears that the enume-
rated items are not really good, except on the assumption
that they are under the guidance of intelligence: if they are
under the guidance of ignorance, they are not good; nay, they
even produce more harm than good, since they are active
instruments in the service of a foolish master.1'

" But what intelligence do we want for the purpose ? Is it
But intern- a^ intelligence ? Or is there any one single variety
wehater°it °f intelligence, by the possession of which we shall
Stdiigencef become good and happy ?' Obviously, it must be
°rt!acshwm' s u c n a s wiH l>e profitable to us.k We have seen

nf that there is no good in possessing wealth—that we
ed" should gain nothing by knowing how to acquire

otltrwhenUse wealth or even to turn stones into gold, unless we
made' at the same jtime knew how to use it rightly. Nor
should we gain any thing by knowing how to make ourselves
healthy, or even immortal, unless we knew how to employ
rightly our health or immortality. We want knowledge or
intelligence, of such a nature, as to include both acting,
making, or construction—and rightly using what we have
done, made, or constructed.1 The makers of lyres and flutes
may be men of skill, but they cannot play upon the instru-
ments which they have made: the logographers compose fine
discourses, but hand them over for others to deliver. Even
masters in the most distinguished arts—such as military com-
manders, geometers, arithmeticians, astronomers, &c, do not
come up to our requirement. They are all of them varieties
under the general class hunters: they find and seize, but hand
over what they have seized for others to use. The hunter,
when he has caught or killed game, hands it over to the

* Plato, Euthyd. p. 282 E. If we them, p. 288 E.
compare this with p. 279 C-D we shall ; * Plato, Euthydem. p. 288 E. -riva
see that the argument of Sokrates is : TOT" l % ^ bf
compare this with p. 279 C D we shall ; Plato, Euthydem. p. 288 E. -riva
see that the argument of Sokrates is : TOT" olv %v KTIJO-̂ CTOI brurrfipiiv
open to the exception which he him- | opdus KTij<rcu>e6a; lp ov TOVTO u.iv
self takes in the case of ti-rvXia—-Zh \ awXoiv, 8TI Tairnv ^ris rj/ms bv-hati •
rah™ Keyeiv. Wisdom is counted i Plato, Euthyd. p. 289 B. TOH
twice over. -rivhs &p' V &rio"ri!/«is S«, iv %

• Plato, luithydem. p. 282 E. So- ', irtnruicev a/ia T6 re voiw KO.1
krates here breaks off the string of Mtrraaeai xpv<rBai £ &y VOITJ
questions to Kleinias, hut resumes
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cook: the general, when he has taken a town, delivers it to
the political leader or minister: the geometer makes over his
theorems to be employed by the dialectician or compre.
hensive philosopher.1™

" Where then can we find such an art—such a variety of
knowledge or intelligence—as we are seeking? where is
The regal or political art looks like i t : that art tSbeitaEd?
which regulates and enforces all the arrangements pouSfin
of the city. But what is the work which this art Ctwhat61'
performs? What product does it yield, as the do for us ?r

, . - , , . T i l l K o answer
medical art supplies good health, and the farmer s can be found.

• r r ° , Ends in

art, provision ? What good does it effect ? You pû ie.
may say that it makes the citizens wealthy, free, harmonious
in their intercourse. But we have already seen that these
acquisitions are not good, unless they be under the guidance of
intelligence : that nothing is really good, except some variety of
intelligence.11 Does the regal art then confer knowledge ? If
so, does it confer every variety of knowledge—that of the car-
penter, currier, &c, as well as others ? Not certainly any of
these, for we have already settled that they are in themselves
neither good nor bad. The regal art can thus impart no know-
ledge except itself; and what is itself? how are we to use it ? If
we say, that we shall render other men good—the question again
recurs, Good—in what respect ? useful—for what purpose ? °

"Here then" (concludes Sokrates), " we come to a deadlock:
we can find no issue.p We cannot discover what the regal
art does for us or gives us: yet this is the art which is to
make us happy." In this difficulty, Sokrates turns to the two
Sophists, and implores their help. The contrast between
him and them is thus brought out.

The argument of Sokrates, which I have thus abridged
from the Euthydemus, arrives at no solution: but it is never-
theless eminently suggestive, and puts the question in a

m Plato, Euthyd. p. 290 O-D.
" Plato, Euthyd. p. 292 A. 'Ayadbv

ye TTOV w[xo\oyi]ffafAtv aXKi}\ois—
k €lvat &AXo f) inuTTiiiiiiv rivd) i i i

° Plat. Euthydem. p. 292 D. 'AAAa

rtoy [ikv yap epywv oh^^vos KUTTJI/ SeT

fiy][uovpybi/ zivai TUV JU^TE KO.KS>V fx-t^re
«7o9w>', iiriarTi/niv Se irapaSiSii/ai ,u!j5e-
fdav i,KKt\v ^ avri/v ia\iii]v Xeyoi/ifv
5ij OX1V, TIS 7TOT6 tfTTlV avT^} \ ?/ Ti XP7!'

p Plat. Euthyd. p. 292 B.
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way to receive solution. What is the regal or political art
Eeviewofthe which directs or regulates all others ? A man has
na0tion̂ u™" many different impulses, dispositions, qualities, apti-
sokmtes. yit tudes, advantages, possessions, &c, which we describe
gestive- by saying that he is an artist, a general, a tradesman,
puts the , . , . • i e i
mind upon clever, rast, temperate, brave, strong, ricn, powerlul,
what to look > o > i ' „ , . „ , • i

for. &c. Bu t in the course of life, each part icular
situation has i ts different exigencies, while t h e prospective
future has its exigencies also. The whole man is one, with
all these distinct and sometimes conflicting at t r ibutes : in fol-
lowing one impulse, he must resist others—in tu rn ing his
apti tudes to one object, he must t u r n them away from others
— h e must , as P la to says, distinguish the r igh t use of his force
from the wrong, by virtue of knowledge, intelligence, reason.
Such discriminating intelligence, which in this dialogue is
called the E e g a l or political ar t ,—what is t h e object of it ?
I t is intelligence or knowledge—but of what ? N o t certainly
of t h e way how each par t icular act is to be performed—how
each part icular end is to be at ta ined. E a c h of these sepa-
rately is the object of some special knowledge. B u t t h e
whole of a man's life is passed in a series of such part icular
acts, each of which is t h e object of some special knowledge :
what t h e n remains as the object of Eega l or political intelli-
gence, upon which our happiness is said to depend ? Or how
can it have any object a t all ?

The question here raised is present to Plato 's mind in other
comparison dialogues, and occurs under other words, as for
dialogue's- example, W h a t is good ? Good is t h e obiect of the
KcpubUc, -n i , . . , . , , . J

Phiiebus, Kegal or political intelligence ; but what is Good ?
Protagoras. T 1 T> l •

Tĥ oniy In the Kepublic, he raises this question, but declines
found in'the t o a n s w e r it' confessing that he could not make it
Protagoras, intelligible to his hearers:"1 in the Gorgias, he
takes pains to tell us what it is not: in the Phiiebus, he does
indeed tell us what it is, but in terms which need explanation
quite as much as the term which they are brought to explain.
There is only one dialogue in which the question is answered
affirmatively, in clear and unmistakeable language, and with

Plato, Republic, vi. pp. 505-506.
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considerable development — and that is, the Protagoras:
where Sokrates asserts and proves at length, that Good is at
the bottom identical with pleasure, and Evil with pain: that
the measuring or calculating intelligence is the truly regal
art of life, upon which the attainment of Good depends: and
that the object of that intelligence—the items which we are
to measure, calculate, and compare—is pleasures and pains,
so as to secure to ourselves as much as possible of the former,
and escape as much as possible of the latter.

In my remarks on the Protagoras, I shall state the view
which I take of the doctrine laid down in that dialogue by
Sokrates. Persons may think the answer insufficient: most
of the Platonic critics declare it to be absolutely wrong. But
at any rate, it is the only distinct answer which Plato ever
gives, to the question raised by Sokrates in the Euthydemus
and elsewhere.

From the abstract just given of the argument of Sokrates
in the Euthydemus, it will be seen to be serious Thetalkof

and pertinent, though ending with a confession of J£e,J™s

failure. The observations placed in contrast with ^ ^ ^
it and ascribed to the two Sophists, are distinguished Ĵueit is
by being neither serious nor pertinent; but parodies f£™ra°at lla

of debate for the most part, put together for the dnre'̂ rai
express purpose of appearing obviously silly to the Ŝ uî con.
reader. Plato keeps up the dramatic or ironical trary-

appearance, that they are admired and welcomed not only
by the hearers, but even by Sokrates himself. Nevertheless,
it is made clear at the end that all this is nothing but irony,
and that the talk which Plato ascribes to Euthydemus and
Dionysodorus produced, according to his own showing, no
sentiment of esteem for their abilities among the by-standers,
but quite the reverse. Whether there were individual
Sophists at Athens who talked in that style, we can neither
affirm nor deny: but that there were an established class of
persons who did so, and made both money and reputation by
it, we may securely deny. It is the more surprising that the
Platonic commentators should desire us to regard Euthydemus
and Dionysodorus as representative samples of a special class
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named Sophists, since one of the most eminent of those com-
mentators (Stallbaum),r both admits that Sokrates himself
was generally numbered in the class and called by the name
—and affirms also (incorrectly, in my opinion) that the inter-
rogations of Sokrates, which in this dialogue stand contrasted
with those of the two Sophists, do not enuntiate the opinions
either of Sokrates or of Plato himself, but the opinions of
these very Sophists, which Plato adopts and utters for the
occasions

The received supposition that there were at Athens a class
Mistaken of m e n c aned Sophists who made money and repu-
representa- * .

tiTsoapbists tation by obvious fallacies employed to bring about
d~eftnmo°ne- contradictions in dialogue—appears to me to per-
^iSi c vert the representations given of ancient philosophy.
d",e™nbe-e Aristotle defines a Sophist to be " one who seeks to
&p™ uTnd make money by apparent wisdom which is not real
ltcudat. wisdom :"—the Sophist (he says) is an Eristic who,
besides money-making, seeks for nothing but victory in de-
bate and humiliation of his opponent:—Distinguishing the
Dialectician from the Sophist (he says), the Dialectician im-

and still more his Proleg. to the
Protagoras, where he tells us that
Plato introduces his spokesman So-
krates not only as arguing ex inente
Sophistarum, but also as employing
captious and delusive artifice, such as
in this dialogue is ascribed to Euthy-
demus and Dionysodorus.—pp. 23-24.
" Itaque Socrates, missa hujus rei dis-
putatione, repente ad alia progreditur,
scilicet similibus laqueis hominem
denuo irretiturus. Nemini facile obs-
curum erit, hoc quoque loco Prota-
goram argutis eondusiunculis deludi"
(?'. e. by Sokrates) " atque collide' eo
permoveri," &c. " Quanquam nemo
erit, quin videat, collide deludi Prota-
goram, ubi ex eo, quod qui injuste
faciat, is neutiquam agat (racppivais,
protinus colligitur justitiam et <ra<ppo-
avvt\v unum idemque esse."—p. 25.
" Disputat enim Socrates pleraque
omnia ad mentem ipsius Protagorse."—
p. 30. " Platonem ipsum hsec non pro-
basse, sed e vulgi opinione et mente
explicasse, vel illud non obscure signi-
ficat," &c—p. 33.

* Stallbaum, Proleg. in Platon.
Euthydem. p. 50. "Illud quidem ex
Aristophaue pariter atque ipso Platone
evidenter apparet, Socratem non tan-
tum ab orationum scriptoribus, sed
etiam ab aliis in vanissimorum sophis-
tarum numero habitum fuisse." Ib.
p. 49 (cited in a previous note). "Vi-
detur pervulgata fuisse hominum
opinio, qua Socratem inter vanos so-
phistas numerandum esse existima-
bant." Again p. 44, where Stallbaum
tells us that Sokrates was considered
by many to belong " misello Sophis-
tarum gregi."

• Stallbaum, Proleg. ad Plat. Euthy-
dem. p. 30. " Cavendum est magno-
pere, ne quse hie a Socrate dicuntur,
pro ipsius decretis habeamus : sunt
enim omnia ad mentem Sophistarum
disputata, quos ille, reprehensis eorum
opinionibus, sperat eo adductum iri, ut
gravem prudentemque earum defen-
sionem suscipiant." Compare p. 66.
Stallbaum says that Plato often rea-
sons, adopting for the occasion the
doctrine of the Sophists. See his
Prolegg. to the Laches and Charmides,
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pugns or defends, by probable arguments, probable tenets—
that is, tenets which are believed by a numerous public or
by a few wise and eminent individuals :—while the Sophist
deals with tenets which are probable only in appearance and
not in reality—that is to say, tenets which almost every one
by the slightest attention recognises as false.* This definition
is founded, partly on the personal character and purpose
ascribed to the Sophist: partly upon the distinction between
apparent and real wisdom, assumed to be known and per-
manent. Now such pseudo-wisdom was declared by Sokrates
to be the natural state of all mankind, even the most eminent,
which it was his mission to expose: moreover, the determi-
nation, what is to be comprised in this description, must
depend upon the judges to whom it is submitted, since much
of the works of Aristotle and Plato would come under the
category, in the judgment of modern readers both vulgar and
instructed. But apart from this relative and variable cha-
racter of the definition, when applied to philosophy generally
—we may confidently assert, that there never was any real
class of intellectual men, in a given time or place, to whom
it could possibly apply. Of individuals, the varieties are
innumerable : but no professional body of men ever acquired
gain or celebrity by maintaining theses, and employing argu-
ments, which every one could easily detect as false. Every
man employs sophisms more or less ; every man does so inad-
vertently, some do it by design also : moreover, almost every
reasoner does it largely, in the estimation of his opponents.
No distinct line can be drawn between the Sophist and the

* Aristotel. Topic, i. 1, p. 100, b. 21. KHI iwcph o-wopS.v J
TCt doKOVVTa irafftv 7) TOts eV avTois i) TOV tyevSovs tffTl cp6o'is.

7) TOIS <ro4>o?s, Kal TOVTOIS 7) De Sophisticis Elenehis, i. p. 165,
Ttao-iv 7) Tots i rAeiaTois 7) TOTS ffotpois— a . 2 1 . e<7Tl yap 7) o-ocpio-TiKTi <paivofj.4v7/
Kal TOVTOIS 7) iraffLV 7) TOTS irXelo'TOis 7) o~orp(a, oixra 5' oft' Kal 6 o~ocpio~T7is ;
Tois JUO"AIO~TU yvoipiiaois Kal svoocois* [J.&TIO'TTJS aTrb (paivo^i^V7]s o"o^>tcts, 1

Sh iffTi avWoyiafibs 6 4K OVK OSVTIS, p . 165, b . 10, p . 171, b .
8-27. Oi (piAepifies, epio-TiKol, ayuvuni-
KOI, are persons who break the rules of
dialectic (a$iKofiax''a) for the pnrpose
of gaining victory; 01 o-o<ptcrTal are those
who do the same thing for the purpose

(paivi/avos. Oi>S\v yap TUS
$6 6 %x

iai', Kadairep irep! ras rGiv
KUV \6yav apxas <rv/j.g4p7iKev ex*"1- i °f getting money. See also Metaphys.

" Kal <ws €irl Tb TTOAU TO'IS i i i i . 100 i , b . 17.
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Dialectician : the definition given by Aristotle applies to an
ideal in his own mind, but to no reality without: Protagoras
and Prodikus no more correspond to it than Sokrates and
Plato. Aristotle observes, with great truth, that all men are
dialecticians and testers of reasoning, up to a certain point:
he might have added, that they are all Sophists also, up to
a certain point." Moreover, when he attempts to found a
scientific classification of intellectual processes upon a differ-
ence in the purposes of different practitioners—whether they
employ the same process for money or display, or beneficence,
or mental satisfaction to themselves—this is altogether un-
philosophical. The medical art is the same, whether em-
ployed to advise gratis, or in exchange for a fee.x

Though I maintain that no class of professional Sophists
Phiioso ucai (m *^e meaning given to that term by the Platonic
thPtohy- critics after Plato and Aristotle) ever existed—and
exposure of though the distinction between the paid and the
ptato's dm- gratuitous discourser is altogether unworthy to enter
Serfb̂ u'i- into the history of philosophy—yet I am not the
pirSar1 °f less persuaded that the Platonic dialogue Euthy-
exampies. (jgrnuS) a nd the treatise of Aristotle De Sophisticis
Elenchis, are very striking and useful compositions. This
last-mentioned treatise was composed by Aristotle very much
under the stimulus of the Platonic dialogue Euthydemus, to
which it refers several times—and for the purpose of distri-
buting the variety of possible fallacies under a limited number
of general heads, each described by its appropriate charac-
teristic, and represented by its illustrative type. Such attempt
at arrangement—one of the many valuable contributions of
Aristotle to the theory of reasoning—is expressly claimed by
him as his own. He takes a just pride in having been the
first to introduce system where none had introduced it before/

" Aristot. Sophist. Elench. p. 172,
a. 30.

1 Aristot. Ehetor. i. 1, 1355, b. 18.
He here admits that the only differ-
ence between the Dialectician and the
Sophist lies in their purposes—that the
mental activity employed by both is
the same. 6 y&p (rotpLtrritcbs OVK 4V TJJ
Svvdu.iL «AA' if rfj Trpoaipt&er TTXTJIT

evravda fiev (in Rhetoric) eo-rai S filv
Kwrh T V i-KurT-fi/iyy, S St Kara T V
Uvafiiv, tfroip—EKC? 5^ (in Dialectic)
ao(pi<XT^s fxiv KOT& rhv irpoaipecnv, Sia-
A.€KTi/tfis 5e ov Kara T V irpoaipe&U',

T See the last chapter of the treatise
De Sophisticis Elenchis.
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No such system was known to Plato, who (in the Euthydemus)
enumerates a string of fallacies one after another without
any project of classifying them, and who presents them as
it were in concrete, as applied by certain disputants in an
imaginary dialogue. The purpose is, to make these fallacies
appear conspicuously in their character of fallacies: a purpose
which is assisted by presenting the propounders of them as
ridiculous and contemptible. The lively fancy of Plato at-
taches suitable accessories to Euthydemus and Dionysodorus.
They are old men, who have been all their lives engaged in
teaching rhetoric and tactics, but have recently taken to
dialectic, and acquired perfect mastery thereof without any
trouble—who make extravagant promises—and who as talkers
play into each other's hand, making a shuttlecock of the
respondent, a modest novice every way unsuitable for such
treatment.

Thus different is the Platonic manner, from the Aristotelian
manner, of exposing fallacies. But those ex- Aristotle
hibited in the former appear as members of one Eiencfi.)
or more among the classes framed by the latter. ciasS&on
The fallacies which we read in the Euthydemus are piatoenume-
chiefly verbal: but some are verbal, and something without6"1

. , classification.

beyond.
Thus, for example, if we take the first sophism introduced

by the two exhibitors, upon which they bring the Fallacies of
equivocation

youth Klemias, by suitable questions, to declare propound
•> ' J T. ' by the two

successively both sides of the alternative—"Which ^ 1 ^ 1of the two is it that learn, the wise or the igno- dSmu3-
rant?"—Sokrates himself elucidates it by pointing out that
the terms used are equivocal:2 You might answer it by
using the language ascribed to Dionysodorus in another
part of this dialogue—" Neither and Both."a The like
may be said about the fallacy in page 284 D—"Are there
persons who speak of things as they are? Good men
speak of things as they are: they speak of good men

« Plato, Euthydgm. pp. 275 D-278 D.
Aristotle also adverts to this fallacy,
but without naming the Euthydemus.

VOL. I .

See Soph. El. 4. 165, b. 30.
* Plato, Euthydem. p. 300 D. OuSe,

rcpa Kai afi.<l>6repci.

2 N
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well, of bad men badly: therefore, of course, they speak
of stout men stoutly, and of hot men hotly. Ay! rejoins
the respondent Ktesippus, angrily—they speak of cold men
coldly, and say that they talk coldly."b These are fal-
lacies of double meaning of words—or double construction
of phrases: as we read also in page 287 D, where the same
Greek verb (voelv) may be construed either to think or to
mean: so that when Sokrates talks about what a predica-
tion means—the Sophists ask him—" Does anything think,
except things having a soul ? Did you ever know any
predication that had a soul ? "

Again, the two Sophists undertake to prove that Sokrates,
Fitiiacies-a as well as the youth Kleinias and indeed every one
dum quid, ad else, knows everything. " Can any existing thing
dictum Sim- ' J 6 J_ & fc>

piiciM-in le that which it is, and at the same time, not be that
the Euthy- '

demus. which it is?—No.—You know some things?—Yes.
—Then if you know, you are knowing ?—Certainly. I am
knowing of those particular things.—That makes no differ-
ence : if you are knowing, you necessarily know everything.
—Oh ! no : for there are many things which I do not know.
—Then if there be any thing which you do not know, you are
not Tcnoiving?—Yes, doubtless—of that particular thing.—•
Still you are not knowing: and just now you said that you
were knowing: and thus, at one and the same time, you
are what you are, and you are not what you are.c

"Butyou also" (retorts Sokrates upon the couple), " do not
you also know some things, not know others ?—By no means.
—What! do you know nothing ?—Far from it.—Then you
know all things ?—Certainly we do,—and you too : if you
know one thing, you know all things.—What! do you know
the art of the carpenter, the currier, the cobler—the number
of stars in the heaven, and of grains of sand in the desert,
&c. ?—Yes : we know all these things."

b Plato, Euthydem. p. 284 E. rous
yovv tyvxpovs ipvxpws Aeyovat re KO.1
<pa<r\ 5ia\eyeo-e<u. The metaphorical
sense of tyvxpbs in criticism is pointless,
stupid out of taste, out of place, &c.

c Plato, Euthydem. p. 203 C. Ari-

stotle considers know to be an equivocal
word; lie admits that in certain senses
you may both know and not know the
same thing. Analy. Prior, ii. 67, b 8
Anal. Post. i. 71, a. 25.
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The two Sophists maintain their consistency by making
reply in the affirmative to each of these successive obstinacy
questions: though Ktesippus pushes them hard by twTsophto
enquiries as to a string of mean and diverse spe- reP*ea-de-
cialties.d This is one of the purposes of the dialogue : ™?tonatioa

. , ,i x o i • j «ii • contradict

to represent tne two sophists as willing to answer themselves.
any thing, however obviously wrong and false, for the purpose
of avoiding defeat in the dispute—as using their best efforts
to preserve themselves in the position of questioners, and to
evade the position of respondents—and as exacting a cate-
gorical answer—Yes or No—to every question which they
put, without any qualifying words, and without any assurance
that the meaning of the question was understood.6

The base of these fallacious inferences is, That respecting
the same subject, you cannot both affirm and deny the same
predicate : you cannot say, A is knowing—A is not knowing
(iTTKTTijficov). This is a fallacy more than verbal: it is recog-
nised by Aristotle (and by all subsequent logicians) under the
name—a dicto secundum quid, ad dictum simplieiter.

It is very certain that this fallacy is often inadvertently
committed by very competent reasoners, including both Plato
and Aristotle.

Again—Sophroniskus was my father—Chseredemus was the
father of Patrokles.—Then Sophroniskus was different Farther

L verbal equi-

from a father: therefore he was not a father. You are vocations,
different from a stone, therefore you are not a stone: you are
different from gold, therefore you are not gold. By parity
of reasoning, Sophroniskus is different from a father—therefore
he is not a father. Accordingly, you, Sokrates, have no father.'

But (retorts Ktesippus upon the couple) your father is
different from my father.—Not at all.—How can that be ?—
What! is your father, then, the father of all men and of all
animals ?—Certainly he is. A man cannot be at the same
time a father, and not a father. He cannot be at the same
time a man, and not a man—gold, and not gold.8

Plato, Euthydem. pp.293-294.
Plato, Euthydem. pp. 295-296.
Plato, Euthydem. pp. 297-298.

e Plato, Euthydem. p. 298. Some of
the fallacies in the dialogue {n6repov
bpuiaiv ol &vdpwwoL ret SupaTa 6pa.v ̂  ra

2 N 2
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You have got a dog (Euthydeinus says to Ktesippus).—
Yes.—The dog is the father of puppies ?—Yes.—The dog,
being a father, is yours ?—Certainly.—Then your father is a
dog, and you are brother of the puppies.

You beat your dog sometimes ? Then you beat your father.11

Those animals, and those alone are yours (sheep, oxen, &c),
which you can give away, or sell, or sacrifice at pleasure.
But Zeus, Apollo, and Athene are your Gods. The Gods
have a soul and are animals. Therefore your Gods are
your animals. Now you told us that those alone were your
animals, which you could give away, or sell, or sacrifice at
pleasure. Therefore you can give away, or sell, or sacrifice
at pleasure, Zeus, Apollo, and Athene.1

This fallacy depends upon the double and equivocal mean-
ing of yours—one of its different explanations being treated
as if it were the only one.

Other puzzles cited in this dialogue go deeper:—Contra-
Faiiades in- diction is impossible—To speak falsely is impossible.11

deeper logical These paradoxes were maintained by Antisthenes
principles—

contradiction and others, and appear to have been matters of
is impossible. L x

-TO spe* dialectic debate throughout the fourth and third cen-
falsely is °

impossible, tunes. I shall say more of them when I speak about
the Megarics and Antisthenes. Here I only note, that in this
dialogue, Ktesippus is represented as put to silence by them,
and Sokrates as making an answer which is no answer at all.1

We see how much trouble these paradoxes gave to Plato, when
we read the Sophistes, in which he handles the last of the two
in a manner elaborate, but (to my judgment) unsatisfactory.

The Euthydemus of Plato is memorable in the histoiy of
f ' f philosophy as the earliest known attempt to set out,

a n d e x o i b i t t o attention, a string of fallacious modes
of reasoning. Plato makes them all absurd and

aSvvaTa; ' H oi6v -re aiytavra. \4yeiv;
p. 300 A) are hardly translatable into
English, since they depend upon equi-
vocal constructions peculiar to the
Greek language. Aristotle refers them
to the general head Trap' afi(ptfio\iai/.
The same about Ttpoai]Kii ™ pdyeipov

302. This

h Plat. Euthyd. p. 298.
'• Plat. Euthydem. p. „„_. _„„

same fallacy, in substance, is given by
Aristotle, De Sophist. El. 17. 176 a. 3,
179, a. 5, but with different exempli-
fying names and persons.

" Plato, Euthydem. pp. 285-286.b o u p j K P pdyeipov Plato, Euthydem. pp. 285-286
, p. 301 D. ( i piato, Euthydem. pp. 286 B-287 A.
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ridiculous. He gives a caricature of a dialectic de- p

bate, not unworthy of his namesake Plato Comicus °myW °f

—or of Aristophanes, Swift, or Voltaire. The so- feiEfis to
exemplify

phisms appear lor the most part so silly, as he puts tî  fallacy by
r r r r • " " particular

them, that the reader asks himself how any one icould have been ever imposed upon by such a pal-
pable delusion ? Yet such confidence is by no means
justified. A sophism, perfectly analogous in cha- SX|}"d

racter to those which Plato here exposes to ridicule,
may, in another case, easily escape detection from the hearer,
and even from the reasoner himself. People are constantly
misled by fallacies arising from the same word bearing two
senses, from double construction of the same phrase, from
unconscious application of a dictum secundum quid, as if it
were a dictum simpliciter; from Petitio Principii, &c, Ignoratio
Elenchi, &c. Neither Plato himself, nor Aristotle, can boast
of escaping them.m If these fallacies appear, in the examples
chosen by Plato for the Euthydemus, so obviously inconclu-
sive that they can deceive no one—the reason lies not in the
premisses themselves, but in the particular conclusions to which
they lead: which conclusions are known on other grounds to
be false, and never to be seriously maintainable by any person.
Such conclusions as—" Sokrates had no father: Sophroniskus,
if father of Sokrates, was father of all men and all animals:
In beating your dog, you beat your father: If you know one
thing, you know every thing," &c, being known aliunde to be
false, prove that there has been some fallacy in the pre-
misses whereby' they have been established. Such cases
serve as a reductio ad absurdum of the antecedent process.
They make us aware of one mode of liability to error, and
put us on our guard against it in analogous cases. This is a
valuable service, and all the more valuable, because the lia-
bility to error is real and widespread, even from fallacies
perfectly analogous to those which seem so silly under the
particular exemplifications which Plato selects and exposes.

°> See a passage in Plato's Char-
mides, where Heindorf remarks with
propriety upon his equivocal use of the
words ei (fjv and «5 vpdmiv—also dialogues.

the Gorgias, p. 507 D, with the notes
of Eouth and Heindorf. I have noticed
both passages in discussing these two-
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Many of the illustrations of the Platonic Euthydemus are
reproduced by Aristotle in the Treatise De Sophisticis
Elenchis, together with other fallacies, discriminated with a
certain method and system.11

The true character of these fallacies is very generally over-
looked by the Platonic critics, in their apprecia-
tion of the Euthydemus; when they point our at-

Mistake of
supposing
fallacies to

have been tention to the supposed tricks and frauds of the
invented and x x

P e r s o n s whom they called Sophists, as well as to
the b are~
inherent in-.
advertencies

thinking.
Formal de-
bate affords
the beat
means of
correcting
them.

mischievous corruptions alleged to arise from Eristic
or formal contentious debate. These critics speak
as if they thought that such fallacies were the special

Procesfofary inventions of Athenian Sophists for the purposes of
Athenian Eristic : as if such causes of error were
inoperative on persons of ordinary honesty or intel-
ligence, who never consulted or heard the Sophists.
It has been the practice of writers on logic, from

Aristotle down to Whately, to represent logical fallacies as
frauds devised and maintained by dishonest practitioners,
whose art Whately assimilates to that of jugglers.

This view of the case appears to me incomplete and
misleading. It substitutes the rare and accidental in place
of the constant and essential. The various sophisms, of which
Plato in the Euthydemus gives the reduetio ad absurdum, are
not the inventions of Sophists. They are erroneous tenden-
cies of the reasoning process, frequently incident to human
thought and speech: specimens of those ever-renewed " inad-
vertencies of ordinary thinking " (to recur to a phrase cited in
my preface), which it is the peculiar mission of philosophy or
" reasoned truth " to rectify. Moreover the practice of formal
debate, which is usually denounced with so much asperity—if
it affords on some occasions opportunity to produce such fal-
lacies, presents not merely equal opportunity, but the only
effective means, for exposing and confuting them. Whately in
his Logic,0 like Plato in the Euthydemus, when bringing these

1 Aristotle, De Sophisticis Elenchis;
also Aristotle's Rhetoric, ii. p. 1401, a-b.

° Whutely's Logic, eh. v. feuct. 5.

Though Whately, like other logicians,
keeps the Sophists in the foreground,
as the fraudulent enemy who sow tares
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fallacies into open daylight in order that every one may de-
tect them, may enliven the theme by presenting them as the
deliberate tricks of a Sophist. Doubtless they are so by acci-
dent : yet their essential character is that of infirmities inci-
dent to the intellectus sibi permissus: operative at Athens
before Athenian Sophists existed, and in other regions also,
where these persons never penetrated.

The wide diffusion and constant prevalence of such in-
firmities is attested not less by Sokrates in his last
speech, wherein he declares real want of knowledge
and false persuasion of knowledge to be universal,
the mission of his life being to expose them, though
he could not correct them—than by Bacon in his
reformatory projects, where he enumerates the
various Idola worshipped by the human intellect,
and the false tendencies acquired "in prirnu di-
gestione mentis." The psychological analysis of the MlU'
sentiment of belief with its different sources, given in Mr.
Alexander Bain's recent work on the Emotions and the Will,
shows how this takes place; and exhibits true or sound be-
lief, in so far as it ever is acquired, as an acquisition only
attained after expulsion of earlier antecedent error.p Of

Wide-spread

belief, mis-
guided hyone
or other of
these fal la-

Plato, Biicon,
&c—com-

among that "which would otherwise
come up as a clean crop of wheat—yet
he intimates also incidentally how wide-
spread and frequent sucli fallacies are,
quite apart from dishonest design. He
says—"It seems by most persons to be
taken for granted, that a Fallacy is to be
dreaded merely as a weapon fashioned
and wielded by a skilful Sophist: or, if
they allow that a man may with honest
intentions slide into one, unconsciously, j
in the heat of argument—still they
seem to suppose, that where there is
no dispute, there is no cause to dread
Fallacy. Whereas there is much danger,
even in what may be called solitary
reasoning, of sliding unawares into
some Fallacy, by which one may be so
far deceived as even to act upon the
conclusion so obtained. By solitary
remaning, is meant the case in which
we are not seeking for arguments to
prove a given question, but labouring
to elicit from our previous stock of
knowledge some useful inference."

" To speak of all the fallacies that
have ever been enumerated, as too
glaring and obvious to need even being
mentioned — because the simple in-
stances given in books, and there stated
in the plainest and consequently most
easily detected form, are such as (in
that form) would deceive no one—this,
surely, shows either extreme weakness
or extreme unfairness."— Aristotle him-
self makes the same remark as Whately
—That the man who is easily taken in
by a Fallacy advanced by another, will
be easily misled by the like Fallacy in
his own solitary reasoning. Sophist.
Elench. 16, 175, a. 10.

P See the instructive and original
chapter on the generation, sources, and
growth of Belief, in Mr. Bain's work,
' Emotions and Will,' p. 568 seq.
After laying down the fundamental
characteristic of Belief, as referable
altogether to intended action, either
certain to come or contingent under
faupposed circumstances, and enumerat-
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such error, and of the different ways in which apparent
evidence is mistaken for real evidence, a comprehensive philo-
sophical exposition is farther given by Mr. John Stuart Mill,
in the fifth book of his System of Logic, devoted to the sub-
ject of Fallacies. Every variety of erroneous procedure is
referable to some one or more of the general heads of Fallacy
there enumerated. It is the Fallacies of Eatiocination, of
which the two Sophists, in the Platonic Euthydemus, are
made to exhibit specimens: and when we regard such Fal-
lacies, as one branch among several in a complete logical
scheme, we shall see at once that they are not inventions of
the Athenian Sophists—still less inventions for the purpose
of Eristic or formal debate. For every one of these Fallacies
is of a nature to ensnare men, and even to ensnare them more
easily, in the common, informal, conversation of life—or in

iug the different Sources of Belief.—
1. Intuitive or Instinctive. 2. Ex-
perience. 3. The Influence of the
Emotions (sect. x. p. 579) Mr. Bain
says: " Having iu our constitution
primordiiil fountains of activity in the
spontaneous and voluntary impulses,
we follow the first clue that experience
gives us, and accept the indication
with the whole force of these natural
promptings. Being under the strongest
impulses to act somehow, an animal
accepts any lead that is presented, and
if successful, abides by that lead with
unshaken confidence. This is that
instinct of credulity so commonly at-
tributed to the infant mind. It is not
the single instance, or the repetition of
two or three, that makes up the strong
tone of confidence; it is the mind's
own active determination, finding some
definite vent in the gratification of its
ends, and abiding by the discovery
with the whole energy of the character,
until the occurrence of some check,
failure, or contradiction. The force of
belief, therefore, is not one rising from
zero to a full development by slow
degrees, according to the length of the
experience. We must treat it rather
as a strong primitive manifestation,
derived from the natural activity of
the system, and taking its direction
nnd rectification from experience
(p. ~>S?>). The anticipation of nature,

so strenuously repudiated by Bacon,
is the offspring of this characteristic
of the mental system. With the
active tendency at its maximum, and
the exercise of intelligence and ac-
quired knowledge at the minimum,
there can issue nothing but a quantity
of rash enterprises. The respectable
name generalisation, implying the best
products of enlightened scientific re-
search, has also a different meaning,
expressing one of the most erroneous
impulses and crudest determinations
of untutored human nature. To ex-
tend some familiar and narrow experi-
ence, so as to comprehend cases the
most distant, is a piece of mere reckless
instinct, demanding severe discipline
for its correction. I have mentioned
the case of our supposing all other
minds constituted like our own. The
veriest infant has got this length in
the career of fallacy. Sound belief,
instead of being a pacific and gentle
growth, is in reality the battering of a
series of strongholds, the conquering of
a country in hostile occupation. This
is a fact common botli to the individual
and to the race. Observation is
unanimous on the point. It will pro-
bably be long ere the last of the de-
lusions attributable to this method of
believing first and proving afterwards
can be eradicated from humanity."
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their separate thoughts. Besides mistakes on matters of fact,
the two main causes which promote the success and encourage
the multiplication of Fallacies generally, are first, the emo-
tional bias towards particular conclusions, which disposes per-
sons to accept any apparent evidence, favourable to such
conclusion, as if it were real evidence: next, the careless and
elliptical character of common speech, in which some parts
of the evidence are merely insinuated, and other parts alto-
gether left out. It is this last circumstance which gives
occasion to the very extensive class of Fallacies called by
Mr. Mill Fallacies of Confusion : a class so large, that the
greater number of Fallacies might plausibly be brought
under it.q

i Mill, ' System of Logic,' Book V.,
to which is prefixed the following
citation from Hobbes'a ' Logica.'
" Errare non modo affirmando et
negando, sed etiam in sentiendo, et
in tacita hominum cogitatione, con-
tingit."

Mr. Mill points out forcibly both
the operation of moral or emotional
bias in perverting the intellect, and
causing sophisms or fallacies to pro-
duce conviction; and the increased
chance afforded for the success of a
sophism by the suppression of part of
the premisses, which is unavoidable in
informal discussions.

" Bias is not a direct source of wrong
conclusions (v. 1-3). We cannot be-
lieve a proposition only by wishing, or
only by dreading, to believe it. Bias
acts indirectly by placing the intel-
lectual grounds of belief in an incom-
plete or distorted shape before a man's
eyes. I t makes him shrink from the
irksome labour of a rigorous induction.
It operates too by making him look
out eagerly for reasons, or apparent
reasons, to support opinions which are
conformable, or resist those which are
repugnant, to his interests or feelings ;
and when the interests or feelings are
common to great numbers of persons,
reasons are accepted or pass current
which would not for a moment be
listened to in that character, if the
conclusion had nothing more powerful
than its reasons to speak in its behalf.
The natural or acquired prejudices of
mankind are perpetually throwing up

philosophical theories, the sole recom-
mendation of which consists in the
premisses which they afford for prov-
ing cherished doctrines, or justifying
favourite feelings; and when any one
of these theories has become so
thoroughly discredited as no longer to
serve the purpose, another is always
ready to take its place."—" Though the
opinions of the generality of mankind,
when not dependant upon mere habit
and inculcation, have their root much
more in the inclinations than in the
intellect, it is a necessary condition to
the triumph of the moral bias that it
should first pervert the understand-
ing."

Again in v. 2, 3. " I t is not in
the nature of bad reasoning to express
itself unambiguously. When a sophist,
whether he is imposing upon himself
or attempting to impose upon others,
can be constrained to throw his argu-
ment into so distinct a form, it needs,
in a large number of cases, no farther
exposure. In all arguments, every-
where but in the schools, some of the
links are suppressed : a fortiori, when
the arguer either intends to deceive, or
is a lame and inexpert thinker, little
accustomed to bring his reasoning pro-
cesses to any test; and it is in those
steps of the reasoning which are made
in this tacit and half-conscious, or even
wholly unconscious, manner, that the
error oftenest lurks. In order to detect
the fallacy, the proposition thus
silently assumed must be supplied,
but the reasoner, most likely, has never
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a means for
testing and
confuting
fallacies.

We thus see not only that the fallacious agencies are self-
value of for- operative, generating their own weeds in the common
mat debate as go i l o f n u m a n thought and speech, without being

planted by Athenian Sophists or watered by Eristic
—but that this very Eristic affords the best means

of restraining their diffusion. It is only in formal debate
that the disputant can be forced to make clear to himself and
declare explicitly to others, without reserve or omission, all
the premisses upon which his conclusion rests—that every
part of these premisses becomes liable to immediate challenge
by an opponent—that the question comes distinctly under
consideration, what is or is not sufficient evidence—that the
premisses of one argument can be compared with the premisses
of another, so that if in the former you are tempted to ac-
quiesce in them as sufficient because you have a bias favour-
able to the conclusion, in the latter you may be made to feel
that they are insufficient, because the conclusion which they
prove is one which you know to be untrue (reductio ad ab-
surdum). The habit of formal debate (called by those who
do not like it, Eristic1) is thus an indispensable condition
both for the exposure and confutation of fallacies, which exist

really asked himself what he was
assuming; his confuter, unless per-
mitted to extort it from him by the
Socratic mode of interrogation, must j
himself judge what the suppressed I
premiss ought to be, in order to sup-
port the conclusion." Mr. Mill pro-
ceeds to illustrate this confusion by an
excellent passage cited from Whately's
' Logic.' I may add, that Aristotle
himself makes a remark substantially
the same—That the same fallacy may
be referred to one general head or to
another, according to circumstances.
Sophist. Elench. 33. 182, b. 10.

r The Platonic critics talk about the
Eristics fas they do about the Sophists)
as if that name designated a known
and definite class of persons. This is
altogether misleading. The term is
vituperative, and was applied by dif-
ferent persons according to their own
tastes.

Ueberweg remarks with great justice,
that Isokrates called all speculators on

philosophy by the name of Eristics.
"Als ob jener Ehetor nicht (wie ja
doch Spengel selbst gut nachgewiesen
hat) alle und jede Spekulation mit dem
Nakrnen der Eristik bezeichnetc."
(Untersuchungen iiber die Zeitfolge
der Plat. Schriften, p. 257.) In re-
ference to the distinction which Ari-
stotle attempts to draw between Dia-
lectic and Eristic—the former legiti-
mate, the latter illegitimate—we must
remark that even in the legitimate
Dialectic the purpose prominent in his
mind is that of victory over an oppo-
nent. He enjoins that you are not
only to guard against your opponent,.
lest he should out-manoeuvre you, but
you are to conceal and disguise the
sequence of your questions so as to
out-manoeuvre him. XpJ) S" 'iittp <f>v-
A O 4

vavs, aWovs tirixeipovvTas Treipaadai
Aav6avtiv. Analyt. Prior, ii. 66, a. 32.
Compare Topic. 108, a. 25. 15b\ a. 23.
104, b. 35.
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quite independent of that habit—owing their rise and pre-
valence to deep-seated psychological causes.

Without the experience acquired by this habit of dialectic
debate at Athens, Plato could not have composed Wlthoutthe

his Euthyd&nus, exhibiting a reductio ad absurdum
of several verbal fallacies—nor could we have had
the logical theories of Aristotle, embodied in the
Analytica and Topica with its annexed treatise De
Sophisticis Elenchis, in which various fallacies are De^piS-
discriminated and classified. These theories, and ciaEleuchls-
the corollaries connected with them, do infinite honour to the
comprehensive intellect of Aristotle: but he could not have
conceived them without previous study of the ratiocinative
process. He, as the first theorizer, must have had before
him abundant arguments explicitly laid out, and contested,
or open to be contested, at every step by an opponent.3 To-
wards such habit of formal argumentation, a strong repugnance
was felt by many of the Athenian public, as there is among
modern readers generally: but those who felt thus, had pro-
bably little interest in the speculations either of Plato or of
Aristotle. That the Platonic critics should themselves feel
this same repugnance, seems to me not consistent with their
admiration for the great dialectician and logician of antiquity:
nor can I at all subscribe to their view, when they present to
us the inherent infirmities of the human intellect as factitious
distempers generated by the habit of formal debate, and by
the rapacity of Protagoras, Prodikus, and others.

I think it probable that the dialogue of Euthydemus, as
far as the point to which I have brought it (i. e., probable
where Sokrates finishes his recital to Kriton of the the Euthy-

• i ' i i i T i i ' i i ct i • \ demus at

conversation which he had had with the two isopmsts), Athens-
was among the most popular of all the Platonic byaiithe

° L L , enemies of

dialogues: not merely because of its dramatic M»ieciic
vivacity and charm, of expression, but because it would be
heartily welcomed by the numerous enemies of Dialectic ats Mill, ' System of Logic,' Book VI.
1, 1. "Principles of Evidence and
Theories of Method, are not to be con-
structed a priori. The laws of our

rational faculty, like those of every
other natural agency, are only got by
seeing the agent at work."
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Athens. We must remember that in the estimation of most
persons at Athens, Dialectic included Sokrates and all the
viri Sokratici (Plato among them), just as much as the per-
sons called Sophists. The discreditable picture here given of
Euthydemus and Dionysodorus, would be considered as tell-
ing against Dialectic and the Sokratic Elenchus generally:
while the rhetors, and others who dealt in long continuous
discourse, would treat it as a blow inflicted upon the rival art
of dialogue, by the professor of the dialogue himself. In
Plato's view, the' dialogue was the special and appropriate
manifestation of philosophy.

That the natural effect of the picture here drawn by Plato
Epilogue of was, to justify the antipathy of those who hated philo-
Diaiogue," sophy—we may see by the epilogue which Plato has
vtategthi8 ° thought fit to annex: an epilogue so little in har-
inference by . - i - i i i i i , • 1 j . l j .

opponents- mony with what has preceded, that we might almostConversation
between so- imagine it to be an afterthought—yet obviously
krates and ° . . .

Knton. intended to protect philosophy against imputations.
Sokrates having concluded the recital, in his ironical way, by
saying that he intended to become a pupil under the two
Sophists, and by inviting Kriton to be a pupil along with
him—Kriton replies by saying that he is anxious to obtain
instruction from any one who can give it, but that he has np
sympathy with Euthydemus, and would rather be refuted by
him, than learn from him to refute in such a manner. Kriton
proceeds to report to Sokrates the remarks of a by-stander
(an able writer of discourses for the Dikastery) who had
heard all that passed; and who expressed his surprise that
Sokrates could have remained so long listening to such non-
sense, and manifesting so much deference for a couple of
foolish men. Nevertheless (continued the by-stander) this
couple are among the most powerful talkers of the day upon
philosophy. This shows you how worthless a thing philosophy
is: prodigious fuss, with contemptible result—men careless
what they say, and carping at every word that they hear.1

Now, Sokrates, (concludes Kriton) this man is wrong for

Plat. Euthyd. pp. 304-305.
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ofEuthy-
demus-Dis

depreciating philosophy, and all others who depreciate it are
wrong also. But he was right in blaming you, for disputing
with such a couple before a large crowd.

Sokr.—What kind of person is this censor of philosophy ?
Is he a powerful speaker himself in the Dikastery ? Or is he
only a composer of discourses to be spoken by others ? Krit.
—The latter. I do not think that he has ever spoken in
court: but every one says that he knows judicial practice
well, and that he composes admirable speeches."

Sokr.—I understand the man. He belongs to that class
whom Prodikus describes as the border-men between Altered tone
philosophy and politics. Persons of this class ac-
count themselves the wisest ot mankind, and think p g

, . of persons

farther that besides being such m reality, they are haif-ptuioso-
° _ J> J phers, half-

also admired as such by many: insomuch that the politicians.
admiration for them would be universal, if it were not for the
professors of philosophy. Accordingly they fancy, that if
they could once discredit these philosophers, the prize of
glory would be awarded to themselves, without controversy,
by every one: they being in truth the wisest men in society,
though liable, if ever they are caught in dialectic debate, to
be overpowered and humbled by men like Euthydemus.*
They have very plausible grounds for believing in their own
wisdom, since they pursue both philosophy and politics to a
moderate extent, as far as propriety enjoins; and thus pluck
the fruit of wisdom without encountering either dangers or
contests. Krit.—What do you say to their reasoning, So-
krates ? It seems to me specious. Sokr.—Yes, it is specious,
but not well founded. You cannot easily persuade them,
though nevertheless it is true, that men who take a line mid-
way between two pursuits, are better than either, if both pur-
suits be bad—worse than either, if both pursuits be good, but
tending to different ends—better than one and worse than the
other, if one of the pursuits be bad and the other good—better

« Plat. Euthyd. p. 305.
* Plat. Euthyd. p. 305 E. ehtu fiiv

•yap rrj a\.T)9tia <r</>Sj (Tot/xoT^TOus, eV
8e TOIS iSiois Xoyois '6TUV a.TroKt]<p9aaiv,
virb T&V a/j.<p\ EvBiSij/iov KoKoie<r8ai.

Of a.fi<pl EvSiSrjfiou may mean E u t h y -
demus himself and alone; yet I incline
to think that it here means Euthy-
demus and his like.
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than both, if both be bad, but tending to different ends. Such
being the case, if the pursuit of philosophy and that of active
politics be both of them good, but tending to different objects,
these men are inferior to the pursuers of one as well as of the
other: if one be good, the other bad, they are worse than the
pursuers of the former, better than the pursuers of the latter :
if both be bad, they are better than either. Now I am sure
that these men themselves account both philosophy and politics
to be good. Accordingly, they are inferior both to philo-
sophers and politicians:y they occupy only the third rank,
though they pretend to be in the first. While we pardon
such a pretension, and refrain from judging these men se-
verely, we must nevertheless recognise them for such as they
really are. We must be content with every one, who an-
nounces any scheme of life, whatever it be, coming within
the limits of intelligence, and who pursues his work with per-
severing resolution.15

Krit.—I am always telling you, Sokrates, that I too am
embarrassed where to seek instructors for my sons.
Conversation with you has satisfied me, that it is
madness to bestow so much care upon the fortune
and position of sons, and so little upon their in-
struction. Yet when I turn my eyes to the men
who make profession of instructing, I am really
astonished. To tell you the truth, every one of them

appears to me extravagantly absurd,a so that I know not how
to help forward my son towards philosophy. Sokr.—Don't
you know, Kriton, that in every different pursuit, most of the
professors are foolish and worthless, and that a few only are
excellent and above price ? Is not this the case with gym-
nastic, commercial business, rhetoric, military command ?
Are not most of those who undertake these pursuits ridicu-
lously silly ?b Krit.—Unquestionably: nothing can be more

Kriton asks

Sokrates can-
not recom-
mend a
teacher—
tells him to
search for
himself.

y Plat. Euthyd. p. 306 B.
'• Plat. Euthyd. p. 306 C. crvy-

yiyvdicrKGiv fxkv ovv avrois xph T ^ s

eViflu/u'as Ka\ fill xa*-ewa'Lvel-v> nyeiaBai
fitvTot TOIOVTOVS eli/ai oloi etav -jravra
yap &vbpa xpl] ayairav, tJcriy nal 6TLQUV
\4yel *x&lJt*vov 4>povr]<T€o>s irpay^a, Kal
avdptiois eire|lGt>j>

Plato, Euthyd. p. 306 B. KO( poi
ii eTs e/cao"Tos avruiv (TKOIIOVVTI irdvv

r elval, &c.
Plato, Euthyd. p. 307 A. eV

TOUTQJI' TOIIS i ro\ \ous irpbs
CKCMTTOV TO tpyov ov KaTaye\d(TTovs
op?r;
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true. Sokr.—Do you think that a sufficient reason for avoid-
ing all these pursuits yourself, and keeping your son out of
them also ? Krit.—No: it would be wrong to do so. Sokr.
—Well then, don't do so. Take no heed about the professors
of philosophy, whether they are good -or bad ; but test philo-
sophy itself, well and carefully. If it shall appear to you
worthless, dissuade not merely your sons, but every one else
also, from following it.0 But if it shall appear to you as
valuable as I consider it to be, then take courage to pursue
and practise it, you and your children both, according to the
proverb.—

The first part of this epilogue, which I have here given in
abridgment, has a bearing very different from the Euthydtam3

rest of the dialogue, and different also from most * "J^^.
of the other Platonic dialogues. In the epilogue, DMecticand
Euthydemus is cited as the representative of true phllosopby-
dialectic and philosophy: the opponents of philosophy are
represented as afraid of being put down by Euthydemus:
whereas, previously, he had been depicted as contemptible,—
as a man whose manner of refuting opponents was more dis-
creditable to himself than to the opponent refuted ; and who
had no chance of success except among hearers like himself.
We are not here told that Euthydemus was a bad specimen
of philosophers, and that there were others better, by the
standard ,pf whom philosophy ought to be judged. On the
contrary, we find him here announced by Sokrates as among
those dreaded by men adverse to philosophy,—and as not
undeserving of that epithet which the semi-philosopher cited
by IJriton applies to " one of the most powerful champions of
the day."

Plato therefore, after having applied his great dramatic
talent to make dialectic debate ridiculous, and thus said much
to gratify its enemies—changes his battery, and says some-
thing against these enemies, without reflecting whether it is
consistent or not with what had preceded. Before the close,

c Plato, Euthyd. p . 307 B . ideas avrb rb irpayfia fiacravicras Ka\i>s Te
Xa-ipzw TOI/S e7nT7jSeuoi/Tay (piXotro- teal eu, eav fisv txoi (paivriiai (pavKbv
<piavf efa-e %pf\<noi eiffty elfre irov?jpol, $v, &c.
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however, he comes again into consistency with the tone of the
earlier part, in the observation which he assigns to Kriton,
that most of the professors of philosophy are worthless; to
which Sokrates rejoins that this is not less true of all other pro-
fessions. The concluding inference is, that philosophy is to
be judged, not by its professors, but by itself; and that
Kriton must examine it for himself, and either pursue it or
leave it alone, according as his own convictions dictated.

This is a valuable admonition, and worthy of Sokrates,
laying full stress as it does upon the conscientious conviction
which the person examining may form for himself. But it is
no answer to the question of Kriton; who says that he had
already heard from Sokrates, and was himself convinced, that
philosophy was of first-rate importance—and that he only
desired to learn where he could find teachers to forward the
progress of his son in it. As in so many other dialogues,
Plato leaves the problem started, but unsolved. The impulse
towards philosophy being assured, those who feel it ask Plato
in what direction they are to move towards it. He gives no
answer. He can neither perform the service himself, nor
recommend any one else, as competent. We shall find such
silence made matter of pointed animadversion, in the frag-
ment called Kleitophon.

The person, whom Kriton here brings forward as the censor
of Sokrates and the enemy of philosophy, is peculiarly marked.
In general, the persons whom Plato ranks as enemies of

philosophy are the rhetors and politicians': but the
example here chosen is not comprised in either of

Who is the
person here
intended by

philosopher, these classes: it is a semi-philosopher, yet a writer
of discourses for others.half-pol'iti-

cian ? Is it
Isokrates ?

Schleiermacher, Heindorf,
and Spengel, suppose that Isokrates is the person in-

tended : Winckelmann thinks it is Thrasymachus: others refer
it to Lysias, or Theodorus of Byzantium: d Socher and Stall-

d Stallbaum, Proleg. ad Euthyd. p.
47 ; Winckeknann, Proleg. p. xxxv.

Heindorf, in endeavouring to explain
the difference between Plato's language
in the Phtedrus and in the Euthy-
dem.ua respecting Isokrates, assumes

as a matter beyond question the theory
of Schleiermacher, that the Phaedrus
was composed during Plato's early
years. I have already intimated my
dissent from this theory.
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bauni doubt whether any special person is intended, or any
thing beyond some supposed representative of a class described
by attributes. I rather agree with those who refer the passage
to Isokrates. He might naturally be described as one steering
a middle course between philosophy and rhetoric: which in
fact he himself proclaims in the Oration De Permutatione,
and which agrees with the language of Plato in the dialogue
Phsedrus, where Isokrates is mentioned by name along with
Lysias. In the Phsedrus, moreover, Plato speaks of Isokrates
with unusual esteem, especially as a favourable contrast with
Lysias, and as a person who, though not yet a philosopher,
may be expected to improve, so as in no long time to deserve
that appellation.6 We must remember that Plato in the
Phsedrus attacks by name, and with considerable asperity,
first Lysias, next Theodoras and Thrasymachus the rhetors—
all three persons living and of note. Being sure to offend
all these, Plato might well feel disposed to avoid making
an enemy of Isokrates at the same time, and to except him
honourably by name from the vulgar professors of rhetoric.
In the Euthydemus (where the satire is directed not against
the rhetors, but against their competitors the dialecticians

e Plato, Phfedrus, p. 278 D.
I have already observed that I do

not agree with Schleiermacher and the
other critics who rank the Phsedrus as
the earliest or even among the earliest
compositions of Plato. That it is of
much later composition I am persuaded,
but of what particular date can only
be conjectured. The opinion of K. I \
Hermann, Stallbaum, and others, that
it was composed about the time when
Plato began his school at Athens
(387-386 B.O.) is sufficiently probable.

The Euthydemus may be earlier or
may be later than the Phaedrus. I
incline to think it later. The opinion
of Stallbaum (resting upon the men-
tion of Alkibiades, p. 275 A), that it
was composed in or before 404 B.C.,
appears to me untenable (Stallbaum,
Proleg. p. 64). Plato would not be
likely to introduce Sokrates speaking
of Alkibiades as a deceased person, at
whatever time the dialogue was com-
posed. Nor can I agree with Steinhart,
who refers it to 402 v,.r. (Einleitung,

VOL. I.

p. 26). Ueberweg (Untersuch. iiber
die Zeitfolge der Plat. Schr. pp. 265-
267) considers the Euthydemus later
(but not much later) than the Phsedrus,
subsequent to the establishment of the
Platonic school at Athens (387-386
B.C.)- This seems to me more probable
than the contrary.

Schleiermacher, in arranging the
Platonic dialogues, ranks the Euthy-
demua as an immediate sequel to the
Menon, and as presupposing both
Gorgias and Thesetetus (Einl. pp. 400-
401). Socher agrees in this opinion,
but Steinhart rejects it (Einleit. p. 26),
placing the Euthydemus immediately
after the Protagoras, and immediately
before the Menon and. the Gorgias ;
according to him, Euthydemus, Menon,
and Gorgias, form a well marked
Trilogy.

Neither of these arrangements rests
upon any sufficient reasons. The
chronological order cannot be deter-
mined.

2 o
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Variable

£

or pseudo-dialecticians) he had no similar motive to address
compliments to Isokrates: respecting whom he speaks in
a manner probably more conformable to his real sentiments,
as the unnamed representative of a certain type of character
—a semi-philosopher, fancying himself among the first men
in Atliens, and assuming unwarrantable superiority over the
genuine philosopher; but entitled to nothing more than a
decent measure of esteem, such as belonged to sincere me-
diocrity of intelligence.

That there prevailed at different times different sentiments,
more or less of reciprocal esteem or reciprocal jea-
lousy, between Plato and Isokrates, ought not to

piatoand be matter of surprise. Both of them were cele-
isokratea. |jrated teachers of Athens, each in his own manner,
during the last forty years of Plato's life: both of them
enjoyed the favour of foreign princes, and received pupils
from outlying, sometimes distant, cities—from Bosphorus and
Cyprus in the East, and from Sicily in the West. We know
moreover that during the years immediately preceding
Plato's death (347 B.C.), his pupil Aristotle, then rising into
importance as a teacher of rhetoric, was engaged in acri-
monious literary warfare, seemingly of his own seeking, with
Isokrates (then advanced in years) and some of the Iso-
kratean pupils. The little which we learn concerning the
literary and philosophical world of Athens, represents it as
much distracted by feuds and jealousies. Isokrates on his
part has in his compositions various passages which appear to
allude (no name being mentioned) to Plato among others, in
a tone of depreciation/

Isokrates seems, as far as we can make out, to have been
in early life, like Lysias, a composer of speeches to be spoken
by clients in the Dikastery. This lucrative profession was
tempting, since Ins family had been nearly ruined during the
misfortunes of Athens at the close of the Peloponnesian war.
Having gained reputation by such means, Isokrates became

' Isokrates, ad Philipp. Or. v. s. 14,
p. 84 ; contra Sophistas, Or. xiii.; Or.
xiii. s. 2-24, pp. 291-295 ; Encom.

Helense, Or. x. init.; Panatkenaic. Or.
xn. s. 126, p. 257; Or. xv. De Perrnu-
tatiouc, s. 90, p. 440, Bekk
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in his mature age a teacher of Rhetoric, and a composer of
discourses, not for private use by clients, but for the general
reader, on political or educational topics. In this character,
he corresponded to the description given by Plato in the
Euthyd^mus: being partly a public adviser, partly a phi-
losopher. But the general principle under which Plato here
attacks him, though conforming to the doctrine of the
Platonic Republic, is contrary to that of Plato in other dia-
logues. " You must devote yourself either wholly to phi-
losophy, or wholly to politics: a mixture of the two is worse
than either "—this agrees with the Republic, wherein Plato
enjoins upon each man one special and exclusive pursuit, as
well as with the doctrine maintained against Kallikles in the
Gorgias—but it differs from the Phsedrus, where he ascribes
the excellence of Perikles as a statesman and rhetor, to the
fact of his having acquired a large tincture of philosophy.8

Cicero quotes this last passage as applicable to his own distin-
guished career, a combination of philosophy with politics.11

He dissented altogether from the doctrine here laid down by
Plato in the Euthydemus, and many other eminent men
would have dissented from it also.

As a doctrine of universal application, in fact, it cannot be
defended. The opposite scheme of life (which is maintained
by Isokrates in De Permutatione and by Kalliklejs in the
Platonic Gorgias)'—that philosophy is to be attentively
studied in the earlier years of life as an intellectual training,
to arm the mind with knowledge and capacities which may
afterwards be applied to the active duties of life—is at least
equally defensible, and suits better for other minds of a very
high order. Not only Xenophon and other distinguished
Greeks, but also most of the best Roman citizens, held the
opinion which Plato in the Gorgias ascribes to Kallikles
and reprobates through the organ of Sokrates—That philo-
sophical study, if prolonged beyond what was necessary for

e See the facts about Isokrates in a
good Dissertation by H. P. Schroder,
Utrecht, 1859, Qusestiones Isocratese,

p. 397.
h Cicero, De Orator, iii. 34, 138;

Orator, iv. 14 ; Brutus, 11, 44.
p 51, seq. I ' Isokrates, De Permutatioue, Or.

Plato, PhseJrus, p. 270; Plutarch, xv. sect. 278-288, pp. 485-486, Bekk.;
Perikles, c. 23; Plato, Republic, iii. Pluto, Gorgias, pp. 484-485.
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this purpose of adequate intellectual training, and if made the
permanent occupation of life, was more hurtful than beneficial.k

Certainly, a man may often fail in the attempt to combine
philosophy with active politics. No one failed in such a
career more lamentably than Dion, the friend of Plato—and
Plato himself, when he visited Sicily to second Dion. More-
over Alkibiades and Kritias were cited by Anytus and the
other accusers of Sokrates as examples of the like mischievous
conjunction. But on the other hand, Archytas at Tarentum
(another friend of Plato and philosopher) administered his
native city with success, as long (seemingly) as Perikles
administered Athens. Such men as these two are nowise
inferior either to the special philosopher or to the special
politician. Plato has laid down an untenable generality, in
this passage of the Euthydemus, in order to suit a particular
point which he wished to make against Isokrates, or against
the semi-philosopher indicated, whoever else he may have
been.

k The half-philosophers and half-
politicians to whom Sokrates here
alludes, are characterised by one of the
Platonic critics as "jene oberflach-
lichen und schwachlichen Naturen die
sich zwischen beiden Kichtungen stel-
len, und zur Erreiehung selbstsiichtiger
vmd beschrankter Zwecke von beiden
aufnehmen was sie verstehen und was
ihnen gefallt" (Steinhart, Einleit. p. 25).
On the other hand we find in Tacitus
a striking passage respecting the studies
of Agricola in his youth at Massilia.
" Memorise teneo, solitum ipsum nar-
rare, se in prima juventa, studium
philosophise aerius, ultra quam con-
cessum Romano ac senatori, hausisse—
ni prudentia matris incensum ac
flagrantem animum exercuisset: Sci-
licet sublime et erectum ingenium,
pulchritudinem ac speciem excelsse
magnseque glorias vehementius quam
caute' appctebat: retinuitque, quod est

difficillimum, ex sapientia modum "
(Vit. Agr. c. 4).

Tacitus expresses himself in the
same manner about the purpose with
which Helvidius Priscus applied him-
self to philosophy (Hist. iv. 6), " non,
ut plerique, ut nomine magnifico segne
otium velaret, sed quo constantior ad-
versus fortuita, rempublicam capes-
seret."

Compare also the memorable passage
in the Funeral Oration pronounced by
Perikles (Thuc. ii. 40;-—<piXo<ro<l>ovfi.£v
&vev ij.aAa.Kias, &c, which exhibits the
like views.

Aulua Gellius fx. 22), who cites the
doctrine which Plato ascribes to Kal-
likles in the Gorgias (about the pro-
priety of confining philosophy to the
function of training and preparation for
active pursuits), tries to make out that
this was Plato's own opinion.

END OF VOLUME I.
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	CHAPTER X - ALKIBIADES I. AND II.
	Situation supposed in the dialogue. Persons---Sokrates and Alki-biades
	Exorbitant hopes and political ambition of Alkibiades
	Questions put by Sokrates, in reference to Alkibiades in his intended function as adviser of the Athenians. What does he intend to advise them upon? What has he learnt, and what does he know
	Alkibiades intends to advise the Athenians on questions of war and peace. Questions of Sokrates thereupon. We must fight those whom it is better to fight---to what standard does better refer? To just and unjust
	How, or from whom, has Alkibiades learnt to discern or distinguish Just and Unjust? He never learnt it from any one; he always knew it, even as a boy
	Answer amended. Alkibiades learnt it from the multitude, as he learnt to speak Greek.---The multitude cannot teach just and unjust, for they are at variance among themselves about it. Alkibiades is going to advise the Athenians about what he does not know himself
	Answer farther amended. The Athenians do not generally debate about just or unjust---which they consider plain to every one---but about expedient and inexpedient, which are not coincident with just and unjust. But neither does Alkibiades know the expedient. He asks Sokrates to explain. Sokrates declines: he can do nothing but question
	Comment on the preceding.---Sokratic method---the respondent makes the discoveries for himself
	Alkibiades is brought to admit that whatever is just, is good, honourable, expedient: and that whoever acts honourably, both does well, and procures for himself happiness thereby. Equivocal reasoning of Sokrates
	Humiliation of Alkibiades. Other Athenian statesmen are equally ignorant. But the real opponents, against whom Alkibiades is to measure himself, are, the kings of Sparta and Persia. Eulogistic description of those kings. To match them, Alki-biades must make himself as good as possible
	But good---for what end, and under what circumstances? Abundant illustrative examples
	Alkibiades, puzzled and humiliated, confesses his ignorance. Encouragement given by So-krates. It is an advantage to make such discovery in youth
	Platonic Dialectic---its actual effect---its anticipated effect---applicable to the season of youth
	Know Thyself---Delphian maxim---its urgent importance---What is myself? My mind is myself
	I cannot know myself, except by looking into another mind. Self-knowledge is temperance. Temperance and Justice are the conditions both of happiness and of freedom
	Alkibiades feels himself unworthy to be free, and declares that lie will never quit Sokrates
	Second Alkibiadês---situation supposed
	Danger of mistake in praying to the Gods for gifts which may prove mischievous. Most men are unwise. Unwise is the generic word: madmen, a particular variety under it
	Relation between a generic term, and the specific terms comprehended under it, was not then familiar
	Frequent cases, in which men pray for supposed benefits, and find that when obtained, they are misfortunes. Every one fancies that he knows what is beneficial; mischiefs of ignorance
	Mistake in predications about ignorance generally. We must discriminate. Ignorance of what? Ignorance of good, is always mischievous: ignorance of other things, not always
	Wise public counsellors are few. Upon what ground do we call these few wise? Not because they possess merely special arts or accomplishments, but because they know, besides, upon what occasions, and under what limits each of these accomplishments ought to be used
	Special accomplishments, without the knowledge of the good or profitable, are oftener hurtful than beneficial
	It is unsafe for Alkibiades to proceed with his sacrifice, until he has learnt what is the proper language to address to the Gods. He renounces his sacrifice, and throws himself upon the counsel of Sokrates
	Different critical opinions respecting these two dialogues
	Grounds for disallowing them---less strong against the Second than against the First
	The supposed grounds for disallowance are in reality only marks of inferiority
	The two dialogues may probably be among Plato's earlier compositions
	Analogy with various dialogues in the Xenophontic Memorabilia---Purpose of Sokrates to humble presumptuous young men
	Fitness of the name and character of Alkibiades for idealising this feature in Sokrates
	Plato's manner of replying to the accusers of Sokrates. Magical influence ascribed to the conversation of Sokrates
	The purpose proclaimed by Sokrates in the Apology is followed out in Alkibiadês I. Warfare against the false persuasion of knowledge
	Difficulties multiplied for the purpose of bringing Alkibiades to a conviction of his own ignorance
	Sokrates furnishes no means of solving these difficulties. He exhorts to Justice and Virtue---but these are acknowledged Incognita
	Prolixity of Alkibiadês I.---Extreme multiplication of illustrative examples---How explained
	Alkibiadês II. leaves its problem avowedly undetermined
	Sokrates commends the practice of praying to the Gods for favours undefined---his views about the semi---regular, semi---irregular agency of the Gods---he prays to them for premonitory warnings
	Comparison of Alkibiadês II. with the Xenophontic Memorabilia, especially the conversation of Sokrates with Euthydemus. So-krates not always consistent with himself
	Remarkable doctrine of Alkibiades II.---that knowledge is not always Good. The knowledge of Good itself is indispensable; without that, the knowledge of other things is more hurtful than beneficial
	Knowledge of Good---appears postulated and divined, in many of the Platonic dialogues, under different titles
	The Good---the Profitable---what is it?---How are we to know it? Plato leaves this undetermined

	CHAPTER XI - HIPPIAS MAJOR---HIPPIAS MINOR
	Hippias Major---situation supposed---character of the dialogue. Sarcasm and mockery against Hippias
	Real debate between the historical Sokrates and Hippiasjjin the Xenophontic Memorabilia---subject of that debate
	Opening of the Hippias Minor---Hippias describes the successful circuit which he had made through Greece, and the renown as well as the gain acquired by his lectures
	Hippias had met with no success at Sparta. Why the Spartans did not admit his instructions---their law forbids
	Question, What is law? The lawmakers always aim at the Profitable, but sometimes fail to attain it. When they fail, they fail to attain law. The lawful is the Profitable. the Unprofitable is also unlawful
	Comparison of the argument of the Platonic Sokrates with that of the Xenophontic Sokrates
	The Just or Good is the beneficial or profitable. This is the only explanation which Plato ever gives---and to this he does not always adhere
	Lectures of Hippias at Sparta---not upon geometry, or astronomy, &c., but upon the question---What pursuits are beautiful, fine, and honourable for youth?
	Question put by Sokrates, in the name of a friend in the background, who has just been puzzling him with it---What is the Beautiful?
	Hippias thinks the question easy to answer
	Justice, Wisdom, Beauty must each be something. What is Beauty, or the Beautiful?
	Hippias does not understand the question. He answers by indicating one particularly beautiful object
	Cross-questioning by Sokrates---Other things also are beautiful; but each thing is beautiful only by comparison, or under some particular circumstances---it is sometimes beautiful, sometimes not beautiful
	Second answer of Hippias---Gold, is that by the presence of which all things become beautiful---scrutiny applied to the answer. Complaint by Hippias about vulgar analogies
	Third answer of Hippias---questions upon it---proof given that it fails of universal application
	Farther answers, suggested by Sokrates himself---1. The Suitable or Becoming---objections thereunto---it is rejected
	2. The useful or profitable---objections---it will not hold
	3. The Beautiful is a variety of the Pleasurable---that which is received through the eye and the ear
	Objections to this last---What property is there common to both sight and hearing, which confers upon the pleasures of these two senses the exclusive privilege of being beautiful?
	Answer---There is, belonging to each and to both in common, the property of being innocuous and profitable pleasures---upon this ground they are called beautiful
	This will not hold---the Profitable is the cause of Good, and is therefore different from Good---to say that the beautiful is the Profitable, is to say that it is different from Good---but this has been already declared inadmissible
	Remarks upon the Dialogue---the explanations ascribed to Hippias are special conspicuous examples: those ascribed to Sokrates are attempts to assign some general concept
	Analogy between the explanations here ascribed to Sokrates, and those given by the Xenophontic Sokrates in the Memorabilia
	Concluding thrust exchanged between Hippias and Sokrates
	Rhetoric against Dialectic
	Men who dealt with real life, contrasted with the speculative and analytical philosophers
	Concrete Aggregates---abstract or logical Aggregates. Distinct aptitudes required by Aristotle for the Dialectician
	Antitheses of Absolute and Relative, here brought into debate by Plato, in regard to the Idea of Beauty
	Hippias Minor---characters and situation supposed
	Hippias has just delivered a lecture, in which he extols Achilles as better than Odysseus---the veracious and straightforward hero better than the mendacious and crafty
	This is contested by Sokrates. The veracious man and the mendacious man are one and the same---the only man who can answer truly if he chooses, is he who can also answer falsely if he chooses, i. e. the knowing man---the ignorant man cannot make sure of doing either the one or the other
	Analogy of special arts---it is only the arithmetician who can speak falsely on a question of arithmetic when he chooses
	View of Sokrates respecting Achilles in the Iliad. He thinks that Achilles speaks falsehood cleverly. llippias maintains that if Achilles ever speaks falsehood, it is with an innocent purpose, whereas Odysseus does the like with fraudulent purpose
	Issue here taken---Sokrates contends that those who hurt, or cheat, or lie wilfully, are better than those who do the like unwillingly---he entreats Hippias to enlighten him and answer his questions
	Questions of Sokrates---multiplied analogies of the special arts. The unskilful artist, who runs, wrestles, or sings badly, whether he will or not, is worse than the skilful, who can sing well when he chooses, but can also sing badly when he chooses
	It is better to have the mind of a bowman who misses his mark only by design, than that of one who misses even when he intends to hit
	Dissent and repugnance of Hippias
	Conclusion---That none but the good man can do evil wilfully: the bad man does evil unwillingly. Hippias cannot resist the reasoning, but will not accept the conclusion---Sokrates confesses his perplexity
	Remarks on the dialogue. If the parts had been inverted, the dialogue would have been cited by critics as a specimen of the sophistry and corruption of the Sophists
	Polemical purpose of the dialogue---Hippias humiliated by Sokrates
	Philosophical purpose of the dialogue---theory of the Dialogues of Search generally, and of Knowledge as understood by Plato
	The Hippias is an exemplification of this theory---Sokrates sets forth a case of confusion, and avows his inability to clear it up. Confusion---shown up in the Lesser Hippias---Error in the Greater
	The thesis maintained here by Sokrates, is also affirmed by the historical Sokrates in the Xenophontic Memorabilia
	Aristotle combats the thesis. Arguments against it
	Mistake of Sokrates and Plato in dwelling too exclusively on the intellectual conditions of human conduct
	They rely too much on the analogy of the special arts---they take no note of the tacit assumptions underlying the epithets of praise and blame
	Value of a Dialogue of Search, that it shall be suggestive, and that it shall bring before us different aspects of the question under review
	Antithesis between Rhetoric and Dialectic

	CHAPTER XII - HIPPARCHUS---MINOS
	Hipparchus---Question------What is the definition of Lover of Gain? He is one who thinks it right to gain from things worth nothing. Sokrates cross-examines upon this explanation. No man expects to gain from things which he knows to be worth nothing: in this sense, no man is a lover of gain
	Gain is good. Every man loves good: therefore all men are lovers of gain
	Apparent contradiction. Sokrates accuses the companion of trying to deceive him---accusation is retorted upon Sokrates
	Precept inscribed formerly by Hipparchus the Peisistratid---never deceive a friend. Eulogy of Hipparchus by Sokrates
	Sokrates allows the companion to retract some of his answers. The companion affirms that some gain is good, other gain is evil
	Questions by Sokrates---bad gain is gain, as much as good gain. What is the common property, in virtue of which both are called (Jain? Every acquisition, made with no outlay, or with a smaller outlay, is gain. Objections---the acquisition may be evil---embarrassment confessed
	It is essential to gain, that the acquisition made shall be greater not merely in quantity, but also in value, than the outlay. The valuable is the profitable---the profitable is the good. Conclusion comes back, That Gain is Good
	Recapitulation. The debate has shown that all gain is good, and that there is no evil gain---all men are lovers of gain---no man ought to be reproached for being so---the companion is compelled to admit this, though he declares that he is not persuaded
	Minos. Question put by Sokrates to the companion, What is Law, or The Law? All law is the same, qimtnuis law: what is the common constituent attribute?
	Answer---Law is, 1. The consecrated and binding customs. 2. The decree of the city. 3. Social or civic opinion
	Cross-examination by Sokrates just and lawfully-behaving men are so through law: unjust and lawless men are so through the absence of law. Law is highly honourable and useful: lawlessness is ruinous. Accordingly bad decrees of the city---or bad social opinion---cannot be law
	Suggestion by Sokrates---Law is the good opinion of the city---but good opinion is true opinion, or the finding out of reality. Law therefore wishes (tends) to be the finding out of reality, though it does not always succeed in doing so
	Objection taken by the Companion---That there is great discordance of laws in different places---he specifies several cases of such discordance at some length. Sokrates reproves his prolixity, and requests him to confine himself to question or answer
	Farther questions by Sokrates---Things heavy and light, just and unjust, honourable and dishonourable, &c., are so, and are accounted so everywhere. Real things are always accounted real. Whoever fails in attaining the real, fails in attaining the lawful
	There are laws of health and of cure, composed by the few physicians wise upon those subjects, and unanimously declared by them. So also there are laws of farming, gardening, cookery, declared by the few wise in those respective pursuits. In like manner, the laws of a city are the judgments declared by the few wise men who know how to rule
	That which is right is the regal law, the only true and real law---that which is not right, is not law, but only seems to be law in the eyes of the ignorant
	Minos, King of Krete---his laws were divine and excellent, and have remained unchanged from time immemorial
	Question about the character of Minos---Homer and Hesiod declare him to have been admirable, the Attic tragedians defame him as a tyrant, because he was the enemy of Athens
	That Minos was really admirable---and that he has found out truth and reality respecting the administration of the city---we may be sure from the fact that his laws have remained so long unaltered
	The question is made more determinate---What is it that the good lawgiver prescribes and measures out for the health of the mind, as the physician measures out food and exercise for the body? Sokrates cannot tell. Close
	The Hipparchus and Minos are analogous to each other, and both of them inferior works of Plato, perhaps unfinished
	Hipparchus---double meaning of [GREEK PHI SYMBOL][GREEK SMALL LETTER IOTA][GREEK SMALL LETTER LAMDA][GREEK SMALL LETTER OMICRON][GREEK SMALL LETTER KAPPA][GREEK SMALL LETTER EPSILON][GREEK SMALL LETTER RHO][GREEK SMALL LETTER DELTA][GREEK SMALL LETTER ETA WITH VARIA][GREEK SMALL LETTER FINAL SIGMA] and [GREEK SMALL LETTER KAPPA][GREEK SMALL LETTER EPSILON WITH OXIA][GREEK SMALL LETTER RHO][GREEK SMALL LETTER DELTA][GREEK SMALL LETTER OMICRON][GREEK SMALL LETTER FINAL SIGMA]
	State of mind of the agent, as to knowledge, frequent inquiry in Plato. No tenable definition found
	Admitting that there is bad gain, as well as good gain, what is the meaning of the word gain? None is found
	Purpose of Plato in the dialogue---to lay bare the confusion, and to force the mind of the respondent into efforts for clearing it up
	Historical narrative and comments given in the dialogue respecting Hipparchus---afford no ground for declaring the dialogue to be spurious
	Minos. Question---What is the characteristic property connoted by the word No,uos or law?
	This question was discussed by the historical Sokrates, Memorabilia of Xenophon
	Definitions of law---suggested and refuted. Law includes, as a portion of its meaning, justice, goodness, usefulness, &c. Bad decrees are not laws
	Sokrates affirms that law is everywhere the same---it is the declared judgment and command of the Wise man upon the subject to which it refers---it is truth and reality, found out and certified by him
	Reasoning of Sokrates in the Minos is unsound, but Platonic. The Good, True, and Real, coalesce in the mind of Plato---lie acknowledges nothing to be Law, except what he thinks ought to be Law
	Plato worships the Ideal of his own mind---the work of systematic constructive theory by the Wise Man
	Different applications of this general Platonic view, in the Minos, Politikus, Kratylus, &c. Xatural Rectitude of Law, Government, Names. &c. ib.
	Eulogy on Minos, as having established laws on this divine type or natural rectitude
	The Minos was arranged by Aristophanes at first in a Trilogy along with the Leges
	Explanations of the word Law---confusion in its meaning

	CHAPTER XIII - THEAGES
	Theagês---has been declared spurious by some modern critics---grounds for such opinion not sufficient
	Persons of the dialogue---Sokrates, with Demodokus and Theagês, father and son. Theagês (the son), eager to acquire knowledge, desires to be placed under the teaching of a Sophist
	Sokrates questions Theagês, inviting him to specify what he wants
	Theagês desires to acquire that wisdom by which he can govern freemen with their own consent
	Incompetence of the best practical statesmen to teach any one else. Theagês requests that Sokrates will himself teach him
	Sokrates declares that he is not competent to teach---that he knows nothing except about matters of love. Theagês maintains that many of his young friends have profited largely by the conversation of Sokrates
	Sokrates explains how this has sometimes happened---he recites his experience of the divine sign or Dæmon
	The Dæmon is favourable to some persons, adverse to others. Upon this circumstance it depends how far any companion profits by the society of Sokrates. Aristeides has not learnt anything from Sokrates, yet has improved much by being near to him
	Theagês expresses his anxiety to be received as the companion of Sokrates
	Remarks on the Theagês---analogy with the Lachês
	Chief peculiarity of the Theagês---stress laid upon the divine sign or Daemon
	Plato employs this divine sign here to render some explanation of the singularity and eccentricity of Sokrates, and of his unequal influence upon different companions
	Sokrates, while continually finding fault with other teachers, refusod to teach himself---difficulty of finding an excuse for his refusal. The Theages furnishes an excuse
	Plato does not always, nor in other dialogues, allude to the divine I sign in the same way. Its character and working essentially impenetrable. Sokrates a privileged person

	CHAPTER XIV - ERASTÆ OR ANTERASTÆ---RIVALES
	Erastæ---subject and persons of the dialogue---dramatic introduction---interesting youths in the palæstra
	Two rival Erastæ---one of them literary, devoted to philosophy---the other gymnastic, hating philosophy
	Question put by Sokrates---What is philosophy? It is the perpetual accumulation of knowledge, so as to make the largest sum total
	In the case of the body, it is not the maximum of exercise which does good, but the proper, measured, quantity. For the mind also, it is not the maximum of knowledge, but the measured quantity which is good. Who is the judge to determine this measure?
	No answer given. What is the best conjecture? Answer of the literary Erastes. A man must learn that which will yield to him the greatest reputation as a philosopher---as much as will enable him to talk like an intelligent critic, though not to practise
	The philosopher is one who is second-best in several different arts---a Pentathlus---who talks well upon each
	On what occasions can such secondbest men be useful? There are always regular practitioners at hand, and no one will call in the second-best man when he can have the regular practitioner
	Philosophy cannot consist in multiplication of learned acquirements
	Sokrates changes his course of examination---questions put to show that there is one special art, regal and political, of administering and discriminating the bad from the good
	In this art the philosopher must not only be second-best, competent to talk---but he must be a fully qualified practitioner, competent to act
	Close of the dialogue---humiliation of the literary Erastes
	Remarks---animated manner of the dialogue
	Definition of philosophy---here sought for the first time---Platonic conception of measure---referee not discovered
	View taken of the second-best critical talking man, as compared with the special proficient and practitioner
	Plato's view---that the philosopher has a province special to himself, distinct from other specialties---dimly indicated---regal or political art
	Philosopher---the supreme artist, controlling other artists

	CHAPTER XV - ION
	Ion. Persons of the dialogue. Difference of opinion among modern critics as to its genuineness
	Rapsodes as a class in Greece. They competed for prizes at the festivals. Ion has been triumphant
	Functions of the Rhapsodes. Recitation---exposition of the poets---arbitrary exposition of the poets was then frequent
	The popularity of the Rhapsodes was chiefly derived from their recitation---powerful effect which they produced
	Ion both reciter and expositor---Homer was considered more as an instructor than as a poet
	Plato disregards and disapproves the poetic or emotional working
	Ion devoted himself to Homer exclusively. Questions of Sokrates to him---How happens it that you cannot talk equally upon other poets? The poetic art is one
	Explanation given by Sokrates---both the Rhapsode and the Poet work, not by art and system, but by divine inspiration---fine poets are bereft of their reason, and possessed by inspiration from some God
	Analogy of the Magnet, which holds up by attraction successive stages of iron rings. The Gods first inspire Homer, then act through him and through Ion upon the auditors
	This comparison forms the central point of the dialogue. It is an expansion of a judgment delivered by Sokrates in the Apology
	Platonic antithesis: systematic procedure distinguished from unsystematic: which latter was either blind routine, or madness inspired by the Gods. Varieties of madness, good and bad
	Special inspiration from the Gods was a familiar fact in Grecian life---privileged communications from the Gods to Sokrates---his firm belief in them
	Condition of the inspired person---his reason is for the time withdrawn
	Ion does not admit himself to be inspired and out of his mind
	Homer talks upon all subjects---Is Ion competent to explain what Homer says upon all of them? Rhapsodic art. What is its province?
	The Rhapsode does not know special matters, such as the craft of the pilot, physician, farmer, &c. but he knows the business of the general, and is competent to command soldiers, having learnt it from Homer
	Conclusion. Ion expounds Homer, not with any knowledge of what he says, but by divine inspiration
	The generals in Greece usually possessed no professional experience---Homer and the poets were talked of as the great teachers---Plato's view of the poet, as pretending to know everything, but really knowing nothing
	Knowledge, opposed to divine inspiration without knowledge
	Illustration of Plato's opinion respecting the uselessness of written geometrical treatises

	CHAPTER XVI - LACHES
	Laches. Subject and persons of the dialogue---whether it is useful that two young men should receive lessons from a master of arms. Nikias and Lachês ditfer in opinion
	Sokrates is invited to declare his opinion---he replies that the point cannot be decided without a competent professional judge
	Those who deliver an opinion must begin by proving their competence to judge---Sokrates avows his own incompetence
	Nikias and Lachês submit to be cross-examined by Sokrates
	Both of them give opinions offhand, according to their feelings on the special case---Sokrates requires that the question shall be generalised, and examined as a branch of education
	Appeal of Sokrates to the judgment of the One Wise Man---this man is never seen or identified
	We must know what virtue is, before we give an opinion on education---virtue, as a whole, is too large a question---we will enquire about one branch of virtue---courage
	Question---what is courage? Lachês answers by citing one particularly manifest case of courage---mistake of not giving a general explanation
	Second answer. Courage is a sort of endurance of the mind---Sokrates points out that the answer is vague and incorrect---endurance is not always courage: even intelligent endurance is not always courage
	Confusion. New answer given by Nikias. Courage is a sort of Intelligence---the intelligence of things terrible and not terrible. Objections of Lachês
	Questions of Sokrates to Nikias. It is only future events, not past or present, which are terrible: but intelligence of future events cannot be had without intelligence of past or present
	Courage therefore must be intelligence of good and evil generally. But this definition would include the whole of virtue, and we declared that courage was only a part thereof---it will not hold therefore as a definition of courage
	Remarks. Warfare of Sokrates against the false persuasion of knowledge. Brave generals deliver opinions confidently about courage without knowing what it is
	No solution given by Plato---apparent tendency of his mind, in Pago looking for a solution. Intelligence---cannot be understood without reference to some object or end
	Object---is supplied in the answer of Nikias. Intelligence---of things terrible and not terrible. Such intelligence is not possessed by professional artists
	Postulate of a Science of Ends, or Teleology, dimly indicated by Plato. The Unknown Wise Man---correlates with the undiscovered Science of Ends
	Perfect condition of the intelligence---is the one sufficient condition of virtue
	Dramatic contrast between Lachês and Sokrates, as cross-examiners

	CHAPTER XVII - CHARMIDES
	Scene and personages of the dialogue. Crowded paleestra. Emotions of Sokrates
	Question, What is Temperance? addressed by Sokrates to the temperate Charmides. Answer, It is a kind of sedateness or slowness 483
	But Temperance is a fine or honourable thing, and slowness is, in many or most cases, not fine or honourable, but the contrary. Temperance cannot be slowness
	Second answer. Temperance is a variety of the feeling of shame. Refuted by Sokrates
	Third answer. Temperance consists in doing one's own business. Defended by Kritias. Sokrates pronounces it a riddle, and refutes it. Distinction between making and doing
	Fourth answer, by Kritias. Temperance consists in self-knowledge
	Questions of Sokrates thereupon. What good does self-knowledge procure for us? What is the object known, in this case? Answer: There is no object of knowledge, distinct from the knowledge itself
	Sokrates doubts the possibility of any knowledge, without a given cognitum as its object. Analogies to prove that knowledge of knowledge is impossible
	All knowledge must be relative to some object
	All properties are relative---every thing in nature has its characteristic property with reference to something else
	Even if cognition of cognition were possible, cognition of non-cognition would be impossible. A man may know what he knows, but he cannot know what he is ignorant of. He knows the fact that he knows: but he does not know how much he knows, and how much he does not know
	Temperance therefore as thus defined, would be of little or no value
	But even granting the possibility of that which has just been denied, still Temperance would be of little value. Suppose that all separate work were well per formed, by special practitioners, we should not attain our end---Happiness
	Which of the varieties of knowledge contributes most to welldoing or happiness? That by which we know good and evil
	Without the science of good and evil, the other special science will be of little or no service. Temperance is not the science of good and evil, sind is of little service
	Sokrates confesses to entire failure in his research. He cannot find out what temperance is: although several concessions have been made which cannot be justified
	Temperance is and must be a good thing: but Charmides cannot tell whether ho is temperate or not; since what temperance is remains unknown
	Expressions both from Charmides and Kritias of praise and devotion to Sokrates, at the close of the dialogue. Dramatic ornament throughout
	The Charmides is an excellent specimen of Dialogues of Search. Abundance of guesses and tentatives, all ultimately disallowed
	Trial and Error, the natural process of the human mind. Plato stands alone in bringing to view and dramatising this part of the mental process. Sokrates accepts for himself the condition of conscious ignorance
	Familiar words---constantly used, with much earnest feeling, but never understood nor denned---ordinary phenomenon in human society
	Dirterent ethical points of view in different Platonic dialogues
	Self-knowledge is here declared to be impossible
	In other dialogues, Sokrates declares self-knowledge to be essential and inestimable. Necessity for the student to have presented to him dissentient points of view
	Courage and Temperance are shown to have no distinct meaning, except as founded on the general cognizance of good and evil
	Distinction made between the special sciences and the science of Good and Evil. Without this last, the special sciences are of no use
	Knowledge, always relative to some object known. Postulate or divination of a Science of Teleology
	Courage and Temperance, handled both by Plato and by Aristotle. Comparison between the two

	CHAPTER XVIII - LYSIS
	Analogy between Lysis and Charmides. Richness of dramatic incident in both. Youthful beauty
	Scenery and personages of the Lysis
	Origin of the conversation. Sokrates promises to give an example of the proper way of talking to a youth, for his benefit
	Conversation of Sokrates with Lysis
	Lysis is humiliated. Distress of Hippothales
	Lysis entreats Sokrates to talk in the like strain to Menexenus
	Value of the first conversation between Sokrates and Lysis, as an illustration of the Platonico-Sokratic manner
	Sokrates begins to examine Menexenus respecting friendship. Who is to be called a friend? Halt in the dialogue
	Questions addressed to Lysis. Appeal to the maxims of the poets. Like is the friend of like. Canvassed and rejected
	Other poets declare that likeness is a cause of aversion; unlikeness, of friendship. Reasons pro and con. Rejected
	Confusion of Sokrates. He suggests, That the Indifferent (neither good nor evil) is friend to the Good
	Suggestion canvassed. If the Indifferent is friend to the Good, it is determined to become so by the contact of felt evil, from which it is anxious to escape
	Principle illustrated by the philosopher. His intermediate condition---not wise, yet painfully feeling his own ignorance
	Sokrates dissatisfied. He originates a new suggestion. The Primum Amabile, or Object originally dear to us, per se: by relation or resemblance to which other objects become dear
	The cause of love is desire. We desire that which is akin to us---or our own
	Good is of a nature akin to every one, evil is alien to every one. Inconsistency with what has been previously laid down
	Failure of the enquiry. Close of the dialogue
	Remarks. No positive result. Sokratic purpose in analysing the familiar words---to expose the false persuasion of knowledge
	Subject of Lysis. Suited for a Dialogue of Search. Manner of Sokrates, multiplying defective explanations, and showing reasons why each is defective
	The process of trial and error is better illustrated by a searchwithout result than with result. Usefulness of the dialogue for self-working minds
	Subject of friendship, handled both by the Xenophontic Sokrates, and by Aristotle
	Debate in the Lysis partly verbal, partly real. Assumptions made by the Platonic Sokrates, questionable, such as the real Sokrates would have found reason for challenging
	Peculiar theory about friendship broached by Sokrates. Persons neither good nor evil by nature, yet having a superficial tinge of evil, and desiring good to escape from it
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